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Position Location in a TDMA Network 

Stephen Cable 

Rockwell International 

lntroductlon 

~1any oC the communications systems betng developed to
day for the tactical envil'Onment use some Corm oi TOMA 
in order to share the communications resource among 
the network elements, In addition, a time dependent 
waveform (eg, JTIDS, Packet Radio, etc.) is oiten utilized 
to mcrease jam resistance. These systems requl.J'e time 
synchronization within the network in order to be able 
to successfully communicate. The timing measurements 
necessary to provide network synchronization can be ex
tended to provide accurate range measurements between 
net,-tork elements. These range measurements can be 
used to calculate the positions oi ail network elements 
relative to some grid which has been established by the 
network. The tactical value of a relative position loca
tion function is well established Cor providing relative 
nagivation. targeting, resource mapping and allocation, 
routing and low probability of intercept information. 
The availabili ty of range measurements, which could be 
used for position location, and the value of position loca
tion as a tactical tool motivated the development of the 
position location methods described in this paper. 

The method for providing a relative position location 
function IS summarized below. As a part of the network 
init1alization process. a relative grid is established for 
the network. Each element in the network will be re
sponsible for tracking its own position relative to that 
grid. Accurate range measurements are obtained by ac
curately controlling the time oi transmission (TOT) and 
by accurately measuring the time oi 8.ITival (TOA) of 
messages. The propagation delay measurement ootamed 
from the TOT and the TOA is multiplied by the speed 
oi propagation to obtain a range measurement. If the 
transmitted message contains the position ot the trans
mitter. the range measurement can be used along with 
similar range measurements irom other sources to cal
culate an estimate oi the receiver's position and the cur
rent network reierence time . Periodically, these esti
mates are used by a Kalman filter linear estimator to 
devel09 ano correct a state model oi the dynamics of 
the unit and its internal time base. The rate at which 
these models must be -uodated is a {unction oi the mobility 
oi the platform and its position location accuracy require
ments. By usmg these state models, each unit can track 
its estimated oosation and an estimate of the network 
reference time. ThtS information is then made available 
to other units for use in their position location algorithms. 
.\ hierarchical structure is used to determine whicn po
tential sources of position information should be utilized 
oy a particular user. This structure prevents the feedback 
of errors which can result in an unstable condition. The 
remainder of the paper will provide an overview of the 
major concepts uitroduced above. will discuss some of 
the iactors which determtne accuracy, and will consider 
the 1SSues associated with actually implementing a position 
location function. 

.\1ult ilateration 

.\1ultilaterauon is the use of range measurements irom 
multiple sources to determtne position relative to the 
locatiorlS ot' the sources. Multilateration is suited for 
use in a tactical TOMA network for a variety of reasons. 
including! 

a. !t utilizes available propagation delay measurements 

b. Position estimates can be calculated by each element 

c. lt does not require iixed references 

d. It does not rely upon critical nodes. 

Given the TOT and TOA of the message, an estimate 
of the line of sight range between the transmitter and 
receiver can be computed. If the received message con
tains the absolute or relative oosition or the source (trans
mitter). the receiver can use this informaoon. in conjunction 
with the measured range and similar measurements from 
other sources. to estimate its position. Each range mea
surement de iines a circle oi radius R (where R = measured 
ra.nge) with its center at the source. According to. the 
measurement. the receiver lies somewhere on the circle. 
In the horizontal case (ie. altitude assumed known) per
fect range measurements from three noncoUnear sources 
will generate three circles with a unique common inter
section wnich is the position of the receiver. However. 
error-eorrupted measurements will produce a set of circles 
with no common intersection or an incorrect common inter
section. ThtS result is illustrated in figure l for four 
sources and one receiver. Given these error-corruoted 
range measurements. the receiver is required to calculate 
a position estimate which is in some sense opumum. 

0 • .JSElf'S UflMA TE) JIOSfflON 

Cl • U:lllf'S ACTl'Yt IOSfTlCN ------
- - 4IOC "'°" C'...CU 0, ~ ..,_ 

Figure 1. .\1ultilateretion :\1easurements for Posit!on 
Location. 

By linearizing the problem using a Taylor's series expan
sion and employing a weighted least square error cr1ter1on. 
this problem can be eiiic1ently solved by a microprocessor. 
This method requires an initial pos1tton estimate provided 
by previous measurements or by an initialization algorithm 
wh1cn is beyond the scope oi this paper. The result or 
the Unearization can be ooserved in figure '.!a. The ith 
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Position Location in a TDllA tietvrorit

Stephen Cable

Rockwell international

Introduction

Many of the communications systems being developed to-
day for the tactiml environment use some form oi TDHA
in order to share the communications resource among
the network elements. in addition. a time dependent
waveform leg. inns. Packet Radio. etc.) is often utilized
to increase jam resistance. These systems require time
synchronization within the network in order to be able
to sticcesai'ully commons-ta. 'Die timing meawrements
necessary to provide mttvork syncl'mization can be ex-
tended io provide accurate range measurements between
network elements. Tit-e range meant-omens can be
used to calculate the positlors of all network elements
relative to some grid which has been estaol'nhed by the
network. The tactical value of a relative position loco-
tion function is well established for providing relative
naqivation. targeting, roadie-ca mapping and allocation.
routing and low prooaoillty of intercept information.
The availability of range measurements. which could he
used for position location. and the value oi position loca-
‘LIOI'I as a tactical tool morivated the development of the
position location methods described in this paper.

The method for providing a relative position location
lunction is summarized below. As a part of the network
initialization prom. a relative grid is established for
the network. Eadt element in the network will be re-

sponsible for tracsting its own position relative to that
grid. Accurate range measurements are obtained by ac-
curater controlling the time of transmission (TOT! and
by accurately measuring the time oi am‘val (TOAJ of
messages. The propagation delay measurement obtained
from the TOT and the TOA is multiplied by the speed
of pmpegation to ootain a range measurement. It the
transmitted message contain the position of the trans-
mitter. the range measurement can he used along with
sumilar range measurements from other sources to cal-
culate an estimate of the receiver‘s position and the cur-
rent netivortt reference time. Periodically. these esti—
mates are teed ov a Kslrnan filter linear estimator to
develop and correct a state model of the dynamies ol’
the unit and its internal time base. The rate at which

these models must be updated is a function of the mobility
of the platform and its position location accuracyr redial-e-
rnents. 3v mug these state models. each unit. can track
its estimated position and an estimate of the network
reference time. This information is then made available
to other units for toe in their position location algorithms.
A hierarchical structure is used to determine which po-
tential sources of position information should be utilized
oy a particular user. This structure prevents the feedback
of errors which can taint in en urotahle condition. The

remainder of the paper will provide an overview of the
major concepts introduced above. will discuss some of
the factors which determine accuracy. and will consider
the issues associated with actually implementing a position
location function.

Multilateratlon

Multilateration is the use of range measurements from
multiple sources to determine position relative to the
locatiom oi‘ the sources. Multilateration is suited for
use in a tactical TDMA network for a variety or reasons.
including:

a. It utilizes availaole propagation delay measurements

is. Potation estimates can be calculated by each element

c. it does not require fixed references

d. It does not rel}:r upon alticalnodes.

Given the TOT and TOA oi the message. an estimate
or the line of sight range between the transmitter and
receiver can be computed. if the received message con-
tains the absolute or relative position of the source (trans-
mitter). the receiver can use this information. in conjunction
with the measured range and similar measurements from
other sources. to estimate its position. Each range mea-
surement defines a circle of radiin R [where R = measured

ram} with its center at the source. Accordirq to the
measurement. the receiver lies somewhere on the circle.

in the horizontal case lie. altitude assumed itnownl per-
fect range measurements from three noncollnear sources
will [merate three circles with a unique common inter-
section which is the position of the receiver. However.
error-corrupted measurements will produce a set of circles
with no common intersection or an incorrect common inter-

section. This result is illustrated in figure I (or four
sources and one receiver. Given these errolhcormpted
range measurements. the receiver is required to calculate
a position estimate which Is in some sense optimum.

 
F's-- ”mama-0mm

Fig-ore i. Muitflaterstion Measurements for Position
Location.

By lineariziuq.r the proolem using a Taylor’s series expan-
sion and employing a weighted least square error criterion.
this proolem can be efficiently solved by s microprocessm.
This method requires an initial position estimate provided
by previous measurements or u}! an initialization algorithm
which is Beyond the scope o! this paper. The result of
the iinearization can he observed in figure 2a. The ith
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range measurement now constrains the soluuon to lie 
on the straight line which IS tangent to the circle of radius 
R(i) at the point where the line coMecting the ith source 
and the estimated position intersects the circle. The 
weighted least square error criterion is then used to solve 
for an estimate. The weights take into account the rela
tive accuracy of the position and time esti mates of the 
sources. The variance of the error in the estimate is 
also calculated based on the estimated variance ol each 
measurement. The final estimate derived from the mea
surements of figure 1 is illustrated in figure 2b. 

,,G 

)1 
.. 

d I 1, ·t . 

, . 
b G 

I ' - ..,, ..,,._ft 0, ~flO',I UIIHG W80HT'ID \.'.~"°" 0,-olll.Dt ..u.S'Ttc:IUNllll#IIIIIOll~1"1 

• • 'ICUIICBO, ~~"°" 
o - ~U1'9Mrmf'CW1"1C* 

c-~~""°'"'°" o--·-
Figure 2. Linearized Solution of Multilateration 

Problem. 

Thus. a network element provided with three range mea
surements of adequate quality can compute an estimate 
of its relative position. 

Range ~ easurements 

The accuracy and quantity of range measurements avail
able to a unit IS an important factor in the accuracy of 
the position location function. On the other hand, the 
por tion oi the network capacity required to support posi
tion location messages should be minimized. Thus. a range 
measurement technique which fulfills both oi these re
quirements is desirable. There are two basic methods 
(modes) oi obtaining a range measurement for position 
location and a clock offset measurement for time synch
ronization. One method. a passive mode measurement, 
requires only t.he reception of a position report irom the 
source. The second method. an active mode measurement. 
requires an interrogation of the source of position iniorma
uon and a reply containing the information needed to 
calculate an active :-ange measurement. A comparison 
of these two modes reveals t hat the selection oi the mea
surement mode is dependent upon the operational require
ments and the network environment of the unit. 

In the passive mode of operation. the unit estimates its 
position and clocic oi fset utilizing passively received posi
uon reports. The form of the passive mode measurement 
fs illustrated 111 figure 3. By including terms to indicate 
the sources of error, the equation for the measurement, O. 
in figure 3 can be rewritten as 

1vhere 

n = errors introduced by incorrect source position 
est imates 

:n = TOA measurement error. 

(ll 

~ ==========:5:.z:2====1 '0A:. ================= ~ ------ --'1;.....,..' ___ .;..• -,.'----
~ ~ Jt2~ '1l3 

0 • 1TOA • 1'01'\•V- fr~ • DI) 

c.... .uoea-nvo 

O• ,t1#-a 
-IIO•ci..CIA.A ___ ,.__ 

Figure 3. Passive Mode Observation. 

Upon reception of similar measurements from at least 
t.hree noncolinear sources, equation (1) can be linear1zed 
and an estimate o( the clock offset and the error in the 
unit's previous position estimate can be obtained. 

In the active mode oi operation. a unit must interrogate 
the sources from which it desires to obtain position and 
time information. Upon reception oi this 111terrogation. 
the interrogated unit replies with a position report con
taining the TOA of the interrogation and the position 
oi the source at the ·time of the reply. The r'orm of the 
active mode range measurement is illustrated in figure -4 . 
The two transmissions of the active mode provide an in
dependent time measurement. Ot. and an independent 
position error measurement. Op. From figure -1. Dt and 
Op can be written as 

Ot = ~ t 1 - (m2 - ml)/2 

Op = ER - (m2 - ml)/2 - n 

where 

mi = ith TOA measurement error 

(2) 

(3) 

n = errors introduced by incorrect source posltlon 
estimate. 

These equations show that clock offset and position errors 
have been decoupled in the acuve mode. 

, 

~ 
"ll,12 

USIIIC\.00< 

ffl?: souoa 
c;,,ocx · 0:1ri , 

~ 1 
CU)O( i--- .. -

JI '• ,i •• Ji 

. ll. Ji .... i 

.,,., f{TOA2. TOT?) • ,TOAl .. TOTIIVt . 1r\C, • .l tJ • 1to. l HI 2 ... 
l t • C,~ IC1'WHH SOU11C1 CU)OC. 4HO I :sf.ll' Q.OQC 

.ii • OPSff UTWU>< sou,,c"E CLOQC AHO -INCi C:.00C 

.ii• OPUT lflWUN PG!J'r:,,c;I Cl.CC~ ANO uSVI Cl.CO< 

Figure -1 • . ~ctive (RTT) Observauon. 
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range measurement now constrains the solution to lie
on the straight line which is tangent to the circle of radius
Riii at the point where the line corutectlw the ith source
and the estimated position intersects the circle. The
weighted least square error criterion is then used to solve
for an estimate. The weights take into accoimt the rela-
tive accuracy or the position and time estimates of the
sources. Thevarianceoftheerrorintheastimateis
also calculated based on the estimated variance of each
measurement. The final estimate derived from the mea-

surements of figure 1 is illustrated in figure 2b.

 
ab 3‘

I L22> l a
1 ' '
t _ | "u +

|
|
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Figure 2. Linearized Solution of MultilateratiohPmbiem.

Thus. a network element provided with tru'ee range mea-
surements of adequate quality can compute an estimate
or its relative position.

Em iieasuremehts

The accuracy and quantity of range measurements avail-
able to a unit is an important factor in the accuracy of
the position location function. (in the other hand. the
portion of the network capacity required to support posi—
tion location messages should be minimized. Thus. a range
measurement technique which fulfills both of these re-
quirements is desirable. There are two basic methods
imodeal of obtaining a range measurement for position
location and a clock oftset measurement for time synch-
ronization. One method. a passive mode measurement.
requires only the reception oi a position report from the
source. The second method. an active mode memrement.

requires an interrogation of the source of position informa-
tion and a reply containing the information needed to
calculate an active mega measurement. A comparison
of those two model reveals that the selection ot‘ the mea-
surement mode is dependent upon the operational require-
ments and the network environment of the unit.

in the passive mode of operation. the unit estimate: its
position and clock offset utilizing passively received posi—
tion reports. The form of the waive mode measurement
rs illustrated in figure 3. By including terms to indicate
the sources or error. the equation for the measurement. D.
in figure 3 can he rewritten as

D=iat,~atsl'v-Eit-n—m £1)
‘8 here

it = errors introduced by incorrect source position
estimates

to = TOA measurement error.
ti

. y. ' ; ‘. - 3_——————-—
al. a

use!
M' '

spun ‘ ;" "m -. . -
W
Hall

.Ilf'i—H-lta

mewmmmrflmmm ,

'oa-Vots'. 'J'-"_I “MI-u,
scrum-mum

DHM-I‘Gfiei-i‘fiefl
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u'lh“.

ma-mmm-m“

Figure 3. Passive Mode Observation.

Upon reception of similar measurements from at least
three noncoiinear sources. equation i1} can be linearized
and an estimate of the clock offset and the error in the

unit's previous position estimate can be obtained.

in the active mode of operation. a unit must interrogate
the sources from which it desires to ootain position and
time information. Upon reception of this Interrogation.
the interrogated unit replies with a position report con-
taming the TOA of the interrogation and the position
of the source at the-time of the reply. Tl'te form of the
active mode range disarmament is illustrated in figure 4.
The two transmissions of the active mode provide an in-
dependent time measurement. Dt. and an independent
position error measurement. Dp. From figure al. Dt and
Do can be written as

Dt = at1 - {mt-unlit: (2!

Up = ERNmRvmlllzrn {3)

where

mi = ith TOA measurement error

n = errors introduced by incorrect source position
estimate.

These equatloru show that clock offset and position errors
have oeen decoupled in the active mode.

. - J" 2 '31!)

e .1[

rut-mo... 3Ialg-ufie4fi
memnta' alr‘o-uir so

-uum- "om-non -Y:'T‘t|(a--.r.- an A-ta-am-‘i

"Jl - si- ai
00:1va - Nun-mun. 'fle- at: - ug-aIIl-‘z

unite "'summmmanolmzow

li- ”manned-c sumac-o-
oI-Wmmaocamoomctcn

Figure 4. Active iRT‘Tl Observation.
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Analysis and simulation results indicate that the active 
mode range measurements produce better performance 
that is less dependent upon the geometry oC the sources 
than for the passive mode case. However, there are rea
sons for choosing to use the passive mode at the e.,cpense 
of degraded performance. In an operational scenario. 
some umts may be required to operate in a radio silent 
mode. :\t the same time, it may be import.ant ior these 
units to include position information in thelt' infrequent 
transm1SS1ons. Such units would certainly operate in the 
passive mode. Another important consideration is the 
amount of network traffic required for position location. 
[f network capacity is a problem and an adequate source 
geometry is available, then assigning some units to the 
passive mode can reduce the traffic requirements. An
other solution to this problem is the use of a hybrid mode 
employing active time measurements with passive position 
measurements. ..\ discussion of the hybrid mode is beyond 
the scope oi this paper. In an attempt to satisfy accuracy 
requirements. capacity limitations and operational objec
tives. a typical network may include acuve mode units, 
passive mode units, and hybrid mode uruts. 

Kalman Filter 

In order to successfully track the clock and the position 
of a unit usuig noisy measurements and to e.,ctrapolate 
time and posit ion between sets oi measurements. a state 
model of the clock and the dynamics of the unit must 
be maintained. Thus. once position and time estimates 
have been obtained Crom the solution to the linearized 
mult ilateration equations. thLS new estimate must be 
combined with the previous estimates to update the state 
model. A Kalman !ilter was seleeted to track the state 
oi the system. ..\ Kalman filter provides Improved per
formance over simpler fixed gain filters (eg ci • - p tracker) 
and it provides Uie error covariance matnx necessary 
to implement the covariance de iined hierarchy descnbed 
below. The Kalman filter is defined by the state model 
·descr iption of the system and the error-corrupted mea
surements which are available for updating the model. 
For a ground. mobile network. a six-dimensional state 
vector has been demonstrated to provide an adequate 
state model. The six components are clock offset. clock 
driit rate. x-<lirection position. y-<lirection position. x
direcuon velocity, and y-<lirect ion velocity. This model 
assumes tr.at altitude is provided from an e.,ctemal mea
surement. independently from the position location iunc
tion. :\ variant of the above state veetor would use 
heading and velocity in place of velocity in the x and y 
directions. The measurement used by the Kalman tilter 
would be the solution to the linearized multilateration 
equations and its associated covar iance matrL'C. Platforms 
exhibiting higher mobility, eg aircraft. would require an 
extended state vector and additional measurements from 
onboard navigat ion equipment in order to successiully 
track the platform. 

Given a measurement and its variance. a Kalman filter 
attemots to update the state model in a way such that the 
trace oi the covariance matrix of the state vector is mini
mized. The basic Kalman filter equations are summarized 
below: 

Extraoolat ion 

! (ext) = A ! (old) 

C (ext) = A C (old)A T 

Update 

! (new) = A! (old)· K (new) [ ! (new) - HA! (old)l 

K (new) = C (ext) HT [ H C (ext) BT - R (new>r1 

C (new) = C (ext) - K (new) H C (ext) 

where 

! = state vector 

A = state transition matrix 

C = state vector error covariance matrix 

K = Kalman filter gain matrix 

! = measured values 

H = linear transformation from ! to ; 

R = measurement erroc- covariance matrix. 

These Kalman· filter equations and the multilateration 
measurements provide the oasis for tracking the relative 
position of network elements. 

~etwork Architecture 

The ability of each network element to perform position 
location is dependent upon the existence of a common 
relative grid and the reception of an adequate number 
of useable position reports. The network structure oi 
the position location function should per form four major 
tasks. Those tasks are: 

a. Support time synchronizat ion in the network 

b. Establish a rectilinear coordinate grid for relative 
navigation 

c. Ensure an adequate supply of position reports to sup
port any unit attempting to perform position location 

d. Provide for stability and robustness of the position 
location iunction. 

Due to the interrelationship between time synchronization 
and position location. any networlC structure which per
forms the last three taSks will support time synchromza
tion in the network. For applications where relative 
navigation 15 not required. the posit ion location algorithms 
can provide time tracking only. The clock offset measure
ments can be provided by active mode measurements 
without pos1t1on or oy passive mode measurements with 
a rough position estimate. 

In conjunction with the network initialization ;:,rocedure. 
the :x,s1t1on location network strUcture should define 
a reiative rectilinear grid and. if ?OS5ible. a geode tic 
grid. Some of the network elements are given the re
sponsibility for establishing the grid. These elements 
are: 

a. :.taster l:nit ( ~IU). An element whose re lative posi
tion is defined to oe the or igin of the grid. 
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b. Relative Position Reference (RPR). An element 
, . .,hich knows its posi t ion relative to the MU and one 
other RPR. These are at least two RPR's in the net
work. The ranges between the MU and the RPR's 
may be obtained through round-trip timing measure
ments. but some prior information must be available 
to obt.aln an un.ambiguous estimate oi their relative 
positions. 

c. Absolute Position Reference (APR). An element 
with an accurate estimate of its geodetic coordinates 
obtamed from some source other than the position 
location (unction. 

During network initialization, the MU and RPR's define 
a relative rectilinear grid. Given two APR's, the relative 
grid can be mapped onto a geodetic grid through a co
ordinate transformation algorithm. Once the grid is es
tablished, the loss of an MU. RPR. or APR does not disable 
the position location capability of the network. An alter
nate master unit (AMU) is designated to assume the role 
of the MU upon loss of the original master unit. This 
feature enhances the survivability of the position location 
function in the network. 

The covariance defined hierarchy is used to select the 
useable sources of oosition information from the set of 
all elements withi11 ime of Sight (LOS) oi a particu.La.r 
element. Each element includes a quantized estimate 
of the error variances of its position and time estimates 
in its positton report. These variances are provided by 
the Kalman filter of each element. The position rel)O('t 
also contains information tndicatifli the number of relays 
between that element and the MU. An element selects 
the sources with the most accurate posit ion information 
which are closer to the )1U than it. In this maMer, posi
tive feedback oi errors is eliminated. 

Performance Considerations 

The 3lgor1thm and network architecture introduced above 
were the suoJect of an in-<lepth analysis to determine 
the accuracy of the system and its impact upon ne twork 
operation. This effort utilized an analysis of the state 
mode l. a Kalman filter error sens1uvity analysis program 
and a )1onte Carlo simulatton to characterize the eifectS 
of various factors upon performance. It was found that 
the perform ance of the position location function is a 
complex function of the update rate, the mobility of the 
platform. the TOA measurement accuracy, the propaga
tion effects. the quality and topology of the sources used, 
and several other factors. By characterizllli the indivi
dual and cumulative effects of these factors, required 
values for parameters. such as required update rate, re
quired TOA estimator accuracy, etc .• which will provide 
adequate accuracy for a gwen operational scenario can 
be dete rmined. The impact of three oi the performance 
factors is summarized below. 

Codate Rate/ Platform Ovnamics 

A major impact of the position location function 
upon a network is the portion of the communications 
caoac1tv oi the network which must be allocateo 
to ·position location. Ideally, the minimum number 
of position reports necessary to meet the performance 
goal should be used. ThlS implies that the update rate 
of each umt should be as low as possible. The major 
factors determining the update rate are the operation-

!. 

al accuracy requlrements and t.he mobility of the 
platform. The two basic sources of error, which are 
a function of the uodate rate. are errors introduced 
by state e.,ctrapolation and errors caused by comb1mng 
position reports received at different times into one 
measurement. These errors increase as the mobilitv 
of the platform increases and decrease as the update 
rate increases. A highly mobile platform exhibits 
significant acceleration and higher order derivatives 
of mouon. These unmodeled states can cause diver
gence of the estimate unless they are compensated 
for by age weighting or similar techniques. An anal
ysis of these errors was performed using the Kalman 
fllter errcr sensitivity analysis. From these results 
and given the accuracy requirement. the expected 
dynamics of the plat form, and the conditions (source 
error. GOOP, etc.) under which the accuracy is re
quired, a minimum update rate can be selected. Th!S 
interaction is illustrated in figure 5, where maximum 
update periods were selected for various plat forms 
and performance goals. 

I~ 
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Figure 5. An Example of Update Rate vs. Platform 
Goals. 

Propagation Delav Yleasur~ment 

The sources of error in the propagation delay mea
surement include TOT errors. propagauon eiiects. 
and TOA errors. The sum of all these errors can 
be lumped together and called the TOA measurement 
error. The impact of TOA measurement errors on 
position accuracy is a function oi the mode oi the 
unit (active or passive), the number oi sources used. 
the dynamics oi the unit. and the state model useo 
by the Kalman filter. The effect oi TOA uncertainty 
was characterized under various conditions using 
the analysis tools mentioned esrlier. The uncertainty 
in the TOA measurement increases the uncertaintv 
oi the measurement supplied to the Kalman filter: 
This increases the response time of the filter. making 
it more dlfficult to track mooile platforms. The anal
ysis inoicates that a TOA of one sigma uncertainty 
oi 100 ns may be acceptaole for a slowly moving 
platform (eg, manpack). but the accuracy must in
c rease as the mooility increases in order to maintain 
the same accuracy and update rate. 

~etwork Tooologv 

The topology of the network has a significant impact 
on the posttion location accuracy oi the units in the 
network. A number of different network ;:,roperues 
de termine the configuration and quality oi sources 
available to an individual unit . Some of these prooer
ues are listed in table 1. 
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b. Relative Position Reference (are). An element
which knows its position relative to the MI] and one
other RPK. These are at least two RPlt‘s in the net-

work. The ranges between the MU and the RPR‘s
may be obtained tlu'ough round-trip timing measure-
rooms. but some prior information must be available
to obtain an unambiguous estimate of their relative
positions.

c. Absolute Position Reference (APR). An element

with an accurate estimate of Its geodetic coordinates
obtained from some source other than the position
location function.

During network initialization, the MU and RPB's define
a relative rectilinear grid. Given two APR's. the relative
gridcanoemappedontoageodeticgridthrougheco—
ordinate transformation algorithm. Once the grid is es-
tablished. the loss of an MU. RPB. or APR does not disable
the position location capability of the network. An altEP
nate master unit Him} is designated to more the role
of the MU upon loss of the original master unit. This
feature audiences the survivability of the position location
function in the network.

The covariance defined hierarchy is used to select the
useable sources of position information from the set of
all elements within line of fight {1.05} of a particular
element. Each element includes a quantized estimate
of the error variances of its position and time estimates
in its position report. These variancfi are provided by
the Kalman filter of each element. The position report
also contains information mdicating the number of relays
between that element and the MU. An element selects
the sources with the most accurate position information
which are closer to the MU than it. In this manner. posi—
tive feedback of errors ls eliminated.

Performance Considerations

The algorithm and network architecture introduced above
were the subject of an ill-depth analysis to determine
the accuracy of the system and its impact upon network
operation. This effort utilized on analysis of the state
model. a Kalman filter error semitivity analysis program
and a Monte Carlo simulation to characterize the effects
of various factors upon performance. It was found that
the performance of the position location function is a
complex function of the update rate. the mobility of the
platform. the TOA measurement accuracy, the propaga-
tion effects. the quality and topology of the sources teed.
and several other factors. By cluncterizing the lMlVi'
dull and cumulative effects of these factors. required
values for parameters. such as required update rate. re-
quired TOA estimator accuracy. etc.. which will provide
accouate accuracy for a given operational scenario can
be determined. The impact of three of the performance
factors is summarized below.

UDdate Rate: Platform Dvnamics

a major impact of the position location function
upon a network is the portion of the communications
capacity of the network which must be allocated
to position location. Ideally. the minimum number
of position reports necessary to meet the performance
goal should oe used. This implies that the update rate
of each unit should be as low as possible. The major
factors determining the update rate are the operation—

at accuracy requirements and the mobility of the
platform. The two basic sources of error. which are
a function of the waste rate. are error: introduced
by state extrapolation and errors caused by combining
position reports received at different times into one
measurement. “these errors increase as the mobility
of theplatform mcreasesanddecreaseastheupdate
rate moron-es. A highly mobile platform exhibits '
significant acceleration and higher order derivatives
of motion. These modeled states can cause diver-
gence of the estimate unless they are compemated
for by age weighting or similar techniques. An anal—
ysis of these errors was performed icing the Kalman
filta' error sauttivity analysis. From these results
and given the accuracy requirement. the expected
dynamics of the platform. and the conditions (source
error. GDOP. etc.) under which the accuracy is re-
quired. a minimum update rate can be selected. This
interaction is illustrated in figure 5. where maximum
update periods were selected for various platforms
and performance goals.

.ml mun-'1'“

Figure 5. An Example of Update Rate vs. Platform
Goals.

Manon Deiav Measurement

The sources of error in the propagation delayr mea-
surement include TOT errors. propagation effects.
and TOA errors. The sum of all these errors can
be lumped together and called the ma measurement
error. The impact of TOA measurement errors on
position accuracy Is a function of the mode of the
unit [active or passivel. the number of sources used.
the dynamo: of the unit. and the state model used
by the Kalman filter. The effect of ma uncertainty
was characterized under various conditions using
the analysis tools mentioned earlier. The uncertainty
in the TDA measurement increases the uncertainty
of the measurement supplied to the Kalman filter.
This increases the response time of the filter. making
it more difficult to track mobile platforms. The anal-
ysis indicates that a TOA of one sigma uncertainty
of lull as may be acceptable for a slowly moving
platform leg. manoacitl. but the accuracy must in-
crease as the mobility increases in order to maintain
the same accuracy and update rate.

Network “raglan

The topology of the network has a significant impact
on the position location accuracy of the units in the
network. A number of different network properties
determine the configuration and quality of sources
available to an individual unit. Some of these proper-
ties are listed in table 1.
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Table l. Network Properties and Source Quality. 

PROPERTY 

Covariance defined hierarchy 

Number of units in net 

Area of coverage 

Location of MU, RPR and APR 

Network dynamics 

Ne twork tel'?'ain 

The geomemc diluuon of prectSion (GOOP) is a mea
sure of the errors introduced by the geometry of 
the sources. It is usually defined as 

2 

Nhere 

variance or: the solution for position in the 
x-<lirectton 

2 = variance of the solution for position in the 
y-<lirection ay 

2 = variance of the measurement error from am sources. 

(4) 

As GOOP increases. the aceuracy of a measurement 
decreases. GOOP is a function of the method of 
range measurement. The correlation between time 
and position errors in the passive mode accounts 

Figure 6. GOOP Contours for Basic Posi t ion Location 
Element (Passive). 

COMMENTS 

Determines quality and choice of sources 

Effects number 9! sources available 

Effects network c0Meetiv1ty 

Effects source quality 

EffeetS availability and quality of sources 

Effects network connectivity 

for much oi the GOOP oresent in that mode. AS 
a comparison between passive and active mode GDOP. 
consider the contours of equal GOOP plotted in fig
ure 6 and figure 7. Obviously, for the source con
figurauon oi" the figures, the acuve mooe should 
provide better performance. Thts premtse is borne 
out by the simulation results recorded in figure 8 
for a unit t raveling with constant velocity along the 
path indicated in figure 6 and figure 7. 

One response of a passive mode unit with poor per
formance due to GOOP would be to switch to active 
mode operation. However. operational ob1ectives 
may force some units to operate in the passive mode. 
In that case. it is the respons1btlity of the network 
to provide adequate sources of posit ion information. 

Implementation Issues 

The unpact of the position location function can oe identi
fi ed in three areas. These areas are: (1) network through
put. ('.: ) hardware, and (3) software. 

Figure 7. COOP Contours :or Basic Position Location 
Element tActtve). 
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Table 1. Network Properties and Source Quality.

PROPERTY COMMENTS 

 

‘ Covariance defined hierarchy I Determines quality and choice at sources
Number of units in net I Effects number of sources available

Area of coverage Effects network connectivity
I

Location or MU. RPR and APR I Effects source quality

. Network dynamics | Effects availability and quality of sourcesI

- Network terrain Erteco network connectivity I

The geometric dilution of precision (GOD?) is a our for much of the GDOP present in that mode. As
sure or the errors introduced by the geometry of a comparison between paasive and active mode 600?.
the sources. It is usually defined as consider the contours of equal GDOP plotted in fig-

ureeanofiguref. Obviously. fortriesourcecoo-

2 ,_ 2, 2 m figuration or the figures. the active niece shouldan ax an: arm provtde better performance. This premise to borne
out by the simulation reams recorded in figure 8

where for a unit traveling with constant velocity along the
path indicated in figure 6 and figure 7.I3

:at variance of the solution {or position in the
x-direction One rospom of a passive mode unit with poor per-

,, fort-name due to GDOP would be to switch to active
n' = variance of the solution for position in the mode operation. However. operational oojectivea

' g-direction may force some units to operate in the passive mode.

2 In that case. it is the responsibility of the network
In" = variance of the measurement error from to provide adequate sources of position information.sources.

Imglementation Issuer
As 6009 increases. the accuracy of a measurement
decreases. CDC)? is a function of the method of The unpact or the pfiition location function can be identi-
range measurement. The correlation between time tied in three areas. These areas are: in network through-
end position errors in the passive mode accounta out. (2! hardware. and (3} software.

  
.I'.

Figure 6. COO? Contours for Basic Position Location Figure 7. GDOP Contours for Basic Position Location
Element lPasstvei. Bement {Active}.

U.
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Figure 8. Simulation Results. 

Throughout 

The throughput or data distribut ion cspability oi 
the network is impacted in two ways. First. some 
amount of overhead traffic is introduced into the 
network to support the requirement for position re
ports. This traffic is in the iorm oi overhead bits 
added to .e:usung messqes ll!ld additional messqes 
created solely for the purpose oi carrying position 
information. Second. some oi the processing time 
of the unit must' be used to process position informa
tion. For some networks, processing delays can be
come the Limiting factor on throughput. Consequently, 
the amount oi processing requi red for POSLOC could 
have an adverse effect on network throughput. 

In figu re 9. the ave.rage bits/sec of position informa
tion received by an averqe unit is plotted as a func
tion of the number of units within LOS oi that umt. 
This is a realistic measure of network loading because 
the position reports are not relayed when used solely 
for computing position. Several plots are included 
in iigure 9, representing several network make-ups 
and position locaton strategies. The important point 
to note is that for les-s than 20 LOS units. all oi the 
scenarios require less than 1 kb/s of position iniorma
tion. 

The amount of processing time required by the posi
tion location algor ithm can oe estimated by deter
:nining the time required for the noaung point 
operations. An estimate was done for a 16-oit pro
cessor with a hardware multiply and divide. With 
a 6-s update rate. approximately 3 percent oi the 
processors capability would be used ior position lo
cation. Thus. this type oi processor should be aole 
to provide position location without seriously increas
ing node delay. 

0 
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Figure 9. POSLOC Bit Rate Example • 

Hardware 

!n general. the hardware would be impacted in the 
following th~ areas: 

a. Accurate TOA estimator 

b. ..\ccurate TOT control 

c. Increased memory 

The TOA estimator hardware is determined bv the 
type 01· waveform used. In some systems. a delay 
lock loop is used to track the TOA of the incoming 
signal. In a ground. mooile environment. it is de
sireable to detect the leading edge of the received 
multipath signal. Detection of the leading edge may 
require coherent averqing o( the signal in order 
to increase the signal to noise ratio of the leading 
multipath component. The TOT can be controlled 
by reuming the signal immediately beiore mooula
tion of the rF. A survey oi TOA estimator and TOT 
control techmques indicates that the TOA estimator 
and TOT controller add to the compleimy oi the 
system. but their complexity IS not unreasonable. 
An algorithm supporting two modes of operation 
and coordinate conversion routines could be stored 
in less than 8 k 16-bit words. Thus the hardware 
modifications required are feasible. 

Software 

The use of range measurements to provide time syn
chronization and position location requires a signi
ficant amount of soitware. The sol'tware tasks would 
include the following functions: 

a. Position location algorithms 

l. :\fulttlateration solution 

2. Kalman filter 

b. Interface with t.he operating system 

c. Creation and transmission of position reports 

d. Protocols for position reports. 
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Figure 3. Simulation Realms.

Three out

The throughput or-dltl distribution capability of
the network Is impacted in two ways. First. some
amount of overhead traffic is introduced into the
network to support the requirement for position re-
ports. This traffic is In the form of overhead hits
added to existing mm and additional messages
created solely for the purpose of carrying position
mint-motion. Second. some of the processing time
ot‘ the unit must be used to prom position Norma-
tion. For some networks. processing delays can be-
come the limiting factor on throughput. Consequently.
the amount of processirg required for POSLOC could
have an adverse effect on network throughput.

In figure 9. the average bits/sec of position informa-
tion received by an average unit is plotted as a {unc-
tion of the number of units within [.05 of that unit.

This is a realistic measure of network loading became
the position reports are not relayed when used solely
for computing position. Several plots are included
in figure 9. representing several network make-ups
and position locaton strategies. The important point
to note is that for less than 20 L05 units. all of the
scenarios require 1e- than 1 kbr's of position informa-
tion.

The amount of processing time required by the pool-
tion location algorithm can oe estimated by deter-
mining the time required for the floating point
operations. An estimate was done for a lS-oit pro-
cessor with a hardware multiply and divide. With
a 6—5 update rate. approximately 3 percent of the
processors capillnilitvr would be used for position lo-
cation. Thus. this type of processor should he able
to provide position location without seriously increas-
ing node delay.
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Figure 9. POSLOC Bit Rate Example.

Hardware 

in general. the hardware would be impacted in the
follower: three arm:

a. Accurate TOA estimator

o. Accurate TOT control

c. Increased memory

The TOA estimator hardware is determmed by the
type of waveform used. in some systems. a delay
lock loop is used to track the ma of the incoming
signal. in a ground. mobile environment. it is de-
sireaole to detect the leading edge of the received
multipath signal. Detection of the leading edge may
require coherent averaging of the signal in order
to increase the signal to noise ratio of the leading
multipath component. The TOT can be controlled
by rettming the signal immediately before modula-
tion of the 11’. A survey of TOA estimator and TOT
control technique indicates that the T03. estimator
and TOT controller add to the complexity of the
system. but their complexity is not unreasonaole.
An algorithm supporting two modes of operation
and coordinate conversion routinee could be stored
in less than 3 it ls—oit words. Thus the hardware
modification: required are feasible.

Software

The use of range measurements to provide time syn—-
chronization and position location requires a signi-
ficant amount at software. The software tasks would
include the following functions:

3. Position location algorithms

1. Multilateratt‘on solution

2. Kalman filter

in. interface with the operating system

c. Creation and transmission of position reports

d. Protocols for position reports.
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Conclusion 

In summary. usable position accuracies can be obtained 
within a TDMA network. A position location algorithm 
utilizmg multilaterauon and a Kalman filter linear esti
mator can track the position and clock otcset withm each 
network element. An analysis of this method shows that 
performance LS a complex function of a number o( factors. 
With the tools which have been developed for analyzing 
performance. the obtainable accuracy can be pre<iicted 
or the parameters reqwred to meet a performance goal 
can be chosen. given a particular scenario. The cost of 
implement ing position location in t~ms of network 
throughput and hardware compleicity should not be un
reasonable. Consequently, position location may be a 
valuable. obtainable addition to a tactical data distri
bution networK. 
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w"HAT LANGUAGE UNDERS!ANDit«i RESEARCB SUGGEjfS 
AIDUT DISTRIBUTED ARTIFICIAL INTELI..IGENCE 

Earl O. Sacerdoti 
Artificial Intelligence Center 

SRI International 

Natural language cOIDJIIWlication requires that 

dialogue participants know not only the structure 

or language but also something about the sub j ecr. 

aiatter under discwsaion and about the processes 

through which concepts !.n the subject area may be 

expressed by means of words , phrases. and sentences 

in the 1.anguage . Similarly, a rich dialogue among 

di stributed !.nr.elllgent procei,sors ldll require 

tha t t he pr ocessors have a (paM:ial) knowl!!dge base 

!.n cc:mmon and that they e1111>loy and unders tand 

c ommon groundrules about how to convey portio Dll of 

-;~at l<nowl!!dge base w1 thin the available 

communication protocols . Therefore , designers of 

distr ibuted artificial intelligence (DAI ) systems 

might rind useful concepts i n the designs o f 

a rtificia l intelligence systems for natural 

l anguage understanding. 

Computer science , all o ppoi,ed to t raditional 

~thematics, vi ews compu tation all a QCOC:33 

analogous manner , oataral l anguage unders t anding 

research i n artificial !.ntel.ligence, as opposed to 

t radi tional linguistics, is inc~asingly concerned 

wi th communication as a p"oc:•s performed 

;,i.th r' ni~• ~·soun;;:s ov,c ·+,;p•. DAI systems of 

any power will ~ r tainly also bave to view 

interpr ocessor cOmmJnication as a p"oc•ss performed 

¢, •b f • Oi t;. • C:SQUCS:0 3 ov• .. ~,: a•. The particular 

perspect!. ve of artificial !.ntell!gencs on ~he 

pr oblem r,f understanding na tural l angu.age aiay help 

us to ar':.iculate some issues of importance that 

::iust be ~aced !.n developing distributed systems 

-:hat display i ntelligent behavior. 

• The ? reparation of th.is paper was suooorted by 
the Advanced Research ?rojectll Ag~ncy of the 
D!!parr.ment of Defe!llle. It -as prepared !.n bas te. 
for which I apologize to :he read!!r . I ~~sn :o 
thank Sarbara Gr osz and ?eter Hart for their 
helpful suggestions . ?leas!! don't exp'!ct t hem :n 
~tan:!. ri~ly ~h.!.nd t ~e papers' conclus ions , 
-hougn . ror . ha t mat .er. don't expect me to! 
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This br i ef note will attempt to draw an 

extend!!d analogy bet-een na tural l anguage 

callllll1llica tion and interprocess communication. 

the~by hopeflllly identifying !.n advanc'! some nf 

the gaps t hat must be filled as the processors tha t 

are commu.ai.catir.g become :.ncr!!as ingly powerful . 

A. Introduction 

Ccmmunicatioo:s s pecialists have generally 

concerned themllelves with the fo rmat and content of 

. inaividual classes of interprocess messages, rather 

::.han on t he ongoing interaction (spanning Any 

in:stancei, of many c lasses of m~sage) :hrough which 

partictll.ar information is communicated. This !.s 

aaalogoui, to the linguists' t raditional concerns 

-i th the form and eaning of individual words and 

se ntences . In cont:-ast. AI r'!searchers on l anguag'! 

understanding 7iew communication as an act ' ·r;, ~Y 

performed by :wo o r more cooperat!.ng parties. Tb:s 

viewpoint on language understanding sys temll 

suggests that a crucial issue for DA I i s a car!!ful 

articulation of the processes thar. under lie 

pa.r.icipation !.o dialogue ( ai, npposed to the 

struotu." !.ng of t he i ndi•ri:iual interprocess messag~s 

aod communication protoco.ls ) . 

Below we will charac t erize thr~ kinds r,f 

knowledge that l anguage understandii:g resear::n 

suggests must be available to a communic at!..'lg 

process . Then -e will discuss the activ!.t!.es 

involved in interpreting and responding :o a 

!llessage. 

a. 

Communication !>et-een people rir proc~ssor s can 

be viewed as the i !lcr!!!llental sharing and build1.:1g 

of : hei :- respect:ve knowledge ~ases. Recent wo:-k 

in compu:at:onal linguistics has demons:rat'!d :he 

importance to each pat"':!.cipan: in a dialogue nf 

having a V~'f"'J rich lalowledge base :hat :s ~ucn ~ore 

than a static descript!.on of the fac t i, :ha: are 

cu~rently tn.ie !.n the doma:.n of discour s e. The 

knowledge bai,e ~ust e:1code a dynaa!.c env!.rcru::en: 

consisti ng of ~ar!.ous actors . ~bjec:s . 

relationslllps and events . o raered (o r par:.!.al:y 

orde~ed ) ;;1:h ~es p~c t ~o :~~. I ~ cus~ =~sc~:~~ 
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HEAT LAHGURGE UEDERSTIHDIM RESFJRCE SUGGE§TS
A5307 DISTRIBUTED ABTIFICIH. Ema—LICENCE

Earl D. Sacerdoti
artificial Intelligence Center

SRI Inter-rational

Natural language comanication requires that

dialogue participants know not only the structure

or language hut also steething about the subject
hatter under discussion and about the processes

through which concepts in the subject area may he

expressed by nuns of words. phrases. and sentences

in the language. imilarly. a rich dialogue among

distributed intelligent processors will require

that the processors have a (partial) knowledge base
in cannon and that they employr and understand

cmmn groundrulss about how to smvey portions of

that icnouledge base within the available

cmmication protocols. Therefore. designers of

distributed artificial intelligence (on) system

night find useful concepts in the designs or

artificial intelligence system for natural

language coders handing .

Computer science. as opposed to traditional
nthenatics. views computation as a m

perfumedWannulus.

analogous cannon natural language understanding

Inan

research in arti icial intelligence. as opposed to

traditional linguistics. is increasingly concerned

with :onmmication as a men, performed

Wannam MI cysts-s of

any power will certainly also have to visa

inter-processor comnioation as a m performed

mm The particular

perspective of artificial intelligence on the

problem or understanding natural language may help

us to articulate some issues or importance that

must he faced in developing distributed systems

that display intelligent behavior.

.._-.—_

' 9h. I- d n-. - preparation of -h...s paper was suppor.ed try
the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
Department of Defense. It was prepared in haste.
for union I apologize to the reader. 2 wish to
than: Ear-oars Gross and Peter Hart {or their
helpful suggestions. ?leass don“: expect them to

stand 1".qu behind the papers' conclusions.
thongs. cor that matter. don't expect as to! (I'd

This brief note will attempt. to draw an

extended analogy between natural language

casmnication and inter-process commnication.

thee-soy hopefully identifying in advance some or

the gaps that oust be filled as the processors that

are emanating become increasingly powerful.

l. W

equations specialists have generally

concerned themselves with the format and content or

individual classes of inter-process messages. rather

than on the ongoing intonation {spanning many

instances of many classes of message) through which
This is

analogous to the linguists' traditional concerns

particular information is conmnicated.

with the form and meaning or individual words and
sentences. In contrast. ll researchers on language

understanding ‘rieu commoication as an 19311.2(.

performed by two or sore cooperating parties. This

viewpoint on language understanding systems

suggests that a crucial issue for an is a careful

articulation or the processes that underlie

participation in dialogue {as opposed to the

structuring of the individual inter-process messages

and calcification protocols).

Below we will characterize three kinds of

knowledge that language understanding research

suggests must be available to a communicating

process. Then He will discuss the aoti‘rittss

invoked in interpreting and responding to a

he snags .

3. Wanna indium“‘ soda...““-

Commioation between people or processors can

he vieued as the incremental sharing and building

of their respective Knowledge hoses. Recent worn

in computational linguistics has demonstrated the

importance to each participant in a dialogue of

having a re. rich. knowledge base that :3 111611 safe

than a static description of the facts that are
Th

em! 2. Pen:Ell '_'
currently true in the domain of discourse. tl

knowledge base sust encode a dynamic

consisting of warious actors. objects.

relationships and events. ordered (or partially'ra.1..
ordered} wit respect to time. oust :escr‘t-
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:iot only the '!llvi:-o!llllent as it truly i3. but also 

the knowledge and beliets about the environment 

that are held by each participant ia the dialogue. 

c. 
Natural language 1s used for cOllllll\lllication in 

a dynamically chang1.n.g context. An utterance in a 

dialogue canaot typically be interpreted in 

holation; 1t. cmst be analyzed wi:IUn tile context 

1n wllich it was produced. An interpretation 13 

intluenced by the cur!'ent state or the '!nvil"o11111ent, 

by a o!.story ot the ;,revious states, by t he overall 

structure and content ot the dialogue, by lcnovicg 

who produced the utterance and ror whOID i t was 

intended. and by :.be ;>recedJ.cg u t t eranC9s ill the 

dialogue. 

Th.is cCJDplex collection ot requi!"ed state 

!..ot'o=t!.on !"enders g!!!lu.ille compl'9ben.sion ot 

natul"al dialogue beyond :be cur.-ent state ot the 

art. It is, however, a.n extremely et'ticietit means 

ot' c CJD.anmicatiag pars1.mol11ou.sly over a naisy aiedium 

when ::iere is surN.cient processing ;,over avaib.ble 

on ?lotll sides ot' ':.be c OGml.lnications link . By each 

havir-8 all :his knowledge about the subject domain 

and :he current cont~ t ot :be interaction, 

;,rocessors can cOOJ:1.IDicate usiag aany ~ewer bits . 

,ur:be::uore , because the processors are continually 

engag'!d :n augmenting and cbeclcing a sbar~ 

knowledge base, er:-orful :rammission.s are JNCb 

:core i!kely :o be noticed , and a subdialogue 

:-equesting cont'irmat!.on ot' the suspicious a'!Ssage 

can be initiated. 

E=iploying tb.i.s state illrori::atioa, tben, ::ay 

;,rovide s!.gnit'!.cant addi :!.oaal ett'icieacy and 

reliabill ty in tile coam.anications process. On the 

other hand, :11ainta!.lling and erploiticg :his state 

i nt'lln:iat!.on !.Ql)oses a very si¢~!.can.t add:1.tional 

computation load. Researche:-s ex;,lor.ng :he 

distribution of artificial intelligence 

capabilities :nll. need :o evaluate :he :radeo!rs 

between t~ increased processing :-equi. red and : he 

en.""iched commur.ioation provided by :his approac!l. 

9 

D. 

To enaole the rich interactions we bave been 

de~or1bing, a third kiad or lcoowledge is neeaed. 

This is l<nowledg9 about tile "rules or t he ;a.:e• ot' 

c cmmumcating. lo typical sysL"O$ :bat pe:-form 

interprocess commuaication t his consist3 or no more 

than the enoodiag ot :-outioes tllat can ei :ber 

<:r'9at, or !..iterpret in.stances ot' ;,art!.cular classes 

or messages. By analogy with natural l anguage 

understacdiog system.s, comi:nmicati.og processes ~ay 

al ~o have to bow 911ougb about tile activity or 

communication i tselt :o determ1..:ie wnen t~e ~ocus ot' 

the communication i s shiftiag, ·.;hat tbe cul"!'en: 

goals ot the sender are that lie bebi!ld bis oul:":"ent 

tr3JlSJ:li.ssion.s , and wnen (aad wby) :be CUr!'ent 

sequence ot transmissions is cohe:-eot as a wnole . 

The cues ror these Id.ads or intol"!llat!.on &r'! ot~en 

encoded in subtle ways in natural language 

dialogues. Bu.can part!.ci;>aots see= aole :o pe.-toro 

the deductions :-equi.:-~ to piclc up these cues 

easily. Language uoderstandicg systeM have been 

rather poor at t his to date. cy '!!lcoding :he cues 

:r:,re ex;,llcit l y ror interprocess comi:unicat!.on. :be 

:-~w.:-sent tor ebe i n<11 ·ti dual ;,rocessors :o 

perform complex deductions can be 6reatly reduced. 

Ttus a.spec: ot' coa::nunication, :Oen, appears :o !>e 

one that cao be incorporated rather ea_sily :.cto ::.::: 

systems . 

In a.aaly:iag and !.nterpret!P.g zessages 

!XpreMed i a natural l anguage, a var!.ety or ,<.inds 

or !.n.toratioo :iust be brought :o l>ea:-. r!..-stly. 

: here !.s lcnovledge aoout the !'}'ntll, now !.Mividual 

wol"ds are COIDbined !.nto phrases aad bow ;,brases are 

cc:abined i nto se.ntences. Secondly , the:-e !.s 

l exical knowledge , abou t the :11eaniags or !.::di V'!.dual 

wo:-d.s aad the :-oles ~ey caa :alee on ;n :l:.!.:I :.arser 

pllrases. Thi:-dly, the:-e ~s knowledge aoout :he 

a:app!.ng between the phrases or the :nput and 

desoript!.on.s or objects !.n t he :.i::e:-nal 

:-~reseotation or :he subj ec: =o=a.1.n. (Str:ctly 

speaking, ".hi5 !.s ,.hat. pnilosopllers ::iean :.nen :hey 

~9f9~ to :_...ant~c:, al:hougb :~e t ~:"'!l !s ~ os: 

always used ~:i a :::uc~ 4!.de:- 5eru!~ :n :~e '...::era:u~'! 
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not only the eoVironlent as it truly is. but also

the knowledge and beliefs about the environment

that are held by each participant in the dialogue.

:2. WWW

Natural language is used for culmination is

a dynamically changing contest.

dialogue cannot typically be interpreted in

isolation; it met be analysed within the contest

in which it was produced. in interpretation is

influenced by the current state of the weirdo-«It.

by a history of the predate states. by the overall

structure and content or the dialog". by knowing

who produced the utterance and for who. it was

intefied. and by the prosodic: utterances in the

illogue.

in utterance in 8

This couples collection of required state

information renders genuine coapnhsnaion or

natural dialogue beyond the marred: state or the
art.

of cosmicating parainoniously over a noisy ndiua

when there is sufficiat processing paler available

on oath sides of the cue-initiation link. By each

having all this knowledge about the subject domain

It is. houever, an estresnly efficient means

and :he mrrent context of the interaction,

processors can mints using her fever hits.

Furthemre. because the processors are contimalljilr

engaged in enchanting and checking a shared

imouledge base. error-nil transaisaions are such

sore iikely to he noticed. and a suhdialogue

requesting confimtion c! the suspioiais message
can be initiated.

23910713 this state infer-atlas. then. say

provide significant additional efficiency and

relisnility in the ccmnicationa process. On the

other hand, saintainiog and exploiting this state

information imposes a very significant additional

amputation load. Researchers exploring the

istributinn or artificial intelligence

capabilitia will need to evaluate the tradeorfs

between the increased processing required and the

enriched comnication provided by this approach.

or.

a. WWW

To enable the rich interactions as have seen

describing. a third kind of knowledge is needed.

This is Imoeledge about the "rules or the film“ or

csnaunicatixx. In typical systems that per-tons

interprocess conunicstion this consists of no sore

than the ‘encoding of routines that can either

create or interpret instances or particular classes

of see-ages. By analogy with natural language

mderstaming systole. nominating processes may

also have to know enough shalt the activity or

consummation itself to natal-nae when the focus or

the cmication is shifting, t the current

goals or the sender are that lie behind his omen:

transaissiou. and when (an: any) the own-rent

sequence or :rensaissicns is coherent as a whole.
The cues for these Kinds of inromtion are often

encoded in subtle wars in natural language

dialogue.

the deduction required to pick up these ones

easily.

Hum participants sees able in pastors

Language understanding systsea have been
to date.

isterprooess enmnicaticn, the

rather poor at this a? encoding the cues

are explicitly .‘or

require-ant for the individual processors to

perform complex deductions can be greatly reduced.

This aspect of cn-unicaticn. then, appears to be

one that can a incorporated rather easily int: is:

S!!!”-

5- W"“4" sandals:

In analyzing and interpreting nessages

expressed in natural language. a variety of Kinds

of information mist be brought to bear. Firstly.

there is knouledge shalt the syntax. no: individual

words are ooabiced into phrases and one phrases are

cabinet! into sentences. Secondly. there is

lexical snouledge. about the megs of individual

words and the roles they

phrases. Thirdiy. there

napping between the phrases Of in! input and

can take to within larger

in Knowledge about the

descriptions or objects in the internal

(Strict Lyrepresentation or the sub:ect ionic.
'3‘!

speaking, this is what philosophers seen when

refer to m. although the tens is since:

always used is a such arise:- sense
a-3 the 1‘: ersture
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of artificial intelligence. ) rinally, knowledge 

about the cur:-ent state is needed to refine the 

description:, or objects into designation:, or 
particular entities in the •real world." 

'•bile these ":.ypes or lcnowledg,, are listed in 

orde:- or inC!"easillg complexity and difficulty of 

use . they ar'! not ~ployed in a strictly linear 

order. Since :he analys1:s at each hMl a!ftcts 

the confidence in the conclusions drawn at other 

levels, the overall interpretation is u_~lly built 

up !.ncr!!lllentally with many partial cont!'ibutions 

f !'cm all leve ls . 

The designer of a system that involves 

interpr ocess communication typically builds in ":.o 

the ocmmunicating processes knowbdge or the f1~t 

two sorts described above. He worM.es about tile 

structure of '!ach message and about tile values and 

meaniogs or the r!.elds w1 thin those ciessages. The 

othe:- types of knowledge a.re "hard-wir~• illto his 

p:-ograms, aad are typically ext!'emely silllple. Each 

message typically ha.s an unambiguous meaning 

independent of its ordering wi thi.n the overall 

dialogue . 

This design or a communication pr otocol is 

app:-opriate for situations wllere tile processing 

cost of' sending or receiving each message must be 

kept low. The use or the semantically orient~ 

kinds of knowled~ makes the pr ocessing for message 

:.:-ansmi ssion ver"/ much mor'! expensive. However , if 

processing a t the source and destination is 

relatively cheap (and we expect this to b9 the case 

for DAI systems), the overall cost of the system 

:llight be minimized by ":.rading orr higher process.log 

:-~ui:-=ents for 10\ler bandwidths and higher noise 

levels . 

F. 

We have just sketched the ( :-ether complex) 

process by wl:lich a message :night be interpre ted by 

a ;:irocessor in a DAI system. Once :he message is 

interpreted, it must then be r9ponded to . As :!11.ght 

be ~pect ~, this !.s also a rathe:- complex process 

for a natural l anguage undersr.andi!".g sys":.'l!ll, and 

will probably be complex for a OAI system as ~ell. 

10 

The complexity or the response derives mostly 

from the need to update and maintain tb.e complex 

knowledge about state information described in 

Section C above. The response must i nclude: 

• a check for tile validity of the current 
assumptions about the state of tb.e other 
com.municatillg process; 

• a check for cues that the seader of the 
message is shifting the focus or the 
ccmmunication; 

• 

• 

• 

a detenai.oation or the overt actions to be 
taken in response to the message; 

a detennination of whether (aad under what 
conditions and wb.en) a return message !.s 
requested or :-equired; 

the generation, if needed, of a return 
!ll!!Ssage ( which will involve encoding 
sufficient information for the otb.er 
process to perCoMll the same set cf t asks ) . 

As was the case with the task of interpreting 

messages, respc:,nding to messages will be easier for 

computer-to-computer interactions th.an for natural 

language communication. By requiring explicit 

iodicatians or :shifts of focus and, perhaps, an 

explicit indication of nonstandard or unexpected 

assumptions, the :-esponse to messages can procabl7 

be pert'ormed with tolerable efficiency. 

G. conclµ;iioru, 

'lie have speculated on the possible :-'!l.evance 

of the AI approach to natural language 

understanding to the problem of communication 

between proces30rs in a distributed artificial 

intelligence system. llhile the proce:ising :-equired 

to interpret a natural language is almst cer tainly 

far more than a DAI sy:item needs, a simplified (OMll 

of thi.! prOC!Ssing that pe!"fol'!D.5 all or most of t he 

task:i performed in understanding natural language 

may well be requi:-ed. Tbi:s suggests tha:; designers 

cf DAI systems might best design their 

cmmunicat!ons pr otocols by oar:-owing down the 

capabillti'l3 :-equired for natural l anguage 

communication rather than by building up f'rom the 

t~aditional, individual-message-on.ented approach. 

The key point! have tried :o :iake ~s :hat , to 

d~velop a ~obu.s: d!st~ibu:!!d syst!m ~bat !s abl~ :o 

communicate ov~r a noisy, relativ-!11 r.a!':-ow

bandwiath chan~el, one must conside:- ~ot jus~ :he 
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of artificial intelligence.) Finally, mauledge

shalt the current state is needed to refine the

descriptions or objects into designations or

particular entities in the "real ms‘ld.‘

'u'hile these types of knowledge are listed in

order or increasing cowlesity and difficulty of

use. they are not mloyed in a strictly linear

order. Since the analysis at cad: level arfects
the cord'idence in the cmclmiona drain at other

levels, the overall interpretation is usually built

up increaentally with many partial contributions
free all levels.

The designer of a systee that involves

inter-process nomination typically builds in to

the communicating processes knowledge of the first

two sorts described above. He worries about the

structure or each message and about the values and

cleanings of the fields within those messages. The

other types or moledgs are "hard-Hired" into his

progress. and are typically extrenely simple. Each
message typically has an unashigums meaning

independent or in ordering within the overall
dialogue.

This design or a communication protocol is

appropriate for situations where the processing

cost of sending or receiving each message dust be

kept low. The use or the semantically oriented

kinds of knowledge sakes the processing for message

transmission very much sore expensive. However, if

processing at the source and destination is

relatively cheap (and we expect this to be the case

for Bill system). the overall cost of the system

night he minimised by trading of! higher processing

requireeents for lower bandwidths and higher noise
levels.

5‘- maidens“:

'de have just sketched the (rather complex)

process by Hhich a message night he interpreted by

a processor in a an systes. Once the sessege i

interpreted. it must then he reponded to. la night

he expected. this is also a rather complex process

for a natural language understanding system. and

will probably be complex for a on: system as cell.

The complexity of the response derives mostly

from the need to update and maintain the couple:

knowledge about state information described in

Section C above. The response must include:

' a check for the validity or the mmnt
assumptions abmt the state of the other
culminating process;

' a check for cues that the sender or the

assuage is shifting the focus of the
culmination;

' a deteriination of the overt actions to he
takes in response to the message:

' a determination of whether (and under what
conditions and when) a return message is
requested or required;

’ the generation. if needed, or a return
message (which will involye encoding
sufficient intonation for the other

process to per-torn the some set of tasks).

as was the case with the task of interpreting

messages, responding to messages will be easier for

cmputer-to-conputer interactions than for natural

language nucleation. By requiri
indications of shifts of focus and. perhaps, an

explicit

explicit indication of nonstandard or unexpected

assumptions. the response to messages can prooaoly

he performed uith tolerable efficiency.

G-ficnclunim'

is have speculated on the possible relevance

of the Al approach to natural language

understanding to the problem of comication

henceen processors in a distributed artificial

intelligence system. ‘d‘hile the processing E'sqtlir‘sd

to interpret a natural language is alone: certainly

far sore than a Dal systen needs. a simplified fora

or this processing that perforce all or cost or the

tasks performed in understanding natural language

any well he reozdred.

of on: systems night best design their

This suggests that designers

canninicatiors protocols oy narrowing down the

capabilities required for natural language

ccmunication rather than by building up from the

tr tional, indifidnsl—message-oriented approach.

The key point I have tried to mite is that, to

develop a rohuet distributed system that is able to
communicate over a noisy, relatively narrow—

banduictn channel. one must consider not just the
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format and content or : be individual mes:sa.ges tbat 

are used to commun:,.ca te , but a.13o tbe role t bat 

:sequences or messages play i n the overall pl"Ocess 

or cocmunication. 
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romt end content a! the individual messages that

are used to cmzcue. rm: else the role that

sequences or messages play in the ever-ell process
of comment-ion.
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APPUCATIONS Of' THE CONTRACT NET FRAMEWORK, DISTRIBUTED SENSING 

Reid G. Smtth and AandeU Oavta 

Hrunst~ Proirnr,iuni Proj«t 
D#P4rtlflfflt of Cffl~n Scinut 

St471/ard Uni11nr1t1 
Sta71/11Td, Californi4, 900,. 

We describe the lnltlellntton end Ol)et'etlon of e 
distributed .sensing .sy.stent besed on the contract net 
framework. In II departure ft'Oftl earlier .sy.stenta, task 
distribution Is v iewed as • local mutual selection process, a 
discussion c arried on between II node with s teak to be 
executed and a group of nodes that may be able to execute 
t he task. This leads to the u.se of a contro4 for.alls111 based 
on a contract metaphor, In which task dlatributlon 
corre.sponds to contract negotiation. 

Distributed Problem Solving, overview 

01.stnbuted problem solving Is cerried out in II processor 
architecture In which the Individual nodes Include memory as 
well as processmg capability. In such a proble111 soiver, 
control Is decentralized, the nodes are loosely coupled (I.e., 
they soend a far greater percentage of time 1n computation 
than In communication with other nodes), they co11111111nlcate 
via mesaages, and they cooc,et'ate III the solution of a single 
overall problem. 

A trameworl( tor dlstnbuted problem solving has been 
developed that specifies mechantsms tor cocnmt.tnlcations, 
control, and knowledge organization. The framework ls based 
on the human model of e,cperts that cooperate to solve 
problems by transfer of massages and use II contract 
negotiation process to distribute tasks to be eicecuted 
concurrently. In the distributed problem-solving conteict, the 
human experts correspond to processor nodes. Each node 
contains a number of task-specific knowledge-sources ( KSs). 
In this paper we w,11 focus on the commun1c11t~ and control 
aspects of the framework. 

A key problem that must be re.solved in II dlsmbutad 
problem solver Is how nodes with tasks to be executed find 
other nodes capable of exe<:uting those tasks. We wiH cell 
this the conn«t1011 problm . In centralized proble111 sotvers It la 
called the 1nuocat1on p,oblt1t1: that Is, which KS to Invoke at 
any given time to, the execution of II task. Because Al 
aopllcations do not generally have well-defined algorithms for 
their solution. Al problem solvers need considar1tble heunstlc 
knowledge to guide them, making the connection problem 
Cl'\.IC1al. 

1 This work has been supported In part by the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency under contract MOA 
903- 77-C-0322. and the Hat,onal Science foundation under 
contract MCS 77-0271 2. It has been c:amed out on the 
SUMEX-AIM Computer facility , supported by the National 
Institutes o t Health under grant RR-00786. Reid Smith is now 
at the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic, Danmouth, 
Nova Scotia. Canada. Randall Davis Is now at the MIT 
Artific ial lntalllgence Laboratory, Cambridge. Mess. 
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2 Th• Contract Ne1 Fr1mewono CQmmunlcatJona And 
Control 

The contract net framework Includes a problt1t1-solllinr 
~rot«tll [Smith, 1977] [Smith, 1978b), an extr1tpol11tlon to 
the problem-solving level of the stendard network 
communications protocol. This protocol encodes task
Independent lnformetlon that specifies the possible actions 
and Interactions of the nodea ot the proble111 solver and also 
Includes slots for the task-dependent Information neceasety 
tor the decisions that guide the control. The t1111k-dependent 
lnformetlon in the frameworic Is encoded In II COIIUMII• 
intl71tock-lanpart, understandaola to all nodes. 

The problem-solving protocol uses an announcement -
bid - award sequence o1 wruraa lltfodali#n to solve the 

connection problem. It 111ews task dlstnbutlon u an 
Interactive process, one that that entatls II discussion 
between II node wit.h a task to be executed end nodes that 
may be able to execute the task. The protocol deflnea e set 
of messages that has so far proven adequate for both 
control and data distribution. 

A contract net ts a collection of Interconnected 
processor nodes whose Interactions are governed by a 
problem-solving protocol based on the contract metaPh«. 
Esch node In the net operates asynchronously and with 
ra latlve autonomy. The eicecution of an lndhlldual task ,s 
handled as II contract. A node that generates II task 
advertises existence of that tuk ro the other nodes 1n the 
net with II task announc.em.nt. than acts as the manager of 
that task for Its duration. In the absence of any Information 
about the specific capabilities of the other nodes In the net, 
the manager 1s forced to is.sue a 5nitraJ broadLaJI to au nOdas. 
If. however. the manager posses.ses soma knowledge about 
which of the other nodes 1n the net era likely canoldates, 
then 1t can Issue e limtud broadcaJt to Just those candidates. 
finally, If the manager knows exactly which ot the other 
nodes ls eppropnate. then ot can Issue e p11ini-to-patnt 

announcement. 2 Al WQric on the problem Pf091asses. many 
such task announcements wiH be made by venous managers. 

Nodes In the net heve been llstemno to the task 
announcements. end have been evaluating their own level of 
Interest on each tesk with respect to their specialized 
hardware and software resources. When a task Is found to 
be of sufficient Interest. a nOde submits a bid. A bid 
Indicates the cepebtlltles of the bidder that are refevent to 

2 Restnctfng the sat of addressHs of an 
announcement (wn1ch we call focus.d addressing) Is 
typically a heuristic process. since the lnformaaon upon 
w h1cn it Is based may not be exact (e.g .. it mey be inferred 
from pnor responses to announcements). 
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APPLICATIONS 0' TH! CONTRACT NETm: DISTHIIUTED 8m“

Field G. Smith and Randall Davie

Hanoi: PM; From
Danni-mi of Computer Sonia

Stanford University
Stanford. Cdifm 94305.

Mut‘

We describe the initiaflzation and operation of a
distributed sensing avata- basee car the contract net
framework. In a departure from settler ayatses. test:
distribution Is viewed as a local mutual selection process. a
dlscusslon carried on between a node with a test to be
executed and a groin of nodes that may be able to execute
the teslt. This Ieadamthemotaomwroreeileubaeed
on a contract metaphor. In Mitch teak distribution
corresponds to contract negotiation.

1 Distributed PrebI-e Solving: Over-view

Distributed procieai sotvino is carried out in a processor
architecture In which the individual nodes include ilieeioryr aa
viell as processing capability. In such a proble- silver.
coon-oi Is decentralized. the nodes are looaeiy coupled (Le..
they spend a far greater percentage of bins in connotation
than in communicatlon with other nodes]. they Moat.
uie usuageamtheycooperstenmeaohrthnorassigie
overall probieni.

A framework tor tllstrihuted eroblee M has been
developed that specifies medial-nests tor coeeunications.
control. and knowledge organization. The transmit is based
on the hunisn model of experts that accurate to solve
problems by transfer of messages and use a contract
negotiation process to distribute tasks to be executed
concurrently. In the distributed problem-solving context. the
human experts correspond to processor nodes. Each noes
contains a number or tua—aoeciflc monsoon-sciatica (ms).
in this paper we will focus on the coeinninicetlons and control
aspects of the trauma.

Aaeyorocierethatnhietbereeoluedlnadlsm
problem solver is how nodes with teens to be exemted lino
other notice capable of executing those tasks. We will call
this the mom Mai. In centralised orooiae solvers it is
called the invocation problrni: that Is. which KS to involts at
any given tlaia tor the execution of a last. Because all
applications do not W? have well-darhed algorithms for
their soiiitioii. Al propleni solvers heed considerable heuristic
knowledge to guide them. melting the connection prooieia
crucial.
 

‘Thia work has been supported In part by the
Advanced Research Projects agency under contract H04
ooa-rr-c-oazz. and the National Science Foieioauon miter
ccrrtrect lliICS 77-02712. It has been carried out on the
SUMEX-eihl Computer Facility. supported by the Iiationai
Institutes or Health under grant ail-corals. Reid Smith is now
at the Defence Research Establishment mar-tic. Dartmouth.
Nova Scone. Canada. Randall Davis iii now at the MIT
hrtlticm inteiilgenca Laboratory. Cal-lichens. Mesa.

2 fieWMfimtmm
Control

The contract net framework Mm a proctor-mining
protocol Lam. i977] Islam. mas]. an extrapolatle'l to
the problem-scum level at the sterldartl network
communications protocol. This protocol eiicoces tsaa-
indepenoent Intonation that specifies the possible actions
andinteractionsolthenodeeoiuieprobleeaolverandaieo
includes slots for the task-dependent. Informationm
for the decisions that guide the centre. The task-dependent
lnhoreatiohindieirseeworalaahoodselnam-

interline-loamy. understendaoie to II nodes.

The problem-solving protocol uses an em-
ote-award sequence of centres! negotiation to save the

connection problem. it views tasit distribution as an
interactive process. one that that entails a diacuaaitin
betweenanodevnthetaaatobeexacuteoandnodaathet

may he sole to execute the teen. The protocol darliies a set
of messages that has so far proven aoacuete for both
control and data distribution.

A contract not Is a collection of interconnected
processor nodes whose lnteractliu'is are governed by s
problem-solving protect! based on the contract Iletlohor.
Each node In the net operates warmly and with
relative autonomy. the execution of an Individual less is
handled es s cmtract. :1 node that generates a task
advertises existence or that test: to the other nodes in the
net with a reel: mouhcenienr. then sets as the manager of
that taalt for Its duration. In the absence oi any inioniietlon
about the specific capabilities or the other nodes In the net.
the manager Is forced to issue a girl-tarot broadcast to all nodes.
If. however. the manager possesses some knowleoge about
which of the other nodes in the net are lilter candidates.
then it can issue a Limited tradition to just those candeates.
Finally. It the manager knows exact?! winch ot the other
nodes is appropriate. than it can issue a Map-pent:

moment: At work no the problem prognoses. many
such task announcements an! he leads or various wagers.

Nodes III the not have been listening to the test:
announcements. and have been evaluating their own level of
interest in each tsalt with respect to their specialized
hardware and sortware resources. When a tea: is tome to
be of suiflctent interest. a node suhmls a old. I bid
indicates the capabilities or the owner that are relevant to

 

2 Restricting the set of addressee: at an
announcement (which are call focused addressing) is
typically a heuristic process. since the Information upon
which it is based i-iisiiI not be exact (so. it may be interred
from prior responses to mantel-ital.
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execution of the announced task. A manager may receive 
s everal sucn bids in response to a single task announcement: 
based on the Information In the bids, It selects one (or 
several) node(s) for execution of the task. The selection Is 
communicated to the successful b1dder(s) through an award 
message. These selected nodes a.ssume respons1brlity for 
execution of the task, and each Is called a cantractM tor 

that task. 

A contract Is thus an explicit agreement between a 
node that generates. a task (the manager) and a node that 
executes the task ( the contractor). Note that establishing a 
contract l:s a proceu of mutual selection. Al(ailable 
contractors evaluate task announcements made by several 
managers until they f ind one of Interest; the managers then 
evaluete the bids received from potential contractors and 
select one they determine to be most appropriate. Both 
parties to the agreement have evaluated the Information 
supplied by the other and a mutual selec~ been made. 

The contract negotiation process Is expedited by three 
forms of task•dependent information contained in a task 
announcement. An elfg/bl/lty speclfl~ion lists the criteria 
that a node must meet to be eligible to submit a bid. This 
specification reduces mes.sage traffic by pruning nodes 
whose bids would be clearly unacceptable. A tad 
abstraction Is a brief description of the task to be 
executed. and allows a potential contractor to evaluatt1 lb 
level of interest In executing this task relative to others that 
are available . . An abstraction Is used rather than a complete 
description In order to reduce the length of the message 

( and hence message tratflc).J Anally, a bid sp«:lflcatlon 
details the expected fonn of a bid for that task. It enables a 
potential contractor to transmit a bid that contains only a 
bnef specification of its capabilities that are relevant to the 
t ask (this specification is called a node ~•traction), rather 
than a complete description. This botn simpllfles the task of 
the manager in evaluatfng bids. and further reduces message 

trafflc .4 

Contracts are queued locally by t he node that 
generates them until they can be awarded. I f no bids are 
received for a contTact by the time an e,cpfratlon time 
(included In the task announcement) has passed. then the 
contract Is re·announced. This proce53 ls repeated until the 

contract can be awarded.5 

The award message contains a t ask specification, 
wh1c

0

h includes the complete specification of the task to be 
executed. After the task has been completed, the contractor 
sends a report to Its manager. This message lnctudes a 
result descr/pt/OII. 'Nhich communicates the result~ that 
have been achieved during execution of the task. 

The manager may terminate the execution of contracts 

3 One component of the abstraction is the task 11p1, or 
generic classification of the task. 

4 The Information that makes up the elfg,b,lity 
speci fication. task abstraction. and bid specification for any 
given example must be supplied by the applications 
programmer. In Section 3 we w1il see examples of this type 
of informs tlon. 

5 The Is a simplified version of the actual process ( and 
does not work in the case of a task that cannot be executed 
due. for example, to tack of sufficient data); see (Smith, 
1978c] for the complete description. 

1" . .) 

as necessa_ry (with a termination message), and further 
(sub)contracts may be let in tum as required by the size of a 
contract or by a requirement tor special expertlse or data 
that the contractor does not have. 

I t Is Important to note that individual nodes are not 
designated a priori as manager, or contractors. These are 
only roles, and any node can take on either role. During the 
course of problem solving, a particular node normally takes on 
both roles ( perhaps even simultaneously tor different 
contracts). This leads to more efficient utilization of nodes. 
as compared, for example, to schemes that do not allow 
no<l8$ ttiat have contracted out subtasks to take on other 
tasks while they are waiting for results. lndMdual nodes, 
then, are not statically tied to the control hierarchy. 

Note also that the Idea of transfer of expertise 
between nodes (via t ransfer of procedures or data) can be 
reedily handled by the protocol. It can be handled as a 
standard contract between a node that announces (In 
effect) I nud tht codt for <prouduu--d,sCTiptton> , and a node 
that bids on the task by Indicating that it has the re<1uired 
Information. 

To review. the normal method of negotiating II contract 
is for a node (called the manager for a task) to Issue a task 
announcement. Many such announcements are made over the 
course of time. Other nodes are listening and submit bids on 
those announcements for which they are suited. The 
managers evaluate the bids and award contracts to the most 
suutable nodes (which are then called contractors for the 
awarded tasks). 

The normal contract negotiation process can be 
s implified In some instances. with a resulting anhanc-ent In 
t h>e efficiency of the protocol. If II manager knows exactly 
wlnich node ls appropriate for execution of a task, a dlrttcted 
contract can be awarded. This diHers from the 
announced contract in that no announcement Is made, and no 
bids are submitted. Instead, an ·award Is made directly. In 
such cases, nodes awarded contracts must acknowledge 
receipt and have the option of refusal. 

The protocol has also been designed to allow a reversal 
of the normal negotiation process. When the processing load 
on tile net is high. most task announcements will not be 
arnswered with bids because all nodes will be already busy . 
Hence the protocol Includes a node availability 
announcement message. Such a message can be issued by 
an idle nOde. It is an Invitation tor managers to send task 
announcements or directed contracts to that node. 

Finally, for tasks that 11m00nt to simple reciuests tor 
lnfOfmat,on, a contract may not be appropriate. In such 
cases. a request • response sequence can be used without 
further embellishment. Such messages (that aid in the 
distribution of data as oppased to control) are Implemented 
as request and Information messages. The request message 
Is used to encode stra,gnttorward requests tor information 
for which contracting Is unnecessary. The Information 
message is used both as a response to a request massage 
and as a general data t ransfer message. 
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3 Distributed Senaing 

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the contract 
net framework In the solution of a proof- In area 
surveillance, such as is encountered 1n srup or air traffic 
control. The example will help to demonstrate the contract 
net approach to cOfflfflUfticatlons and control. 

W e consider the operation of a network of nodes, each 
having either sensing OI' processing ca11abiUtlea and aH 
spread throughout a relattvely large geograohic areL Such a 
network Is called a Olatr lbuted Senalng Sy.tem (OSS). 

The primary 11111 of the syate• Is rapid, reliable , 
accurate, and low•coat analysls of the tratnc tn a dealgnated 
area. This analysla Involves detection, classiflcatlon, and 
tracking of vehicles: that Is, the solution to the probl- Is a 
dynamic map of traffic 1n the area. Construction and 
maintenance of such a maµ requires the Interpretation and 
Integra tion o f a large quantity of sensory Information 
received by the collection of sensor elements. 

There are many trade-offs Involved In the design of a 
OSS archttectvre. We present only one possible aµp,oach 

that considers a limited number ot thase trade-offs.8 The 
pnmary Intent of this example is to demonstrate the contract 
net approach, and we therefore focus on the initialization and 
communications aspects of the DSS. FOi' • discussion of other 
aspects of this problem see ( Nii, 11178]. 

3 . 1 Hardware 

All communication in the OSS la assumed to take place 
over a broadcast channel (ua1ng tor example . packet radio 
t echniques (Kahn, 1976)). The nodes are usu,ned to be In 
f lxeo pos1tiona known to themselves but not known a priori to 
o ther nodes 1n the net. Each node has one of two 
caoab1lltles: sensing or processing. The sensing capability 

Includes low-level signal analysis and feature extraction? 
We assume that a variety of sensor types exist in the OSS, 
that the sensors are widely spaced. and that there Is some 
overlap In sensor area coverage. Nodes with processing 
capability supply the computational power necessary to 
affect the high-level ana1ysls and control ,n the net. They 
are not necessarily near the sensors whose data they 
process. 

A OSS may have several functions. ranging from 
analysis of vehic le data In the overall area of coverage to 
control over the courses and speeds of those vehicles. We 
consider here the analys.s function. In this case the overall 
aree map must be integrated at one node In the syate111 (It 
could also be integrated by en agent ot.ttside the systet11, llke 
a monitoring aircraft). We therefore dlstlngui$h one 
processor node as the monitor node. Its function Is to begin 
the lnltJalizatlon of the OSS. and Integrate the overa ll area 
map tor c0ntmu01c.atlon to an agent outside the OSS. We WIii 
see that 1t does not corTespond to a central controllef'. 

5 Further discussion ot the background issues inherent 
In OSS design Is presented In (Smith. 1978a]. 

7 In a real DSS. 1t Is lllcely that sensOl's and low-level 
S1gna1 analysis devices would not ba cons1darad as statically 
connected parts. as It IS often the case that many different 
types of analys,s are applied to the output of • single 
sensor, or to that of groups of sensors taKen together. 

Flgure 3 . 1 Is a schematic reoresentat1011 of a OSS. 
Processing nodes are shown 1n black, and sens,ng nodes tn 
white. The monitor node IS shown in white with an "M" In the 
mleldle. 

..L 

6 
6 

Legend; 

0 Sensor 
+ @ Pr ocessor 

_J_ 

0 " on1tor 

Figure 3. 1. A Distr ibuted Sanslno System. 

3 .2 Oeta And Task Hierarchy 

The OSS must integrate a large quantity of signal data. 
reducing It and transforming 1t Into a symbolic form meaningful 
to and useful to a human dec1s10n maker. We view this 
proces.s as occurring 1n several stages, wn1ch together torm 
a data hierarchy (Figure 3 .2 ). The hierarchy offers an 
overview of OSS functions end suggests a task parti tioning 
sultaole for a contract net approach. A oartlcular node 1n the 
OSS handles data at only one level of the data hierarchy at 
any given moment, and cofflffl11n,cates with nodes at other 
levels of the hierarchy. 

overaQ area map 

area map 

ven1cle 

signal group 

s ignal 

Figure 3.2. Data Hierarchy. 
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For purposes of this example, the only form of signal 
processing we consider 1s narrow band spectral analysis. The 
:,gnai has the following features, frequency, tlrH of 
de tection, strength, characteristics ( e.g., Increasing signal 
strength), name and ~rtlon of the detecting node, and 

name. type, and orientation of the detecting sa-.' 

Signals are formed Into signal grwps at the second 
level of the data hierarchy. A signal group Is a coilectlon of 

r e lated signals? For this example, the signal groups have the 
rollowlng features: the funda-ntal frequency of the group, 
the time of group formation. and the features of the signals in 
the group (as above). 

The next level of the hierarchy Is the description of the 
vtiiiclt . I t hes one or more signal groups associated with It 
and Is further specified by position. speed, cowae. and 

type. 10 Position can be established by triangulatlon, using 
matching groups detec ted by several sans«s wltn different 
pos1tk>ns and orientations. Speed and coune must be 
established over time by tracking. 

The arta mat> forms the next level of the data 
hierarchy. Thus mep Incorporates tnfonnatlon al>OUt the 
vehicle traffic in an area. It Is an Integration of the vehicle 
lever data. There Wlll be several such 11aps for the OSS, 
corresponding to areas in the span of coverage of the net. 

The final level ,s the complete or owraJJ auo m.op. In 
this example, the map Is integrated frotll the inoiv,dual area 
maps by the moni tor node. 

As Indicated above, the hiererchy of tasks foliow. 
directly from the de ta hierarchy. The monitor node menages 
several aua contractors. These contrectora are responsible 
tor the formation of tra tflc maps In thetr lm1111tdiate areas. 
Each area contractor, In turn, manages several pw.p 
contractors that provide It With signal groups for Its area 
(Figura 3.3). Each group contractor integrates raw signal 
dat a f rom stgnai contractors that heve sensing capabllltfas. 

The area contractors slso manage several Hine/, 

4 The frequency spectrum of l!Olae raaiated by a 
v ehic le typ,cally contains narrow bana signal components 
that are caused by rotating machinery assocteted wtth the 
v ehic le ( e.g .• engines or generators). The fr.quancies of 
such signals are correlated with the type of rotating machine 
and ,ts speed of rotation. They are Indicators of the 
class,nc;atlon ot the v ehicle. Narrowband signets also 
undergo shifts In frequency, due to doppfer effect, or 
instaomty and change In the speed of rotation of the 
associated machine. Alterations rn srqnlll strength also occur 
as a result of p ropagation conditions and venations In the 
distance between the vehicle and the sensor. 

9 A signal group that " often used to integrate nanow 
band signal data. tor example, is the harmonic set, a group of 
signals that are harmonically related (I.a .• the f requency of 
each signal ltT the grouo is an integral multlole of the lowest. 
or fundamental freouency). A single rota ting mecn,ne often 
gives nse to several narrow band srgnals that form a 
harmonic set. 

1° For slmpllclty, we have ignored a level in the 
hierarchy that can be called compontnt swrcts of signal, as In 
(Nii, 1978). At this level. a OSS would normally try to 
attnbute signals and signal groups to particular pieces of 
machinery associated with a vehicle. 

1.5 

contractors that are responsible tor Integration of information 
associated with 1nd1V1dual vemcles. Each of these 
contractors manages, a classif"at1V11 contractor that 
determines vehicle type; a /ocaliratitnt contractor, thet 
determines vehicle position: and a tr!Uhnf contractor, that 

t racks the vehicle as rt passes through the area. 11 

area 

vehi cle 
group 

si gna l c l ass1f t cat 1on local t zation tracki ng 

Flgure 3.3. Area Tuk Partitioning, 

Note that this particular partitioning of tasks Is only one 
of many poss1bllltlas that might be specified by the system 
desrgner. 

3.:3 Contract Net Implementation 

This section reviews In quaiitat,ve terms ~.ow the OSS 
problem can be attacked using the contract net approach 
and illuatrates sevet'al of the Idea.a central to Its operation. 
Appendix A gives speci fic examples of the m•H81J• traffic 
that is described here. 

3.3.1 Initialization 

The momtor node Is respensible for rnitlaliu tlon of the 
OSS and for formation of the overall map. ft must first select 
nodes to be area contract()(S and panlhon the system's span 
of coverage ,nto areas. based on the pes1tions of those 
selected nodes. For purposes of illustration we assume that 
the monitor node knows the names of nodes that are 
potential area contractors. but rt must eltabllsn their 
pos itions In order to panit1on the overall span of coverage. 
Hence. It begins by announcing contracts for formatton of 
area maps of the traffic. Because the monitor node knows 
the names ot potential area contractors. rt can aVOtd a 
general broadcast and c an ,nstaad use II focused addressing 
scheme. The announcement contains the three comPOnents 
descnbed In Section 2: a task abstraction, an allg,billty 
specif ication, and a bid specification. The task abstraction Is 
simply the task type. and the ellgibdity spec1tlcatlon is blank 
(because the monitor node knows wn,ch other nodes are 
potential contractors and addresses them directly). The bid 
specification 1s of pnmary interest for this task. It infonns a 
prospective area contractor to respond with ,ts positron. 
Remamoar tha t the purpose of a brd spaertleatlon is to 
e nable a manager to se-lect, from all of the bidders. the most 

11 In a real solution to the OSS proolem. it 1s oossrble 
that not all of these tasks woold be large enough to Justify 
the overhead of contracting; that ls, some of them might be 
done 1n II s,ngle node. Note eiso that soma of the tasks ,n the 
h1erarcny are ,o,mnw11g tasu (e.g .• the area task), whtfe 
others are on,-11111, tasks (e.g., the locahzatlon task). 
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appropriate nodes to execute a contract. Node position is 
the information required by the monttof node to make that 
selection. Givan that Information. the monitor node can 
pamtion the overall span of coverage Into approxi111ateJy 
equal-sized areas, and select II subset of the bidders to be 
area contractors. Having decided upon a partltlonin9, the 
momtor node broadcasts an lnfon11atlon masaaga to the other 
nodes In the system. This message defines the names and 
specifications (In terms of la titude and longitude ranges) of 
the ,ndlv1dual areH. Each ,elected area contractor is then 

informed of Its area of respon.s1bi11ty In an award mauaga. 12 

The area contractors• J)Urposa la to Integrate vehicle 
data into area maps. They must first astabllan the axiltance 
of vehicles on the basis of signal group data. Therefor., each 
area contractor solicits other nodes to provide signal group 
data. In the absence of any information about which nodes 
are suitable, each area contractor announces u,a task using 
a general broadcast. The task abstraction In these 
announcements Is the type of task. The eUgtblllty 
specification is the area for which the individual area 
contractor ts responsible : that is, a node ,s only ellglbla to 
bid on this task It It Is In the same area as the announcing 
area contractor. Th,s restriction helps to prsvent • case in 
wnlch a signal group contractor is so tar away from Its 
manager that r eliable c0111mun1cetion Is difficult to achieve. 
The bid spec1tlcatlon 1s again node position. Potential group 
ccr.tractors respond with their respective positions, end, 
baaed on this Information. the area contractors award signal 
group contracts to nodes tn thew areas of res~tbility. 

The signal group contractors• task Is to Integrate signal 
data from sensor nodes Into signal groups. Therefore. they 
must first find nodes that will provide raw signal data. This Is 
done wm, signal task announce111ants. The eligtbiltty 
spec1flcat1on 1n these announcements Indicates that only 
those nodes located In the same area as the announcer and 
having sensing capabilities should btd on this task. The task 
abstraction indicates the task type and position of an 
lnd1V1dual signal group C1>ntractor. Thl.S information assists 
potential signal contractors In detem11n111g the group 

contractors to wn1ch they should respond. 13 

The potential signal contractors listen to the task 
announcements from the venous group contractors. They 
respond to the nearest group contractor with • bid that 
supplies thatr pos1t1on and a description of their senlOl's. 
The group contractors use this lnfonnatlon to select a sat of 
bidders that covers their Immediate vicinity with a s1.11taole 
vanety of sensors, and then award signal contracts on this 
basis. The awards specify the sensors that each signal 
CQl'ltractor Is to ~• to prOV1da raw data to Its m1naglng 
group contractor. Figure 3.4 daptcts the exchange between 
one group contractor (the black node), and several potential 
signal contractors ( the white nodes). Suce8"ful bidders are 

· z The full announcemant-bld-award sequanc:11 is 
necessary ( rather than a directed contract) because the 
monitor node needs to know the positions of all of the 
potential area contractors rn order to partition the overall 
span of coverage of the OSS Into manageable areas. Note 
that this means that the OSS can adjust to a change in the 
number or position of potential area contractors. 

13 The signal task 1s to detect signals ind report them 
to a signal group contractor 1n a particular position. Hence 
the position of the group contractor Is reasonable as part of 
the abstracuon for the task. 
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connected by solid lines to the group contractor and 
unsuccessful bidders are connected by dashed lines. 

_,_ 

D 

Figura 3.4. Slgnal Contract Negotiation, 

There are some potentlal problefflS of asynchrony In the 
receipt of announcements from group contractors. A 
potential contractor for signal tasks must determine the 
gl"O\.lp contractor that 1s closest to 1t by llstanrng to several 
signal taek announcements. The potantlal signal contractors 
usa the expiration tlmas of the announcements (I.a .• the 
times after which no further olds wdl be accepted) as a 
guide to the length of time du11ng which they can listen to 
announcements before submitting a bid. In the but case, the 
expiration times are long enough to allow announcements 
from group contractors to reach all local potential signal 
contractors so tha t Of)timum partttlonmg can be achieved. In 
tha worst case, however, a potential signal cqntractor may 
submrt a bid to a grouo contractor that Is not the closest one 
to It (because the task announcement of the closHt group 
contractor Is not received until after a bid has already been 
submitted to another group contractor). The result Is a sub
optimal partitioning. 

The signal contract 1s a good exa1119le of the contract 
negotiation process, Illustrating how the matchrng of 
contractors to managers Is an Interactive process. It 
Involves a mutual decision based on local processing by both 
the group contractors and the potential signal contractors. 
The potential signal contractors base the11 declst0n on a 
distance metnc and respond to the closest manager. The 
group contractors use the number of sensors and distnbutlon 
of sensor types observed In the bids to select a set of signal 
contractors that ensures that every area 1s covered by 
every lund of sensor. Thus each party to the contract 
evaluates the proposals made by the other. uS111g a different 
evaluation function, and a task distribution agreement Is 
completeo vie mutual selectt0n. 

Reviewing the status of the OSS. we have a single 
monitor node which manages sevarel area contrectors. Each 
area contractor manages several group contractors, and 
each group contractor manages several signal contractors. 
The data 1mtlally tlowa from the bottom to the top of this 
hierarchy. The signal contractors supply raw signal data: 
each group contractor ,ntegrate-S the raw data from several 
signal contractors to form a signal group, and these groups 
•re passed along to the area contractors. which eventuaay 
form area maps by integrating information based on the data 
from several group contractors. Ali the area maps are then 
passed to the monitor which forms the final traffic map. 

A3 we have noted. In t.h1s example one area contractor 
manages several group contractors and each group 
contractor 1n turn manages several signal contractors. I t is 
possible. however. that a single group contractor should 
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appropriate nodes to execute a contract. uncle melon-i is
the information roetllfed by the water hole to leaks that
selection. Given that information. the iiioiiltor node can
partition the overel split at coverage into apprpxleatery
equal-sized areas. and select a silhaet or the bidders to lie
area coi-itractiirs. Hailing demoed tipin a pm the
monitor node prosecute an intonation Iieeeega to the oflier
nodes in the systee. This inesesga defines the riaiiiee and
spectflcatlona (In tor-s of latitude and longitude ranges] of
the individual areas. Each selected lee Master II than

inter-Iliad or its area of responsibility in an award teenage.“

The area centractors' purpose Is to integrate vai'llcie
data into area ease. They asset that saw the camel-ice
or vehicles on the basis or signal group data. Therefore. each
area cohflectorsololuotiternodestoprouflosipielm
data. in the absence of any inroriaatlon amt mach hopes
are suitable. each area contractor was the task uah'lg
a general broadcast. The task. abstraction in these
announcements is the type of tape. The algiliiliry
specification is the area tor which the individual area
contractor is responsible; that Is. a node is prey eligible to
pic on this teslt it It is in the salsa area as the annoielceig
ares contractor. This restriction helps to prevent a case in
which a signal group contractor I-s so far away fro- its
manager that reliable coeillitinrcatlon is difficult to “him.
The pic specification is aga'a'i node positiin Potential group
contractors respond with their respective positions. anti.
based on this information. the area emulators award signal
group contracts to nodes in their areas or reeoensiolity.

The signal group contractors' taslt is to Intawate signal
oats froiii sarmor nodes lrito signal groups. Therefore. they
must first find nodes that will provide raiii signal data. This is
done with signal taslt mm The my
specification in these announcements liiolcatas that only
those nodes located in his satire area as the war and
havmg sensing capaoihtlaa should old on this test. The test.
apstractloii indicates the tan type and position of an
loomioual signal group contractor. this Moroccan assists
potential signal contractors in detainee-lg the group

contractors to wrech they should respond."

The potential signal connectors listen to the teal:
announcements from the various group connectors. They
rasporio to the nearest group contractor with a bid that
supplies their position and a description at their sensors.
The group contractors use this lhl'ca'eiatiprl to select a set of
bidders that covers their ilhihediate vicinity with a stat-ale
variety of sensors. and than aware signal contracts on this
basis. The awards specify the sensors that each signal
contractor Is to use to provtde raw data to its mm
group contractor. Figure 3.4 depicts the excuse between
one group contractor (the black none). and several potential
signal contractors (the innate noses). spec-eerie bidders are

 

‘3 The full annoimcairiant-ola-aiiiard sequence is
necessary (rather than a directed contract) became the
monitor none needs to their the positions or ad or the
potential area contractors in order to partition the overall
span of coverage of the 085 Into manageable areas. Note
that this means that the I355 can adjust to a change in the
huriioer or position of potential area contractors.

‘3 The signal ms is to detect signals and ram thee
to a Slfifldl WP contractor in I particular position. Hence
I“. ”filth" of “18 m9 contractor ll VOIMOUI I. POI" of
I". abstraction for "I. ‘III.

'6

connected BY 50“ HI'II! 'I‘tl I'M m contractor ll'lfl
“mt-m“. hm. If. mtflflwmm

 
Figure 3.4. Signal Colitraot Negotiatlui.

Thereareso-epotenoalprelilaiaaofasvnchronylntha
receipt of announcements tree group coho-actors. a
potential contractor ior signal tasits iiiust determine the
group contractor that is closest to It by hatching to several
signal teal: announcements. The potential signal contractors
use the excretion tines oi the amount-reliant: (Leo the
times after which no outlier pros will as accepted) as a
guide to the length or time during which that,' can listen to
anriounceiiients aelore suaailttiiig a tile. In the best case. the
expiration times are long enough to allow sniiouriceiiients
from group contractors to reach all local potential signal
contractors so that optliiiuai partitioning can be screwed. iii
the worst case. however. a potential signal caimsctor may
strum a aidto a group oorltractortiiatisnpt the cine-stone
to it [because the taslt araipiaiceieent oi the closest group
contractor is not received until after a old has already been
mitt-o to another group contractor). The raaiiit is a sus-
ootlriiai partitioning.

The signal contract is a good exaaiple or the contract
negotiation process. illustrating how the matching of
contracth to managers is an ii'itaractlva process. It
Involves a mutual decision based on local processing or both
the group omtractors arid the potential signal contractcrs.
The potential signal contractors ease their decision on a
distance metric and respond to the closest manager. The
group contractors use the nueioer of sensors ano distribution
or sensor types oosewed in the bids to select a set or signal
contractors that crisis-ea that every area is covered by
every kind of sensor. Thus each party to the connect
evaluates the proposals made I'W the other. usaig a different
Wain-tron fmctlorl. am! a task devalutlon agreement is
completed via aiiitual sanction.

Reviewingtheatatua pl mosauehavaasingle
monitor once which manages several area contractors» Each
area contractor manages several group contractors. and
each group contractor manages several signal cor-reactors.
“the data Initially flows from the tioitoiii to the top or this
hierarchy. The signal contractors supply rail signal date:
each group contractor Integrates the rain data from several
signal contractors to form a signal group. and these groups
are passed along to the area contractors. which eventually
rorrh area maps by integrating information tiaseo on the data
from several group contractors. All the area maps are titan
passed to the monitor Mllcn tor-is the tlnai traffic man.

As we have noted. in this example one area contractor

manages several group contractors and each group
contractor "I turn manages several signal contractors. It is
possible. however. that a serials group contractor should
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supply information to several area contractors, and a slngle 
s,gnal contractor should supply lntonnatlon. to several group 
contractors. It may be useful. for Instance. to have a 
particular group contractor near an area boundary report to 
the area cont.rectors on both sides of the boundary. Thia la 
easily accommodated within OUl' framework. 

3,3.2 Comments On The OSS Organization 

We ha\111 t aken a too•down, distributed approach to 
Initializing the DSS. An altematlve approach might Involve 
acquisition of the p0sltlons of all nodes at a v ary early stage, 
followed by area definition, awaro of area contru:ts, and $0 

on. This would Involve a '"°'• global approach to the proole111 
of lnitiahzatlon, using a single node that ln,tlatlzed the net by 
gathenng together au the necessary data. We have not 
pursued this approach for several reasons, primanly because 
It would tell us little about solving problems in a distributed 
manner. An underlying theme of this research Is a search for 
ways in which to effect distnbuted probl- sotv111g-rather 
than ways to do traditional problem solving In a diatnbuted 
arcn1tecture. 

Moreover, there are two practical difficulties with the 
global approach. First, It concentrates a large amount of 
message traffic and processing at a single ·node (say the 
monitor node} ~ecause such a nooe would be responsible tor 
accepting position messages from every other node In the 
net. Second. It may not be pos.s,ble for any single node to 
communicate directly with all other nodes in I widely 
separated collection. This would mean that e1ther Indirect 
routing of messages would be required fOf' communication, or 
that each of the nodes would requ1re powerful transmitters. 
This is one of the advantages of the distnbuted and 
dynamically-defined organization we have adopted: only pairs 
of nodes that are close together enough to commu111cate 
oirectly are Unked together With contracts. 

3.3.3 Operation 

We now consider the actrv1tles of the system as i t 
commences operation. 

When a 111gnal is detected or when a change occurs In 
the features of a known signal, the detecting signal 
contractor reports this fact to Its manager (1 group 
contractor) (Rgure 3.5). This node, In tum, attHIPtS to 
Integrate the information into an existing signal gl'OUI> or to 
form a new S1gnal group. 

r--- ---·-------, 
vah1cl • 

r-------+ ---- - - , 
classificat ion l oca 11zat Ion tl'1ckino 

Figura 3.5. Signal Contract Reporting. 

A group contractor reP011s the ex1Stance of a new 
signal group to its manager ( an area contractor) (figure 3.6). 

17 

area 

~ ------.~:, .. 
group 

r---- ---+----- -, 
s ignal classificat i on l ocalization track 1no 

1"1gur9 3.15. Gro\lp Contrac t Reporting. 

Whenever a new group Is detected. the managing area 
contractor attamots to find a node to execute a vehicle 
contract (Agure 3.7). The task of I vehlc:la contractor Is to 
cla:sslfy, localize, and track the vehicle as:soclated with the 
signal group. Since a newly detected signal group may be 
attnbutaole to a known veh1c:le. the area contractor first 
requests from the existing collection of vemcle contrac~ a 
measure of confidence in the fact that the naw group 1s 
attributable to one of the known vehicles. Based on these 
responaes, the area contractor eithe, starts up a new 
venlcle contractor or augments the existing contract of the 
appropriate existing vehicle contractor, with the teak of 
ma.Jclng certain that the new groUP ccwresponds to a known 
v ehicle. This may entail, for example, the gathering of new 
data via the adjustment of sensors or contracts to n
sensor nodes. 

arn 

r ------ 1 
veh1cla 

gl'OUP 

r-------+--- - - - , 
signal l oc1huti on tl'ack1ng 

Figure 3, 7, Vehicle Contract Initiation. 

The form of the S1gnal group confirmation request 
demonstrates a tradeoH that ansas In many dlstnbuted 
problem solving aoplicattons-a tradeoff between 
communication and local orocassing. The area contractor has 
the 09tion of transfflltting to the eiusttng vehicle CQfltractors 
either the complete signal group or an abstraction of It ( e.g., 
It~ fundamental frequency). In e1tner case, the respanse to 
the request Is a measure of the individual vehicle 
contractor's confidence that the group corresponas to s 
vehicle It knows about. It a vehicle contractor returns a high 
confidence measure In its bid. then in the first case 
(complete signal group announced) tne area contractor has 
the Information It wants. In the second case, however. the 
area contractor must still transmit the complete signal group 
descnption and aw11t a further reoort. 

The first approach has the aisaovantaga of using up 
more local processing time 1n eacn of the vehicle contractors 
than aoes the second. In that the or,gmal request message is 
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suDFlY Information to savarai araa contractors. and s sitigls
signal contractor should snooty Information to moi m
contractors. It may no uaalul. tor Instancs. to hairs s
nsrtlcuiar grout) contractot host an area Dots-tom noon to
tho arsa contractors on both stills of tha W. This is
easily accotnttiooatso untilln ou- flotsam

3.3.2 Coronal!!! OI'I Tho I358 Offlil'l‘llflfil‘l

Wa hsva Italian I loo-down. distributatl approach to

initializing his 058. An sitsmstlira aootosch night Invohia
acquisition of tha positions ol’ II nooas at I van; catty stags.
toils-wad by araa oatathawool moo-toasts. Inoao
on. Thla waldo II'NONI a ours glottal approach to tha Drool“
of initialization. using a singla rods that Iratlallzatl tha hat try
gathering togalhar ail tha notation! data. “'0 hallo not
pursued this aooroach for savorsi rsasotts. smartly hsoatlas
it would tall as llt‘tia about solving prahlana in a oiatrlbtltsd
manner. An moat-lying tiissis of this rassarch is a salon for
ways in Mil-itch to afloat oistflbuton m solute—ram
than ways to do traoitional prooiaal soivhg in a dlauioutatl
architscnirs.

Mot-sour. thsra Ira two practical difficulties with tits
glooal spot-cacti. First. it oomanlratla s Iargs ataotint cl
mosssga traitlt: and orucasslng at a myo'nodil (say ths
monitor nous: hacausa such a nous would ha rasoonailla for
accaoting position massagaa frail Ivory othst Mill in tho
not. Second. It may not its oosalola for ant)l singla nod. to
communicate oiroctlv with al olhar notion in a slid-Iv
ssoarstao coilaction. This would hash that author inch-act
routing of mossagas who no required for mam. or
that each of tha moon was raoiata M transohtars.
This is cos of tha advantages ct tits district" alto
dynamically-carillon organzatim lira hava atlootad: ooh; pairs
of nooss that sra closa togathar mall to meats
oiractlv Ira Iinitatl Wwith contracts.

3 .3 .3 0‘9.er

W's now considar tho activttlss at tho mtaltl as it
coral-lioness ooaration.

when a signal is oatactao or initial! I cnangs occurs in
tha tasturas of a known signal. tho datacting signal
contractor raoorts this fact to Its nanagar {a groin
contractor) {Plots-s 3.5}. This was. in turn. sttaslots to
integrate ths information into an axiatlng signu grotto or to
form a now signal grotto.

If“

r———u--&—------‘

vanlcla

srouo
r—u—-_-—+_——_- —‘

signal classification localization tracking

Floors 3.5. Signal Contract Roost-ting.

A group contractor raoorts tho outstanca at I m
signal group to Its mansgar (an area contractor} (Flows 3.5).

araa

_ _ .. _ - _ _ ,

vait'icia
grouo

| ,-------+----- -1

signal classification localization tracking

Pluto's 8.0. Gross Contrast flattering.

thnavar a now grout! Ia oatactao. tha waging araa
contractor shallots to lit-in I nods to axaouta a vaitiols
contract (Flgiaa 3.7}. The task at a which contractor is to
classify. iocaiiza. and track the vahicia asaociatao with his
signal grotto. Slncs a newly ostoctao signal grotto may he
stt'rihutapla to a known vahicia. tho arsa contractor first
raouasta from tho Isisting oolisctioti of Mots mom a
masaurs of omiltishca in tho fact that ths now group is
sttnhutaola to cos of tho known vshiciss. Basalt on thsss
roaomss. tho alas contractor sithar starts up a m
vshlcla contractor or soginants tha amazing contract of tho
annfotinats sltisting vohicla contractor. with ma tacit o1
matting cartain that his now group corresponds to I known
vahicia. This may antali. tor axanloia. ths gathsn'hg of now
data Via tho adlustlhant of cm or mach to haul
asnsor moss.

I lvahlcla
grout!

I ,-------+--_-.._,

signal classification localization tractlng

Flgtlrs 3.7. Vahlcla Contract initiation.

The font oi the signal grotto cotton-stun raguast
dainonstrstss s traoaoit that mass in many distributed
prohlsln sohnnq aopllcationsna trsoaott ashaasn
communication and local orocsssing. ‘i’ha araa contractor has
tho option of transmitting to his situation vatncls contractors
“that tho colonists signal grouo or an accusation of It (s.g..
its iunoaaiantal fractional). in sithsr caaa. tha rosoonaa to
thsrsouastisamsamoithamalvaniols
contractor's col-liloanca that tho grotto moons to a
vohlcla it knows about. If s vahlcia contractor raturns a high
confloanca mounts in its his. than in ms flrst caso
(consists signal grout: slalom-loan} ms nu contractor has
tho Information it wants. In tho saoono cass. howsvar. tho
araa contractor that still transmit tho cooolata signal group
enact-lotion and await a firthar raoort.

‘l'ha first approach has the uisaovsnlaga of using uo
mora local orocasslng tune in soon of his vaniola contractors
than ooas tho sound. In that tha mqmai raquaat massags is
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more complex. The question of mterast Is, U1100 1111141 

candUian.s sltou./d a compldt signal poup dtsmptlon bt a111101Lnctd 
inJttad of a-n abstraction! The answer appears to depend on 
the qualit y of the abstraction. If the abstraction Is good 
enough that the vehicle contractors are able to make 
definitive statements on the bu1s of Its use, then the 
second approach Is likely better than the first. In that It 
minimizes local processing time. On the other hand, If the 
abstraction does not al low definitive state111ents to be made, 
t hen ,ts use will r esult 1n increased mesnge traffic and local 
processing time, since the area contractor will not be certain 
as to the best course of action as a result of uncertam 
r esponses frOIII tne vehicle contractors. 

The vehicle contractor then makes two task 
announcements: v ehicle classification and vehicle 
localization. The task abstraction of the classification task 
announcement Is a list of the fundamental frequencies of the 
signal groups currently associated with the vehic le. This 
Information may he lp a potential class1flcatlon contractor 
s e lect an appropnate teak (a contractor may, for example, 
already be familiar with v ehic les that have algnal groups with 
the announced fundamental f requencies). The ellgibllity 
s pecificat ion 1a blank. The bid specification lndu:atH that a 
bidder should respond With a tentative claa.ification and an 
asaoclated confidence measure. This measure ia used to 
s elect a ctass1flcatlon contractor••the bidder with the 
highest confidenc e Is choaen. The award Is the complete 
current description of the vehicle. 

A class1flcatlon contractor may be able to clus1ty 
directly, given the signal group in formation: or, on the other 
hand, it may require more data, ,n wnich case It can 
c ommunica te directly with the appropriate sensor nodes 
(Figure 3.8). 

r--- --- ·- ------ , 

- , 
tracki ng 

Fi gure 3.8. Claas1flcatlon Contract Communication. 

The task abstraction for a locallzatlon task 
announcement (Figure 3.9) is a list of positions of the nodes 
that have det ected a vehic le. The ell01billty specification and 
bid specif ication are !)lank. The bid 1s simply an afflmatJve 
response to the announcement and the contract ls awarded 
to the firs t bidder, which does the required triangulation to 
ob t ain the position of the ven,cte. 
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area 

r------~---- --- , 
veh i cle 

group 

,,,,,,;,:.:.~--.~:,!.:.~~ --
tracki ng 

- , 
s i gnal 

Figure 3.9. Lot:allntlon Contract lnltlatlolt, 

Once the vehicle has been localized, it muat be 
t racked. This Is handled by the vehicle contractor by 
entering into follow•up localization contracts troni time to 
time and using the results to update ,t s vehicle descnption 
(Fi;ure 3 . 10). As an altemat,ve. the area contractor could 
award aeparate t racking contracts. The decision as to which 
method to use depends on loading and commumcatlona. If , 
for example, the area contractor is very busy with 
Integration of data from many group contractors. then It 
seams more appropriate to Isolate It from the additional load 
of tracking contracts. If, on the othllf hand, the area 
contractor Is not overly busy, then we can let It handle 
updated vehicle cont.rac ts, taking advantage of the fact that 
It Is In the best pcs1tton to integrate the results and co
ordinate the ettorts of multiple tracking contractors. In this 
example, we asaume that the management load would be too 
large for the area contracto,. 

,------·------- , 
group ,------·:r~ 

class i f icati on l oca li zat i on tracki ng s i gna l 

Figure 3. 1 o. Tracking Contract Ini tiation. 

There are a v ariety of other lasues that must be 
considered in the design and operation of a real distnbuted 
sensing sy stem. Most o f these are quite specific to the OSS 
application. and would t ake us away from our pnmary concern 
with the use of the contract net framewonc. One ,ssua. 
however. presents an Interesting example of the relative 
utility of the use of contracting COll!Plfed to the use of 
information messages. Consider the case of a vehicle that Is 
moving f rom the area of one area contractor to that of 
another. How is responsibility for tracking the vehicle to be 
transferred? 

There are two possibilities. First, the area contractor 
that is current ly responsible for the vehicle could send out 
an information message to ne1ghbonng area contractofs. ThlS 
message w ould serve to se t up expectations In the 
ne ighboring area contractora that a venicle was about to 
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pass into one of their areas. The processing Is fully 
decentralized ,n this approach. 

Second. the area contractor currently res~ible tor 
the v ehic le could send a ret)Ort to It s manager (the IIIOnltor 
node ) that contains the same information. The moni tor node 
could then award a new contract to one of the neighboring 
area contractors to handle the vehic le when It passes out ot 
the ong1nel area. This is a hierarchical contra, approach to 
the p roblem. It entails mo,e (centrabzed) procesu,g by the 
monitor node. 

With the firs t approach there i4 no guarant" that 
another area contractor will pock up on the lnfomiation 
message and immediately take resl)()rlSlblUty for the vehlc:le, 
w here the second approach does orov1de such a guarU1tee. 
The lack o f guarantee is not generally senous, but may result 
In e x cess processmg because the vehicle must be re • 
detected In the new area, classified, localized. and so on. 
The t radeott is thus one o f more ;:,rocesstng by the CQOllltor 
node aga,~t ( possibly) mo,e processing by nodes in the new 
area. In the s,mulatlon we have used the hierarcnlcal control 
approach because of Its guarantee of transfer ot 
respons1b11it y. 

The use o f the contract net framework 1n the OSS 
enables the Implementation of a dynamtc configuration, 
depending on the actual positions of sensor and proces.sor 
nodes and the ease with which co111111unlcatlon can be 
established. Such a configuration offers a slgruflcant 
opera tional lmorovement over a sunk: 11 priori confl ouratton: 
spec if ically, it ensures that nodes that must cooperate for 
the solution of the area surveillance problem are aole to 
communica te with aacn o ther. This al/Olds the neceuity for 
e ither Indirect routing of messages or powerlul transmttters 
for a ll nodes. 

The distnbuted control enabled by the f ramework 
enhances both reliability and equalization of the processing 
load. It Is also posstble to recover f rom the failure of nodes. 
because there are explicit links between nooes that share 
respons1b1hty for executton of tasks (managers ano 
contractors). The failure o f a signal conm1ctor, for examole, 
c an be detected by its manager. and the contract for whi<:h 
,t w as resoonsible can be re •announced and awaroed to 
another node. 

The f ramework is also advantageous fo, tllls proole11 
because 1t enables addition of new nodes to the net, even 
attar operation has commenced. This 1s pc>Mfble for two 
reasons . Firs t. the nodes communicate 1n a conimon protocol. 
This p ro tocot enaoles I new node to Int erpret the tu k· 
independent portlon~ of messages (e.g., that a particuler 
message specifies a task to be executed). Second. the 
protocol 1s augmenteo by a common ontemode language. This 
enables a new node to •dent!ty. tor exa111pfe. the specific 
information that It must have to execute a particular task. 
The protocol and language also enaole a new node to request 
this information from other nodes 1n the ne t. 

W e have shown the effectiveness of Interactive mutual 
decis ions (by those with tasks to be executed and those in 

a pos1t1on to execute the tas,cs) ,n distributing tasks 
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throughout the system. This was used. for example, in 
setting up signal contracts. The potential signal contractors 
used the information In the Stgnal task announcements to 
se lect the closes t managers to wnich to respond. The 
managers In tum used the number of sensors end the 
distribution of sensors In the returned bids to make a final 
selection of signal contractors. 

We have also noted the ways 1n which the contract net 
p rotocol he lps to reduce message traffic and message 
processmg ovemead-throYgh the use of t ask abstracttons, 
eliw1b lllty speci fi cations. and bid specifications In task 
announcements, through the use of focused addressing, and 
through t he use ot specialized Interactions Nke alrected 
contracts and requests. 

The contract ne t frameworlt is in general applicable to 
problems that use a hierarchy of tasks and leveis of data 
abstraction. The manager-contrac tor s truc ture provides a 
natural way to e ttect hierarchic al control (In the distributed 
case. it's actually concurrent h1erarch1cal control). and the 
managers at each level in the hierarchy are an appropr11te 
p lace for data integra tion and abstract ion. I t should also be 
noted that the control h,erarcrues ,n the contract net 
framework are not simple vertical nierarch1es. but are the 
more complex generalized hierarchies ai4cusaed by ( Simon, 
1969). The manager-contrac tor li.nks are not the only means 
o f communica tion. Nodes ere eole to co111111u111cate honzontally 
w ith related-contrac tors or indeed any other nodes In the 
net, as we saw in the OSS example. where classification 
contractors were able t o comlftUnlcate directly with s,gnal 
contractors. 

The announcement • bid • award seouence of contract 
ne go tiation enao1es more informa tion, and more COfflPlex 
Information to be t rans ferred In both directions (be tween 
;;a ller and respondent) before KS-,nvocatlon occurs. The 
computation devo ted to the se lection process. based on the 
information t ransf er noted aoove, ,s more extens,ve and more 
complex than that used 1n t r1101t1onal approaches. and Is /occi 
i n the sense that selection is associated with ano specif ic to 
an lndiV1oual KS (r ather than embo01ed 1n. say. a global 
evaluation function). As II result. the framework ,, most 
useful when the specific t<S to oe 1nvo1ted at any time 1s not 
known a prlOli. and w hen specific expertise Is reaulred. 

It also follows that the framewortc Is also pnmanly 
applicable to domains ,n which the subtasks are l arge (,n the 
loose-coupling sense), and ,n wn1ch 1t 1s worthwn1le to 
expend II potentially non·tnv1al amount of computattOn ano 
communication co ,nvoke the best KSs for each subtask, so 
as to prevent baeltt racking as mucn as pou1ble, 

Appendix A 

OSS Sample Messages 

This appendix rncluaes abbreviated u mote messages 
for the signal task In the OSS examole. For brevity. Ch e 
messages shown contain only the nforma tton mentloneo 1n 
S ection 2. Terms wntten ,n uoper case are includeo •n the 
c ore intemode language. wn1le cerms wntten on lower case 
aire specific to the OSS apollcet1on. 

ltaltc1zed stat ements are commentary aoout the 
c ontent and sequence of messages. 
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<Announclfflt111S of tltt folloDling /1mn. aTt mmnnitttd 0, tlll 
uanous srov.p contraaors.> 

To,• <"'*" tndUa:ts a gtnncu broa4Cast> 

From, node - sg l 
Ty pe, task announcement 
Contract, s 
Mesaage, 

<Ntttkd • siflUd data /OT· traffic. M1 positl#n Ls p. 
If in possession_ of stnSors, a.nd loca.ttd in arta A, 

respond 111itlt poslll#n, and ,,p, and nv.NfT of 
snuors> 

Task Abstraction: 
TASK TYPE slgnel 
NOOE NAME sg l POSITION p 

eug,bllltv specification: 
MUST HAVE DEVICE TYPE sensor 
MUST HAVE NOOE NAME SELF POSITION aree A 

Bid Specification: 
NOOE NAME SELF POSITION 
EVERY DEVICE TYPE senaor TYPE NUMBER 

<Nodes with srnsors rtspond to th, ntartst grqv.p cqntraaor> 

To, node- sgl 
From, node· sl 
Type, bid 
Contract, s 
Mes-Sage , 

Node Abstraction: 
NOOE NAME s 1 POSITION q 
sensor TYPE S NUMBER 3 
sensor TYPE T NUMBER 1 

<S ,vrral simil4T aD1ardJ art tr111Umllttd.> 

To, node•s l 
From, node• sg1 
Type , awa.rd 
Contract, s 
M e ssage , 

<Rtport stgncus. U s, st1UOTs SI and S2.> 

Ta§k Specification: 
s ensor NAME S 1 
sensor NAME S2 
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FUNCTIONALLY ACCURATE DISTRIBUTED ?ROBLE.~ SOLVING SYSTEMS 

Vi.c1:0r .t. Lesser and Daniel o. Corkill 

Ccmputer and Information Science Depar1:ment 
Universiey of ~.assachusetts at :.mh.erst 

.\mhe.rst, !olassachuse=, 01003 

-:ttroOOCTION AND OUR ;u>PROACB 

There is a large class of applications !:hat 
seem naturally suited eo ::.!le use of diserl.buted 
processing hardware for which adequate diseri.buted 
?roblem solvi.ng c.eehodologies have not yet been 
developed. !-!any of these applications occur in 
si.t:.iauons t."lat have a naeuraJ. spatial diserl.bu
tion (e.g ., where sensors :or collecting raw data 
are w1dely di.strl.buted and/or ::iobile) where the 
development and execution of a diserl.buted cont..-ol 
strategy based on a nor:-local new of sensory data 
~s requ.i.red. In these- applicauons, a distributed 
irc:utec,;ure whi.C!l locates processing capabiliey 
at the sensor site and >tiuch requires only lim.ited 
c:>=unication among processors is especially ad
'lantageous and per-haps is .:he only practical way 
~o per!o= ehe processing. Sensor necworlcs (e.g., 
low =lyi.ng aircraft, hydrophones, etc. ) , distrl.bu
::.ed command and cont.."'01 systems, air eraffic con
::..."'01, aueomot::.ve eraf!ic light control, inventory 
=ont=ol (e.g., car renta.l.sl, power net',/Orlc grids, 
and ::.asks i.nvolving lllO::>ile =oboes are all e.xa::iples 
of e."iis type of application. 

The e&neral t.."ieme of our research is that :.!'le 
exact emulation of a ceneraJ.ized approach 1:0 these 
applicati.ons in dis-eril:uted env1.r-0nments 1s, in 
;eneral, inappropr iate due to the high commun1ca
ti.on and syncll_'"Oruzation costs required :o ma.in
::.ai.n sufficient and consistent local views of t.~e 
.:>veral! pr-cble= solving dau base. However , i! 
one is led to emuJ.ating the ceneralized approach 
cnl, appro~tely, Ulter-node communication can 
be reduced, but at the risk of inconsis~ency and 
!.nccmpltttene_ss of local views and t!le ?()Ssi.bilie-J 
of wmecessar/, redundant, or in1;Qrrect processing. 
The key !ssi:e is whether an acceptable design ex
ists whic:i has suf! 1.c::.ently low cc:miuru.cation 
cost:s &nd >1nich still allows the overall system 
per:ormance to be accurate &nd ef!!cient enough to 
sat!sfy :.!'le cask requirements. 

':'he : ong range goal of our rese&--c!l !.s w 
l!evelop a general theory =or "functiona.lly accu
rate" problem solving st..--uctures in •.rhich all in
::ercediate aspecu of c.he computation are required 
to :ie ;:;orrec:: and consiste.nt:. 

5uc:i a :;eneral. :..,eory is also impor=t to 
::he :.cplementation of complex applic.iei.ons ~n cen
t=alized env!ror..me.~ts. ~hese applications are of
::.en organi=ed in the !or.:i of a.collecti.on of L~de
pendent :ioduJ.es. ~n such a st::uct:ure lt is ~!ten 
:::onceptuall, .il.f!ic:.il:: ::o :ievelop and e:,c:-..ensive ::o 
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maintain a complete and consistent centrali:ed 
problem solving data base wit!l wh.ic!l ::he ooduJ.es 
interact. A theory which permits relaxat~on of 
co11:?leteness and consistenc:-1 requ.,.re.:ents would 
be a significant aid in the development =d =in
::ena.nce of these sys::e:i.s. 

One ex.ample of algoriciunic structures >1hich 
exhibit !unc::.:.onally acc,.irate behavior are t.~ose 
th.at involve the incremental aggregation of ;,ar
tial r-esuJ.ts lnto an overall solution. ·~owledge
based" Artificial Intelligence (AI) interpree.a
::ion algorit..'lms developed recentl,· !or speech, im
age, and signal interpretation applications [E.r.llan 
and Lesser 1975, 3a.r-=v =d Tenebaum 1976, aosen
feld, Rummel , and Zucker 1976, Rubin and "8ddy 
197i) use this incremental aggregation approach. 
Er.:ors and unce.rtainey !n input data and fr-cm in
complete or incor:-ect knowledge are resolved as an 
in~egra.l pare of the i.nuu.>retation ;::=ocess cy 
testing for inconsistency among partial resul::s. 
':"h.is ~s in conerast :co more conventional ::ec:i
nicues for error recover, in •.rhic::1 errors are han
dl~ &s excepei.onal =nditions, =~ir.c; ?reces
sing outside the nor.:ial ?roblem solving se=ategy.· 

~he ability to handle errors wit.'11.!l ::.!le cor-
111&.l problem solving process it.self creates the 
i)Ossibility that ::. ... ese syste=s •.rill also :iancile 
the additional uncertai.ney introduced by a d!.s
::.ri.buted decomposition: ::.~e rest..-ic::ed 3.nd ir.con
si.stent local view of the overall ?r-cblem sol·.ring 
data base at eac!l node. -:-o tile cegree :..ut sys-
1:ems can handle these problems, e."le need for a 
co:n;,lete and consistent local ·,iew of e.~e overall 
dau base and !or exp.l.icit sync!\rQnizat:.on to 
maintain such a view is reduced. 

Preliminar/ research in :he develo;rn:ent of 
!'.Jnctionally &c::urate cooperati •.re dist=:.bt:ted 
problem solving tac!lnic;ues (discussed !.n Secti.on 
3) has produced encouraging results w~.ic:i we !eei 
justi!y !u=-;.~er explorations. ~s ouc~ined ~n Sec
tion 4 on c,ir=ent research direc::.ions, we :eel 
generic research i.:1 t:he areas o! distr:.buted 
search and dist=ibuted olanni.na >1ill be L::icortant 
!or ::he develop::ient o= ~ ;ener~l e.,eor;· o::· !=c
~ionally ac~.J.rate cooperative dis~ibuted syste=1s. 
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View: 3. Lassa: and Danisl D. Cot-kill

Canyon: and Information Sonata Decal-taco:
Univacsity of msachnastts at mam

Must, Hassochuaatts. 01003

L. MIDI! mommm

7221er! is l 1411'?- class of applications that
ass: naturally suitad to the us. of distributor!
grocasslnq halal-fax. for which adaguata diatrihutld
c-::ou-:.‘o,am solmg asthodologioa have not yst lasso
:‘svslopsd. Han? of. that application occor in
situations that haw a natural spatial distribu-
tion to.g.. whats sansozs in: collecting no data
an natal? casts-flaunt: Mot while} visors the
iawlomt and annotation ot a disc-chum control
strategy band on a moo-local 71w :3! sensor? data
1.3 toqulred. In chass- applications. a distributsd
attenuators moi: locatas mung capability
at the sonsor slot and. which cognac-s only unload
mlcatioa mo pctcassocs Ls sspocially ad-
vantagaous and tattoos ls tho only onctlcal way
to garcons tho procassing. 5m: sonata-ks ia.g..
Low flying airctatt. Moss. stod. distribu-
ted column and contsol systans. air traffic con-
:ccl. autmotivo traffic light coauol. lsvaotot'y
control ts.g.. ca: tantalsl . paws: osmotic grids,
and tasks lowlving about robots a." all min
of. this typo of appllcstlon.

The :onttal titans of our maarch is that the
exact mulatlon of s contrallcsd stomach to than
applications in distributed snvixomanta ll. to
moral. imam-option its to tho high coma-Lacs-
ttoo and synchsonazation costs noun-so to main-
taln suffiiclsnt and consist-at local vim of. the
aural}. cranial: solmg data bass. flavour. Lt
one is lad to mlatlag the centralised approach
col-,- appcomtsly. Lucas—coda mutton can
he reduced. but at the out on! Locooslstaocy and
:ncoaplstcnsss of local views and tho possibility
of unnecessary. mmt. o: income: mot-sung.
The key costs is "hither an sccsptahls assign ss-
tsts winch has sufltciantly low constitution
costs and mulch still. allots: tho over-.11 mm
cation-canto to to accurate and afflict-at enougn to
satisfy tot task “armaments.

1'3:- loog tango goal of out catch-ch is to
day-slop a general thsoxy so: 'mcuonally accu-
rate” orohlu solving mm in which all in-
cacos-diata asp-etc of. tho commatlon an “quarto
to to carroct and ccosistant.

Such a genscal theory is also lupoctant to
tho inplmntatmn c: canola: applications at can-
txalizsd anleoooonts. These applications are of-
ten organic“! in the ions of a‘ collection of moc-
poncant nodules. in such a structure it la often
:cnccptcall? 1:551:31: to canlcp and emnsws to
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maintain a couplets aad. consistent annualized
pto'oluu solving data bass with which tho aociulas
Lntm. A theory which porous causation o:
cowl-muss and consistent? zooms-assent... would
he a slgoltlcant aid in the dsvsloooant and main-
taosocc at those systolic.

one mangle of algorittmic stmctms which
exhibit Emotionally accurate tobacco: are mass
that involve the incrsaantal aggragatioo of par-
tin}. results mto an ovum}. solution. "Xoouladca—
has-d“ Aztiflclal rotalllgaaca (M) iota-preta-
tiou algorithms dos-sloped month- {or south. is-
ago. and signal incupratatlos sopllcatloos [Ex-man
and Lasso: 1.975. Barton and ransom: 197E. Rosan—
falo, manual. and Zuckar 19‘36. Rubin and Raddy
19771 on this Loci-enacts}. aggregatton approach.
Errors and mutant? is input data and 5m in-
cmgolnta or incorrect knowladga an resolved as an
integral par: of to: murprentioa protons or
tasting in: mot-mslstm'lcs.‘r among oartial results.
this is in contrast to more conunttooal tach—
alga-s for error: “cover; in which actors are han-
élad. as Intentional. mdi‘tmns. requiring grotes-
sing cutsuis the normal Estonian solvmg stuttgy.’

“rho shanty to handls actors Hams: tho not--
all pcchlsm solnng grocsss itssl.‘ crostas the
possibility that chase systems will also battle
the additional mcsminw introdocsd by a cla—
tt'ibutsd dacuaposstion: tho restate-4d and moon-
ststant local 71'.th cf. the overall crooks! solving
data case at each nods. To the cog-cu that sys-
tarna can handlo those crooning. tho asod. for a
canola“ and consistent local View: at the overall
data bass and tor explicit synchronmtion to
maintain such a v1" is reduced.

E'rtlllainary “starch in 'J'll cmlopmnt of
fianctlcnally accurate cooperative disulbnta-d
om‘olu solving cannula-mas (discussed in Samoa
3) has sarcoma-d anceuxacuc results which we Ecol
justity moths: ”allocations. As cutllasd an Sec-
tion 4 on cat-rant rsssssch directions. as its}.
gooerlc rosaartn in the cross or distributed

south and 51323.net“! planning will be important
2o: :1".- dcvclopasnt of a gcnacal coco): of func-
tionally accurate coopatatlva distributtd systems.

3. STATE ’3? THE ART AND UL'R APFPDACH

nos: iisxibutad ctoctsszzc systems cock. on
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local daca bases wnJ.ch contain exac~ copies of 
appropriate ponions of the overall problem solv
:..ng daca base. We call th.is type of distribu~ed 
processing deCO!ZlpOsiuon nearly aueono:i,cus, be
cau•e each processor usually has the infor111&tion 
~t requir es to canplete ?rocessing; a processor 
rarely needs the assistance of another processor 
i:l carrying out it.s problem solving function . 

:n nearly aueonomous systems, the problea 
~olving data base is distributed in such a way 
c.."lat c..,e central.ued probl- solving algorithms 
are n.ot significantly per=bed. Therefore, the 
basic algorithms and conuol structures which a.re 
appropriate in a centralized environment do not 
need :o be modified (decomposed) !or the distribu
c.ed environment, but rather can be replicated or 
pa::-uuoned '!lased on the distribution of the prob
l em solving data base. 

Where =re c=plex cont..'"Ol str.ictures have 
been 1nt..-oduced in these distributed syn-, 
::.,eir use has been directed at lllain~.ining data 
:,ase consistency (synchronization, deadlock detec• 
::.ion and avoidance) and error recovery. Tlu.s re
sults in a c.-o- level st..""Ucture in -..hich the more 
coc:plex disulbuted cont..--ol st..""Uctures are super
l.lllposed on the basic computational algorithms 
needed to per!or.n c..,e application processi!\g [Es
-..anan et 4l 1976, 1'hOl:lllS 1976, t.a.lllpson and Stu:c'Jis 
19i7, ?eebles 1977). 

.:.0 alternative and new approac!I :o s .... -uctur
ing disui.buted problem solving sys~ema is the 
tevelopment of !:mctiona.lly accurate cooperative 
.iist::.buted gyste=. rn cooperative distributed 
systems, 3dciltional. complexicy over the nearly
autonomous su·ucture is required because t.,e algq
r~c..'l!:15 and .:ont..--ol st...-uctures .s.re dec=?Osed to 

operate on local data bases which are incomplete 
and possibly error.ful. !n order to resolve the 
t!ncer=ues U\ t.,ese incoc:plete local data bases, 
processors 111ust exchange partial results with each 
oci:er. Since new inforcation ::iay a.lso !:>e based on 
?rocessing -..hich used :..ncomplete or incor:ect d.at;i, 
an itera~ive. coroutine type of processor interac
=-:.on !S raquired. I! a precessing element does 
not receive an appropriate partial resul t i.n a 
given amount of tilne, it must be able to continue 
processU\g, uuliung .... hauver data .s.re available 
ai: 1:ha1: tl.Cle. 

.\ side effect of ~s t'J!)e of interaction is 
that local proble::i solving :asks in t.~e coopera
tive decolllp()sltion are not disjoint as in the 
nearly-autonocious st..-u<:1:'.ire. ~ther, c.,e ::asks 
overlap 1n the daca they need and produce, fo~ng 
a "cooperative nel:'.-ork of tasks" which collective
ly de:L"le ""e ?recessing needed to solve ..he over• 
all t.Uk. Th.is perspective shifts the v1ew Erom 
c..,at of a syste:n disuibuted over a nec....ork to 
c.'.at o! a :unc~cnally accurate nec<....:)rk of cooper
acing syste:ns, each of which can per!or:n s1gni!i
cant local processL"lg on inco:n;:lete and inconsis
cent in!or.:iation. :'r0::1 :.'-.is ·newpoinc, :..'.e ic:ey 
:.ssue becomes how to introduce new col!1111unication 
pat.'ts ::o handle the inter- node interactions need
ed !or s nar:...,g :.'le in:om.iuon required to correct 

tor uicomplete and inconsistent local views. 

This perspective is essentially idenucal to 
the theory of •nearly decomposable systems" de
vised by Simon (1962, 19691 :o descr::.l:le canplex 
organizational si:ructures . The tam "nearly de
composable" emphasizes the !ace that syste:ns can 
be decomposed naturally into clusters wnich bave 
a high degree of inua-clust:er interac~ion and a 
lower d~ee of inter-cluster interaction. 

Ano~er effect of non-localized process1ng in 
cooperative systllClS is that reliability and flexi
bility issues cannot be addressed solely at t.'te 
hardware and communication level (synactically) 
(11, but :JIUSt also be dealt wic.., as an integral 
part of tile basic problem solving process (seman
tically) . In a nearly-autonomous system, it is 
easier co detect, i.solate, and recover from an 
error since propagation o! the er:or can be 1110re 
easily determined {due to the simpler interaction 
scruct'.i.re) and appropriate recocpuca~on per!o=ed. 
This is in contrast with cooperative systems wnere 
incorrect partial results aught be propagated ex
tensively t.'lrough i:.,e system before detection 1: 
not corrected as pa..n: of the normal problem solv
ing ?rocess. 

No soft'..are technology for b1Ulding coopera
ti•~e distributed problem solving syst:ems -.,hich ex
!'ub1 t functionally accurate behavior has yet ~een 
developed. Current methodologies for distributed 
applications, such as disu!buted data bases, are 
not directly a??lica.ble to coope:au·re applica
tions due co the relat.ive ly complex interaction 
r&C!llired :or cooperative tasks. These m.et.hodolo
g1es also !ail to deal -.,ith some issues c r-~c1al 
to cooperative disuibuted computation, sue~ as 
working ·,11c., i."lcomplete and :.nconsist:ent data. 

3. P.'I.ST .\ND PRESENT WORK 

Onder previous suppon from i\RPA ( 21 and 
current suppon t=m NSF. a number of :uncl:.!onally 
acc:-.irace co::ipucat!onal tec~.ru.ques (e.g., relaxa
uon and distributed hypot.'tesi:i:e- and-cest ala 
Hearsay r:1 developed in t.,e !ra111ework of know-

(1 1 :1orlt has also :.en ,;:.er!or=ad on cevelopir.g 
cQ!!!!!lunicauon protocols t.'lat are robust in t:he 
!ace of communication and site failures. [Cerf 
and~ 1974, iC.icbleton and Sc~eider 1975. Ta
)ibnapis 1976) and on embedding 111essaqe passi.nq 
ProtOCOls 1.nto e_xisting proqramming lanquages anc 
opera~g syscems (:arber et al 1973, :eld::!a."l 
1977, cosdick, Schantz, and Tho!IUls 1977, 3e:ferson 
197') . ')l'hen V'ie"'9<! :rom c.'te perspecti-."1! o: t.he 
rouci."lg task alone, so:ie algor1::.'l::ls used c.o deter
mine message pat.,s in a c011111unication net:'.-orlt have 
a cooperative proble::i solving character to t:!\ec 
[Gerla 1973, TaJl.bnapis !977) . 

C, J 7his was joint work wit.'. ~ee Er.nan at 
Carneg!e--Mel:on ~:uve:siey. 
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ledge-based i\I syst:ems are being suitably modified 
:or use in discril:>uted problem solving environ
ment:s . In order tote~ whether these modified 
cechniques have relevance co disc::ibuted problem 
solving, a number of discributed applicacions 
using t.hese ,:ecimiques are being developed . 

3.1 DISTR.IBl1l'ED i\CTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC UGHT CONTROL 

One st:udy has concencraced on invest:igating 
the suitability of reaxauon H ~e basis of a 
cooperative distributed approach co automotive 
traf:ic light: control. Parallel relaxation ha.s 
been explored in previous work in image processing, 
but: t:o our knowledge it has not been explored in 
dist:ri.buced dolllains which have ill- behaved ccm
pat:ahility relationships becween !lodes and non
localized inceraccions among nodes in the ne1:'.il0rk. 

;\ t:esc program -.ras writ~n which simul.ates a 
dis t:ribuced relaJ(ation version of =affic :control 
in whi ch che knowledge applied ac each node is 
si:nilar to chac used in a scandard cencra.l.ized 
craf:ic control system ca1lad SIOOP-II (Leiberman 
:ind Woo 1976]. The simulations have produced en
couraging results for a number of tesc cases. 
However , in a number of cases the parallel scheme 
does not: perfor.n as well as the cancralized ,,er
s~on , resulting in slow convergence, convergence 
co near opcimal solutions, 'or oscillation. 

These problems are direct ly accributable to 
changes in the centralized version, a global node 
ordering for the relaxation is precomputed using 
a .naxi.mal spanning tree oased on che ::rar:ic vol
u:ie a t: each node . This ordering is very impor=nt: 
in reducing the effects of ill- behaved compat:a.bil
i t:·, relationshios bec-,1een nodes and non- localized 
interaccions ~n9 nodes . CUrrent: research is 
aimed ac int..'"Cducing, in a dis=il:>ut:ed vay, non
local coordination between nodes c.o eliminate 
t:hese problems. We are examining sucb. techniques 
as mulc:.-level relaxation and discributed versions 
o f :he maximal spanning :c:ee heurisc!cs. 

A more det:ailed discussion of chis research 
is cont:ained in a forthcol!\l.ng report by arooks 
and Lesser (1978) . 

;\ second s~udy concentrated on applying the 
3earsay-II architecti;re to the distri!>ut:ed inter
pretacion problem. where each processor :.s C!Obi l e, 
has a set: o: (possibly non- unifor.nl sensing de
vices, and intera~ wit:.~ nearby processors t:hrough 
a packet-radio com:nunication network. It is de
sired that processors communicate among themselves 
co generace a consistent: i.Clterpretat:ion of "what: 
is happening" in t:he environment being sensed. 

Our approach t:o decomposing 3earsay-II i n 
c..,e oackec-radio nec-.rork environment is based on 
t:he !ollowing premise: c..,e only case-effective 
·,1ay co decompose :!ea.rsay-!I is to coci::; c..,e 
problem sol~ing stracegy co work wich processors 

,- .J 

operat:ing on partia1 and possibly inconsist:ent 
views of the current interpretations and system 
stace . 

There are two major ideas necessary to imple
ment c!le discril:>uted version of the Hearsay- II 
architecture. The first comes :rom che r elaxation 
paradigm, where the current: state (results) of a 
processor oocie is accessed only by nodes that are 
neiqhboring in t!le node net'.iork. If che current 
state of the node is · ~rtant:" or "relevant" , 
the state will be cransmitted gradua1ly to other 
areas of the node nec-"°rk , resulcing in what can 
be t:hought of as a spreading excitation of impor
tant information. This same approach may be used 
co decentralize the Hearsay-II blackboard. Sot 
all processor nodes have to ilmnediat:ely receive 
.ill information that i s pen.inent co chen; if c..'le 
iru:ormation i s really illlporeant:, it will event'.l
ally be spread t:brough che necwork to all ::iodes. 

The second major idea comes form ·riewing a 
processor node as a generator :unction which c an 
be successively re- invoked as needed co generace 
additional (and possibly less credible) hypothe
ses, :or a partic,.ilar por=on of the interpretation. 
Generator function re-invocac:.on is achieved 
c..'rrouqh the use of ::.."lreshold values (part of the 
foc-.is of cont..=J. data base ) -.rhic!l are modified !:,y 
the: same spreadi.,g excication scneme used co 
cra:nsmic important information. 

Using these two ideas, we have deve loped a 
system ,rhich pe..'"111ics ef:ec-cive inter-node cooper
ation .nthout the high communicat:ion bandwidth · 
required t o support a complecely centralized data 
base and cont:roller. This lower bandwidth ::-e
qu.Lrement is accomplished by cransmitting only a 
li.lllited subset of t:."le results genera-ced a-c each 
node to only a small nUlllber of ct.her processing 
nodes. 

A sec o f eXt:erimencs t:o decermine how c."le 
dis-cribuced dec~sit.:.on of Kearsay-!I af:ects 
i ts problem solving behavior is ~.ow being analyzec. 
;t,s;,ects of behavior st:udied include t."le accurac'I 
of 't."le in-cerpret:ation, tile time required :or in;ex
pre't:ation, 1:.."le amount o f in cer-node c=unica cion 
re<!Uired, and c."le robuscness of che sys-c.em in ::::ie 
face o f communica.c.ion harc•,1are mal!unccion (i.e., 
eOffllllunieation 1o1it.!".0111: positive ackllowledgmen::) . 
These exper!ments were only in part sil:iulat:ons, 
since they used an actual incerprecation system 
ana1yzing real daca: the Hearsay- II speech under
sUUtdir.g system (Erman and i:.esser 1978) . 

':'entac;.ve results of 1:.."iese ex;ier:.J:1encs in
dicace t."lat a simplified version o f che dist:r~bu
ced Hearsay-I! architect:ure as applied to s peeo::h 
data (i.e ., different nodes, each wic.'l a c0t1plete 
set of knowledge sou:ces, ? r ocess!ng overla?ping 
segmencs of tile acoust:ic daca) ?erforms as ..,ell 
as che c ent.raliz.ed syscem. T~e disu:.buced ,;ys
t:em produces c."iese resul1:s u.sL,g a low degree o: 
i::i~erprocessor communication (fewer :."ian 30\ o! 
c!le locally ge.'leraced :iypot::ieses need co be t:.::-:..ns
oi tt:edl, In addi~on, the distr ibuted system ccn-
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ledge-cased Al systems are being suitably modified
for use in distributed problem solvmg environ—
ments. In order to test whether these modified

techniques have relevance to disuibuted problem
solving, a number of distributed applications
using these teclmigues are being developed.

3.1. DISTRIBUTED am TRAFFIC 1.1531“ WI.

One study has concentrated on investigating
the suitability of relaxation as the basis or a
cooperative distributed approach to automotive
traffic light control. sarallel relaxation has
been explored in previous work. in image processing
but to our knowledge it has not been explored in
distributed domains which have ill-behaved cen-

patabilit'; relationships between nodes and non-
localized interactions among nodes in the network.

A test program was written which emulates a
distributed relaxation version or traffic control
in which the knowledge applied at each node is
similar to that used in a standard centralized
traffic control system called 51509-1: {Leibernan
and “Joe 1.976}. The simulations have produced en-
couraging results for a. number of. test cases.
30920133. in a umber of cases the parallel scheme
ices not perform as well as the centralised ver-
sion. resulting in slow convergence. convergence

to near optimal solutions. 'or oscillation.

These problems are directly attributable to
changes in the centralised version. a global node
ordering for the relaxation is precomputed using
a maximal spanning tree based on the traffic vol-
use at each node. This ordering is very important
in reducing the effects of ill-behaved comparabil-
l't"! relationships bet-dean nodes and non-localized
interactions among nodes. Current research is
aimed at introducing. in a distributed my. non-
local coordination between nodes to eliminate
these problems. We are examining such techniques
as nulti-level relaxation and distributed versions
of the maximal spanning tree heuristics.

a more detailed discussion of this research
is contained in a forthcoming report by Brooks
and Lesser [19'38].

3-2 AN 3.92m m DISTRIBUTED masses-rattan

A second study concentrated on applying the
Hearse -IZ architecture to the distributed inter—

pretation problem. where each processor is mobile.
has a set of (possibly non-unifoml sensing de-
sires. and interacts with nearby processors though
a packet-radio communication network. It is de-
sired mat processors comicate among themselves
to generate a. consistent interpretation of “what
is happening" in the environment being sensed.

Eur approach to decomposing hearsay-II in
the packet-radio network environment is based on
the following premise: the only cost-etfective
way to decompose Bearsav-ll is to modify the
problem solving 52:31:qu to sort with processors

|~._| l-J

operating on partial and possibly inconsistent
views of the current interpretations and system
state.

There are two major ideas necessary to imple-
ment the distributed version of the Hearsay-II
architecture. The first comes from the relaxation

paradigm. where the current state (results! of a
processor node is accessed only by nodes that are
neighboring in the node network. If the mutant
state or the node is "ioportant‘ or 'relemt'.
the state will be transaitted gradually to other
areas or the node net-antic. resulting in what can
be thought of as a spreading excitation of impor-
tant information. This same approach may be used
to decentraliae the Hearsay-II blackboard. Not
all processor nodes have to zil'mued.‘i.atel1.r receive
all information that is pertinent to than: if the
information is really important. it will eventu-
ally be spread flircugh the network to all nodes.

The second major idea comes form *rimng a.
processor node as a generator function which can
be successively res—invoked as needed to generate
additional {and possibly less credible) hypothe-
see for a particular portion or the interpretation
Generator function re-anocatlon is achieved
through the use of threshold values (part of the
focus of control data base] which are modified by
the some spreading eucitation scheme used to
wansoit important information.

Using these two ideas. we have developed a
system which permits effective inter—node cooper-
ation without the high comunication bandwidth '
required to slut-port a mlecel‘; centralised data
base and controller. This louver bandwidth re-

quirement is accomplished by transmitting only a
limited subset of the results generated at each
node to only a stall number or other processing
nodes.

A set of experiments to determine how the
distributed decoopDSition of Hearsay—ll efforts
its problem solving behavior is now being analyzed.
Aspects of behavior studied include the accuracy
of the interpretation, the time required for inter
pretation. the amount of inter-mode communication
required. and the robustness of me system in the
face of mication hardware malfunction (Len

commutation without positive acknowledgment! .
These experiments were only Ln part similations.
since they used an actual interpretation system
analvflog real data: the hearsay-II speech under-
standing rgstm [Enron and Lesser 1973!.

Tentative results of these experiments in-
dicate that a simplified version of the distribu-
ted hearsay-I: architecture as applied to speech
data (i.e.. different nodes. each with a complete
set of mledge sources. processing overlapping
segments of the acoustic data} perforce as well
as the centralized system. the distributed sys-
tem produces these results usmg a low degree of
inter-processor ccrmunication fife-Her than 50! of
the locally generated hypotheses need to be trans-
mitted} . in addition. the distributed system :cn-
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cinues to function, alt.'iough in a somewhat degrad
ed oa.nner (i.e ., lower recognition accuracy), with 
a noisy i.,terprocessor commwu.cation channel (a 
randomly seleceed 25\ o f tra.nsm.1.tted messages 
losc ) . 

~ fori:hcaaing paper ~y Lesser and S:r:::ian (19781 
=u...-i:.'ler deuils c.'us research. 

4 . CURRENT :lESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Our e.xploracory research in the developaMlnt 
of :unctiona.l.ly accurate cooperative distri.bui:ed 
;>roblem solving cechniques has produced proau.sing 
resul es. ":'lu.s work hu h.igh1ighi:ed many key de
sign 1.ssues 1:hai: :rust: be dealt: wit."1 in !:he devel
opment: of a general theory for funceionally accu
race cooperauve distri.bui:ed sysi:ems. We believe 
~c su£f!cieni: ini:uiuon has been obta.u1ed in 1:he 
1.n1.ual. su.ges o f this research to direct the 1.0-

'lesugation co a sei: of .nore generic research cop
ies in lcnowledge-:oased AI ?roblem solvi.ng and in 
organizacional. c.'leory. The resulcs of th.l.s ra
searcn will be u:,:orcanc in shaping a general. 
cheory. 

:urtiler lnvestigai:ion of specific appl.ica
ti.ons rei:al.Jls appropr1.ace to che c,:,nCJ.nuing devttl
opmeni: of ini:uicions regarding the key design is
;;aes. However, c.'ut selection of Chase should be 
cone i.n a :x,re d.ireci:ed way, relating <lireci:ly to 
generic research copies. The empb.asis of our 
current research is on an investigation oi the 
following two generic copies. · 

!;xperiences wit:h the cwo distributed ini:er
pret3t1.on applications discussed in Section l !las 
led us co i:he conJe~;Jre c.hac all :u.,ctionally 
accurai:e cooperative distribuced scr-~ccures have 
at chair hear,; discribuced search. Oiscribuced 
search i.,volves c:.e 1.nceg:ration o! partial. results 
emanaci.ng :rom cnlli:1.ple, semi-1.nde!)endani: (discon
neci:ed) loci of search cont---ol. An ,.dequace lllOdel 
:or describing and analyzing discribui:ed search 
cechni.ques has nee !)ean developed. Th.is lack of 
a developed :!IOdel of distn.buced search. ex:isu even 
in cencralized environme.ncs such as th.e Hearsay- II 
speech u.,derstancling syscem. 

We are developi..ng a :xxiel for distrC>uced 
search c.'lai: provides a co111110n framework for addres
si.nq che :ollowi.ng questions, 

•What: u che :i.acure of ::he search space 1n a 
qiven applicai:ion? 

• How is c.~e search space represenced L, cha 
sys um (le•rels of abscracc.::.on, daca scr~ct:i:re, 
ec.c. ) ? 

• Whac is :.he nacure of a parc.ial result. in 
:::..~is represenca1:1.on? 

•How are parcial results extended and ~erged 

cogether? 

•Whac is the nacure of informaci.on chac ,nusc 
be communicaeed between se1lli-i.ndeper.denc loci. of 
s ear.ch concrol? 

•How are certain C-JPes o: error resolved as 
pa.re of the search process? 

•How are the senu.- independe.nc loci of search 
conc.rol coordinated? 

•How is the search space searched (ll? 

We are developing ch.is :x>del by genera.lizi.ng 
!our discribuced search cechniques: relaxation, 
che locus .nodel, cooperating experts, and hypoch
esize-and- tesc (al.a Hearsay- I!). ~e hope chl.s 
.nodel will have a ca.xonocuc c:t.araet".er thac -..iJ.l 
provide a :ramework in which new, alcernacive 
search cechniques become apparent:. The model 
should also lead to che developoent of a Slll41l •ec 
of coni:rol pru:uci,;res a.nd dat3 scrucc-;Jres ·.rnich 
are appropriace for aJ.l cypes of distri.buced 
search cechniques and applications. 

4. Z ::>IS":'!U30TED PUNNING 

&xperiences with ~'°le~"° disi:ri.buced i:lter
pretai:ion applications has al.so :ead us 1:0 under
si:and chac distrl..but:ed focus o f acU!OtJ.on is a 
crucial aspecc of all functionally acc:u-ai:e coop
erative distributed 5ysi:ems . Oistribui:ed :ocus of 
actention involves c..'le dynamic allocai::i.on of pro
cessing power, m&l:l0t7, daca, and co::::runicai:ion 
capability. We feel distributed :ocus of acun
cion is par-c of the larger issue of discribuced 
planning {foc,is of actencion is planning which ~s 
direcc.ed at one's own i:mtediace ini:ernal ?reces
sing). 

To approach distri!>uted plann1ng and discrib
uced :oc:.is of accention i., ::.,e 3&:e •.ray as ;,,e ap
proach distri.buced search (i.e., che develop~enc 
of a generic :nodel) seems premature. There is 
::ruc!l less exper:i.e.nce wic.'°I distrl..buc.ed focus of 
atc:ent!on and dis:::ibuced pia.nni..,g, and su:!icienc 
int:uicions :1ave noc yec beitn developed. There:ore, 
a more directed, experillleni:Al approach in chis 
area seems a~?ropriai:e. 

We ire engaged in c.-.io invascigai:1.ons to help 
develop chese needed intui~:i.ons. The :irst inves
tigacion involves decer,nin.ing :.~e uiplicacions of 
reorga.nJ.:ing, !or a distrl.bu=d envi:en::.eni:, c.-.io 
existi.,q :ocus of actention cec::niques: shor:.!all 
de~sity scoring (Woods 1977] and ~~e Hayes-Roth 
and Lesser :oc-~s of acc.eni:ion ~echanl.Slll (Hayes
Rot:!! and :.esser 19771. :'!";e shorc.:al: .:!ensi.-;y 

( 31 O:r=enc :harac~er::ac:or.s ~f search .ui..~; s~=~ 
c.erms as breadch-:irsc and de?ch-firsc 3re ~,acie
~ace e•,en i:i centrali:eci en·.nronmencs. 
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tinuee to function. although in a what degree-
ed unmet li.e.. lover ammunition accuracy: . with
a 3018? nuances”: mutation channel (a.
randomly selected 25‘ of. crannitted messages
lost: . ‘

a tori-dictum paper by Lesser and Erma: tie-rel
further details this research.

4. CURRENT 32m omzws

Our uploratory research in the slewing-ant
of functionally mate cooperative moribund
trot-Len solving techniques has produced praising
results. this work has highlighted my key de-
sign issues that oust he dealt with in the devel-
opment of a general theory {or functionally accu-
rate cooperative distributed systems. ‘Je believe
that sufficient intuition has been obtained in the
initiaiataqeaotthiatesearchtoiizectthein-
'reotiqetioo to a set o! more generic research tap-
ics in noeledoe-based A: orchid! solving and in
organizational theory. The results of this :e—
searcn will he important in shaping e general
theory.

Further 1.11th at specific applica-
tions readies appropriate to the continuing devel-
opmn'l: oi intuitions regarding the key design is—
suee. However. the selection or chee- should be

im in a more directed Hey. relating directly to
genetic research topics. the ughasia of out
current research is on an meetigation of the
following two generic topics.

4-; 22mm S‘s-M

Experiences with the two distributed inter-v
pretatioa applications discussed in Section 3 he:
led to to the comet-one that all functionally
accurate cooperative distributed atttctures have
at their heart distributed search. Distributed
seemh involves the integration of cattle]. result—o
emanating from multiple. semi-independent {disc-oo-
nected] loci o: seat-ch cont-col. An Wt. node].
for describing and analyzing distributed search
techniques has not been developed. This lack or
a developed anode}. of distributed search. exists even
in centralized environments such as the Hearsay-r:
speech understanding system.

we are developing a model. {or distributed
search that provides a col-on ironwork for addres-
smv; the following questions:

What u the nature of the search space in a
given applicetion? '

'Hoe is the search space nomaeoted in the
system {levels of abstraction. data atractute.
etc.) ?

What is the nature of a 53min result in
this representation?

'aoe are partial results extended and merged
1. ..4-

together?

"that is the nature of Momtioo flat out
be minted bet-ween. a-i-independeht loci of
search control?

"ice are certain types o! error resolved on
part of the search groceea?

'Hoe are the uni-independent Loci of search
control coordinated?

movie the eeerchepace searched [3]?

we are developing this oodei by generalizing
{our distributed search techniques: relaxation.
the locus nuclei. cooperating experts. and hyper!!-
esize-end-test Laid Hearsay-II}. we hope this
model will have a taxonomic character that Hill
provide a answer: in which new, alternative
search techniques: hoot-e apparent. The model.
should also lead to the dove-loom: of a mall *et
of control orinitivee and data outcomes vizier:
are appropriate for all types or distributed
search technique and applications.

4.: 31m mm

Experiencee with the two distributed inter-
pxecation applications has also Lead us to under-
stand that distributed Icons of attention is a

crucial aepect of all Emotionaliy accurate coop-
erative distributed systems. oistrihuted focus of
attention involves the dynamic allocation of pro-
cessing power. memory. data. and och-limitation
capability. He he}. distributed tot-us of atten-
tion is part of the larger issue of distributed
planning Lfiocue of attention ia planning which is
directed at one’s out: i‘lleediate ioternel proces-
amgi -

To apotoach distributed cleaning and distrib-
uted focus of attention in the same way as we at:—
crouch distributed scorch ti.o. . the denier—went
of a genetic model) seems grmture. There is
each less experience with distributed focus of.
attention and distributed glancing. and minim:
intuitions have not yet been. developed. rheretoce.
a are directed. emotional approach Lo this
area sells amt-option.

'Je are engaged in one imetigatiolu to help
develop these needed intuitions. the first inves-
tigation involves determining the mutations at
reoromiainq. {or a. distributed envizoment. wo
existing ioous of attention techniques: shorttail
density scoring [Woods 1977} and the Saves-Roth
and Lesser focus of attention mechanism {degree-
aoth and Lesser 19??! . The shot-dell 49351:?

[3] Current characterizations 3:“ search using su::-.
terms as breadth-first and sooth-first are inade-
cjiate even in centralized enviroments.
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scoring technique is an admissible =ocus of atten
tion strategy and the Hayes- Rot:h and Lesser mech
anism is a heuristic s=a1:egy based on a number of 
general :ocus of attention principles . 

The second inves1:igation approaches the more 
general issue of dis=ibuted planning . The analo
g"/ between most current planning techniques and 
dist:r::.buted ?lanning is similar to that between 
heuristic search and distributed search (i.e . , L~ 
:nost planning systems there is only one locus of 
control) . 

We are taking existing AI planning techniques 
and generalizing them to more t:han one loC'..lS of 
control in which c.he planning pr oceeds in a func
tionally accurate cooperative manner. We are also 
taking :nodels of group planning developed in Organ
izational Theory and ?lacing them in a computation
al !ra.inework. 

$. C'JNC!..USION 

We reel :nethocologies can be developed for 
:•.mct:ionally accurace cooperative distributed sys
tems in which t.~e distributed algorit.'lms and con
::,:ol str.1c::ures Eunction rlt.lt both inconsistent 
and incomplete data. These methodologies are ne
cessar/ in orde~ to exte.~d the range a,f applica
c::.ons that can be effectively implemented in dis
cributed environ=ents. Our current generic re
searc!'l studies !.n the areas of distributed search 
and dis=ibuced planning as ou1:l.:.ned !.n t:.!le paper 
will aid in the developmen1: of a general theory for 
:unctionally accurate cooperacive dis=ibuted sys
::ems. 
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scoring technique is an admissible focus of atten-
tion strategy and the Hayes-Roth and Lesser mech-
mm is a heuristic strategy based on a ember or
general focus of. attention principles.

The second. investigation approaches the more
general issue or' distributed planning. rthe analo—
gy between most current planning techniques and
distributed planning is similar to that between
heuristic search and distributed search (i.e.. in

test planning systems there is only one locus of
control] .

We are taking existing as planning techniques
and. generalizing than to more trier: one locus of
control in which the planning proceeds in a func-
tionally accurate cooperative manner. we are also
taking models of group planning developed in Organ-
izational Theory and. placing them in a computation-
e1 Ersmeuork.

C‘ZNC'LUSION

We feel methodologies can be developed tor
functionally accurate cooperative distributed sys-
tems in which the distributed algorithms and. too--
trol strictures function with both inconsistent
and incomplete data. These methodologies are ne-
:eesar~.r in oroer to extend the range of applica—
tions that can be effectively implemented in dis—
tributed environments. Our current genetic re—
search studies in me areas of :iistributed search
and distributed planning as outlined in the paper
will aid in the c'xevelopmot of a general theory for
functionally accurate cooperative distributed sys—tees.
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Distributed Intelligence for Situation Assessme nt 

f. Hayes- Roth. and R. Wesson 
The Rand Corporation 

ABSTRACT 

The principal features of distri -
buted intelligent (DI) systems i nclude a 
Jiversity of perspectives arising from separac.ed 
indiv1dwils and a problem- solving aie~hod ~hereby 
the individuals can coor dinate their activities 
to accomplish a collective objective . 
These features require numerous capabilities 
and supporting structures. A system that embo
dies such capabilities, however ; seems especial
ly well suited to situation assessment ( SA) 
tasks. These tasks require the collection, 
analysis, and interpretation of 1;id.ely 
disparate data. Moreover, comparably complex and 
Jistributed systems are often required to 
disseminate the results of these analyses 
effectively. In this paper , we ex-plore the rela
tionships among s t ructural capabilities of DI 
~ystems and functional requirements of effec
tive SA systems . we discuss some of the op
tions and trade- offs of various a rchitectura l 
decisions in tbe contex~ of two contrasting 
DI designs. 

l . DITRODUCTION 

Inte lligent behavior depends primar ily on two 
capabilities: urst perce iv1.ng and· incerpreting 
the environmental situation, and then performing 
act.1.ons t h.at seem likely to help ac~ain goa ls 
while preventing potential undesirable outcomes. 
~e refer to the first type of task as situation 
assessment (SA) . The second genera l class of ac
tivities we refer to as planning and~ (PC) . 
3ecause most human activi ty al.JDS to achieve goals 
and avoi d risks, SA and PC tasks a re ever present. 

Although the bulk of previous research on in
telligent systems has focused primarily on bow an 
individual person or macbi ne mighc accomplish SA 
and PC tasks i ntelligently , we believe that the 
most significant and i.mpor~ant problems of human 
culture ~re approached collectively. we refer to 
systems that coordinate tbe accivities of separace 
intelligent individuals as distributed 
inceili~ence (DI ) syscems. DI systems behave i n
telligently by~oordinating decisions of separated 
individuals wbo can co111111unicate limited amounts of 
iniormat~on to one another. 

SA tasks generally require the collection of 
information from disparate sensor systems that may 
varv ln their locus, specific sensitivities, or 
perfoC'lllance characterist ics. Be cause the purpose 
served by SA i s to enabl e an organism or or ganiza
tion to plan appropriate behaviors, the imporcant 
outputs of an SA system often span a range of con
cerns. In support of a military C:llllpaign, :or ex
ample, diffe rent commanders will require analyses 
that vary according to t~eir own battle management 
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responsibilities . Both the data for and results 
ot such SA tasks are highly distributed geographi
cally. This leads us to be lieve that Di syscems 
provide a nacural architeccure for SA. This paper 
first examines tbe principa l features o f SA and DI 
to strengthen this i.At~ition . we then define a 
large space of alternative DI-SA system architec
t~res, and consider t wo specific , excreme exam
ples. The concras~ between these two suggests 
numerous research quescions which are briefly not
ed. 

2. THE CONCEP'! Of DISTRIBUTE.I) rNTELLIGE.NCE 

In our pursuit of conceptualizations of DI 
a.ad their relationship to SA, we have iound i t 
useful to schematize the core concepts in 
representations akin to those used in knowledge
based systems (cf. Lenat, 1975, 1977; !la rtin et 
al., 1977; Hares-Roth et al., 1978). Figure l 
displays i n outline fo rm the concept of distribut
ed intelligence and some of its p r incipal facets . 
I t succuiccly describes our current view of Dt. 
In the remainder of this seer. ion we elaborace on 
some of tbe more interesting and less obvious 
cha racceristics. 

2 . l Individuals 

In our view, DI's mosc interescing property 
arises from the multipl e viewpoints or pe rspec
tives oi its diverse i ndividuals. within a "'per
spective," ve i ntend to i nclude any measurement 
s~stem, frame of reference. or internal represen
t4tion scheme that disci nguishes one individual 
f rom another . Thus , owing to their potentially 
varying features or loci, di:ferent individuals 
m4V assess the s ame observable differently . Sub
sequent inferences by these individuals ma y furth
e r diverge. 

These differ ing ;,erspectives. vlule ;,owerful, 
mav be difficult to reconcile. I n areas of over
lapping responsibilicies, conilicts may occur as 
the i ndividuals i nvolved eacb atcempt to interpret 
the same data in different ways. Resolving these 
conflicts can prove to be difficut and expensive. 
Complicating matters further, the limited communi
ca~ion channels usually available greatly reduce 
che eifective sharing of these diverse persp~c
tives. All th.is combines to generate tbe tlL 
founded, ·•accomodati ng" solutions ;;hich character
i ze much of today' s organizationa l behavio r. 

Z.2 Organi zation 

we iaentify the foremost features of organi
zations as their s cruccure and gover-..ment. 3otn 
oi ::.hese direct lv aff!!CC :iow -.,e ll the system ::an 
achieve its purp~ses . Structure provides a s~at~c 
charact;er:zat::.on ,,f toe syst;em· s behavior . go\·er:1-
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CONCEPT llAHE 

DEfillITION 

EXAMPLES 
COMMERCIAL 
COMMUNICATIVE 
.\NATO~ICAL 
SURVEILUNCE 
PHYSICAL 

INDIVIDUALS 
FEATURES 
llICHE 
LOCUS 
PERSPECTIVE 
F'UNCTIONS 

Distributed Intelligence (DI) 

A DI system consists of a set of individuals who 
cooperate in solving a problem and who necessarily 
have different perspectives (owing to different data, 
limited communications, etc.) 

committees, businesses, trucking, economies 
telephones, stock market, banking systems 
embryo, body, nervous system, visual pathway 
infectious disease control, DIA, CIA, NSA, fusion centers 
spider web, football tea.ms, acmies 

sensors, knowledge, memory, processing, transmission 
enV1.ronmental resources, demands, opportunities 
space, time, culture 
How does what individuals sense/know/transmit differ? 
notice, interpret, seek information 
negotiate, confirm, rep~diate, and elaborate decisions 
store, forget, transmit 

THINK-TALK RATIO computation rate/ co11111unication rate 

ORGA.!IIL\TION 
STRUCTURE 

GOVER.Nl1E..'IT 

Whose resources/perspective does .an tndividual share? 
communication network; shared communication contexts 
How are authority/respoo.sibility allocated? 
policies and adjudication 
power and enforcement 

CONNECTEDNESS average number of individuals each individual talks to 
COMMUN1CATI0N- EFFtCIENCY 

proportion of communication requests serviceable ~~thout 
delaying any individual 

COOPERATION-E.FFICIENCY 
co11111unication- efficiency / think- talk ratio 

INTELI.IGE.NT BEHAV10R 
PERCEPTION recognizing instances of generic categories 
ATTENTION focusing on perishable, important issues 
DEDUCTION logical reasoning 
ISTER.PRETATION modeling purposes and intentions 
L\/DUCTION plausible reasoning, modifying knowledge 
PREDIC1'ION generating expectac.ions 
GOAL SETTING formulating subproblems and objectives 
SEEKING searching for needed 1n.formac.ion 
A.~S\olERING replylllg to others' questions 
LANGUAGE coopentive communication conventions 

KNOWLEDGE 
MEHORY 

abstractions and symbols 
world models, multiple abstractions 
storing, retrieving information 

EMERGENT PROPERTIES 
DEFI~ITION unpredicted macroscooic system behavior 
EXA..'1P!.£S evolution througo na~ural selection 

centralization of 3uc.hor1ty in crises 
INFLUENCES system complexity 

environmental forces 

CONSEQUE.~CES 
organizational adaptability 
potentially very significant 

Figure l. A conceptua l description of DI. 
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ment its dynam1c aspects. 

Our v.ew of organ1zational structure d1ffers 
from conventional ones in i ts empbas1s on informa 
tion processlllg as the orga111-zing princ1ple. Tlus 
specia1 focus ignores ot.her sources of orga1Uzing 
influence, such as inst1tut iorual forces or the re
quirements of product1on, d1s tr1bution , sales , 
etc. ~itilin this pure 1niormation process1ng 
framework, many interestlllg issues a r1se. 

One structure gives immediate or proximate 
.1ccess to all parties interested in comparable 
J ,1ta (by assoc1ating multiple 1ndividu.als witb a 
co11111on memory, fo r example). More generally, a 
system can f acilitate colllllW11Cation by arranging 
for differe!l.t 1ndiv1dua ls to share perspectives . 
This in turn creates opportunities for related 1n
d1v1du.als to encode their mess ages efficiently 1n 
ways that each ot her can decode, e.g., tbrougn tbe 
use of ;a rgon . 

~e define the government of a DI system as 
the set of processes wlucb controls the interac
tion among individuals. To define a goverment one 
dec1des which individuals are respons1ble fo r what 
act~ons and whi ch have authority to modify or con
trol the oehav1or of others . Implementing a go
verment is then accomplished by giv1ng power to 
those w1tb authority and COlllJ>elling them to en
force the governmental policies. 

Unfortunately, nuaerous simple policy objec
ti-1es ( suC!l .1s "fair" elections) are not achiev
.1ble by DI systems even in tbeory (cf. Arrow, 
1951). Empirically, moreover, it seems that very 
few DI systems even correctly implement their ex
phcu policies. Even i.f tbere •.;ere no tb.eoreu
cal obstacles, the problems o f controlling compet· 
1ng ano cooperating 1ndiV1dual s in their pursuit 
of multiple, sometimes incoapatible objectives 
excee ds the capabilities of most DI systems . As a 
manifest,1 t ion o f tlus limit3tion, many ,1daptive 
Jys telllS exhibit great flexibility in t he execution 
of governmeat3 l functions. Vague policies , bis · 
torical precedents 3nd opportunistic dec1sionmak· 
iog often achieve goverll.lllent3l robustness and 
flexibility where explicit policy 1mpie!Dentations 
could not. 

:.3 :ntell:gent Behav~or 

Presumably DI systems eJtlubit i ntelligent 
behavior. \,/hat eX3ctly Jo we mean by intelli 
gence? ~ithout 3ttempting to formalize a defini
tion, ~e can usefully identify a !lumber of capa
bili ties that intelligent systems possess . Most 
of ::.hese occur in all DI systems, and we antici
pa te that they would be equally useful in !l.ew ap· 
pl1cations of DI to SA t.1sks. The aspects of in
telligent behav1or listed in Figure l provide a 
good overview of ::.hes e capabilities. ~e will con
sider a few of tbese 10 more de t.1il 10 tbis sec
tion. 

!he first ~lass o i capabilities. including 
perception. atte!l.ti~n, deduction and interpret3-
t~on. might best be called model - ~ reasonL,g 
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This type of reasouing compar es sensory da ta with 
internal mode l s o r expectations to test hypotheses 
about the source and meaning of the observables . 
To acbieve efficiency, most intelligent sys tems 
focus their attention on llll"Oortant events o r da C-3 
by allocating scar ce proc~ssing resources 10 ac· 
cordance with the e:q,ected s1g1Uficance of the 
processing outcome . One basic process is used 
bot.h to perceive objects and lllterpret events . 
~atchlllg processes identify the most likely cause 
of observed data from among a potentially large 
sec of stored pattern templates or generative 
models . This s t ored set of pattern.s comprises 
the bulk of the system ' s declarative knowledge . 
The matching processes themselves exploit primari
ly simple deductive scbemes, though inductive rea· 
soning is often necessary to assess the c redibili
ty of alternative bypotb.eses. 

The second general category of capabilities 
aught best be considered planning. Tlu.s category 
would i nclude induction, preoict ion, goal setting, 
and information s eeking skills. Bas ic3lly, these· 
skills support goal-directed reasouing. inductive 
methods enable tbe system to infer like ly outcomes 
oi current or planned events. These predict ions 
can be used to evaluate prospec tive alternatives · 
or, 10 a reverse way, to search fo r feasible 
metbods of achieving desired goals. Often, of 
course. no immediate plan can be found to achieve 
some goal, because additional knowledge o r 1nfor 
ma~ion 1s required. In this case, the intelligent 
system sets appropriate information- seeking goals 
and plans metbods to sat i sfy these suborduate 
goals. 

Tbe tlu. rd class of intelligent capacities we 
identify as knowledge aana5ement. These concern 
the storage, retrieva l, and communi cation of 
!cn.owledge. The di versity of perspectives 10 DI 
systems create special pr oblems fo r lcnowledge 
manageme nt. Frequently, a system ''!<nows" some 
t hing but is unable to use tnat knowledge because 
the relev,1nt individual can 't find 1t. In 
response :o such problems, many DI systems develcp 
scnemes fo r partitioning knowledge LO arbitrary 
ways. An i nterested individual might ask someone 
who, in turn , !<nows woo to ask to find the 
knowledge . These retrieval scnemes ~i te!l. 
correspond to hiera rcnic3l (,1ssoc~a t1ve ) indexes. 
Alternatively, many systems develop knowledge 
aianagement spec1alists to store and 1nuex 
knowledge centrally, complete ~1th their ~~-o 
l anguages and commun1cation protocols. 

2-~ . Emergent Properties 

DI systems prov1de an unparalleled opportun1-
t~ fo r the study of emergent properties . This 
term refers to macroscopic behaviora l cllaracteris· 
tics of a system that appears as a s urpr~siog 
consequence o f individual fea t ures. rbe complexi
ty of DI syst ei:is fosters the ievelopment of sucj 
emergent propert ies. Just as most ~over!ll'Deot3~ 
planners learn :bat nearly dll polic~es nave unin
tended but s1gnificlnt consequences. so ~11! AOS~ 
01 systems manifest 1nterest1ng 300 potent~3lly 
import ant ~acroscop1c properties. 
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Emergent properties can affect DI systems in 
many ways. Tbey cao directly a f f ect the system' s 
capab1l1ty to perform well U1 its env1rolllllental 
01cbe. Some emergent propert i es (e .g., competi
tion for l imited resources ) l ead to adaptive 
consequences, wbile otbers (e.g., 10formation 
gluts ) l ead to undesirable ones . Tbey can also 
affect the organizat ion indirectly. DI systems 
often react to tbeir o~,i emergent properti es by 
actively trying to assess, exploit, and control 
them. Such practices might be considered open
loop feedback control. However, tlu.s type of con
trol LS quite difficult to achieve . By tbeir very 
nature , emergent properties are surprising and may 
not be easily detected or correctly interpreted . 
At tempts to perturb them may well have their own 
unexpec ted resul ts , with total confusion the out
come . Nevertheless , it seems clear tnat purposive 
DI systems need to address this type of assessment 
and control problem. Otherwise, there may be lit 
tle assuraoce that the system will contLDue to 
aclu.eve its objectives as the envirooaen(.al condi
tions vary. 

3. THE CONCEPT OF SITUATION ASSESSMENT 

The concept of situation assess111tnt and i ts 
principal facets are scnematized in outline fo rm 
1n Figure 2. In the following subsections, ~e 
briefly consider s ome of the important features of 
the SA task. 

3. l Hypotheses and Tasks 

In most complex environments. the pl"l.mary 
output o i SA consists of a set of hypotheses con
cerning the identity, location, capabil ities , and 
intentions of the monitored elements. These will 
~sually be multiple h~-,io theses correspondin~ to 
any set of sensor reports, since ooservations are 
generally inc0111plete and/or e rrorful. The general 
stra t egy for resolving uncertain hypotheses is to 
i i nd addi t iona l info rmation to confirm the valid 
hypotheses and disconfirm tne erroneous alterua
tives. Frequent ly, dus Lnformation 1s not U11-

med1ately accessible . Some_how the system should 
acquire tbe needed data i n a timely fashion and 
tben route it automatically to the relevant 
ana lyst ~no knows why it vas gathered aod bov to 
utilize 1t efficient ly fo r its intended purpose . 

3.2 Cooperating Sources of Knowledge 

SA t~-pically requires applying diverse 
sources of Knowledge to the interpreta t ion prob
lem. This diversity can reflect separation of 
sensor obse::vations in time or space or , more gen
erally. different types of Ulterpretative exper
tise. Aaong these types of expertise we frequent 
ly require knowledge about hov sensors respond 
diffe rentially to potential events, how the en
vironment affects both the sensors and the moni
tored elements , and bow the moni t ored elements are 
expected to behave. The knowledge, Ln each case. 
can be considered a mouel o f bebav1or. 1'bus , SA 
. ncorporates sensor models, environmental models, 
and iorce models. 

}O 

For military applications, force models are 
particularly important. The foremost objective 10 

this type of application is to understand what the 
opposing forces intend to do and a re capable of 
doing. To achieve t.bis type of understanding, we 
need to construct an interpretation of their force 
disposition a nd activities. Our interpretations 
necessarily combUle our diverse sources of 
knowledge with current sensor reports to attribute 
intentionality, capability, and specific locations 
to tbe various elements of their forces. To tbe 
extent that our Ulterpretive methods and support
ing data a re conclusive!, our uiterpreuuons are 
va lid. Converse ly, 1f our methods and data are 
inconclusive, our hypothetical interpretations are 
necessarily uncertain. 

3. 3 Inference Processes 

We have already suggested that tbe bas ic 
met.bod of SA is hypot.besize and~- This labe l 
identifies a particular paradigm o i ?roblCJa
solving. To apply i t to SA tas&s requires that 
the diverse types of knowledge can contribute 
directly to the problem of mapping between observ
able data and various i ntermediate leve ls of in
terpretations. Thus. we use data from an earlier 
SA as well as current sensor reports to suggest 
plausible hypotheses about how the current situa 
tion should be viewed. These new hypo theses, in 
turn. require confirmation. Support10g eV1.dence 
1s used to strengthen the credibility of hy
potheses , and contradictory data 1s used to elim
ina te alternative bypot.beses f rom cons ideration. 

Two principal problems occur in SA: too much 
raw data and too little hlgb-level interpretation . 
These problems are connected Ultll!l3tely. !f we 
had fewer sensor reports to evaluate, we coul d at 
least subJect them to extensive analyses. On tbe 
other band, the usual reason we collect so mucb 
iniormatioo 1s to provide additional means of el
illlinating uncertainty from our resulting hy
potheses. Thus, the core problem is to determine 
wluch hypotheses are most cr1t1cal and vhicn data 
directly cont~1bute to the1r development 3nd 
evaluation. 

Several factors are involved in deciding bow 
to allocate limited analysis resources Ul complex 
SA t asks . first , many data need not be attended 
to at all; these arc data that are comp letel1 
consistent with reliable predictions about what 
the sensors will see and report. Second. i n most 
cases. our Ow"ll intentions signific3ntly 3ffect 
~nat data we aeed to collect and interpret. Just 
as a runner generally needs only to look direc:l y 
ahead for obs tacles and dangers , so do most intel
ligent organizations !lave specific missions to ac 
complish that can focus the1r SA effectively . Fi
nally, o.any SA ?roblems can be iecomposed into 
separable tasks. In many cases, the separable 
tasks concern different spatial or functiona l 
areas oi assessment. 3nd these naturally suggest 
parallel C0111putac1ons ~y separate components . Al 
ternat ively, even when parallelism ~s not ap
propriat e . SA subtasks often eltlu.b1.t especia ll;· 
efficient natural orderings . For example. over-
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CONCEPT NAME 

DEFL'UTION 

f..XA,'1PLES 

Situation Assessment (SA) 

SA tasks involve interpreting and predicting 
the beaavior of a set oi elements that ca.Ji 
affect selected aspects of the environment. 

9ATTLEFIELD status oi forces, rules of engagement, tactics , obj ectives 
DISEASE CONTROL type , locus, virulence. res istance, populations of pathogens 
L,VENTORY current and proJected stock needs 
ECONO~IC FORECASTING 

AIR DEFENSE 

OUTPUTS 
HYPOTHESES 
,ASKS 

SENSORS 
CAPABILITIES 
~DELS 
REQUIRE.'iENTS 

:<NOwU:DGE SOURCES 
SENSOR REPORTS 
E.Wl RONME.'IT 
FORCE :10DElS 

PRIOR SA 

prices, wages, inflation, money supply, inventory 
sta tus of own and other air forces, 

what, when, where , why , bov , how much? 
what additional iafonnat1on is needed, where 

can it be obtained, and who should get it? 

where, what, when, accuracy, noise 
generative ~odels of their bebav~or 
power , cOG111W11cat1oas, compur.at1on. terrain 

geography, terrain, weather 
Force elements: tan.ks , RP'ls, etc . 
Force structure 
Force applications: what can they do, how? 
Force status: where are they? 
Force intentions: 

what purposes are they seeking? 
bow would they achieve that? 

Vulnerabilities: 
how are we vulnerabl~? 
what activities of theirs should deserve our attention? 

eiq:,ect the future to be much like the past 

!:SI'ERENCE PROCESSES 
~THOD hypothesize and test 
~O\.UDGE REPRESE.'ITATION 

EXPECTATIONS 
CONFLATION 

DATA GLUT 

REDUCTION 
CRITICALITY 
P!\RAU.ELISM 

SERIALITY 

SECURITY 
\1IL'I/ERAfl I LI TY 
CO~ICAT!ONS 

!USK CO~'TROL 

multilevel models mapping i ntentions i.nto obser,ables 
use prior SA and knowl edge sources to predct events 
combio.e sensor reports with itoowledge- based 

predictions to validate cn.t1cal hypotheses 
too muco low- level dat.a--wbich to store. which to iiscard 
per1sbability and criticality 
reinove expectable data from consideration 
focus a ttention on surprising, important data 
geograplucally disparate events are nearly 

i ndependent and can be pursued 10 ?aralle l 
iross assessments should precede detailed ones 

what can be revealed. what can · t ~ 
who threatens your co111111un1cations and ~ow? 

SURPRISE recognizing ~hen expectations are vi olated 
generating new models of behavior 

RES0L'RC£ Af.LOC~T:ON 
soae resources to 1nte!1)ret.a t1on; some :or surprises 

Figure~ A conceptua l description oi SA. 
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all gross assessments can sometimes obviate 
numerous alternative fine-grained considerations. 

3. 4 Security and Risk Control 

An organization established to accomplish SA 
often faces two different types of threats. Their 
ability to monitor the forces of interest may be 
curtailed or subverted. Furthermore, they atay be 
made foolish by surprise. Both of these threats 
significantly affect the design of SA systems. 

The threat to security comes primaiily from 
the fact t.hac. an intelligent:. opposic.ion can thwart 
one's ability to collect:. or communicate important 
i nformation. Threac.s like th.is cause SA systems 
to perform their functions under the protection of 
both physical and communications security ( through 
encryption, etc. ) . Once the opposition knows what 
can be observed and bow it i s processed, it can 
often hide its force elements, modify or disguise 
its emissions, or capture or occlude sensors. 

Surprise ofte.n plays a significant. role in 
military campaigns. Because SA is inherently an 
interpretive process, it exploits prior knowledge 
to generate expectations and comprehend the ob
served dat.a. In t.h.l.s way, knowledge simultaneous• 
ly provides the basis for understanding and the 
basis for surprise. An opposU1g force that 
behaves in an unforeseen or i ncomprehensible .. ay 
can befuddle the SA organizac.ion. Our view of 
surprise is complementary to that of 
1nterpretation--tbat surprising events can be mon
ito red by their contrast with expected phenomena. 
This mechanism at least provides a clue to the 
da ta that deserve (or demand) further attention. 
If surprising data are l eft unattended, the SA 
svs tem cannot control the associated risks. To. 
a~comolish its interprec.ation task as well as i t s 
risk· control mission,' it appears that the SA or 
ganization must divide its resources between i n
c.erpretable and uoi.oterpretable phenomena. 

-.. DI ARCillTECTURES FOR SA 

Our current research project is aimed at the 
goa l of developing and refining architectural 
principles for DI-SA systems. lo this work, the 
concept of SA j ust discussed i s being elaborated 
to comoare and eootrast it wic.11 that of DI. We 
have d~fined a testbed SA problem suitable for ex
perimentally investigating various DI architec
tures. Below, we describe this problem and two 
extreme struttures. 

4. 1 The Benchmark Problem 

In a full-scale battlefield SA problem, we 
might be concerned with monitoring locations and 
movements of air fo rces, infantry, artillery, and 
armored divisions, as well as predicting their 
likely obj ectives, routes. and performance capa
bili t ies. Because this problem is exceedingly 
complex , we preier to address a drastically sim
plified class of problems initially. 
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The principal features of the rich SA problem 
should be preserved in the benchmark problem, but 
their complexity should be paramete.rized and at
tenuat~d. Among these features we include: (1) 
multiple elements to be interpreted at multiple 
levels of abstraction; (2 ) the elements should be 
distributed spatially and should move through 
space; (3) multiple sources of knowledge should be 
able to provide constraint; and ( 4 ) individual 
sensors should be inadequate in scope or informa 
tiveness to solve significant portions of the SA 
problem, and (5 ) the value of their data should 
depend on time liness. Furthermore, the benchmark 
problem should not require classified information 
or military expertise . We intend to employ hy
brid, man-machine Sl.lDUlatioos of DI-SA systems, so 
the problem should be one that can be readily un
derstood and solved by ordinary people with little 
formal training. 

Currently, we are considering the following 
SA benchmark task, and i t will be used to contrast 
the two alternative architectures. The task 1s 
called the message~- It is outlined 10 Fig
ure 31 and illustrated in Figure 4. 

Several features of this task are worth not
ing. first, it readily manifests the four princi
pal characteristics we desired in our benchmark: 
(1) the e l em.eats need to be interpreted at the 
letter, word, a.nd message l evels of abstraction; 
( 2 ) the letters are spatially distributed and move 
through space in formations; (3) knowledge about 
tbe board, the clues ( if any) , and the language 
(lexicon, syntax , semantics ) should provide multi
ple sources of constraint; and ( 4 ) no individual 
sensor will provide a significant amount of the 
needed information at any one time , and (5 ) the 
data themselves will be of pensbable value. In 
addition to its satisfying these foremost objec
tives, the proposed bencbm.ark problem also exn1-
bi ts several other desirable properties. (6) The 
granularity of the sensors and their level of 
abstractions can be readily changed. If we 
wished, ~e could use more sensors and have them 
report only graphemic parts of letters thus ne ces 
sitating cooperative aaalysis and 1nterpreLation 
of each leLteI. (7) The complexity of the overall 
Sd task can be modulated at will. The parameters 
that ~e may vary include : the scope and accuracy 
of the seasors; the size and difficulty oi the 
puzzle; the observability, identifiabilltv, soeed 
and coherence oi the (word) formations; ~nd • the 
expectab1.lity or surpri se value of t~e actual mes
sages. (8 ) The SA orgaaizatioo can be e•1aluated 
for i ts ability to recognize different pieces at 
different locations or at different l evels oi 
abstraction. (9) Each additional correct 1.n
terpretation simplifies further decis i on making; 
each additional i ncorrect hypo thesis complicates 
subsequent interpretation decisions . 

with th.is benchmark ?roblem in mind . ~e no~ 
consider two hypothetical DI-SA architectures. 

~-~ The Dynamic Hierarchical C~ne 

The first architecture is a ·13riant oi so-
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CONCEPT NAME 

0£.FDIITION 

OUTPUTS 
HYPOTHESES 
TASKS 

SElSORS 
CAPABILITIES 

~lODELS 
ili:QU I R£."1ENTS 

KNOWLEDGE SOURCES 
SENSOR REPORTS 
ENVIRONML'ff 

FORCE )1()0E.!.S 

:1essage Puzzle 

A s1tu.at1on assessment task ~here the elements to be interpreted 
include letters and words moving toward meaningful tspatial and 
semantic) obj ectives. The world consists of a crossword puzzle 
board. The words to fill the open slots move independently across 
the board Wltil they reach their ta rget slots. at wnich point they 
stop. The SA task 1s t o guess as many of the fille rs as possible 
before they arrive at their slots. 

what messages are the l etters forming? 
what additional infor111ation i s needed, where 

can it be obtained, and who should get it? 

can see a small block of sq~res , can report the letters 
1.n them, <nth various degrees of latency and certa int y 

rules regarding bow the sensors perform 
the sensors may be l imited by load and coD111. constraints 

the puzzle board and some knowledge of 
target characteristics (e.g., categories) 

Force elements: letters , words, phrases 
Force structure: syntax, sem.antics, c rossings 
Force applications: the l ett,er sequences move 

snake- like through the spaces toward destinations 
Force status: where are they?. 
Force intentions : what targets a.nd meanings are they seeir.1ng? 
Vulnerabilities: which t.1 rgets have highest payoffs? 

Figure 3. A partial description of the benchmark SA task. 

Oilier loPuo...11 
nieran::11c:a1 le¥els 

r- -

~r Nooe 
ucn w,tn oarnal view 
116 in :n11 e>tam:,le) 
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Ovnam,c Puzz!~ 
arrows inoiatt movemerttl 
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c:illed ·•perceptual cones" (cf. Uhr, 1978; Ta,u.moto 
and Pavlidis, 1975). wllere ordinary perceptual 
cones define a stati c h1erarctucal structure among 
processing 1ndiv1duals at different levels of 
abstraction, we propose to link lower 1ndiv1duals 
to nigher ones in dynamic ways . Specifically, a 
lower level individual that has i mportant informa
tion to report requests a supen.or to receive it. 
The higher- level superiors acknowledge those re
quests that appear most signific:iot and tlJlle ly. 
Thus tb.e superior- subordinate mapping from one 
level to the next i:nay vary over tiae. 

For s1mpl1c1ty, asswiie an 8 x 8 puzzle board 
and a three- level cone with one , four, and sixteen 
individuals at the various levels, as shown in 
figure '" · The lowest-level indiv1.duals can "see" 
a block of four squares in that they receive (pos
sibly errorful) reports describing their contents. 
All communication is vertical, either from a 
subordinate to a superior· or vice versa. Each in
dividual Clo send messages to as many as four in-
1i,·1duals ana c:in receive up to four messages per 
time step. [f more than four messages are sent to 
an individual 1n any nme step , randomly selected 
ones are lost until just four arrive. Each indivi
dual has unlimited computing and storage capaci
ties, for 111 practical purposes. The capacity of 
one message 1s limited to four hypothesized cell 
contents or a string message hypothesis plus 
corresponding instructions (e.g., "expect," "re 
;ect, '' "venfy"). Some simple credibilicy measure 
of tbe hypotheses is also permitted. Additional 
simple ~essages may be co11111unicated to control the 
behanor of subordinates, sucb. as "quiesce for 2 
time steps '' or "sleep until awakened.·• 

At tbe outset , the board is partially filled 
~1th letter struigs. and some of these form par
tial messages. The low- l evel ( level 3) individu
als receive reports on their 2 x 2 windows. Socae 
of these are ~ore informative than others. for 
instance, the let.t.er sequence "kw" which might 
sugges t ":iwk\lard" but only a few alternative 
words. :o response to the ''kw" data, to.is indivi
dual might Jec1de to send one messase to all supe
riors t.nat predicted ''.:iwkward" in the appropriate 
pos1t:i.ons. 

The 11nmed1at.e problems that arise from tbis 
simple examo le include the following. The 1ndi vi -

duals don't .aiow exactly wb.icb supen.ors are tak• 
ing responsibility for processing their hy
potheses . Alt.bough this means that the potent1.al 
ly wasted capacity of static cones bas been avoid
ed. it also means tbat time and effort will be 
spent dec1d:i.ng which subordinates and superiors to 
couole. If individuals are allowed to play 
multi- level roles (thereby reducing the total 
number oi individuals while retaining a hierarchi
cal structure), tbe problem oi who to talk to is 
furthe r compounded. 

Vertical commun1clt1ons of this sort have 
benefits as well as costs. If the network organ
izes itself int.o a static quaternary tree. a pred
iction can be communicated from one side of the 
board to the other 10 two time steps by linlnng up 

and then down. The higher- level individuals can 
develop plans for governing the lower- level ones 
to maximize tbe net result. Once an accur:ite 
prediction bas been made and confirmed, it may be 
desirable to put sensors to sleep to mi1U1111ze com
mWll.cation contention. Collective wisdom can thus 
be accumulated at higher- levels based on multiple 
inputs with.out duplicati.ng efforts at many 
equivalent sites 10 the lower- level. 

4.3 The Anarchic Comauttee Architecture. 

In the previous arcnitecture, knowledge accu
mulated at higher- levels of abstraction, and it 
was natural to suppose that power and authority 
would be similarly distributed. In contrast we 
now consider a design in which no individuals are 
distinguished by knowledge, authority, or power. 
Rather, the only dist1nction.s that arise reflect 
increased self-assumed responsibility. Specifi
Cllly, a single- level network 1s proposed wherein 
iod1v1duals who believe they have important 1nfor
mat100 join with socne of their peers 10 fon:iing .:i 
consensus. Each decision then results from the 
formation of a corresponding collllllittee that as
sumes responsibility for its judglllent. Later, 1f 
any particular decision i s challenged. the commit
tee responsible should be prepared to defend its 
conclusion. 

As previously, each individual bas respons1-
b1lity for monitoring a~ x 2 block of squares. 
To compen.sate for the reducuoo in total number of 
iodiv1duals, we allow a higher c0tlllllun1cat1on rate. 
A typical scenario might go as follows. An 1na1-
vidual reads bis sensor report and decides to do 
oae of four things. He will remain silent 1£ be 
bas nothing significant to say or if, 10 bi s opin
ion, be should delay co11111wucating temporarily. 
He will formulate an hypothesis and volunteer to 
form and chair a colllllittee if he is the Erst to 
recognize the possibility ot needing a new commit
tee. If be belongs to a collll!l1ttee •,11th pending 
matters. be may contribute useiul information to 
its chairing i.ndiv1.dual. Finally, 1£ he 1s chair
ing a committee but believes ~he matter before lt 
1s moving out of its jurisdiction (because of lim
ited communic:ition range or Jeparture of the mes 
sage from its purview), be may attempt to enlist 
another relevant individual to form and cna1r ~ 
cOC111111ttee on this message. In rlus .ay, one com
mittee bands off its problems to others. 

This architecture mao1.fests very different 
properties than those exhibited in the h1erarchi
c~l system. Here, knowledge accumulates by :ori:i
iog increasingly lar~e co111111.ttees. At any ;,01nt 
1n time. the collllDittee memberslup reflects those 
1ndi\·iduals that still believe they have an 10-

terest in pursuing a message. As the messages 
move, the committees become staffed with old, ir
relevant Qemoers and a need arises to band ,i: 
co111111.ttee membersnip. Higher- leve l ana:;·ses e:n
erge as the committees either become tar~er or 3S 

new ones devoted to more abstract d.:ita processi~g 
l re fo rmed. 
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The advantages of tbis arcbitecture seem to 
derive primarily from its reduced nW11ber of Uldi
v,.duals and its simplified coiccwucation network. 
On the other hand, it entails significantly more 
comsnunication than the hierarchical net. Where 
the hierarchy could use bign-level assessme nt s 
derived from ciany sensors to comprenend regional 
patterns and track them without hand-off, the 
anarchic committee des ign must constantly hand-off 
tracking proble.ms as patterns move from one area 
to the next. This introduces problems of choosing 
Lad 1v1duals to hana the tracking proble:aa to and 
re-estabu.sbing comaittee me.mbe rsbip. Moreover , 
the need to form bigher- l evel assessments with t he 
same individuals who are performing ot her t asks 
seems to coapl1cate the problem of indexing 
koowledge . \,hen the same individual plays multi
ple roles, he becomes a pot ent ial bottlene ck for 
the system . 

- . :. A ;:.arge Space of Desig.n Alte rnat ives 

~llat our preliminary analyses have indica ted 
1s a very large space of alternative designs for 
DI - SA arcnitect.ures. To explore this space u th.e 
purpose of our current researcn. The two Sl.lllple 
stra~-19ao architectures just discussed va ry pri
mar ily on one dimension, that of commwucat ion 
ne twork structure. This var i ation can be se en t o 
influence many of the opportunities fo r adapt ive 
behavior. In particular, es tablished bier arcbies 
simplify tracking of motion and Uldexing of oth
ers ' knowledge. In cont rast, they crea t e require
ments for effective gove rn.mental policies. When
ever such policies are required, we ant1c1pate 
~he~r ~reating numerous unancic1pat ed emergent 
properties. 

Our curreat conceptu.il descriptioas oi DI and 
SA provide a rich set of dimensions for varying 
poss1.ble archi.tectures. •.:e expect that the com
munication structure will provide t he bes t single 
experimental variable for study. Tbis be lief is 
based on the fact that many, 1f not mos t, charac
teristics of a DI system are respoasive to the 
limited communications paths between i~dividuals. 
we expect to find tha t many sign.ificaat DI proper
ties are 3Japtat1ons to. ra t her than the cause oi, 
their collll!lunication capabilities. Ia additioa. we 
believe we can aianipula te this dimension effec
tively, 10 both bl.!!llaP and machine Sllllulat ions of 
DI -SA. 

S. CONCL~5IONS: 70 ... ARD DESI~ HE~"RlSTICS FOR DI 
AN'D SA 

Our basic approach to DI and SA has been ex
ploratory. ~e have attempted to formulate the 
pr1nc1.pal features of each concept and to relate 
these two together. At t!us poi.at, we believe ex
pe rllllent al and analyt ical investiga t ions of the 
effects of alternative communication network 
structures on SA performance would be appropriate. 
Io for:nulat1ng our experimental benchmark problem. 
we have emphasized the s1.gn1ficant interpretation 
?roblems of SA and deemphasized the lower- level 
s:gna l processing problems. :hi.s reflects our be-
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lief that DI is an important candidate for per
forming the multi.level 10terpretation problems 
that ari.se in battle management . J'hese problems 
require bringing dive rse sources of knowledge to 
bear 10 understaading act1.vit1.es at different lev
els of abs t raction. In turn, we see the outputs 
of SA being provided to different personnel with 
correspondingly vari.ed interests and needs. 

In our overall approach, we have at t empted to 
develop a mapping be tween DI aad SA concepts to 
suggest architectura l prU1ciples. Our 1Ugaest 
level research heuristic suggests Vte\liog DI and . 
SA in different ways to deve lop alternative, in
teresting analytical or functional ana logies. For 
example, v1.ew10g DI as a structure and SA .is a 
p roblem, the follo~i.nJ heur1.st1cs apply: 

81: Usually, struct ures evolve to support the 
neede d functions ; thus, consider what func
tions accomplish SA problem- solving and then 
deve lop supporting structures. 

Hl: Good solutions typically employ modula r ized 
functions. 

H3: 

H4: 

Good structures support modularized iuncti.ons 
by a set of independent design fea t ures. 

Once a list of independent design features is 
accumula ted, these may be realized by 
separate paysical entities or oy multifunc
tion designs. 

"'e could formulate other "Tie..,s of DI and SA 
that would st11DUlate otner design heuristics. 
Some alteraative vi.ews ~i DI syste,ts would consid
er them principally as processes, 1ndiv1duals ~r 
:;,opulatioas. ·.uteruative views of the SA task 
••ould emphasize its slllll.larity to ;>at:ern recogtn
tion, to Gesult perccept100, or to an abstract map 
(with insets ) . 

from our preliminary hu.aian e,cper1J11eats and 
analyses, we have developed some tentative desiga 
concepts and heuristics, waic~ ve list w1:J1out 
f~rthe r elaboration: 

HS: Individuals' diverse perspectives 
vide the const=aint needed for 
problem-solving aad engender tbe 
oi coope rative problem- solving. 

both pro
ef:ec:ive 

complexity 

86: Global ( consensual ) perspec~ive can best be 
de n.ved by abstracting loc.il perspect1·1es. 
and the resultant abstractions can provide an 
effective intermedi.ary for indexing others 
knowledge . 

R7: Or ganizational elements should adapt di:
fereat1ally to variations in environmentai 
complexity by restructuring subsets and 
selectively allocating resources to them. 

HS: Emer~ent properties sig01.ficantly a::ect ~~e 
behavior of a OI system. and can most et:ec 
tiveiy be studied emp1r1.cally. 
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H9: Close couplings of individuals facilitate 
their communication and provide the principal 
basis for dynamic organization. 

HlO: Asswning adequate memory, comparable indivi
duals should possess identical capabilities. 
Individuals should be differentiated when 
different environmental oc ocganizational 
niches impiy specialization. 

Hll: 

HU: 

Uncertaintv can best be cesolved by attending 
to the most (conditionally) diag4os tic iAfor
mation at each point in time . Gcoss filte r s 
should therefore be employed before fine 
ones; these filters suggest which details are 
worth computing and which are not. 

Hierarchical networks minimize communication 
in interpreution tasks. However, their op
timal structure can only be known dynamical
ly, after the data are presented. 

HlJ: Situation assessment can be significantly 
simpl1£ied by appropriate use of eicpecu
tions. Such expectations a re most easily i m
plemented by passing responsibility for them 
directly to individuals who could locally 
confinn or disconfirm them'. 

Hl4: SA can be simplified by abstrac~ion. 

HlS: Spatially hierarchical nets are faster than 
lineac neighbor- to- neighbor communication 
paths. 

Hlo: The same individual can play roles at dif
ferent levels of abstraction, but this in
creases the difficulty of knowing which indi 
vidual to communicate with . 

Hl6: Centraiization is undesirable when computing 
is slow relative to communication or communi
cation is difficult. Ot.heniise, centralized 
computing is desirable. In particular, cen
tralized co1111Uttee decisionmaking i s good. 

Hl7: Consumer- producer models suggest locating 
p rocessing near supply and demand, except 
when it is much cheape r to locate it else
where (e.g., because significant economies of 
scale exist). 

Hl8: There are few cases where communication is 
preferable to computing--in research, where 
it is desirable to avoid rediscovering what 
is already known; or in any situation where 
expectations obviate computing. 
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)§~ ?30BL="'S--AN QV£RVTp,i 

Jeffrey A. Barnett 
USC/Information Sciences Institute 

.\ sensor is a device tllat ooserves pbysical 
pbenomena.. the output or a sell!IOr i s a t'U.nction of 
these observations. aere we are concerned with the 
particular ~roblem o f constl"Ucting a world picture 
fro:11 sensor data. The •.iorld of interest contains 
crart capable of :ot1on ( e.g., airplanes, water 
vessels, and l and forces) and the terrain. Tbe 
icpor-tant terrain features are target location.s and 
geograpnic data tbat ay affect the operation and 
behavior of sensors and craft. the world picture 
comprises descriptions of c raft behavior and 
location witb ~spect to the terrain and to each 
other . 

niere are aany famili e.s ot sensor devices. Among 
~hem are pnased- array acoustics, infrared, sonar, 
and :any ldnds of radars. the .:iajor disti~ui.shing 
cnaracter1.stic aQOng different sensor families is 
the type of ~henomena that tbey can observe. 

~ch :1evice na.s tbrse pri:ar-y types ot components: 
( · ) analogue coaponent.s--tbe oo.servat!on collector 
such as a simple microphone or antenna. Active 
sensors also include an analogue illuminator 
coopooent; for exa.aple, a radar generates the 
sign&l.s that it deteot.s after :-eflection. 
(2) digital components--a pro~essor that turns raw 
observations into the sensor's output such as 
azi auth, nead1ng, •1elocit7, position, etc. !be 
digital component :ay also control and cool"<linate 
t he analogue components . ( 3) interface 
components--accomplish de!! very or the sensor• s 
output to ~he user. '!his function often includes 
;rapnic Jisplay and com::nmication witn a central 
tacUity. 

7he remai."?der or this i)&per describes the concept 
~r )istributeg Sensor Net·.10rks--OSN. 

·;oAI 1a~ di~ :,ROBL;MS? 
Cul":"ent ~ensor teotmology bas reacned a very 
sopnisticated state. aadars are sensitive eno~ 
to detect the differential Doppler sbift between 
~he top &nd bottoca or a t!re on a ::ioving vehicle, 
anc ,nased acous tic ar:-ays can listen to entire 
oceans. However, t!!any ,roolem.s remain. 

~,c :overage 0 ~obl~~. ~s :entioned above, radars 
can be ver/ accurate . On the other a.and. a radar's 
non!lal- aircratt detection radiu.s i s li.tllited to 
about one hundred kilometers; tor low-flying 
a1:crart the covera;e i s mucn :Dore limiteo. 
~coust!c al":"ays , however, :iay nave :uch 3reater 
ran!Je , ~articularly the underseas ·1ar iet7, out tney 
are no :-i•,al to a radar• s accuracy. No si:igle 
senso:- ,roduces opt!::ial coverage. 3et.een sensor 
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families there a.re tradeotrs a.ooog area, accuracy, 
and sensitivity. 

T~e Yuloe~}l)ility ,cgble~. As one JUgbt guess, 
po~erful sensor devices a..- e expen.sive. Therefore, 
they are rev 1n number, a.ad, in general, only one 
or a few cover any 3iven area. :bis creates the 
VUlneraoilit7 problem. It a single device tails 
(or is lcnocked out by enemy action ) a critical 
region cay oe l eft unoovered. Even woen aultiple 
devices cover any given area, the system is still 
vulneraole it a central ized r:icility is responsible 
ror data coordination because tne centra.l!zed 
facility itself ciay tail. 

Ibe U30 AC l0Cors;a,t 1 00 P-oblem. This 1.s also 
cal-led the inference proolem. rn :any instances, 
enra-sen.sor iot'or:ution is availaole. ,or 
eirample, an intell igence report states that a 
particular submarine is very likely to c ruise in a 
particular area. aow is this input to be used by a 
sen.sor to :ore accurately deter:llne ehe wrld 
picture? ,or another ex;u:iple, con.sider the problem 
of correlating data frOC11 dit'ferent sensors that 
cover a common area--say :icrophones and a r:idar. 
Ho~ is the data c~bined, ,articularly if oulti?le 
er.art are in the area? 

7hc ·otcr~ae• 0 rgblem. !he output or sensor 
devices can be wsed 1.n a :Dultituae or ;,ays. 
Current practice delivers the i.n!'oroation to a 
human u.ser. !be user :i:akes decisions based upon 
t!lis output and 1.s aole eo exercise liaitea control 
over c.he runct!oning or the seo$0r. :he trend is 
tovard more sopnisticated system.s in wnich :a.ay 
observations and control !"Unctions are automated. 
1~ the point ·.lhere :he hw:ran user interacts -1th 
t~e autociated system, the data is nighly 
correlatea--in(erences have ~een drawn and acted 
upon. Toe u:ser haa a neel1 to u cert.a.in tl!e method 
employed by the ,yste!I to reach its present state. 
!bat is, the syste: :u.st be aole to •t?JAiQ and 
~ its behavtor . ,urther, the system ,:iu.st oe 
aole to initiate dialo~ue rather than remain 
,a,sive i n the interaction, especially in the ~ace 
of unusual llllce~ainty or during 1 c risis. :1113 
hecomes ,areicularly icpor tant as sen.sor system.s 
undertake craft-guidance runctions. 

- ~. ;03t ar2pl:"' • .U.tholJ!h ~he cost or ,roces,1:ig 
Cpart1cularl7 ror small to :ediu:11- s i:ed c~outers ) 
nas been drastically reduceo b7 LSI tecnnolo;y, 
there na.s Jeen no cor:-espondi~~ ~'!duction in ~he 
cost or anolo;ue ~oaponents and ~ac~a.,;icg ~or 
sensor aevices. At ! ssue !s toe ~evelop~ent ~~ 
system architectures that take aa·,anta;e or t ne 
c:.r.~rent and proJected cost ::-ends. 
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The next section discU!lses distributed sensor 
networks, a possible approach to overcoming lllany of 
these problems. 

WHAT rs A ,sM? 
Many of the problems discU!lsed io the preceding 
section can be addressed by using sensor networks. 
A sensor net•..ork is a group of sensor devices 
coooected by a communications network trying to 
achieve a c ommon goal~eriving ao accurate wor ld 
picture. Several things need to be understood: 
t'irst, tlie ari!i& covered by th.e sensors on the 
networ k is l arger thao any one of them can cover 
(at least cover well ) . Second, there are some 
areas that are covered by more than one sensor. If 
this is not the case, the sensors can operate in a 
virtually autonomous cnanner, and the system will 
neither enjoy all the benefits nor suffer all the 
problems discussed below. Third, the number of 
sensor devices io the system is not trivially 
small. 

~coblem seop•. ~e ·.nsn to enlarse the scope of the 
proolem. ~a.aely, the following types of non- sensor 
components are to be considered examples of 
potential :nembers of the net.«>r\c: ( 1 ) C.,mm.and, 
Control, and Communications ( C3) systems, 
(2) ooservers •,4ith por table tel"!llioals, and 
( 3) cruise ll!iss iles--a combination of a craft and 
a sensor device. 

The rationale for consider ing the above types o f 
components is that the lllilitary is c:oving towards 
large integrated infor:nation- processinlJ systems fo r 
the 1980s . Sensor net•..orks per se represent only a 
part of the total system . ::&ch of the additional 
component types expands the demand for cooperation 
and system feedback. Further, they all represent a 
variety of usages ( cont~si for the sensor system. 

rn order to evaluate and compare different 
sensor-system architectures, it i s necessary to 
view them i n the envil"Onment of their applications. 
ror example, a system that produces only high 
qual ity output fo r critical regions is probably 
~ore valuable than a system that generates unifo~ 
but mediocre results everywere. To form such an 
objective (,,ersus subjective) merit runci;ion, it is 
necessary to include the extended components whose 
operat~oos a,ay represent the payoff or the entire 
system. 

Distribution ¥l4 Decentcaliza,ign . These two 
similar- sounding but quite distinct concepts are 
often confused. Distributed processing or 
architecture denotes a ;iaradiga in 11hicn, altho~b 
the computation i s dispersed, a global ( perhaps 
oierarchical) view and centralized control are 
maintained. A typical example is cooperative tasks 
on a multiprocessor "'1th a shared memory. A major 
problem here is conflict resolution for the shared 
resources, a proolem normally sol•red explicitly by 
synchronization prii:itive use by the tasks 
themselves . Another class of distributed 
processing occurs with net·o10rks. ?or exa.aiple, a 
process on one macnine (a host ) maintains a 1ata 
,ase. ?recesses oo other hosts use the data base 
;irocess like a suoroutine, passing iafor:iatioo back 

and forth via the network. Since the data base 
itself resides only at a single location, problems 
of consistency are llinima.l. The major problems 
with this mode of operation are the delays caused 
by the network and the vulnerability of the entire 
system if the single host housing the data base. 
rails. 

Decentralization is a paradigm in which no central 
global ·new is maintained and system control 
functions are not centralized . This type of 
organization can occur on a single processor when a 
t;Q1'"?Yta,tion is performed by separate but equal 
processes. Even though in this case there exists 
an operating system that actually allocates 
resources and settles implicit conflicts a.mong the 
pr ocesses, the details of such seheduling and 
conflict resolution are not relevant to the correct 
operation of the processes if they are well-t'ormed 
for deceni;ralized computation. This scheme is 
o ften U!led to model AI problem solutions and team 
efforts. The ciembers of the team are represented 
as independent experts with their individual 
viewpoints and problem- solving lletbods. They 
cooperate when it. !s appropriate, and work on their 
own when that appears best. 

Decentralization is also compatible ·,'1th 
dis~ributioo of processing. ror the data base 
example above, a natural extension is to distribute 
the data. For example, different offices of a 
large corporation maintain local data bases. 
Com~utations that involve data f'rOCII more than oce 
off'ice use a communications !'aoility, the network , 
to transfer the necessary infoniation. In this 
situation, there is a problem of consistency, 
particularly it external data or inferences drawn 
from it are stored ror any len~h of ti.oe--updates 
are not simultaneously ( if at all) renected 
everywhere the data resides. On the other hand , 
the decentrali zed facility provides marKed 
efficiency gains w"heo CllOSt computations in,rolve 
only local data; the system is also i!lore robust . 
failure of no subset of the sites cripples all the 
capabilities of the entire syste!II. further, there 
appears to be a cost advantage to using :nany oedium 
scale processors versus a single lar;e processor. 
'.tbe ther this cost savings !.s real or only apparent 
depends upon the future of the har:iware component 
re1r0lution and the costs of communications 
mech.anisms. 
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!'OSS !BL; @'/ ANT AGES 

For a variety of reasons, it is obvious that sensor 
net·.iorlcs, Wilich are by definition distributed, 
should also oe decentralized . Decentralization ~s 
a viewpoint on the :nanage:nent of system complexity . 
As such, it dictates, to a degree, a st.,le of 
organization and interaction ai:iong systei!I 
components. Many ( but not necessarily all ) of the 
components i!IUSt be capable of autonomous operation, 
working alone wilen circumstances dictate and 
cooperating at other times. !a addition, the 
reliaoil!t7 and responsiveness or ot~er cocioonents 
·.n.11 be doubted; that is, a cooponent should be 
able to continue ~unctionin; in the ~ace of systaci 
degradation . from these considerations rlow toe 
advantages of a systeci that is both :iistributed ana 
de<::entral ized. 
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Sh)C:<i Ut11•z,tion. ~t !nould be possible , vithout 
reor~anidng a DSN, to add nev cons=ers or its 
output. In principle, this expansion is no 
different than expanding the DSN itself, oecause ln 
both cases there is a need to share results and 
deter:doe cocmoo goals. 

;xteoded Coyen,e. !ll a similar ·~ein, a DSM !llould 
be aole to employ sensors from several families. 
Components pert'or:ning bi;ner-level runctions suoh 
as tracking and threat evaluation are presumably 
using inforc.ation t'rom a 7ariety :,f sources-
sensors, !o.tell!gence, ete. Geographically 
distributed informat ion is also available from the 
network and can be used to enhance the scope of 
lnfol'!llation produced as well as its accuracy and 
1 ts ti:eliness. !he si:11ple.st ror= of this is a 
component in one region notif:,ing the component(s) 
i n anotner region of an approacoing craft. 

~oc• a•liable Sy3tem:. Because or decentral 
ization, the opportunity to construct very reliaole 
systems exists. Redundant and over lapping 
operation increases protection agaui.,t railure; 
centralization has the opposite effect . oecause or 
the flexibility inherent in a OSN, tbe system can 
1ynam.i.cally reorganize itself and reallocate 
responsibilities :.:. the race or degradation or 
specific threat identification. 

3et&er Q3ag1 oC IoCoc::;;atioo aod ·otc~~ac=- In 
order to proper ly function at all, a OSN must use 
protocol s that allow requests ror iofor-m.atioo at 
::iany differ-ent de~ees or completeness and 
acct.:racy. Since the components are loosely 
couple<!, it would be 0<1d to impose rigid 
communications requirements. It i s exactly this 
kind of protocol that is needed also at the system 
interfaces in order to explain and display system 
oenavior. Such a ~ystem must be capable or draving 
in~ereoces rrom tne data i t does receive and !lave a 
rational :ecna.nis.:i ror deteMlining what to 
comauni:ate and what data to request . This 1s not 
to say ~hat decentralization solves these proolem!!, 
but rather that 1t a DSN is to be constructed, the 
;,r oblemll ::ust ~e solved. :'he solutions are then 
availaole tor a variety or usages. 

Cp3t 3eceC1t3. A DSN is by nature processing and 
co1C1unication intensive. The cost ot these 1temll, 
particularly processing, is dropping at a 
:oeurltaola rate. :t 1.3 pre3u::ied tllar. the •1ar y 
expens i •1e components, e •6 ., large radar anteon&ll, 
:an be displaced vith cheaper, less capable 
versions and sensors rrOGI less costly ramilies. 
7ha accuracy at t:ldividual sites will ~e redeemed 
througc the cooperation or several t~es as :nany 
c~saper co~;,ooents a~ented by intelligence and 
sophisticated processing. test i~ this hypothesis 
is one ot the =ajor ;oals or the )SN investigation. 

'ICY Q-?ble"'3· Sevenl type :,f craft observation 
proole:LS exist ';Oday t hat appear ou~s!de the 
ability or current sensor systems. A !ection 
oelov , "OSN Scenar!os, • discusses several such 
problems that can be ~etter ~andled by DSN. 

In order :o accr~e t~ese ~enef!ts, it ~s necessary 
~or the ·.rorke~ on )SN ;,roJects :o care~ully de~1ne 
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tbe problems and .«>rk tovard their solutions. :'be 
next section describes the .:SI approach. 

!HE !SI APPROACH 

Our appr oach to analyuog the OSN problem is to 
!'int develop a OSlf r..-weyorjc. ~e t'rameworlt. is a 
::ieta-lDOdel that defilles toe problu space. Aa 
suco, it describes the ~inds or components and 
phenomena t hat are to be considered. Included 
besides craft and sensor equip::ient are tbe t errain, 
environment, and extet1ded components oentioned 
aoove. Th• t'rameworil: 1s then &llgl:lellt.!!<I b)' the 
addition of specific infoniation to become a model 
!or a specifio OSN system. Naturally, a:any sucb 
models can be fo rmed. The rra:mevor\c and models are 
represented i .n a notation being developed tor tll.1s 
;,urpose. 

Tbe notation, like other a:odelliog l.aoguages, 
allows procedural ;iescriptions or components and 
their interactions . However, to allov the 
tramevork to be written, mor e is necessary. An 
assertion language is also part of the aotat1on. 
An assertion i s a statement or relation, in 
m,;u;nem:atical symgoli~ Cao extended f!rst order 
pr edicate calculus), that allows speci.f'ication 
•.nthout tbe deta.ils or a procedure. ,or example, 
an a.ssertion in the !'raa:evorlt. ;:an state that 
associated V'itb a sensor is a radius or sensitivity 
and that the sensor 13 not a.t'fecte4 by any physical 
events outside that range. In a m,odel, particular 
sensors have specifically stated radii, and a 
consistency condition is that of tbe assertion to 
tbe procedure representing the sensor . .;a expected 
benefit or the assertion lani;~e ~s an enhanced 
aoility to analyze properties of DSN. 

As, is well l(novn, analysis 1s not likely to 
determine all ( or even ::any ) ;iroperties or •1ery 
complex systei:is such as OSN . ~ere(:>~, the 
!JIOdelliag notation !las been designed to ~e 
executaole by a si:m.llation system . 7his system is 
called the DSN (sort.a.re) testbed. Simulation 
rs:sults Will be used to augment a.'ld test a.oal7sis 
results--and conversely. !hrougn this approacn, it 
13 hoped :hat 1:1sights into ;iossi~le :>sN 
arcitectures and systec tradeorrs can be developed. 

OSN SCENARIOS 

In order to us, ~ne ~e:stbed sioulation s7stem, 
problem..s tor a OSN t:> :sol7e ~ust ~e jeveloped. 
!?Iese problem..s are called sceoac'o3. A good set or 
scenarios must exercise a ?roposed system model 
both in the nor.ial modes or operations and at t he 
~oundaries or its ;ir ojected capaoilities. aelow, 
several scenarios are ~rie!ly oescr1bed. :"hey .ere 
selected not ror their completeness out oecause 
they present problems not a.daquately ~andlec 
w1thout a OSN approach. 

Lqw-•lying ,icc::,rt. ~Dl.s i s a ;iroole~ ~~r two 
:-easons: :irst. :err ai~ ~eati:res sucn as 'lll~s 
oosct.:re sensors' •tiews; ~hus, the set o ( 
oose!'Vations is rrag~ented in time. Second, r3dars 
have severe clutte:- ?roolems wnen aized low alon; 
t ne horizon. Thus, ~any false targets ;,resent 
t~emsel•1es ud st,;:ial :-erlec:iocs ~eco~e 
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troublesome. 7o solve tbese proolems, a system 
mtut ~e aole to coC10ine d13connected observations 
having a n1gn er!'"Or rate. DSN 3nould be able to 
outperform conventional systems since more 
l'ragmeots o r infoniation are available t'rom wti1cn 
to construct a traCll:. 7h1s i s particularly t rue ir 
multiple sensors cover the area , and, therefore , 
core readings t'rom different via11poiot3 are 
available over a longer time span as the crart 
moves fi'om one area to another . 

"ult1ple Gc1Ct Icacking. This i s a problem 
currently receiving mucn attentio11. Whe11 aiore than 
one craft i s in a single sensor'3 field of '11.e11, it 
may be difficult to distinguish them. Some 
t racking algor1timll al3o run into seriou3 
computation t1:e l imi tations. A DSN should be able 
to :ise iotor:ution l':-oi:i :»ny sensors over t i:e to 
~etter construct a real i stic world picture. 

lfobH e Seo,oc,. There are ·several manifestat ions 
or this pr oblem, e.g., observers wi th portable 
ter:11inals and intelligence-gathering crart (ours). 
:n each c ase , either t be sensor's current l ocation 
oust be accurately dater:11ioed or its output oust 
somenow ~e used .!lven tba i nherent i naccuracy o r 
its measur.iient base . The system cu.y also want to 
exercise ~ontrol over the mobile sensor, requesting 
it to :eve to a crit ical region. Thus, 
intelligence QUSt oe used both !o inter,reting tbe 
sensor output and i n w;ilizing tbe sensor to 
3reatest advantage. 

~oaalete sv,te, . :.o this set or scenarios, 
niiner - l evel COQponents sucb as CJ sys t ei:is appear. 
:"lus component bas access to intell igeoce outside 
the sensor sour ces. The problem i s to use the DSN 
to confirm or deny aypotbeses generated t'rom the 
i ntell~ence and to use t he intelli0ence to 
generate a core accurate .orl d ?icture. 

3at~ ?r C~ange . The time it t akes to spot and 
identify craft depenas upon the type of crart and 
the type of sensor involved . For example, a radar 
snould j etect an aircraft flying at non:ial 
1lt1tudes ·"1.thin seconds. On tne other hand, 
. moerseas events unfold (:Ore slowly, and t!le 
environ:ient is moM! nois7.. :bus, it oay take 

:nnutes, hours , or even days to accurately locate a 
sub:iarine trying to avoid detection oy operating 1t 
low s peeds. Fast detection situations are 
relatively simple; i t is \mown iCllllediately wnether 
the data is impor t ant or not. In the other ossa , 
data that is only ?Otentially useful must b e stored 
r9r long ?eriods of til:e. For a ilSN, t!lis poses 
the issues or wner e to store the data and 
esta.b~isiliog responsibility fo r :::oni toring events 
over long time periods. It should be noted that 
tbe probleos or long- term and short- term de tection 
can.not be compl etel y decoupled. :or instance, an 
aircraft n.y1ng near a body or water .:a.y create 
phenomena that are observed by an underseas sensor. 
If the presence or the aircraft is not correlated 
with t he underseas data, large amounts of 
infor.iation could be stored away by a conservative 
waie-aod-see ;,olicy. 

The ~ul l ca,e. No set of scenarios fo r signal 
detection systems i s complete without inclus ion of' 
the nul 1 case. For our purposes, this ceans no 
craft activity i n t!le area of' t!le :>sN ' s 
sensit1v1.ty. !be results of' such a siQulatioo nelp 
to cnaracteri:e the profile of likely :'ype I : 
errors--errors of cOG!mission. 

?OSTSCRI?T 

~any i.::lpo~ant possible advanta;es of :>SIi systetllS 
are discussed aoove. However, many p!'"Oole:i:s 
rezain. These are described by I . Yemini , "~SN : 
,1n Attempt to Define the Issues," i n these 
?r oceedings. 

To acb.ieve the nopeo- for oenef!ts, it appears t!lat 
DSN systems must be decentrali zed in addition to 
being distributed. Methodology for organi zing and 
implementing suco sys tems is not of tbe 
of~-the-snel~ variety . M~ch ·.iork ~eoaios to be 
done. !n ;>articular, :::etnods or -::o:ti:iu:1i~at ing ~or 
decentrali :ed systems tha t are coopat i~le •.nth the 
desired ~l exi oil ity and :-obustness oust , e 
developed. At ISI, we are engaged in producins a 
t estbed so that ideas and strategies ~or JSN 
a.rcnitectures : an oe ~nvestigated and competing 
concepts co:.ipared . 
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STRAWMAN DESI GN OF A DSN TO DETECT 

ANl) :'RACX LQ',I ?'LYING AIRCRAFT 

3y 

R. Lacoss and R. Walton 
Lincoln Laboratory 

Massachusetts :nstitute or Technology 
Cambridge, Hass . 021u2 

.l. INTRODUCTION. 

A prel!.cu.nary higb l evel design for a DSN 
capable or detect ion and tracld.og or lov rlying 
aircraft and cruise oissiles i s being prepared . 
?:-ogress in this activity is reported in this 
paper . :'he design incorporates small radar and 
acoustic array sensors and inakes use or packet 
radio as the basic COC11111UI1ication mechanism. The 
design 1..5 for a system wbicb eight be developed 
and demonstr ated by the mid 1980s . However , 
there i s at this t ime no plan to actually 
oevelop the system. The idea is that an at
te:ipted des ign or a realistic deployaole sys tem 
is one of. the best W&}'3 to !dentify basic DSN 
problems and to evolve solutions. We expec t 
:bat in the t'uture the design process will be 
i terated several times wit h major syst!!II changes 
resulting from lessons learned during earlier 
design phases . Repeated dest.3ns and system 
evaluation ·Jithout ~a:!:lli.tment to or actual 
deve lopment or a specific s~em should be a cost 
effective way to develop DSN technology and to 
eventually develop a specific DSN •.mich !s fa r 
more opti.i:la.l than could be acbieTed by !c:mediate 
comcitment to a specific system development pro
gram. 

0

The desi.3n is a true stra~-man . It is ex
;,ected :o evolve into a design for a system 
~ch could be developed but it is expected that 
the required changes may be very major indeed . 

:'te jest.3n su::i::arized !..o the other sec~!ons 
of this paper constitutes our current version 1A 
DSN design. !n the coming year the version 1A 
des1on :nl: be t~e steeping off point ~or syst81:1 
analysis and for sortvare testbed simulat!ons 
~ni~h will be used to rur ther develop the design 
and de~oast:-ate hov tbe system represented by 
:he des!gn :light ;,error:i. The s i.clulated syst~s 
Will be denoted versions 1B , IC, etc . The plan 
i s that :hey should a.ll be outgrowths of the 1A 
aesign but ::,ay di~fer substantially r ro:n i t. 

Futur e ?lans al so call tor the development 
and d~onstration or an experimental DSN con
sis~~ng of three or ::,ore nodes with real ~en
sors. Sucb an experimental system, at least 
partially because of the limited number o f 
nodes, will be so~e~ilat different rroa the :arge 
scale syste::s re?resentea by :he 7er sion 1 sys
te!!ls. :'be desiin discussed here is not ror an 
ex?er1::lental system but ror a hr,iothetical ru.ll 
:sc3le systeo. 

- 1 

ll.. YEB$I0H .lA Wimi. f;ATURES. 

The following are ::ajor ~eatures to be ex
hibited by the version 1A des1gn or rollov-on 
designs to be demonstrated in a sof t ware 
testbed: 

>.nu:.~u~~.w. ~I.mt~ 
Aicc:raCt. 

The pri.mary task or the DSN is ~o detect, 
locate, track and ident ity low rlyiag aircraf t. 
It is to cake such surveillance data sele¢t1vely 
available t o users who 111&y be Within the DSN or 
out ~ide of it. Subject to physical coru.traints 
dictated by sensor capabili t ies the surveillance 
data is to be ::,ade available in .r eal tiae with 
only small delays for processing and communica
tion . 

>YA:.52!. Mutt101e coope~atty~ Seg32c= 52!. L' a1 t e4 
Tndiy1gua1 capab111ty . 

:'be system will :i.a.lce use or sensors which 
are ind~vidually not capable or furnisning the 
req,uired surveillance information . At the 
; r esent til:le attention !.s !'ocused upon shor-t 
range radars with very 11.aited az1:!Uth measure
ment capability and small acoustic ar~ays which 
can. c easure the azimut h of sound sources. Data 
from oultiple sites will generally be re<;Uired 
to locate and track a target and, as a target 
moves thro~h the DSN, the set of sensors re
;x,rting nev ::,easureoent s 111.ll continuously 
change. 

>Pt3tc1huted I0te111gence ~ ~ !su:. !2at.A 
scc~,.,01,..z. 

The tremendous amount of raw data generated 
by large nu.cbers or sensors requires that com
?Uter data scr eeru.ng and analysis r eplace ::,anual 
inspection, and :ha t this be done near the sen
sor because lio.ited coc:11unicat1ons bandwidth al
:ows only near final results to l:le ccm uni~ated. 

>Adaptiog ~ J2.S.li. conr1gyr1t120 .lill1 ~ 
vac"Jt 4 00 · 

One 9otential advantage of a system .111:~ 
:,.a.lees use ot' 'lery larc;e nw:ibers or distr ibuted 
sensors and .ilich also dis tributes the suFl'&il
lance ~ction !s the ability to adapt to and 
continue effective operation in toe race of 
failure or ·rarious nodes in the system. The 
node t'ailures ~ay be natural , due :o dai:ia.ge 
resulting l"roo hosti l e action , or communicat~on 
t'a.ilures resulting !'rem Jam.lling. Adaption :o 
c!i.ang1ng si:uations is a ;eneric ~eaturs of JS:b 
and ::lU!St be !ncluaed in version 1 designs. 

?acket radio :s a suitable com:iu.~!ca t:on 
system ~eeting tbe requirements of rapid deploy
ac!:1~7, 110derately nigh r3te or secure d!g!:al 
data t ransfer, and unli::!ted syste: si:e. : t ~s 
also one Jf 3ever al 1oportant research ef~orts 
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STEAM DESIGN OF 1 USE! TO DEIECT

MID mot LOH MIKE iIBCRfl-‘T

By

a. Lenses and fl. Halton

Lincoln Laboratory
hessacnnaetts institute of Technology

Cambridge. Mass. 02“:

.1. W-

A preliminary high level design for a BS!
capable of detection and trusting or ice flying
aircraft and cruise missiles is being prepared.
houses in this activity is reported in this
paper. he design incorporates stall radar and
acoustic array sensors and cakes use of packet
radio as the basic dmicdtion sechanin. The
design is for a systsl with 1113!“: be developed
and demonstrated by the aid lGBOs. douever.
there is at this tine no plan to actually
develop the systlss. The idea is that an at-
tempted design of a realistic deplorable syst-
is one of the best ways to identity basic 35H
problees and to evolve solutions. we expect
that in the future the design process Hill be
iterated several times with aajor systee changes
resulting from lessons learned during earlier
design phases. Repeated designs and svstn
evaluation without :a-itnent to or actual
development of a specific man should be a cost
effective way to dwelop ll‘m tectmology and to
eventuallyr develop a specific use which is far
more optical than could be achieved by inediste
commitment to a specific systea develounent pro-
gram. The design is a true stray-an. It is es-
:ected to evolve into a design for a systea
which could he developed but it is expected that
the required changes day be very major indeed.

The design stmarized in the other sections
of this paper constitutes our current version 1i
DSN design. In the coming year the version ‘A
design will be the stepping at: point for eyetu
analysis and for software testbed simulations
which will be used to further develop the design
and d-edstrate hm: the system represented by
the design sight perform The emulated systess
will be denoted versions 13. W, etc. The plan
is that they should all be outgrowths of the 11
design but say differ substantially tron it.

E‘uture plans also call for the development
and demonstration of an experimental 5811 con-
sisting of three or sore nodes with real sen—
sors. Such an experilsntal system. at least
partially because of the limited number of
codes. will be Mt different Erna the large
scale svstens represented by the version T sys-
tems. The design discussed here is not for an
experimental system but for a hypothetical on;
scale svetea.

IL mnmm.

The follouing are major features to be ex-
sibited by the version 1A design or follow-on
designs to be dmstrated in a software
testbed:

Hibamuidflamim Insult Lox Elm
nonran-

I'he prilary task of the DSN is to detect.
locate. track and identify loo flying aircraft.
It is to salts such surveillance data selectively
available to users who say be uitbis the use or
outside or it. Subject to physical constraints
dictated by sensor capabilities the surveillance
data is to be sade available larval time with
only well delays for processing and ecumenica-
tlon.

mammamimn W

The syst- uill sake use of sensors uhicn
are indi'Fidulll! not capable or furnishing the
required surveillance intonation. At the
present tine attention is focused upon short
range radars with very limited asimth measure-
sent capability and snail acoustic arrays which
can. seasure the azimuth of sound sow-can. Data
{roe multiple sites will generallyr be required
to locate and track a target and, as a target
moves through the D5". the set of sensors re-
porting nee measurements will continuously
change. _

mutants.“ insulates. is used It: Rana
W-

The tremendous atoms: of ranI data generated
by large numbers of sensors reduires that con-
puter data screening and analysis replace sandal
inspection. and that this he done hear the sen-v
out because limited comunications bandwidth al-
lows onlyr near final results to be minted.

>idabiionicmmnmatldnmm

One potential advantage of e systen with
sakes use of very large timbers or distributed
sensors and which also distributes the surveil-
lance function is the ability to adapt to and
continue effective operation in the face of
failure or various nodes in the svsten. the
node failures say be natural. due to dosage
resulting tron hostile action. or consummation
failures resulting from gaming. Mention to
changing situations is a generic feature or 353:
and bust be included in version 1 designs.

Panzer. radio is a suitable comication
system neeting the requirements of rapid deploy-
ability. soderstely sign rate of secure digital
data transrer. and miidited systee: size. it is
also one or several important research efforts
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1n digital cca:Munication , and needs evaluation 
i n a •1ariety of different application systems. 

>~ l.a.cG. Ac;ounts 9!. Computer ~ ~ 
aop lied n :iecu:snrr. 

Large gains in the utility or sensors can 
be :::ade using sophisticated computer processing 
or the raw data, and large a.counts or computer 
processing power c an now the !!lade cheaply avl\il
able using recently developed integrated circuit 
tecnnolog1es. A:s a re:sult, a large a.moUDt of 
cociput:!.ng power can be located vith each sensor, 
with potential for improved se nsor perfon:iance 
and good results from cheaper sensors . 

l,;l. ~ CONFIGURAT1 0N OPTIONS. 

There are three d1t'ferent general confi
gurations for DSNs. These 1re area, linear, and 
honeycomb. The distinction between all of these 
are indicated in rigure 1 . Figure 2 shows the 
area configuration in oore detail. In the rig
ure the basic spacing of 10 1cc is the nominal 
spacing for che IA system. Ia the 1A systen 
each node has a packet radio, substantial pro
cessi:ig capability, an acoustic arr1y, and/or a 
small radar. :'he basic 10 km spacing has been 
selected to be consistent with the communication 
system capabtlities, acoustic sensor capabili
:aes, and t errain ciaski.ng difficulties !'or low 
flying urc!"aft. ilso shown !a the !'!gure are 
nodes on a 50 la:! spacing grid which are denoted 
as sector nodes. These are sur•reillance data 
collection poi!lts and are discussed at greater 
length else.uere in :!us paper. 

The 10 la:! distance, like other parameters 
appearing in the •1ersion IA design, is neither 
u.~changeable, r.or is it readily changed. Chang
ing the value can have substantial global side 
effects. We have selected a single value and 
just note possible difficulties which might be 
encountered in i ncreasing or decr easing the 
value . 

Decreasing the 10 km value results in DSN 
syste!:lS wnich oay be less cost effective. Much 
o f the :iode cost ts electronic, a.nd subject to 
t remendous decrea:ses 1n price over ~Ile nex-t 10 
years. Vt.SI chlps may someday result in the 
.rt>ility to furnish node processing ror only a 
~ew thousad dollars. In this case =ucb smaller 
spacing options may become more interesting. 
:his 1111.ght involve an acoustic only system or 
the use of extremely !ow ?Over cheap oonidL-ec
t ional radars. Decreasing the 10 1cm value would 
then increase problems With radars interfering 
loll.th each other. This should not be a problem 
for the stra--can syste:i since the radars :jo bave 
sooe limited amount o f directionalit7. :ncreas
ing the 10 \cm value ;ets beyond the uset'Ul :-ange 
of acoustic sensors, and introduces casking 
probleos with :-adar. 

7he version IA design effort has concen
:rated upon :he ar~a coverage geocetry. ?ri

:.2 

marily this is because the unifor:i distribution 
of nodes will tend to generate a greater coa:mun
ication load than other configurations. Thus if 
the communication issues ror the area geometry 
can be handled the others should cause no diffi
culty. The design could be adapted to either 
the linear or honeycomb stuation. In the case 
ot' the linear con!'iguration the overall system 
would tend to be much Sl.lllpler. For the honey
comb the system oight be slightly simpler but 
the problem of data association and tracking 
acl"'Oss s ensor free areas •.rould be more diffi
cult. With respect to this last cOllmlent note 
that in the long run an area system should func
tion wben large holes are torn in the net. Thus 
t he area system ultimately must treat this prob
l em of association and t:-acld.og across sensor 
free areas. 

.u.. OP;RAUQI/AL ~. 

Our strawaian DSN bas botb small acoustic 
arrays and small radars at eacb node. This pro
vides for operation in a nu::iber of possible 
modes. Following is a brief description and 
discussion or three such modes. The discussion 
is in ten:is or modes or a sir.gle system but !t 
should ~e clear that they could also correspond 
to systems using different 1111.Xes or sensors at 
the nodes. 

Detection and traclcing can be accomplished 
using only measurements cade by small acoustic 
arrays located at each systeo node. Individual 
ar~ays are used to get a series of sir.gle node 
detections and estimates or possible target az-
1.cutbs. Such data is combined t'rom several such 
nodes both to perfor::i surveill ance for new tar-
3ets and to track targets. 

Ia such an all acoustic oode the system is 
passive except for :he eoc::n;nioations. :t would 
use l ess power t han with :-adars in operation and 
the elements of the DSN would be less detectable 
than with the radars in operation. The :ower 
detectability follow because radiated ;:ewer 
needed to com:aunicate over 10 1cm distances :s 
very much less than the radar power needed to 
de~ec: targets at 10 km ranges. However in an 
all 1coust1c mode tbe quality of ?resent !oca
tiQn esti.Clates and predictions o f !'uture ~os1-
t1Qns would probably not be as hign as would be 
po.ssible ·.hen caking use of radar. This i s as 
least par:ially due to the ::lherent acous:!c 
prQpagation !ime delay :o the sensors. 

>.!l.asl.iu: On.l:l sucy~1 11 anc~ .ans1 -,.,cki ;,g. 

Each :lSll :iode cas a st1all r3dar wnic!l can 
give ~ood range i nformation but very limited az
icuth and :10 elevation ~nt'or::ation. As noted 
above the syste: operat es usi:ig only ~hese 
radar sensors it would ccnsu:ie =ore power, oe 
~or~ de:ectable , but pr obaoly be caoable of ~or, 
?rec:se est!.:!lates of present and ~utu:-e 9osi -
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in digital communication. and needs evaluation
in a variety of different application systems.

financesmsfmim ans
Manhattan:-

Large gains in the utility of sensors can
be suede using soobistioated computer processing
of the rat: data. and large amounts of computer
processing power can not! the mode cheaply avail-
able using recently developed integrated circuit
technologies. as a result. a large amount of
computing potter can be located uith each sensorI
with potential for improved sensor performance
and good results from cheaper sensors.

there are three different general confi-
gurations for 358s. These are area. linear, and
honeycomb. The distinction between all of these
are indicated in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the
area configuration in more detail. In the fig-
ure the basic spacing of 10 lot is the huinal
spacing for the Ti system. In the 11 system
each node has a packet radio. substantial pro-
cessing capability. an acoustic array, and/or a
small radar. The basis 10 ion spacing has been
selected to be consistent with the emulation

system capabilities. acoustic sensor capabili-
ties. and terrain masking difficulties for ice
flying aircraft. Also shown in the figure are
nodes on a 50 la: spacing grid nation are denoted
as sector codes. These are surveillance data
collection points and are discussed at greater
length elsewhere in this paper.

The 10 its distance. like other parameters
appearing in the are-sins 11 design. is neither
unchangeeble. nor is it readily changed. Chang-
ing the value can have substantial global side
effects. 'ule have selected a single value and
just note possible difficulties ehieh sight be
encountered in increasing or decreasing the
value.

Decreasing the 10 has value results in D53
systuss which say be less cost effective. Much
of the node cost is electronic. and subzeot to
tremendous decreases in price over the next 1::
years. VLSI chips say someday result in the
ability to furnish node processing for only a
fee thoused dollars. in this case such ssaller
spacing options may become more interesting.
this might involve an acoustic only system or
the use of extrasely loo ooh-er cheep undirec-
tional radars. Decreasing the To Its value would
then increase probl-s with radars interfering
with each other. This should not he a problem
for the straw-an system since the radars so have
sole limited amount of directionality. Increas-
ing the 10 Km value gets beyond the useful range
of acoustic sensors. and introduces seeking
oracles: with radar.

eerily this is because the uniform distribution
of codes will tend to generate a greater consuls.
loation load than other configurations. thus if
the dmicatlon issues for the area geometry
can be handled the others should cause no diffi-
culty. The design could be adapted to either
the linear or honeycomb stuntion. In the case
of the linear configuration the overall systn
would tend to be much simpler. For the honey-
comb the system night be slightly simpler but
the problem of data association and trachcg
across sensor free areas would be sore diffi-
cult. Hith respect to this last col-est note
that in the long run an area syst- should func-
tion when large holes are torn in the net. Thus
the area syst- ultiaately sust treat this prob-
lem of association and tracnng across sensor
free areas.

£1. WEE-‘3.

Our strained OS?! has both small acoustic
arrays and small radars at each node. This pro-
vides for operation in a manner of possible
codes. Follouing is a brief description and
discussion of three such codes. The discussion
is in terms of modes of a single systea but it
should be clear that they could also correspond
to systns using different sixes of sensors at
the nodes.

>Wmmmiam.

Detection and tracking can be accomplished
using only measurements made by small acoustic
arrays located at each system node. Individual
arrays are used to get a series of single node
detections and estimates of possible target az-
imuths. Such data is combined from several such
codes both to perfom surveillance for new tar—
gets and to track targets.

In such an all acoustic mode the system is
passive except for the communications. It would
use less power than with radars in operation and
the elements of the DSN would be less detectable
than uith the radars in operation. The lower
detectability follows because radiated :ouer
needed to communicate over 10 km distances is
very much less than the radar power needed to
detect targets at 10 km ranges. However in an
all acoustic node the quality of present loca-
tion estimates and predictions of future posi-
tions would probably not be as high as would be
possible uhen taking use of radar. This is as
least partially due to the inherent acoustic
propagation time delay to the sensors.

>ladanflbl15mlmsmlutm.

Each :8! node has a snail radar vhicn can
give good range intonation but very limited at-
imuth and no elevation infatuation. Ls noted
above if the systes operates using only these
radar sensors it would consume sore boner. he

The version Ii design effort has oonoen— sore detectable. but probably be tenable of core
trated upon the area coverage geometry. E‘ri- precise estimates of present and future hosi-

s2
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tions. Tbe improved locations would follow from 
multisite combining of range measurements and 
not from the use of radar azimuth measurements. 
Slnce the radars furnish i nfonnation for both 
sur11eil lance and t racking the most obvious mode 
ror individual radars is to continuously scan 
and search for targets. The system can perfonn 
tracking by combining reports from t he individu
al radars which are physically functioning in 
the search mode. 

A hyor14 ~Qde would be for some radars to 
scan some of the time and to physically keep 
beams pointed at specific targets some of the 
time to accomplish better tracking of already 
acquired targets. Multiple sites would still be 
required for good location but range measure
ments for t argets be ing tracked would not be 
con.strained to one observation per radar scan 
time in the surveillance mode. The ut ility of 
this hybr id mode and the impact upon radar com
plextity and cost are issues ~o be considered. 

It s hould be noted that the hybrid :node as
sumes enough radar redundancy so that some frac
tion of the radars can be diverted !"rom the sur
veillance t a:,lc and redirected to 1:nprove t rack
ing infoMllltion on selected targets. Thi:, ob
servation is ~rue i ndependent of whether radars 
are :nechanically or electrically steered :since 
the t r-ansmitted radar beam Will be directed i n 
cnly a single direction at any one t ime. 

Our stravman system does not contain a 
directional acoustic receiver which i:, phy:,ical
ly moved to point at t argets . Tbu:, there !s no 
acoustic only hybrid mode which is entirely 
equivalent to the hybrid radar mode just men
tioned. The c losest equivalent would be to 
selectively proce:,s data ror different direc
tion:r and frequencies rather t han to routinely 
scan the entire space ot' i nterest. This coul d 
potentia lly reduce processing loads but we do 
not currently know bow to do this .dthout 
compr cmi s i :ig per formance. 

>s; multaoeou:, Acoustic ans1. .aaslaz: Sur•,,,.; lla,,ce 
.ms1 Tr;:c;Ki ,.,,. 

~alci:'lg use of both acou:,tic and radar sen
sors i s ~be opt ion Wilich generates the richest 
sy:,tem alternative:,. Rather than try to mention 
a large number or them we cite only one :,imple 
scenario which represents a prime alternative to 
be investigated. 

To "11oim1ze system detectability and to 
conser·,e ;,ower a potentially useful a1ode ot 
operation is to perform surveillance using 
acoustic sensors and to operate radars only upon 
cue ror tracld.:ig. A system operating in this 
way would handle a target entering the DSN from 
the out :,ide the coverage area as follows . Ini
tial detection and rough location is obtained 
acoustically as the ;arget is entering. The ra
dars ~n the immediate target area and ad j acent 
areas are triggered into oper ation. As the t ar
get goe:, deep i nto the DSN she cuei:ig of radar:, 

! 

will be from extrapolation of target t racks. 
Internal acoustic sites will furnish backup as 
well as continuous- :,urveillance and t arget sig
nature i nfonnation. Our current view i:, that 
ind.1Vidual radars will operate in the scanning 
aod.e with t racking cone from the radar measure-
111ents obtained: However the more complicated 
rad.ars suggested in . the context or the a.11 radar 
hybrid ?l!Ode above could also be considered . 

'1.. MULTISTtt ?ROCEssnro. 

Multiple s i t e t arget detection and tracking 
functions · are to be per t'onned at every DSN node 
independently of other nodes. Each node will 
use all the information available to it ror this 
purpose . Tbe input information will consist of 
sensor reports and tracking reports received 
from neighbor nodes . In general only reports 
received directly on a singl e radio hop from a 
neighbor will be required or used fo r basic mul
tisi t e proces:,ing. Figure 3 show:, the 12 nodes 
which we assume would nominally receive a one 
hop sensor report from a single node. This a:,
sumption i:, discussed more i n Section VII of 
this paper. 

The sensor reports generated by a node sum
marize target int'ol"l!lation which can be obtained 
by analysis or the data obta ined from t he sen
sors at that node IJi. thout reference to any other 
node:, . For acoustic sensors this can be a list 
or the ~ost likely directions ror targets and a 
summary of spectral characteristics for sound 
from each of those directions. For radar this 
can be a li:,t or pos:,ible ranges and rough az
imuths plus some t arget doppler inrormation. 
Tracking reports combine sensor re~orts from 
sever al nodes plus other available tracking r e
ports to give actual t arget positions and tra
jectory infonnation i n a directly usable system 
coordinate systs. The tracldn~ reports zay 
also summarize other t arget signature or iden
tification information. 

There are a number ot' reasons ror ~aking 
every node a multisite node. One is the built 
..n redundancy ·.mich ch!.s achieves. In errect a 
target may be under surveillance by and be :n
cluded in the tracking reports or several nodes . 
Loss of a few nodes, apart from the fact that 
:,en:,or data from those nodes will be no longer 
available, will not have a serious impact upon 
system perfoniance. Another (actor i~ :he anti
cipated computational load of oultisite proce:,:,
i :tg and sensor processi!ll!j. In the current 
design the computational requirement s for sensor 
processing at each node are very suostantial. A 
belier yet to be confir:ned is that basic ~ul
tisite proces:,ing computational loao :s not sub
stantial relati•1e to the basic sensor processi!'-8 
load . Thus the cost of routinely doing ~ultiple 
:,i~e processing ~~th high ~edundancy ·Jill not 
substantially add to computa: ional hardware :n 
:h,e system. another !"actor :nvolves comounica
~i on:,. ~i:h each node being a ~ul:isite node .e 
are able to design a syste'J! :n ~tiich all ~ensor 
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report:, are inade on a :single communication hop. 
By excluding ~ultiple hop routes for sensor re
port:, we avoid an increa:se in :sensor communica
tion requirement:, whicb would occur for ~ultiple 
bop di:stribution. 

At this tillle the multi:site processing of 
radar data has not yet been specified and only 
the general ideas of ainimal acoustic multisite 
processing have been considered. We include 
here a brief discu.ssion of an apprqach to mul
tisite traclcing ror acou.stic data. More specif
ic and detailed algorithms and procedure:, Ifill 
be :specified 1n tbe process o r implementing 
simulations or a functional OSN. 

First we consider tbe multisite iue or 
acou:stic data for location . Me83urements or 
acoustic azimuth are made at each DSN node every 
two seconds. The node locally tries to as:soci
ate successive observations :so tbat it can 
deliver sequences or azimuth ~easurements wnich 
are a:ssociated With a single target. :'be node 
cannot locate the target but it can often fur
:u.:sh this association between :sequences of ob
servations. Thus the aultisite proce:s:s ha:s 
available~ input a collection or list:s of az-
1.0uths t':-om several san:sors With each list 
corresponding to measurement:, or a single target 
from a :single node. Some lists may have weak 
:.inlcs and some 1.1.st:s ",(hich should be a single 
list o.ay be broken into t wo or more due to dif
ficulties in correctly associating sequential 
observations. The basic multisite ta:sk is to 
use these data to locate and track target:,. 

As described 1n core detail in another 
workshop paper ~ "Multisite Processing or Acous
tic Azimuth Measurements to Locate and Track" by 
R. Walton--eacb azilllutb. versu:s time curve can be 
:rapped :ni:o a po:ss1ble position cul"Ve in ':he 
horizontal plane. A surveillance time :, ear
lier than the present t!ae, is associated With a 
possible ;iosition curve and t he mapping rrom az
!.:!uth ver su:s til:le :o possible position:, depends 
upon : . :.::iag:.ne tbat ! is fixed and i:bat all or 
the possible position curves are di:splayed USl ruJ 

a different color for each contributing node. 
It should be relatively easy for a person to lo
cate :argets using sucb a display. !?le targets 
are -.mere segments r:-om different nodes inter 
sect. The DSN llill require a program to 3it"t 
this display and r1nd targets. Results reported 
1n the workshop paper by Walton shov good 
results '.rith only 2 nodes and only one target, 
?rovid~ the :arget is not in certain area:s re
Lative to the 2 nodes llhere its position become:, 
ambiguo11s. 

Exactly how radar Will fit into the picture 
depends on yet undecided details of the radar 
and how it is to be used in the sy:stem. Tbe 
strawman radar capability discussed elsewhere 1n 
this report suppl!es good range 1nfon:iation but 
poor azl.l:luth resolution. ::Sch such radar ~eas
ur~ent then corresponds to a possible position 
curve •.mien 1.s a segment of circular arc. This 
fits nicely i nto the above picture if the ti~e 

t 

of the radar observation 1s the time T. Such 
radar possible position c11rves would tYl)ically 
be :shorter than those generated by acoustic sen
sors. 1'bi:s could be used to resolve ambiguities 
and pos:sible ghosts which could not be complete
ly resolved using only the acoustic data. How
ever, there may be problems when the radar ob
servations do not occur at t imer. 7his i:s a 
problem to be investigated in conju.nction .nth 
continuing design and first functional simula
tions or a DSN. One possibility is that radar 
data, as mentioned in our discu:ssion of system 
modos, Ifill not be u~ed extensively for 1nitia.l 
target detection and location but •"111 be u.sed 
only for refining tracks ror target:, ( and false 
target:,) tentatively detected and located 
acou.stica.lly. This would be the ca:se if indivi
dual radars were fociued upon specific liai:ed 
potentia.l target areas rather than being operat
ed in a general surveillance mode. 

I.'.ldependent o r Jiut bow radars are iued 
chere is always the probleo or refining :he 
track estimate of a target given the ever in
creasing amount of data . There are considerable 
possibilities for track i.!llprovement as more data 
arr! ves. Most likely some fol"'::I o r Kaloan 
filtering .n.ll be used for this purpose. 

n.. R,EPQBIPIG IO. ~ ~-

:or reporting purpose:,, OSN geometries are 
divided into reporting sectors. Each sector has 
at its center a sector node with which :system 
users interface either directly or througn com
aunication links . The :-eport:s from tracking 
programs operating at ever-y node in the sector 
miut be summarized and :surveillance information 
~or the sector must flow to the :sector node. 
The flow of :-eports rroc the edges of the re
;x>r'ting sector :o :he sector node is by aean:s of 
a patterned sequence of broadcasts. Ouring nor
mal operation the repores Within a sector are 
collected wi.th ti!:le delays on the order of a 
second. Figure~ snow:s t~e conf!guration of :-e
portin; sectors for nor.:1al systai ooerat!on. 
Normal operation !s here defined to be operation 
when all sector nodes are functional. The re
porting sectors are defined so that the sector 
a:ssociated With a sector node const!tutes all or 
tbe area 14b1cb ~s closer to that sector node 
tha.n any other sector. As shown it happens that 
in addition to the :sector node itself the re
porting sector contain:, 30 sensors or •.ihich 12 
3re on the bcunaary. 

Reports flow rrom the edges of reporting 
sectors to the sector nodes a., follows. Each 
node produce:, and broadcasts a re~ort rougnly 
once each s econd. !bis report :s ~he besi: re
port su:!l!llary that the node can generate for an 
area around the node which is known as its :-e
port area of interest. :igure ~ also shows the 
area of interest for a ~yp1cal node . nen :he JSN 
is !n ~Ull ooerational oocdit!on .nth all sector 
nodes functioning. Each node's report cover s a 
?articular area and the areas for different 
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nodes overlap very oucb. In prepairing its :-e
port a node uses all reports it ilas heard as 
well as its own multisite processing of sensor 
reports. With reference to Figure~ it is clear 
how :he sector node can generate its picture of 
i ts report sector rrom the .reports !t obtains 
~rom neighbors. It should be noted' that report 
coverage is very :-edundant so the Sei:tor node 
can get reports for a particular part of its 
sector frOCII many paths. Tbis will autoaiatically 
compensate for malfunctioning nodes , for commun-
1cae1on errol"!I, and ror :.u.,sing patlls . or 
course the sector node will also produce a.ad 
br oadcast its sector report once eacb second. 

Under nor:nal operation as described above 
each ~ode :.n the DSN pr oduces and broadcasts a 
complete summary report once each second for a 
region of tbe same size and shape as the report 
sectors associated with tbe sector nodes. Each 
node's report is 11::nted 1n length to about 1500 
data bits. This is enough to acco!lllllodate 10 
targets. If there are up to 20 targets the ex
tra targets ·.n_ll be reported at the cost of 
halving the reporting rate by senal.ng h.alf the 
repo~ each second. Targets in some region may 
be preferred and sent every second . Beyond 20 
targets it will be necessary for the node com
~uters to pick targets not of int erest to be 
discarded from some reports. For axample slow 
targets may be reported 2 seconds out of every 
8. The perfon:iance of the system is not optimal 
above 10 :a_rsets and the systl!!II behaviour is not 
yet specified above 20 targets. 

Saturation of the 1500 bits of a report by 
excessing numoers of targets is a problem which 
can be more serious •.men some sector nodes are 
not functioni.~ and their report sectors must be 
absoroed into other report sectors. Figure 5 
snows the redef!nition of report sectors which 
results •.Jben a single sector node fails. Each 
neighbor has !~creased the area of its report 
sector by one sixth and problems can result. 
7he report area or 1.n:erest for nodes other than 
the sector nodes, !f unchanged ~om that sbown 
in Figure u, are not sufficient to accomplish 
Che !'l~w of surveillance infor:11ation r!'QCII the 
area near ~he fai!ed sector node to :be still 
!'Unctioning sector nodes. The shape of the re
port area of interest could be :n.intained and 
the size inc:-eased. However this would zean 
that the saoe nu:iber of bits would be available 
to su=ari:e a larger area. Toe result 1o10uld be 
a reduction in the target density which could be 
handled. The alter:iattve actually selected is 
to al!ow dif~erent shapes of report area o f :n
t erest for different nodes. :or exa::ple nodes 
near a runctioning sector node and on the side 
toward a failed sector node will have adjusted 
ireas of !nterest :o encc:i;,ass areas further 
away towared the failed node 'Ji.thout increasing 
the size of its area of interest. The nature of 
the cOl!!!llunication pattern usea to cause repor ts 
to t'low to sector nodes :s such :bat reports 
from the area near the failed node .;.11 reach 
functioning nodes .nth delays on the order or 
t ;;o ~econds. 

I 

7hese issues would be zore ser ious if more 
nearby sector nodes were to stop functioning. 

YI.:., co::,ruNICATICNS. 

!be DSN system will make use of packet ra
dios for communication. However, the OSN appli
cation and trafric !s quite different fro: that 
for wnich packet radio networks have been 
des igned. The normal ?RN application is for 
large numbers of independent codes eacb generat
ing bursty traffic with low average rates. 
Although there are statistical delay specifica
tions. occasionally ver y large delays =ay be ex
perienced and tolerated. Errors and lost mes
sages are universally not tolerated and the sys
tem is designed a.nd organized to enforce this as 
much as possible. In general there is no 
quaranteed performance for any individual user. 

!he DSN requirements differ substantially. 
The basic DSN is an organized set of nodes work
ing cooperatively. It is oost likely that high 
target density in an area 'Jill cause OSN cccmw:-
1cation traffic to be high in that area. Sat1s
factOr'/ performance must be assured a t such 
cr~tical time.,. In particular so~e DSN func
t ions will require assur ed data rates and delays 
even !n the worst conditions. Fortunately the 
fact tbat the DSN nodes are cot independent 
should allow us to coordinate their com:mmica
tion and thus provide this essential guaranteed 
response. In some cases lost oessages or oes
sages received in error (which can be treated as 
lost messages ) may be somewhat tolerable. 

In this section we review a very simple 
packet radio model being used ror prelicti.nary 
DSN communications system design and analysis, 
review :he ~ajor OSN communication requ1re21ents, 
and outline a strawman approach ror using 9acket 
radios to !"urnish the required service . Only 
area surveillance With a uni!orm grid of sensor 
nodes 1s discussed. :'his is :he =ost stressing 
or the DSN syste:1 syste:i geometry opt:ons rroo 
the communication point or view. ~e bave used a 
regular hexagonal grid with the understanding 
t~at it ~ust be ,ossible to adapt to any reason
able regular or i rregular distr1outi.on or sen
sors. 

iu.i a,,u;a:d ~ iiAd.1g, f1,s1nster" , t 4 c;s !:;.r:. 
IoH~ai ~ ?·.n:;o:e:s, 

,be Distributed Sensor ~let~ork project !:as 
decided to use ?acket radio ror co!!CIUil!cat!ons. 
Io general the characteristics o f a Jpgraded 
?acket Radio are assumed if they dirrer from ~he 
cur:-ent packet radio. 

Our oodel of the packet radio is very sio
ple. We assume that in ar.y given 10 oilli
second period a packet wi:h up to 1500 data ~its 
can be : ransc1tted. Tile actua: nu::iber of ~i :s 
!~ :he packet oay ~e as ~arge as 2000 wi:~ the 
extra 500 ~eing error control ind other :r.~oroa
tion not consu:ere<I soecif!.cally !o !le da:a. ·.ie 
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assume tha t the err or control allows tbe re
ceiver to detect and discard all packets re
ceived 1.0 error. NOC1inall7, :bis packet ~igbt 
be heard by any neighboring node 10 to 20 .cm 
away, with error rates discU3sed below. 

•e assume :hat the tiae a packet is 
transau.tted is under :be cont rol or the node's 
JSN computer. We assume that a node cannot re
ceive more than one packet at a time. We also 
assume that if t - o nearby neighbors transmit 
overlapping packets , tbea the two packets "'1.J.l 
collide and neither will be received correctly. 
( We do not use the potential or Upgraded Packet 
3adio for receiving the fi rst packet and ignor
ing the second. ) 

For the purpose or prelilllinary systeo 
analysis required :o confiMI that the DSN design 
~i.ght work -e have made·simple assumptions about 
com.ounicaticn net·,JOrk connectivity and probabil
it7 or correct reception or a packet over a sl.ll
gle hop. We assume ~bat 70S or all single nop 
transau.ssion paths or leogb 10 km will be use
able. The rest will not be useable due to sit
!.!ig, trans::ission path errects, and masld~ . 
For paths of length 17 le: {second nearest neigo
bors) the probab1lit7 or useability is reduced 
~o 501. Longer paths are assumed to not be use
able at all. Finally, the single hoo error ~ree 
tran:si:uss1.on over a u.seable path is a.ssw:ied to 
he 701. Such figure should be acoievable in 
pr3.ctice. 

,he :>SH communication system :nust furnish 
several kinds or service . These are: (1)-Sensor 
reports service, (2)-Surveillance repor ts and 
co~d distribution service, and (3)-Special 
point :o point s ervice. Each or these :s dis
cw,sea briefly below. 

Each sensor node Wl.ll deliver a sensor re
port once each second to all or the tracldng 
sites ~bich ar e within one communication hop. 
Such reports are a su:m:iary or the results of 
processing recent sensor data. !n general a 
node :iay take more ~hat a second to update its 
local world view based only on its own se nsors . 
For exall!ple the c urrent design calls for tbis to 
he done one every t.ro seconds ~or acou.stic data 
and once every four seconds ~or radar. -:bus 
"~th :his situation core than one sensor report 
·.ill be available to distribute each new •,1orld 
view generated froc the sensor s at tbe node. 

A sensor repor ~ -ill contain up to 2000 
~its. Of these 1500 :nay be data and :he rest 
communication headers , error detection , tice and 
site !.n!ormation, and ot~er overhead. Given a 
~essage of this size each :racd.ng noae w1.ll re
ce1·1e (6x0.5• oxO . 7)x2.J:lll,J kilobits and 
:ransmit 2 .d.lobits every second. This ~ollows 
~rom the geometry and ihe crude l!.nk usab11it7 
:oael ~iscussed 30ove. 

-6 

• 

Ther e may be circumstances in which a sin
gle hop link from a sensor to a tracking node 
WOl.ch should use it will not exist. 7racld.ng 
computers will be allowed to arrange to obtain 
data from selected multi hop paths but only in 
so far as the system has capacity to s upply this 
data llitbout har::liog the operation or the 
overall system. This will be done u.siog tbe 
special point to point service discussed below. 
It is generally discouraged. The comnunication 
capacity for such multi hop service i s part or 
tbe capacity required ~or special service and is 
not considered to be part or the bas ic se nsor 
repor t service. The basic sensor report mechan
ism is to be one hop. 

The detailed use of tbe 2000 bits in a sen
sor report is not yet specified. ::owever :.t is 
not likely that the number or bits (and thus the 
traffic) can be substantially reduced. Although 
the typical number or real targets :n range of a 
sensor will be s:iall~ pernaps one or even 
less~tbe syste!I oust be capable of handling 
several targets and, as a direct result of try
ing to report targets llith poor signal to noise 
ratios, Wl.ll nor::ia.l.ly deliver several ~alse 
3lan:is each reporting period. :1:!U3 i~ only ·o 
possible targets are reported (sua o r actual 
target ~easurements and or possible ones ..,hich 
in :act cannot be verified by multiple sit es) we 
rind :hat only 150 bits ar e allocated to eacn 
possible target. :n general ve can think of the 
sen:sor r-eport as a summary of 1.oportant charac
teristics of frequency- wavenumber or range
azicuth- doppler power distributions rather than 
target r-eoorts as such. :'r-oci :his •11.ewpo1ot '"e 
could use some 150 bits to descr 1.be each or 10 
interesting looking peaks in those caps. 

>~ sucy•illanc• ~ C9l:lcaod Pt,,cihyt' gn 
se,.,,•ce. 

The DSN trial design !ncluaes surveillance 
computers located every 50 1cm on a un1foM1 grid. 
~acn of these collects a sucmary or target ic
~or::iation over the '.lhole area .n:h:~ about 25 .c:i 

of where it is located. :t does this by col
lecting surveillance information from tracking 
computers within its surveillance s ector. 
~racking 1ofor::iat1on is passed ic..,ar:! :owar:!s 
sector nodes 33 described i:l Sect:on VI. 

Somewhat arbitrarily we will require that 
the )Sli be able to report once eac~ second oo at 
lea.,t 10 targets in the non:al sector sur,eil
:ance area ·.nthout regard to wnere in :he area 
they are located. Ir more targets are present 
it ~ay sometiJ:le be possible to get one second 
repor:s but they .rill not ~e assurec. :n 1ener al 
~or ~ore targets !n :he area the sector survei:
lance com~uter can either be select1•1e of ::.::e 
targets it tracks or wie core than one second :o 
complete a si~le sur veillance survey o~ the 
sector. :f sector nodes are not ~unct:cr.ir~ so 
tnat sector surveil:ance areas ~e redefined ~d 
expanded larger delays ar-e a:lowec. Spec~~:.cal
ly, approx!~ately one second jelay :s al: owed 
~or each no:-:ial surveil:3nce sector ..,ni:n a re-
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assume that the error control allows the re-

ceiver to detect and discard all packets re-
ceived in error. basically. this packet might
be heard by any neighboring node 10 to 20 to
away. with error rates discussed below.

He asaune that the tine a packet is
transaitted is under the control of the node's

35R computer. He assume that a node cannot re-
ceive sore than one packet at a time. He also
assuae that if tun nearby neighbors transmit
overlapping packets. then the two packets will
collide and neither uill be received correctly.
(be do not use the potential of upgraded Packet
aedio for receiving the first packet and ignorv
ing the second.)

For the purpose of preliainary system
analysis required to confine that the D8! design
night work we have aade‘sinple assumptions about
columnication network connectivity and probabil-
ity of correct reception or a packet over a sin-
gle top. He assuee that 70! or all single hop
transnission paths of laugh ‘0 kn will be use-
able. The rest will not be capable due to sit-
ing, transsission path effects. and seeking.
For paths of length 17 R: (second nearest neigh-
bore} the prooeeiiity or useability is reduced
to 50%. Longer paths are assumed to not be use-
sbie at all. ?inaliy. the single hop error free
transmission over a useabie path is assused to
be 79!. Such figure should be achievable in
practice.

ill-l fienecalmm-

The 53H comeunication systea lust furnish
several kinds of service. These are: {13-Ssnsor
reports service. {El-Surveillance reports and
contend distribution service. and (El-Special
point to point service. Each 0: these is dis—
cussed briefly belou.

>iensnc tenants 1821223-

Eeon sensor node Hill deliver a sensor re-

port once each second to all of the tracking
sites which are within one comamication hop.
Such reports are a sumaary of the results or
processing recent sensor data. In general a
node bay take more that a second to update its
local world view based only on its con sensors.
For example the current design cells for this to
be done one every two seconds for acoustic data
and once every four seconds for radar. Thus
with this situation sore than one sensor report
will be available to distribute each new world
view generated from the sensors at the node.

i sensor report will contain up to 2000
bits. or these 1500 say be data and the rest
communication headers. error detection. tine and
site inrbrnation. and other overhead. Given a
nessage of this site each trotting node Hill re-
ceive {510.5«610.T}:2.Ds1fl.4 Kilobits and
transmit 2 kilobits every second. This follows
tron the geosetry and the crude link usability
sodel :iscusseo above.

There may be circumstances in which a sin-
gle hop link true a sensor to a tracking code
which should use it viii not exist. Tracking
cceputers Hill he allowed to arrange to obtain
data from selected nulti hop baths but only in
so far as the systea has capacity to supply this
data without harming the operation or the
overall systea. This vill be done using the
special point to point service discussed below.
It is generally discouraged. The communication
capacity tor such multi hop service is part of
the capacity required for special service and is
not considered to be part of the basic sensor
report service. The basic sensor report dachsh-
ism is to be one hop.

The detailed use or the 2000 bits in a see-
sor report is not yet speciried. Bonaver it is
not likely that the hunter of bits (and thus the
traffic} can be substantially reduced. elthough
the typical dunner or real targets in range or a
sensor will be snail—-perhaps one or even
iess-the system must be capable of handling
several targets and. as a direct result or try-
ing to report targets with poor signal to noise
ratios. Hill norsally deliver several false
alarms each reporting period. Thus if only *0
possible targets are reported (sun of actual
target measurements and of possible ones which
in fact cannot be verified by nultiple sites} He
:1 that only lfifl bits are allocated to each
possible target. in general we can think or the
sensor report as a summary or icportant charac-
teristics of frequency-eavenunber or range-
azimuth-doppier power distributions rather than
target reports as such. ?rcm this vieepoint we
could use sons 150 bits to describe each of 10
interesting looking peaks in those naps.

>m§mnms and M W"“-
lemma-

The BS! trial design includes surveillance
computers located every 5B In on a uniform grid.
Each of these collects a sumnary of target in-
formation over the uncle area within about 25 an
of where it is located. It does this by col-
lecting surveillance inronaation tron tracking
coaputers within its surveillance sector.
Tracking infcrsation is passed inward towards
sector nodes as described in Section ?I.

Sceeunat arbitrarily we will require that
the DSN be able to report once each second on at
least $0 targets in the dorsal sector surveil-
Lance ares aithcut regard to anere in the area
they are located. If sore targets are present
it may sonetine be possible to get one second
reports but they will not be assured. In general
for sore targets in the area the sector surveil-
lance computer can either be selective of the
targets it tracks or use more than one second to
complete a single surveillance survey of the
sector. 2: sector nodes are not functic tag so
that sector surveillance areas are redefined and
expanded larger delays are allowed. Specifical—
iy. approximately one second delay is allowed
for each norhsl surveillance sector which a re-
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port CU3t traverse. 

Some 1500 bits sbould be sufficient to 
represent tbe surveillance information ror 10 
targets in the area. Ir so a node broadcasting 
its normal area or int3rest surveillance report 
as discussed in Section I/I ..,111 broadcast 1500 
data bits ,nth 500 bits of er:-or correction and 
other packet header information. The concept 
tha t ucb node will broadcast a surveillance re
port each second results in 14.~ kilobits incom
min.g surveillance reports and 2.0 outgoing at 
each node a.s was tbe case for sensor reports . 

In addition to reports Clowing into sector 
nodes tbere •Jill be a Clow or commands rrom tbe 
sector nodes :o the nodes w1tb.1n tbe surveil
lance sector. This will be !.ow data rate com
pared to the reports themselves . 

So::ie users will need assured real time 
:,oict to point service in che DSN. for example, 
3bove ..,e ~entioned alternate routing when tbe 
standard one hop sensor report distribution ser
vice is not adequate ror a particular t raclc111g 
computer. Su.ch users should be guaranteed a 
co=unicat ion rate and delay. 7he ci.:-cui t "'111 
have assigned a probability that any par1:icular 
~essage will actually be t ransfered ~rom end to 
end. That probability will usually grow linear
ly W'itb the nu:iu>er or bops in tbe overall cir
cuit. At any node along the route of the cir
cuit the user ~u.st be able to extract and add 
data to messages as long as the outgoing link 
remains Within :be rated capacity of the cir
cuit . There will be needs ror assured service 
·.n~h •1arious capacity. For l!Xample the alterna
t:·1e routing of sensor reports to tracking com
puters "'°uld require 2kb circuits . Here ..,e only 
discuss the :naximum assured capacity •.nucb tbe 
DSN must offer for users. 

A ~olnt to poi nt user could be :ocated at a 
sector surveillance site and need to examine in 
detail a great deal or the data at a single 
t:-aclcing. site in the sector. In this case the 
rate to tne tracking site is :small--limited to a 
~ew coomands--but the rate into the sector sur
veillance site could be :arge. The :racld:ig. 
node or I.Jlterest could change as often as every 
30 seconds to keep up with a target t'..;71ng close 
to the speed or sound. On ocoasion such data 
:nay also be ~assed on to a user many surveil
:ance sectors away. 

-:'he higb rate data or interest might be 
sensor reports, sections of ~requency-waveoW!lber 
po..,er inaps, range-azimutb- doppler maps, or even 
raw data. Acoustic data is one likely kind of 
~a.., data. :t should be possible to at least ob
tain raw data ~rom a s1:1.gle coannel or acoustic 
data. Such data :s gathered at a 2 ldlonertz 
rate with 16 bit samples. Assuming a very no~i
nal factor of t~o data compression th:s will 
g1ve a 16 kilobit per second data rate. Other 
data ~r i nteres: ~!.;ht be all the sensor data 

( 

reports being used by a particular tracking com
puter. this would amount to at least 8 . 2x1 , 5 
kilobits per second and probably somewhat zore. 
Another might be a radar clutter map or 
100 •36=3600 power values. Based on such con
siderations ..,e require the DSN co be able to 
deliver point to point service at rates up to 17 
kilobits per second. 

Ir 16 kbz circuits are to be supported then 
anr node must be able to deal with 321chz total 
circuit traffic at least. This is the suo or 
the incoming and outgoing traffic . It can be 
split arbitrarily between input and output in 
general and each streut can in ract be any 
nU111ber or smaller capacity circuits. Each or 
the individual circuits will have its OIIO error 
rates and quarateed capacity and delays. 

Delay characteristics for :,oint ':o point 
t ransmission should be similar to those ror sur
veillance reporting. That i s, the delays on the 
order of one second i)er surveillance sector 
traversed are to be allowed. 

In general a request ror circuit service 
must be made, the system will decide if it can 
be supported , and 1t ;,ill be granted or deni ed. 
Priority requestes :nay result ln the UOJ!ranting 
of currently quaranteed ser1ice. 

YlI.,.3. str:a~mao commun1cat100 Oc:rno1;a~100. 

Tbe COIC:lunication needs ~or DSN are cons id
erable. :..s outlined 1n the requirements section 
above the ~essage trat!'ic { sum of incoming and 
outgoing) at a single node can easily be 60 ki
lobits per second or ~ore and the delays must 
not be excessi•1e. To achieve ':his kind or 
throughput using packet radio will ~ake special 
effort. Suppose the basic packet radio rate i~ 
200 \cbs. Random access or carrier sense access 
to sucil a channel could seriously const~ain DSII 
performance . Thei:- are various options to help 
the situation . One is a systel!I very zucn like 
packet radio but with rates increased by ~est 
an order or :aagnitude by increasir.; bandwidth. 
A second is to use a layered packet radio net
work to effectively increase capacity . T~is 
..,ould involve runniDJ! sever al ~acket radio =et
..,orlcs s:L:multaneously in the same rrequency band 
bu~ with different codes. ::&ch radio would !lave 
aultiple decoders and oultii,le encoders of the 
siignal. A third option is to recognize the 
structured nature of the DSN system and to make 
use o r this to coordir.ate node :ransmissions so 
t.~at the available c!laonel :s -:ery neavily ·.ised 
and self-interference :s m!.nunzec. !his :ast 
is the option wnich :s ~urther develoced :n this 
seetion co indicate how a packet radio with a 
200 kbs rate aught t'Urnish all DSN commun1ca
:ions. ~1nor c~.anges sucn as havin~ a broad~ast 
~ode as well as a ~oint to ~oizt =ode and a:low
i ng ?ackets ..,bicn do not get ~etran:s.iitted if 
not ackno..,ledged ~~11 be re~uired. 
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90?! must traverse.

Some 1500 hits should be sufficient to
represent the surveillance intonation for $0
targets in the area. i: so a node broadcasting
its actual area of interest surveillance report
as discussed in Section ‘11 will broadcast 1500
data bits with 500 bits of error correction and
other packet header information. The concept
that each node will broadcast a surveillance re—
port each second results in 15.“ kilobits loco-n
aing surveillance reports and 2.0 outgoing at
each node as use the case for sensor reports.

In add :ion to reports flowing into sector
codes there will be a flou of conesds front the
sector codes to the nodes within the survadl-
lance sector. This will be low data rate coa—
pared to the reports themselves.

finals]. finial. 33 Rain; Sal-sita-

Sccae users will need assured real time
point to point service in the 05!. For example.
above us sectioned alternate routing when the
standard one hop sensor report distribution ser-
vice is not adequate for a particular tracking
computer. Such users should be guaranteed a
comemication rate and delay. The oil-mt will
have assigned a probability that any particular
nessage will actually be transfered tron end to
end. That probability trill usually grow linear-
ly with the masher of hops in the overall cir-
cuit. At any code along the route or the tire
cuit the user sust be able to extract and add
data to messages as long as the outgoing lint
remains within the rated capacity of the cir-
cuit. There will he needs for assured service

with various capacity. ?or eaalple the alterna-
tive routing of sensor reports to tracidog coe-
puters would require 21th circuits. here we only
discuss the maximal assured capacity which the
93!! oust offer for users.

a coint to point user could be located at a
sector surveillance site and need to examine in
detail a great deal of the data at a single
tracking. site in the sector. In this case the
rate to the tracking site is mellulinited to a
rev connects—out the rate into the sector sur-
veillance site could be large.
node a: interest could change as often as every
30 seconds to keep up uith a target flying close
to the speed of sound. On occasion such data
may also be passed on to a user my surveil-
Lance sectors auay.

The high rate data of interest night he
sensor reports. sections of {recuency-uaveotmlber
power nabs. range-azinuth—doppler caps. or even
raw data. Acoustic data is one likely Kind or
raw data. It should be possible to at least ob-
tain raw :ata true a single channel of acoustic
data. Such data is gathered at a 2 kilcnertz
rate with '15 bit samples. issuing a very nomi-
nal factor a: two data compression this will
give a 16 kiloblt per second dlta rate. Other
data of interest sight be all the sensor data

the tracking.

reports being used by a particular tracking coe-
outer. This Would amount to at least 5.23:1.5
kilobits per second and probably somewhat store.
another might be a radar clutter map of
100'3baa600 power values. Based on such con-
siderations we require the ban to be able to
deliver point to point service at rates up to T7
kilobits per second.

I! 16 the circuits are to be sunported then
any node oust be able to deal uith 3210:: total

circuit traffic at least. ibis is the slab of
the incoeing and outgoing traffic. It can be
split arbitrarily between input and output in
general and each stream can in fact be any
number of naller capacity circuits. Each of
the individual circuits trill have its one error
rates and quarateed capacity and delays.

Delay characteristics for point to point
transmission should be similar to those for sur-
veillance reporting. That is. the delays on the
order or one second oer surveillance sector
travsrsed are to be allowed.

In general a request for circuit service
must be made. the system will decide if it can
be supported. and it will be granted or denied.
Priority requestes aay remit in the ungruting
of currently quaranteed service.

£21.}.WWData-biannua-

The mication needs for 1381! are consid-
erable. as outlined in the requireeents section
above the sessage traffic {sun of meaning and
outgoing) at a single node can easily be 56 iii--
lobita oer secondor more and the delays oust
not be excessive. To achieve this kind of

throughput using packet radio will take special
effort. Suppose the basic packet radio rats is
2'00 tbs. fiandoll access or carrier sensa access
to such a channel could seriously constrain ash
performance. their are various options to help
the situation. One is a system very ouch like
packet radio but with rates increased by al.-scat
an order of sagnitude by increasing bandwidth.
3 second is to use a layered pacxel: radio net-
unfit to effectively increase capacity. This
would involve running several packet radio set-
eorks simultaneously in the sale frequency band
but with different codes. Etch radio would. have
aultiple decoders and multiple encoders of the
signal. .1 third option is to recognize the
structured nature of the DSII system and to cake
use or this to coordinate node transmissions so
that the availaols channel is very heavily used
and self-interference is siniaized. This last
is the option which is further sevelooec is this
section to indicate heal a packet radio with a
200 'xbs rate sight furnish all DSN communica-
tions. filnor changes such as having a broaccast
node as Hall as a point to point node and allow-
ing packets which do not get retransmitted
not acknowledged Hill be required.

i."

muzzisaazltzaihnlim'P'”
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.,ersion 1.\ JSN cOC11:1uoications is mocular
ized by splitting all commuoication:s into 
separate "circuits•. A ciJ'cuit is a particular 
conceptual and algor ithmic construct for co111111un
icat1ons . A circui t is a t ime ordered geometri
cal ~attern of packet t ran:smissions . Roughly it 
is a statement that specific nodes ·"1.11 t ransmit 
packets in some specific order during a given 
time. The algorithm.ic details of chosing wnich 
nodes transmit when are flexible. But there 
ciust be an explicit algorithm for each type of 
circuit. 

It is necessary to a:is ign specific time in
tervals to each circuit . Some circuits have the 
potential for interferrtng substantially vi.th 
other circuits, and must be separated 1n t1::ie. 
Other circuits oay not seriously interfer With 
each other, and need not be separated in ti:le. 
It takes 10 ait:11:seconds to transmit a oax1mum 
length 2000 bit packet. Therefore we •,,ill 
divi de each second into 100 intervals of 10 alil-
11:seconds eacn, and asslg!l some number of these 
•o ai.111- second ~~tervals to each circin.t. 

Version iA defines three kinds of circuits: 
the sensor circuit, the report circuit, and spe
cial (query) c!rcui ts . These correspond to the 
three kinds of servicas discussed in the re
ql.ll.rements sect~on above. Of the 100 10 cu.1-
lisecond time intervals in·eacb second. 25 a.re 
allocated to t he sensor circuit, 25 to the re
;:>ort cir cuit, and 50 to the various special cir
cuits . 

The sensor cir cuit ooves messages ~rom each 
node to all !ts neighbors. There are no ack
nowledgements, and any data that i s to ar rive 
'-'1th high probablllity oust be retran=itted re
peatedly. 

:'he report circui t ooves oessages ~roo each 
node to sector nodes, which in turn are expected 
to :iove the oess~es to a oanned computer 
center . 7he report circuit also cioves occas
sional control cessages !.o the reverse direc
:ion, i':'OGI :he sect or nodes to all other nodes. 
Acknowlegment i s optional for each :iessage. Be
cause of the many paths available to or from 
sector nodes, an unacknowleged ciessage has quite 
a :i.ign probability of arr 17i.-ig at 1ts dest!!'l.a
tion, :hougb this probaoi!ity ;oes down wtlen re
?ort circuit traffic b~es very heavy and the 
number of paths is reduced to accommodate the 
load. Report circui t messages are broadcast so 
they :nay be hear.! by all S11rrouoding nodes , and 
thereby 3re also i:.he oeans by wnich eacn node 
.a:oWll what U s neighbors are t racking . 

Special :ircuits are established on request 
between any t.ro nodes for data rates up to 17 
kilobits per second in one directi on . and a low 
data :-ate !n the reverse c!rection . Osually 
these c1rcu1ts are used for quer ;ing a node, and 
transmit data principally from that node to the 
nea.rest sector node. Acknowlegment and re
transmissions are automatic for special :ir
c1.U.:s, except that ~essa.ges :an be marked to be 

( 

-o 

tllrown away if the backlog in the special cir
cU1t exceeds one or several l imits (which in 
normal situations happens ver y rarely) . 

Higher level systl!!II !"Unctions wil l general
ly use both report and special :ircui t s. 

>CQQatmJcac~on Pattern~. 

Simultaneous broadcasts by packet radios 
separated by at l east 50 kilometers cannot in
ter t'er ldth each other for any DSN purpose. 
The~efor e we vane to organize COCl:lluntcation so 
that only nodes separated by at l east 50 \dlome
ter s vill broadcast simultaneously. This is 
done by breaking the DSN into communication 
cells with 50 \cm sides and arrang~ ror no core 
than one node in a cell to broadcast at any 
given t il:!e. We illustrate the idea her e in 
te~ of t he r eports circuit . 

The report circuit perforos three func
tions: i t conveys report :iessages fr om ar~itrary 
nodes to sector nodes, f rom :JOence they are sent 
to aia.oned control centers; it broadcasts t rac~-
1ng results from each node to all neighboring 
nodes, a.s an aid to the trackin; programs in 
neighbor ing nodes; and it broadcasts control 
zessages froc each sector node to all S11rrouoc
i ng nodes. 

The repor t circuit is a circui t ldth a typ
ical broadcast pattern as shown i n Figure 6. 
The nodes within t he parallelog:-gm constitute 
one co::unication cell. Such cells are :-epeated 
throughout the OSN. iii th ruher o.101.Clal local 
coordination the pattern will ef~ectively avoid 
communication conflicts . The pattern is repeat
ed once every second . As shown the sequence of 
broadcasts is IA ••• lf, 2A ... 2.F, 3A ••• ;f, !l, 
5A ••• SF. Such a patte:-n can be used ::o cove 
aata towarcs the sector nodes or away r:-om the 
sector nodes. 

! o see :he flow 3way rroz the 3ector node 
consider the cycle startir.g wi:h ~ 3nd ~r oceed
!.ng SA ••. SF , 1A •.. IF, 2A .•. 2F. :11is can be •.tSea 
to move data away ~rom one sector node toward 
another in case the f!rst sector node is non
functional, or bas lost :ouch ·.n.th :he zanned 
computer center . 3ecause 1: !s capable of :nov
i ng data away ~roo sector nodes , the ~eoort cir• 
cuit 1s also used :o br oadcas t ccotrol ~essages 
originating at manned computer center s and rout
ed thr ough the sector nodes. 

,he sequence 1A ••• 1F, 2A ... 2F, 3A ••• ;f, 
5A ••• 5f ( tt :snot ~sec) ooviously can be j~ed :o 
cove data towards the sec:or node . Since :he 
cycle i s repeated once each second reports ~roo 
the oore distant nodes in the sector will be re
freshed each second. 

:t shoul~ be noted ::hat : his coccun!cat:on 
scheze assu::ies that the JSN :an :ontrol the t!oe 
of a broadcast. Also the flow over ~ultiple 
hops i s not 1ccooplished ,tr!.ctly by ~ult! ~oo 
:oi::::iun:ca tion ,aths ~r.de:- ~ont:-ol of the co::::::iU!l -
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1cat1on system. !he DSN computers have access 
to oessages 1n transit and codify these messages 
before they are retransmitted. For example, in 
moving data toward the sector node the node at 
SC in the pattern has probably heard 1C, 38, and 
JC ·Jith enough lead t ime to incor-;,orate their 
information !.n the packet it vi.ll t ran:m.l.t. 

rn. SENSORS .am2. ~ l2Ali. PROCESSING. 

.u noted ill several other sectio~ of this 
paper each stra1oaan DSM node includes a small 
acoustic array and a small radar. In the fol
lowing br ief paragraphs we S\llllllarize the general 
strawm.an se~or character istics and processing 
load required for those se~ors. These sensors 
and loads are only representative. Tnis is par
ticular ly t rue of the radar option ror which 
there is a need tor considerable design and 
analysis work before a sensor can be proposed 
w1 th much confidence. Low flying targets in 
general and c:-w.se aiusiles 111 p~icul.ar do 
present difficult sensor problems. More s traw
.nan sensor and ~ensor perfo!'lnance details •Jill 
be ~ound in the papers "Single Node Detection 
and Tar get ?arameter ~stimation" by P. Demko and 
"Acoustic Sensor Capabilities and Perfcn!UlJlce" 
by T. Landers which appear elsewhere ia this 
~orkshop proceedings. 

Each node in the straWl!lan design includes 
an array of 10 high quality o.icropboaes deployed 
over a plane aperture of 3 caters. Digital data 
are collected at the rata of 2000 samples per 
second per cnannel. Once every t wo seconds a one 
second sample of array data are processed to 
detect targets and ,stilllate the direction from 
·.mich sound !.s coimung at a large number of di!
rereat frequencies. Alternate one second inter
•1als of data are not collected and the t ~e cay 
be used ~om sensor calibration or other pur
poses. Sir.gla node target detection and direc
tion esticatioa aakes use of high resolution 
~requeacy-waveauooer signal processing. Detec
tion 3Jld estioation depend upon ~!~dir.g in
creases Ul the amount of power .mich appears co 
arr ive at the array as a !"unction or direction 
and ~equency. The single node processing load 
acounts to 3bout 11 million real adds or multi
plies per second. 

A ,mall oonostatic, coherent pulsed 
doppler, t~o dimens ional radar has been tenta
tively selected as the strawman OSN radar. The 
strawm.&Jl radar at this ti.me is not a serious 
?rcposal ror a specit~c radar but rather 1s a 
socewnat arbitrary selection of s~e possible 
radar characteristics ror the purpose or sizing 
computational require2ents. -:be radar frequency 
and other characteristics are subject to ,ub
stantial cnanges as a result of further stud;. 
::ven ::he type or .-adar :nay oe cnallged but ic. is 
likely that our present selection ~ould be the 
most computationally demanding al::ernati·te so it 
has been selected as worst case star ting point. 
The stra;,man radar is~ band ( 1.J GHz ). :t uses 
a ·o :C.9z ?u!se repetition rate :o operate out :o 

!.9 

about 12.5 :cm ranges. !he anteOJla has about 10 
degree azimuth r esolution and 30 degree eleva
tion beamwidth. The radar sea~ 360 degrees us
ing 36 beams displaced from eacnother by 10 de
grees. Mille beam directions are used each 
second . State of the art digital processing is 
used to detect targets ia radar groUJld clutter 
and to ::alee most ertective use or doppler shifts 
resulting rrom target motion. Targets are lo
cated wit~n 120 meter range cells but ·Jith poor 
direction infonnat1on. The processing load, 
about half or Wb.ich is FFT &llleunts to 25 aillion 
read adds or multiplies per second !o~ a single 
such radar. 

,il.. rn HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. 

!he hardware configuration ror each node in 
the 'ler-sion 1A DSN is shown in Figure 7. Nei
ther the sensor nor the packet radio will be 
discussed further 1n this section. The other 
electronio hardware is assuced to be built vi.th 
currently existing illtegratea circuits but 
higher level eluents of the system are not now 
commercially available. We have specified this 
ha.rdware to avoid compromising system perfor
lll&Oce due to !:he use or slower comcercial equip
cent. The specification of considerable cooput
e~ bardv.lre at each node :nll g1ve the ~ost 
rlexibil!ty ror software ootions. Even ~ore 
computer power would be technically :"easible but 
ao well defined requirement has yet developed. 
Tbe option shown is sur!ic!ent ror the ~rst 
case radar and acoustic signal processi:ig at a 
node with enough ,pare power ror other DSN runc
tions. Ongoing design, si~ulation. and exi,eri
mental efforts ·dll be used to determine tr the 
p~ocessing capability represented by F~--ure 7 
11111 actually be required. 

Except ror a small a.ciount or , eosor specif
ic and interrace electronics the electronics 
ccnsist or a main ccmputer , memor;, and si~le 
instruct!.on ~ult1ple data stream processor 
( SIMO) -n!c:i could sat!.s!'"/ all known processing 
requirements ror a noce. :-ae outli:le or a 
design ror the main electronics has been com
pleted and the numbers of integrated circuits 
required ror eacn electronic subsystem has oeen 
roughly estimated. :or the estuatu obtained 
and shown on the 2!gure the cost of the !nt!re 
node bui!: to MIL SPEC would be $120,000 :~ we 
a.:s11U111e that system cost is propost1onal to the 
number of itegrated circuits and the system cost 
per circuit is s60. The $60 r1gure :s reason
able at the present ti::e 31:d •Ji:! probably :e
crease by a substantial percentage, bet~een jC~ 
and SOS, each year i :i the :=ediate !"uture. "."!le 
design and these esti.Oates '10 not ::ualce use or 
special developments in very large sca!e :n
tegration or or spec111 custoc :?::ips. Suen al
:ernatives could suostant1ally r,duce cost, 
,ize, and ;x>wer con51.Cpt:.on. 

!he main processor serves ror general pur
~ose :omputi~ and also as an input/ output chan
nel ?rocessor ror ~a.in ~ei::ory. :n !.:s ro:e as a 
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gener al purpose processor it will perform all 
processing at the node which is not mor e ap
propriately done by the raster, essentially 
parallel, SIMD processor. This could include a 
substantial amount of sensory AI processing. 
Such sensory AI would be to make more effective 
use of nultidimentional power maps produced by 
single sensor signal pr ocessing as t he first 
step toward target detection and parameter esti
mation . The strawman design has the main pro
cessor :"UJUling an extension of t~e ?DP- 11 in
struction set so that it can emulate the PDP- 11 
with high efficiency . The ma.ill differ ences 
would be the following two. First, instr uction 
lengths are not the same: the instructions have 
been reformated to allow 32 bit addressing , 32 
registers, etc. Second, instructions must be 
treated as l"ead only because the main processor 
design includes an instruction cache which is 
not updated by data writes. 

!he main processor , although it is 20 times 
faster than typical commer cial minicomputers in 
tight loop arithmetic computations, is still not 
~ast enough to handle the sever al tens of mil.
lions o f arithmetic operations per second re
quired ~or t'Ull acoustic and radar data process
i.og. For tnis purpose a special arithmetic pro
cessor is employed. This processor is a 10 ele
ment S~: a single instruction stream, multiple 
jata str~am processor with 10 data units and one 
L~struotion execution unit. Both acoustic and 
radar processing at a single node naturally 
decompose to be efficiently accomplished using 
such an architecture. The SIMD design takes ad
vantage of currently available high speed 16xl6 
nultipller chips. 

Almost all circuitry is intended to be low 
;,ewer. Micro-cycle times are 250 nanoseconds, 
3.0d only a little processing is done in each 
micro- cycle. for example, single precision 
floating ;,oint adds are done in 750 nanoseconds 
in toe nain computer , wher eas Schottky circuitry 
would do them in only 200 nanoseconds. The oain 
exception t o low power are 16x16 oultiplier 
chips t o be usea by the SIMD processor. Ea.on of 
those chips consume several watts of power . 

The processor briefly outlined here is not 
?resented as t he only practical option for the 
node electronics. We have pursued a specific 
option as part of our strawman design only to be 
able to put on display one option which is 
~easible and will satisfy our requirements. 

50 

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS 

UNEAR BARRIER 

HONEYCOMB OR GRID 

AR EA 

,ig; . r. The chree basic DSN deployment coniigu-
ration. 
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Fig . 2 . The s tra•:man area deployment .:on::.gu-
ration. 
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general purpose processor it H111 perform all DEPLOYMENT OPTIONSprocessing at the node which is not more ap-
propriately done by the faster. essentially
parallel. SIHD processor. This could include a
substantial amount of sensory AI processing.

Such sensory AI would he to make more effective UNEAR BARRIER
use of sultidimentional pouer maps produced by
single sensor signal processing as the first
step toward target detection and parameter esti-
nation. The strauman design has the main pro—
cessor running an extension of the PUP-11 in-
struction set so that it can emulate the PDP-11
with high efficiency. The main differences
would be the follouins tun. First, instruction HONEYCOMB 0R GRID
lengths are not the some: the instructions have
been referenced to allow 32 hit addressing. 32
registers. etc. Second. instructions must he
treated as read only because the main processor
design includes an instruction cache union is
not updated by data writes.

 

The main processor, although it is 30 times
faster than typical comercial nihicomnuters in AREA
tight loop arithmetic connotations. is still not
fast. enough to handle the several tens or nil-
lions of arithmetic operations per second re-
quired for mu acoustic and radar data process-
ing. Ear this purpose a special arithmetic pro-
oessor is employed. This processor is a 10 ele-
nent snap: a single instruction stream, multiple
data stream processor with 10 data units and one
instruction execution unit. Both acoustic and
radar processing at a single node naturally
decompose to be efficiently aocmplished using
such an architecture. The SIM]! design takes ad-

vantage of currently available high speed 16x16
sultiplier chips.

?ig. 1. The three basic DSN deployment configu—ration.

' NUDE

Almost all circuitry is intended to be low a SECTOR NUDE
power. morn-cycle times are 250 nanoseconds.
and only a little processing is done in each
micro-cycle. For example, single precision - u n u o . . . . . . .
floating point adds are done in 1'50 nanoseconds
in the slain computer, whereas Schottky circuitry 0 I o a I a e o u o .
would do then in only 200 nanoseconds. The coin
exception to low power are 15:15 multiplier ‘3 O O t 0 it e o a - a e
chips to be useo by the SIM]! processor. Each of
those chips :onstlse several watts of poser. ' i 0 o o u o . e e e

the processor briefly outlined here is not ' ' ' {55" ' ' ' ' - I 0
presented as the only practical option for the - . . «3/
node electronics. He have pursued a specific -' ' ° ' " ' ' '
option as part or our strstnan design only to he ' . . . . . - .
able to put on display one option which is ’ ‘0 ‘ " ' '
feasible and will satisfy our requirements. , . '—.—-.‘—'"-E—.——D . . .
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?ig. 2. Ihe stravnan area deployment configu-ration.
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Fig. 5. Redefinition of surveillance sect ors 
when a sector node has failed. 
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DISTRIBUTED SENSORS NETWORKS (OSN) : 

A.N ATTEMPT TO DEFINE THE ISSOES 

YECHlAM YEMDH 

OSC/ INFORMATION SCIENCES !NSTlTOTE 

1, TNTROQUCTION 

!his ?aper d raws upon ideas from a nU!llber of 
sourees and persons, in particular, l engthy 
discussions with J . 3arnett and 0 . Cohen, whose 
invaluaole help I ·.nsh to ac\cnowledge. aowever , I 
bear tne sole responsibility for the opinions 
exnressed, the er:-ors made , and toe final fo r.II of 
tne ;,aper. 

it seems appropriate at this early st~e of 
resear cn to t ake a global vie w of tne DSN problem. 
T:"lis caper :,resents an initial attempt to obtain 
:ois goal; it should be read as a WOl"kin; paper' 
wnose :!lain 9ur:,ose is to t rigger' responses and 
~ocus attention on some of toe issues. 

!he method we ~ave chosen to nelp defi ne the issues 
.::enters on ident ifyi ng the potent ial funct ions of 
JSN . T'.:tese issues include intell igent integr ated 
si;oal ;,rocessing · al"chitecture, developing 
architecture to support decentrali zed cooperative 
pl"Ocessing, wd oven! l design pl"ooletllS. 

:'inall:,, the development of JSN, i ntegl"ating three 
~ajol" tecnnologi es (i .e. , sensor, 
co:nputer - comunicat ion , and i nfoMiation- processing 
tecnnolo; ie.s ), ,ofi.11 require expel"tise in :nany 
fields . He have compiled an annotated bibliograpny 
cf so:ne 't.ey ;,apel"S, survey ;,aper s and books t nat 
may .'.lel p the reader t o gain ins i ghts into the scope 
and focus of some relevant t ecllnologie! . 

3y a f~:otuc0 -set we ~ean a set whose elements 
represent possible values of some tar;et. param.e t.er 
( e.3 . , position , neading, type of a i rcr3ft, 
etc . ) . A ~ f 0 atuco is a time ~.motion assuming 
values in some ~eatur~set. (e .3. 1 the tracK pursued 
oy a t ar6et , the •1elocit7 of a :a.l"get, t!!e spe ctral 
for:nants of the noise em.itted oy a :ar;et, etc . ) . A 
~ is an obj ect consisting of a se t of !'eat:ires 
3na certain r elationsnips between tbem. i1 ~ 
is a cevice t.hat can coser ve a !'unction, to oe 
cal~ed c;psec·,:ot' "'G, of some targe t - features . "'.:'le 
ocservac.ion jepenas. in additicn t,:, t:ie feature 

obse!"ved, upon t wo sets of parameters: l nt c l O" iC 
sensor's parameters ( e.3. , the object of t.ne 
s ensor"' s oosel"•ration, tbe rate of sampli~, 
internal noise, etc. ) and 0 xtci"'si; parameters , 
resulting from the int.el"act.!on oetween toe 
ooservable !'eatul"e and t he sensor's envi~nment 
( e.g., limited field of view, ,.-eatoer conditions, 
etc. ) . 

,;3 

~ DSN consists of a se t of sensors, a :ommunication 
ne t ,..,l"k, and a set of ;>l"ocessir~ elements. !he 
seosol"s may obsel"·te t argets in a 3i ven area; t:ie 
inf ormation coll ected by the sensors is t~en 
communicated to elements that process the 
obse!"rations and co=unicate bet.•.1een themselves :.,:, 
extract t arget- features. Note that we classified 
the netwo r k elements accol"ding to f\J!!ctions; 
t l"aditionally, a few of those f •mctions aN! 
sometimes incorporated into a si~le device , !".!le 
bordel"line between !'unctions not always clearly 
marked. 

a DSN :lay be tho~ht of as a lar;e 
i nfel"ence- derivation system; Toe ;,r ecess ~f 
iofel"ring is based upon some ;,riol" l<nowledge 3b::t:t 
relations between t arget- fea tures and observaticns: 
it may consist of both logical and statistical 
derivations and rollcw, typically, ~be Sayes13n 
in.fel"ence paradi g:n. :"oat is, t he ooser•1ed 1ata is 
employed to icpr ove a pr iori knowle<1ge of ~ar ;ets . 
Th,e inferred ;;osterior ;mowledge s erves as t:ie :,ew 
pl" iOr ~nowledge, on the oas is of wnich new 
observations al"e to be explained. Accordi~ly, :-:e 
state of the i!l.t'e rence ;,r ecess at eacn ::lc=ent 
cons ists of the set of all j)l"esent oeliefs : ha t i: 
holds . Thi s state is ::lOOifi~ :!.S new :>bser·,at::.cns 
o~ infel"enc es are .!lade. 

Loosely speaking, the intelligence of a :is:, 
consists of it.s abil!t7 to recognize, l earn. an:1 
use relationships bet.• .. een :"eatures ~o jer! ·,e 
infel"ences. 

.ls an example consi:!el" a c>SN tnat ,:i:,ser·,es ::1e 
acoustic eoissi::ns and ::-adal" reflecti::ns :"::-~~; set 
or low- flyin g air::r3fts . At t!'!e lowest l eve l ~=
l"eeognition, :ne ::;s:,i ':.r~es to in!'er ~ar;et 
parameters sue~ as azimut.'.IS, ::- an;es, and ~eicci : ~es 
!"::-o:n the observations . Once :nese ::i.:ner- 1 ~vel 
!"eaturee a.r~ extracted, tb2 JS~ needs t;.::, relate ::t..e 
;,ar3meters ext race.ad :"r::c tne accust i: noise ana 
~nose ext :-ac:.ed !"rc-c :"'3.da:- refl ~c i::n . 7te :,ext 
step :iay be t~ compare ~:::e ;i:-ese!'lt. ~s:.i::3 t!::n . • 
i ~f;r~ac:~n acquirea i~ ~~0 ;ast i ~ =~:!r 
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3151113313!) 53158035 NETWORKS (D314):

All mm TO DEFINE THE ISSUES

IECHIIH MIMI

USC/MM‘HOH SCIENCES $11an

1'!"

This paper draws upon ideas from a number of
cosmos and persons. in particulsr. lengthsr
:iscussions uitn J. aernett and D. Cohen. whose
invalusole help 2 wish to acknowledge. However. I
near tne sole responsibility for the opinions
exnressed. the errors node. and toe final fare: of
:ne paper.

1 2 "nagging. 2:. it”: 233::

it seems appropriate at this eat-iiir stage of
reseercn to take a global view or the DSN problem.
this caper presents an initial attempt to obtain
:nis goal: it should so read as a starting paper
moss saln purpose is to trigger responses ans
focus attention on some of the issues.

The method we have cscsen to nelo define the issues
centers on icentii'ying tne potential functions of
JSN. These issues include intelligent integrates

signal processing srchitecttu'e. ieveloping
architecture to support decentralized cooperative
processing. ann overall design proolens.

Finally, the sevelomsent of 3516. integrating three
major technologies (1 .e. . sensor .
concuter-comunication. and intonation-processing
technologies). will require expertise in mamP
fields. He have compiled an annotated sibling-spear
oi’ sane its? papers. survey papers and hooks teat
say help the reader to gain insignts into tne scope
and focus of some relevant teconologies.

By s W as scan a set moss elements
represent possitle Values of some target parameter
fe.g.. position. needing. type or aircraft.
etoJ. A HEEL am is a tine function assuming
values in cone feature-vent I‘.e.5.. the tract pursued
ov a target. tne velocity at a target. the spectral
for-canto of :ne noise emitted 3? a target. etc-J. A
m is an object consisting of a set or“ features
ano certain relationsnips between then- it
is a device that can coserve a function. no

cause W. of some target-features. Toe
ccsereation iepesns. in ao-“t‘cn the feature

HA ..

l
-C

beax.

Ignace.

U. LI!

observed. upon tan sets of parameters: mm
sensor's parameters (e.g.. tne ooject of toe
sensor's ooservation. use rate of sampling.
internal noise. etc.) and m parameters.
resulting from the interaction setween tne
observable teaturs and. the sensor": environment

(Ia—g}. limited field or view. weetner conditions.etc. .

i 03}: consists of a set of sensors. a summation
network. and a set of processing elements. The
sensors cs7 chemo targets in s given area: toe
intonation collected ‘cy the sensors is than
camacated to elements that process the
onservations and nominate :etueen themselves to
extract target-features. clots tnat we classified
the network elements according to functions:
traditionally. a few or those functions are
sometimes incorporated into a single series. P“
cordon-line between functions not always clear”r
nor-Ken.

1.2.231...-anW""- ‘ antes...

l 53!! say be thought or as a large
inference-derivation system.- fl'ic process of
inferring is cased upon some prior knowlecge stout
relations between target-features anc ooserveticns:
it say consist of ooth logical and statistic
derivation: and follow. typically. :ce Bayesian
inference paradigm. That is. the cheer-mo. flats is
employed to improve apricri ltnculedge of targets.
The inferred posterior Knowledge smes as :32 new
prior moulsdge. on true oasis of anion cs».-
ooservations are to as explained. Accordingly. :1
state of t: inference orccees at seen accent
consists of the set of all present oeliet‘s test it
holes. This stste is conflict: as new Joservaticns
or inferences are cede.

Loosely speaking. the intelligence or a 23:4
consists of its abilityF to rnognise. learn. ans
use relationships oetaeen features to ieri're
inferences.

is an exsnclc consider a 33:! ton: :sserves 2:.e
acoustic emissions and radar reflecticns frcs a set

of ice-flying air-crafts. at has lot-es: lave- :i'
recognition. :ne :5! tries 2: tier target
parameters soon as azisums. ranges. ann relcciziee
froze the observations. Once :ness ':'. :ser-la‘rei
features are extracted, tr. 3511 needs to relate me
parameters extractse free too acoustic noise an:
:ncse extract- from radar reflection. Tee $1-3“
step say :e to compare tr. present estzzaticr: i:
infzrnaticr: acquires in ‘::'.e cast is. :raer :3
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extract features of the tracks pursued by the 
targets. At still a higner l evel of intelligence , 
it cllay be ;>ossible to extract information about a 
possible enemy- plan from a se t of target t racks and 
their composition . 

Althou;o higher-level feat ures may oe inferred from 
combinatioDll of lower l evel features, ~ lnfen:osc 
gcoc;ss .u ~ un; 41c:ctignal. In fact , 
!'ligner- level recognition of features can oe fed 
oack to lower-level infer ence derivatioDll to 
improve their pr ior information . This typical 
Bayesian appr oach to inference can s erve to cut 

·down the combinator ially explosive stie of 
processing at the lower-levels . for instance, in 
an acoust i c array the spatially distributed 
ooser•1at ions of acous tic emissions are temporally 
and spatially correlated. The correlation function 
is anal yi:e d spectrally to produce a mac of the 
power spectrum as a function of the •1ector ',lave 
numoer . Tile azimuth to the source of emission is 
:ound by a maximum like lihood analysis o f the map . 
The pr ocess of :nappi:ig the power spectrum in t!le 
wave-numoer plane iovol•tes an enormous a.mount of 
computation . Toe ai:iouot of computation may be 
radically cut down if toe algor itllm had some pr ior 
"clues" on tne nature of the sour ce (i .e., expected 
direction of arrival, expected speed, spe ctral 
signature) from some higller-level reoogoition 
process. Such clues can be used to reduce t he 
ran;e of wave numbers to be searcned . 

.L.l ~ ~ int,egn,c, on sa. cpa;mucfcat i on l.C.S1 
PCP:CP.S5i ., ; , 

Let us consider some of the results of distr ibuting 
)SN components ( i .e. , sensors and processors) . The 
;>urpose of the distribution is two fold . first, 
dist r ibuting sensi:ig, pr oc!!ssing , and communication 
.-:apabilities obtains a higoer degree of reliable 
coverage and survivability-. Second, the !'unction 
.of sensing :nay best be served oy distributing the 
sensing power. Indeed, since a sensor's 
c apabilities may depend upon its relative location 
with respect to the t arget, distriouting the 
sensing capabilities aUJ!:ments the area covered by 
any single sensor. !'.'lis is ;,articularl:, true of 
~arqet scenarios in which the targets try to avoid 
de t ;ction (e.;., low- flying aircraft , silent 
suomar inesl. In addition, us ing a variety of 
sensors can provide an effective corroboration 
mechanism ~etween differ!!ot observations . 

!he distribution of the ooservation pr ocess implies 
a dist r ibution of the pr ocessing and a suitable 
com:aunicatioo mechanism bet.ween the different 
parts. posing difficult ar chitectural problems. 
How :mould •.1e organize toe net.-.iork? :iow snould we 
allccate functions, responsibilities and resources? 
How snould we establish use ful communication 
oechanis:iis? 'lie call these organiza tional issues 
problem.s of d0 ~•~t r31 •z0 d architecture . 

We snall r!!serve the word di :,tci gyt'"d to denote 
spatial distribution, ,mile oec 0 nt~;a1 i -;d 1Jill 
denote a !!lode of organiution and operation 1Jllere 
no single process ;,ossesses the ;iower and knowled;e 
to :11ooitor, control, and coordinate tne activities 
of all other precesses. 

The two major problems of the DSN project are 

1. To develop integrated inference systems 
to extract target- features from 
distributed ooservations. 

2. To develop decentralized architecture and 
algoritnms to support the inference 
system. 

In vnat follows ·,1e shall consider some of the 
i ssu.e.s arising frcm the t wo problems . However , 
befo!'e pr oceeding t o a detailed discussion of t.he 
issues, let u_s comment on the significance of !:.De 
DSN development effort to other related 
technologies. 

Ll ~ .i!.llt. s;:ootc1 byt;iocs .m .l2.c:. exaes;:ted? 

It is premature to t ry to answer this question 
accurately. ~ever theless it is illlportant to keep 
in mind some possible scenarios of military 
information processing in the next decade . 
Therefore , rather than attempt i.n.g to answer the 
question, ,.;e will present some possiole 
technological pr oblems :o wnich the OSN researco 
effor t ma y be highly relevant . 

In the mid- 1980s military e f fectiveness will depend 
u_pon rapid collection , interpretation , evaluation, 
and dissemination of iofo r:ution . Sy that t uie a 
ma jor portion of all strategic and t actical 
information ;1tll be computer-pr ocessable, and 
automated information pr ocessing will replace 
traditional manual methods . .\coievi:i; an 
integrated information system encompassing the !'ull 
spectrum of command, contr ol, ana communicat ion 
( C3) function_s ·.1ill require a :najcr architecture 
development effor,; in order to integr.ate the 
corresponding c3 tecnnologies . 

5L 

".'be Distributed Sensor Net"'°rks ( OSN) research will 
contribute to Lhe development of integrated c3 
information systeC!S i n t wo forms: first, smart 
sensor networks wili fo r:n an essential part of 
future integrat ed military i:u'or:iati~n systems, and 
second, OSN offer a Jlicrocosm of t;he !'uture 
operation or integrated c3 systems. 

Problem.s of developing real-t!me, 
function- o r iented, high- level pNltocols, piecing 
together partial i!'lforoation to extract 
intelligen.ce and feeding tois ::itell!;ence back co 
alleviate co:nputat.io::ial processes, designing 
software for decentralized large-scale ;>recessing, 
and. integrating communicat ion and proce ssing to 
support eacn other a r e not uoi~ue to )SN, ~ut a r e 
an essential .iart of c3 syste111s arcnitecture . !t 
is in !:.his sense that toe DS:l oroj!!ct transcends 
its: 1=ed1ate goals ;?n:: can :ie eX?ected to 
contribute to ~he develop~ent of ~ooce;,ts, 
mecnocologies, '1.~d solutions to seneral ?roole~s c!' 
c3 system.s arcn1tecture . 
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~ fQNCTTONS I 

The first issue to be addressed is: What 
specifically do we expect OSN to do fol" us? The 
DSN goal i3 to extract. infor:nation about targets 
from observables detected by a set of sensors and 
then to report it. This ;oal needs to be defined 
more accurately. 

Toe description of the soal of a OSN must consist 
cf two parts. Fir-st, it is necessary to describe 
the envir-oll!l!ent in which the OSN will operate. 
What ty~ of targets are exi,ected? \ihat are the 
observables produced by those tar gets and the 
relationships bet.ieen tbem7 '1hat do t he sensor-s 
observe? What are the characteristics of the 
3eographical environment in which tne OSN l.s to 
operate? and so on. 

Second, it is required to describe t he type o f 
information that-~ wish the OSN to deliver and the 
code of report.!l".g. .rnat are the features that we 
wisa to lle reported lly the OSN? Where snould the 
reports oe delivered? When should reatures b e 
reported? iiow should an interactive mode of 
reporting be established ( 1.e., to pen!li t human 
operators to request specific types of reports , o r 
to focus the attention of the il'SN on features of 
particular interest )? 

ln addition·, a performance- evaluation scheme should 
oe established to oeasure the merit of the DSN . 
·,.hat is it precisely that we •,1ish to optimize in 
the •quality" of reports? Is it possible to direct 
the DSN through an interact ive pl"ocess to adapt to 
different external p~r foni.ance objectives ( say , as 
d efined by a numao operator) ? 

Work should be .::ar:-ied out. to abstract and define 
precisely tne boundary of interaction between DSN · 
and bUlllan operator s, to estaolish agreed linguistic 
pr1:nit1 ves :"or propel" inter action, to define the 
~oss ible ~erfor::iance objectives of OSN, ~d so on. 

Once ::.ne ex?ected. functions of DSN are well 
understood , we can proceed to develop the system to 
provide those :"unctions . The problems that ""8 face 
cons ist ( as noted in the pr evious section) of t•,40 
classes: pr oolems of drawing inferences from 
dist r ibuted ooservations and problems of organizing 
decentral i ::;ed arcnitecture. In the following 
!eetions ,..e consider the t vo classes of' probl~ 
:nore caref ully . 

, , :>.ac,rr.;;cru3, m sue0 oa.,. rnmmm:s ~ 
)ISTRI;UTED QBSERVATTQNS , 

rn t:iis section we shall restrict our at t ent ion to 
t he "OS" pa r t of OSN: Namely, wbat are the issues 
In developL~g :ntelligent processi:i; of distr ibuted 
obser-,ations ~rom a variety of sensors? !be 
constrsints of decentralized processing o f 
observations will be considered in the next 
section. 

)Sll are lar;e integr3.ted signal - processing syste!:lS 
-.1nose :nain aifferences t'rom classical sensor 

system;.s, as far as signal-processing is concerned, 
are the level of intelligence t hat we expect to 
extract from s ignals and the intelligen.ce that is 
required to produce this information. Intelligence 
is the answer to the challenge of t:-acking targe t s 
that can not be t'ully ooserved. That is, irr the 
absence of full ooservation of the targets, we have 
to use intelligence to piece together" the little 
in!'ormatioo that we may have. lihat. ~ ~ 
import ant ~ l.P. 12A addce:,3ed .1A dayelocing 
accO'\itestuc• .t.Q. 1'llPPPCt Intel ' !soot 
1cre~eoce::derfYitlon 3Y:tem~? 

To answer" the question posed above we should 
digress o n the pr oble!II of iof'erring from 
observations . Perhaps the best way to proceed is 
by consider ing a detailed example. We shall 
consider a DSN using acoustic sensors in order to 
srouod the issues in a specific context. However, 
the issues raised are by no =eans restricted to the 
e~ample and canoe aasily generalized to other DSN 
scenarios. 

Consider the case or an aircraft emitting acoustic 
noise . The l evel of noise and its spectral 
composition depend upon intrinsic proper~ies of the 
sources of emission ( e.g., eng.ine type and rpms). 
The noise emitted is =odified by the envit"Ooment of 
the source ( e.g., atmospoeric conditions, 
geomorphology)- to induce a field of acousr;ic noise 
over a c ertain region. This 1coustic field is a 
typical spatially distributec observable . 

The acoustic field (!lay l:le sampled oy 1 :?1icrophone. 
The sampled ·.iave ;irovides .lJ2W. i nfo~tion aoout 
the observaole. The local sa111ple aay lle 
statistically analyzed to extract some t arget 
reatures . Specifically, 

1 . It is possible to t est the hypothesis 
that the observed sample has been 
l)l"'Jduced oy a target against the 
hYl)othes1s tnat it is 30 environciental 
noise . 

. 2. It is possible to est i:nate the speed of a 
moving tarset from the Doppler snif~ of 
frequencies. 

3. It is ;iossiole to class1f7 the tar;et 
from its spectral si;nature. 

q. !tis possiole to estuiate the azi~ut~ to 
the t arget using a di rectional :nic:-o?none. 

The possibility and accuracy cf tne aoove 
inferences depend u;ion t -.;o !'actors: t:ie ;.ualit7 of 
oo,:1er•1at!.ons and the sopaist:cation c f t:ie 
i~ferri:1g ~recesses. 
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The irst issue to be addressed is: when:
specifically do we expect 0313 to do for us? The
DSN goal is to extract information about targets
from observables detected by a set of sensors and
then to report it. This goal needs to be defined
sore accurately.

the description of the goal of a 05! must consist
of tub parts- E'irst. it is necessary to describe
the environment in which the DSN will operate.

Hhst type of targets are expected? 'dhst are the
observables produced by these targets and the
relationships between then? 'd'bet do the sensors
observe? Heat are the characteristics of the
geographical environment in which the nail is to
operate? and so on.

second. it is required to describe the type of
information that W wise the 35!! to deliver and the
node or reporting. ‘dhat are the features that we
wish to be reported by the DSN? libero should the
reports be delivered? then should features be
reported? Eow should an interactive node of
reporting be established {i.e., to permit human
operators to request specific types of reports. or
to focus the attention of the nail! on features of
particular interest)?

In addition; a performnce-eyaluetion scheme should
be established to measure the derit of the DSN.
‘u‘hat is it precisely that we wise to optimize in
the ‘quality' of reports? Is it possible to direct
the use through an interactive process to adapt to
different external performance objectives {say. as
defined by s himan operator}?

Hark should be carried out to abstract and define
precisely the boundary of interaction between DSN‘
and human operators. to establish agreed linguistic
primitives for proper interaction. to define the
possible perforsance objectives of 9511, and so on.

Once toe expwted functions of 0511 are well
understood, as can proceed to develop the systen to
provide those functions. The problems that we face
consist (as noted in the previous section} of two
classes: problems of drawing inferences from
distributed observations and problems of organizing
decentralised architecture. In the following
sections we consider the two classes of problems
more carefully.

e aflruIr-‘Ir-vleo a sneega‘r 'S‘EFREHQE: Em
2'13”“"9’ :- -.

In this section we shall restrict our attention to
the "03" part of £3331: Namely. what are the issues
in developing intelligent processing of distributed
observations from a variety of sensors? The
constraints of decentralized processing of
observations will be considered in the next
section.

:53 are large integrated signal-processing systens
whose ssin differences from classical sensor

systeus. as far as signal-processing is concerned.
are the level of intelligence that we expect to
extract from signals and the intelligence that is
required to produce this information. Intelligence
is the answer to the challenge of tracking targets
that can not be fully observed. that is. is the
absence of full observation of the targets. we have
to use intelligence to piece together the little
information that u may have. my; 3;; the

important issues to. he. successes in semicolon
meltdown: to mount intelliznnt.
WW

To answer the question posed above we should
digress on the problu of inferring from
observations. Perhaps the best way to proceed is
by considering a detailed example. ‘Je shall
consider 3 0511 using acoustic sensors in order to
ground the issues in a specific context. however.
the issues raised are by no means restricted to the
example and can be easily generalized to other 315:;
scenarios.

mmmW

ill—J.WWensembles...

Consider the ease of an aircraft emitting acoustic
noise. The level of noise and its spectral
composition depend upon intrinsic properties of the
sources of emission {e.g.. engine type and rpss).
The noise emitted is codified by the environment of
the source (e.g.. atmospheric conditions.
geomorphology} to induce a field of acoustic noise
over a certain region. This acoustic field is a
typical spatially distributed observable.

_..L.l‘W

The acoustic field say be sampled by 1 sicrophone.
The sampled were provides 2.18.1.1 inforsetion about
the observable. The local sample may be
statistically analyzed to extract some target
features. Specifically.

‘I. it is possible to test the hypothesis
that the observed sample has been
produced by 3 target against the
hypothesis test- it is an environmental
noise.

2. It is possible to estisate the speed of a
string target free the Doppler 3. f: of
frequencies.

3. It is possible to classify
from its spectral signature.

the target

a. It is possible to estisata the azimuth to
the target using a directional sicropncne.

The possibility and accuracy of the above
inferences depend upon two factors: the :uaiity of
observations and the sophistication of the
: starring processes .

t_l| ul
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For irustance, testing wnetber a target exists 
against back.gr ound noises depends upon tbe level of 
oack.ground noise ( e . ; . , strong winds aiay sound like 
tar::tets ) . dowever, a sopnisticated process could 
l earn aoout c11aracter istics of t.be environmental 
noise rro::i past observations and use tbis 
intelligence to o btain more accurate r esolution of 
nypotbesis . :or in:stance, it. :nay be possible to 
l earn about :he spectral c llar'acteristics o f the 
wind and identify new spectral components ':>e longiog 
to other sources, as t he sources appear. .tlwt 
~ l oCe'"eoco il,lgoc• tbm:, J..u..cA ~ .11.Ut. 
9b:,ecvat1s;:n:,? ;iQ,ii ~ ~ 1ofQc:;;ac1og ieac:io4 ~ 
I.LWl.1 

1oCec-i os: aa.t1a11y 41=tc1hyte4 
905S:""Vat.!903 

:n t :ie previous section we cons idered point 
ob servations of acoust ic ellrlssions . The cain 
proolao to ~e approached i n t!lis s ection is : ~ 
~ .b.:. 1:r"~..-,-:g .tcQ a. Q13C""r:t• ll1'. Q.( 3PAt iallY 
! ' 3t-·auteA 3a~Ple3? 

Firs t, it may be possible to employ spatially 
distri':>uted obser•,ations to iaprove t he 
si;:na.t. - to- no1se ratio ( S11R ) . ::n otber '"ords , ~y 
,ipolyini; averaging processes to the set of point 
ooservat ions, it is j)Ossible to reduce uncorrelated 
noises (Just anotner application of the laws o f 
l arge nu.::.oers ) . Tbe noises to be reduced al"9 t hose 
;,roducad by toe environ::ent and intrinsi~ sensor 
noises. The internal noises of different sensors 
canoe ke pt uncorrelated oy us ing standard me thods . 
:'he !nvirorui.ent is :iore :lifficul t to handle. I f 
toe se!l3ors are far enou.gn apart, the envi :-oncental 
noises a re •..:ncorrelai;ed. However , if the s enso rs 
are close to eacn otcer , toe environmental noise 
cay be hignly correlated and an averaging process 
will !'l3ve an adver!!le effect on noise l evel (e.~., 
t:ie noise of wind in a t igntly :,acked array of 
m1cr opnones !s a typical example) . It. i s possible 
to use better filtering processes to reduce 
cor!"elated noise . However , t his requires that we 
:iave info niation aoout the nature or the noise, 
poss ibly also :-equil"ir.g a filter that learns and 
adapts to the noise . :i.n addition , a sopo.isticatea 
noise filt er ing may be computationally expensive . 

Seccnd , it 1s ;x,ssible to 113e the distributed 
oose rvations to infer spa tial :,r opert!es o f the 
noise sou!'ee. For instance , oy correlating 
spatially distributed observations or an acoustic 
wave, it i s ;,ossible to infer tbe direction or 
;,ro pagat ion and thus the azi :nui;h to the target . 

Such a c apability requires tha t the pr ocessing 
algorithm be aware of the t ime and location o f the 
observat ions to within a hi ;h accuracy. The 
proolem or .:coroi:iat!.~ the ti::le-space ::11.:::e!l31oas 
or the observations •1is- a- .,is tne t i::le-space 
dimens1ons of the ooservaoles i s a ~ey 
organi zational problem. :'he overr iding factor in 
cotaining a suitable space- time syncnronization is 
:he speed cf cccimmicat!oa. The correlation or 
scce obser•,ations :-equir e s that a l arge volu:ue of 
i nfor cation be accurately communicated at 3 h1gn 
:speed to meet tne require_m_ent of real - tice 
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processing. For 1!13tance, in an array or 
micr ophones, t he extraction of azimuth to t he 
source requires t bat tbe sa.mpl ed observations of 
the acoustic '"ave be correlated . 7h1s ;,r ocess 
requires a wide c om:unicat ion oandwidth between 
eacb observer and the processing algori t hm. On tbe 
other band, wnen the information to be or ocessed 
consists of a small number of azitluth me~ure!lleats 
C from a few arrays), tile com.aunication bandwidtn 
demand 1s small . ~ ~ ~ ;mitabl,. 
ocsaoi ..,.at1 onal :sccustu"•:, !m: ~ ~ ~ 
3PAGe- timo cooniioo,220 r,auic:d ~ !.h:. 10Cec-,,.101 
PC:?s:-•:,,:37 

U. accb1ts:ctuco ~ :SUPPPCt CM,1-ti;pe 
di:,t-ibut~d torc~~nsins 

3..Z.....l. Ht i::c" cchica.1 ~uract1sn ~ ' 0"2-at.is:;i--tbe 
•t.p-wa.x pips:l ' oo", 

u descr ibed in the introduction, tbe 3ayesian 
paradigm of statistical derivation o f inferences 
consists or improving the state of l<Dowledge 
througn iterative feedback. !his paradi3m i mplies 
a "t...:>- way pipe line• inference architecture . 
Observatio!l3 are f i rst pr oeessed locally to extract 
so!!le target-features . Toe iotor.:at ion derived :::ay 
be delivered to a histier- level processi!llJ algori t llo 
that combines the pieces of infor:nation to extract 
higher-level associations to oe delivered t o higher 
processing le'fel s, an::! so on . 7he upstream 
pipeli.oe is an iofo roation co::ipressor t urning 
billions of observational oits i nto a small report 
to be delivered to the user . 

:he downstream ;,ipeline returns infor--at ion about 
tbe present state of e~et iafor""'-atioa, to ~e usltd 
as a prior knowledge to support lower- level 
processing. ( Note tbat this t -.Jo-way pipeline can 
map user' s i!l3truc tions and other external 
tliga- l evel lnforcatioo jovnstrea.c. l ro add! tion , 
nigoer leve ls can i.!entify !!lectronic and ?ther 
enemy counter ::ieasur es and instruct lower l eve ls to 
respond accordiogly . 

It ::iay ~e possible to c ar:-y out a :-esource 
management policy wnioa adapts to tne i nfo!":lation 
available on a t arget scenario . , or i nstance, it 
is ;,oss1ble to focus toe attention o f oirectioaal 
sources to those direct ions f rom wnicn t argets are 
expected to ar.ive. :t i s also ;,ossible to turn 
radars on and off wnea t argets ap;,ear or di sappear 
or when they aay be endangered by sm.art ~ooos. 

&2K ~ ~ 3t ~ 1s:;;·, ,o,o ~ t so-\/ax 21 -•11 :+e? 
~ toCec•o,..~, ~ ~ a ,c,ccs:•; 3.r.. ·,h .. ".., 
~ .liwi ~ ~ ™ 1:t..t1.i::. !!;fe .. •oc,s !.ii. ,c:iis:•re 
intell izeot --~ouc?c ;;aoagem:at ~ 

A ma jor conside:-ation in structuring a nierarcnical 
t wo- way i nfe:-ence pipeline i s tne space- ti::ie 
structur e cf t::ie oose:-vatioos . The spatial 
structu:-e c f ~ne cc::ll!!ll.~:cation and p:--:,cessins 
resources is an overr1::i~ !'actor l.n ::ec::!i:ig ~he 
allocation of runctions and :-esoonsio1lities a:icn.; 
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For instance. testing whether a target exists
against background noises depends upon the level or
background noise {e.;.. strong Hinds any sound like
tarzetsl. However. a sophisticated process could
learn about characteristics or the enviroosentai
noise trod pest observations and use this
intelligence to obtain sore accurate resolution or
hypothesis. For instance. it say be possible to
learn about the spectral characteristics or the
wind and ldentiflr new spectral couponlnts belonging
to other sources. as the sources appear. any,
should ltiancnoa momma loan 2:: neat.
annotations: fiascouliinamlsatoadbs
used:

MWMWW
W

In the previous section we considered point
observations of acoustic emissions. The cats
precise to be approached in this section is: m
can is loam-a iota a distant: act a: sum
WW

First. it may be possible to employ spatially
distributed observations to improve the
signal—to-noise ratio {sun}. In other words. by
soolying averaging processes to the set of point
observations. ll‘. is possible to reduce uncorrelated
noises (Just another application or the lawn or
large manners}. the noises to be reduced are those
produced by toe envirocsent and intrinsic sensor
noises. he internal noises of different sensors
can be kept uncorrelated by using standard nethods.
The environment is sore difficult to handle. If
too sensors are far enougn apart. the environmental
noises are uncorrelated. However. if the sensors
are close to econ other. the environsental noise
say be cigcly correlated and an averaging process
will have an adverse effect on noise level {e.g..
the noise of non in a tightly canned array of
sicrcpncnes is a typical enable}. it is possible
to use better filtering processes to reduce
correlated noise. However. this requires that He
have inromtion about the nature at the noise,
possibly also requiring a filter that learns and
adapts to the noise. In addition. a sophisticated
noise Filtering say be computationally expensive.

Second. it is possible to use the distributed
observations to infer spatial properties or the
noise source. For instance. by correlating
spatially distributed observations of an acoustic
Have. it is possible to infer the directiOn of
propagation and thus the azimuth to the target.

Such a capability requires that the processing
algorithm be aware of the tide and location of the
observations to within e high accuracy. The
Problee of coordinating tne tine-space disensicns
of the oosmations wis—a-vis toe tine—space
dimensions of the assembles is a key
organizational problem. the overriding factor in
obtaining a suitable space-tine syncnrcnizatioc is
the speed or contamination. The correlation of
cone observations requires that a large woluse of
information be accurately communicated at a bias
coded to cost no requirement or real-tine

ln

instance. in an array of
microphones. the extraction or azimuth to tbe
source requires that the sampled observations or
the acoustic wave be correlated. This process
requires a side contamination bandwidth betueen
each observer and toe processing algorithm 0n the
other hand. when the information to be processed
consists of a small number of azimltll measurements
{tron a tee arrays). the comication oanduidth
doe-nu 1: man. that at: the suitable
unanimicnal osmium not can In neat
Winn conndlnailon nanultaa lit its intention
W

processing . E'or

umnmm
WW

1.2.3. W ma. 2:W
”ilflrflfilfi a: Haiti's

As described in the introduction. the Bayesian
paradise of statistical derivation of inferences
consists of isproving the state or mouiedge
through iterative feedback. This paradigm isplies
a ”tub-Hay pipeline" inference architecture.
Observations are first processed locally to extract
scene target-features. The intonation derived hasI
be delivend to a higher—level processing algoritns
that combines the pieces or information to extract
higher-level associations to be delivered to higher
processing levels. and so on. The upstream
pipeline is an intonation compressor turning
billions of observational bits into a snail report
to be delivered to the user.

The domistreae pipeline returns intonation about
the present state of target intonation. to be used
as a prior knowledge t o suppo rt icuer- 3. wet
processing. {Note that this too-uh:r pipeline can
sap user's instructions and other external
sign-level intonation downstream.) In addition.
higher levels can identify electronic and other
emu? counter neasures and instruct lower levels to
respond accordingly.

It say be possible to carry out a resource
mgement policy union adapts to the information
available on a target scenario. E'or instance. it
is possible to focus the attention of directional
sources to those directions fro. union targets are
expected to arrive. It is also possible to turn
radars on an: of! when targets appear or disappear
or unen they say be endangered by start bonus.

annuluscmmmm
Minnesotaataiobanmsasaaatsni:
mummflmmmmma
M“ WWM“‘

m7 Win—331.4..."-*" "

A dajnr consideration in structuring a nierarcnical
tun-way inference pipeline is toe space-tine
structure of one ccssnratioris. The static].
structure :! the communal: ion and :rccessi:
resumes is an oven-iii." factor in :ecmira the
allocation of functions aha responsibilities anon;
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oet..-ork nodes. lie shall consider tbe resultins 
problems io section ~. However , tbe requirement 
tbat process1-ng sbould occur in real- time has 
implications beyond questions of resource 
:nanagement. 

Different t arget-features have dift'erent t emporal 
bebavior~some ch~e rapidly, others remain 
invariant. The notion of "real- time" changes from 
one feature to another. i\ccordingly, the 
knowledge-bases and the inferring processes at each 
level in tbe hierarchy should reflect the t emporal 
nature of the knowledge. 

,\nother aspect of the "real- tioe• processing 
requirea:ent is that old data acquired illUSt often be 
dlscarded to permit new data to be processed . In 
decidins ~nether to discard data and wnicn data to 
dlscard, toe inference process must evaluate the 
relative significance of the data. Toe value of 
infor!llation about a target- feature is a f'unction of 
ootn its time and its content. 

~ ~ r.lle. ig(ec,oce ornc:Mes mac ~ 
imcwl .. gge- ba:,es 1S2. cenect r.lle. ia•mpo .. a1 ~ su. 
~ j<ncwl .. dge aJld. .t.£ oyalyate r.lle. si gp1 ficance SU. 
~ ~ ll 1S2. ~ ~ orocess1 Pi cesoycces 
efrecr,iyely? 

~ Communication ?etweeg •ocerr1ng orncesses, 

In this section we di scuss semantic aspects of the 
communication :ieu;een inferring processes. Once 
resoonsibilities are allocated to t he different 
levels of the t•Jo-way i:iference pipeline, it. is 
necessary to provide for an efficient mechanism to 
com:ziunicate knowledge between the dif~erent l evels. 
:ne :naio que:stions are : hllat. ~ c;:!l);!!Un1car.e? aJld. 
~ k!2. coz:unic.ate? 

To answer the first question we should first 
1deoti!'7 t.he oojective or commuoi::ation . t..oosely 
speaking, tile ooject ive of co::ll!IUOication is 
t:..'Of:>ld, to update the knowledge possessed by t.he 
respective ;>recesses 30d to direct their attention . 
Accordingly, it is req.uired to identify ·.mich 
~nowledge :nay be required by -oich processes. How 
!!nOuld that knowledge ':le :-epresented? flow should 
one infere:ice process support the operation of 
others? !ioally, how should higher level inferring 
;>recesses ;!ynamically t'ocus th! attention of the 
lower levels? 

Anotner class or ;iroblems, arising from the 
.! istributed nature of tbe :.nference processes, is 
the ;>roolem of da.ta-,ssociacion. How do processes 
that reason about a !IIUltit.arget scenario relate the 
( possi::>l y different l images of the same scenario 
t.bat they :nay have? iihat ;local ·1iew !!lay be 
developed a.nd how !!lay it be developed? 

I"oese are the !llajor issues as f3r as the secantics 
of ::ommuoicating inference processes is concerned . 
In section ~- 1 we shall consider the :nore seneral 
l)roblem or cc:Dmll!li::ation in a dece.ntral ized system. 

~. ARCHIT;CTURE IQ. 3UP~ORI DECENTRALIZATION . 

In addition to issues arising !'rom tbe need to 
develop integrated intelllgent signal-processing 
architecture, it is necessary to understand and 
address issues ~sing from the decentralized 
nat.ure of the partici;iating pr ocesses. ,\ line of 
distinction should oe drawn ':let•Jeen the "classical" 
no&ion of "distributed" architectw-e and our needs. 
Our m.ai.~ concern is to teach net•JOrks how to solve 
problems (e .g., as described in the previous 
sections) together. We shall call this 
"decentralized" compucation a~ opl)Osed to "P & V" 
problems o f classical distributed processing. 

Problems of decentralized cooperation are beyond 
the scope of present day practices of 
networ k-protocol development . Our problem starts 
at the point where present net;;ork protocols 
terzinate; that is, once the issues of now t.o 
provide the best co~ication schemes are 
re~lved, bow is the communication facility eo be 
used to obtain optimal cooperative problem solving? 

Our main concern is to deve1op protocols for 
real- time decentrali=ed cooperative problem 
solving . However, since the issues involved in 
developing real- ti!lle communication pr otocols are 
far from being resolved, a :najor effort is required 
to brid~e the sap betW&en eiisting approaches to 
high- level protocols and the coo.munication needs of 
OSN. • 

!!.....l. lt.. ~ oec~;sary J;.Sl intc2dyc; .o.:x ~ .2! 
~om;;ruo1cat1on orot9c21,, 
The function o! co:nmunicatioo :irotocols i s to use 
the communication resources effectively to provide 
a suitable c:r.nmunication med.i um for application 
processes. The 3pplicatioo processes in the DSN 
environment- are distir'.guisnec by ':.'WO iJJ'!)Ortant 
characteristics: first, they have to process 
re:al - tille data in real-time and , second, they 
require close ~ooperat~on in order to proceed 111th 
t!leir individual computations. T.,ese t· .. o 
c haracteristics dominate the arena of )SN protocol 
development. 

!..J......l. funs:tion-cirieated Jign-level a.o:211~a.t'o;,, 
oc,ntocgl s ' 
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Tb.e ~il'i problem i s that we have no ~ethodology ~o 
design and imple!llent •net-or1<-eomputations". How 
snould cooputational tasks be ulocated? !!ow 
should the communication JJechanism be used to 
advance the computations? :io·,1 snould we expr~ss 
(linguistically speaking ) communi::ati~ algcrit~.:ns? 
How shOuld ·Je !llodel and design co:uunicati~ 
computational processes? :low should the ;:rotocol 
carry out an efficient !"!source ~nage!llent? 

ll.s discussed in section 3.2.2 , the characteristic 
feature of real - t!.i:ie :ilgori!'.hm.s is !:.nat the ~ata 
tbey ;irocess ::arries a ·1i r~ual t im.e stamp; it loses 
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network nodes. 'a'e shall consider the resulting
proclems in section u. However. the requirement
that processing should occur in real-tine has
implications beyond questions of resource
canagement.

Different target-features have different temporal
oehavior—some change rapidly. others remain
invariant. The notion of “real-time" changes from
one feature to another. Accordingly. the

Knowledge-oases and the inferring processes at each
level in the hierarchy should reflect the temporal
nature of the knowledge.

Another aspect of the "reel-tine' processing
requirement is that old data acquired must often he
discarded to permit net:I data to be processed. In
deciding whether to discard data and which data to
discard. the inference process sust evaluate the
relative significance of the data. The value of
information about a target-feature is a function of
doth its time and its content.

mummmmu
mmmmmmmn
datascaatcmlccalmcsamma991"“; s -

is...“° = WWWW

In this section we discuss osmotic aspects of the
continuation between inferring processes. Once
responsioilities are allocated to the different
levels of the tun-3a? inference pipeline. it is
necessary to provide for an efficient nechanism to
:omnunicste Imduledge hetueen the different levels-
The ma questions are: chat to moan}. and
In! 51 sgmaaznais”

To answer the first question we should first
identify the :ojective of comicction. Loosely
speaking. the oojective cf consummation is
twofold, to update the Knowledge possessed by the
respective processes and to direct their attention.
Accordingly. it is required to identify which
mouledge may cs required up which processes. How
should that mowledge he represented? ilow should
one inference process support the operation of
others? E‘inaliv. now should higher level inferring
processes dynamically focus the attention of the
lower levels?

Another class of problems. arising from the
distrioutcd nature of the inference processes. is

the prcolem of W. How do processes
that reason about a nultitarget scenario relate the

ipossioiv different} images of the same scenario
that the)!I say have? that since]. view may he
developed and now say it he developed?

These are the major issues as far as the semantics
of dominating inference processes is concerned.
in section 1-1.1. we shall. consider the sore general
problem of communication in a decentralized system.

LII u

WEMW'""

In addition to issues arising from the need to
develop integrated intelligent signal-processing
architect urs. it is necessary to understand and
address issues arising from the decentralized
nature of the participating processes. A line of
distinction should he drawn between the "classical”
notion of "distributed” architecture and our needs.
Our main concern is to teach networks not: to solve

problems is.g.. as described in the previous
sections) together. 'u'e shall call this
'decentrslized' amputation as opposed to "P i V "
prooless of classical distributed processing.

Problems of decentralized cooperation are beyond
the scope of present day practices of
sectors-protocol developuent. Our problem starts
at the point where present network protocols
terminate: that is. once the issues of how to
provide the test domination schemes are
resolved. how is the communication facility to to
used to attain optimal cooperative problem solving?

Our main concern is to develop protocols for
real-time decentralized cooperative problem
solving. however. since the issues invoiced in
developing r- -tine commmication protocols are
far from being resolved. a njor effort is required
to bridge the gap uetueen existing approaches to
high-level protocolsand the connmicaticn needs of
5511.

mnnmummimcsmmc:
WWW“M

The fmotion of domination protocols is to use
the comininication resources effectively to provide
a suitacle consummation decline for application
processes. The application processes in the 35::
environment. are distinguished our two important
characteristics: first. the? have to process
real-tine data in real-tine and. second. they
require close cooperation in order to proceed with
their individual computations. These two
characteristics dominate the arena of 358 protocol
development.

._..L._”'- W M: M‘““
mantis.

The pain proolen is that we have no nethodoldgy to
design and implement "network-computations“. How
should computational tasks he allocated? How
should the commication mechanism he used to
advance the computations? so: should we express
(linguistically shearing) communicating algorithms?
L-iou should we nodal and design communicating
computational processes? How should the protocol
carry out an e ficient resource nanagement?

Ll ‘- agnn':In-\I: L: nasal-kin: zznrsnnle

is discussed in section 3.2.2. the characteristic
feature of real-tine algorithms is that the can
they process carries a ‘Jirtual time stamp: it loses
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!.ts •1alue as tUle pr ogresses. The objective of a 
real-tioe protocol is not j ust to deliver data out 
to deliver as QUCn jata- value as ;,ossible ( here the 
•,al ue has to do with both , the significance of the 
data for tbe processes aali the ti:ne at -..nich the 
data was produced). -rbis objective i:nplies that 
sucn classical protocol obJectives as. 100S reliaole 
delivery are irrelevant . There is no point in 
inshtlnl! on delivery of outdated mess~es and 
t ytng up co:u:1wucat ion :-esources to sene them at 
tbe expense of lar3er delay ~or recent data . 
'inerefore, a real - ti:ne protocol :nay discard 
outdated :ressages and/or give priority ser-vice to 
oessages according to their •value•. 

Such a protocol is distinguished from classical 
;,rotocols not only in its oojectives but also in 
its ;,osS1.ole reqw.rements ~or ioplaientation. For 
!nstance, a classical principle of protocol desi;n 
is the principle of "tMlllsparency•. Namely, 
service of :nessages oy low- level protocols should 
oe independent or thair contents . A real-ti::ie 
;,rotocol, on the other band, ::i.ay be required to 
provide service whose quality depends upon the 
value cf tne data content of the oe55age . 'nlis in 
turn Luplies tnat ni;n- ievel ;,rctocols need to oe 
aole to pass content- deoendent service instructions 
to low- level protocols all the way down . 

::i addition, it h requi:-ed that tbe application 
processes can irustruct tbe co::u:nmication protocol 
about how value should oe assigned to data. That 
is, the criteria ~or comparing the value of 
:ifferent :iessages a re Jeyond the scope of the 
;,rotocol. 

:'herefore, tne proolems faced by real-ti:ie protocol 
developers are suostantially different fro:i 
exist~n; ~ract1ces. ~y new concepts and metbods 
will r.ave to be i:,troduced to structure a good 
real - time ;,rotocol. 

~ ·Jcrnh 3,ci9:)"l PeoPh::M SU: oes:cotctliz:ed 
accoit,ctur• , 

L!ttle is .<nown 3l>Out ef~icieot or;anizational 
structures to ;,er!'o!"ll ta=. The pr oblem !las oeen 
~ualitatively studied by economists and recently by 
control- r.heoret1cians . However, the problem is far 
:":-om being understood in spite of its signit'icance 
.. o :any :'!.el.1s of .cnovledge. -:'he econo::1ists have 
been !:!&inly interested !n descriptive models tnat , 
foe to t.ha compl exity of human-organization, , a.re 
usually very crude. Control theoreticians, on the 
ocner nand, nave :-estricted their interest to 
systems possessing 3 sufficiently simple 
::iathemat1oal :iescr iption 3M even ro r those 
systems t:ie probiems of decentralization have not 
oeen adequately addressed. 

11th the 3dvent of cc~puter-communicat1on networlcs, 
the proolem of "progra.c:ii:ig networks" and 
cr;ani::ing the:n to perfol"ll real- t!.:::e cc:::putations 
•,1ill become significant. oeing t ne !'!.rst 
"special - purpose• computer networks ~or real-time 
cistriouted precessing, )S~ can be ex9ected to 
cc:'ltrioute significantly ::.o the ur.derstanoi::.g of 
:>rganizational ~rob lees of l&r'le- scale 
decentralized systems. 

~ Pes:entc111-eg cpmputations. 

How snould we organize a system of "ayopic" 
distributed processes to perform a cooperative 
global problem solving? aow should the processes 
reacn ~reements? Should control e'low betveen 
processes? How :inould tbey coordinate local 
decisions to optimize glooal oojectives? How 
snould control flow bet.ween processes? How should 
•,1e secure global convergence of local iterations t.o 
a desiraole state? 

~ Pcsao1zat1ona1 structuc~3. 

i:low should •,1e estaoUsh hierarchies of 
computational responsibilities? How should we 
tailor tbe organizational stMJoture t.o suit the 
nature or tbe task t.o be perfon:ed and tbe 
availability of resources? How should ;>recessing 
and communication resources be allocated to support 
effective decentralized processing? What are the 
perrorCl&llce parameters and the tradeoff's ( e.g . , 
bet:-.,een com:unication and process~) ? ?.ow can a 
lar,ge-soale system adapt to a glooal state to 
actueve global objectives on the basis of local 
observat1003 only? 

?rot.lam of decentralized pr ocessi!llJ will demand a 
major interdisciplinary research effort . The 
aet.llodologies develooed to address toe specific 
proole!:13 of DSll can be expected to oear :naj or 
significance in che ger.eral uncerstanair.g and 
development of function-oriented organizations for 
large-scale computational syste=. 

5, P50BLEMS Of. MODEbbWii Alil2. ~ 

iiere we have a large nu::ioer of standard ;:,r ooleo.s , 
some of which oay aave a spe cific DS!I flavor. 

t. ~tablisbi!llJ )S~ :o ::iax101:e coverage . 

Topological optimization of sensor 
locations and cistr ibution of ,ensor 
power . Choice of sensor ;,ower t o 
opti::lize coverage. .U ternative sensors• 
configurations and mixtures. 

2. ?erfor :n.ance and aes1gn par:ic:e ters. 

Identify orit.ical perror:anoe and desisn 
;:,ara.oeters and their relations. 
?erf'or.:iance optioi zation. ?roble:i,s o !' 
reliable operation and sur.,1 vaoility. 

& , ,;:mc:.:JSIONS , 

Are open for discussion. 

Z, ~NHOTAT;!> SIBL::CGRA?!'V, 

'ibe bibl1o;rapny reflects es,entL?.lly :::; personal 
ta:ste. !here na.s been no 3t~e::pt co pr-::::uce ~n 
extensive list. of references. :'1y cnoi::e nas been 
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directed .:a.inly by the need to expose different 
t ecnnologies and :11etbodologies . The ansvers to )SN 
?roolem., cannot oe round in these references, 
although some !'undamental relevant ideas may. 

1....1 ~ ococe331ng technology 

'HIN- TREES H. L. 

P1tect1on, E3t 1ma,t1on, ~ 
Il:1:su:L, ?art I, J. Wiley ! 
1966 . 

Modulation 
Sorui , Inc . , 

The "Sible" or signal esti mation theory. Chapters 
2, 3, parts ot 4 and 5, contain an excellent 
introduction to proolell!S or filter ing and 
est1:ution. The second half or part III contains 
an extensive discus,ion of problems of parameter 
estimation fr om radar returrui. 

:Al'ON J . 

"Hi,fh- iiesol ution Frequency- lo/avenumber 
Soeotrum Analysis", ~ F•E, Vol. 57, 
:10 . 6, .\ugust 1969 . 

:..\COSS a. T. 
"Re view or Soce Tecnnique ror Array 
?rocesS1.ng•, in ; lC))loitat ' on ~ s e1 3;:;c2gr:3pg 
llec•.rorjc3, Ed. Beaucb.a.mp, ~ATO Advanced 
3tudy Institutes Series, Ser ies E: Appl.ied 
Sciences - ~o. 11, Nordhoff - Lei:ien -
1975 . 

aotn ;,apers discuss tbe high- resolution technique 
!"or analyzi~ the :iiap of the power- spectrui:i 
!"unction, over the wave-nu:i.oer plane . l'?le 
t ecnnique !s :.he one used tc extract source azicuth 
by cross-corr elating the observations of the 
acoustic ( or seisaid !"!.eld as measured by an 
aeoust ic UTay . !he ~irst ;,ai::er is highly 
theoretical , the second !.s !l!ore pr actical and is 
the ~est starting point. 

5Aii- :SH.AL::i '!. 

"Tracking ~ethods in a ~ultitarget 
~nvironment", ; ; ~; ~r~c3actioo3 ~ 
;ur;;,;;:gtic ~ . ·1oi. AC- 23, :1o . u, 
.-u~st 1,1s . 

A good survey or tbe proble.m with g:ood references . 
The proole:11 of ~ul titarge t :>etection requi r es 
!.ntell1gent ~eteotion al~orithas t hat resolve t he 
proolem of :ata- associat:on (i .e . , associating data 
!"rom sequential observations) . This last ;,r oblem 
!.s descr!::>ed and ar.al y:.ed in 

3i-:'TU:R " . lo/ . 

"An vpti=lal Data A330ciation Proble!D i n 
Sur-:el.l!.ance 7!leor y•, -;;=;:- ~ ~ 
=iesa---a., 'lol. ~IL-d, pp. 125- 139, 1pril 
196'1. 

C::U-!AN L. 5. t.c:SSE:R 'l . 

Beteo::iP"Sti ve 21:lt, Department of Coaiputer 
Science, CliU, Report No . CMU-CS- 78- 117, 
May, 1978. 

Describes aearsay- n, a speecn understanding 
system. Of particular interest to the DSN project 
i s the Bl acl«>oard Arcnitectur~: 1 communication 
~echanism between toe inference processes ( eacn 
con.sider ed an •expert" ill per~ol"!Ding cer tun 
inferences ) , displayuig the present state of 
kno"'ledge. 

SHTI'B :1. G. 5. DAVIES R. 

p13ccibuto4 Problem so1v1ag; Ille. ccntcact 
JiA.t. Approach, Computer Science Department , 
Stanford University , iieport ~o. 
STAN-CS~78-6<17, Septemoer 1978 . 

An approach to distributed problem solving i s 
described wnereby processes caopete ror the 
se!"Vicas of eacb other by bidding. :'he oics are 
used by the serving :11echaniscs to estaolish 
pr ior ity ser"'l ice. 

Ll....1.. Ib.A :£alt ~ econom13t3 ~ 4ec1:,1on ~ 
:-L\BSCHAit & illDNER 

;cpgog;ic ~ 2! ::'.llm, Cowles ~oundation 
M.ono~raph 22 , !ale Univers ity Press, 1972. 

The etrst part of tile ,ooic i s dedicated to an in 
depth study of the relation bet;;een statistical 
decision theory and rational decision !l!aking in 
organizations . :'he second ?art i s a Jliod- provoking 
study of cooperative statisti:al decision ~ald.:i;. 
Still unsurpassed in jepth. 

t.OCE !r RAIFFA 
lrn ~ ;)ecisic:;n .. , .,. ·,;uey & Sons, ::ic., 
1967 . 

A c ritical i ntroduction to ;a.:e t:ieory 'lnd 
statistical decision theory. :he!"!! is lJl extensive 
introduction to proolems ::, f ;roup 1ecis1on ~aiel.ng, 
culminating i n c napter 111, ·,mere so?!le of the :najcr 
dichotomies are exposed . 

-c:n 
~ ~ C;,ntr;;,l, Special Issue on 
~arge-5cale Syste!:15 and Decentrali:ed 
Control, 'lol. !C- 23, ~o. 2, April 197S . 

:be sur,,ey article ':Jy Sandel etal. , ;>p. 'Od- 12a , 
i s comprehensive and contains an extensive 
bibliography ( Attention: :-ead cne conclusion ~r 
tlle survey). Jtber ;:apers :-3.nge :>et;;een ;ood ~o 
u:unteresti~. ~e pacer ::,y :!assan et a!.. ' ;:;:>. 
252) on :iecentralizea co~putat:cn er a ~al~an 
!"U ter oears some signi!'icance to t.he ;>reoole!ll :- f 
pos ition- traclcin.;. 7he ;,aper ':Jy :!o et a l. ( ;,,> . 
305 ) ill u::ii!"!.ates ,:oe ,!" t.::e ~a..:c:- :::ec~~tf.:al 
dl!"~ieul ties. 
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iirectec mini} of the need to expose different
tecnnolosiss and netnodolosies. The answers to 33:
problems cannot :e round in these references.
sitcom nose :‘undeuntal relevant ideas may.

MWWW

van-73355 a. t.

" 5mm. and W
1313913- ?ert I. J. filler 5: Sons. Inc..
1966.

me "Bible“ of signal estimation theory. Cheaters
2. 3. parts or ll end 5. contain an excellent
introduction to prooleas of filtering and
estimation. The second half of part 13:: contains
an extmsive discussion of oronlens or psraeeter
estination from racer returns.

Elm J.

“Hi gn-aeso l at ion Frequencv-iiaremuner-
Scectrusl Analysis“. Rm. 135:, Vol. 51'.
:10. 5. August 3969.

LACOSS R. T.

”fission of Sane :eonnique :‘or Array
Watson-as“. in Wa:W
m. Ed. Beacons-p. MID idvanoed
Study Institutes series. Series B: Applied
Sciences - in. H. Hot-door! - Leiden -
1975.

Both :eoers discuss the nigh—resolution technique
for analyzing the can or the pmr-spectm
function. over tne wave-nuoer plane. the
:ecnnique is me one used to extract source nimtn
by cross-correlating the observations of tee
acoustic {or seismic} field as censured or an
acoustic array. The first oat-er is highly
tneoret ical . the second is more prut icsl and is
“I! DESI. starting 9013:.

iii-SM}! I .

"Tracking Hetnods in s Hultitarget
Environment“. as: W on
W M, ?ol. 13-23. :io. 3.
August HTS.

A good surwrey 3" the cronies with good references.
The proolea ci‘ Suititarget Detection requires
intelligent detention algoritnas tnat resolve toe
cronies or :ata-essociation IIi.e.. associating cats
from sequential observations}. This last oroolen
:s iescrssen and analyzed in

SITTLER i. I.

"in Jotissi Data Association Erotlen in
Sahel-lime Theorr'. £53 Inna. an.
-" "r" , 'a'ol. fill-6. :9. 125-139. lorll
1960.

do”‘ A; w?" :2: intimate casein:

ant-mu L. 5 1.35353 'I.

strain-sat"- “niaceil rueanngr‘sn X

in

Wlice. Department of Cal-outer
Science. CXU. Report No. 'M-CS-TS-HT,
Hay, 1978.

Describes Hearsay-II. e speecn understanding
SYBtQI. 0t sarticul'sr interest to toe 35:! project
is the Blsclcooard Arcnitecturs: i communication
neonanisn between tne inference processes (eacn
considered an 'expert' in pertaining certain
inferences}. displaying the present state of
Knowledge.

m I. G. EDIYES 3.

mm mm m mm
m am. Computer Science Depertnent.
Stanford University . Report No .
Stu-£5434“. Seoteeoer 1973.

An approach to distributed oracles solving is
described whereby processes compete for the
services or seen otner oy oiccing. rs- oics sre
used our tne serving necnenisu to estaolisn
priority service.

L3.Wconstants: amiss. m

mmmummmm
2413.5th

3.2mm Intact .2: Issue. Coulee Emulation
Monogram: 22. Yale Universityr 9reea. i972.

the first pert or we soon: is dedicated to an in
depth study or tne relstion between ststisticsi
decision tneory and rational decision seeing in
organizations. The second pert is a sine-provoking
study or cooperative statistical decision sexing.
Still unsurpassed in depth.

Luca s MINA

Macaw. ;. 311.1 5: Sons. 13c”
196?.

a critical introduction to gene :neory and
statistical decision theory. There is an extensive
introduction to orcolees of group iecision miss.
culminating in chapter 'IB. more some of the major
iicnotonies are exposed.

dill-z?’ mmamm

ZZEE

loans. Am... mm. Sonia-l Issue on
Large-Scale Systems sec Decentralized
Control. Vol. 15-23. No. 2. April 1973.

the survey article :7 Senoel etsi.
is comprehensive and

.99. was—'23:
contains an extensive

oioliogrspny iattenticn: resd tne conclusion :5
the survey). Jtner tenors range oetween good to
uninterestiq. the carer as 93553:} et al.
:62} on decentralized computation of s $3.1m
filter oesrs some significance to toe cronies: :r

[-n.,,..

position-treating. The est-er a? 2:: st 2.1. (on.
3654' illuminates some :i’ too cagcr met-rent: Y
:iffitulties.
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McQOILLAN & CERF 

"A ?ractical View 
Coamunications !'rotocols", 
Computer Society, 1978. 

of Computer 
Tutorial, IEEE 

The only comprehensive introduction to pr oolems of 
~rotocol desi gn. Contains reproduction of :nany 
1.:iportant papers on the subject. Toe paper by 
J . McQuillan "'I"ne Evolution of .~e:,sage E'roce:s:siag 
Techniques i n the ARPA network" i s particularly 
recommended . 

I EEE 

Pr oceedings, Special Issue 
Communication Networks, Vol . 
Nove!llber 1978. 

o n ?aclcet 
66 , No. l l, 

.\ fresh collection of invited papers covering the 
full spectrum of packet- switched Col!IDuter 
Cocmunication networks. Toe tutorial on protocols 
( pp . 13116 ) 3lld the paper on high- l evel protocols 
(1 371 ) are reccmmended as a prelude t o OSN protocol 
deveiop:nent. i~e description of ?RNets ( pp. 1468) 
is essential to the understanding of OSN 
com:nu:iica tion. 

KAHN R. E. 

"Tbe Organization of Computer Resources 
into a ?aclcet Radio lletworl<" , IEE;'. ~ 
Commupications , Vol . CCM-25, llo . 1, Jan. 
1977 . 

A well organized exposition of the ma jor issues in 
?ID!ets . 

1...i Be3oucce maoasement JiJl camnutec zv,tem:s , 

Kl.SINROCX L. 

Oueueing Systems, Vol . 
Sons, Inc., 1976. 

!I, J . ~i l ey ~ 

The firs t •1olume can ser•,e as a gener al 
intr oduction to queue i ng theory. The second ·tolume 
is devoted to appl i cat ions. Chapter ll describes a 
menu of scheduling algor itll= and analyses of thei r 
queueing perfonu.nce. Chapters 5 and 6 contain an 
introduction, as yet unsurpassed, to r esource 
management problems i n computer c ommunicaticr: 
net ·.iorl<s. 

60 
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HcQUILLAN 3. CBS?

“.1 Fractioal Vieu
Comunicatioos Protocols“,

Computer Society. 1975.

of Computer
Tutorial . I"

The only ocepreneosive introduction to proplems of
protocol design. Contains reproduction of my
ipportant papers on the subject. The paper by
J. Hofluillan "The Evolution of appease Processing
Techniques in toe um oetuork' is particularlyrecomended .

1385

on hcket
66.340. 11.

Qrcceedings. specie]. Issue
Comunioatioc Networks. Vol.
November 1913.

A freer: :ollecti-pn of invited papers covering the
511.1 spectra: of packet-switched Computer
Commcation networks. The tutorial on protocols
(pp. 13146) and the paper so nigh—level. protocois
11371) are recommended as a prelude to USN protocol
development. The description or Pfiflets (pp. 1fl65}'
is essential to the understanding of 0524
:omunication.

60

HEN R. E.

”The Organization of Computer Resources
into a Packet aeoio .‘ietuork‘. W 1:33;.

W. ‘u'ol- con—25, No. 1. Jan-
1971.

A well. organized exposition or one major issues in
Pfiflets.

MWWMWM

51.313308! L .

W m. Vol- 33. J- Huey 5
Sons. Inc... 1975.

The first volume :an serve as a general
introduction to queueing theory. The second ‘roluae
is devoted to applications. Chapter 4 describes a
menu of scheduling algorithm and analyses of teen-
queueing perfomance. Chapters 3 and '5 contain an
introduction. as yet unsurpassed, to resource
management problems in summer communicationnetworks.
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SENSOR TUTORIAL 

By 
R. Lacoss 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Lincoln Laboratory 

Cambr idge, Mass. 02142 

S1JMMABX 

A general survey of sensor alternatives for 
det&eti.ng low !"lying aircraft and obtaining t ar
get metrics will be presented. 

There are two distinct lcinds of sensors. 
!hey are ( 1) -active, and (2) - passive. Passive 
sensors measure radiation produced directly by 
the target of interest. The major radiations of 
value are ( 1) - sound, ( 2) - infared fl-om beat 
sources , and (3) - alti.Cleter or radar radiations 
from the aircraft. The pr!m.ary active sensor of 
interest is radar,of which there ar e very ll!allY 
alternatives. 

:ollowing are some of the source charac
teristics which relate to passive sensors. 
First, all sources have very complicated radia
tion patterns. !he spectrum and intensity of 
:-adiated ener gy ·.nll vary very much depending 
upon the orientation of the observing sensor 
with respect to the aircraft . That radiation 
pattern is also difficult to predict in detail 
with c:iuch certainty. As acoustic or in!ared 
sources aircraft are continuous radiators. 7he 
best a sensor can do is to extract a spectrum 
and esti.Clate the direction from wb.ich the radia
tion is comming. Crosscorrelations between 
widel7 spaced sensors could in theory detel'!lline 
relative ti.tiles ot arrival of signals at the t•,10 

sensors but radiation patterns and transmission 
path effects tend to make this :mpossible. !he 
s~nals ~om the aircraft altimeter or radars 
are generally pulses and a sensor can determine 
bott: direction and -.:ime of arrt•,al. Of course 
~his source !.s available only if the aircraft is 
using the radiating equipment. 

Microl)hones ~an be used to gat her data f'!'om 
.mich spectra can be measured. Toe problem is 
to determine if the spectrum is from an aircraft 
or is just some other noise in the area. One 
help ~or :.his is to use a fon:i of directional 
~icrophone or small array to measure the direc
:.::.on from •,nu.ch sounds are comi:ig. Much more on 
the detection procedure and the characteristics 
of acoustic sources and sensors ·Jill be found in 
the papers by Landers and Demko in this 
'./Orkshop. 

'Ile also note that sound :'!"om a low flyi!".g 
aircraft couples into the ground below the air
craft to create seiS!llic waves ~'hicn can be meas
ured by seismometers. in general the detection 
range ~or -.:t:ose seismic signals ·.tl! be ouch 
less -.:nan the range ~or acoustic signals. ~o~-

61 

ever seismometers might be of •ralue to identify 
non aircraft sources such as land vehicles. 

Infared sensors measure the amount of radi
ation which hits them in the infared region. 
Several different bands can be used to obtain a 
simple signature of the radiation. Such sensors 
are combined ·Ji.th optics to view a very small 
field . of view. This field of •riew is scanned 
and a heat picture of the region near the sensor 
is obtained. Aireraft should be local hot spots 
in that picture, Thu:s pa:ssive infared can ob
tain a signature and direction. In general 
the~e can be quite complicated sensors and 
currect technology seems to require cryogeni: 
cooling to achieve the sensitivity for aircraft 
at several kilometer ranges. 

Both acoustics and infared !llUSt contend 
llith transmission path effects. For i:lt'ared the 
transmission path effects primarily involve at
tenuation and line of s~ht lill11tations . At
tenuation is not a major issue ~or acoustics in 
the frequency band of interest. Line of sight 
is some lilllitation but not nearly so serious. 
The major acoustic path effects result from the 
•1elocity structure of the medium ac:! ~e dis
cussed in detail by Landers. 

The major problem for both acoustizs and 
int:ar~ is to detect and identify the target in 
the presence of dl other acoustic or infared 
noise sources in the area. Given the ability to 
do that they both give spectral information ar.d 
direction. However , due to the slow speed of 
propagation of sound, the measured acoustic 
direction i s where the aircraft was and not 
where it i s . 

~seo .. 2'""· 

Radar or course operates by :-adiatir.g 3 

sig'nal which interacts with the target, is rera
diated from the target, and detected cy the sen
sor. '!'he radar cross section of a target is a 
:neasure of :.he reradiation characterist:s of :he 
target. It \lill fluctuate wildly as a !"unction 
of the orientation of aircraft wi.th respect to 
both the incident energy and t he detecting sen
sor. The corresponding cbaracter is~ic for pas
si~e sen3ors is the ~on i:sotropic radiation pa;
tern mentioned above . 

The signal to noise ratio, and ~hus abil::.ty 
to detect, a target in free space depends •loo:, 
the amount of radiated power , the fourth power 
of the range to the target and the ~arget·s 
cross section. However for :ow flyi:,g a::-craft 
there are additional ~portant considerations. 
In partic!.11.ar these are :errain ?Dasic.:ig, 
clutter, and multipathing. !erra::.n ma~king is 
obvious. )epending upon the ~o?ograohy anc :,o~ 
well si~ed a radar is used :he ::r.e o~ si;n-.: 
il:iut !"or ·,ery low targets ::iay °Je on:, a :'ew 
:.ens of kilometers or :ess. !his ::iiti~a:e~ :~ 
~avor of :-e:at:•,ely small radars. ! •.10 kinds o f 
clut:a~ are ~r i~te~~st. Unr~r~~nately :r.e 
;round and other stationary thi:i.gs at:ac:ied -.:c 
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SENSOR TUTORIAL

By
R. Lacoss

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lincoln Laboratory

Cambridge. Hess. 021fl2

W

A general survey of sensor alternatives for
detecting low tlying aircrett and obtaining tar-
get metrics will be presented.

There are tun distinct kinds of sensors.

They are i11-active. and (2)-passive. ?assive
sensors measure radiation produced directly by
the target of interest. The sajor radiations or
value are (T1-sound. (23-idrared from heat
sources. and (3l-altineter or radar radiations
from the aircrart. The primary active sensor or
interest is radar.of which there are very deny
alternatives. '

Eollouing are some or the source charac-
teristics which relate to passive sensors.
First. all sources have very complicated radia-
tion patterns. The spectrum and intensity of
radiated energy will very very much depending
upon the orientation of the observing sensor
with respect to the aircraft. That radiation
pattern is also dif icult to predict in detail
with such certainty. is acoustic or inrared
sources aircraft are continuous radiators. The
heat a sensor can do is to extract a spectrum
and estimate the direction from which the radia-
tion is conning. Crosscorrelations between
widely spaced sensors could in theory determine
relative tines of arrival or signals at the tan
sensors but radiation patterns and transmission
path effects tend to cake this impossible. The
signals from the aircraft altimeter or radars
are generally pulses and a sensor can determine
both direction and time or arrival. or course
this source is available only if the aircraft is
using th radiating equipment.

Microphones can he used to gather data from
union spectra can be ensured. The problem is
to detersine if the spectrum is from an aircraft
or is just some other noise in the area. One
help for this is to use a furs of directional
sicrophone or small array to measure the direc-
:ion tron union sounds are causing. such more on
:he detection procedure and the characteristics
of acoustic sources and sensors sill be round in
the papers by Lancers and Docks in this
Horkshop.

He also note that sound from a low flying
aircraft couples into the ground below the air-
craft to create seismic waves which can he seas-
ured hy seismonetsrs. In general the detection
range for those seismic signals will he such
Less than the range for acoustic signals. fins-

5:

ever seismometers sight he of value to identify
non aircraft sources such as land vehicles.

Inrared sensors measure the amount of radi-
ation which hits them in the infared region.
Several different bands can be used to obtain a
simple signature of the radiation. Such sensors
are combined with optics to view a very snail
field of view. This field or view is scanned
and a neat picture of the region near the sensor
is obtained. Aircraft should he local hot spots

in that picture. Thus passive infared can ob-
tain a signature and direction. In general
these can be quite complicated sensors and
current technology seems to require cryogenic
cooling to achieve the sensitivity for aircraft
at several kilometer ranges.

Both acoustics and infared oust contend
with transmission path effects. ?cr infared the
transmission path effects primarily involve at-
tenuatlon and line of sight limitations. lt-
tenuation is not a major issue for acoustics in
the frequency band of interest. Line of sight
is some Limitation but not nearly so serious.
The major acoustic path effects result from the
velocity structure or the median and are dis-
cussed in detail by Lenders.

The major oracles for both acoustics and
infared is to detect and identify the target in
the presence of all other acoustic or inrarea
noise sources in the area. Given the ability to
do that they both give spectral information and
direction. However, due to the slow speed of
propagation of sound. the measured acoustic
direction is where the aircraft was and not
where it is.

as! ‘ I: an-gvl3'

Radar or course operates by radiating a
signal which interacts With the target. is rere-
diated tron the target. and detected ty the sen—
sor. The radar cross section of a target is a
seasure of the reradiaticn cnarscteristcs of the
target. It will fluctuate wildly as a function
of the orientation of aircraft with respect to
both the incident energy and the detecting sen-
sor. The corresponding characteristic for oas-
sive sensors is the non isotropic radiation pat-
tern mentioned above.

The signal to noise ratio. and thus ability
to detect. a target in free space depends icon
the amount of radiated cover. the fourth cover
of the range to the target and the target‘s
cross section. However for low flying aircraft
there are additional ispcrtant considerations.
In particular these are terrain tasking.
clutter. and nultipathing. Terrain tasking :
obvious. Sepenoing upon the tooograthy at: now
well sited a radar is used the line of sign:
limit for very low targets say he only a few
tens or kilcneters or less. This aitigates in
favor of relatively small radars. Two kinds
clutter are of interest. Unfortunately :
ground and other stationary things attached

2?
as
n.
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it reradiate si&nals ju:st like real targets. 
These signals are called ground clutter and mu:st 
be dealt with . Other clutt er results from mov
i ng objects. !he ::iost illl;,ortant of these are 
weather, trees , and birds. Finally, the signal 
reradiated from a low flying aircr aft can skip 
on :.he gouod to get co a receiver as well as a~ 
rive by the dlrect path. This is call ed aul
tipathing . 

7be variety of radars which can be con
structed i s ver y great. 

Fir st there are options on the radar signal 
shape. Simple pulsed radars measure the time 
delay from :rarusmission to the reception of the 
N!radiated signal. Conti nuous wave (C'oil ) :-adars 
measure only the f requency shift of the reradi
ated s lgnal from mov1ng targets. From t his 
doppler oeasure::ient target veloc1t7 information 
can be obtained. Also, use of doppler 1s a 
prime way ~o operate in ground clutter with mov
!.ng targets. Hybr id pulsed doppler radars can 
be used to obtain both range and doppler infor
:nation . There ar e oany other alternatives but 
:hese .ri:l not be discu:ssed. 

Second ther e :s the choise between monos
:atic or oultistatic . :n a monostatic radar the 
t ranso.itter and receiver are colocated. Thus 
range measurements are the range from the sensor 
:.o the :.arget and •1elocity measur ements, or 
·1elocit7 used :o dete~ne 1r a target i s c:iov
!ng, are t he radial velocit:, with respect to the 
sensor. rn oultistat!c (or bistatic 1~ there is 
only one rece iver ) the :.rans::iitter i s at one po
Sl.tion and the receivers 3re at a differ ent ;:,o
si:.ion . This is not a common mode for radars. 
!=ere can be d1ff!cul: t !.trl.ng and coordinati on 
pr oblems for c:iultistatic operation. 

cioal!y :.ter e is the :ssue of directionali
ty. 7ranso1ssion antennas and receiving anten
~as gene!'ally 3re quite directional. This t ends 
to conserve ;,~er and is ·,ery helpful W'lth 
respect :.o clutter. 7raditionall y the direc
tionality is also used to ootain dir ectional in
~oroation. ;ofortunately good directionality 
reouires large 1nteonas and t s some\11\at at odds 
with the DSN concept. for~unately the use of 
:nultiple rall.lJe :neasurements ~or target location 
is generally !u~erio r to •./hat can be achieved 

from a single direc tional radar. 
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~tn.TISITE ACOUSTIC LOCATION 

Sy 

Robert ',;'al ton 
Lincoln Laboratory 

Massacnusetts Institute or Technology 
Cambr idge, Mass. 021112 

ABSTRAC+ 

! wo acoustic arrays 10 1cm apart are used to lo
cate a sub- 30nic aircraft !.::i the hoM.:;ontal 
plane. :'be arrays ceasure azimuth or sound n-om 
the aircrart. Ir the latter is nying ·rery 
slowly, it is located at the inter section or 
straight lines drawn rroc the sensors in the 
direction or the .uiauths measured at the time 
the plane !.s to be located. Ir tbe plane is 
!'lying raster, the straight lines becoaie curved 
because or the rin1te speed or sound, 3.lld meas
urements oade over intervals of time must be 
used i:Jstead ;;,, ::ieasur9111ents oade at a single 
ti:le. 3ut the general picture remains very mucn 
the sa:ie. !he erreots or azimuth errors are 
s1:111lar for slow and rast aircrsrt, though 
geometrical diagrams relating error 111agnitude to 
aircraft location distort a., the aircraft velo
city changes. Aircraft height, Which causes no 
error :'er very slow aircraft, causes only Slllall 
'!rrors :'or rast airer-art rlyir.g below 1 !a:. 

Our ~cal !.s :o snow that an ~craft can be l:r 
cated in the horizontal plane usir.g data (roe 
only two acoustic sensors. Each sensor :s a mi
cropnone array whose outputs are o( the for:n 
~sound :s coming t"rom azimuth (horizontal direc
:ion) o at t:.:ze t." 7he t•.ro-sensor methoa 
described ~elow contains i deas basic to 3llY OSN 
tracking low flying aircraft ~th acoustic array 
sensors. 

Suppose we nave t..o sensors , S1 3.lld S, located 
10 \cm apart, and both at the same he~ght, which 
is :eN> :n our coordinate system. Suppose a 
:;,lane :.s nyir:g u-ound socewhere, and the az
!.::luth vs. tl.lle ~urves for ~ne two sensors are 
3.S L'"I i'igure 1 . 

First, we want to find :he plane at tuie t, as
SUl:ling (.~th no particular reason) :hat the 
plane is at height z = O. Coos!.1er Jus t :he s, 
data. :;ie sound ~ltted ~Y :he plane at ti::e t 
:l!USt arrive at s1 at some ~!..lie :: 1 > ;: !.et 11 1 be :he azimuth reading measured .or :::..:l!e t 1. 
Theo at ti:11e t the plane 1.s distance 
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R
1 

= ( t
1 

- t)' (speed of sound) 

from s1, or at horizontal distance 

\ lR2 2 r 1 : I 1 - l: 

rr-om s1. Given t 1, we have found 61 and r 1, 
which specify a point in the horizontal plane. 
The set of all pairs ( r 1, 111) g17en by all 
t 1 > t generates a curve of possible positions 
ia the hori:ootal plane !'or the airplane at ti:le 
t. We call this latter curve the possible posi
tion curve for s1, t, and ::0 . Figure 2 shows 
such curves for t = - 30, -26, -22 , - 18, - 14, and 
- 10 seconds, : = 0, and both s 1 and s2 . Note 
tllat tbe ;>ossible position curve for a sensor 
ol"iginates at that sensor , which 1s the point on 
the curve corresponding to t 1 = t, unless the 
available measured aumuth curve begins after 
time t. 

At time t :he plane :l!USt be at the intersection 
of the S, ana S curves for given t ana z, as
SUJ11ing that the piane is actually at height z. 
Tbus f'or each t ..,.e get a plane location. Con
necting these locations with straight lines 
gives the cociputed plane path displayed~ i;'tg
ure 2. The cOC11puted plane pat!l in ngure 2 1, 
just about equal to the actual plane path so the 
actual path is oot displayed. !be plane 1s ac
tually flying a straight line at 0.9 Mach and 
height 0 . 1 :cm. The dif'ference between ::be as
s~ed height z = 0 and actual beignt 0.1 lei 
results in negligible error. 

The possible position curves ror t = -22 and - 18 
have multiple intersections: the extra inter sec
tions are labelled G denoting ghost. A c rcde 
automatic algorittc has beea U3ed b all our ex
amples :o distinguish real position :l!easure!lleots 
from ghosts and trace the com~uted path. 

We now consider the ei'!'ects ?( errors !.::i azi.outh 
measurement. Suppose each such measurement II ts 
replaced by a r3nge or :easu..-ements (o- e, 6+e) 
were e !.s t!':e c.aximux:i possible error !.n o. 
'Oien each possible posi:ion curve i s replaced by 
a region shaped like a high...ay. The boundar1.es 
or this region are Just the possible position 
cur•,e rotated by +-e and -e degrees ar ound :he 
sensor. Figure 3 shows :hese possible position 
reg!.ons !'or:= - 30, -·8, and -6 with:;= 1 ~c 
e = 5 degrees. il:!io snown are C:.he c~putec 
path, plt.:.S the ghosts ror t = - iS. 

for par~icular t and z the 1nt~r sec:ions oi' the 
s, and S~ possible ~osit!.on regions cete~r.e an 
!.ntersec!:on region wnere the ?lane -1:1 ,e 
round. nus region Jener3lly ~ontains all plane 
locations and gnosts ~OU..'"IC in :he ?rev1ous sec
tion ror given t and z. 3a:!lically, gnosts are 
the result of 1early :angential!y :n::ereecti~5 
;:oss1ble ,osi::on cu.-ves, ~c ar'! assoc:at!d 
.J1.:h an elongated :nter~ec:ion region containi~.g 
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W

Tao acoustic arrays 10 the apart are used to lo-
cate a sun-sonic aircraft is the horisontal
plans. The arrays measure azimuth or sound (roe
the aircraft. 2! the latter is flying 'IOI'Y
slowly, it is located at the intersection of
straight lines drawn tron the sensors in the
direction of the azimuths Insured at the tine
the plane is to be located. If the plane is
flying faster, the straight lines heme curved
because of the finite speed of mono. ano lees-
urenents made over inter-tale or tile must he
used instead a.“ neasureleets made at a single
tine. But the gmeral picture raisins very soon
the ease. The effects of asieuth errors are
smaller for slow and fast aircraft. though
geometrical diagrams relating error magnitude to
aircraft location distort as the aircraft talc-
city changes. Aircraft height. which causes no
error for tar-y slow aircraft. causes only sell
errors for fast aircraft flying selou 1 has.

W

tor goal is to shoe that an aircraft can he lo-
cated in the horizontal plane using data From
only tun acoustic sensors. Each sensor is a ni-
cropnone array whose outputs are of the form
”some :1 coming bros azimuth {horizontal direc-
:ion} d at :Ae t.“ The too-sensor method
described selou contains iceas I:Iasic to any 95!
tracking loo flying aircraft with acoustic array
sensors.

mumn

Suppose we have two sensors. 51 and S . located
10 Kill apart. and both at the some he ht. union
is zero to our coordinate systes. Suppose a
plane is {lying around somewhere. and the as-
isuth vs. tine curves for the two sensors are

as in Figure 1.

First. we sent to find the plane at time t. as-
suling {with no particular reason) that the
plane is at height I: e O. Connie-r first the ST
data. The sound asitted t} the plane at tine t

not arrive at 51 at some tine :, > t. Let a.
be the azimuth reading ensured .‘or tine t1.
‘Ehen at time t the plane is distance

‘53

a 2 {t1 - t)'(speeo of some)

Prom 51. or at horizontal distanceJ

‘ 2 2I ..
I"‘ 3 M31 - e-

tronS . Given t1. we have fond c1 and r1.
once 1specify a point in the horizontal plane.
The set or all pairs (r1. a.) given by all
t.| > t generates a curve of possible positions
in the horizontal plane for the airplane at tine
t. is call this latter cures the possible posi-
tion curve for 3 . t. and see. Figure 2 shows
such curves for t = -30. --26. 4.2. ~18. ~13. and
«1|:I seconds. t s a. and both 31 and 52. Notethat the possible position curve for a sensor
originates at that sensor. which is the point on

the curve corresponding to t.I : t. unless the
available measured azimuth curve begins after
time t.

it tile 1: the plane host to at the intersection
of the S. one S was for given t and 2. as-
sueing that the piano is actually at height 2.
‘l'hus for each t we get a plane location. Cou-
necting these locations with straight lines
gives the talented plane path displayed in Fig-
we 2. The cmputed plane path in figure 2 is
Just about equal to the actual plane path so the
actual path is not displayed. The plane is ac-
tually flying a straight line at 0.9 Each one
height 0.1 Ito. The difference between the as-
suseo height 3 x D and actual height 0.1 the
results in negligihle error.

The possible position curves for t s ~22 and -13
have :uiltiple intersections: the extra intersec-
tions are labelled 3 denoting most. A crude
automatic algoritln has been used in all our ex-
amples to distinguish real position seesureeents
{roe ghosts and trace the computed path.

mama

He sou consider the effects of errors in azimuth
measurement. Suppose each such measurement 6 is
replaced or a range or seesurenents (e-e. we)
unere e is the maximal! possible error in o.
Then each possible position curve is replaceo oy
a region shaped like a highway. The tomcat-Lee
or this region are Just the possible position
curve rotated by ac and -e degrees around the
smear. Figure 3 thou: these possible position
r ions for t e -30. -Ta. and -6 with t z 3 am
e a '5 degrees. lien shown are the amputee
path. plus the ghosts for t 2 ~13.

For particular t and t the intersections of the
S. and 3 possible position regions cater-sine an
intersec-ion region more the plane will so
tome. This region generally contains all plane
locations and ghosts found in the previous sec-
tion for given -. and 3. Basically. ghosts are
the result or nearly tangentially intersecting
possitl position curves. and are associstsc
with an elongated intersection region containi:
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the true postion plus ghosts. Noise in the az
imuth readings can cause ghosts anywhere in the 
intersection region. 

The intersection angle of the s1 and s2 possible 
position curves indicates whether the intersec
tion region will be elongated . ror mathematical 
reasons we consider t his angle to have a range 
~rom Oto 360 degrees, with 180 degrees being 
the usual angle for tangential illtersection. 
Angles bet-..een 180 - 2e and 180 + 2e degrees 
will generally result ln elongated intersection 
regions , whereas angles near 90 or 270 degrees 
will generally result in small rectangular in
tersection regions. The intersection angle can 
be computed as follows. From the point at which 
the olane is located draw three velocity vectors 
( see· ngure q): 

v The plane's apparent horizontal velocity . 

?oints at 3 and has 
( speed of sound)/cos e1 where 
elevation angle of the plane at 
point ( depends on z ) . 

v
2 

Similar to v
1 

but ror s2 and a2 . 

magnitude 
a1 is the 

the given 

7hen the direction of the S1 possible position 
c urve going tnrough the point is w1 = v - v1 and 
of ;he s2 curve ~s w2 = v - v2 . 

As an aside •.;e indicate ·.my the procedure just 
given 1'/0rks. At ti:le t the plane is at the 
given position emitting sound received by S1 at 
t!.me t and angle o1. At ti:ne t+dt the plane 
has cov~ by an incret11ental position dt'v emit
~ir.g sound received by s1 at time t 1..ot 1 and an
gle 6 +d6. Let w be a vector directed along 
the Jossible position curve f'or S1 sucn that 
::iovi.og 3n incremental position dt 'w1 rrcm ':he 
original position will also correspond to t~e 
sace change (dt

1
, do) in the azimuth curve for 

s.. Consider the local rectilinear coordinate 
system i , i , 1-,, at the aircraft location asso
ciated ldth0 global spherical coordinates •.nth 
or:gin s

1
, where: is the unit vector directed 

from s
1 

to the £iven position, i
0 

i s the unit 
vector in the direction of increasing o, and 18 
is the U!'.it vector in ~he direction of increas
ing 8. !hen if r

1 
is the hori:ontal distance 

between S
1 

and :he plane location, 

d6
1 

= dt c:;·t
0

) I r 1 

d6
1
: dt ( ;

1 
·1

6
) / r

1 

dt
1 

= dt + dt (v'ir / speed of sound ) 

dt
1 

: dt (w
1
'ir / speed of sound). 

These last equations imply 

r speed or sound • '''I 
64 

l),e equations just gi•1en imply w1 = v - v 1 ,;here 
v

1 
is chosen so that 

speed of sound= 

O :v
1
·1

6
. 

While vis the apparent horizontal velocity f'or 
the computed path, and not the plane's actual 
horizontal velocity, we will ignore the distinc
tion here because the di!'terence between these 
velocitie$ will be small as long as the error in 
position due to :nise stilllated height z: is small. 
(If the position were accurate both these velo
cities would be the same, because they give the 
sam,e !'ates of azimuth change ror S1 and s2). 
Note, however , that an actual vertical component 
to the plane velocity is equivalent to a raai_al 
horizontal component, b~cause it pr ojects on ~r' 
but this equivalent horizontal component is dir
f'erent !'or each sensor, and cannot be expressed 
by changing the apparent horizontal velocity of 
the plane. So our calculations are not exact 
unless the plane actual~y has z:ero vertical 
velocity, or unless the assu:ned height z: = 0 . 

For given z and v, curves of constant intersec
tion angle can be plotted in the horizontal 
plane. These constant inteI"section angle curves 
have sensor as end points, and are show in ri~
ure 5 for z: 0 and the actual plane velocity 7. 
We call the region in which the intersection an
gle lies between 180 - 2e and 180 • 2e degrees 
the region of linear ambiguity, because in :hat 
region plane position can only be localized in 
one dimension. 

Comparison of Figures 3 and 5 suggests that the 
intersection angle ts not a ve'!"J prec~se ~easure 
of how well a plane is localized. T~e region of 
linear ambiguit, :s nonetheless a useful 
descript:ve concept. 

Figure 6 shows the computed paths of the four 
corners or the intersection regions for tilles 
including those of Figure 2. The intersection 
regions tend ~o lie between the outer111ost of 
these ~our paths. One clearly sees the chan~es 
in length oe the intersec~ion regions as in~er
section angle changes. Near the region of 
linear ambiguity, the corners of the Lnter!ec
tion regions exchange posit~ons relati7e to each 
other, with their computed pat hs crossing over 
each other. 

Figure 7 displays t he computed plane pat:is for 
three different assumed heights, z: = 0, 1, and 2 
km. Not much change is ooserved as = char.ges, 
except :n the region of' linear ambiguit,. 

Figure 3 :s just Figure 2 but ·.;t th assWlled 
heigtt z = 2 1cm instead of i = 0 . Note that no~ 
only have :ne gtosts d~sappeared, ~ut the~e i3 
also no :ntersec:1on at all cf the ~ossi~le po
sition curves for~= - 18 seconds. ~rrors in 
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anmu1:.b can also el1m.1.aate 1:itersections. 

Figure 9 displays possible position curves for 
t = 0 and z = O, 1, and 2. Changes in z only 
cause changes i n the rad.ial distance to the sen
sor , and t herefore change the possible position 
curve significantly only •.men that curve is per
~endicular to the radial direction from the sen
sor. Maximum perpendicularity 1s achieved by 
!ast (nearly Mach 1.0 ) planes flying nearly to
.1ard cile se0$or. out if such a plane is between 
t he t1'0 sen:sors, 1t will have a nearly radial 
possible position curve ror the o ther sensor, 
and consequently the possible posit ion curve for 
the other sensor will not ~hange much with 
changing z. So changing z in Figure 9 1DOves the 
:.ntersection point along one or the two i:lter
secti:ig possible position curves . 

Changing z i nduces a radial translation in a 
?OSSible posi t ion curve very si::lilar to the ra
dial t ranslation induced by c!:languig t . Thus in 
rigure 9, changing z moves the i ntersection 
po:.:it along the actual path. As a result, 
m1sestimating z does not llisestimate t he plane 
path, ~ut onl y the t imes at which t he plane is 
at various points on tha t path. 

For planes !lyi:ig between the sensors changing z 
generally results in a position error parallel 
to toe plane path. 

'.:CNC'..!JS!ONS 

Time ser ies azimuth measure!llents from j ust t wo 
sensors, plus an estuiate of plane height, can 
be used :o locate a plane "'1th1n a box, the in
t ersect~on region or two possible position re
Jl.ons. :'or aoproXl..mately half o f a t 7Pical 
plane path th!s :ntersection region is a r.icely 
behaved rectangular box, but ehewhere the :-e
gion is elongated and may become U sha~ed. The 
:iajor exception to t his :-ule occurs . hen the 
plane ! lies along :he straight line through the 
sensors, passing 7ery near ooth sensors. 

For t~o sensors 10 km apart and planes rlytng no 
h:ghe:- than 1 1cm, the effect of ~isesti:lat~ng 
:he ;>lane height is usually c.1.nil:!al. 
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azimuth can also eliminate intersections.

?i;ure 9 displays possible position curves for
t e a and z s G. 1. and 2. Changes in 2 only
cause changes in the radial distance to the sen—
sor. and therefore change the possible position
curve significantly only when that curve is per-
:endiculsr to the redial direction true the sen-
sor. Nations perpendicularity is aohieved by
fast {nearly Mach ¥.al planes flying nearly to-
ward the sensor. But if such a plane is between
the tin sensors. it will have a nearly redial
possible position curve for the other sensor.
end consequently the possible position curve for
the other sensor will not change such with
changing 1. 3o changing a in Figure 9 notes the
intersection point along one of the too inter—
secting possible position curves.

Changing z induces s radial translation in a
possible position ourVe very similar to the ra-
dial translation induced by changing t. Thus in
?isure 9. changing : sores the intersection
coin: along the actual path. he a result.
oisestinatinc 2 does not nisestisate the plane
path. but only the times at which the plane is
at various points on that path.

For planes flying between the sensors changing 2
generally results in I position error parallel
to the plane path.

Tine series azimuth seasuresents from Just tun
sensors. plus an estimate of plane height. can
be used to locate a plane within a box. the in-
tersection region of too possible position re-
gions. ?cr approxisstely half or a typical
plane path this intersection region is a nicely
behaved rectangular box. out elsewhere the re—
gion is elongated and may hecone U shaped. The
taJor exception to this rule occurs when the
plane flies along the straight line through the
sensors. passing oer? sear ootn sensors.

For two sensors 10 to soar: and planes flying no
higher than 1 kn. the effect of sisestihatins
the plane height is usually sinissl.

unliumseal:lull

?ig. L.

 
Azimuth angles rs. tine :essurec by
sensors 51 shit :2- :‘or some 3.1.7:- 5.":
to be located-

  
‘Ji-I-IIHI'tII!

 
 

'3 as-

g 0¢_ .s

5 -I %.0

‘ ‘H
|

. I
.e ‘ ' ' ' I I I-.s -l -e -- -a I e e e I II =l

alfllfl [hi

“.3. 2. E'issihle :csit'ica 1'3: '. 23""- —E: 1: --'-.3
sec. There is the :"Wne 3::- esci: sensor.

3; int 53, and intersections of these two
vii-res as: either ;cir.':s 3h tasted
plane goth mess-1'; 3331:": line! :1-
gn: ts isnrsed 3L. Assunsc plane height
is : a 2. zetusl heigat is 3.: :2. plane
telccity :3 2st: i.§.
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OI ST.IJiCE ( h1) 

?!g. 3. ?ossible position regions and intersec
tion regions ~or times - 30 , -18, and -6 
sec . Computed plane path (straight 
:.ine ) and ~osts {marked G) ~or these 
::i:nes are 'l.lso ?lotted . Possible posi
~!.oo cur'T1es -... ;.1;h assumed errors e of 
~5° e.n.C - 5°. z = 0 as =or ?ig. 2. 

ro s, 
\ 
I 

Fig. !. . 

TO 5 1 

/ ______ / 

,, is ~l=e 's a=nt hori::ontal •reloci't'J . 
v:. is- d.i.."""ec-ced-~o·.r~s s1 , v2 to.,;ards 
52 . =~ assumed heigb't z = O, :nagni-c.:lee 
of 7: and ; 2 :s speed of sound. ~l :s 
directed a.long S1 ;iossi~le position 
~\1.-ve, 3.ed ~2 ~ong s2 possible position 
curre . 

Sci 

... L.,oJ......,_ .. ...1.. ..... _ ... .1..-..,_...!.._._ __ ,!,-, .... ~ . ,-J~~.:...~...:..-:-....:..~-'--:IO;;-' 

Ola!TAHC:t" (W I 

?ig . 5. Curres of constan,; ~t.ersec'ti~n sngle, 
~or angles :':-om 50° ::o 210° in :o0 

i.,cremen'ts . ?lane 's actual ·relocit:r 
is used "1th assu=ned ceig!lt z = O. 
Computed plane ?a'th and ghosts are 
diS'f)le.yed. !legion of :.i::ieaz. ambiguity 
:ies Oe~'leen 170° and !90° cur,;es . 

.. ,._...., ......... -... -'-.-.---'-.-,--.--'--'--'---'------',.,'-' 

:!.g . 6 . Comp~ ed pa~~s of c~r:iers of ~~~ersec~:cn 
r egions ~or er:-ors e cf +5° end - 5° i., 
aziou::h angle, assu:me:i ceig!lt. z = '), 
and ::~s !ro~ - 50 to +50 iec Ln ~sec 
increments . ::itersection r egions gener
all:r lie bet.,.een oUT.erzcst pat~s . ~eg!o= 
of :..::ie~ acbigui.~7 is aiso si:c·~. 
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?_ O
E .-
: uU
H 3U ‘3 I-" 2
I; aa

mammal-I

Fig. 2. Possible gos'tion regains and intersec- E5. 5. Curves cf :onstant intersection angle.
ticn regians :‘- :- times -30, -1:. and .43 for angles i‘mm 50° to 20° in '_-J°
sec. Computed. 91311:: 95:51:. {straight incnmnts. Plane's mm :I'elccity
Line} and ghosts named G! for these is used with assumed height : = I).
:imes are 12.30 glottcd. 995513315 9051— Camputed. 313112 path and 3.93:3 are.
:ion :ur'res with 3553\nd. errors 2 or iis'glayed. Resist; of Liner: ambiguity-
+';"‘I and 4“. : = J 3.5 for Pi . 2. 2.125 between LTG" 3nd L90“ c'ms.

res,
l1

EIUzi
Ea

Y‘IGET Locum» 36?.” :I-I

Fig. -. 7: is plane's 3995:5211: horizcntai 'reLccit‘f. mars :f intenecticn
91 is directed :cvaria 3i. 7'2 wards reg-ions :2: errors 2 2:“ *3" mi 6” in
53. 2:" assumed height :. 3 D, maiz‘me 32mm: angle, assured Leigh: 2 = '3.
of 1-. and 7,‘ i3 speed a? sound. “1 is. and times from -5C :3 ‘56 sec in #sec
iirected L'I' g 5-: possible gositicn increase-11:5. Zztersecticu. 1‘: 1-325 gene:—
:urve, and 7-3 3325; 5.. 99551111: position 3.1.1:.“ lie between natal-mas: paths. Basic:
:Lu-ve. " 3'? Linear trig-Lit? is also she'd-z.

‘30
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• •'.IO •H 

! t 
,.. ..... 
u L ! 

i:t 
J 1u.,a .. ,il 

-l I .... .. .. ., 0 IO 

O~.ST&Jlle!. t __.l 

:ig. 3. ?oss!.ble position curves :'or assuimtd 
:ieigjl't z. = 2 km and cimes :'~m - 30 t.o 
- 10 sec . Ac't'.Jal plane :ieigh't is O .1 
kl!! . Actual and co:npu,;ed plane paths 

I 
·I-
f-

! l ,.. t u 
! 
-;; I 
Q •1l-

·•"-
_.[_ 
L 

Q~o displayed. At t. z - 18 sec, possible 
pos!.:ion cu..>-res do JOT ic'tersec't a't all. . 

•, 

·•·~_.c:,,--:.,,--.. ,;-' -'-----"-."',---,o--'"-';---------1.--.,~ 

:!.g. 9 , ?oss~~le ~osi~:on curves ~o= ~!.::.et 2 0 
a:id. 1SSU!l~ :ieig.'lt.S ~ " i) . :. • and 2 ,m. 

.. ' - ff ~ I I I 
· • 0 

I t 

•• .. 
OJST~.K( ("9) 

Fig. 1. Com;,uted plane ?"tha for assumed heir.,ta : , o, t, and ?. 
Plane !ocat!on is aeterm!ned .t t!m~ from -so to -50 sec In 'l·sec In · 
c rements. R<!ilon of :1near :o.moii'Jtt}' 1s also displayed. 

67 
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DISllNHhfill 
m lull

5: a osition 3W! 3::- 153m
'1 .5211: t. 2 In: and zines Em -30 :0
- sec. Actual glans height is 0.3.
'.-_'n. Annual. and :mmed plane.- paths
:- iispiayec. A: -. i 4.8 32:, gassi'ole

  '5'
2uI

a I ' | J I

5 ‘f— ?
.. 8J— _{E L

a 4— J‘ I

351‘“ {mil 5 I- ‘I
6"!— 7

1;. 21. Ens-51:12 positiau sax-res fa:- tizze : a 3 4r 1
an: assumeri hie-5.33.5 : I J. 1.. and 2 '51:. [- 1

T %
I I I | 1 _ I | I I | ‘--‘° *1 ‘I -'I *l' O I I U I It

”flu: I“.

Fig. T. Computed 31m path: for alumna heights 2 x O. 1. and 2.
Flame Iceman is netarmmad at time: from —5(! to -50 sec in fits: in-
cremcms. Regan or “nu: ambiguity ts also dispiayed.
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:..J::G 3.!,.:,GE ..\.COUS~:: ~c:c:;G O? :c'..' , ::r-::c 
A...""RC?.Al""':' 

:::. :anders and 3. ::..accss 
I.!:icc:.n :accrat.or/ 

Massachusetts ::1sti1:;it.e of ~echnology 
::.:c:ori=6e, :,!assacncset.t:. J2:..42 

Jata ~rom a 5 cet.er e.rray of l!l.icropbones 
:lB.S been collec:;ed and analy::ed i:I :he band 20-
200 E!: to ~!.nd ::he sccurac,· i:o 'Jhic:i ::he a::il:nlth 
of lov- flying subsonic .'.lircra!: can be :racked 
:uia :o measure sigr.al :eveis a.s a ~ction of 
range. :l.ight. paths -.rere re.da.r :racked 1:1d 
recoried on digital i:ape. Propagation c::iaracter
is:;!.cs -.rere =~cu.lated :ro::i ::es.sured ceteorologicS:. 
.!at.a !.::d -.rere :.:.sei :o help !.nter;ret obse-""Ved 
s ignal :eYel -rariatio:is. ':;:e !lircraf:: !.:ic:udec:. 
:iel!copter, ;,rop-dri·re!l and ~et ai=::raf-: ·;hic!l 
: :ev 30 :-=: reversed :.!:!es: ~c~s at al::!.1::u!es 
o:'.' -o :: , 300 :: and l :0. Azi::!uth ·.ras ::easured 
by a?plj~-=ig ma""~u:n- :ikelibooc:. ~requency-
· .. -a·:e:1u.:.ber s.r~·sis ~o ~he i.!.a;i-:'.:z~C !a.a :":-c: 
~t.e ~~ac~!o~a.: w"&Veie:ig:h array~~ :ic:-o~hooes .. 
:,!easured a::~;;::s, ~<;er ::!le appropriate t:toving 
sc:.:::e cor'!""ec:!~=s, •e~e ~~1.:.:1d ~o :e acc:1--s~e ~o 
·.ri.:;:lin '.l :e•,1 ie~ees at ranges ·.-ell beyond 5 t.e. 
:i~:er!ng and array gain al.loved us to obtain 
6CCd 3?!..=u~~ ~s~'!.::.a.~es ~or ai:::--3..!"~ li;::ia.ls ~~ 
:east. :o .:3 be:ov :he ba c!tg:'ouz:d =oise :evel. 

:::u::;11; J u::.e l9T7 , a:i ex;:eri::iem; ·.as conduct.ed 
~~ ?o!": 5uac~uca, Ar!=o~a, ~::- ~he ,u_~se ~t' 
~o:..:.ec:!::.g ~cous~: c and seiS?:lic ~a7 ia~a !or 
:ov- ~lying aircre.f': :ravel~ng a-:: subsonic 
·1elcci -:ies, '::.! s experi::ient. di!!ered ~= a.:.: 
;r~v!~us ·~·o:-it :O.cvn :o 9.lS :_~ ~!la.'t ~Ce ~xac-: 
pcs!~ion ~f :~e ai~~!"~f"t ~s e ~u.nc~ion of ;!::e 
..-as .::ir::a!:ied b:,- r!!cord.i:15 radar :rac!ti::g :.n:'or::ia
:~== ~~ .iig!:i: :~;e. 

:Ce rada.r :.re.clt:.::g and recordi::g s e:'"l'ice 
.-as ?rov:.~ed ~Y ::e ~=i-:ed States A...-::r.; :::=.ec-:rc=ic 
?rov!.:ig Gr ow:c. ( :.'SAE?(; I , ?or.; ;;uac::iu::a, :..ri:ona. 
:!l ~dd!':ion , JSA.E?G arranged ~or ai:craf';, 
:o:::u:rl:e~!c~ ~ac!:!t!es, po~er , Cal.loon ~:.!S::~s 
:o 3at.~er ::et.eol:"Olog!cal data , su..-,e:l.:.!Uic! 
r:ld=, and general physical support. ':'he aooust.ic 
a::d sei~c :es.sur=ni: a:id =ecor.;1~5 equi;:::en-:: 
a:id ::ie necessar; perso::me: :.o set.~? !l!ld operat.e 
i': ~er!! provided by t.he Uni':ed Stat.es A..-:;y :oI'?S 
~f .=::::g!.:-:ee!"s ·;ate:-.tays ;Xp~-be:i't Sta~!:>n ('..i!S ) . 
·,..~ a!so p!"'Ovided. ::e ~ og - to-i!;-:.-:~ .ia::a 
conversi~~ se:-r-ces e.-:. :heir :'aci:!--:.y ~:i '/!.,,:ksburg, 
:-~ssils:.~':)i. 

:n aCdi:!c ~ :o sou:-c~ : oca~!o~ r~qu!.r~ec~s, 
:~e e~e:-:.=e~~ •-as j ~si~e~ ~c !~c:~d~ !!S c~c~le~e 
s 5e:. o'! :~~ ·.·e:!ous ti:c:-a!':. 3Ct.::c~ :::es .u 
possi~:~ a~d t:.:c--n ~-:::OS?~er!c 3ccus~ie ~=!-~scis
s!cc :~arac~e~~s~!cs. ~e:-e !:e ~sser.:~a..:..:7 
~:::.: !.!t~~~~~~ ai:-c:-1.~ sc~\!.S~!~ s~~:~ :-:~:es, 
s..-:i c~e ~~ ~ac= ~:~ss -as ~:oyed ~~ :~e ex;eri-

:en-e.. ~e a.ircre..f": ·.rere: 9.r1 A- 'i .!e,; ~ s. :toe.a, .. ~ 
0·1- :.::, ";".rin- ;rngined turbo;,rop, a aeec:icraft :J-d 
::-.11.n reciprocating- ty;ie ?rop, and a t.ra-l heiicopter. 
:'o adequately co·.·er :he ;iossib~.:. t:r c ! amospneric 
?ropagation :;lrQble:iis, :i::e exper!.::ent. ·.-as desi,sned 
such that each aircraft fle~ reversed t racks 30 
a::i ~ lei:gt;h at al:;!.-;udes o~ .. 0 :i, 300 o., and 
a aboYe the recording site, and a :irca:ar 
:rack o f radius - to 5 :m about :he recorii:ig 
site . The tracks ~ere repeated at ·:arious ti.!:ies 
vhe~ predicted ::eteorologica:. ::ondi<;!o:is ::!.~ht 
have caused signi~ic:.nt cifferences ill acoustic 
:;iro~egation characteristics. ~o ~L."lllly establish 
acoust;ic ~agat.icn characterist.ics at those 
ti::!es, tvo oeteorological. bal:.con !'l!ghts ~ere 
conducted at the expected e.~r~e acoust.ic 
cooditions, es:~ =r..i::g !ll:d :::d.d-~ter=oon. 
':'he aircrat't t:igt:t paths ·Jere radar tracked and 
coo1:rclldd and recorded :,n digi te.l tape . Syncb.ro
::i:ed acous-:!.c iata -.rere ~og recorded a:; the 
se!lsor sit.e. 

~e a=ust.!c-seisi:rl.:: sensors anc. recording 
·ran set.UJ) .:.s shtr~ in ?4. : , and : ::e array 
set.up i s shown in :ig. 2 . ~e ar:-ey w-as i esigned 
:o ;>rc-riie :.i:ial!as~ ;re~ ::c::r;,:ete !ind resol.,ab:e 
~,~en::::.ber coverage ~P~=O?~ia~e :o ~be ~equency 
range 5 .o 300 nz !or phase veloci.!es or the 
speed of sound and g:-ea~e:-. ~efer::.ng : ~ ?!g. 
., - h.e ~~-e~-oi: beg~:c.!::.;: -~ - 1,; ~~ ·•e,..e Ge::e:-a.: 
~dio •:f!le~: 56o:?5 ::dc~pnone;:·3KJ;ere- 3 ~ K 
~ype ~!65 ::dcrophones, JR -.rere ~S :;1)e 6065 
:h!"ee-coz::i:one!l. gra.d.:.en.; :!:~phones, :3'.:' .-as 1 
General. ?.ad.io ::,pe 1961- 9601 electret. ::ic ropnc ne, 
and S ·-·ere t.!lree-<:ot:Qor.e:1-c Mark ?:-educ :s :.-
geopaones. ":1:e 3eiSt:ll:e:er s .-ere ?~ced s ;:,proxi
::a-::el:r : 5 o belo.- grcuz::i :e,reJ. ~n ceoe!:lt ;,:ers. 
::RT ·;as placed at 3 c above ;ro=d :evel, and 
a:.: --~ :?:e o~her :ric!"OpCoces !.'t : ~ e.b01te g:-ou:"lC. 
!evel. h GR :ucrcphone -.ras ;,:ac!!d sppr cxi:.atel7 
: / 2 kt:! :;w o: :he ar:sy :o obt.ai:: :arge re.n5e 
s!g:ia: :o~erence !...::.~~t-_a~!~o . 

:h.!rir.g ~:eld oper1~!o~s, !.i:c:-e.f~ a~ous~~c 
~d se is:c.ic !ata •er~ ~e-cc=ded ~n ~a!og : ape. 
ri.O ac.c.i-:!cna..: 10.our.:. :,~ -:!..:e ·,:as s;en-: rec:r~c; 
ru:ibient. noL;e concil ::.o::s 6.uri:ig •rcious par.s , ! 
: ~e :!a.J and :rl;c-: a~d ccadt:.e~:::.; :~st:""".::ie=-: 
cs.1.!bra~!o:i.s. :n~e:-r&.:s ~! ~~e ~~a :-e?rese~-:!::g 
each aircra1t :7Pe ~e~e :!!.g!.t!:ed at ~000 ::. 
?!~es 3 :~ougn 6 sho• ~xsr;>l~s o~ i!;i:::ed 
~~a~~~ each 3i~c~~ -:;r:e : n :te -ar!ous 
!net.?"!:l!le~t.s . ~e =ot.e :il.a:;, as ex;,ec-:ed, blace
rate car:onic-t")'Pe s!gni:s 1~ate : or ;,r~~-
<:.ri ven !1.::--::-~!'t 1.::d 4;?:e cve:-S.:.:. sio=,L c=::!e:-e:-:ce 
! 3 high : or e.l:. a.:.r::r1!"; -;;~es . ·(e also obse:-re 
good S.':, rat.ios in -:;he ia;a. .:-:ie JV- ~ .!at.a 
4~:"e ~~~~ d"..1:"!::g bad 3::.:-~ace ~'i.~1 co=d~~:~~s 
( gus~:::.g ~~ 25 ~o~s ) . =o~eve!", ~he 1cous=~= 
~oise :':"'~~ the ·~d :s vel.: ou~ of :~es!~~~: 
:a.:ic a.::iC. :::.e !~Cs.::d .: ·:; :s s--::..:.: ;ti-:e ~igt. ~.:e 
~o~e :!la~ aco~3~i~ 3:g~S.: ie~e~~!c~ c~a:~c~e:-:J~!:s 
c-e =ct. ::ecessar!: y severely e.:·!'ec:ec:. =.:, ::.!.gh 
:i::bie~-: ~o!se ~~~:!s ~~ ~Ce !.a~~ ~7e l~~~:~e:~ 
~'"'::~ c ~ange ~d s!;::a:.. e.:l~ ~c:~e :..a~~ !:. ~~e:-~~: 
.>pec~=al. ~r s-;~c!.a:. c::e.r~c~eri.s-:.!cs . ~·~:-e 
~e~ii:ec. s~~~es c~ !e~e~::~~ ~~e, ::3ss~~::~~:~~, 
:~3c~::.g, e,6 ·~~n - • ~~ are a~e:se~ := :~~ 
~c::o~'"i~; s ec~:~~s . 
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2.330 mm W: “JACKIE-“G C? 2471? F’Z'IIIG

1‘. 3. lenders and a. 1'. :scces
Lincoln labs. tors"

Hassachusetts Instit‘xte a: Technology
Tn‘oriige. Hassac'ousetts 32.342

Abstract 

Data from s. 3 meter array of microphones
has been collected. and analyzes in the band. 25-
zoo 3: to find the accuracy to which the azimuth
of low-flying subsonic aircraft can be tracked.
and to measure sign-.1 levels as a function or
ruse. night goth: were radar tracked and

records-i on digital tape. Propagation character- ‘
arcics were calculated from measured. meteorological
ista and. were use-1 to help fitter-gm observed.
signal Level variations. The aircraft included
helicopter. prop—drum and jet aircraft which
flew 30 12 reversed Lines: tracks at altitudes
of ‘0 a. 300 :1 and l 3:. Azimuth was reassured
by awn-ins mam-likelihood frequency-
a-aremanber analysts to 1'“ digitizer. Eats. from
the fractions; wavelength array :! microcosm.
Measured azimths. after the approoriete moving
source corrections. me :51:an to be actuate to
attain a .‘sv degrees at ranges wall hearted 5 1m.
3‘11: ring one array gain moved as to obtain
secs semi-1 sstimtes for airs. "t signals at
Least '.0 33 tel-fl the new noise Level.

Zztrcdnction

Daring June 1977'. an experiment was conducted.
at 3'3“. immerses, Arizona, for the purpose or
:=;scti:g cosmetic and seams art-ear iota for
Low—3131.215 aircraft tra'relsing at subsonic
telooities. this experiment dirfered from
grew-ions sore :ceo'u-o to as is that the snot
position. of tits airs. *t as a reaction :r the
was :‘ctazoeé ‘rr: recording radar tracking infom-
titr. to insets; tags.

"-9

“Site redu- traekisg and recording service
as prov-lied by the United States A53 Electronic
Prov-Ln; Ground {GEES}. ?ort Snack-tea. Ariana.
in addition. "JSAEG arranged. for aircraft,
:cmmicstic: facilities. power. balloon flights
to the: meteorologcsl oats... surveillance
radar. and general. p‘wsica‘. support. “the acoustic
and. seismic =essorusect sac rector-3.1:; swipes:
son: the assesses? germane; to set a; and operate
it were gratified by the Suited. States Arc-q Sort-s
of Engineers ‘iatcrzeys met-meat Statton 313}.
‘nfi also :rcviiefi tee smarts-digits; iota
conversior. set-rites at their fee}. 2'; Ln 'flcksburg.
flissisaiggi.

Zn sciatica to source location rector-seems.
:Lte expertgect was resigned to incl-roe as complete
a set of the carious aircraft source t-_.-_:es as
possible and know smorg'aeric acoustic transmis-
sicr. :huscteristics. There are esseetialar

‘tttersot aircraft ac ti: 33““:2 tyres,
cos :3 each 22153: was atlas-es. is: the mart-

J-..“

3:.

‘ua
a

ten. he aircraft were: as A-‘u' Jet, a riohav's
EV-SD twin-engined t “bapmp, a Beecher-art 3-6
win reciprocating-type prop. and a 03-1 nelicooter.
I‘o mantel: cover the possibility of atmospheric
gropegatioo groblens, the experiment. as iesisned
such that each aircraft flew reversec tracks 30
an in length at altitudes of ”'3 n. 363 e. and '.
2:: above the recording site. and a circular
track of radius 14 to 5 so: about the recoding
site. 'L‘he tracks were repeated at tsrious times
when Enacted aeteorologicsl conditions might
have caused. significant “litter-mu in acoustic
zit-oceanic}: characteristics. To fix-fly establish
acoustic mtion characteristics at those
tines. two meteorological balloon flights were
conducted. at the expected extreme acoustic
conditions. earl:- aorrizg std. no—msrsooa.
the aircraft flight paths were radar tracked and.
controusd and recorder}. on digital tape. Synchro—
.-.i:eci acoustic iota were analog reccriso at the
sensor site.

'l‘he somatic-seismic sensors and recording
an setup is sham is 3‘15. 2. and the array
setup is shown in 3'13. 2. The array was designed
to crevice fmliased. :{e‘o template and resolvable
nt—enmher cm: appropr". ts to the h‘equency
range 5 to 300 3: for phase Wheaties of are
speed. of sound and greater. ”start-f..- to 2-1.5.
2, the intrmma beginning Genera;

 
at: 33 were

3.3.6.10 type iséo-PS microphones. 3K were E .5 K
type 3-155 microphones, 333 were :35 type 606'?
three-component gradient zicroghones. as was a
General Radio type 3361-9601. electrst firmness.
and. S vars three-component Marla Products 2-61
menses. the seisnceeters were rlaeed. stores:-
natal}? 15 as below ground Level on cement stars.
‘55.“: ‘a‘as placed at 3 a above ground level. and
all. of the other ficropnones at 2. : above ground
level. .3. GE microcosms was closed agprcxizstely
:32 in NW of the array to obtai: Large range
signal coherence situation.

in; title ogeratioos. rtraz‘t acoustic
and seismic data were recorder}. or: analog tare.
An “tines—2 mount of size was spent: retarding
ambient noise conditions its-1o; various gee-:3 c:
the say and. also: and condos-.13.; teem-cues:
calibrations. Inter-rel: :L' the ‘ ta representizg
each aircraft type were iisitizeé at 5000 3:.
figures 3 throngs 6 show exact-lee of iiaitized
-‘ ta for each aircraft type on 15:! various
Lnstmests. He note that. as enacted. biase-

te weenie-1:7? signals imitate for crop-
driven aircraft and the were: signs; coherence
is high for 2.1;. arc-raft tyces. 'Je also oases-re
good 3!: ratios in the fists. She C‘I—LL“ * ta
were taken 92:21:; 'oad surface '41:: conditions
[gustizg to 25 knots]. Est-ever. the acoustic
noise from the rice“. is NIL out a. the signal
bend and. the ictazi 3': is :12. {site 21153:. 'n'e
“ 3-: that acoustic signi- ietection three-tertstics
are cot accesses-1;" severely affected ‘: his:
mien: noise the flats have s'sfflciezt
5:," ‘1: range and sigma; 2:1 noise have ”'fsrer:

era-{=5 if
a...

 
spectra; 3* acacia}. -:r..aractsris:i:s. Here
to": ‘Le: statics :3 ietectitr. rears, :Lassifitstitn.
traozizs. are ins-.23. are stirs-asst i: the,_..
"Lauri: sect: :zs.
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?re:!.::linary results based 011 a :eviev s.nd 
Slla!.ys1s o:' s ?&r: of ::he expen=ie.ot.&l cia::a e.re 
sumz:iari::ed i:i ::he :'ol.:oV1.ng $ectioos. ::n .:irder 
::o int.er,,ret. :he :-esults properly 9.!ld :o ·.mder
stand :he ?Ot.ential use of acou.st.!c se::1sors, Dne 
c:rust. be svare of cer::ain sie,~~caot coving
source ant! a"C:Ospheric- propagat.ion et:'ect.s. 
:':!ese ,re.J..:. icolnl e:':'ects as ::l::ey app!:,r ::o our 
par::icu.lar sit..iat.icn are :evieved in -:he sec:!ons 
precedi:g the an&J.¥sis and ev&lua.tioo. 

:onsi.ier tila.t at. ti:::e; a SOU!ld source, 
:::0-r!.:1& at. ccos'U!.nt. veloc!cy ·r, is at a c!st.a::ice 
·n. :'roe -:he closest point. o:' approach (cpa) :o = obse:-.-a::io!l ?Oi:lt 0. :'..et -:i:e lists.nee bet.".reen 
) ?Ud c;ia ce : so ::hat. -::he i!st.ance of ::::e 
source :':om Oat. til!le:: is 

IZ 2 2 
a 'f":' • "I -:. 

':::e sounc. u-=:-i·r'..I:JJ st O c:u:e ='== ::he aource 
.te.z: _-: ·.ra,s a.t sa:e e.sr!!er ;,os! ~ion. sa:, .. 3. 

i!st.ance of R :'!'om O. ':":ie ::..ce :equired :'or 
so:md to -:ravel a , i.e., 3/c, ·.rnere c equ.al.s the 
speed o:' sound) n:..: ~ua.:. ':::e :::.:e :::e so=ce 
::oo.t :.o ::io·,e :':'cm a -:o ). :.et to.at 'be & distance 

Since ::l::e source ::ioves at. v, ::hen ~e :w.ve 
:. v ,. R/c so :::i.st. : ,. !o!R ·.rile.re :-1, ::he ?l.ac_!i 
:i=ber, !s .ief'!:ied at v/ c . ':'!le ,teo::et.ry o:' -:h!s 
s:..:aat.ion !.s sho·.ro !.n :'ig. 7. ::-om ::he :'igure 
•.-e ':lave 

s.nc. so, :'or subso:i!c v, ::he acoustic :-ange :a 
g~ven Cy-

a' ; I : : - 1·f7t. - I{: 

Jsi::.g :11:.3 ~ela-!o~ship~ :~e ~o:.:.~Vl.~ ~el~~io~-
3cips :ir~ ~::2:1d~: -::-:e :rue a.::...:11.:--:h, 

: ::e per::ei·.red :':::-equency ·.rhen -::he source !.s 
e:u::t!=g a :"r~uency f

0
, 

:he ~cous~!c az!..:nut~ ~a~e, 

; \: ; • -r, ~/ ~ )'!t2 
0 

~ , , , 2 ~!'l"E. .. ·o ' 

:'!.gures d a:.d 9 sho~ :he beaavior of ::l::ese 
!'unct.lOllS ot M • 0. ';'5 end :.1 = 0. i2, :-espec-::i ·tely, 
~ich are :he c.a.xi::11:::i :i.nd ::ii:li.aum ·talues used i:i 
:he experi:::ent.. ~e note -::e fol:.osr~ pro?er-:ies 
of :;hese ~ct.ions ~hic1l appl, ::o a great.er 
exi:ent. ~or :arger Mach :umbers and a :esser 
e.r:en't ~o~ s:a.:..:e: !·ta.ch ::u::bers. As SOO'-"'D in 
::he ~igures , -:he acous::!c posi::ion :s ie:e.yed 
rel.at.ive ::o ::he actual ;iosition !.n ?ropor,:;ion -:o 
::he :{ach :11cbers. At :arge eq,..1L. .i!st.ances, ::he 
pressure on ::he incoltlng path is g:-eat.e:::- t:!&ll 
the pre~sure on ~he outbound pa::h by a ~ac::or ct 
( l + !·! )~ / (1 - !<!) • :'o:- exa.cple, a source : rave~ 
hal.!' ::he speed of sound radia;;es :'our -:.i.::ies :he 
pover t'o:rvard as backvard. Addi ;;iona.l.!y, -:he 
peak pressure ::oi:ies before ::he vehicle !s a;; 
Czl&. :!.:1.a..l.:.:l, •e ~o~e ~~at :a.r;~ e..:ia.nges !~ 
a~~ut.h, excess ?Tessu:-e, and !oppie:::- :' 1 f

0
1, 

-:&lite ;,.:ace p:1..ca:::-i::, i:i the region ·.-he::. ::he 
ve!ucle !s .ri-::!li.:! abou-:: = l e -.:i:' ;;is. 

:n auypo~ ot ::he e;,c;e:i:::ent., 7.-0 bal.:oons 
ve:re :aunched :o ga-::!:le:::- sound speed.. ~ic:d Yeloc!::7, 
and ~~~a~i,e h:cid!~J =.a~a. =a.:.:.:on :-:.!o=~s 
·.1ere sc:ieduled .it::':.:ig :::e er;ected =est. .ut:::-e::e 
acoustic condi :ions . ':!le pur;:ose ·.:as to obtain 
an ~ppropr!at.e cat.a base fo: iet.er::u;i!r.g ;;he 
i.::%po~ance of sou:id :-e:':'ac::ion a::d at..:enua::!011 
over the observed det.ec;;ion :-ange and .. i;r-ia.l 
·:a.riat.ions. The ~!:st. be.J.::,o:i ·.ra.s :ai:.nched 
dur!??g :he :nd-a:'-:er::oo:i app:-oxi::a-::el:; 3 ;:,. :::1. 
local -:i:ie ) •.then ::he :ior-"...al :apse ra~e ~oU:d 
:l&~e a high ?OSi~!.;re -=~-;iera.~ure orad.ie:!-: a~proac=:
!.ng :he ~=d sur:'ace. ::=~ sue!:! ccnei ::ions, 
the sou:id ,e!oci-::, p=:-o:'ild :s ::1Cnctooics.l:7 
i ec..:-~ssi:ig ~~is caus!::.g sound ~~e~g:, :o be 
.:c::~:!.:'!UOU.Sij !"e~ac-:ed q..ra::i -s.~ 9Vert/ :eve-1 -:.~ 
::he ,:-oposphere. Jnder 3uch cc=d!:::.o:is, je~ect:.cn 
r!Ulges should be :dss ::!:an !lverage. lldi :ione.:.:.:;, 
ct::!..::g :!l!s ;e:-!cd 3::.a.l.:- !.nC ::s.r;~3c:S.:.e :::e:-:a: 
convec::ion is eic;:ec:ed -:o :lave =on- cegl:e:b:.e 
scoust.ic e!:'~-::s 'a'f i:icreasi:ig ::he bac:~cund 
4COUS~!c 1oise :eve: ·.t:~d ~0!3e ' s..nd i::-!"OC~c!..=.g 
~y:i::et:"""/ :..:l ;~:;aga~!c:'! :~a=~c~e~is~!:s. ~!J 
;iheno::enon, jue :o ·.rir.d •re!oc:. t:r i!":!.il ent.a ·.-1:.:. 
S.:.ter -:he e~~ec-::7e Jc:::id 7e:oc!-:--; ?~:1!:e 35 ~ 
!'Uz:c~~on of ;rop~a~~~~ ii~ec~!c~ . ?!~e 
shovs ::he :::1et.eorologic!ll. ia:2. :o::.ec::ed !'..11':.!'.g 
~:Us -:i:e 5?&0. :'";ie ··"'i.:ld !!.:-ec:~~o is :ic-: ~Co· .. '?: 

a.: ~!lcugh -::::st ia-:a ·.-u uso :::b::l!::ec ~':"c::. :::e 
c..:.:oon :::-acking dat.!l. :be 3ci.:nd 3peed :s -:hat 
cslc:L..a~ed !ir~t;::J' !:-o:: :~e -:eol)e_:-:~:t::re !a-:a. 
?i&"1re:..: sCavs ::e ess~- ves~ ;~=e-:~!=~ 9~opsg;.
:!on c:ia.rac-::e:::-is~!cs (based ~n ~a, -:rac!::.g- ' ~~= 
sou:-ces a:: 200, 900, =c. ;OCO :'': s'bo•:e ;rcll!:! 
:eve:. C-::l:/ :~e ~=-!t!:a: .!.!.s~3.::e~s a:~ :=-:.!=~:ei 
a.:nd jO~ :te ~y ~~~hs .. ~e :a::".l.!a!!c~ ;:e~!:~s 
sha.C.c·.r :on~s &'t 2.: :::: -.res~ ~d : . 3 :: ess~ ~~r 
:~e seu:-:e s~ 2,0 :"-: S.::.!:~~~; : .. e., ~::. ~~7s 
::l.a~ s~a..r: out :tore :lor:.=en:a.: .:r ·~;va:".i -:!:!Cl 
::e c:-i~~ca.l :-~7s .13.l"e :~~ed ~;#&rd :e~~=-~ 
:::-eac::.:.::.g ::::e ;:-o=c.. =~:a: :.-:s-:e::e:i-:::i :..re 
4;.!'""..le ~O:" '::le S0U!"C~9 :\.~ :!le ::.!.;;:e:- S: - 4 

- .. .:: a _,,, ... ._ 

-:Ce s!':.8.dc·.r ~oc.e i!s~a::ces g!-.·e:1 !:i -::-:e ~:g-..:.:-~. 
:A;r -;:::~=7 ~.30 ;:-et!c~3 :.~:. 1=e ;::e:-;7 ~ :=:e 
~~e:~ !":'o~ :.~e 1c::::~ a~ ;:c ~: 1::.~~~c~ :: 
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""sis and Mention
 

Prelinim results based on a reviee and.
snaiysis o! a oer. or the uperinemal cats are
smited in the following sections. In order
to totes-trot the results properly and to under-
stand the totential use of acoustic sensors, one
mist to snare of certain significant novice-
source and atmospheric—propagation efiects.
these area; known effects as they 9491: to our
tuticnlsr situation are reviewed in the sections
trending the meiosis and. evaluation.

brig-Source Effects

Consider that at tine t a send some.
noting at constant velocity 1-. is at a iistance
'rt iron the closest point oi’ ayproaon {cpl} to
an obsemtion point 3. Let the iistance between
2 and toe to :- so that the iistenoe of the
source tron a at time t is

The sound. arriving at .3 caste tron the source
when it was at some earlier position. say a
iistance of .3. tron O. The time required for
sound to travel 3 li.e.. 3h. mere c equals the
steed. of sound) Hi: equal the ties the source
took to nova iron 3 to B. Let that he s distance
1. Since the source moves st 1'. then we have
Z.."r=-Sl/.t sothatilfluherehthelhch
number. is iefined at tie. the geometry of this
situation is soon in Fig. T. its: the figure
we have

3.2 a r3 4- '..31'3. - “11:12

ant-Z so, is subsonic 1'. the acoustic range is
given or

: . I-tm + If; - he: ¢ T‘s‘lru - 33‘ .

73in; this relationship the following relation—sitigs ire :‘cnnei-: the true azinmh.

J~r

3':

fit} - tan' «eh-E.

the acoustic azimuth.

ht. I tan ‘1'}!!! - 'l-tT 31-1.

the yer-reins frequency when the sotn‘oe is

flitting a frequency :o'
or'...‘ .- e

if". - H siofsl'].

the acoustic range rate.

it:
'.' I wit-‘fafsinia‘a.

acoustic serous: rate .

at. I -r':-.f.-'fa: '3

3

$2 2:. far-fieli ;ressure enclosea‘C
'9- : 4"" .-=
,... . --.’ 1r...

'39

Figures 3 and 9 Show the behavior or these
auctions of 3-! - its and 3! I -3.12, respectively,
which are the nastiness and. minus values used. in
the experiment. 's’e note the following tron-ties
of these Motions which apply to a greater
extent {or larger Mach mothers and a lesser
extent for smile: Mach embers. is shown in
the Tia-urea. the acoustic position is .ielsared
relative to the tual oosition in proportion to
the Mach numbers. .11: large equal finances. the
meme on the inconing path is greater than
the oregsurs on the outbound path by s :actor or
{3. a. MP'fiEl - 311‘. ?or example. a source traveling
half. the speed. or! sound radiates .‘oor titsea the
power toward as backward. Additionally. the
peak pressure comes before the vehicle is at

cps. 3" ' ‘ . we note that large causes in
azimuth. excess pressure. and. topple: I..'.‘:__J.
take glans primari‘q in the region when :11:
rehicle is within about =.'"'c oi’ spa.

fleeces-closing merits

In maroon of the ”torment. two balloons
were leached. to gather sound speed. vino velocity.
and relative nullity tats. BLT—son
were scheduled luring the expected not: estrus
acoustic conditions. The moss was to obtain
an estuarine data one {or ietenining the
importance or sound refraction and attenuation
over the observed detection range and signal
variations. he first balloon was Launched.
[hiring the oid-sflernoon fiamomauly 5 gas.
"-..ocL1 time} when the normal. Lapse rate would.
have a his: genitive tonnes-store gradient encroach-
ing the ground sm'i'ace. Boring such conditions,
the sound. velocity troi’ils is monotonically
iecreaaing tons-is causing sound energy to its
continuously retracts-o ops-arc. at ever? zero: :2
the troposphere. Under such conditions. ictecticn

flights

rnnges should 'oe less than average. ‘tio 1""..
during this eerie “- anti Large-scale teens;
convection is connected to cave con-negligible
acoustic effects ‘oy increasing the tacks-rm:
acoustic noise Level 'viei :oise': and introducing
asmetn' in emanation teat-entertain. 1:5
onenooxenon. has to Wind 'relcciry gradients “at:
"ter the ettectit-e sound veicci‘a' orcfile as s

faction of trotegation direction. flare '_I
shows the meteorological iatc. collected int-in;
this tine span. The win: iirection is not some
although. that iata as also totainec iron the

 

  

balloon tracking data. the sound. sceen is that
calculated tire-3;: tron the tennerettze tats.
E'isnre 1.1. shove the east-vest secnetrics; amongs-
tion characteristics (“oases an ray tracing" for
sources t 2'30. 900. and. ECCO 1". score gratin-i
level. coir t critics; iist toes are ie'iisatee
and. not the ray 3: tits. :1: :sic‘zatisn treiitts
shadow tones at 2.; as test eta 1.3 2-: east 3::
the source at £33 1“: altitude; Le... e3... rszrs
that start out more noriconta; tr '.'._.
the critical rays are tuned toward before
reaching the set"- . 3:13.” statcents are
true f:r the sources at t' a higher 3;: ..::".e with
the senior tone .iistances giten in :2
Say titres:— sisc tr -icts that age seera
fielt from the stunts at .322 .‘t alt“; ‘ ‘
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!:..1c;;ed ::i !U1 easterly :i!:ec:ion . :a·,e::i i:!la!!ges 
i::i -:.he :eteorologic:!.l. coodi-:.io::is , or ::?la.I:ees i::i 
-:.opog:-aphy, such energr cdght be det.ected !!.t. 
::i.rge :a.oges. rt is noted :hat det.ection :ange 
1assu::ied ? roportional :;o the shadow- zone range ) 
:;; iirec::.Y ?r opo~ioc.al. to -:.:i.e source 4-:;i:ude 
!'c: :;hese ::ieteorologic:il ::ondit:::ons • . 

~ e second balloon ·.:as l aunched duri:ig ,;he 
earl;r ::ior.ling (approximately 3 a .:::) . At :;his 
:!.ae, :;he ::or::.a.l lapse :ate should be underlrl!l 
bys ::igh ::iegative :eo,,erature gradient approacl::.in.g 
:;:ie grou:id Slll""!'ace. Under :;!lese condi -c:!.0?1S , :;he 
sound- speed protee has a zone o t low values 
near -:.!le surface. Energy entering t ha.t zone 
-.r1:: oe ret'r:i.cted toward the ground , in=euing 
:.he e:'!'ec:;!:re :ie:;ec:;ioo range. Jur:!.ng ?ericds 
·.-oe:i such ·1elocit:, cocdit:!.o:is persist, better 
-:.:ian a·,erage .ietec-:.ion :-an.;es should be encountered. 
'.:pper level vinds du::-ing this t!oe per iod cay 
S.:so have severe pr opagation ?S,th effects . 
Eovever, :;here is ::ot ::iucll ~-scale lover 
:!\·e: -::=bulence !!.t -:.~t :;:.::e s.nd co:iseq_uently 
:cv back..,,-:-ou:d ::ioise :eve:s shouli ce eocounteretl. 
:ig1.:.re :2 sc.avs :he ~Uoon d.e:ca :::ollec:;ed 
.i;.:.ri:ig -:.his !arl;r :zwrning flight , and :ig. :3 
3hc~s :;be roy-;;ra,ciog results based on :;hese 
ill.ta • .;us,; opposite ':o -:he md- at-:.er:ico::i :-esults, 
::e : o.es: 30:.irce ::as the :.a.rges,:; det.ecti oo 
:ai::.ge . .~..gai!!, -.ri::ds pr oduce !!.s:,=etry and sc::ie 
!ucti:ig occt::s, but overs.ll !!!UC!! larger ?ropagatioo 
i1sta.nces ~an be ex;,e~ted duri=g these ccnditiollS . 

~ s=ry ot :;:.e theorei::.::c :ay-traciog 
resul:;s, ·.e e::q:ecte<i gec::e't:-ic~ detect ion 
!"'!!.t:.ges o~ a:t !ess--c =.10 C ~or a.:: ~:Joe sou:"'ces 
i;;:i:i.g 0cod acoustic per iods and of at :east & 

~ev ~ilcceters icriog untovorable acoustic 
:c:iditi ons . .:.Cbient noise condi-:.ioos due -:.o 
s·i.:.r~ace -..r!::d.s, ra!.:i~ .e~::., ·r_:: .:,~ .:ou:-se :iake 
!e~ec~!on =o~e .:!.!~~:~~: b-~~ shoU.:d ~o~ s~g::1~!
ca.nt:J c.!'!3.llge ~~e eCove ~!~ec~s ~or sys~e:19 o~ 
Ju:'~icie!!t !ynamic range. :n :-ealit:r, l arger 
!etectioo ranges should ~e expected ~rC:11 energy 
:;l:at :.s ~f!'rsc-:.ed ~d scatter ed into t:.e sbal.1.ov
:c:e :-eg·!.on . :as~::, , .ten 1 .. rt.:id g:-adients s.:e .oo 
:~e orde:- cf nor:a.:. scUlld- 3?eed ~ad!.en;,:;s, 
asY=etr:.ca.l ;,r:ipagation ::o::.di-:.i..,:is •n.:: erist . 

J!.:ee~ ~~g ;:lot.so'! =ost. ~~ ~:e .acous't:.: 
14:a ._..ere ~b~e.i.:led :.D. ~he ~!~1.C .. tln!'ort.;ca~ei:,·, 
the :;::.::ie base on these ?lots is t:no•.n o::ily :;o 
·.itbin a fe•,1 -:.ens o!' seconds , or ~uivalent:;; 
:l:e a~cra.ft loca.: ::.on is lmO'.'!l onl:r to ·.n:;:lin a 
~ev ~~~~-e~e~s. A.c.d.i~ioc.a..:.:..:r, ?lO~~e~ ::.oise 
z-c=:s a: abou,:; 30 :.3 belov ~ sca:e . '::ce 
:-esU.:.t !.s tl:at ·,1nen using :;!le ?lot:ed ana:og 
ia~a , estimated acoustic :-ange ~y be in error 
by about a ki: caete:- and c.axi;:.'.!l:1 sii;::a.:. ~c 
r:u:ge ·.-12..! '!:e abou:; 35 c3. ?:.gures 1- -;;o : S 
stc~ ~~e 3.:::pl!~~tes ~~ ie~ec~ed 3:g::s.!s Cj ~~ese 
~~~; ;~c~s as ~~c~!o~s o~ 3.COU.S~!c ~a:::,;e . 
':?le 1co~s~ic :ange ~as de~i~ed ~~co ~:e ~dar 
-:rac..c::; da.:a and : :ie covi:ig sou::-ce e!'!'ec-:. 
:':: ::"::l~!!.z g:::eo :;i:-evious::, . ':"=e 301!.! :•..t.-,;ec. 
::~es=~ ~te ; : o~s !.:lc.!.=~~e :o:-=.a.: oec:.e~~!:3.! 

ii) 

spres..ciing ~or a :ta::.ogeneous at=cspae:-e. ~e 
Yertic,.,;. :ines show -;;he gec:etr ica: Jhado~ 
boundaries ~etercined :'!"om the ~eteorologica.l 
data. Finally, the peak ::iobe :evel is .-;i-reo by 
,;he hor izontal. ::oes. 

'::Le d.a::a ;resent.eC i!1 -:he ~~-ures can ~e 
sua:ia.ri::e<i as fol:.ovs: i:i a.ii cases, ·~th only 
35 dB of ef!'ec-:ive iyne.mic range , the ai:-craft 
7ere acoustica.lly detectable out :oat :east 10 
:im, al.though ::ot al·.:a.ys oo °Ooth the i:lbound and 
outbo=d :;iaths. Al:!p~tudes ile of~ at ~bout -;;he 
ge=et:ica.l ra.:e, appropr!.&te '!O a !:!Cl:Og~eous 
at::i0sphere, 1.:p to the calculated geo::ietrica.l 
shadow boundar:, !or the actual e~spheric 
condi.:ions. :a the di~!'racted region, signal 
levels are d!=li:lished as ex;iected, though sti:.: 
at jetec:able :evels. ':'=ese obse.."'Vlltic::s ,u-e 
consis.:en.: ~i.th :he ?red!::~oos besed on :;l:e 
cieasured ::ieteorologic:ll ::ondtions . : i ll4l:.y, ·.e 
not.e that even -chcWJh :he smbieot or bacitground 
:ioise level i s o:":eo considerably .;rester t:.:J.ll 
~he sig::i.al :evel, ~he !e~ec~!=~ :evel ~s l~~:.2 
:i.ig::i si::ce -:.he noise and s:g-_e.: energ:; :ire ·.:eJ.: 
se~ara.:ed in frequeoC"; . 

Snec::-al Cbservatioos 

::!.g=es : 9 :h..--01.:ga 25 sho·.: spec:ra ::c::ipu-:ed 
a~ : - sec ~:~erva.:.s ~c= each air:~~ :7;e ~ur!::g 
selected ?arts o~ -:.he!.r :'!!gh-: pa-chs. :!gu:-es 
19 to 23 shov the UE- 1 helicopter begilllling at~ 
m iobow:d, !. km ou1:bcu::id, and ~i:cllng at a 5-
~ dist&.I:ce, respec"ti7el7. ':be 7elcc!ty of tr.e 
a.ire~ ·.-as about ...0 ::./sec, :here!ore eac::i 
seg::en-: re,;:resents a :!IAl:ge !n ;os::.-cic::i o:' - 0 ::i. 
':'he basic olade-rate :'r e~uenc;r for ~he ~:-l -.ras 
1.:. a: . :!g-..u-es 22 and 23 shov si.cu:a.r ~pec"tra 
:'or t!le U-o , and :!gs . 2l :!:Id 25 show :rpec:ra 
fer tl:.e A- 7 3.Ild 0'.'- :...:l, res,pec!i7el:r. :·.:.::dSI::en:i: 
b!a.de-ra-;;e !'requencr fer :he ::-o .-as :ao :::: =d 
shat":: :-a1:e oil :!z . :ha CV- ::> o.:.~e- rate :'!"e~e::ic7 
·.-as -o J:: . :!ac::i spect:-.:m clearl:; silovs :;hat -:.he 
sig::ia.:. is composed of a combinati on of ~ c.ame::ital 
B.:ld ~a_~ cn.ie ~eq~e~cies . ·.:1th :he exee~~!~n c~ 
A- • ir,:ec:;:-a ~h!:h ha7e :he eX?ec:ed br:acbaz:d 
~~~ea.rs.nee. ~e ~~~e ~ha~ ::e ~;.;:ic.a!le~~a.: ' or 
:OV'est. =..ar::lo:rlc !.: :l:e iats. Cand.) ~s :iot. =ecessa.r1:j· 
~he :!.ocinar:t ;::eak a::d :'=':her, !l!ld =re im;,orr.a:i-:, 
the ~verall spec-:r:i.l :;iattern :: :a.o ·::e ::igh:.7 
dependent on -;;r.e posi-;;:on o ~ -:.ha sc!lr::e -~:= 
~s;f!C~ ~o :he rec~!7ers. ::: ge~era.:, ,uch 
~si.!l~s :..:ld.!.ca~e ~=i.e.~ ~arge~ ciessi~!~~~!on 'as 
to Jet, -;;u:boprop, or ::iel:!.cop.:er ) should be 
straight!'~r-.ard . So~e,;-er, ~racking and cultis!:;e 
~s.rge~ ~ient!~!ca~icn ·.1.:..: be :110re !i!~!c..::~ : o 
ac~ieve . As:~::~. 2; ~ 4e ~c~e ~=e ~o~~:e~ 
sh!!--: as -:=.e CV- ::J ~ses ~?a 10d. :.=:e !c"l-
!'!"eq..te:c:, (but ou-;; of :he s:!.g:ia.: ba.::c. ) ·.r-=c-
=oi~e in~e~~e~ence ~uri::g t~e :a~e~ ~~~:o~ o~ 
~he ~~ac ~. ~ig-J.l"e 26 shows the :.::,.?rove.me~~ 
ga:Len •"":.~h s~~le h:!g~- ~ass ~::~e~!~g. 

Con·len~:.oce.l anC. :::iax!.:t.: :::.::;~:1~ood ~:.~b
:-esc:·.:~!.::n4'~~'~:.!e::.:y ·.:a.'le~uobe~ 2:~:1y ~::e.:~ts:.s 
:e:!".!:.i;~es- ~e~~ ~;?l~dd :o i!g:.~s.: ia~~ ~~~ ~~e 
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mcteo to In eesterly iirectio . Gites. changes
1:: the seteorologicsl conditions. or changes is
topography. such energy might be ieteoted. at
large ranges. It is stated. that detection range
{assumed proportional to the shadoV-zone range)
is tirectly proportional to the source exit
for these meteorological conditions. .

The second balloon was launched. during the
early coma; {approximateh' 3 son}. At this
time. the normal loose sate should. so underlain
by a :13: negative superstore Meet approaching
the grand eta-face. Undea- tbeee conditions. the
sound-speed mule has e tone of low values
see: the surface. Energy entering this: zone
will be retracted. toward the pond. increeaina
the eftective ietectice range. During serious
char. such veLOcity conditions rec-sin. better
than average ietection ranges should. be encountered.
Upper level winds during this time period. can!
also have severe propagation path othets.
Eovever, there is not much snail-seen lower
Level. t-zouience at. that tire and consequently
Lou background noise levels should he encountered.
figure 3.3 shows the balloon data collected
curios this eel-1;; morning flight. and Fig. 2.3
s "a the rev-track: results based on these
tees. Just coposite to the aid-eitemooc results.
to Loves: source ‘15 the Lea-gen ietectioo
range. Again. vices produce WET and some
lusting cccura. but overall such large:- growths
finances can be expected during these conditions.

2:: summary a: :2: theoretical ray-creole;
results. we errected geometrical detection
tosses 32’ at Least :10 3:1 for all the sources
curing good. accostic periods and or at Lees: e
few kilometers rinsing unfavorable ecouti
:cseitiocs. Ambient noise conditions ioe to
etrrsce “ends. rein. etc.. sir. of course take
ietection core citric-alt but shoeld. not signifi-
cantly change the above effects for amass o:
suficient int-mic range. In reality. larger
ictection ranges should he expected. from energy
that is lira-acted end scattered into the shallow-
::oe :- ;:.n. Zestly. when vino gradients are :h
“.39 order of cores; sound-steed gracients.
comet-rice; :ro‘pegetios conditions will. exist.

'ster-red Detect-.123 325“

Direct anal-cg ;.ots of cost at t..e acoustic
tats were obtained in the tie—1‘. Union-notch“.
the tine base on these slots is snows only to
within a few tens of seconds. or equivalently
the aircraft location is {move only to within a
rev kilometera. Additicefih'. glotter noise
starts about 30 53 below to: scale. the
result is the: foe: using the §lfltted analog
c'ets. estimated acoustic reuse may be in error
2."; about a kilometer and. cesium: sighs;- cynsoic
range sill be about 35 '13. :

1..

figures 11: to ‘..
Show the aliases of ietected. signals on these
scales glcts as fractions of acoustic ruse.
The acoustic range was ierived. from the radar
22:31:; iota and. the saving source effect

given ;reviouel:r. the soli: cor-rec
' incinte cox-ten; gel-metrics:I-‘ue 1- Ana-5

f: _—'....:.‘;. es
Lites :c

‘-.I C!

spreading for e homogeneous ionosphere. The
verticel lines show the geometrical shadow
boundaries inemioed from the aeteorolcgicsl
iota. Finally. the peak coiee Level is given by
the horizontal lines.

The data presented in. the flan-es me be
summarized. es follows: is. all cesea. with only
35 ea at effective 5317.821: range. the circrsi't
were socmsticll..‘..‘..:.r detectable out to at least 10
ion. though not always on both the inbound and
mhmfi. oaths. Amplified.“ file of: at about the
geometrical race, appropriate to e honogececua
aunlphere, 2:; to the calculated geomrical
shadow boundary for the actual atmospheric
conditions. In. the diffracted region. signal
levels are dismissed as expected. though still
at ietecteble levels. These observations are
consistent with the gredictions beaec's or. the
measured. meorologiccl :ondtiocs. . are
note that even though the ambient or background.
noise level is often considerably greater than
the signal Level. the ietectio: level is sci:
high sizoe the noise are stgral encru- are “sell
separated in frequency.

on ‘-

Sceetral Cbcervetioos

Egan :9 through 25 she's ssectre emote:
st L—aeo intervals for each ail-2:11: tarps "ma-i=3
selected out: 2 their: flight techs. Figures
1.9 to 23 show the 33-}. helicopter beginning at a
Les inbound. ‘4 ha outbound. end circus; at a. 3-
3o: distance, telpeoti‘rela'. Rte velceir; of the
aircrm was about he a!sec. therefore eech
assent represents a. cheese in gositios or no 2:.
The basic blade-rem frequency for the TIE—1 was
ll 3:. figures 21—: and 23 show similar spectr-
for the 3-6.. and. Rise. an am: 25 shov spectre
{or the A—T and TIT-33. respecti'.’ l“. Pam's-tel
blade-rate frequency :c: the 2-5 was Leo s: and.
shaft rate 543 3:. "he N—D blade-rate {re-trace?
tee TO 3t. 7 h spectra. clearly shove that the
signal is composed. of e. combination of fundamental
and harm 4:: firemacies, with the execs-tics a:
A—T spectre voice. :s've t..e esoected beteobem‘:
sneer-nee. 'n’e tote that the :‘zcceaecte‘. (or
lowest “townie in the sets. hand} is not :ecessertly
the helium tea: are: further. and core important.
the overall spectral 1: team can be ushly
eepecéent c: the toaitioc or the source with
respect to the receivers. Is sectoral... such
results indicate '1‘- ". target classification Yes
to Jet, turboprop. or helicopter} should be -
straightforward. Ecrd'mr. tracking and mitts te
t ‘aet iieotifieatico. 91:; ‘oe more iiffit'iit t

4

C

achieve. .13 to 3:13,. 25. we hate the toggle:-
shirt as the -:":’-‘*.3 cusses cos end. the low-

c‘.’ the sir—3.1. bent] vizi—
hxrieg the later oorticfi c!
25 shove the ingrown-meet
high—pass “'- *'

frequency {but out
wise interference
the trace. E‘ia‘cre
gained. with ample

Arts-r i’rtceesias

Conventional and satire: likelihood

resolutizn1fi‘eq'lency severance: err-s}- seen-5:3'-a
c.'-r.".:‘ces' oere enlist. t: 13:: it: t:

as _
u-3:;-

:o .s-..‘“5.3....
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ar.:ay config-.i.-at.ion sho11n :.n :ig. 27. The 
?U..':)ose "JaS to establish ~he ~easibiJ.it7 o~ 
OB.king usef-U.:. az!.muth :neasuremen'ts '.lSing a small 
a.caustic 'll':-a.y. !t is importan't 'to dis't::.nguish 
bet.veen accuracy and ?r ecision in a.coust.ics 
since , ·..r~e an acous'tic ·.14vefront c~ssing an 
ar:-a.y may be such ;;hat. a very precise m.easurement. 
o: i-:s d.i:ection and velocity can be :!lade, ;;he 
di=ection ::iay i::.ot. ·,ecy accurately ?Qint. to the 
source :':-om ·,hich the sound origillated. :n.accu
racies of cons iderable ::i.e.gnit.ude ~ be present , 
~ue to c rossvinds, topog:-aphic r eflec'tions, 
llori:?:on~ t empera=e gradients, and in general, 
the complica.t.ed acoustic nat.ure of the tropo51>here. 
Figure 28 shovs the il:!pu.lse response of the 
ar:-a.y =ontoured in l-dB int.ervals in -.iavenui:iber 
space . The circle :?.abeled C :.s the ·..ra·.renumber 
cor--espondi:,.g -:o t::ie s11eed of sound, and any 
;,rop~at.:.ng sound !'ield.s crossing t!:e array ~::..l 
have -:::ieir :;,c·. er ·.ti.thin this c ircle. Figures 29 
and ~O shov high- resolution and :onventione.l 
•.a.venlll:lber spect.ra !'or a J"li- 1 at. 8 :s:m acoustic 
range . A ~ea.sure of precision is the ·n.dth of 
;he :-d3 contour which is a !'\.met.ion ;,~...;na.ril;,r 
=: the array configura.t.ion and chosen ~equency. =~ this case, the ~dt.b is aboUt. :?.2°. ~ne 
a.c=urac:r is dead on . ':'"ne conveot.icna.l S?ectrum, 
'3.11:ho\!gh :?.ess precise, is aJ..so dead on in :oca.ti:ig 
~~e ~:-~e :!..:!..!"'ec~ion ot ~he source. ?!gures 31 , 
32, :!.!ld 33 shov 1:te results ~or , respect.ively, 
s t;-3 at. ~ m, a.n A- 7 a-c 8 km, '.!.lld an OV- lD at 
_. _ .=. :n e~c!l =ase, "t.lle accu.-.-ac7 is .rell 
·.i,;hln ;he :>recision and on t!le or der of a-c :nost 
s ::ev ::.egre~s. 71,i.-ure ~4 sb.ovs the obserred 
acoust.ic azimu.h abte.i!:ed ~om ~he acoustic 
array processing as a ::'unction of the acoustic 
r!!.llge obt.ained ::rom the ~adar data tor a ~omplete 
A- 7 ~rack. The movn acoustic a.z:imu1:ll, again 
trom -:=e radar !l.ata, is sho11n by 'the solid line. 
·.lhi:..e :.t :.s pre:!18.'ture to judge -:hat a.cou.s1:!.c 
:!!rec.ion vi-ll generall.y be dete=inable ::o the 
accuracy ~cund ~ere, these ~~sui.ts ~rtdice~e cha~ 
such is possible. 
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array configuration shown is Fig. 2?. The
gurpose was to establish the feasibility of
melting useful azimuth measurements using :1 small
ecoustic user. It is neuroses to distinguish
between scoursoy sod greeisioo in scousties
since, 'lhile so. scams: wavefront crossing sn
arm my be such the: s very precise measurement
22‘ its iireotioo and. velocity can be node, the
iireotioo :Isy sot ver; accurately point to the
source from 211123: the sour}. originated. Insecu-
recies of considerable magnitude my ‘oe gresent.
due to :rossuiods. topographic reflections,
horizontal taperstm grsdients, and. in general.
the toughness; acoustic secure or the troposphere.
figure 28 Shaun the impulse response of the
my contoured. in 1-6.3 internls in “Yuma!
space. '12s circle Labeled C is the nwenher
:orresgondieg to the syeed of sound. and any
grogsgetiog sound. fielis crossing the array 21.1
have their poorer within this circle. E'igures 29
so: 2!:- ssov “nigh—resolution and :ooventions;
sevenun'oer spectre for s 213-; s1: 3 so soousti:
rsnge. A measure of precision is the width of
the l-dfi women: which is s. function ermu
:z‘ the srrs? sedimtion sod o‘oosen frequenc".
2:. this csse. the vista. is shout 12°. The
ensures; i deed an. The conventional sgeeorm.
items}: Less precise. is also iced on -.r. locating

Zoe true Erection of the source. Figures 31.
2.. end. 33 show the results for, resoectively.

9.4-5 s: im,sna‘u-Tst3‘an. sndenG‘V-Lnst
In each case, the accuracy is well

with: the precision and on the card»: or so most
a few sea-sees. Ham-e 3% shows the observed
acousti: eeimith obtained from the scouseie
errsy groeessins es s auction of the acoustic
sense obesieed from the reds: is.“ for s consiste
3-7 trees. The know sooustic ‘ th, agent
from the reds: ists. is shown “our the solid line.
“mic is premature to base that acoustic
iireetiou Will genes-3.2.1:: be deoemineble to the
seem-so? round here, these res-nits indicate obs-c
suck. is gossible.

:.
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?ath . t a ) Acoust:.c ::-ange 3, actual ::-:!.Ilge 
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331mb. :, rig-ml 9.27.3.3}: w. and 1:3 
iifference. 1:] Douala? f."f'-- {1‘3 EST-“$3
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High-Level Protocols 

ROBERT F. SPROULL AND DAN COHEN 

Invited Paper 

Abmv"t-High-levd protocols (HLP's) are the high-levd languages of 
disrn"buted syste~ ln a resowce-maring network. lll.P's link processes 
working o o a common application. The desqpa o f an HLP is decom
posed into three componenb: langua1e, coding, and tnnsport. The 
language expresses the commands a.nd d.ata paaed between pro<:e$$e$. 
lt is designed to provide standardiza tion and device independence, in 
order to use a small number of HI.P's to add.tesa a range o f applications 
implemented on a variety of computer systems. Coding converts the 
language into digital messages. Finally, a transport system is uled to 
cnnsmit the messages. Crom one proce.u to another-experience with 
Kl.P's has shown that differen t KLP's require different transp<Kt be
haviors. This paper describes some examples o fHLP's (ARPA network 
voice and graphics prolOCols}, and argues tlat modem techniques for 
expre$SU1g struc ture and control in programming languages should be 
applied to analog,c>11s problems in communication among application 
procases in a network. 

· I. INTRODUCTION 

HIGH-LEVEL PROTOCOLS (HLP's) are the high-level 
languages (HLL's) of a distributed computing environ
ment . They are the means by which a communications 

network and processing resources in the network are ha.messed 
in an orderly way to accomplish some task. Using different 
resources in an application on a sing.te computer is by now nat
ural, aided by operating systems, high-level languages memory 
management, and other well~stablished tools. But a resource
sharing computer network offers to an application the resources 
available throughout the network ( 18] , ( 29 I -to harness these 
distributed resources requires the collaboration of several com
puter.. and many computational processes, and, therefore, a 
set of conventions for harmonious communication that ex
tends throughout the distributed environment. HLP's are 
these conventions. 

The term "high-level protocol" attempts to distinguish 
protocols designed to control the computing processes involved 
in an application from "low-level protocols" designed primarily 
to control communication processes. Two computer processes 
require communications in order to transmit collections of bits 
from one to the other. But it is the HLP that assigns an inter
pretation to the bits, and thus allows each process to control 
the other. An analogy may be helpful. To call a department 
store on the telephone is simply to establish communication. 
But when the caller says, "Please send me two pillowcases, 
catalog number X802, and bill my account," he is using an 
HLP that controls ordering goods. Thus the HLP is imple
mented "on top or· the low-level communication protocols. 

Manuscript rece_ived February lS, 1978: revised June 9, 1978. Thi$ 
work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the 
Department or Defense under Contr:ict OAHC·IS-72-C-0308, ARPA 
Order 2223, 3nd under Contract F44620·73-C-0074, monitored by the 
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R. F. Sproull i$ with the Computer Science Department, Camegie
Mellon University, Pituburgh, PA I S213. 

D. Cohen is with USC/ lnform at ion Sciences (nstitute , Manna del Rey, 
CA 90291. 

Of course, HLP's that control computer processes need precise 
definitions of commands and responses, and canno t rely on 
human intelligence to provide an interpretation. (The paper 
by Pouzin and Zimmermann [26) in this issue introduces the 
notion of "protocol" and the concept of "layering" by which 
ari HLP is implemented in terms of lower level communica
tions protocols. Their term "application control" is equivalent 
to our "high-level protocol.") 

The services available in a resource-sharing network are 
sufficiently diverse that several different HLP's need to be de
signed. For example, HLP's have been developed to control 
job entry, interactive terminals, file systems, graphics displays, 
resource allocation, and. voice transmission in distributed en
vironments. But why are HLP's required to control these 
se rvices? Is not the communication provided by' a network 
sufficient? The need can be demonstrated by an example. A t 
first, using a file storage service seems to be a simple matter of 
sending a file to the service as a serial stream of bits, and subse
quently retrieving the same stream. But additional attributes 
of the file must also be saved and retrieved: a file name, some 
information about how the file is to be protected from un
au thorized access, accounting information to permit charging 
for the storage of the file, and so for th. Moreover, a file 
service must provide more operations than storage and retrieval: 
enumerating names of files stored, deleting or renaming files, 
moving files from one storage medium to another, etc. The 
HLP must select among these operations, provide the informa
tion needed by them, and report errors encountered as the 
operations progress, in addition to simply transmitt ing file data. 

A resource-sharing network becomes increasingly valuable as 
more HLP's that offer services are designed and implemented. 
Thus an overall objective of protocol development is co seek 
methods and tools that simplify HLP design and implementa
tion. Already, experience with l:ILP's has uncovered common 
<Jesign techniques, some of which are reviewed in this paper. 
But techniques for specifying HLP's and for implementing 
them remain primitive. We argue that methodology and tools 
for designing and implementing HLP's can be improved by 
applying notions developed for HLL's-in effect extending the 
HLL into a distributed environment. Just as the HLL frees 
the programmer from many tiresome details of programming a 
particular computer, the extension frees the programmer from 
the tiresome details of dealing with network communications. 

To construct such an argument, a better understanding of 
actual HLP's is required. The remainder of this introductory 
section illustrates the range of HLP's used in a resource-sharing 
network. Section II builds a detailed understanding of the in
gredients and requirements of HLP's by defining a model 3nd 
characterizing some very different protocols in terms of the 
model. Section III reviews the issues faced in the design of 
HLP's, and common techniques used in the designs. Finally, 
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Fig. I. A resource-sharing ne1work. "User processes" obtain semces 
from "server processes," under the conlrol of HLP's. Heavy lines link
inc processes in the illustration denote the lo&ical connections that 
carry HLP. These connections are unrelated to the physical organiza
tion of lhe network. 

Section TV shows how many of the needs of HLP's can be 
addressed by HLL facilities. 

A. The Role of HLP's 

HLP's are used in two slightly different ways in networks. 
In the first use, the basis of resource-sharing networks, HLP's 
control the services offered by resources in the network. Vari
ous sites in the network implement server processes that offer 
a specific service to any user process that communicates re
quests to it (Fig. 1 ). In these settings, activities are instigated 
by the user process; the server is a willing slave. Examples of 
important services are as follows. 

a) Remote job entry service: A user process submits to the 
server a me of text that con~rols running batch jobs (job con
trol language). Later, the user prooess may retrieve from the 
job entry server the "listing" text produced as a result of the job. 

b) Remote terminal service: A u.ser process can .. log in" to 
a timesharing system service, and subsequently send and re
ceive characters as if it were a terminal on the system. We shall 
use the term "TELNET' for this service, adopting the name 
of the protocol used in the ARPA network (7). 

c) File service: A user process can send dat3 files to the 
service for storage and subsequent retrieval. The file service 
may be provided with conventional disk equipment, or may 
have special file-storage resources such as a mass memory. 

d} Mail service: A service accepts text messages addressed 
to individual people. Later the individuals can interrogate the 
service through a user proc.ess to receive any mail that has 
been left for them. 

e) Resource·sharing service: This service accepts requests 
from user processes to allocate resources of the computer sys
tem on which the service executes (jobs, processes, files, 1/ 0 
devices), and makes these resources available to other processes 
in the network (36). 

Each of these services has a corresponding HLP for accessing 
and controlling the server process. These services are analogous 
to the services that are offered on a single computer by an 
operating system. A mechanism for storin1 files, for example, 
is a vital service provided by an operating system. Extending 
this service into a resource-sharing network allows greater 
sharing of the file data, as well as economical storage of files 
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selves are symmetric, as is the case in the network voice proto
col described in Section 11-D. In these cases, the user-5erver 
distinction is not relevant. Thus applications may use HLP's 
both to access services and to communicate among parts of 
an application. 

HLP's offer many new opportunities to distribute applica
tions. An application can be divided into processes, each of 
which can be executed on the computer best suited to its 
needs: signal processing tasks are accomplished on fast parallel 
machines; symbolic computation on computer.; with large 
address spaces suited to list processing. Processes that com
municate directly with a human by voice, graphical, or textual 
information can travel with the user, communicating with 
collaborating processes in the network by packet radio links 
( 19). Distributed applications can evolve as requirements 
change, by modifying HLP's, adding new services, distributing 
the computing activiry among a wider set of resources, etc. 
The ease with wruch HLP's can be designed and implemented 
will control the extent to which these opportunities can be 
fulfilled. 

8. Standardization 

Achieving the standardization required to offer services on a 
variety of computers is a major goal of HLP's. Before the ap
pearance of large computer communication networks, HLP's 
were largely a private matter. A programmer who wanted to 
design an application consisting of several processes and wanted 
to provide a method for communicating among them, had only 
to establish some personal conventions for the interprocess 
communication. Networks spoiled this simple approach. Com
munication protocols became a matter of public decision in 
the hope that a single standard design could serve a wide com
munity of computers and users; interconnecting a variety of 
computer.; unleashed a barrage of problems due to different 
representation conventions in different machines (word lengths, 
character sets, and the like) and in different operating systems 
(files, naming, and protection mechanisms); networks forced 
slower communication among processes than did tightly 
coupled systems and seemed to magnify problems of syn
chronitlng processes. 

The importance of standardization is demonstrated by the 
"n2 problem." [magine a network of n computers, each of 
which offers a mail server t.hat uses a distinct HLP. Each com-
puter will require a separate user program to send and receive 
mail for each protocol-a total of n programs on each com
puter or n1 in all. By contrast, if the mail servers all imple
ment a standard HLP for sending and receiving mail, only n 
user programs, one on each computer, are required to obtain 
access to all mail services in the network. The high cost of 
writing and maintaining software makes protocol standardiu
tion essential. The techniques and conventions that pernut 
standardization over a range of computing equipment are 
a major ingredient in the design of HLP's. 

II. THREE HlGH·lEvEL PROTOCOLS 

with specialized hardware. Thus HLP's are not entirely new This section describes three HLP's as a prelude to a more 
phenomena-similar concepts have existed within operating general discussion of issues involved in desigrung and imple
systems-but are now being revealed as they are extended menting HLP's. These examples are couched in terms of a 
into networks. model of three components of an HLP: language, coding, and 

A second use for HLP's links in a symmetric fashion two transport. The first example, a plotter protocol, illustrates the 
processes that are part of a single application. Such a link may model. The two remaining examples, a graphics protocol and 
be the result of the division of a software system into separate a voice protocol, are actual HLP's that demonstrate a range of 
modules. Or it may be that the communicating parties them- HLP design techniques. 
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from "server processes." under the control of HLPS. Heavy lines lit! to
ing proce‘su in the illustration denote the logical connections that
carry HLP. These connections are unrelated to the physical organiza-
tion of the network.

Fig. l. A resource-sharing network.

Section IV shows how many of the needs of l-lLP's can be
addressed by HLL facilities.

A. The Role of HLPtr

HLP’s are used in two slightly different ways in networks.
In the first use. the basis of resource—sharing networks, HLP's
control the services offered by resources in the network. Vari-

ous sites in the network implement server processes that offer
a specific service to any user process that communicates re-
quests to it (Fig. I). in these settings. activities are instigated

by the user process; the server is a willing slave. Examples of
important services are as follows.

a) Remote lob entry service: A user process submits to the

server a file of text that controls running batch jobs (job con—
trol language}. Later. the user process may retrieve from the
job entry server the "listing" text produced as a result of the job.

b} Remote terminal service: A user process can "log in" to
a timesharing system service, and subsequently send and re-
ceive characters as if it were a terminal on the system. We shall
use the term "TELNET' for this service. adopting the name

of the protocol used in the ARPA network [7] .
c} File service: A user process can send data files to the

service for storage and subsequent retrieval. The file service
may be provided with conventional disk equipment. or may
have special file-storage resources such as a mass memory.

d) Mei! service: A service accepts text messages addressed

to individual people. Later the individuals can interrogate the
service through a user process to receive any mail that has
been left for them.

a: Resourceshoring service: This service accepts requests

from user processes to allocate resources of the computer sys-
tem on which the service executes (jobs. processes, files, [[0
devices}. and makes these resources available to other processes
in the network [36].

Each of these services has a corresponding HLP for accessing
and controlling the server process. Trim services are analogous

to the services that are offered on a single computer by an
operating system. A mechanism for storing files, for example.
is a vital service provided by an operating system. Extending
this service into a resource-sharing network allows greater
sharing of the file data. as well as economical storage of files

with specialized hardware. Thus HLP's are not entirely new
phenomena—similar concepts have existed within operating
systems—but are now being revealed as they are extended
into networks.

A second use for HLP's links in a symmetric fashion two

processes that are part of a single application. Such a link may
be the result of the divis'on of a software system into separate
modules. Or it may be that the communicating parties them—
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selves are symmetric. as is the case in the network voice proto-
col described in Section “-0. In these cases, the user-server

distinction is not relevant. Thus applications may use HLP‘s

both to access services and to communicate among parts of
an application.

HLP's offer many new opportunities to distribute applica—
tions. An application can be divided into processes. each of
which can be executed on the computer best suited to its
needs: signal processing tasks are accomplished on fast parallel
machines; symbolic computation on computers with large
address spaces nailed to list processing. Processes that com-
municate directly with a human by voice, graphical. or textual

information can travel with the user, communicating with
collaborating processes in the network by packet radio links
[19]. Distributed applications can evolve as Muirements
change. by modifying HLP's, adding new services. distributing
the computing activity among a wider set of resmrrces, etc.

The ease with which HLP‘s can be designed and implemented
will control the extent to which these opporrtutities can be

fulfilled. _ -

B. Standardization

Achieving the standardization required to offer services on a
variety of computers is a major goal of HLP's. Before the ap-
pearance of large computer communication networks, HLP's
were largely a private matter. A programmer who wanted to
design an application consisting of several processes and wanted
to provide a method for communicating among them. had only
to establish some personal conventions for the inter-process
communication. Networks spoiled this simple approach. Com-
munication protocols became a matter of public decision in
the hope that a single standard design could serve a wide com-

munity of computers and users: interconnecting a variety of
computers unleashed a barrage of problems due to different

representation conventions in different machines (word lengths,
character sets, and the like} and in different operating systems
(files. ranting, and protection mechanisms); netwarks forced

slower communication among processes than did tightly
coupled systems and seemed to magnify problems of syn-
chronizing processes.

The importance of standardization is demonstrated by the
":12 problem." Imagine a network of :1 computers. each of
which offers a roof! server that uses a. distinct HU’. Each com-

puter will require a separate user program to send and receive

mail for each protocol—a total of n programs on each com-

puter or r:2 in all. By contrast, if the mail servers all imple-
ment a standard l-lLP for sending and receiving mail, only it
user programs, one on each computer. are required to obtain
access to all mail services in the network. The high cost of
writing and maintaining software makes protocol standardiza-

tion essential. The techniques and conventions that permit
standardization over a range of computing equipment are
a major ingredient in the dodge of HLP's.

[1. Tuna: HIGH-LEVEL Paorocota

This section describes three HLP’s as a prelude to a more

general discussion of lanes involved in designing and imple-
menting HLP’s. These examples are couched in terms of a
model of three components of an HLP: lansual'c. coding, and
transport. The first example, a platter protocol . illustrates the

model. The two remaining examples. a graphics protocol and
a voice protocol, are actual l-lLP's that demonstrate a range of
HLP design techniques.
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SPROUL AND COHEN: HlGH-LEVEL PROTOCOLS 

A. The Components of an HLP 
Designing HLP's seems at fust to require a large number of 

decisions, ranging from communication formats to application 
requirements. The design problem can be decomposed into 
three aspects of HLP's: the language, the •coding, and the 
transport mechanism. 

language: The language describes the functional intent of 
the communications exchanges between processes: What does 
one process "say" to the other? What responses does the 
other process generate? How does one process cause the other 
to alter its state? The language may include commands or 
other control information, and will usually include data as 
well. The designer of a language to offer a service must antici
pate how other processes will use this service, and provide 
within the language the means for those processes to request 
and receive the service they need. 

Coding: Any communication between two processes must 
be coded into a collection of bits that the processes know how 
to generate and interpret. For example, if the language re
quires transmission of a character string, it may be coded into 
a sequence of 8-bit bytes according to the ASCH standard, an 
integer value into a 32-bit two's complement binary representa
tion. and so forth. Just as data structure declarations in an 
HLL impose structure on an otherwise homogeneous memory, 
coding imposes structure on a previously homogeneous com
munications path. 

Transport: The communication path is provided by the 
transport mechanism, the means to collect bits from one 
process and deliver them to another. If both processes reside 
in the same computer, this mechanism is provided by the oper
ating system or by the language environment in which the 
processes execute (e.g., "pipes" in Unix (28) ). If the processes 
execute on separate machines, the transport may be provided 
by a network. We prefer to avoid stating which processes exe
cute in which computer and consequently which transport is 
provided by networks and which by other means. We may be 
concerned with performance properties of the transport 
mechanism (e.g., speed, delay, buffering, errors), but not with 
the communications methods themselves. As a consequence 
of this view, we must assume that HLP's cannot depend on the 
processes sharing other resources, such as memory or files: the 
protocol must provide all of the interprocess communication. 
We shall use the term message to refer to the individual pack
ages of bits that are transmitted from process to process. A 
network will typically use additional messages to help the 
transport mechanism ·operate smoothly: these lower level pro
tocols are concerned with flow control, error recovery, and 
the like (for more discussion of lower level or "host-host" 
protocols, see [ ti. (2]. (261). 

When designing and describing fll.P's, it is important to 
separate these three 1Spects of interprocess communication 
(IPC). The language can be likened to HLL constructs involv
ing control and data: procedure calls, coroutine calls, etc. 
Coding is analogous to choosing a computer representation 
based on collections of bits: integers, text characters, or com
puter instructions. The design of the transport mechanism is 
concerned with issues such as bandwidth, delay, and error re
covery, and with the low-level protocols that provide the trans
port. If these three aspects are not kept separate, and we 
think of HLP's as configurations of bits flowing along com
munications lines, we will become hopelessly confused. Imag
ine trying to describe how a PDP- I I works by describing only 
bit patterns and signal transitions on the Unibus! 
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Fia. 2. Two processes u$ing: lhe plotter protocol. Tho application sends 
messages to the plotter process that completely describe the figures 
to be plotted. The two proces.tes may execute on uparate computers 
linked by a network, or on a single computer that provides messa1e 
communication between the two processes. 

The three components are not independent, but interact in 
ways that must be addressed by the HLP designer. Transport 
bandwidths or errors may affect the choice of coding tech
niques. Language choices often affect coding, and can also 
impact the design of transport methods. I.n the sections that 
follow, some of these interactions are demonstrated by the 
th.rec example HLP's. 

B. A Plotter Protocol 

We shall illustrate in this section a simple RLP for controlling 
a pen plotter. Such a protocol could be used to offer .. plotting 
services" in a distributed system: one or more "plotter server" 
processes are provided, each controlling plotter hardware in 
response to commands and data provided by the plotter pro
tocol. I.n order to make plots, an application process such as a 
curve-fitting package establishes communication with a plotter 
process that will provide the plotting services. Fig. 2 shows 
the logical arrangement of these processes. 

language: The language for the plotter HLP is designed to 
allow the application program to produce drawings by issuing 
commands to the plotter process. The application program 
needs to be able to start a fresh plot, to raise and lower the 
plotter pen, and to draw straight lines. These commands in 
the language might be provided by procedures that are called 
by the application program: 

BeginPlot 

EndPlot 
Up 

Down 

LineTo(x,y) 

Procedure to place a new sheet of paper in the 
plotting area. 
Procedure to signal th.at a plot is complete. 
Procedure to raise the plotter pen so that it no 
longer touches the paper. 
Procedure to lower the plotter pen so that it 
will mark on the paper. 
Procedure to cause the plotter pen to move 
from its present location in a straight line to 
the point (x ,y). The Cartesian coordinates 
specify a location on the paper, in units of 
centimeters from the lower left comer. 

Notice that these procedures show no effect of the presence of 
a network- the same procedures could be used to control a 
plotter connected directly to the application program. 

Coding: In order to transmit to the plotter process the com
mands invoked by the application process, each command 
must be encoded as a sequence of bits. For our example, we 
shall use 8-bit ASCII characters as the basis for the coding. A 
command is designated by a single character corresponding to 
the procedure name (B, E, U, D, L). The (x,y) arguments to 
the "L" command can be represented as two four-digit num
bers in units of 1/100 cm. Thus the protocol sequence 

BU L 0100 0100 D L 0200 0100 L 0200 0350 L 0100 0100 E 

will plot a triangle with vertices (1,1), (2,1), and (2,3.5) cm. 
Of cou~e. another encoding could be devised that requirc:s 
fewer bits to code the same language. I.n any case, very lict!c 
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computation is required to encode and decode the plotter 
language. 

Transport: The transport system must deliver the individual 
8-bit bytes to the plotter process. If a packet-switched net
work is used for transport, it is sensible for the application 
process to pack several dozen bytes into a message before the 
message is transmitted. Howev~r, the EndPlot procedure must 
force the transmission of the last message, even if it is only 
partially full, to insure that the fmal "E" code is delivered to 
the plotter process. 
_ For the plotter protocol, a general-purpose interprocess 
transport mechanism such as TCP [2) is ideal. The transport 
reliability obtained from such a mechanism is essential for the 
plotter protocol: errors in the data, or disor.der in the sequence 
of messages decoded by the plotter process will have-disastrous 
effects. However, the protocol requires neither extremely high 
transmission rates nor extremely short transmission delays, be
cause most plotters are quite slow. 

Discussion: The plotter protocol illustrates two important 
aspects of HLP's: standardization and device independence. A 
resource-sharing network may offer several plotter server 
processes, all of which use a standard plotter protocol. Stan
dardization is required for all components of the HLP: 
language, coding, and transport. The method of packing bytes 
into messages and the low-level protocols used to achieve 
reliable transport of messages must be standardized. Coding 
is standardized by the ASCII character standard and the 
definition of character sequences used by the plotter pro
;ocol. Finally, the concepts of the language are standardized: 
Up, Down, and LineTo are but one way to control a plotter, 
but they are chosen as the· standard. The language standard 
imposes a method for controlling ·the plotter that may have 
far-reaching ramifications in the structure of the application 
program. 

Standardization begets generalization: if a single standard is 
to be designed, it should be able to cope with as many similar 
uses as possible. This property is oiten called "device inde
pendence," although a physical device is not always involved. 
The idea is to make the protocol independent of particular 
hardware details by abstracting the elements common to the 
control of a range of devices. The plotter protocol described 
above is somewhat device independent: plotters with various 
resolutions (e.g., 100 steps per centimeter, 173 steps per 
centimeter) can clearly be used-the plotter process converts 
the standard uriits of 1/ 100 cm into the coordinate system 
used by the hardware it controls. Electrostatic plotters or 
storage-tube displays, even though they have no pen to be 
raised and lowered, can also be correctly controlled by the 
protocol because the only effect of protocol comm ands is to 
describe visible lines. However, colored pens on a plotter can-
1ot be handled properly by our protocol-it is not general 

enough to handle more than one color. 
The protocol illustrates a style of HLP design that derives 

the language from a Standard subroutine interface. Each pro
cedure call causes a record of the procedure name and argu
ments to be encoded and sent through the network. The re
ceiver decodes the messages and usually calls corresponding 
procedures that actually drive the plotter. The network thus 
provides a binding mechanism by which calls to the five pro
cedures in the application program are converted into calls to 
procedures in the plotter process. Ideally, the network is 
"transparent" to the application program-its presence cannot 
be detected! 

PROCEEDLNCS Of" THE IEEE, VOL. 66, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 1978 

Fig .. 3. An appncarion using two HLP's. A person uses the TELNET 
service to control a curve-fitting application running on a lime-sharing 
sys1em. This program, in tum, uses a high-level graphics protocol to 
control a display that shows the curve-fitting results. 

Toe plotter protocol is extremely simple compared to most 
real HLP's, which attempt greater device independence and 
which require bidirectional communication between processes. 
The following two sections describe two actual HLP's de
veloped by the ARPA network community: a network graphics 
protocol (NGP) and a network voice protocol (NVP). Because 
these two descriptions are rather long, the reader may prefer 
to skip to Section III, which contains a summary of techniques 
used in designing HLP's. 

C. A Network Graphics Prococol (NGP} 

The objective of an NGP is to provide a standard way for an 
application program to control an interactive graphics display. 
It is a natural exten.sion of the idea of the TELNET protocol 
which allows an alphanumeric tenninal connected to one com
puter to act as a terminal to another. A user with a graphics 
display and computer capable of obeying the NGP would have 
access to a potentially large number of network resources that 
use graphical interaction (Fig. 3). Because users with different 
display devices will want to use these services, the NGP design 
must be independent of the particular device being used. 

The plotter protocol developed in the previous section could 
be used as an NGP: it can control the generation of line-drawing 
images on a display. If a st"orage-tube display is used, the com
mands to the hardware are almost identical to those provided 
by the protocol. But an NGP needs greater generality, includ
ing the ability to handle a wide variety of display hardware, to 
provide fast interaction, and to cope with different kinds of 
graphical input devices. 

Toe methodology we find appropriate for developing an 
NGP is to first design a device-independent graphics package 
(or copy an existing design) and then adapt it to network use. 
The device-independent design wrestles with the functional 
capabilities of the system and the model that the application 
program uses to invoke _them. The network adaptation then 
need: address only coding and transport. 

The particular NGP described in this section was developed 
for use by the ARPA network [33], [ 14]. It is based on a 
"general-purpose graphics package" [ 3 1 ] , [ 40 J , which at
tempts to cover a range of applications requiring interactive 
line--drawing displays.1 We cannot, in this paper, take up the 
many issues that surround the design of such a package (see 
[24], [25) ). However, we will discuss how network com
mun:ications interact with the design. A summary of the 
protocol is given in Table I. 

Language: The functions of a graphics package can be di
vided into three categories: those for defining an image to be 

1 Other protocols have been proposed for graphical needs that lie oul· 
side &he NGP's objectives: carefully formaned text { 32 J and sampled 
images such as might be captured with a TV camera [22 J. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMA.RY OF ARPA NETWORIC GRAPHICS PROTOCOL EACH HAS THE· 

SAME FORMAT, A COMMAND FOLLOWED BY AllGUM£NTS. THE ARGUMDITS 
ARE LISTED INStDE 8RACIC£TS {( )). DETArt.S OF TH£ PROTOCOL ARE 

FOUND IN (33] · 

~s-nt control: 
$C"f:.,,.Oe>en <$Cg..n•~> 
~e.close 
,u,g..p,ost <seµ_...> 
scr ... ul'\pc,sl <~r...naft'IIC> 
s~e.tun <s.e,g..n-.nw• 
1cs.,•ppend <M(t.~l> 

c>nd.ba lc:h.of .uPdate, 

S4tg.dot <><.coordinate> <y ~-dinale> 
seg.mov• <x.coorc:hnate> <y..coordiJUte> 

•et.draw ~d!l'al• > <y . .-di,,•I•> 
seg..lest <te• t.strtftl> 

set.1ntensity <c.ount> 
,el.type <count> 
scl.ch.arxter .orientation.discrete <cOYr1t> 
sel .. charKter.onenlat.on.conlinuous <tradiof'I.> 
set.cha< xler .scze.disacl• <count> 
$e l.chair act er ..siz.e.continuous <fr Mfion> 

th.M"le . .altnbuta <se&ftame> <attribote-> 
_possjble <attr1bule> arg:Ufl'lef'll1! 

<sel.htghli,ht.allr1bute> «>tt/olf• 
<s.ol.hil.sent:lltvity.altnbule> <on/off> 
<set..inle-ns,ly..altr,bul•-> «:OUf'lt> 

<~t..screen.sef.clJlt11tklte > <Mnk> 
<sct.position..aUnbute-> ~ .coordin, te> <y.-:.:,0ron1ta> 

seg.reoo'l,.,-..sqJ,sl 
.S<'CI•-aclucg ~.n-• 

P,n;rioned IHI! 
ptc•t.open <ple"Wl,r,ame> -<count> <w..coordi,,ale-> <-! .:oor:in.ate> 

<1r..c_oordiin,te, <y .. coo,dinate> <count> 
pte11t.kiH <pte.t.na.,..> 
pte..t.se-t <ptext.nu,.e> <mHk.> 
ptttxt.scrollup <pteaf.J'\...,.·> <1tr1ng~num.ber> <stri-;.,wmber> 
pte11t..scrotl.down <ptext.n.an,,e-> <slrtl'tl.number> <s '-"'1-numt>.r> 
plext.mov• <ote~f.t,a,n,e> <string.numbe<r> c.ptecf.rL~> <slrrnc..nvmbef'> 
plc•Ledit cpre-.t.n~> <s.trr~.nuff\ber> <pos I> <,:.:s2> <-te.t..stnna> 
plc•l-'°"Odefy <pfed.name·> <strm,t.numbet> <po,J> <pa:12> <pteatfeatura> 
plewl.r·~fflOte.ttdlt <pte• t.n.,..-> <.pfext.slnng, 

lnpul luncti-: 
i.nput.enable <technique.number> <dis.abJe.con,:1hc•> <reeort.s.equence> 
inpvt.disable <ttthn1quo.nuffl0,e,r> 
input.report <1echnioue-.n..smber > <techl'Mq1Je.s.u""'"'Y > 

input.re se t..sy1tem 

inpul.dr~el <ted,,,.que.numbttr> <seg.11~e> 

lnqu,ry: 

1.-.q1J1re 
i.nqUtttJe-spOns.• «ount> Vupo,,se.p.ht-as-e-> _ 

__sample <re~~_.e..phrase>s are: 
<iJ,,.,plc-menfed.cOf'M'.andt.> <nt"Uil> 
<i.sc.reen.Goordin.ates> <x.le lt> <y.botto,..> <rJ•Shl> <y.lop> <count·> 
<i.scre~f\.Slte> <teat.st,,n-c> <tewt.stnnc> 
<i..scrttn..~r> <count·> 
<lterffllnal . .n.lfflie> <led.slrinc> 
<iJerminiUyoe> <terlffln.,.lype.vatue> 

<i.inteMihe-s" <count> 
<Uine.lype> <cou"I> 
<i.c..h.aract~rs> <ffl.n._> 
<tch•acle1'.0t1-enbttOns.> <coc.,t> <fractiotl> _ 
<i.ch11r~cter.size> <count> <ch..atKter ..s.in.de1c.ripticn> _ 
<i.ava.l~bfe.1nput.taduvque> <leclvuque.number> <teal.strinc> _ 

~scen,neous: 
e!:cape-.p,otocot <-tewt..stril'tl> 
s.ynchtoni:l'e <c.ount> 

res.et 
•rror.sttin~ <text..sfrint> 
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displayed, those for accepting responses from the user via 
graphical input devices, and those that inform the application 
program of important properties of the display. The discussion 
of the NGP language is likewise divided into considerations of 
output, input, and inquiry. 

Language-Output: One of the most critical requirements 
of an interactive graphics system, and one that might be com
promised by a network, is the speed with which the display 
can be altered-this is the crux of many interactive dialogues. 
This consideration forces us to abandon the plotter protocol: 
to make a small change to a display of 2000 lines would re
quire transmitting a description of the entire image (roughly 
40 000 bits, even with a fairly efficient coding). Furthermore, 
ruch a technique burdens the application program by making 
it recompute the image from its application data structure. 

An effective technique that solves these problems is the 
segmented display file. Rather than manipulate one large 
description of the image, the graphics system maintains a set 
of independent segments that together comprise the display. 
Each segment is assigned a numeric "name" for identification, 
and contains a list of graphic primitives (lines or characters) 
that are part of the image. Each segment also has a flag 
(on,ofO that indicates whether the primitives described in the 
segment are to be displayed on the screen. The system pro
vides facilities for specifying the contents of a specific seg
ment, and for altering the flag. To create a segment named 8 
that contains a description of the triangle in the plotter ex
ample, the application might call the following procedures in 
the graphics package: 

OpenSegment(8) Says primitives are to become segment 8 . 
MoveTo(l ,1) Primitives defining triangle. 
DrawTo(2,l) 
DrawTo(2,3.5) 
DrawTo(l,1) 

· CloseSegment() Ends construction of segment 8. 
PostSegment(8) Sets segment 8 flag, so it will be displayed. 

The calls simply build a display file that a hardware display 
pro~ssor interprets to refresh the display. Changes to the dis
play file as a result of these calls are reflected as changes in the 
image on the screen. 

The segment thus becomes the unit of information that is 
easily changed with each interaction. It is not difficult to 
write most application programs so that the segments corre
spond to logically separate parts of the display in such a way 
that display alterations are often limited to a small fraction of 
all the segments. If information within a segment must be 
changed, the segment is entirely rebuilt with calls such as those 
above. Or the segment may be deleted if its contents are no 
longer needed. Or the information in a segment can be re
tained for possible use later. This technique is useful for re
curring imagery such as messages and menus. 

The graphics package ·a1so provides an "update'' function. 
The application program calls this function to identify. points 
at which the display must accurately reflect all changes that 
have been requested by calls on the graphics system. These 
points usually directly precede requests for new user input: 
the user must view an up-to-date display to formulate h.\s in
put. This function plays an important role in device inde
pendence , providing good servi~ to storage-tube displays by 
reducing the number of screen erasures [31]. 

On a single computer, a device-independent graphics pack.3ge 
of this sort is implem«:nted as shown in Fig. 4(a). The packJge 
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(a) 

>. : DI 

(b) 

Fig. 4. The organization of a device.in~ep~~dent. graphics package: 
(a) On a single computer, the .so~twue 1$ divtded into thre.e modules. 
the application (A), the devtce-mdependent module (D1), and the 
device-dependent module (Dd). (b) The system can be adapted for a 
network implementation by using communications to provide the 
linkage between Di and Dd. 
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feedback, which presents an effect similar to drawing. The 
summary reported to the application program is a list of points 
that lie on the trace. 

3 J Pointing: The user is expected to identify an item al
ready displayed on the screen. One way to implement this 
technique is to steer a cursor over the item and push a button .. 
Alternatively, a light pen can be used to identify the item. 
The summary reported contains a specification of which item 
was identified. 

This entire approach focuses on input techniques rather than 
on devices alone. It may limit the flexibility of the application 
program in using some device in a clever way. However, the 
flexibility is available instead to the Dd module, which can 
implement the techniques in various ways, and can perhaps 

is divided into two modules, one device independent (Di), and ·customize the implementation for a particular user. 
one device dependent (Dd). Each call by the application pro- Language-Inquiry: Not all aspects of the interface to the 
gram (A) is subjected to some Di processing, and then usually Dd module are completely standardized;some are parametrized. 
results in a call on the Dd module. The Dd module is re- For example, some displays allow lines to be distinguished by 
sponsible for building the segments themselves in a form that their brightness, although devices differ in the number of 
can be interpreted by the particular display processor in use. brightnesses provided. A standard that assumes only one 
The Di module can be used with many different Dd modules brightness prevents the use of this technique entirely. One 
with the same procedure interface-in this way, the application that assumes a fixed number of brightnesses will cause con
program can operate a variety of different display devices. fusion on a display that provides but one. A solution to prob-

Adapting this configuration to a network environment is lems of this sort is to let the application program or Di 
easy (Fig. 4(b)). The module resides with the application pro- module inquire about features of the display hardware, and 
gram and the Dd module runs in the computer that directly thereafter drive the display accordingly. Examples of pa
controls the display hardware. Network communications are rameiters that can be handled this way are: number of bright
used to achieve the effect of the Di module calling procedures nesses, number of line types (e.g., dotted, dashed}, physical 
in the Dd module. Because the procedure interface between the screen dimensions, and the kinds of input devices available. 
Di and the Dd parts is standardized to allow alternative Dd Some inquiry results can have a profound effect on the oper-

. modules, the standardization is easily retained in the network ation. of the application program. Many features of the proto
protocol. Thus the segmented display file, a mechanism de- col are optional and may not be implemented by the hardware 
vised to solve problems of interactive graphics programs irl or by the Dd module; inquiry establishes which features are 
single computers, turns out to be adapted easily to networks. absent. Another sort of inquiry reveals the type of display 

Language-Input: The NGP provides access to a variety of being used: is it a storage tube or a refreshed display? The 
graphical input devices, for it is the interaction afforded by application program may choose entirely different interaction 
these devices that makes graphics an important tool in many ~tyles for these two display types, because changes to storage
applications. Unfortunately, achieving device ind.ependence tube images are much slower th.an changes to refreshed images. 
for input is much harder than for output, in part because of Coding: The coding for the NGP is very simple: we encode 
the enormous range of input devices. An additional problem procedure calls from the Dd module to the Di module as a se
is that effective use of input devices requires generating on the quence of 8-bit bytes. The first byte identifies the procedure. 
display screen various feedback images , such as cursors, to Subsequent bytes provide arguments; each procedure has an 
allow the user to coordinate his input with images already dis- associated format for arguments. Toe protocol was designed 
played. The range of feedback techniques is even wider than to avoid floating-point numbers; only integers are used. 
the range of input devices! Information returned by the Dd module to the Di module is 

An approach to device independence is to concentrate on the structured symmetrieally, as if the Od module were calling 
interactive techniques being used rather than on particular in- procedures in the Di module to answer queries, to repon inter
put devices. The display hardware ~d Dd module cooperate action results, and so forth. 
closely to provide rapid feedback to implement the technique. Transport: The coding geaerates a stream of bytes to be 
After the interaction is complete, the Dd module reports to transmitted, just as the plotter protocol does. Because most of 
the application program a terse summary containing essential the encoded procedu.re calls do not return answers, the bytes 
details of the entire interaction. For example, three techniques can be packed into messages; messages are transmitted when 
in the repertoire are the following. full. It is occasionally necessary to transmit partial messa.ges: 

J) Positioning: The user is expected to identify a spot on for example, the "update" call forces all information encoded 
the screen. He uses a coordinate inp1Jt device to steer a dis- by Di to be transported to Dd so that the display will 
played cursor to the desired spot, and then depresses a button change. It may also be important to transmit quickly com
to indicate "this is the point I mean." The summary returned mands that alter the handling of input techniques. 
to the application program contains only the coordinates of Summary: We have seen that developing the ARPA NGP 
the cursor when the button was struck. was primarily a matter of designing device-independent graphics 

2) Stroke collection: The user is expected to draw a trace package. As the package modules are designed, we find that 
on the screen by steering the cursor at the same time the but- some are device-independent and others depend on the details 
ton remains depressed (the button is usually a S"-itch on a of particular hardware. Thus a natural division of labor be
stylus input device). The display shows the resulting trace as tween two computers is to execute device-independent mod-
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Fig.4. The organisation of a device-independent. graphics package.

(a) On a single computer. the software is diwded into three modules:
the application (It). the deviceindependent module (Di). and the
device-dependent module (Dd). (b) The system can be adapted for a
network implementation by using communications to provide the
linkage bemen Di and Dd.

is divided into two modules, one device independent (Di), and

one device dependent (Dd). Each call by the application pro-

gram (A) is subjected to some Di processing, and then usually
results in a call on the Dd module. The Dd module is re-

sponsible for building the segments themselves in a form that
can be interpreted by the particular display processor in use.
The Di module can be used with many different Dd modules

with the same procedure interface—in this way, the application

program can operate a variety of different display devices.
Adapting this configuration to a network environment is

easy (Fig. 403)). The module resides with the application pro-

gram and the Dd module runs in the computer that directly
controls the display hardware. Network communications are
used to achieve the effect of the Di module calling procedures
in the Dd module. Because the procedure interface between the

Di and the Dd parts is standardized to allow alternative Dd

- modules, the standardization is easily retained in the network

protocol. Thus the segmented display file, a mechaniSm de-
vised to solve problems of interactive graphics programs in

single computers, turns out to be adapted easily to networks.
Language—Input: The NGP provides access to a variety of

graphical input devices, for it is the interaction afforded by
these devices that makes graphics an important tool in many

applications. Unfortunately, achieving device independence
for input is much harder than for output, in part because of
the enormous range of input devices. An additional problem
is that effective use of input devices requires generating on the

display scrum various feedback integer, such as cursors. to
allow the user to coordinate his input with images already dis-

played. The range of feedback techniques is even wider than
the range of input devices!

An approach to device independence is to concentrate on the
interactive techniques being used rather than on particular in-

put devices. The display hardware _and Dd module cooperate
closely to provide rapid feedback to implement the technique.
After the interaction is complete, the Dd module reports to

the application program a terse summary containing essential
details of the entire interaction. For example, three techniques

in the repertoire are the following.
I} Positioning: The user is expected to identify a spot on

the screen. He uses a coordinate input device to steer a dis-

played cursor to the desired spot, and then depresses a button
to indicate "this is the point] mean." The summary returned

to the application program contains only the coordinates of
the cursor when the button was struck.

2! Stroke collection: “[119. user is expected to draw a trace

on the screen by steering the cursor at the same time the but-

ton remains depressed (the button is usually a switch on a

stylus input device). The display shows the resulting trace as
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feedback, which presents an effect similar to drawing. The
summary reported to the application program is a list of points
that lie on the trace.

3} Pole ring: The user is expected to identify an item al-
ready displayed on the screen. One way to implement this
technique is to steer a cursor over the item and push a button.

Alternatively, a light pet] can be used to identify the item.
The summary reported contains a specification of which item
was identified.

This entire approach foouses on input :echm‘q are: rather than
on device: alone. It may limit the flexibility of the application
program in using some device in a clever way. However, the
flexibility is available instead to the Dd module, which can
implement the techniques in various ways, and can perhaps

'customize the implementation for a particular user.
Language-Inquinr: Not all aspects of the interface to the

Dd module are completely standardized;some are parametrized.
For example, some diSplays allow lines to be distinguished by

their brightness, although devices differ in the number of
brightnesses provided. A standard that assumes only one
brightness prevents the use of this technique entirely. One

that assumes a fixed number of brightnesses will cause con-
fusion on a display that provides but one. A solution to prob-
lems of this sort is to let the application program or Di

module inquire about features of the display hardware, and
thereafter drive the display accordingly. Examples of pa-
rameters that can be handled this way are: number of bright-

nesses, number of line types (e.g., dotted, dashed}, physical
screen dimensions, and the kinds of input devices available.

Some inquiry results can have a profound effect on the oper-

ation of the application program. Many features of the proto-
col are optional and may not be implemented by the hardware
or by the Dd module; inan establishes which features are
absent. Another sort of inquiry reveals the type of display
being used: is it a storage tube or a refreshed display? The
application program may choose entirely different interaction
styles for these two display types. because changes to storage-
tube images are much slower than changes to refreshed images.

Coding: The coding for the NC? is very simple: we encode
procedure calls from the Dd module to the Di module as a se—
quence of 8-bit bytes. The first byte identifies the procedure.

Subsequent bytes provide arguments; each procedure has an
associated format for arguments. The protocol was designed
to avoid floating-point num bers; only integers are used.

Information returned by the Dd module to the Di module is

structured symmetrically, as if the Dd module were calling
procedures in the Di module to answer queries. to report inter—
action results, and so forth.

Transport: The coding generates a stream of bytes to be
transmitted, just as the plotter protocol does. Because most of
the encoded procedure calls do not return answers, the bytes
can be packed into messages; messages are transmitted when

full. It is occasionally necessary to transmit partial messages:
for example, the “update" call forces all information encoded
by Di to be transported to Dd so that the display will
change. It may also be important to transmit quickly com—
mands that alter the handling of input techniques.

Summary: We have seen that developing the ARPA NC?
was primarily a matter of designing dflice—mdependent graphics

package. As the package modules are designed, we find that
some are device-independent and others depend on the details
of particular hardware. Thus a natural division of labor be-
tween two computers is to execute device-independent mod-
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Fi,. S. The structure of processes using the network voice protocol. Processing of the protocol is divided into three parts: 
sending speech data, receiving speech data, and controlling the transmission. Portions eoclo~d by dashed lines are "vo
coder dependent." 

ules and the application program on one machine, and place 
the device-dependent modules md display hardware on an
other. A network provides communication between the 
device-independent and device-dependent modules in a straight
forward way. (If we were willing to standardize the procedure 
interface between the application program and the device
independ.ent module, this interface too could become a 
point of separation by a network.) Thus, methodology. de
sign, and documentation of the NGP are those of a graphics 
package, rather than of an ab initio protocol design. In this 
~tting, the network becomes a relatively unimportant artifact 
of the implementation: it offers interprocess communication 
among modules of a software system. 

of the motivations for a device-independent NVP is to simplify 
experimentation with different compromises. 

The needs of a voice HLP differ from those of a graphics 
HLP in several ways. The dominant concern in an NVP is the 
vocoding scheme used, often because special fast processing 
is required to vocode in real time. Language issues axe rela
tively minor. A voice protocol requires a real-time transport 
system: delays, and especially delay distributions, axe critical 
to offering real-time service; enors, however, can be tolerated. 
By contrast, the NGP cm tolerate longer delays and greater 
variation in delay for "interactive" service, but cannot tolerate 
transmission errors. 

An experiment in voice protocols has been undertaken by 
four sites in the ARP A network [ 4] , [ 5) . Sites with differing 

D. A Network Voice Protocol (NVP) hardware for implementing network control and vocoding al-
The objective of an NYP is to control the t ransmission of a gorithms were deliberately chosen in order to develop a pro

digital representation of voice signals through a packet- tocol to accommodate such differences. 
switched network in real time. The transmission may be part Language: The language for the NVP b.as three functions. 
of a man-to-mm or man-to-machine- communication. A pro- First, it must cope with different sending and receiving hard
tocol can provide the effect of two-party or conference calls, ware by achieving device independence in some way. Second, 
including user interfaces such as dialing and ringing. Or it cm it must support user interfaces such as ringing a telephone, 
provide a voice message service by communicating from man waiting for m mswer, and hanging up. Third, it must control 
to a computer capable of first recording the voice data, and the transmission of a voice signal in real time. The protocol 
and later responding to a request to repeat the data to the in- separates these functions into two distinct parts: a control 
tended recipients. A voice protocol differs fro~ a standard protocol and a data protocol. These are separate protocols 
telephone connection in that applications may use the network that link separate processes (see Fig. 5). Th.e data processes 
to transmit additional digital information along with the are concerned only with transmitting speech data ; the control 
voice data. processes provide the other two functions of the language. 

A voice protocol must provide natural communication be- Some of the NVP language is devoted to controlling the con-
tween humans. On the one hand, this objective seems to re- versation and to exch3Ilging information about its status. For 
quire extremely good performance. Poor reproduction of the example, the caller process tries to initiate a call with "Calling 
speech signal may prevent recognition of the speaker; long (wno> from (whom)," where each field addresses one of several 
transmission delays may impede a dialogue; small amounts of telephone lines connecting to the NVP equipment. The 
distortion may be keenly perceived and interfere witll natural mswerer may reply "Ready" or "Goodbye, I am busy." If all 
communication. On the other hand, a human cm tolerate goes well, the answerer may say "Ringing," and eventually 
many errors. Occasional noise is compensated for by the re- "Ready" if the call is answered. These exchanges are simply 
dundancy in human speech; catastrophic garbling is repaired designed to allow caller and answerer to know each other's 
by dialogue-the utterance is repeated. state: ringing, ready, terminated. (See Fig. 6 for a summary of 

A voice protocol should try to provide good speech quality the important states of the NVP, and Table U for a summary 
even though data trmsmission rates may be severely limited of the protocol.) 
by the network. Fortunately, techniques are available for en- A more interesting part of the control protocol is the nego
coding voice as low-bandwidth digital data; these techniques · tiation of various parameters of the coding process. Although 
are called vocoding techniques. Vocoding uses real-time signal- the parameters are mentioned below, we shall illustrate the 
processing algorithms to encode and decode the voice. Vocod- negotiation process here. One of the two processes (caller o r 
ing algorithms tend to require substantial computing to achieve answerer) is the negotiation master. This process makes. pro
both acceptable reproduction quality and low data bandwidth. posals for parameter values that the other may accept or reject . 
High compression rates also tend to increase sensitivity to A proposal takes the form "Can you do (what) <how>?" The 
acoust ic noises and communication errors. Speech quality, (what> and (how> fields are coded from a small set (<how) is ac
data rat.: , and processing all interact: achieving higher qualiry rually a list of ways of do ing (what) that are acceptable to the 
or less processmg requires mo re transmission bandwidth. One master). For example , the master asks "Can you do <spac!l 
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Fig. 5. The structure of processes using the network voice protocoL Processing St the protocol is divided into three parts:
sending speech data. receiving speech data. and controlling the transmission. Portions enclosed by dashed lines are "vo—
eoder dependent."

ales and the application program on one machine, and place
the device-dependent modules and display hardware on an—
other. A network prov-ides communication between the '
device-independent and device-dependent modules in a straight-
forward way. (If we were willing to standardize the procedure
interface between the application program and the device—

independent module, this interface too could become a
point of separation by a network.) Thus, methodology, de-
sign, and documentation of the N6? are those of a graphics
packay, rather than of an ab initio protocol design. in this
setting, the network becomes a relatively unimportant artifact
of the implementation: it offers interprocess communication
among modules of a software system.

0. A Network Voice Protocol (NI/P}

The objective of an W? is to control the transmism'on of a
digital representation of voice signals through a packet-
switched network in real time. The transmission may be part

of a man-to-man or man-to-machine- communication. A pro-

tocol can provide the effect of two-party or conference calls,

including user interfaces such as dialing and ringing. Or it can

provide a voice message service by communicating from man
to a computer capable of first recording the voice data, and
and later responding to a request to repeat the data to the in-
tended recipients. A voice protocol differs from a standard
telephone connection in that applications may use the network
to transmit additional digital information along with the
voice data.

A voice protocol must provide natural communication be-
tween humans. On the one hand, this objective seems to re-

quire extremely good performance. Poor reproduction of the
speech natal may prevent recognition of the speaker; long
transmission delays may impede a dialogue; small amounts of
distortion may he keenly perceived and interfere with natural
communication. [in the other hand, a human can tolerate

many errors. Occasional noise is compensated for by the re-
dundancy in human speech; catastrophic garbling is repaired
by dialogue-the utterance is repeated.

A voice protocol should try to provide good speech quality
even though data transmission rates may be severely limited

by the network- Fortunately, techniques are available for en-
coding voice as low-bandwidth digital data; these techniques
are called vocodt‘ng techniques. Vocoding uses real-time signal-

processing algorithms to encode and decode the voice. Vocod-
log algorithms tend to require substantial computing to achieve
both acceptable reproduction quality and low data bandwidth.
High compression rates also tend to increase sensitivity to
acoustic noises and communication errors. Speech quality,

data rate, and processing all interact: achieving higher quality

or less ptocessmg requires more transmission bandwidth- One
34

of the motivations for a deviccvindependent WP is to amplify

experimentation with different compromises.
The needs of a voice HLP differ from those of a graphics

H'LP in several ways. The dominant concern in an MVP is the

vocoding scheme used, often because special fast processing
' is required to vocode in real time. Language issues are rela-

tively minor. A voice protocol requires a real-time transport

system: delays, and especially delay distributions, are critical
to offering real-time service; errors, however, can be tolerated.
By contrast, the N6? can tolerate longer delays and greater

variation in delay for “interactive" service, but cannot tolerate
transmission errors.

An experiment in voice protocols has been undertaken by
four sites in the ARPA network [41, [5]. Sites with differing

hardware for implementing network control and vocoding al—
gorithms were deliberately chosen in order to develop a pro-
tocol to accommodate such differences.

Language: The language for the NW has three functions.
First, it must cope with different sending and receiving hard-
ware by achieving device independence in some way. Second.

it must support user interfaces such as ringing a telephone,
waiting for an answer, and hanging up. Third, it must control
the transmission of a voice simial in real time. The protocol

separates these functions into two distinct parts: a control
protocol and a data protocol. "These are separate protocols
that link separate processes (see Fig. 5). The data processes
are concerned only with transmitting speech data; the control
processes provide the other two functions of the language.

Some of the NW language is devoted to controlling the con-

versation and to exchanging information about its status- For
example, the caller process tries to initiate a call with "Calling
(who) from (whom)," where each field addresses one of several

telephone lines connecting to the WP equipment. The
answerer may reply “Ready” or "Goodbye, [am busy." if all
goes well, the answerer may say "Ringing,“ and eventually

“Ready" if the call is answered. These exchanges are simply
designed to allow caller and answerer to know each other's

state: ringing, ready, terminated. (See Fig. 6 for a summary of
the important states of the NW, and Table II for a summary
of the protocol.)

A more interesting part of the control protocol is the nego-
tiation of various parameters of the coding process. Although

the parameters are mentioned below, we shall illustrate the
negotiation process here. One of the two processes (caller or
answerer) is the negotiation matter. This process make-spro-

posals for parameter values that the other may accept or reject.
A proposal takes the form “Can you do (what) Chum?" The
(what) and (how) fields are coded from a small set {(how? is ac-

tually a list of ways of doing (what) that are acceptable to the

master)- For example, the master asks "Can you do (speech
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6. The state diagram for the network voice protocol. Large circles 
indicate states. Transitions between s-iates occur when a message is 
transmitted (arc with box) or received (arc with oval). Note that 
the caller and callee state diagram$ a re nearly symmetric. 

signal sampling every) (62 microseconds> or (100 microsec
onds)?" The other process, the negotiation slave, may respond 
in one of two ways. A positive response is "I will do <speech 
signal sampling ~very) (62 microseconds>." A negative reply 
says "I can't do (speech signal sampling every} in any way you 
suggested," but may optionally contain a suggested <how) that 
is acceptable. Although at any instant one of the processes is 
the master and one the slave, either may request renegotiation 
to exchange roles. 

An additional version provision makes the negotiation more 
convenient. If a large number of parameters must be agreed 
upon, negotiating each one is tedious. We define a version to 
be a table of ((what>, <how)) pairs that gives settings for a large 
number of parameters. Then the single negotiation "Can you 
do (version> (2)?" will establish many parameter ~ttings. 

85 

This negotiation scheme is designed to be extremely robust.• 
Messages lost or delivered out of sequence will not garble the 
negotiation because each response repeats the question ((what>} 
as well as providing an answer. 

Coding: Strictly speaking, the voice protocol is concerned 
only with controlling transmission of voice data, and not with 
the techniques used to generate the data.. Nevertheless, _good 
vocoding techniques, providing acceptable quality speech with 
modest transmission bandwidths, are the key to an NVP. A 
vocoder may be presented with 16 000 1 0-bit samples of 
speech waveform each second, and be required to encode this 
information in as few as 3500 bits. Oearly, such encodings 
cannot preserve all of the information in the original signal, 
bµt must strive to make errors that have only small perceprual 
effects. 
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TABLE U 
SUMMAllY OF ARPA NETWORJC VOICE PROTOCOL MESSAGES. 

DETAILS OF THE PROTOCOL ARE GIVEtf IN (4) 

ControJ rru!ss.aitte,: 
c.-U.nt <who> <whom> <resPonSe-hnk.> 

&oo<ibye «.ode> 
nccoti1tion.1nQUtry '<what> ~isl.le"l,th> <howFsl > 
p0«;1live..n.-goh 1ho11.respo,ns.e <what> <how> 
~#lr,1• .Ntf!OhahOf\.rHportW <what> <t,y.U,.~v.: ... -,> 
rr,..<Jy 
not.ready 
inqUtry 
f'inemg 
e<ho.reque-st <std> 

rcnceotiat,on..request <mufe.rJ·eque.st> 
re~ohatt0n..aoprova1 <mu te·, J equnt> <o"> 

.....e,c~plu of <whal> ts negoliatkl: 
<voc:odtnt• 
<slfflple.pe riod> 

<m3-..rM~.le ~th.> 
<lPC.degrce• 
<CVSO.luM .<oruhinl> 
<samples pe-r ~puc.e1> 
<t.PC. a< Otes t te.codint > 
<U>C.info.co6ng> 
<t.PC,p.re.emph.1.s.s> 
<lPC.1 obln.nl> 

0"1 • me,ss11es: 
<time_st amp> <skippec:LparcelLflag> <.p~elc:cunt> •p1rcel> _ 

Although a great many signal coding techniques are available 
[12), the ARPA NVP is currently experimenting with two: 
continuously variable slope delta modulation (CVSD) and 
linear predictive coding (LPC) ( 23 I. These two techniques 
are very different; CVSD aims to produce an output waveform 
that looks close to the original, whereas LPC tries only to pro
duce an output signal that sounds like the original. Experience 
gathered in recent years has made LPC the more popular tech-
nique for low data-rate vocoding. . 

Both vocoding schemes operate within a similar framework. 
An interval of speech is sampled and encoded by calculating 
the values of a number of parameters. These values are then 
packed into parcels for transmission through the network. 
The negotiation protocol is used to establish the type of vo
coding used "(LPC or CVSD), the sampling rate, the length of 
the period encoded in each parcel, and other details of the 
coding. 

CVSD vocoding requires only modest processing, bu t does 
not achieve very good compression. Typically, 62 ms of 
speech is encoded into about 1000 I-bit parameters that are 
packed into a parcel for transmission, thus requiring about 
16-kbits/s transmission rates. Some additional reduction in 
data rate comes from detecting inactivity of the speaker due 
to breathing, intersentence pauses, or listening to the other 
party. These periods of silence can be coded with very few 
bits; both CVSD and LPC coding take advantage of this 
reduction. 

LPC employs two coding steps to reduce the volume of 
speech data. First, an acoustic vocoding is applied to a short 
period of sampled speech signal, and yields about a dozen pa
rameters describing the signal. Second, an information coding 
step converts numeric values of these parameters to a smaller 
range of values and packs them into a parcel for transmission. 
The parcel is the unit of information flow, containing about 
60 bits gener.ited every 19.2 ms. Several parcels are packed 
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together (up to about 14) into messages for transport through 
the network_ Thus only 3SOO bits/s are generated. This num
ber can be reduced even further by use of "variable rate LPC" 
that takes advantage of acoustic redundancies (e.g., long 
vowels) to reduce the information content of the parameters. 

The LPC acoustic vocoding algorithm fits a model of the 
human vocal system to a 19.2-ms interval of speech and de
livers parameters describing the fit. The inverse process is 
applied to regenerate the speech, but it does not yield a signal 
identical to the original. The result is expected to sound like 
the original even though it does not look like the original. 

The information coding step is simple compared to the LPC 
calculations. Although the LPC para.meters vary over a wide 
range, the full precision need not be transmitted. The range of 
the parameters is broken into 32, 64, or 128 intervals with 
roughly equal probability of occurrence; parameter values are 
mapped via tables into either S, 6, or 7 bits for transmission. 
The receiver inverts this nonlinear transformation. 

Transport: The NVP requires real-time transport of parcels. 
Unfortunately, none of the standard transport facilities de
signed for HLP use in the ARP A network (I] , ( 6 I could pro
vide such service; the NVP designed its own real-time protocol 
using only the facilities of the IMP-based communication 
subnet. 

The real-time protocol is very simple and is applicable to 
real-time uses other than speech. Parcels, generated at a con
stant rate, ate collected into messages. Each message is time
stamped with the time of creation of the first parcel in the 
message (the units of time measurement correspond to the 
time interval represented by a single parcel). During periods 
of silence, parcels are simply not generated, although any 
partially filled message will be transmitted promptly as the 
silence begins. (The treatment of silence is in fact somewhat 
tricky; see (3] .) The time stamps allow the receiver to re
sequence m·essages that arrive out of order and to meter the 
reproduction of speech from the parcels. 

Irregularities in message delays in the network cause trouble 
( 13]. Suppose the first message experiences 340-ms delay and 
the receiver begins processing the f.ir.;t parcel of this message as 
it is received. If the next message experiences 360-ms delay, 
the receiver will finish the last parcel of the fust mes.sage 20 ms 
before the next message arrives. What is it to do? The re
ceiver could have delayed processing t~e f.ir.;t message some
what in order to allow more leeway against subsequent longer 

. network delays. This leeway can be allowed to grow as longer 
delays occur. However, if the variation in the network delay is 
high, the receiver's delay may become so long that an inter
ruption by the listener is delayed awkwardly or that the 
speaker notices a pause when he stops speaking and begins 
listening. Low variation in network delay is a clear require
ment for an NVP. 

Very few conventional transport services are required by an 
NVl'. No retransmission to remedy errors is required because a 
lost message is not catastrophic; both coding schemes are de
signed so that a parcel is decoded without knowledge of previ
ous messages. Moreover, retransmission would introduce highly 
variable delays that cause worse perceptual damage than the 
loss of the message. The only effect of a lost message is an 
audible error for the period represented by the missing data. 
Because of the real-time nature of the NVP, there is also no 
need for user-enforced flow control: sender and receiver are 
processing messages at identical rates. 

Results: The ARPA :-,rvp was first used successfully in 
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December 1974 for real-time voice communication through 
the ARP A network from coast to coast. It has been imple
mented at five sites and has been used regularly since then. It 
has been used experimentally with LPC vocoding at rates be
tween 1.8 and 5 kbit/s, and with CVSD at rates between 8 and 
18 kbits/s. Although only a few sites have participated in the 
ARPA NVP, dissimilarities among the hardware and software 
environments have thoroughly exercised the device indepen
dence aims of the protocol. Some of the initial implementa
tions used one-of-a-kind experimental devices such as the 
Llncoln Laboratory TX-2. A typical site uses a minicomputer 
attached to the network and to a fast arithmetic unit used for 
vocod.ing algorithms (e.g., PDP-11 /45 and FPS AP-120A). 

The NVP has been extended to handle the "higher level" 
functions of storing voice on ffies and of conferencing. In both 
cases, the data and negotiation protocols remained unaltered 
while extensions were made to the control protocol [5]. In 
conferencing, for example, control messages are used to estab
lish which speaker "has the floor," and to whom speech 
should be sent. Additional extensions to transmit voice to a 
speech recognition system or from a speech synthesis system 
arc feasible because LPC is the basis for some approaches to 
these goals [27). All of these extensions are accommodated 
with only minor changes to the protocol because the basic 
NVP framework and vocoding required no alterations. 

Although the voice application seems to be an unrepresenta
tive HLP, we have seen ·that it offers a new perspective on 
several HLP functions. It shows a simple elegant negotiation 
mechanism. It shows the effort that must sometimes be de

·voted to data compression. It demonstrates a real-time end
to-end protocol. And most" importantly, it places an unusual 
set of requirements on the transport system: low delay vari
ation, minimal flow control, and no need for extreme re
liability. Diverse needs such as these require the transport 
system to be flexible. 

III. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING HI.P's 

This section assembles the various techniques used to design 
and implement HLP's by referring liberally to the three illus
trative protocols of Section Ill, and also to other HLP's: This 
compendium is a prelude to an examination of the relationship 
between HLP's and HLL's. Our observations are grouped into 
the categories of language, coding, and transport. 

A. Language 

The language for an HLP is cle.arly the most important part 
of the design. Meeting device independence and standardization 
objectives is a major challenge; it is difficult to abstract the 
common properties of a range of devices and applications in a 
design that bas a simple form. It is often difficult to avoid 
letting quirks of inflexil>le operating systems or of special 
hardware completely destroy an otherwise simple protocol. 
The network is not an extrinsic contributor to the problem: 
it adds a few new difficulties to those encountered in design
ing a nonnetwork system involving multiple asynchronous 
commW1icating processes. Nevertheless, the presence of the 
network makes communication along such diverse computer 
hardware and devices possible; thus it is the reason for" much 
of th.e pressure for device independence and standardization. 

Device Independence: Inherent in device-independent de
signs is a tension between generality and standardization. As 
more capabilities of devices or a wider range of applications 
are encompassed by the design, standardization becomes more 
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difficult. The NGP designers, for example, wanted to allow 
dynamically moving images to be displayed, provided that the 
display hardware made some provision for applying geometrical 
transformations to the display file rapidly enough to see mo
tion. The attempt failed because the designers could devise no 
way to standardize the range of transformation facilities pro
vided by display manufacturers. However, if aspirations of de-
vice independence were reduced, and the NGP were required 
to operate only displays of a certain type, dynamic images 
could be accommodated easily. Thus an attempt at generality 
was curbed by standardization problems. 

Generality can also lead to complexity. Overly general de
signs are difficult to implement, may take a Jong time to devise, 
and often require more computing resources to process. One 
way to reduce this problem is to divide the facilities of an HLP 
into quasi-independent groups of functions with different de
grees of generality. Any particular implementation inay offer 
only a subset of the groups. The NGP, for example, recog
nizes four groups of commands (status and inquiry, segmented 
display files, positioned text, input interactions). Entire groups 
are optional-facilities for input interactions, for example, need 
not be provided. Within a group are both mandatory and op
tional commands. If the options are not used, a very simple 
implementation results. If implementers need the added fea
tures, the NGP specifies a standard way to provide them. 

At the other extreme arc protocols that are not very general, 
but are extremely simple. These unambitious HLP's can offer 
substantial service. A file transfer protocol that deals only 
with text files, or a graphics protocol that is little more am
bitious than our plotter example, is remarkably useful. A de
sign that provides a special feature in a device-independent 
way is worthless if it is never used! 

HLP's, whether simple or general, usually provide some mea
sure of device independence. Two approaches are used to deal 
with different devices. 

1) The '<virtual device approach." A standard is designed 
that specifies the operations that a process must implement. 
The plotter protocol is an example. The plotter process may 
be able to forward some protocol commands to the plotter 
hardware directly ; others it may have to "simulate" in some 
way. For example, if the standard protocol specified colored 
lines, the plotter process might replace them by dashed lines if 
no colored pens are available.. This approach derives its name 
from the similarity with ''virtual memory:" a computer that 
provides a million words of virtual memory need not have that 
much primary memory, but a collection of mapping and paging 
processes simulate the effect of a million words of primary 
memory. 

2) The "parametric approach." In this approach, the process 
preparing to send protocol commands will inquire of the 
plotter process information about its capabilities: How many 
colors can be plotted? What is the size of the plotter surface? 
What resolution? Given the answers to these questions, the 
sending process can arrange to use only features of the plotter 
that are available. Although this technique still requires stan
dard ways to specify all possible plotter commands and standard 
ways to inquire, the burden of simulating in software those 
capabilities Jacking in the plotter is shifted to the sender. 

One benefit of the parametric approach is that the applica
tion program can be advised of the plotter's properties and can 
take advantage of the information. For example, if color is not 
available, the application program can simulate it with line 
textures that do not conflict with textures already used by the 
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program. The technique also allows coding to be parametrized: 
for example, the plotter process could specify how many digits 
it requires for each coordinate value. 

An important generalization of the parametric approach, 
called negotiation, makes the inquiry activity symmetric. Each 
process may inquire about properties of the other, often by 
asserting its request fQr a certain behavior: sender says "Can 
you do fouI colors?" and plotter replies either. "Yes, I'll do 
four colors" or "No, I cannot do four colors." This technique 
allows eacll process to adapt to the other-they may end up 
being each parameterized according to some of the other's 
wishes. Once again, the method for negotiating, and th.e 
eventual commands that flow, must be standardized. 

The basic difference between these two approaches concerns 
how the burden of achieving device independence is divided 
between the two communicating processes. The parametric 
approach, used by the NGP, NVP,and TELNET (7), essentially 
delays the specification of certain parameters until the two 
communicating parties are connected. 

The met.hods used to achieve device independence can pro
foundly influence the structure of application programs that 
use the HLP. For example, the plotter protocol and the NGP 
are both graphics protocols, but a program must use them very 
differently, because th.ey use fundamentally different tech
niques to make changes to the display. An applic~tion written 
to use a segmented display file could not be adapted easily to 
use the plotter protocol. Moreover, the parametric approach 
to standardization may induce the application to operate dif
ferently for different parameter values. For example, an inter
active graphics application may drive a storage tube very differ
ently than a refresh display (which reflects display changes 
more rapidly), even though the program uses the same 
device-independent methods to draw lines and text or to re
ceive input. 

Combining Protocols: An application may use several sepa
rate HLP's to connect its constituent parts. The different pro
tocol uses are often independent, and use separate logical 
communication paths. But sometimes HLP's can unwittinglly 
compete for resources. A good example is illustrated in Fig. 
7(a), in whicll a user employs a TELNET protocol to control a 
graphics program, which in tum uses a graphics protocol con
nection to control a display. Most users prefer to see text and 
graphical output presented on the same screen (Fig. 7(b))
TELNET and tile NGP tllus compete for screen space. They 
also compete for keyboard input. But neither protocol is 
aware of tile other's needs. The NGP design group considered 
allowing the NGP to control the placement of TELNET text 
on the screen, but abandoned the idea when it became clear 
such control would requiie synchronizing the display process 
(Dd) and the TELNET process (Tu) whenever screen place
ment changed. This problem was attacked seriously in a sub
sequent graphics protocol designed to allow careful control of 
"windows" on the screen, some of which contain TELNET 
text, and some graphical information (32), [3S). 

Robustness: An HLP provides a vital communication link in 
an application distributed over several computers, a link whose 
failure may be costly. lf a person spends an hour using an 
interactive data-analysis program that uses the NGP to display 
results, and a communication error causes so much confusion 
that the program aborts, a great deal of work is lost. Providing 
the reliability to prevent these failures requires attention at all 
levels. The application program can save a user·s state peri
odically in case of catastrophe; network transport facilitiies 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 7. Logical connections for graphics and terminal protocols. (a) In· 
dependent connections, with the display and terminal physically 
separate. (b) Independent connections, but "terminal text" is pre
sented on the display. (c) A single connection for both graphics and 
terminal protocolJ, showing the ins.!rtion of "u.ninvited text" by an 
operating system. 

can provide some measure of error detection and correction 
. (l J. [ 21. (18] and, finally, the HLP language can take steps 

to improve reliability, such as tolerating lost or duplicated 
messages. Redundant coding can be used to help detect errors. 
To avoid loss of synchronization in a stream of comm.ands and 
arguments, a common technique is to occasionally identify 
the beginning of a command, for example, by marking a mes
sage to indicate that a command appears as the first -item in 
the message. 

Specification: lmplementations of HLP languages usually 
depend on the proper interpretation of a rather detailed speci
fication. The detail results chiefly from the requirement that 
all implementations of the HLP communicate with an identical 
language, rather than from complexity in the HLP itself. In
deed, the designer of an HLP seeks a simple elegant solution 
that offers the necessary services and has a straightforward 
implementation. 

A precise HLP specification is difficult to write. Although it 
is similar to a specification for a "software interface" routinely 
used to detail the design of a module of a software system, it 
differs in two respects. First, it must be understood by HLP
implementers accustomed to different programming languages, 
operating systems, conventions, and nomenclature. Second, 
because the implementer may not be familiar with the applica
tion addressed by the HLP, the specification must provide con
siderable implementation guidance. We shall argue in Section 
IV that notions from HLL's can be used to improve HLP 
specifications. 

Layering: Layering helps to avoid HLP complexity: one 
HLP can be implemented on top of another. One sort of layer
ing is exploited by all HLP's; they use some services of low
level transport protocols to provide basic communications 
services [ l]. The plotter and :-.'GP examples rely on this layer 
to provide reliable transmission. 
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program- The technique also allows coding to be parametrized:
for example, the plotter process could spedfy how many digits
it requires for each coordinate value.

An important generalization of the parametric approach,
called negotiation . makes the inquiry activity symmetric. Each
process may inquire about properties of the other, often by
anerting its request for a certain behavior: sender says “Can

you do four colors?" and plotter replies either. “Yes, I'll do
four colors" or “No, I cannot do four colors." This technique
allows each process to adapt to the other—they may end up

being each parameterized according to some of the other's
wishes. Once again, the method for negotiating, and the
eventual commands that flow, must be standardized.

The basic difference between these two approaches concerns

how the burden of achieving device independence is divided
between the two communicating processes. The parametric

approach, used by the NSF, NW, and TELNET ['ll , essentially
delays the specification of certain parameters until the two
communicating parties are connected.

The methods used to achieve device independence can pro-

foundly influence the structure of application programs that
use the HLP. For example, the plotter protocol and the NGP

are both graphics protocols, but a program must use them very
differently, because they use fundamentally different tech-
niques to make changss to the display. An application written
to use a segmented display file could not be adapted easily to

use the plotter protocol. Moreover, the parametric approach
to standardization may induce the application to operate dif-

ferently for different parameter values. For example, an inter-
active graphics application may drive a storage tube very differ-
ently than a refresh display {which reflects display changes
more rapidly). even though the program uses the same
device-independent methods to draw lines and text or to re-
ceive input.

Combining Protocols: An application may use several sepa-
rate HLP's to connect its constituent parts. The different pro-

tocol uses are often independent, and use separate logical

communicatiOn paths. But sometimes i-iLP's can unwittingly

compete for resources. A good example is illustrated in Fig.
7(a), in which a user employs a TELNET protocol to control a

graphics program, which in turn uses a graphics protocol con-
nection to control a display. Most users prefer to see text and

graphical output presented on the same screen (Fig. 70-1))—
TELNET and the NGP thus compete for screen space- They

aim compete for keyboard input. But neither protocol is
aware of the other's needs. The NGP design group considered

allowing the NGP to control the placement of TELNET text
on the screen, but abandoned the idea when it became clear
such conu-ol would require synchronizing the display process

(Dd) and the TELNET process (Tu) whenever Screen place—
ment changed. This problem was attacked seriously in asuh-

sequent graphics protocol designed to allow careful control of
“windows“ on the screen, some of which contain TELNET

text, and some graphical information [32] , [35].
Robustness: An HLP provides a vital communication link in

an application distributed over several computers. a link whose
failure may be costly. If a person spends an hour using an

interactive data-analysis program that uses the NC? to display

results, and a communication error causes so much confusion
that the program shorts, a meat deal of work is lost. Providing
the reliability to prevent these failures requires attention at all
levels. The application program can save a user's state per-i-
odically in case of catastrophe: network transport facilities
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Fig. 1'. Logical connections for graphics and terminal protocols. (a) In-

dependent connections, with the display and terminal physically
separate. (b) independent connections. but “terminal text" is pre-
sented on the display. (e) A single connection for both graphics and
terminal protocols, showing the insertion of "uninvited text" by an
operating system-

can provide some measure of error detection and correction
[11, [2]. [18] and, finally, the HLP language can take steps

to improve reliability, such as tolerating lost or duplicated
messages. Redundant coding can be used to help detect errors.
To avoid loss of synchronization in a stream of commands and

arguments, a common technique is to occasionally identify
the beginning of a command, for example, by marking a mes-
sage to indicate that a command appears as the first—item in
the message.

Specification: Implementations of HLP languages usually
depend on the proper interpretation of a rather detailed speci-
fication. The detail results chiefly from the requirement that

all implementations of the BL? communicate with an identical
language, rather than from complexity in the HLP itself. in-

deed, the designer of an HLP seeks a simple elegant solution
that offers the necessary services and has a straightforward
implementation.

A precise HLP specification is difficult to write. Although it
is similar to a specification for a “software interface" routinely
Load to detail the design of a module of a software system, it

differs in two respects. First, it must be understood by HLF
implementers accustomed to different programming languages,

operating systems, conventions, and nomenclature. Second,
because the implementer may not be familiar with the applica-
tion addresSed by the HLP, the specification must provide con-

siderable Unplementation guidance. We shall argue in Section
IV that notions from HLL’s can be used to improve HLP

specifications.
Layering: Layering helps to avoid HLP complexity: one

HLP can be implemented on top of another. One sort of layer-
ing is exploited by all HLP‘s; they use some services of low-
level transport protocols to provide basic communications
services [1] . The plotter and NC? examples rely on this layer
to provide relic his trans mission.
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HLP's can also be layered atop other HLP's. Protocols for 
conferencing and voice recording use the NVP as a base. An 
HLP that uses a coding based on character strings may be 
implemented on top of an HLP such as TELNET that trans
mits character streams between different computers. 

Sometimes the opportunity to layer one HLP on top of an
other is impeded by poor protocol design or a shortsighted 
implementation. The NGP, for example, might have been 
layered on top of TELNET, so that the two connections of 
Fig. 7(a) could be reduced to one (Fig. 7(c)). This simplifies 
the implemen tation of Dd and Tu, requiring only one process. 

-It also simplifies implementation of careful control of terminal 
text, as the single connection avoids the need to synchronize 
the display parameters in Dd to the arrival of text from Tu. 
However, the single connection approach was rejected by the 
ARP A NGP as too error-prone. Because an operating system 
may unexpectedly generate text to be printed on the terminal 
(e.g .. , "System going down."), it may interfere with graphical 
information encoded as text on the Ts-Tu connection. Clearly, 
the TELNET protocol and operating systems could provide a 
means for transmitting encoded information that would not 
be subject to disturbance. Such a facility, which would allow 
an HLP to be implemented within the TELNET protocol, was 
not available when the NGP was designed. 

B. Coding 

Coding can be a simple !!!:ltter or a very complex one in
deed. It is simple if we need only transmit integers or symbols 
from a well-specified vocabulary (e.g., an integer that identifies 
a command). Straightforward codings are easy to encode and 
decode; the NGP and NVP control messages are examples of 
simple codings. NVP data messages are simple encodings of 
parameters, although the parameters are extracted from speech 
samples by a complex vocoding algorithm. Although greater 
investment in processing can be used to compress the coding, 
no HLP's known to the authors use sophisticated minimum
entropy information coding techniques. This may be a result 
of greater attention to the less wen· understood problems of 
language and transport than to coding efficiency. Moreover, 
large efficiency gains-can often be achieved by appropriate de
sign of the protocol language: the segmented display file con
cept in the NGP offers a greater reduction in data transmission 
than would minimum entropy coding of entire images. 

Coding problems arise when we try to encode objects that 
have different interpretations in different computers: "floating
point numbers" or "text characters" are examples. What hap
pens if a "character" has no representation in the character set 
of the computer to which it must be transmitted? What happens 
when a floating-point number lies outside the range of num
bers representable on the destination computer? Although it 
is possible to characterize precisely the acceptable ranges, it is 
extremely difficult to design a protocol that works pr operly 
when a sender wishes to transmit an object that cannot be in
terpreted by the receiver. Generally, these problems are 
handled by guaranteeing interpretations only on restricted 
subsets, such as "ASCII standard characters," or even "upper 
case characteTS." 

C Transport 

An important lesson about transport systems has emerged 
from work on HLP's. No single abstract view of the transport 
facility applies to all HLP's; different protocols need access to 
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transport facilities of different types. Transport facilities 
should be designed in a modular way to provide different 
types of service to different HLP's. The graphics and voice 
protocols described in this paper illustrate the range of trans
port services required. The NGP depends on orderly trans
mission of streams of bytes, and consequently requires many 
supporting transport mechanisms offered by IPC protocols 
( 11. [2), [37), (38]: connections, flow control, sorting out
of-order packets, duplicate packet detection, and loss preven
tion. Small sacrifices in ·bandwidth or irregularitie.s in trans
mission delay are unimportant. By contrast, the NVP requires 
a st able transmission delay, but can tolerate errors, lost packets, 
or packets discarded due to local network congestion. 

Other HLP's may fall at points in between. For example, 
some do not need to establish network "connections," but can 
be designed arou.nd inquiry-response exchanges, sometimes 
call.ed DATAGRAMS [26]. A protocol to look up telephone 
numbers might simply address a single message containing a 
person's name to the retrieval system; it expects a single 
answering message in response. If the sender receives no 
answer, he can repeat the request. A surprisingly large variety 
of protocols can be cast in this framework. 

The grain of communication required of the transport sys
tem also varies among HLP's. Some will want to transmit 
streams of bits or bytes; others may compose indivisible mes
sages to be delivered as atomic entities. In implementing a 
byte stream in a packet switching network, the transport sys
tem will attempt to buffer bytes until a message fills up. But 
how often should packets be sent? If a full message is as
sembled, presumably it should be sent immediately, subject · 
only to flow control practices in the network. But what if a 
message is only partially filled, and has for several seconds 
seen no data added to it? Should it be sent, even though only 
partially full? Perhaps the receiving process is idle, and could 
begin working on the new data. Or perhaps the protocol is be
ing used as part of an interactive dialog, and the user needs to 
see the effect of the data contained in the partial message. Or 
perhaps the message is partially full only because it is the last 
message of a long transmission (e.g., when transmitting an 
entire file). 

The question used to resolve these questions is: on what unit 
of information can the receiving process take significant ac
tion? If we want the receiver to act each time a new byte is 
generated by the sender, we must ensure that no encoded in
formation is buffered at the sender for very long, i.e., that par
tially filled messages are transmitted at short intervals. If, on 
the other hand, we are concerned only with finishing a long 
transmission as quickly as possible, using full-size packets for 
efficiency, we can expect the sender to indicate that trans
mission of the very last (partially filled) packet is required 
even though it's not full. 

The transmission strategy used to make these decisions is 
determined in part by application process. Two facilities 
should be provided. 

l) The sending process states a time interval that is the 
maximum time any chunk of information is buffered before 
sending (assuming network flow control conventions allow 
transmission). This time may be very long if timely trans
mission is unimportant, as in a file transfer, or it may be re
lated to the amount of data accumulated for transmission [ 3] . 
(Note that such a scheme is an essential aspect of "terminal 
output" -characters must be periodically transmitted for the 
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user to see. Unfortunately, many operating systems that pro
vide interfaces to network transport mechanisms provide this 
timely transmission facility only for terminal output; they do 
not implement the technique for other HLP netwotlc traffic.) 

2) The sending process notifies the transport mechanism 
when it is important that buffered information actually be 
transmit.ted. 

The needs of different HLP's are sufficiently varied to induce 
different behaviors in the way transport is provided: messages 
with time criticality of 100 ms can be treated differently than 
messages with 1-min delivery requirements. An HLP should 
make known to the transport system the type of service it de
sires. For example, NVP communications will request uniform 
delay. Interactive s~ams desire short delays, mod~t band
widths, and high reliability. Transmitting a file requires hi.gh 
bandwidth, but can tolerate long transmission delays. In this 
case, packets could be routed far afield, taking advantage of idle 
communications lines, incurring long delays and numerous 
hops, but still provide large bandwidth because many packets 
are taking different long routes concurrently. 

Most of the issues described in this section concern the im
plementation of transport facilities in an operating system and 
not the design of a communications network. As a conse
quence of layering, important issues in network design (nam
ing, addressing, message sizes, internetwork operation, routing) 
rarely influence HLP design. An exception is our plea that the 
communication system respond to «type of service" requests 
from applications. 

ln summary, we believe 1) no single transport facility is uni
versal, 2) transport systems that are assembling messages from 
smaller items need to transmit partial messages in response to 
tune constraints and precise instructions from the sender, and 
3) the transport needs of the application should be specified 
to the packet-switchlng network in order to provide the type 
of service desired. 

D. lmplementarion 

For HLP's to be useful in a resource-sharing network, imple
mentations must be devised for many of the computers in the 
network. The ease with which these implementations can be 
constructed is often a major goal of an HLP design. Although 
most HLP's could be implemented easily, programming en
vironments of many computers unfortunately complicate 
implementations. Many operating systems incorporate net
work access as an afterthought and therefore provide cumber
some facilities. Many have poor support for cooperating 
processes, which are used frequently in HLP implementations. 
And finally, tools for debugging asynchronous processes are 
usually poor. [n a network, the problem is exacerbated by the 
inability to examine the state of the cooperating process or to 
repeat the conditions that caused an error. Even stopping the 
program being tested may be difficult: the other process may 
detect prolonged inactivity and abort! 

Implementation and debugging can be aided by measures 
ta.ken in the design of the HLP. Commands to reset both 
processes to an initial state are essential; facilities to report 
errors precisely can be provided. Sometimes explicit de
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streams of data reliably, many of the possibilities for timing
related errors are removed from the HLP. 

IV. HIGH-LEVEL PROTOCOLS ANO HIGH-LE:VeL 

LANGUAGES 

The finale of this survey of issues surrounding the design and 
implementation of HLP's relates the structure of HLP's to that 
of HLL's, and suggests techniques used in HLL's that can be 
applied fruitfully to problems in HLP's. In addition, HLP's 
point to some areas that should receive increased attention in 
HLL development. 

A. Why an HLP Protocol ls like An HLL 

HLL's and HLP's are both abstract, but precise, definitions 
of a computation or communication that can be translated 
into the primitive operations actually provided by a computer 
or communication system. HLL's were born of a desire to 
express algorithms in a language natural to the application ; a 
compiler fills in many details as it translates the program into 
the machine language of a particular computer. Similarly, an 
HLP is most clearly expressed in a "language" that relates 
closely to the application; the tedious details of coding and 
transport are not the primary concerns of the HLP designer 
and implementer. 

One of the powerful ideas in HLL's is the concept of type: a 
method for defining abstract objects such as integers, charac
ters, arrays, lists, text strings, records, sets, etc. A compiler, 
together with type definirion.s , chooses a way to represent 
these objects within the physical memory structure of the 
computer. With this aid, the program.mer is freed Crom the 
details of encoding various objects in memory, and concen
trates on harnessing these objects to ease the construction of 
his program. 

The concept of type is just as prevalent in HLP's. Usually a 
message is divided into "fields," sequences of bits that are 
assigned particular meanings. But to the HLP designer, these 
fields are simply encodings of types used in the application 
program: integers, characters, etc. 

Data structure declarations thus play a key role in both 
settings. They structure memory for the HLL ; they structure 
messages for the HLP. A concrete example from the plotter 
protocol will further illustrate this point. The protocol is a se
quence of commands (a type); each command specifies a 
funcrion (a type) and possibly some arguments (of various 
types). Using PASCAL [ 17 J, we would write: 

type PlotterFunction = (fBeginPlot,fEndPlot,fUp,fDown, 
fLineTo); 

type PlotterCommand = record 
case funct ion: PlotterFunction of 

fBegin.Plot: () ; 
!"End.Plot: () ; 
tlJp: 0; 
mown:(); 
fLineTo: (x,y : int) 

end; 
type Plotter Protocol = file of PlotterCommand 

bugging aids can be built into an HLP implementation-a PlotterFunction is a type that can take on five values corre
version of the NGP display process that types out a trace of all sponding to the names fBeginPlot, rEndPlot, fU p, mown, and 
protocol commands received and sent greatly speeds debugging. fLineTo. The key type is PlotterCommand, which is a variant 
Layering of protocols also eases implementation. If an HLP is record with an entry giving the function and possible 
implemented on top of a transport system deemed to transmit a.rguments-it thus specifies the structure of a single command 
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in the plotter HLP. The type PlotterProtocol is a sequence of 
such commands. 

The application program might generate the plotter HLP by 
calling five procedures corresponding to the five commands. 
For example, the procedure LineTo builds a PlotterCommand 
record consisting of the function name (fLineTo) and two 
argument values. The record is then "transmitted" oy ap
pending it to the PlotterProtocol sequence: 

var c : PlotterCommand; 
var pp : PlotterProtocol; 

procedure LineTo (tx, ty : int ); 
begin 

c,fi,mct:ion := f"UneTo; (• Build command • ) 
c.x := tx; ( • Insert arguments • ) 
c.y := ty; . 
ppt :=c; put(pp);(•Add command to sequence•) 

end 

Notice how type declarations and record-construction state
ments help specify coding and transport details. 

The paradigm illustrated above is a common one in HLP's: 
transmitting records consisting of a command, followed by 
values of arguments. It is no coincidence that these records 
correspond to the specifications of typed objects ill a pro
cedure call · the declaration of the procedure LineTo and of 
the fLineT~ variant of the PlotterCommand record are strik
ingly similar. The plotter protocol and the NGP, which use 
this paradigm, are essentially transmitting procedure names 
and arguments to the receiving process, which calls correspond· 
ing procedures. Both protocols could be expressed in term~ of 
a "procedure call protocol," an HLP that arranges to achieve 
this effect ( 39] .1 HLP's with this flavor arise quite frequently 
when a single application program consisting of several mod
ules is distributed in a network. It is precisely this methodology 
that we advocated for developing the NGP. 

Not all HLP designs are conveniently expressed within a 
framework as specialized as a procedure call protocol The 
NVP, for example, does not fit well into this category. How
ever, the concept of structuring communication into records 
by using appropriate type declarations remains extremely 
valuable. These type declarations must of course, be shared 
by the sender and rec~iver to insure both parties apply the 
same interpretations to messages. 

Although the idea of type is perhaps the most important, 
other aspects of HLL 's correspond to HLP features. When two 
modules are linked together, communication methods are 
established between the modules (usually through procedure 
linkages), much the way a connection establishes a communi
cation between two processes. The act of binding the two 
modules together might be compared to the negotiation or 
inquiry used to inaugurate communication, though mo~t H~L 
binding is considerably less flexible than HLP paramemzation. 
The data abstraction techniques in HLL's foster methods for 
desigriing software systems that are similar to the abstractions 
required to achieve device independence or to define standards. 
Finally, HLL's are increasingly concerned with methods for. 

2 Strictly speaking, a "procedure call" requires that control not return 
to the c:aller until the procedure bas been executed. In the _Plotter and 
NGP protocols, it is desirable to let the calling process conunue execu
tion so that se'feral "procedure call" reco rds can be packed together 
into one network message. [f the procedure being called returns an 
answer, the calling process must of course wait for the answer. 
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specifying precisely the interface to software modules, in part 
so that uses of the module by other programs can be checked 
carefully. This problem of precise description is also key to 
HLP's; an accurate specification of the HLP for a service must 
be available to any programmer writing programs that use 
the HLP. 

B. How HLL '.r Can Help HLP's 

Our sketch of the relationship between HLL's and HLP's 
shows that many ideas developed for HLL's address correspond
ing needs in HLP's. However, to be fully useful in implement
ing HLP's, some of these ideas must be developed further. 

1) Type definitions: Currently, HLL's use type definition 
facilities that a.re too loose and dependent on details of the 
computer on which they execute. For example, an "integer" 
will designate 36 bits on some machines, 32 on others, 16 on 
still others, etc. This definition is too vague to be useful in a 
heterogeneous network, Le., one containing computers of 
many different sorts. Instead, we need to define integers pre
cisely, e.g., "24-bit 2's complement integer." Also, most struc
tural definition facilities will not allow us to split a field over a 
word boundary in the computer. Such a facility may be 
needed when interpreting a standard protocol, even though it 
might be folly within any given machine. Thus programming
language techniques for det1ning structure on word-oriented 
storage should be extended and applied to defining structure 
in bit-oriented protocol streams. 

2) Interprocess communication (/PC): Many newer HLL's 
are beginning to offer facilities for IPC, some using the idea of 
transmitting typed records as we showed above (20) . How
ever, none provides automatically the vital link between the 
variant record and the procedure call. The programmer can 
write the obvious encoder, as demonstrated in the PASCAL 
example, and a matching decoder that collects arguments and 
dispatches to call the proper procedure, but these are bulky 
and tedious to write. This sort of IPC is common in networks, 
but is neglected in programming systems. Some efforts have 
been devoted to this problem ( 11 I, ( 16), but the need has not 
been widely recognized. 

3) Linking: HLL's must be prepared to check types used in 
IPC when connections are made. Ideally , a process offering an 
HILP service could distribute {in a standard form!) a definition 
of the protocol to receive service. Such a definition could be 
checked against the protocol defmition of a potential partner 
when a connection is initiated-this is similar to checking 
caller/ callee parameter declarations when linking separately 
compiled programs; we insist that definitions match before 
we allow communication. · 

4) Asynchrony: We need better ways to document message 
sequences and message exchanges. As in any multiprocessing 
system, we must worry about deadlock and synchronization 
issues. They may be especially tricky if we use a transport 
mechanism that sometimes delivers messages out of sequence 
or occasionally loses them. Assertions provided with the pro
gram, and flow analysis undertaken by a compiler, can help 
with certain communications problems: can a particular mes
sage be packed with others to form a larger package to trans
port through the network, or must it be sent immediately -be
cause a reply is required'? Efforts in this area are beginning 
(8 J, ( 34 I. 

5) Documentation: There is also a need for a definition at a 
more functional level: What are the services of the protocol'? 
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What effect does each command have? How do the commands 
interact? What are possible responses to particular messages? 
It seems clear that a computer program, perhaps expressed as 
abstract operations of a process that implements the protocol, 
is a better documentation tool than is prose. The d3ta abstrac
tion !anguage.s now emerging [ l SI. [ 21). [30]. are working 
toward such definitions. Even using existing HLL's, a simple 
exemplary implementation of the NGP might be a much better 
definition of its properties than is a bulky document. 

Ideally, these goals can be addressed in an integrated fashion. 
A new project of Feldman, Low, and Rovner [9 I, [ 10), tackles 
some of them with the programming language PLITS, which. 
integrates messages and message structures into an HLL and a 
distributed environment DSYS, which provides the binding 
and debugging facilities needed to develop applications that 
use several communicating processes. 

Developments that truly integrate protocols into program
ming languages and tackle interprocess communication among 
processes written in different programming languages would 
open up many new opportunities for users of HLP's. Programs 
using the protocols would be easi.er to implement and easier to 
change. The protocols themselves could be changed more 
readily, and could be described by precise definitions as well as 
lucid implementations. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The emergence of resource~aring networks and the HLP's 
that exploit them has aroused public interest in standards. 
Although a standard protocol is substantially harder to design 
th.an is a set of private communication conventions, the reward 
is enormous: the ability to communicate effectively with a 
vast number of computer resmuces. The desire to generalize 
an HLP-to increase its scope to handle as many uses as 
possible- is countered by increased difficulty ·in achieving a 
standard. The search for simple effective standard HLP's is 
still in its infancy-we can expect that HLP development will 
continue, and C3D hope that further principles and methodol
ogies will emerge to help design these protocols. 

Although they have received increased attention because of 
the growth of computer networks, problems of standardization 
and generalization are not intrinsic to networks. In fact, the 
presence of a network often confuses the job of designing a 
framework to provide service to an application with the job of 
transmitting information in a network. Breaking the problem 
into issues of language, coding, and transport is a help. More 
importantly, the application must be understood well in simple 
environments, free from standardization constraints, before a 
standard protocol design is attempted. 

The outlook for streamlining specification and implementa
tion of HLP's is closely tied to the development of HLL's. 
Existing HLL's provide facilities that can be applied to simplify 
these tasks. The important next step is for the language de
signer to realize that programs written in his language will need 
to communicate with other programs written in other lan
guages, on computers with different conventions. Protocol 
definitions must be shared among these environments in order 
to propagate standard protocols. Although it is a difficult goal 
to standardize even a simple form of interprocess communica
tion over a wide variety of computing equipment and pro
gramming systems, ignoring this opportunity will curb the po
tential of resource-sharing networks. Ultimately, HLL's could 
be enhanced to the point that techniques used to irnplemen t 
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HLP's will be expressed as naturally as arithmetic expressions 
are now. 
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Tutorial Survey of Algoritnms For L.ocatin; ana :aentify1ng 
.:5pat1a~ly ~istributed Sources and deceivers 

~. Morf', b. ,riedl ancer and J. Newkirk 
l of'on:ation Systems Laooratory 

Stanf'oro University 
Stanford, ~A ~430; 

~e present a snort tutorial survey of ~go
r1tnm., for ocatin.; and ioentifying spatially dis
tributed sou..-ces and receivers. The eapnas:L3 is 
on oetnoos tnat are eitner considered to oe very 
oas1: or :eao tDelllSe ves potential..l.y to distri
out eo :o:iputat1ons, toe ::iain oojective of tDis 
work. "e snall also very briefly outline our own 
approaco to :a1s set of proolellls. 

lntroduction 

_n many practieal probli!t:15 !.tis necessary to 
aeter.:i1ne toe .ocaticn of signal (noise) sources 
~re~ ~easurecents prov1oed oy one or more sensors. 
7ypica~ app~1~at1ons 1nc4uoe: 

.. c':'.lstic surve1-lance ;;1ystecs ( e.6 ., sonar 
oetection of ~ow flying 31rc raf't ) , 

Se i saic arrays ror se1sa.ic exploration, ~on1-
:or1ng ~artnquaKes ano nuclear e~plos1ons, or 
aetecti.ng veo1:le oovements, 

nntenna arrays for radio astronomy or elec
-:ronic sur•1e11lance ( e. 6 • , ciirection f'ino
!.r.g)' 

.'!Ultiple :-aoar systems tor detection and 
r.r3ClCJ.ng . 

roe :1i'lersic7 of 1pplications involving toe 
~arset location proolem caices a general unif'iea 
:reat~ent of this suoject quite oif~icuit. To 
pro~1oe sooe ~oci;s ~or our ~iscu!sion .e - il: use 
toe fo _:owi ng sample proolem: 

.;ons1aer a ~mali nU111oer of sensor sites 
( pernaps ten) a.istrioutea over a specif'~ea 
area . A nu:ioer of targets are present in tne 
area ana :ae1r : ocation is to oe estu::ateo 
oased on tne aata eolleetea by the sensors. 
:he sensors ~easure signals wai:b are eitoer 
~ittea by toe target ( toe passi~e case ) or 
reflectea oy it ( tne active oase -nico 
requires target 1 __ u:inat1on) . dy processing 
toe s~na1s provided by toe sensor, informa
tion about t arget oearing ana/or range can Je 
:eter:.ined. 

Soceti.=les a si:igle sensor ~snot capaole of 
=easur -!lg ait~er range ~r oearing, 3s for ex~pl! 
~itn omnidirectiona i ~assive sensors. Comoin1:ig 
~ata froc a ;roup or array of sensors, nowever, 
:..a.ces ~t possi~le :o fine toe ces1red infor::iat : on . 

l sensor array of tnis type ::iay be locatea at a 
s i ngl e site, in whicn case we ~oosioer it as one 
unit, or it oay be distri buted among ~Y sites. 

Io otner cases the sensor sites can provide· 
di(fereot types or ta.rget related data, in partic
ular: 

(1) Range only ( ranging r3dar , active sonar) 

(11 ) &ear ing only (optical , 
direction finner ) 

infrared sensor, 

(i1i)cear1ng and range (searco,.tracid:ig radar) 

( iv ) rarget ·1elocity ( uoppler raaars, MTI) 

vi ffereot oata types .eao to a1f~erent locat~oo 
estimation tecnn1ques. eor example, range only or 
oearing on1y ~easurements are relatea to :arget 
association tecnn1ques (section 2.2). Bearing aoo 
range data is usually assoc1ateo witn tracld.o.; 
a J.goritn:is for moving targets. 

Oata Crom a single omn1directi onal passive sensor 
ls treated oy t~e-of-arri,al oetnods ( section 
2.1) or oeamforoing ano array process1:ig t e~o
n1ques (section ~.q) . The est10ation oetnoa also 
depeo<1a on toe type or signais prov1deo by t oe 
sensor site: :onerent/nonconerent, "raw• or f!l 
t ered oata ( linear processing), data aft er detec
t:on (nonlinear processi.ng) , etc. 

C:a3sical oethoas of processi :ig ! ensor data 
nave 6eneraliy oeen or toe :entrali:ea :ype, er.at 
i s, al- of :he sensor data was collectea at one 
s1 te and toen processed. ~ al ter:,at 1,,e is to 
process =ucn of the data at the collec tion s:te 
and to sena only t ne relevant data to ei toer a 
central site or (~ore generally) to coe appropri
ate user. in Section; .e snall discuss toe cif
t'e·rent types of distributed processing and :heir 
ad vantages. 

ln the l ast section we will desertoe our o~n 
appro,ca to ~oe oevelop=ent o~ Jistr ioutea a:;o
rttncs for the est1=at1on of position, :=c3t:on 
.uid otoer ~nara~teristics of 3eosors and sources. 
(~.orf et al. ; . •d . 1:1 g1ve a snort cescr1pt:~n 
or saaple al6or 1ta.ais or~ ful _y dlstri~uteo natur~ 
teat nave cesirabl e ~eatures. ~e snal_ also out
_ine severa.- of :11e :ionclass i:al approac::es to 
solv1no :h&se prooiems. 

2 . 0 :acun1~ues for dSt~t:ng target ~ocat:on 

,:us .;or..: "as 5uopor~eo oy .;ai>A l.lllaer contract .1!..A !bis sec::.on pro·ndes :i. orhf su=ary of' cne 
10::-7:l-C-J' ·;-: · !OJ.ut: on :e.::uuques assoc:.ateo -itn :oe r.ar;.;;:. 
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_ocat i on 
pres,mtea; 
ences. 

problem. vniy toe oasic ioeas are 
tne aetail s can oe ~ouna in toe refer-

;. s!gnal e=ating froi:i 3 :-ecote source ana 
neasureo lll tbe presence of noise at t wo spatial:y 
separated sensors can oe noaeieo as 

:c, ( t) : s (t)+n, ( t ) 

x2( t )=ttsCt+~).n2Ct), 

-nere s ( t ), n,(t), n ( t ) are assumed to 
tion~ry. inoependen~ , random processes. 
~n uetnou of esti:i.atir.g ;ne tioe oelay, 
:oopute toe :ross :or-relation r..inction 

:t :ollows direct y tnat 

( 1a ) 

( 11) ) 

be sta
Cne co:11-

:.l, is to 

( 2) 

(j) 

wnere ~ss( ") is the s1~al autocorrelation func
~100. ~n :cportant property of autocorrelation 
:Ulct:ons is tnat ass ('C')~~ (~) . Thus, tne peax 
of ?.

55
, ,:-~ ) wi il occur afs.:-=O. ibis provides us 

•l tn a way :or finaing :ne aelay oy calculating 
r.ne ~stimatea c ross- corre~at ion function. lf s ( t ) 
i s a wni;e noise source, Rs

5
(-,..- D)=' ('i"-D) , and tne 

pea., ·.1:i !le soarp.1.y oefi:ieo. ln general, R
5
s ( · ) 

~a_: oe "spreao ou;" .;bicn tends to broaden tbe 
;ea.., i:&,Clllg it ~ore cif:icuit to ;,inpoiat tbe 
actua .. ;1e:3y. further-core, ;;nen cult:.;,le t argets 
{ano :ult1ple delays ) are present, toe "tails" of 
tr.e 3utocorrel at1on functions ror aiffer ent tar
;ets will oe overlayeo and :ore difficul t :o 
separate. Thu.s, 1t i s j es1rao~a to preprocess tae 
3ensor ceasurecents x,, x~ so :?lat after 
c:-osscorrela;ion snarper peal<3 -1~1 re3Ult, as i.n 
ii6 . In tne aosence of ~easuremeot noise tllis 
.-:an oe :or.e ~y passing x. ( t ) , x2 ( t ) througn a 
.. ..,a!. : .,n1ng" f:lter ~or s( :-. ) , oence toe .-:orrelation 
of J :s recoveo. .nan coise is present. :oe 
:!.. ter !las :o taiee lnto account ootn si,;nai ana 
101se s;iectr3. 

A, - - ,,, ~ 

Al - of tbe 1Dforaat1on about toe tarset _oca
t1on are encooed 1:i the relative tioe-oelays or 
tne ·,arious sensors. !o see tbis consicer tne 

:oilow1ng: 

1 
l 

:'ig. 2: 

T = Targe t 
S z Sensor 1 

1 

rarget- ,e:-.sor 6eocetry 

( ll ) 

wnere ) 1 1 is tbe relative delay between sensor i 
a.no sensor j , ana c is tbe propagation ~eloc 1ty. 

rf: C~ - .c! )2• Cy7- y1 )2 ,1 : ", 2, •.. :1. V5J 

u . can be snown L5c!lmidt I tnat :or t,lj , r.ce set of 
equatioll!I ( ~J, ( 5 ) canoe rewritten as a ~ sat 
of equations fer X- Y- , wnere toe coef:!c:ents are 
.a:io ... -n ~uant1t:es" ' , !.e. wr:tten 1n teros of 
O,J x, y, ) . Tb1s set of equations can now oe 
so ... i ed ' co deter:i1ne toe t arget location. 

7ne ai3cu.ss1on above indicates :oat one ~ay 
of solv~ tee :arget :oc3t1on prtiolea 1s :o : !rst 
est!Jlate t ne t i :::ie-ot'- arr:.·,u . .Je.1.ays ar.c r.nen :o 
compute tne location oaseo on tne ieo;:ecry o( ~oe 
~r oolem (Hanni . :tis possible, of course , ::o 
COalbine tnese t ~o steps ana jevelop a.n estinator 
o.irect_y :or tne t arget eooroinates ( x... 1-> or , as -- .....___ r 

pea..: 
aetector ~ - i - ( Ji -

/ .,. -- - ---- -
- 0 1s =ore co.::on.1.y done , for l.t:i .iear1:ti ' 'l.li~ :-an;e. 

rhis leaas to alternative esti~ator st:-uctures, 
typically using ·cne :iiaxiau.c :u:eliaooa approaco 
[3angs aoo 3onultoe1ss j , (MacOonala J. x~-. riz --- ' -:ulti;,le 

correJ.a~or 

r!.i . •: A time- delay esticator . 

)1:ferent cooices for toe pre- fi - ter are pos
s1o_e cepenoing upon tne perforoance .-::-~ter:.on 
coosen oy tne des:6:ier: toe ::..(elinooo :unction 
t nann ~d !retteri , toe oeflection function · ~napp 
ano ; arter;, etc. at snoul J oe noted :oat several 
esti.::i.atcr structu.- es oes1jes tee ~u:ti;>lier
.-:or:-e:ai;or est:..:iator nave oeeo cevelopeo. 

i.2 7arget Association 1eenn1~ues 

~ apec1al type of ~roolec ~ ises ~neo :u:ti
ple sensors -n!::n :::ieasure range ~ut not 3::1:utn 
C or ·1:ce ·,ersa ) a:-e ·.iseo :o est~ar.e :a:-;;et : o.::a
: 1on. · ' ~n:1 ~ s1r.g!e :ar;et is ;resen:, :t3 
loc3t!on :s ~ouno oy :::iu: tilatera:1on. ?or exa:i
pia, i f azicuto measur ecenta froc several sensors 
are ava1-abl e, or.e nas only :o ~o:::ipute :ne 1nte:-
seet:cn of tne ·,u:ous . 1nes- ot'- s~.1t . 
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-ooation problem. 36;! 9.119 oulo 153.38 are LL- 3: “1! information about {.318 target -ooa—
oroeentao: tne eetule an no found in too "39- non are enoooeo 1.11 the relative tine-quart or
times. one various sensors. to see this oonaioer me

a. ' rm-or-lrrital Eetmtioo following:

a signal nanatm from a remote source mo 3’
teesureo to to. presence of notes at one spatially ‘

separated eeneore no one melee to I:

x.{t}za[tl+n1{tJ t'a)

Kztthnaltoolmzitl. [m '

anere sit}. “Lithn it} are mulled to be ata-
tlonary. inoapaooene. Home prooeaeee. fine one-
aoo aetooo of 88:111th me time delay. :3. is to
negate toe :roee lot-relation ruootxon

31.xzzi11.it)xz{t-tn E21 -

 
.7. follow: oar-cool? toat

 

  

 

  

fix.x-_,L'r:zuu;r-a) (3: l x

more :1”: ') 1.3 toe elgnel autocgrrelatzon 1mm-.xon. an .moortant property o autooorre anon _ . _ _
aunt-inns n ma: 3“my?La). rnua. to. pm: fla- 2' “'3“ ”“5" ‘m'm'
of is57-3} will occur at.""D. rm: province at
Hits asay 'or {moms to. eelay oy :alomnng 3-,:-

toe aetioateo cross-correlation Motion. 3.: ettl Dis-'27". (“JLa 3 min noise eome.s(1I-D)35{1fi-m. am: toooeu all oe anal-ply notified. in general. a” c‘ l more D is toe relative delay between aeoeor :.
wl.; ne "spun out" also node to tar-omen tho and ae r 3. no-1: the propagation «loony.
gen. ma‘ 1:. non 3113:.cult to olnpout the 3 _
actual “lay. Furthermore. anon aultlzle targets r;=(IT-31JJinn-“3‘4 : 32....5. Li.
.mo :ultlple :elaye} are present. we “tails" of " '
one autooorrelatlon functions for alfrerent tar- u: can be snot-m domino] that for «Li. to: set or
gets all as overlayeo and non airfloult to count:on: Hid-3} can on rear-noel: an a m eat
seomte. tone. at l: oeelranle to presume” toe 01' Equation: for I... 3'... more one we ricienta are

sensor numto I... 3, so that after mono quantities ‘ -.-.e. wrttten an tern: o!
crossoorrela: ion sou-oer- peas: alll result. a in LJ. Thu 39: or muons can one no:‘1 . 1. In toe nuance or aeuuremnt none :31: afifieé”:5 oetemloa tnu target locatlou.
:an oe :one .1! passing into). xzit) throucn a”unitenlng“ f"ter for 5(1). nine. one correlation the discussion above indicates boat one way
or a is removed. anon noise 1.: present. toe of solving toe target Looatmn proolen :3 to first
falter on to can tote account ootn signal no estimate toe tm—or-arrz'ral delays too tone: to
none spectra. compute the location hula on too geometry or me

__... oracles {Benn}. 2t 1.: ooaelole. or course. to
LL. -— 3, —“ :ooome toes. taro step: an: aevolop an eatchol‘

‘ -'s---.. T --—--—- olreot-y 'or the target cool-emote: ta. ’2'" or. u
.( _. _..‘ J2._.. pea-t __.g'.: are annual! done. {or too oeartns' afio ruse.

‘{ “new? we lean to alters-two estimator structures.
_ ,’ --- — typically nelng ‘tne mum: :uelioooo approaoo

h— ' 5-2 _—.__. _ _ . ' [Bangs and Somaltaeieai. Lineman“.

cifiiiigr 2.2. target mooutlon Reunion“

-. I- -- .

n3. . A -..me-oelay eetlnator. .L aoeclal one of :roolet: atlaes men amt;-
ple sensors Holes :easure range 3": not a:lfluta

Dirt-rent males: for toe are- how are :oa- ‘39 V1“ up,“ re use: m “=an tar-at "‘a-
mus :eoenflm upon we performance 39391‘133 non. 2.! only a ' :{le taret '5 “goon-“1:
3305811 B? in! 198133": one hall-130°“ {amazon location to tango 3y aultalaterztlog. P :or 11;;-
_'naon and gutter}. toe deflection function [Knapp ple. 1.’ aziauta measurements from sever-al. sensor-e
mo Lax-tern. etc. tr. shoal: be noted mat “YEN-l- are availabze. one nae only to :oapute too 43:.»-
eatzutor t-uoturee aeeziee one 31131334"- sectton or one various ;'.nee-of-sl;r. . - I:or‘relator eatmtar “we seen oevelopeo.

.r
‘11
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rna situation oeco::es core com~lex .nen oul
t1ple targets are present. rh1s !s illustrated by 
r'lg. ;. 

s. 
J 

ii; ): The target 3ssooiation prooJ.em 

t:ach sensor is assumed to have detected toe 
two targets 7,.r2. However , tnese detections are 
~ot proper_y associated. _t !s not .mown woicn 
~easure:nent of eacn sensor con"esponos r.o wn1cn 
tar3et . fhus, it i s necessary to associate tar-
6ets .1tn sensor measurements oefore estimatL'lg 
tne ~argat _ocat1ons ( 1n ract t oe association a.no 
:ocation proolea.s are aadressea siouJ.taneously ) . 
Note also r.nat if tnere are mor e targets than sen
sors. 3!2Di.u1t1es ( "gnost" targets) ::iay result. 
_n :1,;;. J, :{~~was not tnere, toe measurements 
or ~. 3na 3

2 
·. ouJ.o oe .:on.s1stent ·,11to toe assu..ip

~10? t.iat tne targets are at 6,,g2 ratner tnan at 
., , '.::· 

jeverLl scneoes nave oeen proposeo 
r..m1 tar;et a.ssociation prooleJ:1 , ano 
:.naf:y <1escr1:>eo oe.i.o •. 

to so~.-e 
taey ue 

?1~~ ~ pair of sen3ors and coopute all toe inter
s~~cions ~r tne1r :!nes-or-s~nt to ,otential 
targets ( !.e. oirections in WOJ.cn tney oetected 
sometn1ng). fhese intersection po1nts are poten
:!al c~get locations. ~ow ~icK a taira sensor 
ano cnec~ wnetcer :ts L!nes-or- sioat ;>ass torougo 
any of :ae 1ntersection points . :r not, oelete 
: nua points fro!!I toe 11:.t of por.entia.L c;argets. 
=Y proc~ed.ing ~ois way wito toe otber sea.sors, toe 
. 1st Jil: (1~:: y ll!c!uoe only tnose tar;et :oca
:~ons wcucn are consistent with a~ the observa
:1ons. ~t snould oe empnasizeo tnat tbis i.s a 
n~nly sicpllfieo oescr 1ption of :ore realistic 
:1st for~ing 3:6or1tr.i:i.s . 

oacK- project1on or Space-Searcn 

:ne space to oe searcneo is c!11oeo ~~to cel:s of 
a size corr es;,ono1ng to tne system reso:ut:on. 
,he numoer 1 i s aaaed ~o toose cells of :ne space 
~n!:n :ie alo~ tne -!ne or si6nt or a given sen-
3or Jetece:on. :~is process 1s repeateo for a _: 
.1nes-of-s16nt vf al~ sensors. As canoe seen 
fro~ rfi. 4 :ne ~arget _ocations :an oe icant!fiec 
1s t nose ~avtr~ :ne n~ nest nuooer ( : tne nu~oer 

of sensors ) wr1tten 10 tnem. ~ote toat re1at1ve_y 
01.go values can oe ootaineo at :~cations otner 
tnan tnose oI' tne real target \ "snost" _ocationsi. 

\ 

11j 
,, , • 2 

, . 

/ 

/ 
/ 

< \ 

fig. ~: Association oy oacK- projection 

1?a3e reconstMlct1on tecaniques 

:t is possiola to 'llew toe sensor ~easure~~nts as 
line integrals tnrougn an ~age consisting of 
"points or l10 ht" at tae r.arget locations . Toe 
11.ne integrals are over the ln~rared eoissiv1ty 
oap {(or :a sensors) or :ne raoar r erlect1v1ty oap 
( for ranging radars). The proo1em or re~onstruct
i r:g images r rom tneir :.:.:ie- 1ntegral projections 
oa.s been exten31•1ely trea teil 1n - lterature le .0 . , 
arooKs ano Di Cniro, ~orn]. necently it ~as saown 
how these tecnniques can be applieo to tne target 
association proolelll LFriedl:inder et al., veoton ~t 
a...j oy reconstructir.g toe •bri,Jntness :iap• o( :ce 
area under surveil:aoce and 1~ent1:'y1ng tar"3et.s as 
toe •or10ht spots". lt soou.a oe nor.ea :nat :n~ 
i::la.ge reconstruction ~etaoo requires tnat .be sen
sors ~roviae toe actua- ener;y :easurea 1n eacn 
01.rect!on ( range l and not ;ust target / no target 
infon11ation. ,he oetaction taKes piace a~:er ;re
cessing tae in{or:iation :rom all ~ne sensors ; !n 
list ro~ing ano space- searcn, only toe results or 
toe ~et.action ,erfor~ed at eacn !.naiv1dua- sensor 
are ,assed on. 

Multiple-sensor ~easurements ~an oe ~on
siaereo as samples of a t!:le-space ~unction , 1t,l) 
A'tlere ? ~epresents a point in 3- D soace. :ae 
notions of {te~pora ) ccrre-at~on ~..mc:icr. ar.a 
( t emporal ) spectra! aensity ~an oe extenaea :o 
t~e-space :'unctions of .n:s :ype .• e 3e~i ne a 
ranco~ f!.e:.J J ( t,Z) as stationary ~o no:o;eneous 
l~ ~lYI C,_l)} :J .inc 

) : 
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Each sensor is assumed to have detecteo the '
=30 tarsfita 3‘ r2. However. toese sensations are 5not properzy sséoeisteo. st is not {noun union 2
sessuresent of ease sensor oorresponos to union
target. inns. in is necessary to associate tar-

gets uxtn sensor measurements oerore estimating 3&5- a: issoosatien oy uaoflrprojeotson
one target ;ooetiono kin fact one association son
Loescion prooleus are snoreseeo simultaneously)-
Note also test 1: tnere are more targets tnsn sen-

sors. ambiaultiai ("gnost' fiarifi‘33 3*! P'lult- Lease reconstruotian taonniques
.3 5:5- 3. of n.J was not tnere. toe measure-ants 'of a. ans 3. aouin oe :onsesteno alto toe assuav- it is poss1o1e to week tne sensor zessurements es

Elan cast tn :sraets are a: 3.'§2 ratner ones at Line integrels tnroucn an Lasso consisting of
:, ;‘_ ”potato of Light“ at one target Lonstions. the

‘ _ lLse integrsls are over one inrrsrea eszsstvtty
duverii sonsoes news teen PPODOSCG ‘0 30“! asp lfor In sensors) or :ne rsoar retieotivzty nap

tun target essootstton oracles. eno tne? are (for ranging rsoarsl. The prooaem of reconstruct-
iriiflv fiescrlfltfl BOtOF- in; issues tron their ;ine—Lnte§rsl projections

as: been extensively treated an .itereture Le.3..
:zst ?orsss arooes sun as Cairo, horn]. heoently it was sooun

now tnese tecnniques no no sonnet: to the terse:
9:4K 6 paxr 9: Jfifllofl and ¢°flflut8 all ‘09 15‘35‘ sssoosation prooles girzeolanoer at al.. Danton so
segcxsns at :nezr Lones—of—elant to potential 3;.2 oy reconstructing toe “orzantness sap” of :ne
:argets i:.e. directions in Hoses :ney ueteoteo area under surveillance and ieentxfyxns targets is
sustains). [nose Lnterssouon pomss _a.re poten- one "oriant spots'. 1.: snout: ne notes :net tne
:sas target. Locations. sou plot a cairn sensor image reconstruction totem requires tnar. the sen-
ans :oeo‘ anecner ans Lines-or-szgnt sass torongn sore prorice the ictnai snersr nelaured in taco
any of tee :nterseotion points. it not. selece dircctian (range: ans not :65: Bafsfit/flfl iifzet
53353 901355 from tau 1.1.1" of flggngifl arsgta. infamticn. 3h! seteotmn 33KB! mane after JP9-
ny prooeeosng ones we? uttn tne otnor sensors. tne casein; tne information from ail toe sensors; in
.1st ail; finsilr Lactose only tnose target Looa- 113‘ fornzns and lPHGO'SOSFflfl. only one fBflulia 3f
tzons unscn are :nnststen: Hetn as; the ooservs— t3! litefitiafl PEPEGPEOG at seen indinGua+ sensor
ozone. st snnuin oe esonssizee one; this is a are Passes on.
ntsniy stoplstiea nesortstion of sore realistss
List forming alaorztons. £.5 spectral esttsstion

Sicx-projeotaon or Space-éesron HHLIiple-seosor :eaaurements :an no :on-
sinereo as sesoies of e Zane-spaae function yxc.2;

Ins spans :o no searoneo is :irzoeo into cells of Huere ? represents a pain: in 3-D soeoe. Ens
5 Size corresponding to tan systen resoiution. notions of {tensorsi} :orresation function in:
the numner ‘ is aoeeo no tnose sells or one space (temporsi) spectre; sensing sen oe extends: to
unzsn Lie chn; tne .ine or size: a: e sxven seo- tine-specs functions a: tale =?pe. as Jerine a
sor seteczzan. :nss process Ls repeated for as; rsnnos 3:814 ?\=.2I 1: itatiflnlf? 333 DOIOSEnecus
ilfl‘l‘Of‘Sl‘fl‘ of ti; sensors. As :an as seen 1: Styxt.iJisfi and
from 91;. u :ne target .ocetions :an as isentzfisc
as tnose newts; tne szgnest nunoer he one sooner
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rt ( t, t • ,1!,.f.' ) =C: l yC t ,Vy( t' , .f.' ) I 

( o ) 

wnere 

t': t - t I 1 .c.=.f!.-.f.' 

Ar.y llomogeneou.s random fiel:I aas a spectral 
representation 

y ( t ,i.J = _tfJJ'ej(u.+k · i) Z( au, ciK) , 

.;nere A:( K,,K, ,~3), i.= ( x,y,z) and z~ 
ranaom function with aertaL~ properties . 
correiation ~unction can be represented by 

j jJJej (o&+:lf.::::.>?(w.t) <i1D <1k --

( 7) 

is a 
The 

( d) 

·.hE:re ? is the spatiu- cemporal spectral aensitv. 
nS in toe t<?Oporal case, an inversion rormula 
nol:is; 

i> (w,A>~ oe IJJ'e- j (wt'+k":r:) ·• 
( 210"--

iH 11', .d at' d.c_. 

.;s an important example, 
cnro~atic {single frequency) 
~or~~ f:-equency ~ propagating 
3i1en oy a unit v~tor ~ at 
.;a•1e is :-epresentea oy 

(9) 

consider a ~ono
plane wave at tem
in tne direction 

velocity c. Such a 

y( t,.l)=exp(~t•4) ".?J ( •oa) 

~ =~- ( 'Ob ) 

it is dasy to verify that for tnis space- time 
!"unct.ion ~e aave 

. - j (~ h ta".:J 
z1 ( -f1,.c.; :e ( "a) 

~no 

( 110 / 

·.oicn is a aelta :·unction l ocatea at :e!llporaJ. fre
quen~y ~J ana spatial frequency , or .;ave numoer ) 
", !his dxample inaicatea now ?(w,KJ provides 
:nfor::acion r egarding tne airecticn (and velocity ) 
o f pr opa,1ation of ·o1a1es. 

,he point of tnis aiscussion :s tl:lat ( spa
t ial ) spectr~l esti~aticn :s a way of est!~ati:ig 
~arget oearing, since if we p:ot ? ( ~ ,Al in the A 
pl:..ne ( for a fixeo ~). it wi~l tena to oe concen
~ratea arouna tne point A wnicn ~orresponos to tne 
di:-ection of toe ,..ave ;,ropa6ation anc aence t r.e 
oearing of toe target ( tne source of tnese waves i . 

Thus, target oear1ng estimation reauces to toe 
proolem of esti:natir.g P(lf,.k) from tne ~easurements 
y( t 1 ,.cj l , wnere r 1 represents sensor locations ana 
t i are the sampling times of tbe output of toat 
sensor. 

Many spectral estimation tecnniques have been 
used in this context; several are described in t oe 
references. 

2.~ oeamfo niing and Array ?recessing 

Per haps tne most common operat ion in processing 
signals in a sensor array i3 that of beamforming. 
i\ntenna arrays ( for radar, communication, eta. ) 
ana acou.s t ic sensor arrays ( sona.r I are typical 
examples of beamform.ing. ~eamformi.og consists of 
a sucmation of ti!.!e-delayed (or paase-sniftea ) 
,ersions of tne sensor outputs, i.e. 

ti 
Z( t )= i y( t - t

1
,l., ) , 

1 : 1 -
( ·~) 

wnere t 1 represent3· the ti.me- oe iay for sensor i 
ana ?i its location. ?roper cooice of toe celays 
ti ~nnances tbe signals receivea r:-c~ a particular 
direction ana attenuates s14nais fro~ ctoer direc
tic~~ . This oper ation is tne spati.al equivalent 
of a temporal narrow bandpass eilter. 

output Z(t) of tne oeamforoer is a 
t~e function, wa.ico :s pracessea so as 
a measure of tne signal energy in an 

The 
(sca~ar) 
to obtain 
opti:nal 
incl ude 

way. !he most common processing scoemes 

~atc~ed filte ring 
~iener filtering or least- squar ~s esti:nation 
tiaximu:n :.ixelihooa estuation 

:his linear (iltering is often followea oy a 
nonlinear operation , e.g. squari:ig ana in~egra
tion. ':he or<1er of linear filte rl.!'.g ana 
transfor.:iing (also a linear operat ion ) is often 
reversea , the exact structure depenaing on :oe 
application. !he ~piementation of tnese 
processes i s usually done in t:ie iour1er domain 
(with poase sbifts replacing tiGle delays ) out ti:le 
domain ~plementat1on., are also used . a saaple of 
tne ·,ast l iterature on oeamfoniirus anu ,:ie associ
at.~ si6nal. ;>recess ing ( refer , ea to as "3rray ;iro
~essing" ) is given 1n tee biblio; raphy. 

A c~ass of ar:-ay processor of ;iarticualr 
interest are the different t7;ies of adaptive 
arrays. The need ~or adaptive arrays arises for 
Qal\Y reasons. Some exaitples: 

°':l 

aull steer :ng, to ~inL:ii:e interfe:-ence ~roa 
sources other tnan tne tar;et cf :nte:-est. 

~daptive filtering, to :ianale Jn.mown noise 
ana sianai statistics. 

Aaapti '/'c! beamfor:oing. 5ea:iforl!1ng requ::-es 
prec ise .cnowledge of ~r.e sensor :.ocations 
( w1tn1~ f~ac~1ons o f 3 ~avel~n6t~ ) :n oraer 
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tnat tne steering oelays ~e co.':lputea. aeia
t17eiy small errors can -ead to serious per
formance degraaation . Tbus, waen sensor 
:ocations are imprec1seiy IUlown or are con
stantly ~nang1ng , a fixeo processing scaellle 
i:s i:lfeas ibJ.e. 

;. !be ueeo for Di:striouted ~omputation 

!bere a re ::iany aovantage:s ~n distributing 
cOC1putations ~or a :ar5e sensor networK; some of 
tne ~ain arguments are ~oe following: 

( ') Reouction of Co.11putational Complexity 

Distr ibuted proce:s:s i ag is often used a., a 
oean:s ~or solving proolems relateo to 1.arge- scale 
system:, . !'bis approcn leads t o toe decomposition 
of a nigo- di::ien:s1onal proolem 1.nto a sequence o t' 
sca- .. er-,u:iensional ones. 1n1s often re:sults in 
~ons1derab.e computat ional savings; .:any rast 
a...;or1tru:is, suco as tbe fast rour1er Transform, 
are of tnis t ype. ~lso, cercain l arge- scale proo
!.~s s1a1piy cannot t>e solveo 1.n a o.u-ect !llllllller 
(e .6 ., inversion of very : arge matrices ) and ways 
:iave ::.o oe rouno to oecocpose toe problem !nto 
soaller part:s tnat canoe nandl eo. Chis can, of 
c~r-:1e, oe acne in a centralized manper , but the 
l l~triouted approaco often ~eaos to natural oecom
pos1.t ions ano ·,a.uaole 1nsignts. 

Distributeo systea1s nave good properties 
~ro:i a reli.aollity standpoint due to tbeir 
1:--'lerent parallelisc. :aHure o i' a co:11putational 
~oaule does not necessarily result in system 
~a1:ure si:ice toe ~o::iputatlonal load can be re
~!str1outao aeong tne r e:ia1ning ~odules. Thus, a 
Jistr1outeo system may nave tne aoility to recon
fi;:ire and conti nue operat ion . Depending on :oe 
type of :ne system ano i ts structure, i ts opera
tion after reconfiguration oay be at a reouced 
per:oroance level. (This wou!o be tne case i f the 
re:::a1n1ng ;omputational resoll!'Ces were insuf~i 
~ient to compiete tne so:ution or tne proolem, or 
1f toe los:s or a computational ~oc!u1e was associ
ate<! Jl :ti :.oe ioss of a sensor site. ) !ne systec 
ni splays graceful degraoation of performance, 
Jni~n contrasts witn tne "catas t rophic 8 failure 
:ode of central!ze<i systecs. 

( ~) fleXJ.bili ty 

:he aistr1butea nature or co~putatlons is 
often associateo with distributea system struc
t t;res: suco a syste:i structure c~nt t>e 3 collec
tion of sen:sor/cocputer/ co::cun:cation ~oouies 
tnter connecteo in a net worK. rois organization 
:eaos co a 1ery flexiole structure , possessing 
oes1raole properties woica are not al-ays present 
1n a ~entra11zea system: 

rne capc1ty to nano_e :.opol.:,g:ca ... cca~es -·· 
tne svste!II structure e.s., aoo1n~ or ~e1et-

i ng nodes Juring .na1nta1nance w1tnout 1nter
:"Upt1ng systea operation/. 

The poss1b1l1ty of 1ncorporati :ig :nany comoi
oat1ons of resources, wito 1..r1ao~e per for
oanoe l evels, as Jeter:111neo oy toe neeas of 
eacn user. 

~he ~ombinat!on, in a single networK, of l!any 
types of 1nforaation sensors. 

u. Jur .\pproacnes 

)istributed processing bas ,y nov :,ecome a 
tet':111 tnat is applieo to cany type:, of systems ana 
1s not very we!l defined. Since toe d1atr1outea 
sensor net proo.ea canoe we ... l described , see e. g . 
(ls~ 0$N ReportJ , we soall use it as a ~as13 ror 
defining ai.., tributeo processing. ..e ;:onsioer 
three COClputational organ12at:ons ~nicn cou~o oe 
used in to.is context: centrail.z4Nl, :nuepenaently 
dis~riouted, and ~ooperatively aistriouteG . 

' ) Ceatralizeo -- all sensor ~ata ls passeo 
to a centraJ. site, wnere ;:o~putat1on ~s per
(of'111eo, and tne pertinent results are cnen 
re turnee to toe appropr1ate recote sites. 
2) lnaepeooent -- a..l sensor 1nfor=ation :s 
communicated to every otner site, an~ e3cu 
s ite tben oa.ices its oest esti::ate of :ne 
anv iroo::ien t. 
3) Cooperative - - s ites excna~e ~rocesseo 
in(or~at1on. aao at =ost partial sensor data. 

It i s toe second and chi:-d organ1=3t ions ~nat are 
non11.u.ly referreo to as d1.st r 1butea organ1zatloas, 
and toe t hira , 1n particU:ar, tnat we ~ons1~er co 
oe of greatest interest. 

Toe $earcn (or Distributeo ftl;oritu.:is 

Centralize<1 algori tbms are now quite weil 
unaerstooa , as a perus.u. or cte extensive _1ter3-
t ure inoicates. nowever , ~er 'J ~ew attempts na,e 
been taaoe to unify and integrate a!.! these Hf
rerent approacoes ano r esults . ~ :yp::al ooo~ :n 
raoar or sonar s i gnal processing :s 1 ~atner 30 

uoc :olieot1on of oata, ~etoods ana cneory i re~1n
!scent or a cook- oooK) . roan outs1a~r :f cnis 
( ! eld !t ~s excr~ely di f (1.:u:c to 6at 1 :onerent 
picture ano :.o =a.ce 1:iteliigent :no::es :n app_y
!r~ toese o~tnods !o t:ie :es16n : r syste!ls. n 

sy3te:at1c represent.it ion or ;111:J AA0•. ~5e, ;,y 
itself a treG1endous tasK, i s required i:i or~er : ~ 
llalCe effective .i.,e or toe ava1 laole alternar.!ves. 
: t 1s ver y te~pt::ig to su;gest :.r.e ~evel:poent ;:( 
an "expert suppor t system• =oco!nir.g ~d e~t~nal~~ 
recent approacr.es !n nl. cata- oase ~anagecent ~r.c 
re ateo ne_as . 

uur approacn to t~e ~evelop~ent of (~ooper1-
: !ve_y ) ~istri~uteo al; cri:n:s ;in oe Si..:l.':.3r:: e~ 
unoer :ne ~01: o~i:15 ~eac :n~s: 

?ar tit:.on1cg of 
a:.;;ori,nos. sue~ 
E..<tenaea Ka .. :ian 
:'or:-u:g. 7!\!s 
~ce syste:: .;.ncer 

~?t ! ~a_ :er.:r;.:=e~ 
as Y..a.:c1.:Ju.::- '-:.;ee ::cc:>.:. 
?1:ter1n6 , and :ea~ 

~pp~oa~~ :3 ~se:~: ~ner. 
~cn.s::e~~~1~n ~ar. :e 
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2. 

3, 

11. 

aivided into suosystems with sparse 
interaction. 

application and extension of oetooas 
developed in tne context of decentral
i zed control and esti...lation, e.6 . team 
aecision theory ana differential games , 
hl.erarcnical iltld ::iultilevel system3, 
aggregation oetnods, singular perturba
tion and other perturbation techniques, 
perioaic coordination and spatial 
.!ynuu.c programming C sd p) . 

Development of new optu:ial aistr ibuted 
al6oritms for specific subsets of sensor 
.la.ta. for example, 

Tioe/frequency Difference vf 
.. rr1val C ruuA/fOO,.) oat.a, using 
.;AAA atoaeling. 

nange only or lngle only data , 
usuig u.iage reconst:-uct1on :ecb
nic;ues or .1istr1butea •1ersions of 
the baCICl)t'OJection tecnnique 
Jesc:-ioed in ~ect1on 2.2. 

nar.ge ana .\r.;_e aat.1, using ~on
~inear ~stioation tecnniques . 

~1.xed, possibly 
1t:consistent/incoaplete data, using 
a oierarcnical approacn. 

Ad·1anced Concepts 

:he ~nysic3.l ~roolec of :ocat1ng 
ana 1oentifying sources nas oucn 
catnematical structure; for exam
ple . it is beavily aependent upon 
:ne cnoice ot' ~oorainate systems. 
Non C:ucllde111 Gea:ietry and llon 
Classical ;$tatist1cs (Non--iaussianl 
·.iu.1 •1ery prooao y oe of 3reat 
oenef!.t. 

;$~na1 processuig of one
di:nensional signals J.s a ·tery wei.: 
Jevelopea rielc; spatial ana otner 
:nulti- dimensional problems, how
ever, require :ore aavanced 
o.athe:iatical tools. 

Jur preliminary investigations 
:naicate :oat ~ost candl.aate algo
r1tn:s ~or jistr1outed processing 
require oigo coJ::11uoicatioo 
oanawiotns. As an a1ternative 
approacn, ·.ie are investigating ?ro
~ao1:istic ..J.6or1t~s; :oese algo
r1tru.is potent!.ally :-equire ::.ower 
banawidtns, are oatura~ly su1teo to 
parallel and aistributed organ1:a
t!ons , and :hey ~an oe very :-ooust. 

:ro.:i ~ syst~-uesign perspe~t1ve 
one snou-~ ~onsiaer 1nteract:ons 
oetween software ana naraware 
arcoit~t~e ea:-:y :n t~e oeve1op-

ment of algor1toms. ror tnis rea
son, we are considering tbe ?Oten
tial impact of '/L.:.l /'/HSl .:ies~ns . 

Using tnese approacoes, examples of ru1ly 
dis,tributea processing ana communication algo
rithms can be proposed. One sucn exacple is the 
comoination of toe :DOA approacn ( ;$cn.:2idt ] , tne 
distr1outed estimat1on algorttll:ll :n ~-SL- OSN 
neport] and a distributea protocol a la [Merlin 
an~ SegallJ. rnese algoritnms nave the desired 
rooustness and -Ow coc:munication bandwidths tnat 
Ollal'aeter ize aes1raole a1str1outea algor1tnas. 
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3.3. teas
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aggregation ostooos. singular perturbe—
tion one other perturbation techniques.
periooio oooroinotion and spstiai
iynssio programing {sop} .

Develop-Int of new nptilsi distributed
sigoritus for specific subsets of sensor
oats. For example.

rineIFrequanoy Difrereooe or
arrival (Enos/Faun) sets. using
inns soosiing.

or Angie only data.
reoonstruotioo tech-

versions of
technique

flange uni?
using image
niques or distributes
the oeoxprojeotion
desorioeo in section 2-2.

Range one angie oats. using Soo-
iineer fiatiflltion teonniones.

nixed. possibly
inoonsistentiinooupiete sets. using
I nierareniosi approaon.

horsnoeo Concepts

the onysiosi prooiel of Locating
ans ioentifring sources ass anon
ostneostioei structure: for exam—
pie. it is neaviiy uepenoent upon
one onoioe or :ooroinste systels.
non Soeiioean Geo-stry one hon
Classiosi Statistics Lion-Gaussian}
viii very orooeniy on or greet
Benefit.

signal processing or one-
:ioonsionai signais is a very 381;
:eveiopeo fieio; spatisi and otner
suiti- oieensionsi prooieos. now.
evor. reouire sore oeveoeed
ssthenatioli toois.
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from s systeos-oeeign
one ennui: oonsioer
between software
araoiteotore sari? in

aerSDectiVe
interactions

and nerouare
£32 leealp-

??

ment or sigoritnos. For this rea-
son. we are considering the poten-
tial impact or VLsiIVHSl designs.

Using toese approaones. esospies of {oily
oistriouteo processing one oomnuniostion sign-
ritnns son he proposed. One soon exanpie is too
connination of tee IDOA approaco Loonniotl. tne
distriouteo estimation algoritns 1o EiSL-usu
«sport; son a distributes protoooi a is Eneriin
and Segeilj. Those sigoritnls nave the desired
roouetness and .ou oolsunioation oanouidths toot

onsrsoterize eesirooie aistriouteo algoritnus.
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SINGLE-SITE DETECTION AND 

T.u!GET PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

by Paul Dl!!!lko, Jr. 
Lincoln Laboratory 

Ma:ssachusetts Institute of TechnoloJJY 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 

.l. Detection~ Estioation ?coble:;;s 

Detection theory problems are characterized 
by the fact that one must decide which of 
several alternatives are t rue. For example, if 
there are two alternatives, if a t arget is there 
or not, the problem i s a binary detection prob
lem. In estimation t heory problems, which very 
closely parallel those of detection theory , one 
must estimate parameters of a signal or situa
tion. For exa1:1ple, one tyi:,e of signal estimator 
or receiver esi:imates values of a continuous 
parameter. It w1ll rarely compute the exact 
signal , but attempts to be close most of the 
time . 

The problems in which detection and estima
tion theory are ut i lized can be categori zed into 
three levels or a hierarchy as shown in Figure 
1 . Level 1 problems include detecting and es
timating known signals in noise; level 2, sig
nals ·Ji.th unknow-n parameters in noise; and level 
3, random signals in noise. !he particular 
pr oblems that will be discussed i n more detail 
in this note are :narked "'1th an asteri.sk. 

The general detection/ e.stimation probleai is 
oore clearly explained "1th the aid or Figure 2. 
The real situation of interest include.s the 
presence or absence of a t arget; it.s charac
t eri stic.s , e.g., its reflectivit y or noi.se emis
sion5j and it.s parameters , e.g. , i:-ange, azillluth, 
~d velocity. Noise such as ground clutter, 
weather formation.s, or background acoustic noi.se 
cor?"Upts the target in.formation a.sit propagates 
from the area of interest to the sensor. Tbe 
sen.sor '.:.ransfol":!IS the information pre.sented to 
~t into :easurements or ~oints in observation 
space, ror exampl e, power levels i n azimuth or 
range bins. When the ob.servation space has a 
finite number of dimensions, the problem is a 
c lassical detection theory probl em. The detec
tion statistic calculator processe.s the measured 
data to ~roduce appropriate statistics so that 
t arget detection and parameter estimation can 
best be ~arried out. The results are the deci
.sion, and if positive , est:.mates o f t arget 
metrics. 

?or :llustrati •1e purpo.se.s , consider the 
simple , idealized example in which the presence 
o r a t arget i s indicated ~Ya d .c. level or 'd ' 

volts ; the l arger the t arget, the greater the 
voltage level. Absence of the target i s indi 
cated by O volts. Zero- mean Gaussian noise is 
added to the voltage l evel and the s en.sor t akes 
samples of the sum of t he signal level and :he 
noise. Tbe observation space consists of the 
vaJ.ues of the .sampled voltage . A possible 
detection rule is to compare •,alues of the sam
pled voltage to a thre.shold, q. I f the sample 
value is greater than q, a target i s decl ared to 
be present; othe[".lise t he area of intere.st is 
declared to be empty. !he two fundamental er
rors that: result in this example and i n detec• 
tion theory in general are false alarms, declar
ing that a t arget i.s pre.sent when it i s not, and 
fal..se di.smis.sals, declaring no target when one 
is present. One usually wants to maximize the 
pr obability or detection, PD , without signifi
cantly increa.sing the probability of a false 
alarc, P~. For this sil:lple example, P0 i.s plot
t ed again.st ?F with d as a parameter in Figure 
3. In the f'igure, the actual thre.shold used in 
the decision rule is proportional to q. The 
detection probability 1.s plotted against tbe 
voltage ·1evel, d, with ?, as a parameter in 
Figure 4. Both figures illustrate that there i s 
a t rade-off between th~ two oajor errors . If 
one lowers the t hreshol d to detect smaller t ar
get.s, one must contend with a higher fal.se alar.ll 
rate. Alternately, i f one 1ncrease.s the thres
hold to keep the ral.se ala..r,11 rate low, one must 
accept a lower probability of detection. 
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n.. ~ st;:ar,;:ao ~ , Acoust' c ~ 

1 . Introduction . 

The DSN stra\itllan acoustic sensor, a small 
acoustic array, has been introduced in an ear-
11,er- paper, Laco.ss, "Tutorial on Sensor Technol
ogy," (the.se proceedings). The signal process
inlg t hat mu.st be perfoM!!ed :o calculate ap
pr,opr1ate statistic.s to detect and estimate tar
get parameters--~h resolution frequency
wavenWllber analy.sis-- i s brie(ly describeo here. 
:n the ca.se of a small acou.stic ari:-ay, the tar 
get metr-io that is estimated i s :he acoust:o az
imuth . Toe acoustic aziauth is the t r-ue azi::luth 
or the target at the :i:lle the acoustic signal.s 
beiru; pr oce.s.sed were emitted !'rom tbe : ar-get. 
Because t he propagation velocity of sound i s of 
the same order of magnitude as the velocity of 
the target, the target has usually moved a con
side~ble distance by the :~e the acoustic sig
na .ls propagate to :te sensor. The sta t:stic 
that is ca lculated !'rem the ar!'aY data i.s powei:
a:,, a function of frequency and 'oraVenumbei:- . An 
explanation of how this ~esult can be interpret
ed. ror target detection and azimuth. estimation 
is first presented. Next the high resolution 
algorithm i s de.scribed and its signal proces.sir.g 
steps are enumerated. Finally some detection 
and estimation problems are discussed. 
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2. Frequency-Wavenumber Analysis. 

High resolution frequency wavenumber 
analysis per forms rrequency-domain beamt'orming 
on tbe array data with the additional feature 
that output noise is Miniclized. Conventiooa.l 
beamrorming and the resulting target detection 
and estimation of acoustic azimuth i s illustrat
ed by consiuering tbe acoustic sensor, a planar 
array of :llicropbones. A plane acou.st ic wave im
pinges upon the array 11.ong an elevation angle 6 
from the vertical , and t'rom tbe horizontal az
imuth e. Although tbe wave propagates at the 
velocity ot' tbe Qedium, v, it traverses the ar
ray at the apparent velocity, C = v/sin6 . The 
apparent velocity ranges trom v ror a wave pro
pagat1ng across the array parallel to the ground 
to infinity t'or a wave propagating onto the ar
ray from directly overhead. 

7he analysis, in ertact, hypothesizes that 
a wave at a particular frequency, r, is crossing 
the array from a horizontal angle e at an ap
parent velocity, C. The position or each of 
the array cicrophones is used to calculate the 
tioe delay or phase that the hYl)Otbetical vave 
would have at each Enicrophone . Tbe data meas
ured at each microphone are appropr iately de
layed, sw:i:ned vi.th all tbe otber such data and 
lntegrated . Conerent energy Wl.th ebe · hy
pothesized aztmutb and phase velocity adds con
structively, whereas energy from otber direc
t .~ons and at other phase velocities do not. 

The resulting (e, C) space is parameterized 
by a and f/C , where K = f/C is called the 
wavenumber of the wave. Another way of inter
preting K is 2111i! , where ~ 1s the apparent 
wavelength of the wave. The ;,o3sible range or I 
and e is the area inside a circle with radius 
f / C as sho\lO in Figure 5, I n the analysis, this 
area is discretized and the beam power at each 
point is calculated. It a wave :.ndeed is pass
:;ig through the array with apparent velocity C' 
from direction e•, tbe ;,ower will peak at 
(8 1 ,f/C ' ) or (e• ,K ' ). The equal- power contours 
or a ;,eak tbat indicates a wave propagating 
;,arallel to the plane of the array are sb.own in 
-;be t'!.gure. 

3. The Higb Resolution Algorithm. 

:here are two basic steps in the higb reso
lution frequency- wavenumber analysis. First, 
the acoustic array data are processed to compute 
estimates of the power spectral density covari
ance aatrices tor all the frequencies or in
terest. ( In the DSN straw:un, approximately 50 
!'requencies between 5 and 250 az will be con
sidered.) Second, at each f requency, a spatial 
'4avenumber analysis is perror:ned. Wavenumber 
power est~ation cor~esponds to a discrete two 
d1:11ensional spatial ?ourier transforo ·.nth spa
tial sampling points deter:nined by :11icrophone 
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positions. At each frequency, the power at ap
pr oxilllately 800 to 1000 wavenumber points is 
calculated. Both azimuth and pnase velocity 
resolution depend on ~requency, and the number 
of wavenumber points that are calculated vary 
with the selected frequency. 

The input data are M: 10 sampled wavetorcis 
collected ~OIi the M Qicropbones in the sensor. 
Ouring each two-second analysis interval, data 
i s recorded continuously for 1.024 seconds at a 
2 kHz per channel rate. The 2048 samples from 
each ollazmel are broken up into K ~ 5 over lap
pi03 blocks, each of N = 512 points. Eacb block 
1s multiplied by an appropriate window and a 
Fourier transform is performed on each block. 
Thu.:s, M• !!: N-point :'our!.er transfol"'!lls are per
for:!led, resulting !.n K est!.mates of the !!!atrix 
periodogra.aas, X1( rk) . !be computations 
described t"rom thi! point are all performed ror 
each rrequency. An estilllate or the power spec
tral density covariance :11atrix ror frequency, 
fk, is calculated: 

where • denotes complex conjugate. The result
ing :n.atrix is then normalized to equalize power 
1n eacb channel: 

All the elements along the diagonal or 
R(rk) are one . 

Several matrix !i!Odirtcations are done before the 
actual estimates of power. first a soall diago
nal :11atrix i s added to the R(t) to force the 
matrices to be non- singular: k 

aerie> = R( tk )+e !. 

Then, the complex R( fk ) are replaced by their 
inverses. 

The final step is to esti.::late power tor 
each wavenUllber of interest. The estitl:ation of 
power, given frequency and wavenumber, r9duces t~, calculating a He1"!1itian quadratic rorm using 
R ( t'k) a.s the ::iatru and a co:iplex steering 
vector , e . The elements of the steering vec
tor are oo~~lex representations or the phase de
lay ~or each of the Microphone locations tor a 
given wavenu:ioer. Specific3lly, the ~requency
wavenlll3ber ;,ower esti::late i s 

- :: ,,-:.( " ' E :.tit.. 'le !.le 

\/here!. 1s ~he wavenumber index and k 1s che 
rrequency index. 7he superscri;,t H i:11pl!.es con-
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z . ?requoncy-‘Jeyanumher Analysis .

High resolution frequency Haventlhsr
analysis performs frequency-duals beastomins
on the array data with the additional feature
that output noise is dioimiaed. Conventional
coaster-sins and the resulting target detection
and estimation of aquatic azimuth is illustrat-
ed by considering the acoustic sensor. a planar
array or alcrophohea. A plane acoustic wave is-
pio‘es upon the array along an elevation anslo a
firm the vertical. and has the horizontal es-
iouth a. thhouzh the wave promotes at the
velocity or the Mill. y. it traverses the ar-
ray at the apparent velocity. :2 : trains. The
apparent velocity ranges fro. a for a were pro-
{negating across the array parallel to the ground
to infinity for a wave propagating onto the ar-
ray free directly oanhead.

The analysis. in effect. hypothesizes that
a wave at a particular frequency, f. is crossing
the array from a horizontal angle 8 at an ap-
parent velocity. C. The position or each of
the array alcropcones is used to calculate the
time delay or phase that the hypothetical Have
would have at each siorophone. The data seas-
cred at each microphone are appropriately de—
layed. slashed with all the other such date end
integrated. Coherent energy with the 'hy-
pothesited azimuth and phase velocity adds con-
structively. whereas energy tron other direc-
tions and at other phase velocities do not.

The resulting [9.6) space is paraseterizsd
by B and U5 , where K a NC is called the
wavenunher of the wave. mother way of inter-

preting E is Zlfl , where 1K is the apparent
wavelength of the nave. The possible range or K
and 9 is the area inside a circle with radius
NC as shown in Figure 5. In the analysis. this
area is discretized and the beam power at each
point is calculated. I! a Hate indeed is pass-
in; though the array lath apparent velocity C'
from direction 3' . the pouer will peek at
te'JIC'} or (B'J'). The equal-pour contours
of a posit that indicates a trays propagating
parallel to the plane of the array are shown in
the figure.

3. The High Resolution Algorithm.

there are two basic steps in the high. reso-
lution frequency—ayenmher analysis. First.
the acoustic array data are processed to compute
estimates or the cover spectral density covari-
ance satrices for all the frequencies of in-
terest. (In the non strewn. appronnately 50
frequencies between 5 and 250 Hz Hill he con-
sidered.) Second. at each frequency. a spatial
uayenuehar analysis is per-toned. HeyehIthsr
poser estisstion corresponds to a discrete ten
dimensional spatial Fwier :rsnsfcr-s with spa-
tial sampling points determined try microphone
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positions. At each frequency. the power at ape
proxinately 300 to 1000 Hoventmlher points is
calculated. Both azimuth and phase velocity
resolution depend on hecuenoy. and the outer
of methane:- points that are calculated vary
with the selected frequency.

The input data are H a $0 sampled eaverorms
collected tron the H microphones in the sensor.
Din-ins each too-second analysis interval. data
is recorded continuously for 1.021% seconds at a
2 itflz per chsonel rate. The 20% samples free
each channel arehroksnupihtolzfimrlap-
pin; pious. each or I! = 512 points. Each block
is eultiplied by an appropriate window and a
fourier transform is parrot-lad on each block.
Thus. H'K l-point Founder transforss are per-
formed. resulting in I estioates or the satris
periodosrsms. I it. 3. The connotations
described tron mi p'o‘int m :11 perfumed for
each frequency. an estimate or the power spoo-
tral density covariance setria for frequency.

{3‘ . is calculated:
K

1 1'
C4: :1”)!

1.4 1.11k1 (ft).

unere ' denotes complex conjugate. The result-
in; matrix is than normalized to equalize power
in each channel:

c. 1"!)
5 ' ”'2'

{cuiralcwrkmmcrkncutrk)J

J .

All the clashes along

Mfg} are one.

the diagonal of

Several astrix codification are done before the
actual estialotes of power. first a mall diago-

nal matrix is added to the EUR) to force thematrices to he non-simian

Mfk} a Rtfkloo I.

Then, the complex Mtkl are replaced by theirice-arses.

The final step is to eetisate power for
each eatenmhar or interest. The estimation of
power. given frequency and «ayenmher. reduces
to calculating a Fisrnitian quadratic fore using
adcr.) es the satrix and a couples steering
vectoi‘, 2‘ . The al.-sects or the steering vec-
tor are complex representations or the phase de-
lay for each or the microphone locations for a
given avenmner. Specifically. the frequency-
Haeenunher power estiaste is

?Lk'_‘-_
r5 o'rf".
.. ‘ 35'."

la!is the wavenmhcr index and k the
The superscript 5! implies can-

there :.

frequency index.
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jugate transpose. 

Power levels are thus comput ed at all ap
pr opriate wavenu:mbers ror each f requency or in
terest, a total of approx.1mately 42,000 
frequency-wavenumber bins . A detailed computa
tional sizing or real- time h.igb resolution 
analysis indicates that approximately 11 mil l ion 
real ar1tc:etic operations (adds or multiplies ) 
per second are required. 

4. Detection and Estimation. 

Deteetion and estimation consist or examin
ing the power vs. f requency and wavenumber 
resul ts. A peak in power tbat rises several dB 
above bacicgr1)und noise levels for a particul.ar 
wavenu:moer at several frequencies most likely 
indicates a target. A t i.ce average or the 
~sults is kept suco that the current power
frequency-wavenw:iber re.sults may be compared to 
those of the recent past . If a peak occurs in 
several sequential results and appears to be 
Cl!Oving at a reasonable speed, its detection is 
further confirmed and one can initiate an az-
1.::luth track. However , if the t arget does not ap
pear to be moving, it Ls either t r aveling on a 
radial path towar~ the sensor or it i s a sta
tionary noise source . Data from other sensors 
oight clarify such a situation. Effective, au
tomatic t arget detection and azimuth est~tion 
i s a difficult problem and i s currently beL-ig 
addressed. 

.Ill, Cahc~•nt ~ Doppler .Bal1a.r. 

1. : ntroduct ion. 

The DSN strawman radar bas been descr ibed 
in a previous paper , Lacoss, "Tutorial on Sensor 
::echnology", ( these proceedings). The radar 
sensor is considerably oor e sopbistioated than a 
small acoustic array and zore t arget metrics can 
be estbated !!'co the r eturn signals in the oo
servation space: target l'ange, a:i:imuth, and 
velocity. !he signal processing r equired to 
calculate appropriate statistics i s substantial
ly different ~roe that used with tbe acoustic 
array; however , the results and 
detectl.on/esti.catlon r ules used to detect and 
aeter::1ine target oetrics are very si:ilar. 
Since the current study has not investigated ".he 
radar proble!!! in depth, less detail will be 
;iresented than was ~or the acoustic sensor. 

?ulse doppler radar observation s~ace is 
divided into ra.oge- azi~uth- velocity (doppler) 
~ins. ::he retur:t tioes o~ tbe reflected pulses 
and location l.n the scan or the antenna deter
Cline into .111ch range and azimuth bins the re
tur:i data are placed. 7he pulses returnir.g dur
:og a conerent processing interval or that : i=e 
during which the anten.~a ndwells" on a target 
are ~rocessed and power levels ~or the 1if~erent 
dop;iler shl.:t {requency or •1eloc:.:y bins result. 

10 7 

Similar to that for the acous tic sensor, detec
tion and estimation tor radar consists of deter
lll.JlLn.g the existence and location Ctbe proper 
bLns) or pealc3 i n power , ohich are pr esented as 
a function or range, azimuth , and velocity. 

2. Radar ?rocessing. 

Briefly, the radar signal processing con
sists of the following: 

-data checking and calibration corrections 
-high-pass filte r (3- pulse canceler} 
-viodowin& 
- r ast Fourier t ransfoni and ai&gnitude computati on 
- threshold computation, t arget detection . 

3. Detection/Estimation . 

The :najor outputs resulting from the signal 
pr ocessing are C 1) oa_p data and (2 ) target r e
;>orts. The map data represents a picture of 
zero-velocity ground clutter . It 1s extracted 
frOCll those range-aZ!!:lutb bllls vith zero-doppler 
shift. Target repor ts are declar ed wnen the 
power l.n non- zero velocity bins exceed various 
thresholds . 

Several interesting detection proble!!ts oc
cur . When a target h.as zer o radial velocity 
wi. th reference to the radar, its pover returns 
appear in tbe zero doppler bins. However, the 
target's power will move with reference to the 
relatively stable ground clutter. Such targets 
can~ detected 1n the clutter by notlng any ra
pid t i.l:le variations i n the clut t er map . 

Often, clutter sue!! as clouds and other 
weather ror:11ations can have non-zero velocities 
and 11183k targets. However , the clouds usually 
cover a much larger a rea (cany core :-ange
azii:iuth bins) than an aircraft. An appropriate 
time- varying threshold can be calculated ":>y 
averaging over an area consisti.ng or several 
range- ~mutb b1:1s (at cons tant doppler shift ) . 
Tbus the larger area W1th relatively high power 
l.s not declared a target, ~ut t he smaller and 
snarper peal< is detected. 

The azimuth resolution or the strawma.:i rs
dar i s approximately 10 degrees--36 1zimutbs per 
~ second ,can or 9 coherent ;rocessi!'\g !.nter vals 
;,er second. 7bere are · 00 range :ans cover1og 
0.125 to 12 . 5 kilometers ( range r esolution of 
appr oximately 120 oeters ) . :'he coherent pro
cessing interval contains returns rrcm ;12 
;,ulses. Thus, i nroroatlon rrom goo ra~ge
ati.outb bins is processed every second: 900 
512- poillt complex ::":'s are ccmputed ;er second. 
7he net computational requ:recents ~or ::7 ; r o
cessin~ 1s 12.5 million real ar i thmet~c opera
tions (adds or multi;ilies) ;,er second. : t ~s 
estioat ed ~hat the other cooout ations :!steo 
above require an equivalent ~ount of co:~uta
tion. Thus, the total computational require
ments (or :he OSN str a.i:an cor.erent ;,u:sed 
doppl!!r radar 1re approxl.Cai:ely 25 =.:.: l:c:i real 
ar ~thmetic operations per second. 
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Level 

1 . Known 
signals in 
noise. 

2. Signals 
wi.tb unknown 
para.meters in 
noise. 

3. Random 
signals ln 
noise. 

Detection Theory 

1 • Syncbrono~ digital 
communication. 

2. ?attern recognition 
probleiu. 

1 1. Conventional pul,ed radar 
or sonar, target deteotion. 

2. Target classification. 

3. Digital communication 
systems witbout pbase 
reference. 

U, Digital co111111unidation 
over slowly fading channels . 

1 . Digital co111111unication over 
scatter l1nlc, orbitin~ dipole 
channel, or chaff link. 

12. ?assive aco~tics/sonar. 

3, Seismic detection system. 

~ Radio astronooy (detection 
of noise sources). 

Estimation Tbeory 

1. ?AM,?FH communications systems 
with phase synchronization. 

2. Inaccuracies i n inertial 
systems. 

•1. Range, velocity, or ~le 
measurement in radar/ sonar. 

2. Discrete time, continuous 
amplitude communication syst~. 

1 1. ?ower spectrum parameter 
estication. 

1 2. Range or doppler soread 
target parameters in radar/ 
sonar problem. 

3, Velocity 1neasurements in 
radio astronomy . 

•u. Target parameter estuiation: 
passive acouatics anc sonar. 

1 5. Ground mapping radars. 

:ig. )etec~ian/ esti.!:!atioo ;heory :derarc::i;r 
(after ~en Trees, 1968) . 
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ANALYSIS AT 
FIXEO FREQUENCY, F 

/----"' CONTOURS OF 
~ , EQUAL POWER 

- / :-) , SURROUNDING 
1 \ A PEAK 

/{ ~~ \ '-.__/ -4 
\ . 

~ ,,/," 
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:, 

,/ 
<:/ 

C:: 
- (East ) 

/~ 

LOCATION OF POWE~/ 
PEAK FOR AIRCRAFT 
DIRECTLY OV ER SENSOR. 

i~ 

8: AZIMUTH OF SOUND SOURCE 
V: VELOCITY OF SOUND !II AIR 
K a F/C 

LOCUS OF POSSIBL~ ~EAKS 
FOR OISiANT AIRCRAFT 
\./HOSE SOU ND ',/AVES ARE 
oqoPAGATWG DARALLEL 
-o iHE GROUND. 

Figure 5 . Wavenumber power ?lot 
!.nterprecation. 
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DYNAMic.u.LY MODIFIABLE DISTltIBUTED SYSTEMS 

A. N. Rabermann 
Oeparcmant of Computer Science 

Carnegie- ~ellon University 
Pittsburgh , 2A 15213 

ABSTRACT 

A distributed system can be con1trw:ted so 
:hac modifications can be cwie while it is running. 
Dyn-ic c:odifications include s imple changes in the 
code, modifications in the represe.ntation of data 
objects and rescruccuri.ug of individual data ob
jects or entire codules. Applied co a heteroge
neous computer necvodt, coexis cence of local i.aple
mentations allows optimal performance in each node . 
Special care must be taken that modification of one 
pare of the running syste!D does 11ot cause an ava
:.anche of c ianges in ;,rogTams that use Lt . 

l. INTRODUCTION 

It is generally recognued chat the cost of 
sof~Jare :naincenance exceeds by :ar the c ost of 
initial system design. Sofcware caintenance is no 
longer considered co be a temporary debugging 
;,ilase, but a perma.nent effort to i::lpl:'ove system 
pe:formance, to adapt a sys~em to new and improved 
hardware and to provide better user facilities. 
:herefore, cmcb f.s gained by facilitating system 
::iaintainability. 

Maintenance of a distributed system that runs 
on a c oi:ipucer ne~.o1ork causes some specific prob
l ems. ! :: may be i.:ipoasible or very undasirable co 
bring t~e running system co a bale and shut f. c 
down· for some time in order to replace some of i ts 
;,arts. 1'71>1.cal e~les of such systems are air
line ticket reservation systems, banking systeCIS, 
e tc. This raises the question of const:ructing a 
distr ibuted s ystem which is modifiable while it is 
:-unning . !bu is the topic of this working paper. 

!he question is answered by ex'i) loring in par• 
t:.cular 

a . system :acilities needed for runci=e :nod
ifiaoilicy 

b . •Jhicb ltind of modificat!.on.s can be put 
orougb •.:bile the sys tem is numing 
(changes in programs, changes 1n data 
representation ) 

c . .:!le u:ipact of ::iodifications on the cur
rent state of the ::unni.ng sys tem 

d . the integration of modified parts with 
the runni.:lg system. 

2 . ADDRESS SPACES 

An important deve lop:,:.enc i.n progra::ming is 
the shift in emphasis from control fl ow to data 
abstraction. It used to be cus tomary co partition 
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a task along the cillle dim.e.nsion oi i ts subsequent 
acc:ivities. Research in programming methodology 
[ l] , sofo.,are engineering ( 21 and progrmmni.ng l an• 
guage design (3] demonstrated the usefulness of 
orga:n.izing programs and software around data ob
j ect definitions and their caniplllations . 

The ba.sic concept for designing a dynamically 
modifiable system is that of "Address Space". An 
address space is a design modul e which provides 
certain facilities that can be used in other ad
dress spaces {4]. Typical facilities provided by 
au address space are: 

a. creation of data objects which are moni
tored by that address space 

b. operations on da ta objects monitored by 
that address space. 

A.D address space is determined by three componencs, 
its specification, its own data and 1:s code . :!le 
specification pare is discussed further on in this 
pai,er. The own data part consists of the data 
s tructures wicb ar e needed for monitoring the ob
j ects created on behalf of other address spaces. 
Typical examples are a ready list used as own da ta 
in a process scheduling address space and a Symbol 
Table used by a lerlcal scanner {i=plemenced as 
address s pace) . 1lle code part of an ~adress space 
consists of subroutine and function programs. 

!he parts of an address space are ;,laced i:l 
virtual memory seg:oencs. A segment i s accessib le 
tlirough a segment descriptor ~hicb describes loca
tion, size and current s tacc of a s eg::tenc . :n .id• 
dirion, each segi:::enc descri?tor l:4s a link field 
which ciay point to another segment desc~ptor and 
a 1:'eference count "1hich reflects the number oi 
descriptors point:.ng co i t. !he descript ors of an 
address space ar e linked f.n the order code seg
l:lent, own segcanc, spec seg:c,enc. A scnecacic 
representation of an address space is given in 
Figure t. 

Data objects are also ,>laced !n -; irl:'.1al !:le~ 

ory segments, A data segment f.s attached co the 
address s pace th.a t :onitors c!ie objec:s in that 
segcent by linking ~cs descriptor to the code 
segment descriptor of that address space. :-he 
reference count of a code segment is equal co che 
nu:cber of data seg:nencs that are ac:ached to an 
address s pace. 

) . DYNAMIC ~D!FICATIO~S 

~od.ificacions of an address space af:ect c~e 
·,ar:.ous types of seg:iencs b various :.,ays . ::e 
class ify ~odificaci ons into four categories :s:: 
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or: I,: y : 

:oc: size state loc size sc.ate loc size state 

'Cef count ref count 

I 
'Cef count 

.___I ----~ -

-,--I _________ ....; 
code segiueat 
desc'Cipto'C 

ovo segcieac 
descriptor 

Figure l. Schematic ll.epresaoc.acion of an Address Space 

l. modifications which change che code, but 
leave all daca 'Cepreseac.ation• as c.hey 
are (cC1110d) 

2 . modifications which change both code and 
data representation (repmod) 

3 . reJ:X>deli.ng of existing data objects into 
a :iev .ep'Cesentacion {datamod) 

4. modifications which change the representa, 
tion of ovo dac.a ( ownmod) . 

3 .1 Code Modifications 

Let address space AS be detet'lllined by a code 
an own - and a spec segment whose respective 

descriptors are c, o ands. Let c' be the descrip, 
cor pointing co a new version of the code for AS. 
We nov wish co replac e old version c by new ver
sion c' (assuming chat the 'Cepresentation of data 
remains un.altered) • !his is accomplished in a 
very s I.mp le ..ay. A 11 we need co do is co e:occhange 
the c.hree fields ( loc: , size, scace) of the descri~ 
tors c and c'. 'nle effect of ~~is exchange opera
:ion is that c.he old desc'Ciptor c now poincs to 
the aew version of the code and t!le new descriptor 
c' co the old code ver sion. the advantage of 
changing to the new code version in chis way is 
chat the reference count is preserved and chat the 
linking of data segments, code seg111ent, own seg
a:.ent and spec se~ut is not affected at all! 

3.2 Data ll.eor e sentation Modifications 

We introduce the notion of the "current var
s ion" of an addre1s space. The current version is 
the most recently installed (code, own) segment 
pair. We use the link field in the spec segment 
descriptor co point to the code segme_nt of the cut"
rent version (see Figure 2). 

L'l case of 11'Cepmod", a new ve'Csioa is intro
duced without deleting older versions. 1be new 
code segment descrioto'C c' is linked to ::!le exist
ing o.,n segi::enc descripto'C o, o's ref count is 
incremented by one and the ve'Csion pointer in spec 
segment descriptors is sec co point co c' (see 
Figure 2) . 

c: o: s: 

~ ==!pl! r-1 I 
. -. I ~ --i 

~ ---_ .... I I :::r - c c' I 
I 

112 

c': 

§ 
FigU'Ce 2. Data Representati.on ~edification "repmod" 

The reason for keeping the old version around 
is that "old" data object's {objects which were 
created before che_ representation was modified) 
m11$t be handled by the old code version , because 
they still have che old representation. ~ew data 
objects vhich are created after the representation 
modification are aucomacically shaped after the 
latest fashion and attached co the current version 
c' which is found through che version po inc er UI 

s. 

If the 'Cepresentacion of an address space is 
modified several ti.mes, cbere cay be a number of 
different versions ( their number is counted in 
ref count (o)), each having a number of data ob
jec~ attached. All these objects are still 
usable and correctly operated upon through the 
pointers of data segment desc'Ciptors to code ver
sions. 

3.3 ReJ:X>delin3 of '.l&ta Ob •eccs 

Data representation modificacion as discussed 
in the preceding section does not automatically 
include reshaping of old data objects . We saw 
thac chis ts not necessary, because old objects 
can still be operated upon by ~,e old version of 
the code. I t is also difficult to reshape all 
data objects automatically, because there is ~o 
facility ?rovided to f!.nd all objects attached to 
an address space. !heir number is known, but no 
baci<,,ards referencing is ?rovided. 
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Figure l.

l. modifications which cheese the code. but
lees-e ell dete representations as they
ere (ct-Dd}

2. mnificetinns which chense both code end
data representation (round)

3. remdeling of existing det- ohjects into
a new representation {dot-ed}

a. modifications which change as represente-
tioo of one date (owned).

3.1 Code Hodificetious

Let eddress space as he detenined by e code
-, an M - end a. spec soy-at whose respective
descriptors are c. o and e. Let c' be the disc-1'1?-
tor scintins to I. new version of the code for As.
We now wish to replete old version c by new ver-
sion c' {essuling the: the tepresentetion of date
retains uneltered). This is accomplished in e
aver? single way. All we need to do is to exchange
on: three fields (lot. size, state) of the dentin-
tors c and c' . The effect of this exchenge opera-
:ion is that the old descriptor t can points to
the new version of the code and the nest descriotor
c' to the old code version. the edventege oi
choosing to the new code version in this oey is
that the reference count is preserved and the: the
linking of dete segments, code segment. own seg-
ment end spec segrent is not effected st 111'.

3.2 Date Regresentetion modifications

‘Je introduce the notion of the "meat ver—
sion" of an address specs. The correct version is
the most recently installed (code. on) semen:
hair. He use the link Eield in the spec segment
descriptor to point to the code segnent of the cur.-
tent version (see figure 2).

In ceee of "tepnod". e new version is intro-
duced without deleting older versions. The new
code segment descriptor c' is linked to the exist-
Ln; oun segment descriptor o. o's ref count is

renented by one end the version pointer in spec
segment descriptor s is set to point to c' (see
Figure 21.

 

own sag-Int
descriptor

Scholastic Represatetion oi en Address Space

 
E . sire

res‘ count.5__9I
 

spec segment
descriptor

 
figure 2. Date Representation nodificetion "tensed"

The tee-cu for keeping the old version stoned
is the: "old" date object's [objects which were
crested before the tepresentetion was modified)
met be hendled by the old code version. because
they still have the old representetion. New date
objects which ere crested etter the representation
modification are sotnseticelly sheped after the
letest Euhion end etuched to the current version
c' which is found wrought on version pointer in
S.

If the representation of to address space is
modified severe}. times. there my be in number of
different versions (their number is counted in
ref count (on, each heving e number of deta. ob-
jects attached. All these objects are still
nsehle end correctly operated upon through the
pointers of dots segment descriptors to code ver-
stone.

3.3 Remodeling of Date ~Jb1ects

Date representation modification as discussed
in the preceding section does not cosmetically
include ushering of old data ohjects. 'Je see
that this is not necessary, because old objects
can still he operated upon by the old version of
the code. it is also difficult to reshape all
dete objects authentically, because there is no
facility provided to find all abjec:3 attached to
en address soece. Their number is known, "out no
backwards referencing is orcvided.

l-J
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Rowever, when an old data 003ect ts accessed, 
i ts user should have the opt ion of reshaping it 
according to the aost recent data represeD.cation 
modification. This can be done 1f it is knowu hew 
the current state of an old object is mapped into 
an equivalent state of a nev obj ect. This ciapping 
cust be provided by the duiguer of a new data 
representation. Tbe mapping can be defined as a 
pair of programs "decode", "encode". (th.is solution 
differs significantly from the one presented in 
(6) . ) Assuming that a si.clple canonical represent• 
tion of data object s is given, pr ocedure "decode" 
ma.pt che current st.ate of an old ·ob j ect iDto the 
canonical representation. Procedure "encode" maps 
this canonic.l version into m initialized object 
in the current representation so that the initial• 
ized new object is equivalent to the stat.e of the 
old obj ect. 

IJhen the old object is deleted, the reference 
count of the code descriptor it points to t s decre. 
mented. If this reference count goes co :ero , no 
object is attached to this version any l onger, so 
i t can be de leted (while the reference count in 
the own descriptor is decremented) . Tbe nev ob
ject created by encode is attached to the current 
code se~nt descriptor (whose referance coUAt is 
incremented by one) . 

After several representation modifications 
ther e =ay be several versions in use which each 
need their specific decodillg procedure. l'bua , a 
natural place co put a decoding procedure is in 
the code segaent of its version . There are two 
reasons which suggest that the natural place for 
the encoding procedure is in ,1 unique spec seg
ment pointed co by the spec segment descr iptor . 
rirs c , there is onl7 one current version, so a 
single encodi:lg procedure suffices . Second, in 
the same way chat a decoding procedure defines a 
path from an (old} implementation to the specs, 
the encod~ :,rocedure defines a path from the 
specs to the current implementation . 

On the ocher hand, each c!ce the data repre
sentation is modified, the designer of the modifi
cati on must provide a decode pr ocedure ( in order 
co enable recodeling in the future) and an encode 
procedure for reshaping eltisci.ag dac.a objects. 
Although these procedures are aoc used at the same 
time, the fact that they are duigued and written 
together with the a.ew c:ode version i.J an argument 
in favor of includ~ both procedures in the new 
code segment. !his has the additional advant.age 
that cilere is no need for "repmod" to sec the spec 
seg::nent descr ipt or to the new encoding procedure. 
Sue it has che disadvantage chat old encode pro
cedures which will never be used again remain in 
exis tence ane occupy oemory space. 

3 .4 Reshaoin5 Own Data 

'!he most radical change of an address space 
is caused by modifying the represenc.1cion of own 
data. This a ffec ts code and own segcent and pos
sibly the :epre,encacioa oi data objects as well . 
~oreover, since own data is unique, the old own 
segment must be mapped into the new own segcenc 
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immediately when the new representation i s intro
duced and the old code and own segments muse be 
invalidated. This iaplies th.at all old data seg
ments are also use l ess, because they cannot use 
the old address space version. 

!be designer of a new O',ilQ data representation 
t!IU$C provide a procedure for ciapp~ the current 
ova segment with all its information into an 
equivalent nev own segmant . This procedure is 
e~ecuced exac t ly once when "ovnmod" is per~ormed. 
In addition, he must provide a new code version, 
i.D.c: l~ciil:lg encode and decode pr ocedures. !be ef
fect of "ovamod" on the linking information is 
chat a new cyc l e (c' ~ o ' - s ~ c' ) is formed 
where c' and o' a.re the new code and ovn segment 
descriptors . Tbe old links are not deleted except 
for the current versi on pointer . Although all old 
cat& ob j ects are useless, 110W11111od" is not able to 
find these objects and remode l chem. This does 
c.ot oatcer, because -.,e can wait for each data ob
j ec t unt il it is accessed. 6y chat ti=e i t is 
found that the code segment descriptor it is a t
tached to has been invalidated. Tbe data object 
is then reshaped by applying the decode procedure 
of the old version and the current encode proce
dure. nte newly creaced object is attached co the 
current code descriptor .uid the old objec: is 
deleted. 

It turns out chat reshaping an old object is 
accomplished by "dacamod" in all cases. However, 
afiter a "repmod" applying "datamod" co an old data 
object is optional, whereas after "O'lllllllod" applica
tion of "datamod" i s m&11dacory. 

4 . REPRESEITTATIONS IN COMPUTtR N'E'IWORKS 

':n case the nodes of ,1 comuucer networ k are 
not identical , a var iat ion on cbe ideas described 
i n preceding sectiOllS is useful for "node specifi~' 
impleme ntations of address soaces . te e us u s=e 
that masc operations on daca· objects are ?er:o~ed 
locally in the network node i n •.rhtcb the object 
resides. I f the nodes are different ::iachines , i t 
is likely that one can find different opti:n.al 
imp lementations for each node. !he following or ;a
ni:ation ll!Akes it possible co use such optimal 
imp l ecenta tions. 

An address space has a unique Olol'C segment 
wbi~b :esides in some code . Operations on own 
data take ;,lace across the necvorlt (and shou ld 
therefore be kept to a minimu=) . we abandon the 
idea of a unique current version of the code. 
In.stead, each node of the network will have its 
own version (possibly more chan one) and its O'JU 

version of representin.g data objects . All code 
ver sions point co the unlque own s egi::,.enc descriptor 
and all objec t .s in a node are actac~ed to :cs :ocal 
coce version . Efficiency is achieved if ~ost op
erations on data objects are perforced loca lly . 

:n order to all<N ~igracion of data obj ects 
f rom one node co another, each vers ion of a code 
segment should contain a decode and encode ?ro
cedure. llben a data object is cransferrea ::ro::i 
node A co node 3 , we apply t~e decode p~ocedure oi 
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A to it and the encode procedure of B. "Olis guar
antees full flexibility among all nodes chac host 
an icplemencation of a particular address space. 

It is obvious chat this scheme pays off only 
i f the frequency of migrating daca objects is much 
S1:1.aller than th&c of local operation., . The beauty 
of tbi.s organization is that the local imple-nt a
cions are entirely independent of one another . 
Implementation details of one node are entirely 
hidden fran other nodes. C~icacion cakes 
place through a simple general specification. 

S. Im'ECRATION OF NEW vt:RS IONS 
Im'O THE RONN INC SYSTEM 

If a code segcent is replaced by a 1un, ver
sion , we cust aasu:me that the starting addresses 
of corresponding subr outine s and functions in the 
two ve r sions are not the same. The question is 
bow progTams of otber address spaces refer to 
chase procedures. 

The thing we wish to avoid is chat e.xbting 
code cust be changed because code it has been 
linked co bas been repl&eed. This problem is 
solved by using "entry vectors" in code segauints . 
An entry vector is an ar:-ay of procedur e starting 
addresses. Each procedure is associated with a 
particular element of the entry vector. Programs 
in other code segments call a procedure by its 
encry ~ector element which is the same for differ
ent versions of the code. 

The cos c of this solution is an excra level 
of indirection in calling a procedure. Indirec
tion is inexpensive on moat aiacbin.es and negligible 
compared co the no=al overhead of a procedure 
call . The great ,dvant&ge is in the fact that 
modifications affect the nev version only , while 
all existing programs using it do not need to be 
changed. 

le is not necessary for a user to include 
entry ·,ectors in his program, or for a compiler to 
generate theo. It is a simple c.atter for a link 
edi~or co derive a nev entry vector from the new 
code version and the old encry vector. If it is 
allowed chat ?rocedures are given in a different 
lexical order in a nev version , ic is necessary co 
remember the mapping of procedure 11.imea onco entry 
'lector demenu. Thi.s information is useful any
way, because it fac i litates resolving e~ernal 
procedure references in new programs . 

COSCT.DSIOY 

A system can be constructed so that it is 
modifiable while it is running. The kind of Clodi
Hc.itiona which can be csade in a running system 
vary frOID simple changes in programs to modifica
tions of entire address spaces. It is possible to 
work with dac.a objec: s of differ ent representations 
in a single address space . Old renresentations 
lose their validity only lf an entire address space 
is 1110diiied. 

11le use of different data representations and 
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code implemencations may be very use ful for a het
erogeneous computer net:work. Local operations can 
be very efficient .ind migration of ob jects is c.ade 
possible by local decode and encode procedures. 

Modifications in one ,ddress space should not 
necassicate c:haz)ges in other address spaces which 
use its facilities. 'Ole use of entry vectors 
assures chat references to external procedures 
remain correct when the defining code segment is 
aodified. 
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APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE RAS.ED PROGRAMMING TO 
SIGNAL UNDERSL\NDING SYSTEMS 

Cordell Green and Brian P. McCune 
Systems Coni:rol, Inc. 
Palo Alto, Caiifornia 

Introduction 

The PSI knowledge based program::n.ing system is a 
compute: program chat acquir es high level descrip
cions or progr3111S and produces efficient i:nple
mentations of these programs [Green- 76). Simple 
symbolic computation programs are specified 
chrougb dialogues that include natural language, 
inpuc-outpuc pairs, and par~ial traces. The pro
gra!IIS produced are in LISP, but experiments have 
shown that che system can be extended co produce 
code in a block structured language such as PASCAL. 

This paper provides a brief description of the PSI 
system and discusses i ts applicability co tlte cask 
of synthesizing signal understanding systems in 
time- critical enviroamencs . 

2 . 7he PSI Program S,'llthesis System 

The PSI system works as follows. !he user wants a 
performance program of some type, for exaDll)le, a 
aews story indexing program. The user must be 
versed in che application area, though need not be 
an expert ac programming or understand how che 
?SI system ..n:i t es programs. The user conducts a 
dialogue with PSI, using natural language as well 
as traces, e.'<am?les, and very high l evel languages 
co describe the desired program. PSI synthesizes 
the p rogram. Si.nee prog"tam specification and use 
is an evolutionary process, each successive ver
sion of the candidate carget prog"tam is coded or 
i:lcerpreced by ?SI and tested by che user. Modi
iications in specification result in successive 
versions of the target program as new requirements 
develop or previous requirements are clarified. 

?SI is organized as a collection oi !nceracting 
:nodules or programmed e."Cpercs as displayed in 
Figure l . The tna jor daca paths and modules of the 
?SI system are shown in Figure 2. There i s one 
data pat h for each specification method. Cur
rently these a re t'.nglish, inpuc-outpuc e.'<amp les, 
and partial traces . ~ ~ore conventional metluxi, 
chat of a very high l evel language, is a planned 
addition to PSI as shown in Figure l. These 
specifications are integrated in the program net 
and model. 

?SI's operation may be conveniently factored into 
~~o parts (see Figure:) : t he acauisition phase 
( chose modules show"tl leit oi the program model), 
which acquires che model, and t he svnthesis phase, 
whic h produces a program from the model . 

1n che acquisition phase, s entences are first 
parsed. then interpreted and scored in che pr ogram 
nee (also referred co as the "?rogram specifica
tion" in [Glnsparg-78]) . The parser i s a general 
parser which limits sear ch by incor,,orating consi
derable knowledge of English usage. :he ~ncer-

precer i s more specific co program svnchesis 
using program description knowledge ~swell ~s 
knowledge about che question asked and t he cur
rent topic co facilitate interpretation into the 
program nee. 

The dialogue moderator guides the dialogue by 
se.lecting or suppressi.ng questions for che user. 
It attempts co ~eep PSI and the user in agreement 
on che current topic, provides a review and pre
view o~ topics when che topic changes, helps the 
us.er wno gets lose, and allows initiative co 
sbift between PSI and the user. 

.>. new module is the e."tplainer, which generates 
in English reasonably clear questions about and 
descriptions of program models as they are ac
quired, in order to help verify t hat the tnierred 
program description is the one desired. It will 
a1so be able to explain the how and wnv of the 
acqui.sicion and synthesis ;, r ocess co che 
L,tereste<i user. 

Another input specification method is a oartial 
trace [Phillips- 77]. A trace i ncludes a~ a soe
ci.al case an e.xample inpuc-oucput i,air. Examples 
are useful for inferring data structures and sim
ple spacial transformations . Partial traces of 
states of internal and I/0 variables allow the 
inductive i .nierence oi control scruc cures. The 
trace and example i nference expert infers a loose 
desc:i.ption of a ~rogram 1.n the form oi a program 
net, rather titan a ;,rogram"lllodel or ocher true 
algorithm. This t echnique allows domain support 
co disambiguate possible iniere.nces and al.so 
separates the issue oi efficient imolemencacion 
f rom che i nferenece o i the user.' s ~tention. 

Various types of programming knowledge are 
d_iscributed throughout the ::iodules oi the 
acquisition phase. In contrast, knowledge soeci
fic co one particular application domain ( e . g ., 
knowledge about l earning ?r ograms) i s concentrated 
in t~e domain e."Cpe«. ;;bich ;iUDolies domain 
support by communica ting 1olith ~~her acquisition 
modules through the program :iet . 
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The 9rogram net and the ;,rogram :nodel ( see Fig
ure 2) are c~ of the major interfaces within 
?St. aoch a re hi ~h level pr ogram and data 
s tructure description languages. The ?r ogram 
model Lncludes complete, consistent, and inter
pretable very high l evel algori t hm and infomation 
structures. The prograc nee, on the ocher hand, 
forms a looser program descri.p t ion. Fragments or 
the program net can be visited in the order oi 
occurrence i.:1 ~he dialogue, rather than i:1 e:-:ecu
c1on order, and allow l ess detailed . !ocal , and 
only partial speciiicacion of tne pr ograc. 3ince 
t'hese f ragments correspond rather close!·; co wnac 
che user says, they ease the burden oi c~e oarser/ 
i:ntet';)reter as well as the crace and elCalllple 
inference module. 

The program :nod el !:>uilder (~!cCune-77 J ap~ lies 
knowledge of correct program :nodels co conver: 
the fragments int o a :nodel. The :nodel bui:der 
;,recesses fragments , c:iecking :or ccmoleceness 
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and correctness. fil.ls in detail, corrects Clinor 
inconsistencies, and adds c ross-references . It 
also generalizes the ?rogram description, con
verting it i nto a form that allOV1S the coder to 
look fo r good i=lplementations. Toe cccpll!ted :,ro
&ram model :u.y be interpreted by the model inter
preter co check that it performa as desired by the 
user and also to gather infort11ation needed by the 
efficiency expert, such as statistics on set sizes 
aod probabilities of the outcome of tests. 

After the acquisition phase 15 cQl!!plece, the 
synthesis phase begins. This pba.se may be viewed 
as a serie s of refinecencs of che program i:iodal 
into an eifi~ient program, or a.a a heuristic 
search 1.n a reiineoenc tree for an efficient ;,ro
gram chat satisfies che program model. Toe coder 
[ Barscov-77) has a body of program synthesi.s 
rules [Green & Sarscow-75, Green & 3arscov- 77) 
which are applied co gradually transform the pro-
1ran QO<fel from abstract into C10re detailed con
s tructs until it is in the target language. Toe 
algor-i.thm and data scruccures are refined 1.ncer
depende.ntly. The coder deals pr1.car!ly with the 
notions of set and correspondence operations and 
can synche.s i ze programs involving sequences, 
loops, sil:lple input and output, linked l ist~, 
a rrays , and hash cables. 

The refinement tree effectively forms a planning 
space chat proposes only legai, but possibly 
inefficient, programs. This tree scruccure i s 
shared by the coder and the eificiency expert 
[Kant-77 J. When t he coder proposes more than one 
refinement or impli!!l!entation, the efficiency e.~
perc reduces the search by estil:Mlting the time
space cost produce of aach proposed re£1nei:ienc. 
The ~etter path is foliowed, and there is no back
up unless the estimate later proves to be very 
bad. An additional method to reduce the size of 
the search space is the factorization of the pro-
6ram into relatively independent parts so that ali 
combinations of i.mpl.mentations are not considered. 
An analysis for bottlenecks allows the synthesis 
effort co concentr3te on the more critical pares 
of the program. 

The entire PSI syste~ can now be used by a know
ledgeable user. Programs have been generated from 
Englisn dia logues for a variety of domains . Among 
chese are: 

eCLASS: A s imple pacteru classificati on program 
which requires much of the programming ltnov
ledge necessary :or core complex programs. 

• IT: Theory Formation, ,1hose goal is co "learu" 
( form} an internal model of a concept by 
repeatedly examining exai:aples of the concept. 

• NBJS: An information retrieval program. 
• Sorting algorithcs: Effic!ent sortillg algo-

rithms Eor specific sorting requirements. 

3. Aoolication co Signal Understanding Svsteos 

One new applicat ion of lolowledge based pr ograc!ling 
is in the area of processing acousti c data from a 
distributed sensor nec-.torlt. We .ire investigat ing 
che auto:::acic gece:-ation o f the har:i:onic-
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set fon:iation portion of the Stu> system 
[Drazovich & Brooks-78) . 

In addition, we are working on basic issues so 
cbac similar ly developed systems can be a pplied in 
other 1.wporeant m.lit.ary =ission areas such as 
electronic warfare surveillance. In the undersea 
surveill.a.nce application area the s ignal under
standing program is designed to produce a descrip
tion of the ocean scenario, changing with time, 
thac indicates the platforms in the ocean that are 
generating the signals being perceived by the sen
sors of the undersea surveillance system.. !he 
ships and subcurtnes being detected aDd tracked 
are in a noisy ocean env1.ronment that may al.so 
contain ocher sMpa of no interest co cbe surveil
lance systen. 

Suppose an analyst is atte:npcing to analyze sig
nals being received by hydrophones directed coward 
a group of submarines and other platfot'CUI in a 
noisy enviromllllnt. The &n.alysc =st Eind the 
location and type of each ship and associate each 
frequency found with a likely source. This task 
is lcnown co be quite difficult. It Ear exceeds 
the capabilities of any straightfon,oard parametric 
classification or patteru recognition system. It 
is at the limit of what i s achievable by knowledge 
based signal. undersc.andillg sysceaa consisting of 
large tule bases and ?rograms chat model the 
sources (blades, shafts, pumps, etc. }, harmonic 
and ratio relations of sources, types of sources 
on platforms, operacionai patterns, the ocean 
environment, the noise sources, maximum speed of 
the platforms, whether the locations are shipping 
lanes, and so forth. If the platforms decide to 
change their sound, they couid di.sguise the=selves 
eifec tively by changing t heir source characteris
tics (e.i., by using tone altering synthesizers, 
running close together, using alternate pw:ips and 
acoustic masking devices, running near sound-re
flecting s troctures, and altering their operating 
patterns}. The situation can be f urther compli
cated by the introduction oi new t ypes of :Dicro
phones or signal processing syste.cLS. ~1th these 
kinds of c hanges happening t he probl em is chall en
ging indeed. The problem is that the signal un
derstanding program would have to be preprogrammed 
to anticipate each possible change 1n data races, 
harmonic scruccures , a.cplitude and f requency ::iodu
lation, etc. Similarly, any approach using 
~1.ng would also have to anticipate all oi che 
types of changes that coul.d be expected and to be 
able co search the very large space of possible 
cllanges to find new patter:is. It is quite unlike
ly that it •.rill be possible co anticipate ali such 
changes. 

A more reasonable approach might be to allow the 
sign&i understanding system to be reprogracced co 
respond co new patterns. The difficulty now ~s 
tbe til:le to reprogram and debug a complex system 
in the short t!:e allD""ea 1.:1 a cactical s~cuation. 
The necessary repro~ramming and debugging is ~f 
course a slow process . A solution co the repro
gramDing pr oblem is to use an autoaat ic program 
s'!'7tlt hesis system to reprogram or modify existing 
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prograas aru1 data structures co Qeet the new 
requirements. 

A scenario ior the response co new signal char
acteristics might begin with the signal under
standing system fail-1ug to respond. providing in
fo rmation inconsistent with ot her observations. 
or reducing certainty :actors for ident:!.fied 
sources. We assume that the appropriate por tion 
of cite existing sign.al understanding system wu 
itself automatically synthesized. and that the 
associated upla1ner module cow.d deacrib• ill 
English the per fon:iance of che system and help 
pinpoint the type of signal changes that are 
causing the problem. The use r requests, in Eng
lish, probes into the data to look for any pat
terns that c!\aracterize sources that seem to 
cause :rouole. A user may know irOlll anoc.har 
observation the identity and location of a parti
cular source. rf so, the user could request a 
learning pr ogram to find patterns , expressed as 
rules, that characterize that source. Toe signal 
understanding system would then be autacat i ca11y 
reprogrammed to use the new ru1es and reanalyze 
the signals. This interactive procass is repeated 
unt il a satisfactory uaderstand1ng of the signals 
is achieved. 

A more difficult situation occurs when the truth 
of a situation cannot be established by :::eans of 
any controlled e.,rpe rimencs, which is frequently . 
the case. For example. in a noisy ocean e.nviron
aent one can never positively identify all the 
platfo=s to dece=ine what is ::eally producing 
the signals. Since one cannot ascertain truth, 
one can only judge chat a given signal analysis 
is satisfactory according co some sec of criteria. 
Then the program lllllSt s till find new rules that 
produce some satisfactory codel of the situation, 
according to c::1.teria that an adequate oodel of 
the situation would satisfy. 

!he difficulty is cocpounded, in th.at it w-111 
not in gener al be possible co anticipate what 
c riteria or ceca-rules a satisfac t ory :!lOciel ciusc 
sat isf y. For exaaple, the analyst m.ighc suddenly 
notice t!\at the oUQber of subcarines has drasti
cally increased. One :u.~hc add a constraint not 
anticipated by the system designer chat it isn't 
?Ossible for submar1.nes to replicate themselves. 
7he cause :or the 1.nc~eaae in sollDli sources llighc 
be chat some sound generator .ras altered and the 
h.ar:nonics pr oduced were taken as separate sources. 
lt would then be appropriate to relax the con
straints on grouping of harmonics so that pre
viously di sallowed har.DOnic s tructures •.rould be 
acceptable if they arise from t .he same locat ion. 
Another situation .:iignc be that the sounds weren't 
recognized because the submarines began moving at 
speeds chat were not anticipated. One might have 
the system generate i ts best hypothesis that 
assuces that anything oov1.ng very quickly or 
e rratically is not really a subcar!ne but instead 
a decoy. One could also add constraints for a 
hypothesis that best e.xplains all possible sound 
sources or is least likely co miss aspecially 
interesci .ng ooes. 

The firs t major task for our new system (called 
CHI) in undersea surveillance is reprogramming 
the signal c lassification module illustrated in 
Figure 3 . !he system we develop will input the 
old signal classification ::iodule. j>lus new signal 
claasi!ication rules in a language natural for 
expressing them. CHI will produce as output a 
modification of the orig-inal sigu.al classification 
program which appropriately makes use of these new 
rules . The classification pr ogra.ci is , in this 
c:aae. pr".-:iarily a barl:ionic-sec iorcation program 
tbAc parquons the sec of i ::equency signals into 
a h.aTI:lOllica.lly related group ?reduced by one 
source of one platform. The classification pro
gram will use as primitive operations (l) e.'Cisting 
prt.mitives of the target proaramming language, (2) 
sigual retrieval cocu:iands co a data aianagl!lllent 
system, and (3) subroutines in a sil:lple s taciscics 
library. 

'!he s econd maj or cask being considered for CHI 
is co writ~ a module e,,ac le.ams or hypothesizes 
new pattern classi.fication rules on its =· The 
input fo r t his task is a list o f constraints chat 
all rules 1:11Jst satisf y . The out?Ut is a program 
that modifies old rule secs based upon new signal 
1nfot'l:1At-1on about known situations. 

The feasibility of ::any ocher applicadons :uy not 
be far off. The proc:ise lies in our approach; 
namely , that of bu.ilding a large knowledge based 
system chat emphasizes the codification of under
lying programming principles combined "'1th appli
cation specific expertise. Some generality bu 
alrudy been demonstrated by excending PSI co deal 
"'1th ostensibly different kinds of progr.ims, using 
essentially the same knowledge base. 
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SURVEILLANCE !NttGRA.TION ..uTOMATION PROJECT 
( SUP) 

Robert J . Orazovich and Scottie Brooks 
Systems Control, Inc. 
Palo .Uto , California 

Absc::-act 

The SIAP ?roject is an ARPA- funded effort which is 
involved in research that explores the feasibility 
of applyi.ng artificial intelligence tecllniques to 
the integration of surveillance information for 
dececciog, classifying, and cracking platforms in 
the ocean. A lc.nowledge-based system has been 
developed 'Jh-1.ch processes mu.lciple t}'1>es of input 
data using several different types of knowledge 
and analysis cools. The system attempts co build 
and updace over cime a model of the ocean scene 
which it is .>bserving. This paper provides a 
short description oi the SLU' system, a brief 
history of the SL\P project and "i.ts evolution of 
the current caoabilities oi the system, an over
view of che pr~gram' s structure. and an indication 
oi how it operates . 

l. ~Goal and General Oescr~ 

The Surve!.llance Integration Automat ion Project 
(SL\P) is develoging a knowledge-based system for 
automating casks involved in undersea and ocean 
surveillance. The program develops and maintains 
a model of accivi.cies ill a specified area of the 
ocean . That is, SUP is being designed co detect, 
idenciiy , c lassify , and track all platforms in 
its area of interest. The program goal is to 
provide i:!lproved performance over the Navy's 
currently implemented surveillance system. SL\P 
is expected co provide an intell-1.genc assistant 
Eor a surveillance system operator so that he 
can more eifectively analyze the large and diverse 
amounts of available data. In addition, SL\P 
t.lill allow the ~avy to reduce its aianpo.aer re
quirements ior operation of an effective surveil
l ance system botb by using fewer people and by 
::-equiring less e.~tensive training oi many of the 
remaining per sonnel . Figure l indicates the 
env1ronment in which SIAP is operating. 

The approach used by SUP is to integrate know
ledge and information from a variety of sources co 
produce c:.be best possible response to a given 
situation. SL.\P makes use of information obtained 
from signal processing algorithms, statistical 
analysis, factual knowledge, infon:ial knowledge 
(heuristics in the form of production rules) and 
knowledge inferred from SLU''s previous conclu
sions. 

SI.AP pr ocesses data from a variety oi: dist-::-ibuced 
sensor svscems. It receives dac:.a fro~ a vari ety 
o f sourc~s. in var;ring formats, and at varying 
cices . Data representing raw acoustic signals is 
oresented co SLU'. ~ormally. data arrives :rom 
~ul :i? l e arrays and ?rovides SLU' wit~ i nformation 
about ~he same scene as detected f r oo different 
· ocations. I n addition SIAP ~ould receive ?re
?tocessed data from ocher 

sensor systems ( sucb as HTI>'F and 0TH radar) . The 
form i.n 1,hich SL\P receives chat i nformation is as 
a report oi a contact and any details ( such as 
classification, location, course, etc. ) about che 
c ontact that the sensor syscem can provide. 
Similar ly, SI.Al' can process manually generated 
reports about a contact such as movement reports, 
v1.sual sitings, and intelligence reports. 

Toe SIAP program undertakes several specific 
casks i.n completing its overall analysis . These 
include detection ~nd verification of algorichmi
ca.lly detected signals; b.armonic set formation; 
signature formation; source and plat form identi
fication; location, course, and speed estimation; 
mu.lt.i-array and multi- beam processing; and aiain
tenance oi a scenario history including e..xplana
ci,ons of why decisions were made. The SIAP 
program is organi.zed so chat e.acb accivity is 
processed by a separate program module known as 
a knowledge source. Each kno.aledge source per
forms an individual cask which contributes to 
the overall analysis by making inferences about 
relationships becveen model components . Pro
cessing flow becveen the isnowledge source~ is 
controlled by another know;edge source, wnich con
tains rules indicating tne pr oper order in which 
the analysis tasks are co be completed. 

2. SIA.P Program Structure 

Toe SIAP program is or ganized inco program modu
les. Each module is responsible for one ta.skin 
cbe overall analysis process. The pr ocess 
involves building a oulci-leve l model of the 
scenario being considered. for example. acoustic 
input comes co SIAP in clle form of "lines." These 
~es are formed in line s ets ( fo r example, har
monic secs) , •.micb are in turn combined across 
multiple arrays inco sources. A source is the 
system's representation of an actual noise-
inalting device ou a plat.form (an eng:!.:ie , pump, 
propulsion shaft, etc. ) . Tbe sources are then 
combined into platforms which provide a repre
sentation of che e.ntire scene. 'Figure 2 indicaces 
the c-::-ee- like struccure fonned by combining these 
various model ent-1.ties, or hypochesis elements. 

119 

The description above is silllplistic in many 
raspeccs. ~lost i.mpor::ancly , i t does not 
c onsider the non- acou.st.i,; sensor and .:ianua.lly 
generated input data p rocessed by SIAP. These 
svstems typically provide in.fon:i.at ion about a 
piacform ( rather than a L-1.ne ) . This all ows S!AP 
co hypothesize a plat:or.n node and t hen ~enerate 
"e.'<?ectations" a bout t he acoustic aiani::estation 
o f ~he platform (e.g., which lines would appear 
i.n the acoustic data) . 7hus, SL\P coordinates 
and combines che raw acoustic data signals wicn 
l:ligher level inioniation. The multipl e : ypes 
of i nputs coniiI111 each ot her and ouch ~i the 
pr ocessing elow and many oi che knowledge sources 
are ~oncerned vith chis cask. This is a power
:ul mechanism because che different : ~;,es ~f i n
~ut data can supoorc each other by : i l~ing i n 
information gaps . during ?eriods ~'hen an inpuc 
C:1)e i s either absent or inaccurate. 
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Program flow in the SIAP s ystem occurs by the 
passage of events through the various knowledge 
sources. There a re three types of events in SIAP: 
(l) mowlege- based events, (2) time-based evenu, 
and (3) problem-list events. Knowledge-based 
events a re the most numerous and reflect either the 
arrival of new input data into the system or 
occurrence of a significant decision or inference 
by a knowledge source. Each knowledge source 
coc:cunicaces with ocher sources of lcn011ledge by 
reporting additions or modifications which i t has 
ct11.de co the scenario model through lo;nowle<lge- baaed 
event declarations. As· mowadg~ed events are 
generated they are queued and are sequentially 
processed by another knowledge source known as 
CO!iTROL.'UJLES. CO.'fTIUlLRIJL.£S examinu the evant 
and calls other knowledge sources that would be 
interested i n the actions and l nferences reported 
by chat event. For ex.ample, if the event reflects 
a :ocation cnange in a placfo n:i, the program ex>du
l es which calculate speed and course information 
~ould be notified. 

Time-based events and problem list events are more 
specialized methods oi processing flow control. 
Each are used by knowli!dge sources co either 
regain processing control or co force a specific 
activity . !lt::e- based events allow a knowledge 
source to be activated at a specified ciae. This 
provides a mechanism for SIAP co delay a decision 
until more coci.plece inforciacion becomes available, 
or unc:.l a dafinite pattern of bahavior e::erges 
over til:le. ProbleJ:i list events are si.c.ilar co 
cioe- base<i events except t hey are triggered by a 
specific event (for example, the appearance of a 
specific line, an anticipated change i n course, 
etc). Knowledge sources u.se problem list eve.ncs 
co &enerate expec;acions as to possibl e future 
act:.vities, a.ad the.a co take action if che.ir 
expectations are realized. 

Figure 3 summarizes the processing flow control 
described above . ~oce chat the system accually 
Clilintains cwo :i.ajor data bases: cbe model of the 
undersea scena~o i t ~s developing and a his tor'7 
file which describes che analysis and decision 
processes coapleced by SL.\P. This history allows 
system users co unaerscand why SLU' did what i c 
did. Associated r.nth virtually every one of 
SIAP 's decisions is a confidence factor ,mich 
..ndicates how sure t he prograJ:1 was of i cs ac:!ons. 
these confidence values are used co help control 
t he model development, but also provide insight 
into the analysis process . A ::,ore complete dis
cussion of the current SIAP pr ograa structure can 
be found in Reference 6 . 

) . SLU' Develoomenc Ris t on, 

!be iniu.al ?base of the SIAP effort (known as 
aAS?- che aeur!scic Adaptive Surveillance ?rojec:) 
was concerned with decionstracing the basic feasi
::>ilit:, of develo?ing a lulowledge-based svstem 
within : he context of : he undersea surveillance 
? roblem . This effor: involved t he construction 
of a ?reli.c.inary ;,rotocype ?rogram •,1hich •..:as the 
::>asis fo r S!AP's c~rrent design. :he orococv;,e 
;,rogram was desi5ned co func:ion on synthet:.call;• 

created data and ·.ntbin l ie.iced scenarios of 
definite dura t ion . In September 1975, HASP 
demonscraced the feasibility of the knowledge
based sysceo approach by :1uccessfull:, analyzing 
several synthetic scenarios (1). 

!he SIAP project itself was star ted in June 1976 
with a goal of demonstrating that the technology 
developed by l:IASP could be applied to real world 
situations and further to deve lop a ;,rococ:,pe 
operational system. In the past cwo years, SIAP 
has moved coward these goals by completing three 
maj or clilesconu. The Hrst two oi these demon
strated SLU''s ability to operate on more coui:plex 
scenar ios (eventually multiple arrays of acoustic 
data and non- acoustic data for several hours 
duration) using "aanually transcribed" real 
world data sets. The transcription proce.ss in
volved SIAP receiving data which had been trans
cribed f rOCll an analog represent.1cion (a lofargram) 
of che acoustic signal. SL\P was able co detect 
and ~l.assify the cajor contacts in data secs ~n 
wnich 1c was tested. SIAP's perfor::iance ~-as 
CO'lllpared co chat of expert human acoustic anal
ys ts and was judged good co e.xcellenc in :nose 
cases ( 2 ,J). 

Since the summer of 1977, a major research 
eapbasis of SIAP bas been to interface with an 
automatic signa.l processing f ront end. :his seep 
would completely automate the surveillance process 
!avolvi.ng SL\P because it would replace the 
process of oanually transcribing the logargra.m 
data i nto digital form. The automated signal 
detection process vich which SL\P has interfaced 
is the Signal Iaagery and ~easuremenc System 
(SIMS ) deve loped by Bole, Beranek, and ~ewman, 
Inc. (4 , 5) . A major exercise held by the SL\P 
proj ect in ~rch 1978 was a i=led ac deconscracing 
the initial interface between the SL\P 3nd SL'tS 
;,rocesses. SL\P was able to detect the major 
contacts in che da ta, but bec~use of the c::ianges 
in the inout data (e .g • • core ooise . less 
accurate signal parameter esci.Cl.ation, less 
detail oecause of cil:le averag:1.ng) SL\P did not 
perform as wel l as it had on :llaaual~y transcribed 
data. 

4 . Current 3nd ?ucure Researcn Issues 

The SL\P project is an e:,cci:ing researcn effort 
in :nny respects. Among coese issues a re: 

a. SL\.P operates in an uncertain environment. 
~osc of SL\?'s input sources are subjec: co 
inaccuracies and ambiguities . thus . S!Al' c.ust 
develop hy;,o theses about the true scenario and 
race che certainty of the various alcernacives. 
Resolution of conf licts between different types 
of inputs is also an important issue. 

b . SIAP is a time oriented system. !tis 
attei:rot!ng co receive data and update a scenario 
to near real cicie. !his presents another di:::en
sion for a knowledge- based producc!on :ule system 
in cer.::is of controlling processing flow and com
pa r ing system entities. 3ecause Su.? is rel:11..ig 
on culciple types of inputs, a problem also 
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arises in timing the arrival of data. ~ hypot he
sis may be fo rmed befo re a late arriving piece of 
info-n:iacion contradicts che analysis and forces 
"re- chinking" of the problem. ln a real time sys
cem , .. rich new data continuously arriving, a "back
tracking" scheme is d ifficult, so development of a 
dynamically adapting scenario which considers most 
cajor alternatives presents an interesting 
challenge. 

c.. SIAP integrates information from multiple 
data collection sources aad relie!J on t!IU.l.tiple do
main experts. Un.llke many a rtificial intelligence 
systems which attempt to emulate a taslt currently 
acCO!!ll>lished by a single individual, SIAP consi
ders a cask which i s currently not done by one 
human. Knowl edge i:rom domain expert in each of 
the data collection systems i s being combined to 
provide an overall system. The casks of develop
ing complicates the effort. 

5 .. Current and Future Research Efforts 

The SL\P pr oject is currently involved in the 
rollow1.ng areas or development. 

a . r,;ork has continue<i toward improv1.ng SIAP's 
performance on SIMS derived data. T'nis activity 
has involved the continued refinement of SIAP's 
knowledge sources. In add~tion, efforts have 
been undertaken co capture a portion of the SIMS 
process, che array line formacj.on module, and 
include it as part of the SIAP system. It i s felt 
chat both the signal detection and line formation 
ac t ivities of the SIMS process and the higher 
l evel grouping activities of SI.AP would benefit 
from t he information supplied by the ot her. 

b . Ef:orts are being undertaken to allow SI.AP 
co receive inputs from a wider variety of non
acoustic data sources in addition to more deta.iled 
acoustic iniormation gather systems. Issues such 
a s the timing problems discussed above are being 
considered . SL\P ' s role as a possible allocator 
oi data collect ion resources is also being under
taken. SL\P i s being trained co detect when 
addi tional information is required in order co 
cake a decision and co request the necessary data 
:rom the appropriate data collection system. 

c. An e.•c1anded interactive SW/user system i s 
be ing deveioped to allow the human user of SI.AP 
to viaw the details of the various data bases if 
de.s ired. The actual decision and analysis process 
is also being made visi ble to help users under
stand SIAP's actions. 
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Protocols for OSN 

(Abstract) 

Danny Cohen 
USC/ lnformahon Sc1encn Institute 

Communicat ion ,s the b•ckbone of OSN. Without ,t - no 

cooperal1on between its comoonents can take oface. Ooe of 

the most ,moorlanl lessons wnteh we, as a community, have 

learned recently is th•t communicat ion 11 not only the 

problem of translarrrng data, but m .. nly lhe the proal1111 of 

transferrrng informalion.. 

Low le••el protocols are the ones whose locus ot attention 

•s on the bit traffic issue, whereas the higher level of 

orotocols are concerned with the transport of higher level of 

information abstraclton.. 

In a paoer in these proceedings (I] lhe issues of high 

level protocols (HLL) are discussed. 

Applica11on of the philosoohy of that paper to OSN yieids
0 

that the basic problems 1s WHAT should the distrrbuted 

components say lo each other, rather than HOW do they say 

i t. In particular: 

- The ma1or issue in designing a orotocol fo r OSN 
systems is not the mechanics of communication, 
but the par allel processing orgamzahon of the 
system. 

- E'len thou11h the HI.L protocol hides all the 
commun1calron aela1ls and its 1d1osyncras1es, the 
performance Issues may still oanatrate through 
i t. all th 11 way back into the OSN system. 

By analyzing the OSN scenarro several classn of 

information are found 1n need of being communicated. 

1. Information about lhe OSN system, 

2. In formation about the STATE of the world. 

3. Hypotheses, con1ectures, and the like, and 

4. Special requests for soecrfic actions. 

-he l ir!.I class, captures most of the STATIC (and slowly 

changing) nformahon like the momentarily configuration of 

the system, i ts components, their capabilities and limitations, 

their oos1t1on and th11 like. 

The second class, caotures. the DYNAMICS of the situation 

wh1cn the OSN system 1s suoposed to detect. This includes 

l '.!4 

mainly detected targets and associated attrrbutas. 

In situations wnere some/ all of the sensors are mounle<j 

on mobile olalforms (for examples on crutSa m1ss1les), the 

INTERNAl. information class, ( I), may be. as dynamtc as the 

EXTERNAL 1nformalton clan, (2). 

One may guess that the first clns information generally 

has to be communicated 1n relat ively htgn reltaofe fashion, 

and Is not very urgent. On the other hand, Iha informat ion 

of the second class 1s much more hmely, as it may be very 

urge nt, but probably is redundant enougn such that fess 

reliability may be required. 

The third class of 1nformahon, con1ecture and hypotheses, 

relates to the intelligence and smartness of the system, and 

allows components to receive aov,nce warnings aoout 

expected upcoming events (such as the appearance of a 

target •n a par ticular aTea), wh,ch could be utilized for 

focusing attention and for gathering suooortlng ev1oenca for 

some hard to detecl situations. 

The fourth class, the spac11I reauests, are for 1nterachoM 

such as flow control to protect crrtic.al resources. like 

overloaded processors ano commun,calion meo11. II also 

1ndudes requests for specific information, about oefaull, 

v alues used througnout the systems, modes of operations, 

and the like. 

We strongly belteve that ,t rs too early row lo focus the 

attenlron on the mechanics of the communication, and on the 

interaction of the OSN protocols with the suooorling lower 

l evel protocols. 
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A. INTRODUCTlON 

"Morse code (as sent by hand) is one of the 
simplest of aural languages, yet it hu features common 
to all spoken languages.· That was written nearly 20 
years ago by M. Freimer el al (1 J Until recently machine 
recognition of manu~ Morse code (i ts translation to 
printed texO eluded ai:captable solutions, albeit not from 
lack of attention. A project in the mid-fifties at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln 
Laboratories resutted in MAUDE (for Morse Automatic 
Decoder), one of the earliest machine translators of 
manual Morse code (2,3,4,SJ. MAUDE and other eariy 
machine translators (6,7,8,9] were based on a small set 
of simple rules, both statistical and linguistic. The rules 
did not in arry sense comprise a model of the language -
for instance English -- to be translated. These early 
attempts were restricted solely to translation. No 
attempt was made to incorporate into the systems an 
understanding of the information being sent. nor wMe 
aspect.s of the radio domain taken into accounl A main 
premise of MAUDE and other early Morse code systems 
- explicitly stated or implicitly assumed - was that 
Morse code could be decomposed into a sequence of 
symbols compr ised of the alphabet, the numerals 0 
throu(h 9 and punctuation mark-9. Since such a set is 
complete arry sequence of Morse code could in principle 
be exprelffd by e ~~~ of these symbols. 

Recently, a project at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology's Laboratory for Computer Science haa 
developed a new perspective on the manual Morse code 
problem. We have taken auite seriously the character of 
manual Morse code as expressed by the first sentence of 
this pap«. Indeed our approach has been to indude in a 
manual Morse code system extensive· models or 
knowledge of the Morse, radio and natural languace . 
domains. Further, understandinc of parts of a Morse 
code conversation is attempted, and it appears that it is 
necessary to understand some parts of what is 
t ransmitted in order to translate it correctly. 

B. TrlE MANUAL MORSE CODE PROBt.EM 

The problem domain is that of hand-sent Morse 
code in an amateur radio network environmenL To 
provide a rlobal perspective of the Morse problem, a 
scenario of a typical amateur Morse-code network rra, 
prove helpful A Morse-code network can be thought of 
as being cofflJ)osed of a hierarchical collection of sub
net works. A messece in one sub-network may be 
destined ult-imately for another sub-network in the 
hierarchy. A sub-network is typically composed of a 
group of operators and a controller (who is also an 
operator). The netwon controller's 11.fttion is that of a 
t.raffic managef' and general overseer to insure proper 
menage flow within his sub-network. The network (we 
will henceforth drop the prefix ·sub·} becomes 
operational when the controller calls it to order. Each 
operator, on joinin1t the network, communicates to the 
cor,troller the numoer of messages the operator has to 
transmit, and to whom. The controller matches up 
operators and assigns them to a nearby (usually within 
10 or l 5 kilohertz} frequency to conduct their business. 
After the two members complete their communication, 
each reports back to the controller, indicating what 
traffic was transmitted as a check of completeness. At 
any time after beint dispatched, a pair of operaton fflflY 
select a new frequency in a dearer area of the radio 
spectrum. 

All necotlation between operators and controller is 
accomplished with the aid of a shorthand network 
protocol. Often the protocol is not followed precisely 
[ l OJ. The protocol language is called •chatter,· and it is 
composed of words whose generic type is ·Q-sign, • "?ro-

*Mr. Edward Black is currently employed by N.E. Berg 
u,mpany in Bedford, New Hampshire: Mr. Timothy 
Anderson by Computer Corporation of America in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Mr. John Haverty by Bolt 
Beranek and Newman in Cambridge, Massachusetts; and 
Mr. David Sherry by the Xerox Palo Alto Research 
Center at Xerox Plffl:, Palo Alto, California 
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sign• or ·ca11-sign. • The vocabulary of chatter includes 
about l 00 essential words and u many u 900 others. 
The chatter l an1ua1e allow, an operator to make 
statements. ask questions, and ejve orders. It P4"ovides a 
means for statement and query of operator identification, 
signal chararjenstlcs, rendezvous information, messace 
traffic information, and so forth. Chatter contains an 
error recovery procedure for obtainin1 retram.mistion of 
either a word, the first character of each word in the 
message, everythin1 after or before a particular word or 
phrase in the menace, etc. The t"rattlc that is 
tonvnunicated between Morse-aide operators canai,ts of 
messages, each comprised of a header, body, and 
signature. Header information typically contains from 
whom, to whom, handlln1 instruction,, precedence, 
number of words in the mH1818, and other items. · 

l. The Radio Domain 

There are a number of attribute. of Morse code 
signals which we call radio domain attributes. Some of 
these attribute, help but many hinder an operator's 
ability to translate Morse code. Unfortunately, even 
those attributes which helped operators perform 
translation heretofore were a bane t o machine 
translators. Tramnitter dwacteri,tics such as chirp ant 

used to good advantage by an operator to separate a 
wanted signal from intMference. Not only did machine 
translators not take advantage of such tran,mitter 
characteri stics but such characteristics hindered the 
demodulation process to the extent that errors were 
introduced into the translation because of the 
charactenstics. In addition to errors introduced by the 
demodulator 's inabil ity fo handle tran,mi tter 
idiosyncrasies the atmosphere adds its own 
characteristics wnich interfere with the Morse code 
signal; for example shot noise, fading, multipath, etc. 
make transl ation difficult for operators and machines 
alike. 

(The current Morse code project did consider the 
problem of transmitter characteristics; but U'1fort1.s1ately, 
because of some contractual restrictions, was P4"evented 
from dealin1 with atmospheric characteristic,.) 

2. Sender Induced Irregularities 

Morse code i s composed of a sequence of 
alternatine marks and spaces. In on-off keyed Morse 
code, a mark is characterized by the presence of an 
audible tone for some interval of Ume and a space by i ts 
absence for some interval of time. There are two types 
of marks: dots and dashes. Ideally, the duration of a 
dash is three times that of a dol There are three types 
of spaces. They are liven various names. Here we shall 
call them mark-space, letter-space and word-space. 
Mark-spaces are used to separate marks of a single 
charac ter , and thei r ideal duration is that of a dot. 

::!6 

Letter -spacea are used to separate adjacent letten, and 
their ideal duration is three Umes that of a dot Word
spaces are used to separate adjacent words, and their 
idem duration i, seven times that of a dol 

The precision and correctness of manual Morse 
code as far from ideal, even if problems associated with 
the radio domain are omitted. Senders themselves 
incb:e three types of irrecufarities: (i) sp8Clng-errors, 
(ii) mark-errors and ( iii) spelline-errors. More than 
ninety percent of all sender induced irregularities in 
Mnd-sent Morse code are spacin1-errors. Such 
irregularit.iet o«Ur when a sender does not keep the 
proper raU01 between mark-spacea, letter-spaces, and 
word-spaces. The rMUlt is analogous l o spoken lancua,e 
that i s slurred or broken by arbitrary pauses. The 
seementation problem in manual Morse code is analogous 
to the seementation problem in continuou, speech. 
Irregular spaanc malles i t a difficult P"Oblem Hand-s«1t 

Morse code of plain English text often has a spacing 
error in each word of the message and some words 
(typically the long ones) may contain several spacing 
errors. The next most frequen t sender induced 
irregulari cy is a mark-error. A mark-error occurs when a 
sender onits, adds or chanees the sense of one or more 
of the marks (dots and dashes) making up a word Our 
experience indicates that as many as twelve pen:ent of 
the words in a Morse code message may contain rnark
errors. Spelllne-errors which can be so classified OCctJr 

most infrequenUy. Certainly less than one percent of the 
errors are classified as belonling to this type, matnly 
because senders know- the chatter languaee very well 
and because many common Engiish spelfinc errors map 
directly onto a spac1n1-error or a simple mark-error, 
making spelling-errors indistineuishable from these other 
errors. 

Needless to say, sender induced irreiuf arities in 
manual Morse code proliferate to the extent that early 
machine algorithms such as MAUDE often produced 
translaUons that could be read only with creat difficulty, 
espec1ally if the r eader had no knowlad1e of Morse code. 
Yet operators have litUe or no difficulty cop1n1 with the 
irregularities resulting from operator lapses, radio noise 
and interference and can translate a manual Morse code 
sip,al on which movln1-threshold translators such H 
MAUDE would produce hopelessly prbled resuts. 

C. DOMAIN MOOELS 

It i s clear that eood Morse operators have 
conceptual models of the Morse code environment that 
they use to help them perform their task. They have 
models of Morse · sounds* - - sequences of dots and 
dashes with rhythm and timine information -- and map 
these sounds into the letters and words. They have 
models of the language constructs that are used, be they 
English, another natural laneua1e. or the chatter laneuaee. 
Oper ators form models of other operators' idiosyncratic 
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mannerisms and use these models in the translation and 
understanding processes and in identifying other 
operators. Operators also have models of the Morse 
code and radio domains. It is common knowledce that 
'"TH. is often sent with a short space between the 
letters, so that a machine often interprets it as ·s· ( thus 
•sE" is really "THEi. Similarly, •Arr is often interpreted 
as "P• (thus "PO" is really ·ANO;. In the racio domain, 
knowledge about where relevant operators are in the 
frequency spectrum, what a parti~• transmitt• sounds 
like, how a sio,al fades and rebffls - all theN form the 
models that help operators identify, track, transcribe and 
understand one another. It is the human beinc, ability to 
interpret Morse sounds in the context of such mental 
models that allows her or him to perform so well 

At this point a slight digression is in order. 
Listening to a Morse code conversation among a VOtJP of 
operators, one notices three distinct aspects of the 
conversation. These correspond to (i) network chatter, 
(i i) message headers, and (iii) messaee bodies. The 
chatter sect i on i s often very poorly sent. 
Characteristic:ally, marry letters and words 81'8 sh.11Ted or 
separated and corrupted by other operator lapseL Yet 
rec:eivint operators have little difficulty !:.derstanding 
chatter, because they have a model of the global 
situation: what question was asked by whom. who is 
currently wait.ing on the network. who has mesaace 
traffic for whom, and so forth. This model and the ability 
to understand the conversation. is vitally important lo 
translation. 

Headers of messages are structured but, 
unfortunately, not rigidly. Again, to translate them 
correctly one must have some understandinf of what 
headers are aboul For instance, dates may be sent as 
·s Dec 78. or ·s 12 7g· or ·s 127s• and times may be 
sent as •1000Z- or •1000•. We have written the dales 
and times in an ideal manner, but. in fact, they might be 
-- as a result of operator lapses -- segme.nted quite 
differently, so that parts of numbers are run together or 
a number is split apart. and one or more numbers might 
contain a mark-error. One other aspect of numbers is 
very important. All numbers in Morse code are five 
marks long -- see ( 11] under Morse c:ode -- yet they 
are often abbreviated and sent as what are called ctJt
numbers. Again, context is often required to perform 
translation correctly. 

The body of amateur radio message traffic i s 
typically English with some abbreviations. To attempt to 
understand all of the English lancuace would be far 
beyond the scope of this research. We have built into 
the system just enou&h knowledge to let it perform in a 
creditable fashion. Our experience indicates that a 
vocabulary, some rules about where numerals can occur 
in text, rules about how to handle error signs, and a 
measure of closeness in a Hamming-like space ( for 
correcting operator induted irregularities) are absolutely 
essential to the correc t translation of plain texl Given 
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Figure 1. The Three Major Modules of the Morse 
Code System and the Domain Models They Use. 

those sine 9!!!_ !'.!2!1S, our experience suuests that 
knowledge about idiosyncratic and irregular behavior of 
individual operators facilitates translation. 

Military message traffic differs slightly because the 
body may ccnsist either of plain text or of cipher groups. 
A message sent in cipher has no language context, but 
knowledge about the number of groups in a message, the 
number of characters in a ifOtJP, and whether groups are 
alphabetic, numeric, or mixed is necessary to translate 
$1.JCh a messaee. 

Ficure l shows a block diagram of the three major 
modules of the Morse code system under development 
by the authors. Also shown are the necessary domain 
models required by each module in order for i t to 
perform i ts task prcperiy. The wavy line in the diagram 
indicates that the signal processint system, which is 
composed of special hardware and a PDP-11 comouter, is 
not integrated with the other major modules which are 
COMOEC, the transcription (or translation} module, and 
CATNIP, the •chatter and header understanding module. 
The last two are software moduies written in MOL (a 
USP- like language) [1 2] and running under TOPS-20 (13) 
and ITS ( 14]. Experiments are conducted independently 
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for the S1gnal processinr system, and lunan intervention 
is required l o transfer the results to the other two 
moduleL COMOEC and CATNP are well intevated, with 
appropriate feedback. and externally they appear to 
behave as one system. 

A few phrHH about each domain model may 
prove helpful: 

l. Model of the radio domain situation - how the 
individual transnittera of inter .. t sou,d, i.e.. whether 
a transmitter . ha any dlaracleriatlc envelope or 
eanier distortions, and i f so what kind and a mneur-e 
of the amountL 

2. Model of the Network situation -- which 
operators are toned into the netw°'*, which are off 
control frequency, which are on control freque.ncy 
and where each operator's transmitter ia tuned 
relative to those of the other operators on his 
frequency. This lut bit of information urns out to 
be quite important, as we will show later, even 
lhouch all the operators are workinc in a thirty to 
fifty Hertz band. 

3. Model s of senders -- the irrecularitiH a 
particular sender mr, introduce. such as Ii• or ti. 
idiosyncrasies of language, a proclivity to introduce 
extraneous dats or omit dots, etc. 

4. Models of l an1ue1e -- the full camut of 
possibilit i es are required for parsinc and 
understandin1 chatter, but we have rather simple 
models for handlinc menace bodies such as a 
vocabulary and some simple n.iet for handlint some 
special conslnJ!:ls and runbers. 

5. Models of the sttuation - the system lftJSt know 
when a question is asked and the pouible ranee of 
expected answers; i t must know that a frequency 
change has been ordered or necotiated and how to 
respond appropriately; and so forth. 

0. THE MORSE CODE SYSTEM 

As mentioned, the Morse code system is com,,osed 
of three major modules and some domain models. We 
will attempt in this section to present a short explanation 
of each of the major mociies. 

1. Signal Processinc System 

We believe that an interestinc and important 
development in the sicnal processinc area of the Morse 
code project was the i~ementation of a novel tandem 
phase-lock-loop filter that utilizes time reversal of the 
input sicnal. Oesoite the use of time reversal, the output 
can be ·obtained in real time, .albeit with a constant delay. 

The natl.re ot Morse-code signal• - the fact that they 
are on-off keyinr or frequency-shift keyinr - and the 
fact that initial experiments indicated that the transient 
r esponse of the phase-lock-loop filter interfered ',Yith 
the measurement of ·important sicnal parameters, led to 
the development of the novel filter. 

There is a i"e&t deal of information contained in 
the audio sound of a Morse-cod.• sicnal -- the sicnal 
characteristics per se - besides the timinr informaUon 
of the marks and spaces. It became clear while l'\Jminr 
some expwiment1 in 1.11dentancinc Marse-code network 
conversations that the sicnal dlaracteristlcs contained 
information that was an important part of the context of 
the situation; it is necessay to extract this information 
in order to understand the networlt conversations (q.v.). 

A small dlcression is requir ed to explain what a 
human operator hears in the sound quality of the signal in 
order l o understand what muat be extracted from Morse 
code sicnals, Briefly, a hutmtn operator is capable of 
det,ectlnc and trackinc certain sicnals in a crowded 
spectn.m of similw campetlnr sirnals. Note how one can 
follow a particular conversation at a crowded cocktail 
plw.ty. One can do fairly weU even with one ear. There 
is no binaural effect in the Morse-code domain. This 
discriminatinc abil ity of human bein1s i s evidently 
knowledre-basad. To discriminate sicnals, an operator 
uses in(ormation about how the sirnal sounds: (a) its 
frequency; (b) its anticipated frequency drift; (c) i ts 
amplitude and-rate of chirp, i f any; and (al the amount of 
enve.lope distortion such as hum, clicks, yoop and 
whatever other characteristics of the waveform can be 
cha'acterized. A cood sicnai-proceninr front end should 
be capable of measurinr some, if not all, of the above 
sicnal characteri stics and of u1in1 the meesured 
characteristics for signal cisc:rinination. 

a. Tandem Phase-lock-loop 

The ceneral requirements can be translated into 
speci fic requirements of a receivinr fil ter process for the 
Morse-code application. (The soeafic filter desicn is for 
an on-off keyed sicnal, and expenments were conducted 
only with such a sicnal, Therefore, the disamion th1t 
follows Is in the context of on-off keyed sicnals. 
However, it shoud be pointed out that simil• wcunents 
can be made, and sinilar resuts can surely be obtained, 
for the case of frequency-shift keyed sicnals.) 
Extractinc the on-off liminc information for marks and 
Sl)aces as well as sicnal quality information requires 
determnation of the transitions of the sicnal as well as 
continuous estimation of the amt>litude and frequency of 
the sicnal The latter infcrmaUon serves a dual purpose. 
Fir st, i t is used to characterize tr ansmitter sicnals for 
use in transmitter recocnilion. ln addition, the fr~ency 
on which a station is transmittlng is part of the situation 
m<Xfe!, and an uncharaclensUc freauetlC'/ shift of ten or 
several l ens of her tz often indicates a chanre of 
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Ficure 2. Phase-Lock-Loop Detector. 

·sender" durinc network conversation. Thi• type of cue 
is extremely useful, because, after contact has been well 
es t ablished, operators often do n9t re- identify 
themselves. Furthermore. without the change of sender 
context information, some chatter constructs are 
ambiguous. 

The tracking-filter model of the phase-tocked loop 
(PlU, Figure 2 ( l 5, 16], is well suited to extractinc the 
information indicated above from a signal in that i t gives 
CQnlinuous frequency and amplitude estimates, and 
presents a relatively nam,w-band filter to a frequency
modulated carrier. 

However, before a PlL can give accurate 
demodulation:, it must achieve Ioele. (lock is the state of 
the PLL when the voltare controlled oscillator (VCO) 
tracks the incoming signal with a constant phase lai,) 
The time to achieve lock is inversely proportional to the 
natural frequency of the loop, and is affected by such 
factors as the initial freQuency error (difference in 
frequency between the VC.O and the input} and noise in 
the loop. 

Chirp is frequency modulation which frequently 
occurs in low quality transmitters. It is often caused by 
inadequate filtering of the power supply, which ·causes 
the oscillator to change frequency when the power stage 
is turned on. Thus. the frequency modulation, or chirp, 
exists where the signal makes a transition from off to on, 
or vice versa Most often, i t exists only at the beginnint 
of the "on" period or "mark" of the Morse-code signal. 

Unfortunately, in a traditional PLL arran1ement, or for 
that matter -arry type of traditional filterine, the transient 
response of the filter is superimposed on the signal. and 
is largest at the signal traMition points. The problem is 
exacerbated when interference is considered; as one 
narrows the bandwidth of the filter to eliminate the 
interferine signals, the period for which the filter 
transient response is a significant factor in the output is 
lenethened. In the case of the Pll, the transient 
between acquisition and lock at the beginning of the 
signal i s the major one, because a PLL will track the 
signal during the · on-to-off transition until it rt!llChes a 
si gnal-to- noise ratio at which the signal is losl Thus, 
because the frequency and amplitude estimate of the 
signal prior to lock contains important infonnaUon, i.e., the 
chirp information and the time at which the mMk began, i t 
is desirable to r~onstrU<:t that portion of the signal. 

A number of ways of recovering the pre- l ock 
information can be coneeived. The method setued upon 
is simple. It involves samplinf and storing the ,neut to 
the PLL, and then, after the PLL has completed 
processing the mark in the forward direction, sending the 
stored samples in reverse order through the loop. The 
loop then demodulates a time-t"eversed replica of the 
original signal, and the original leading- edge information is 
reliably obtained from the trailing edge of the reversed 
signal. 

Because i t was desirable to run the process in 
real time, only the beginning portion of the signal i s 
reversed and a second PLL is used to demodulate i t so 
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Fiaur• 3. Tandom Phase-lock-loop Detection System with Wave Form Reconstruetlon. 

that the first PlL can contirut to demociiate the forward 
signal. In addition, the reversed si gnal can be 
compressed in time by sendlnc the reverse- order 
samples throtJih the secondary PU at a rate fatter than 
they wen,· collected. Of course, the secondary PLL 
needs to ru, at a higher fr~. Thut, i t it possible 
to have reconstructed the mark before the next mark 
b9iint.. 

The tandem phase- lock-loop system it shown in 
Fipe 3. 

The input is sampled and stored in a l11t-in-first~ut 
(UFO) memory. Meanwhile the input to the secondary 
Pll is taken from the quachh,e phase of the pri"*)' 
PLL When lock is indicated (by the quadrature, or 
correlation output of the pnmary PL.U the input of the 
secondary PLL is switched to the dicital-to-analoc 
converter (OAC), and the stored samples are read out in 
reverse order. The outputs of the secondary PLL are 
taken as the demodulated sicnal for the time prior to 
lock. The outputs of both Pll's are sampled and a PDP-
11 procram reconstl'I.JCts the waveform (mri). 

: Jo 

2. CCMOEC:. The Morse code Translation System 

The COMOEC (computerized Morse Decoder) 
control structure was designed to consist of any nunber 
of modules, each of which would be an · expert• on one 
asoect of t ranslation. Each module can add suerested 
translations to a l attice of pos•1ble t ransl ati ons. 
Successive modules decide whether further error 
correction is necessary by examininc the quality of 
existinr SUfpsted translations in the lattice. then pas.s 
that section of coda to the next module in the chain, and 
so on, until each translator module has examined the 
entire messace. A major part of the desicn is an N
dimensional metric for meast.rfng trial translatlont and a 
heunstic alconthm for comoann1 the meHU"9S. 

Transfator modules are ordered approximately in 
terms of increatinr severity of the sendinc errors they 
are able to correct Thus, spacing-errors are col'T'ected 
firsl Later, mark-errors are corrected. 

The fi rst module to process a code samcle Is a 
moving-average translator, a hybrid of MAUOE [ 2] and 
FRAUD Pl. It classifi es marks and spaces into the 
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Hm 3. Tandem Pheae-Loch-Loop' Detect!!! Swim! with Wm Form War.

that the first PLLcerconflnntonethelom-d

signel. In addition. the reversed signel can be
compressed in time by sending the reverse-order
WumthenconderyflLstarstetasterflm
they were coiiected. Of oowse. the secondary PLL
needetormatalip‘iertrew.1'his.itispossihle
to hove reconstrmted the marl: betore the neat merk
begins.

The tandem phase-loch-iooo system is shown in
Figure 3.

The input is samoled and stored in e lest-in-lirst-out

(LIFO) memory. Meanwhile the input to the seconduy
FLListekeritroI-nthemehraphaseoltheprim
PLL. When lock is indicated (by the quadrature. or
correlationoutout ottheoflmflu theinoutof the

secondary PLL is switched to the digttel-to-enelog
cmverter {DAG}, and the stored salutes are read out in
reverse order. The mtputs oi the secondary P'LL are
taken as the demodulated signal tor the time prior to
lock The wtpubotbomHL’srennpleda'H-PDP-
11 prom recmtmcts the waveform (mark).

1 CCHDEG. The Morse code Trmsletion Spurn

The CONDEC (computerized Morse Decoder)

control strmtzreweodesimedtocomiet olww
ot modules. each of which would be an "exam" on one

aspect of translation. Each moduie can add suggested
translations to a lattice of possible translations.
Successive modules decide whether further error

correction is necessary try examining the oudity of
existing suggested {mutations in the lattice. then pass
that sectionolcode totheoextnlodleinthed'lain.“
so on. mtii each transistor We hes est-lined the

entire messege. A roejor port of the deeign is on H—
dmereionei metric tor meeeu'ing trii Motions lid e
heuristic algorithm for canoe-in: the memes.

Translator mice we ordered Would)! in
terms of ircreesin; severity of the m errors they
are able to correct Thus. spacing-errors are corrected
first. Later, mat-errors are corrected.

The first module to proceso a code samoie la a
wring-average transistor. o hybrid of MMJDE [2] end
FRAUD [71. 1t classifies marks and spaces into the
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appropriate types by compari son with continuously 
updated averages for each type and thresholds between 
types. More importantly, i t auociates wi th each mark 
and space a number which represents i ts canfidenc:e that 
the classification wn correct. ThHe u1icnment1 and 
confidences are UNd by latw modues to select ..... of 

the sample where errors appear to have oca.rred. 

a. Handli"I the Sec,nentation Problem 

The perf onnance of movin( threshold Mone code 
translation system, suffered quite severely from the 
ef fects o f improper secmentalion of Mone code 
sequencea. Morse code translators suffer from two 
types of segmentation difficulties: first, charact«-.pacn 
and marlt-spaces are confused such that two characters 
are sometimes decoded as one, e.i., 'Atl u 'P', and vice 
versa; second, word-spaces and ch .. acter-.pacff are 
confused such that 'THEY ARE' is translated as 'THEY ARE' 
and 'HOLD' is translated 11 'H OL 0!. The OEGARBLER 
[17), a procram based on the use of dirraphs and 
trigraphs found in English word, and a dictionary of 
words, was capable of correclinc many of the word
secmentation erron that oceurred in MAUDE output, but 
it could not obtain the proper transcription of Morse 
sequence, that had character-secmentation errors 
pr esent. 

Because words corruoted only by segmentation 
error~ contatn a correct sequence of marks, we realized 
that words can be represented by the "run-length 
sequence· ( RI.S} of the marks. The run-l..,.th ~ 
i s a st r i nc of numbers, composed of the number of 
consecutive dot.s which betin the word, followed by the 
number of consecutive dashes wt.ch follow those dots, 
and so on. (By convention, a run-Janeth sequence always 
becins wi th the number of dots, even if the m.,mbe, is 0.) 
The principle is simple. All mark and c:harac:ter spaces 
are r emoved from the representation. Bacause spaanc 
errors occur frequently -- one or more per word - a 
major source of difficulty is removed Basically, the RLS 
,s a mappinf of words in the Morse-code domain onto 
some space. Each word alonr with its variants, obtained 
by takinc all possibl e c:ombinati ons of ~haract er 
secmentation errors, are mapped to the same point i n 
that space. 

The reverse mappinr of rut-1..,.th s~ onto 
lecal words is n:it necessarily unique. However, better 
than SSZ of the RLS for a dictionary of over l 0,000 
words are unic;ue and most of those that are ambicuous 
have but a few members in their ambi(Uity sets. The 
ambiguity resul ting from representinr words by their RLS 
is not a sifnific:ant pr oblem, because often the simple 
heuristic: of c:ompanng all the words with a speci fic: RLS 
to the MAUDE transcription of that serment of Morse 
code i s suff ici ent to determine the one the sender 
intended. 

131 

To understand how the RlS is used. consider the 
following. The sequence of dots and dashes for the word 
" the " w as sent with spaces such that a c:ontext
insensiUve decoder could not transcnbe it into a proper 
word, i.e., the sequence sounds like 'SE'. A reneral 
het.ri1Uc: that one ni&ht think of adoptinc is this: find al l 
the possible words which that sequence of marks could 
r epresent and pick the one that seems t o fi t bes t 
~ordinc to some criterion. If one tried to implement 
such a heuri stic in- a brute-force manner, 2u5 or 3 2 
pouibilitiet would need to be cOl'llid«ed, 11 the word 
"the· (- - .) has three martt spaces and two c:haractw 
spaces for a total of five spaces. Thus 32 permutations 
and! look-ups would be r equired to find · the" and any 
othef' words wi th that mark sequence. On the other 
hand, usinc the RlS r epresentation with no permutations 
and one look-up, " the" and all other legal words with that 
RlS are retumed. Consider the word "complex", not an 
unusual or overly lone Entfish word. If i t were sent with 
a spaanc error, and a brute-force method were used t o 
obtain possible candidate words, the possible spaces 
associated wtth the sequence of dots and dashes would 
r equire more than two m lllon (2*-21> permutations and 
look-ups. only to discover that in the tic:tionary c:tnently 
in use only the word "complex" could be represented by 
such a sequence of marks. A1ain, the Rl.S r&p"esentation 
woud r el t.rn the word "complex" in one look-i.ip. 

The use of the RLS solvea only the character 
segmentation problem Word secmentation is handled by 
a heuristic that splits or joins c:harac:ter sequences. The 
he11Jristic uees the confidence level, returned by the 
MAUDE decoder to detenmne how to proceed. (For 
more details on Rl.S translaton, see (1 8, 19, 20]). 

b. Handlinc Mark Errors 

The mark- error correction modules are able to 
correct ei1nt different classes of mark-error in words 
which contain at most one mark error. StaUstically, the 
vast majority of mark errors are of the types COMDEC 
can correct, and ocxur oniy one to a word. The types of 
mark errors corrected by COMOEC are (i) sendinc an 
extr a do4 (ii) sendinc an extra dash, (iii) sendinc two 
extra dots, (iv) N'n"I two dots to1ether at a dash, (v) 
spli tting a dash into two dots, (vt) droppinc a dot, (vii) 
droppinc a dash, and (vii) droppinc two dots. 

These mark-errors are easily correctable because 
WOf'ds with these c:fasses of mark-«rors map to nearby 
points in the Rl.S space and the space is very sparsely 
populated for c:ontaininc eleven mris or rncwe. 

c:. Hancling Error Sims and Number Constructs 

When a sender r ecognizes that he or she has made 
an err or, he or she will resend the erroneotn w ord, 
phrase, or sentence, signailinc with an error sign that 
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retransmission is about t o occur. This behavior is 
somewhat analocous to a typist who spaces back over an 
error and overatrikff it with X's. An errOf' sicn is usually 
a sequence of dots sent rapicty, rarely fewer than six, 
and rarely more than twenty. The number of dots sent 
var ies even within a sincfe transmission, as does the 
separation of the dot-sequence from the erroneou9 code 
preceding i t and the ·correct· code followinc il Mo.-e 
importantly, the semantics of an error sicn vary even 
more widely. Thus it is necessary l o locate and t o 
ascertain the meaninc of an error sicn. An error sicn 
may mean to ip,ore the previous word or characters, or 
i t may mean that the previous word or phrase will be 
resent, and so on. Some examples from actual code (with 
the symbol ·a· used to represent ., error sicn) follow: 

ANY B av OR GIRL 13 TO 10 a 19 IJHO 

The correct translation: 

ANY BOY OR GIRL 13 TO 19 IJHO 

This is the most typical use of an error si~ It sirnals 
that the previous word or object w• in error, and the 
sende'r resends the word correctly. The error sicn in 
this example contained thirteen dots. 

PAGE B 23 OF TODAYS PE TPERS • TODAYS PAPER 

This is simil.- to the previous example, but two worda 
are erased and resenl The error sic,, contained eleven 
dots. 

THE CORNER OF l.JASHINGTON 
BLVO a ANO SCHOOL STREETS 

In this example, the word c1..vo· is erased - it should 
not have been sent at all. The error sicn contained 
seventeen dots. 

d. Handling Numbers in Plain Text 

C0MD€C recogn!tff arbitranly lone s~ of 
digits as ·numoers·. 

The problem of transcribint runbers is analogous 
in some ways to that of transcnbing error signs. and it 
arises from the fact that most of COMOEC's trantaibinc 
is vocabuary-based. Since i t is theoretically possible to 
send a number containinc an arbitrary runber of digits, it 
is impractical to use a •dictionary" of numbers. Instead, 
COMDEC takes advantace of the pn,perties of the MorM 
code used to represent the cieits: (i) All dicits consist of 
five marks (exceot Ct.It IUTlbers which are also handled). 
(ii) Every dieits eontatns a sequence of dots followed by 
a sequence of dashes, or vice versa. (iii) A numt,er very 
often aooears in context, for example, as a part of a 
date, lime, address, Pac• runber, or aie specification. 
This context is used to remfoTCe the probability that the 
i tem i s a number. A number appearinc out of context 

:n 

must be allowed, as all pos11ble contexts have not been 
or cannot practically be implemented. If a number 
appears out of the contexts in which a number is 
expected, i t is looked IJl)on by COMOEC with suspicion, 
and i t w,11 be allowed to remain a number only if it is 
relatlvely well senl 

COMOEC searches for mvk sequences that fit 
these criteria and then attempts to "expand• them on 
ei.~her side ( to produce complete numbers). The only 
limilaUon on this af&erithm is that at least one disit of an 
n-dicit number lftJSt be sent correctly. 

e. The COMOEC Dictionaries 

COMOEC's dictionary for plain text messaces is 
comcrised of 4200 root words. A morpholoCY program 
embedded i n the translator handles a larce but not 
complete set of word endings. Thus, a word usually 
appears in the dictionary only in i ts root form. The 
et.trrent morpholoCY pro&r&ITI understands the endinp • -
s, • • -ed, • • -i nt," • -er; · -est,· • -1y; •-lion,· • -ment, • and 
combinations of the precedin&, such as · -er,.· The 
aictionary specifies the endings taken by each word. 
When endinp are considered, the effective size (about 
18,000 words) of the dictionary is several times the 
number of its roots and it approaches the size of the 
cQnversati onaf vocabulary of the averace Enallsh 
speaker. 

3. CATNIP Chatter and Header Understanding System 
CATNIP is a semantic-syntactic aucmented-

transition-network (ATM parser that chooses a path 
lhroufh the lattice of po11ible translations created by 
COMOEC. 

CATNIP uses A TN dia&ram• to choose the correct 
word from a lattice of ponible transfatiOM.. It starts in a 
certain state of the transition network, and progresses 
from one state to another, dependinc on the next word 
Of' words in the lattice. With each state is associated a 
11st of words, and with each word a new state. CATNP 
matches the list of words from the state With the fist of 
words possible at that point In the translation lattice, 
matches yield valid new stales. 

If that were all, the network would simply be an 
unaucmented transition network. However, CATNIP 
retains a ~ntext, which i t chan&e• (usually with every 
word) and which can be tested when ,t is tryinc to match 
the words. The context includes such lhincs as who is 
the sender of the current transmission, who is the 
receiver, who is the net controller, and so on. A TN's, as 
opposed to unaugmented transition networks, are &ood 
for parsini grammars that are dependent on the context 
and on past occurrences (21 J. 
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ARC - S,S , nR 'IW 
OK SK 

R RR 
BT 

.ARC - 1, 1' TFC K 
NR NW 
ST 

Fl&U"e 4. Aulffl9"ted Transition Ne.twcn Oiavam Called Traffic Header. 

Naturally, ambi&tJiUes creep in. Sometimes mare 
than one match is poss1bl~ CATNIP allows for this by 
processinc one of the new valid stat" and savin1 all the 
others. The context at that point i, saved with the 
states that were saved. CATNIP hat the ability to return 
to the saved states and try thoM alternate paths. 

Finally, CA TNlP also has a limited understandint of 
the events on the nel Understandi11c these events is 
important in understandinf the state of the n11t at any 
point (how many operators are womnr. who they we, 
who is talkint, etc.) and i t is important in choosin1 the 
correct word at a pM'tlculw point in the translation. 

The context is used as the ·1mentandir11· part of 
CATNIP. Take the followin1 transmission as an ex.ample: 
.ROCK ROCK ROCK DE SALT SALT QSA ? QRK ? K•. 
Upon completion of· the pwse, the paner would retain a 
context that contained the informaUon that the receiver 
was ROCK, the sender was SALT, and SALT had asked 
ROC1< two questions: "What is my sicnal strencth?" and 
"What is my intelli&ibilityr 

Retaining this kind of context helps find the riet,t 
translation and decide later amciil,llies (such as who is 

: J.3 

the rec~iver at a certain point.· i f he or she was not 
e,q,liciUy named). The succe•v• context. alto f\rnilh a 
synopsis of the entire sesaion after the parser is 
finished. 

CA Th~P i1 a recurstve procedtre that allow, one 
to name A TN diagrams of simple structures ( s\lch as Q
sil"S that are often used), and to use those as parts of 
other diagrams without actually dupticatlnc the simple 
d:iacrams. Thus a more structured ·vammar· ca.n be 
created without over complicatinc the data base. 

Fi eure 4 shows a typical A TN diagram. Each 
i talicized ARC label such H rieader· indicates a call to 
another diagram; in lower case are labels such as 
,ocauon·, which indicate that the labeled input that will 
parse is a location (such as "BOSTON'" ~ "BOSi; arcs 
labeled with a number sien ••• mean that a number Is 
acceptable as input (with the parenthesized statement 
indicating the meansnc of the runber, e.c., (nr - gr) means 
number of gn:tUCs); and arcs laceled in upper case mean 
that literal input of one of the specified l abels i s 
acceptable. The system currently contains about 25 
diavams with an averaee complexity of the one shown in 
Ficu,e 4 . 
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E. RESULTS 

Two sources of test data wer-e used We obtained 
approximately 30 thousni characters worth of data from 
amateur operators and others who could send and 
receive Mone code. This data was hand-keyed in our 
laboratory. Some of this data was obtained usinf actual 
transmitters connected to OU' cable network (22]. This 
data was composed primarily of plain text with a small 
admixture of network chatter. Chief Warrant Officer 
Robert Bollinc at the Army's Morse code school at Fort 
Devens arranfed to have several instructors at that 
school simulate an actual network environment. From 
that simulated environment we received audio tapes 
containin1 appraximately 20 thousand c:hw11cters of hand
sent Morse code. This data was composed of chatter, 
headers, plain text menaces and cipher croup menaces. 
It was the most useful data in that it fon:ed us to face 
many problems and constructs we had not ~tered 

- previously: error-siens, numbers in plain text anti many 
different types of chatter constructs. 

We measure the performance of our Morse code 
system in two wr,s. First we compwe the final results 
with the results produced by the first stace of our 
translator, which is a MAUDE-like movinf threshold 
translator. Second we comp_.. the final results with an 
experienced operator's translation. The experienced 
operator had the use of a variable speed tape recorder. 
He at Umes found it necessary to replay parts of the 
tape, oceuionally at sfoww speeds. 

Ficure Sa shows a translation by a MAUDE- like 
translator of one of the plain text rneaac~ contained in 
the Fort Devens dat& While it can be rud, especially 
by a person who knows Morse code, a considerable 
effort is required. Figure Sa show, the same message as 
translated by COMDEC, our Mor.se code system' s 

IN ANA TT E MPT TOALLEVE EE ! •••••.••• • • I ALLE4 l ATE YOU TV UN E MPLOYMENT I N THE CI 
TY MIM T ( ••••••••••••••••• ) CI 'TY. TSE SUNOAYGLOBE ON MAY30 UILL PUBl..155 FREE 
AOVERTIS E MENTS FOR 60STON TEENAGERS SEE KING SUl'V1ER JOBS. ANY B OYORGIRL 
13TO 10 1 ••••••••••••• 113 USOLIVES IN BOSTONCANP LACE AJ06 UANTEO AO UI THOUT 
CAAEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE CH#GE 6YFILLING OUT THE C!~-•• - IPON ON PAGE B 23 OF TOOAYS 
PETPER I • ••••••• • • I ! ••• • ••• I TOOAYSPAPER ANCJ1AILING I T TO SUMMER JOBS 1- •• -1 
TSE BOS 1----1 N GLOBE • BOSTON • MAS S AC 5 EEEEEEEEEEE MAS SACSUSE T TS 02107. 
TE E N ! • --• I ERS MAY ALSO TAKE TS E COUPONS T O TSE GLOBES OOUNTOUN OFF I CE • ·A 
T TSE C ORNER OF WASHINGTON 6LVO EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE ANO SCH OOL STRE E 
TS.ORATITS MAIN OFFICE. 13 1 ••••••• 1 MORRISSEY BLVO. OORC4 ESTER A(.-. - 1 
COUPTANS 1- .. - 15 T B E RE CEIVEO 1- ••••• I Y EEEI PM .IJEllNESOAY Ml •• -1 
MAYl •• --1 T EEEEEEEEEEE. MAY2T5.JOBSE E KI EEEEFFFFFEc JOBSEEJ<ERS MAY BE 
&SPECIFICAS THEY LIKE IN MENTIONING TSE 50! •• -.-. JS OR DAYS TSEY ARE 
AVA[LABTI !E I ••• • ••• • I AVAILABLE FORE Mfll.OYMENT, THE TYPE OF UTMRK 6 E YOES IRE 
1- - -.-. ICANCXJI --.-. JUV AT Ul.--. 1 ES THEY E XPECT. THE 
<. -- .. I SUILLAPPE/IINT5E MAY30CLASS IFII EEEFEFEEEEFEEillT Q.&SISE I E O SECTION . 

UNDER EH E EliE !. - •• l ING SI EEEEEEEEE HEADING 5 IRE ABOSTDN T E E NAGE AFOA TH 
E SUMMER. 

Fiau-e Sa. MALOE TranstaUon of P!ain Text 

IN AN ATTEMPT TO C,ooooc al <ALLEVIATE> <YOUTH> UN81PLOYMENT IN THE Cxx,ooc el 
CITY • <THE> SUNDAY GLOBE ON MAY 30 U[Ll <PL'8LISH> FREE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 
<BOSTON> TEENAGERS SEEKING SUMMER JOBS • ANY BOY OR GIRL 13 TC [xx,ocx al 19 
<UHO> LIVES IN BOSTON CAN PLACE A <.JOB> UANTED AO UITHOUT (x,c,cxx al CHARGE <BY> 
FILLING OUT THE COUPON ON PAGE B 23 OF C,ocx,c,c el TODAYS PAPER ANO MAILING IT TO 
SUMMER JOBS <. > <THE> BOSTON GLOBE • BOSTON • [ ,c)()()()( el <MASSACHUSETTS> 02107 • 
TEENAGERS MAY ALSO TAKE <THE> COUPONS TO <THE> GLOBES OOUNTOUN OFFICE • AT 
<THE> CORNER OF WASHINGTON <Bl.VD> Cal ANO SCHOOL STREETS • OR AT ITS MAIN 
OFF ICE • 135 MORRISSEY BLVD • <00RD£STER> • <COUPONS> MUST BE RECEIVED THEY 5 
PM • UEONESOAY (,c,c,c,cx eJ . MAY <26> • (,cx,c,oc el JOB SEEKERS MAY BE AS SPECIFIC 
AS TREY LIKE IN MENTIONING <THE> <HOURS> OR DAYS <THEY> ARE ( )O(,c,cx al AVAILABLE 
FOR EMPLOYMENT • THE TYPE OF UORK <BE> (YI CJ:SIRE OR CAN 00 OR <WHAT> WAGES 
THEY EXPECT • THE ACS UILL APPEAR IN <THE> MAY 30 (,c,cxx,c eJ <CLASSIF IED> 
SECTION UNDER <HE> Cxxxxx e1 HEADING <HIRE> A BOSTON TEENAGER FOR THE SUMMER • 

Figure 6a. COMOEC Translation of Ptain Text. 
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- 'translator. An ·~· in square brackets indi.eates an errar
sign; '"XXXXX" preceding the ·1w· indicates that a portion 
of the message, believed to be the part in error, was 
suppressed; a~ •< >• indicates a word obtained from 
the dictionary by assumin1 the sender made a marit
error. The COMOEC translator made four errors: 
transcribing "BY" as i'HEY', '"THEY as ·<BE>·, iHE'" as 
riE·; and not suppressing ·eLvo· after the word 
"WASHINGTON". To handle the last error c:orrec:tly the 
translator would need to knaw that in Boston. Washincton 
is a street and not a bauleva"d. Len than three percent 
of the words in the messace were in error. The 
operator made 33 errors in trenslatint this 1TN19A1e: a 
20% error rate. Both COMOEC's result and the 
operator's result are qJate rndabfe. 

Fig_ure Sb shows a translation by a MAUDE-like 
translator of some chatter, a header and a portion of a 
ciphered messaee, Figure 6b shows the identic:al portion 
of Morse code as translated by the COOJ)«ative efforts 
of COMO EC and CATNIP. Both the operator and the 
COMOEC-CA TMP translations of the chatter and header 
were perlecl (The · { }9 at the begiMing indicates that 
th e enc l osed seauence cannot be translated. 

"MAUDE• decoding: 

SALT: I •• -VVVV) (VVVI QSA? K 

ROCK: RRRAQSASQSAS K 

. -
Consequently the translation obtained from the moving 
threshold first stage translator was used. (This construct 
resulted from a splice in the audio tape.) 

The COMOEC-CA TNIP tandem translated 1 9 groups 
inc,orrectly and the operator 32. It is interesting that both 
the operator's translation and and· the machine's 
tnnslation had 13 incorrectly translated groups in 
convnorL In addition to transiatinc croups incorrectly both 
the operator and the machine added 9. extra iroups 
because the semantics of the error-slcn• were 
ambicuous. 

One very encoc.ragin1 aspect of the system is that 
on a OEC 20 it is 2 to 10 times faster than real-lime, 
depending upon the number of irreparities and erron in 
the Morse code. 

One· should not draw hasty conclusions from these 
results. We have worited very harct- to obtain the results 
we have but the job is not yet complete. For rnstanc:e. 
the chatter and header constructs precedinc the plain 
text m"sage of Figure 6a are not yet understood by 
CATNIP. Furthermore, a different set of operators using 

SALT: 

ROCK: 

RAE ! .. - . -. I METSA 5 EAEN METS AS UEN METENK 5 GTIC MATC TN A? K 

RRRORVK 

SALT: ARR 1- • • - I NUHR TFC HR TFC • "' • NR l GR 200 044a • VCl.. YR OZQNT 
POTOR TCY ! .• - ••• • 1 VLHAP XGJ[N NVRLC TJOMl1 lV. - .-•• lAG OTZTZ 
POOi H ORCNAGZDC E L YOE HSS GQOTR# H LI-. - •• l OE B TXTB 01a 32 

Figw-e Sb. MAUDE Translation of Chatter, Header, and Parts of a Ciphered Me.....,. 

COMOEC decoding: 

SALT: 

ROCK: 

SALT: 

ROCK: 

SALT: 

(( •• -VVVVJ) VVV QSA? K 

RR RR QSA 5 OSA 5 K 

RR UR QSA 5 UR OSA 5 UR ORK 5 arc arc GA ? K 

R RR ORV K 

RR R NLJ NU HR TFC HR TFC raREAKJ 
[BREAK] 
CBREAKJ 

NA l GR 200 <0445> (BREAK] 

VOLVR OZQNT POTOR TCYUH VLHAP 
XGJ[N NVRLC TJOMM VIJLAG OTZTZ 
POOI H QRCNA GZOCE b,x,ooc el GOD TR [xxxxx el L YOOE BTXTB 01532 

Fieure 6b. COMOEC Translation of O,atter, Header and Parts of a Ciphered Messa1e. 
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a different set of chatter conventions might require a 
significant amount of effort to augment the domain models 
to understand and translate the new chatter. Yet a 
human operator could adapt to the new operator's style 
and acquire knowledge about the new chatter 
conventions by listening to the conversations for a few 
hours or at most a few days. 
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raE POSITIO!llNG ?ROBL~ -
A DRAFT Of A.'f rnTERMEDIATE SUMMARY 

Yechiam "!emi.lli 
USC/!nfo~ tion Sciences Ia.stitute 

AN INFORMAL Dl!ROOOCTION 

!he ;x,sitioning problem ar ises when it is necessary 
to locate a se t of 6eographically-distr1but ed 
o':)jects using :nea.surements of' the distances betwee n 
some ooject pairs. l1l a Packet Radio Ne t work , t'o r 
instance, any two aet..or k member s tbat can talk to 
eacn other :nay U3e a simple time-stamping mechanism 
to measure the distance bet ween "them; a distance 
oea.suremeat protocol nay then be developed . The 
problem is wae ther and hew t~e distance 
oe33ur ements can be used to detel"!!line tne 
;eograpnical location with respect to a given 
system of ccordioates . 

A .mowleage of the precise location of each netwo~~ 
~ode i s c:-ucial to the operat ion of Distributed 
Sensor s liet.orl<s . The data collected and 
1:it3r,;,r eted by different sensors :nay be cor related 
a.ad i:itegrated only if we \<now their precise 
location . A position- locating s13tem :nay be 
i:ivaluaole to ~he operation of a t'leet of vehicles, 
?aca equipped with a ?acket i!adio Unit. ~or 
'!Xample, rtooitor!ng the location of a neet c f 
security •1eh1cles, aircraft, a tank divi:sion, or a 
rlo~K :f :ussiles could all be assisted by a 
~ositior. - locating sys tem. Clearly a pos itioning 
system would be an i mportant service t o ?acke t 
:ladio tlet.;ork use rs. 

A ~ew pr?olems ~u:st be solved be fo re a good 
positioni~s system :nay be deve loped: 

1. rf~1cient algorithmls to deter:!line the 
~ocation of cojects by usiag distance 
:ne3.Sure:uent3 snould be developed . 

2. Ccn:iitic ns under which a solution exists or 
does not exist should be identified. 

3. Conditions under which there exists a 
unique solution 3hould be es tablisbed . 

'1 Conditions under wni::h ther e exi sts a 
~lnite nu:nber of soluticos snould be 
identified. It snould also be ..u:der-stood 
how to :; rans fo r:n one solution into another . 

5. Conditions under whicn t he solution is 
insensiti7e to ,mall measurement er~ors 
should be estaolisned. 

6. !ignt bounds upon the accuracy cf the 
solution should be determined . 

, . :11- ccndit!oned problems shculj be 
identified. 

137 

However, While the formulation of the problems is 
SU!ll)le , the mathematical and algor ithllic 
intricacies of deriving solutions are perplexing. 

!o develop some insignt into the problems , let us 
cons ider a few siCll)le examples. The simplest 
positioning problem o f interes t is to loca te three 
points using distance measur!!!llents. By :neans of 
simple t rigonometry, th.is o.ay usually be done 
ea:s1ly . However, let us coo.sider a degenerate 
tri~le ( Figure 1). Because the systelll is vu·y 
sensitive to er~r s , a small error in the 
measurement may produce a lar ge err or i n the 
computed position. Some of :he ques tions to be 
addressed are as follows : Why is the degener-ate 
t r iangle sensitive t o eM"or s? How can we detel":lline 
whether or not other systel!IS are sensitive? 

,igure 1. 

I • 
2 • ~ - .. 

A Degenerate Triangular Syst em 

?ositioniog systems nay be constructed by a simple 
pr-ocedur e of pasting t riangles together, ?.nd such 
systems may be positioned by solving the tr1angles 
ft-om Which they are constructea . ro r instance, 
consider the syste!J! of ;,oints depicted in :!.gure 2 . 
It is possible to locate :he points in the order 
nu:iiber9d . However, the same system adzits a ~ew 
solutions ( t:ie nu:nber cf which s::rows exponentially 
with the :iumber of nodes) . If ·.-e had some fu:rt:ier 
1nt'onar.ion about the positicns of t:ie obj ects, !low 
could we use i t to identify the tr-ue sol~tion? :or 
instance, if one :iode is .a1own to be a 7enicle 
llOVi OJJ on a certain :-oad, llany of the t'easibie 
solutions t hat satisfy ::.be distance .:onst:r'!ints can 
be eli :ninated. cecau.se they assi;n the qeru.cle to a 
pos ition nOt M t~e !'Oad. i!ov should t hat 
el imination be effected? 

8 

2 

: i;ure 2 . 
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I'EE PGSITIONING FRCBLEH —
:1. DRAFT 9? MI MEBHEDIATF. Ema!

techies: Innis}.
USE/Information Sciences Institute

AN 1'}!me MRODUCTIOH

l'he positioning problem arises when it is necessary
to locate a set or geographically-distributed
objects using measurements of the distances between
some onjsct pairs. In a Becket Radio Netuor‘e. for
instance. any two neter neuter: tint can talk to
£3311. other may use a sispls tine-stamina mechanism
to measure the distance between then: a distance
oessurensnt arotocol say then he developed. the
oracles is unetner and hm! the distance
ssasureeents can he used to determine the

gsogrspnlcal location with respect to a given
sveten of coordinates.

a moo-ledge of the precise location of each net 7'.
node is crucial to the operation of Distributed
Sensors Hetuorlts. The data collected and
interpreted oy difzerent sensors may he correlated
and integrated only if we know their precise
location. i position—locating system may on
invaluaole to the operation of a fleet of resides.
sash equipped with a E'acket Radio Unit. For
example. oonitoring the location of a fleet of
Security vehicles. aircraft. a tank division. or a
flock of sissiles could all on assisted by a
;oeition-locating system. ltlearlsr a positioning
system would on an service to Packet
Radio Network users.

important

A .‘eu pro-clans out be solved before a
positioning system slay be developed:

good

1. Efficient algorithm to detersine the
location of oojects ‘oy using distance
neasurenents should he developed.

2. Conditions under which a solution exists or
does not exist Should he identified.

Conditions under which there exists a

unique solution should on estahlisned.
U;

4. Conditions under union there exists a
finite masher or solutions should he
identified. It should also so understood
now to transform one solution into another.

5. Conditions under union the solution is
insensit ve to small neasurenent errors
should so estaolished.

5. Tight hounds upon the accuracy of the
solution should as determined.

. Ill—conditioned could to
identified.

prool one

However. while tne_rornulation or the proolens is
simple. the nethemtical and algorithmic
intricacies of deriving solutions are perplexing.

to develop some insight into the problems. let us
consider a fee sinole enemies. The simplest
positioning cronies: of interest is to locate three
points using distance seeswesents. 33 seeds of
simple trigonometry. this our]P usuallspr he done
easily. However, let us consider a degenerate
triangle (Figure 1). Because the system is very
sensitive to errors. a small error in the
measurement near produce a large error in the
computed position. Some of the questions to he
addressed are as follows: ‘dhy is the degenerate
triangle sensitive to errors? Eon can we determine
whether or not other systems are sensitive?

I 2 3
w

figure ‘1. A Jegenerets Triangular System

?osdtioning systems has be constructed or a simple
procedure of nesting triangles together, and such
systems may he oositioned oy solving the triangles
from mice the»: are constructed. For instance.
oonsider the system of points depicted in figure 2.
it is oossi'ole to locate the points in the order
moored. Eiouever. the ease systes admits a few
solutions [the sooner or which grows exponentially
with the hunter of nodes). I.“ we had eons further
intonation about the positions of th oojects, now
could we use it to identify the true solution? E‘or
instance. 1! one node is move to he a vehicle
nosing on a certain road. many or the feasible
solutions that satisfy the distance constraints can
so eliminated. oecause they assign the vehicle to a
position not on he road. How Should that
elicitation he effected?

8'

I 2
.

Figure 1. l Triangulated E'csitionin; first so
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In part icular, tr a new :neuurement 11ere 3iven 
(Figure 3), how can we rind the ri;nt solution 
:u:iong a.ll ?Ossible ones? ( A rew solutions ::iay match 
:he ::iea.sur~nts to witoin a given error. ) 1 e nave 
sncwn that ttus ~ast decision problem belongs to 
the class or dirricult combinatorial decision 
?r oolem.s-- tbe so- called NP complete pr oblems. Toe 
last stat~ent also proves t hat :te existence 
proole:n ( i .e., Ooes a solution exist? ) i s NP 
complete . 

o new meaiuremenr 

~ :rt an;ul~tec ?osit!ooing System •,dtb 
ao additional ~easurement 

'lot 3.1.l oositiooing system., :iay ':le solved with the 
3id o~ t r iangles. Io rac t, ~or 3 system ?Qssessiog 
~ suffic1entl7 l arge number of nodes, it i s always 
possibl e t nat t he ;x,sition of the nodes can be 
!.ocated only '!:>y solving for the location of al l 
points sil:lultaoeOU3ly. Suc:1 uoforeuoate systems 
require :in enol"!!!Ous aciount of cC1llput at1on. For a 
slcple example, co03ider the hexagon of Fi gure 4 . 
:t i s impossib l e to solve the location of its nodes 
u.sing an inc:-e:nntal algorithm; all ::iust be solved 
3t once. 

:i;ure ~- A ?ositioning System wnioa :izay only 
oe ,olved si::ultaneously 

:ort.unately enow¢, suc.'l primitive syst~.s (wnose 
parts cannot oe positioned -JOless :ne ,bole system 
1') see:n to be rare. Jo!any ;>OSlt ioning systeos 
coul : :ie solved U3ing ~ incr-enental process : ·,mich 
simpl if!e, ~he solution al;orithll 3.nd increases it s 
speed ,ind accuracy) . :iowever, 3.n al~c:-itn::i t.hat 
·.ioulc construct the locst!on of 3 ;i·;en ;x>int 
31Ste~ by ~onstl"'~c:i~ suosy3te!lS r1rst snould Je 
aole to ldent!r1 construc:iole ;,aro; .s . :n 
particular, sucn 10 algorieno snould oe able to 
j ecice Jhether or not a s1ven po31t ic~ing systeo 

: 38 

contains a sucsystem that ~ay be solved 
independently . Na.ciely, any 1ncr9:Dental 
cons t ruction algorltba ~u.st decide .1lether or not a 
given ?C)Sitioning sy.ste2 :s ;,r1.::11: 1ve ( i.e •• 
const:-uc tible but ::av1ng ::o ~onstr~ctiole 
sub3ystems ) . !he l ast pr oolem seems ~o oe 3 

difficul t combinator ial problem wnich we suspec: :o 
be MP complete Ct.co~ we jo not yet .c:now ~ow ~o 
prove tlus) . 

!t the l a3t conjecture i s ;rue, t~en tne ~roblE!!II cf 
cons tructing solut ions to the positioning ;,rooleo, 
using an inor~ental ugorit.111:1, is ~P coaplete. 
This U!lt'Ortunate result does not upl y ::;~t "brute 
force• ( Le. , iterative algor-it:u») s::ould be 
prat'erred. It i s r-ea3ooaole ~o believe :oat oost 
actual positioning problems :m.y be better solved by 
oeaiu of an 1ntel!.igent i:lcremental algcrit:i.:n . The 
precise oeaning of •::iost" ls yet to oe jef!ned. 

Numerous other chalhngiot!i 1!ld lnteresti:u; r~ated 
;,robl.ems exist. \ihila we -..,111 not :::iaKe a 
COlllprenensive pr esentation, we will ~aaine :so::ie of 
the proolems fo~ly, ~xpose ~be difficult~es, 3.nd 
present some partial solutions we nave cevelop11<1. 
This report 13 an extended su:nmary of our pr~sent 
state of ,cnowledge . A :llore detailed r eport is now 
being prepared. 

1 • TI!E: ?ROB!.ZMS 

!he ;,ositioni~ problem can be descrioed 3 3 

~olloi.s: 

I ? ~- IP p ? } f I • 
1

, 
2

, • • • ll , a set o ;,o 1.ats _n 

the plane . 

2 - .l se t or distance oea:surt!!:ent:s ':et·.ieen sc:te 
pairs of points . ::.Sen zeasur!llle::t :!atwi 
consists of the identity of :he pair ?

1 
and 

? j, the :i:_euured d!staoce d !.J and 3!l 

e3ti:nate of the :uia.surement ~r:-or Eij " 

3- ?osit1on coor1inates :er at ~east cnree 
points. say ?

1
, ?

2
, ?~, to oe callee :~e 

.I.U2. t c • ;,o,;;1 .. . 

lie shall call the set of ;,oints ? • 

the distance :easur~ents {c 1~! 
t riangle , a x.l.Jll. llllC· 

1.2 ?ROBL~S 

tc;ether ·.lit.h 
and ::.~e ~ase 

A '~3sibl: -p;it ' oi or ~he :,o!nt sy.ste::i !s" set:: 
coor dinates ::.hat , a tisf!e3 the di stance constra~n::.3 
and assi~ to the :iase t riangle its actual 
:oordinates. :'he set or all fea.sib l e pos1ticn, 
-..,111 Je called ~he ;plµt' "O ~ of t he ;;osi: ioning 
?roblea. 7he :>03lt!o~!~i or ~ole~ :cnsist: - ~ 
cnaracter1:.i::g : ne solution set nai::ely, 

2 . JOes e~e 5olut1~n !et ~~n~a~n a :or.~!~u~: 
of soiutions. e r :s !: a =:screte set? :s 
!t a finite set? {.;ecero:,v-o1 ·,;n,rµe,;e 0 :s ) 

• 
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in particular. if a new sesstn‘mnt Here given
{Figure 3}. non zen as find the right solution
soon; all possible ones? {.1 tea solutions say aatoo
tne measurements to aitnlo a given srrord is have
snows that this last decision ornolae belongs to
the class of difficult combinatorial decision
oroolensnthe so-called 3|? complete orooleee. The
last statueot also proves that the existence
proolea ii.e.. exist?) to HP
:onolete.

Does a solution

 
i Trisognlste'o E'ositiooios Systee with
an additional Seasureneot

filot all positioning systeles anyr he solved with the
aid of triangles. In fact. for 3 state. possessing
a sufficiently large moor of nodes. it is sleeve
possible that the position or the nodes can be
Located only by solving for use location of all
points simultaneously. Such mtortonete systole
require an enormous noun: of computation. i‘or s
sicole example, comider the hexagon of Figure 3.
it is ispossitle to solve the location of its nodes
using an inc-mental algorithm all mast be solved
it once.

 
l Positioning System union 2? only

on solved simitaoeously

Fortunately enough. such primitive systems (unose
parts onnnot be positioned unless we whole system
is} seen to as rare. Hany positioning systems
soul: as solved using so incresentsl process Lucia
simplifies the solution algorithm and incrssses its
speed and scoursc'r]. fiouever. so algoritnn tnat
wool: construct tne location of s given ooint
system or :oostruoting suosystens first ennui: he
sole to Menu.“ constructitle parts. In
particular. such so algorithm should he sole to
ieoiie whether or not 3 given positioning system

oootains s suosysten as? to solved
independently . Namely . any incremental
constnlotioo algorithm oust seoide whether or not 3

toot

siren positioning system is prisitive ii.s..
sonstmotiole out mving so :oostr’iotiole
suosysteus}. The lest oroolen seees to so a

to
toiii'rloult combinatorial sroolan union we suspect

be 11? complete (thong: we so not yet Claw sou
prove this).

I: the last conjecture is true. tnen toe oracles cf
oonstruotina solutions to the positioning prcolen.
using so inoreaental algorithm. is HP complete.
this unfortunate result does not isply that "brute
force' {i .a.. iterative alsoritons) snould he
preferred. It is reasonable to believe that cost
total positioning pronlsea say be oetter wilted or
eons of so intelligent incremental algorithm. The
precise sesoing or “:Iost'I is yet to he iafioeo.

Numerous other challenging. and interesting related
problems exist. mile as will not same a
toeprenensive presentation. as will examine some of
the proolees for-sally. expose the dirrisultiss. sot
present some partial solutions are 'osve oerelopeo.
This report is an extended sinner? of our present
stete of Knowledge. i more detailed report is nov
point; prepared.

1 . 'RE 303L333

38 d.13 1"! 50d. 38The positioning problem no
:olious:

‘I. P: tP1. P2. . . . '93]. a set or points is
the plane.

A set a: distance neasoresents set-seen some

pairs of points. Eats sessureoect tattoo
2.

consists or too identity of toe pair Pi and

?J the measured sistanoe 1“: and so

estimate or the seasureeent error on.
3- i’ositioo coordinates for it least tnree

points, say ?1. Pa. 1". to so sallso :t‘.

we shall call the set at points P. together 'aritn
the iistanne seasuresents Lou} and :1: use
transit. a mint statso- -—

1.2 ROBLES

3 mm s! the point omen is s set of
:ooroinntes :nst satisfies the distance constraints

and assigns to the ones trungle its actual
coordinates. me set of all feasible oositions
will so called the Wm :f the positioning
:roolea. The oositicni oracle-m :onsists :r
oosr'soterizing all. solution set namely.

1. Is the solution set sooty? (m)

Does toe solution set contain a :ontinu'i:
of solutions. or is it s :isersts set? is
it a finite set? law: was}

2.
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3. rr the solution set is rinite, •,mat are all 
the fe~ible solutions? (position 
CQ:J3t CUC'" ion) 

ij. ·lbat i s the error in the position due to 
~ropa;ation of :ea.surement errors? (~ 
analni:, ) 

5. What is the sensitivity o f the solution set 
::.o ::ea.sure:ent error s? C oeasit • 71ty 
aoalvsi :s i 

:., wl'.at foilo\13 we exuine sou partial answers to 
soi:e ~r the difticult probl91:1S posed a.cove . 

~ote that i n the sequel we restrict ourselves to 
the ~roble~ or pos1tioaia.g points relative to eacn 
,toer , i .e., 'Jitb respect to any coordinate systeo 
of our :noice. This leaves us t hree degrees of 
~ree-:ioo ( two for t ?"'..nslation acd one for rotation) 
illO the orientation ~or our choice or toe 
coorcinate system. iii tn the aid of tbe third item 
on the input list ( section 1.1) it i s possible to 
,os1t1on the :,oint syste!/1 absolutely once it ~s 
oeen pos itioned ~lat1ve to an arc1 t rary coordinate 
system. 

2 . .;::~4E!l!C R.ESULrs 

iie associate witb the :x,int syste!ll a ~aph •Jbose 
vertices r epresent points and woose edges repr esent 
~istance cea.surements . iie call this graph ebe · 
,easµr•a, oto ~ and say that a given property of 
a point sy:sr.e::i i s ;~gbinator ial llheo it can be 
dXpressed ia t el"O.S of che ::ea.sure:ients 3"!"apn only. 
A otc •ctuc• i s a grapn together ~~th a :iapp1og of 
edges i nto ;)OSitive real number s which we call 
!~ . A ;,ositio!ling syste:i :iay oe consider ed as 
a p1n- jointad oar st~ucture , 1.e., a t r uss. 
?rcoleiu of uniqueness of ( i.e., structure of the 
solut ion set) for toe .,ositioniog ;,roole:i t ranslate 
~,to proolecs of rigidit7 of the respective t russ. 
Prebl~ms of a solution's sensitivity to errors 
translate i~to proolems of inf~oitesimal rigidity 
or ~he respective t russ ( i.e ., adol.ssiollity of 
!nf~oites.t::ial nexing of ::.:ie t russ) . ?robluis of 
:onstructing a solution to the positioning problem 
ccrr9'Spond tc construct ion of the truss. Therefore 
.te snall use ::ethocs and ter:1:wlogy that ;,ertain 
to ~oth structures 3nd t ~usses. 

:~e r~sults i n this area fall into three classes: 

1 . A nUillber of ~!~ferent ~haracteri::ations of 
infinitesimal r ig!dity (error sensitivity) . 

2 • . -m al~oritru:i to de ter-u~e wnether e r not a 
; i·1en !!olut:c:i o f t ::e ;x,sitio:ung ;ircol en 
is sensit!ve to mea.sur!!llent errors . 

;. A :o::h:~ator13.l cnaracter 1zat1on cf ;ilane 
r :g1dity in t er:ns of a ;,rcperty of tne 
underl7ing oeasurecents grapo. 

·~-n:.:e the ;,rcole::i of !!tructural rig:di ty nas 
at::.ract!d :nathematic1ans, en;1neers, and arcnitects 

:39 

~o r several centuries ,1 the solution to ::ost 
f undamental questions of rigidity are far from 
:O,own. Recently interest i n t his age-old ;,roolem 
bas ":leen renewed ( .lHI!EL'! 77, 78 J, and some 
si.gnificant contributions produoed . 

2. 1 . 1 Characterization of r igidity 

The first problem, i.e . , t hat of character izing 
rigidity, ba.s a rew solutions, all of •-nicn employ 
l ocal infinitesimal characterhations. t.oosel y 
speaking, a structure i s rigid if it does not adcit 
relative ciot1on~ of its ?arts, tbat i s, if the only 
.aoeioos waico i t admits are t r1.vial ( i.e., 
ti-anslations and rotations ) . TheMfore t !le study 
of rigidity i s a study of .,ossible ootioas. A 
r- !gid structure cor respond:, to a pos1tion1ng 
problem witn a di.sc r ete solution set. An 
i n!initesiJ:ially :- tgid structure cor responds to an 
error- inseasiti~e solution. 

nter e are two approaches to =iotions of structures: 
It is possible to consider the ·1elocit7 vectors or 
tbe codes or the relative angular :ot1on or eages 
attached to a CC ml!l)O node. Accor'<li~ly, it Ls 
possible to develop t ..o notions of infinitesilllal 
r i gidity. Another possible approacii !.s to consi=er 
t:ie stresses !n ::ie stru..'"l;ure resul t!:i; rr:o 
a';>plying external fo rces. :iigidity oay be :le fL'led 
a.s the ability of t he structure to resol•,e l'orces. 
It 1s possible to show t hat ooth tne 30ove 
approac!les are equivalent (GLOC! 75 , ',ii!ITE:!..X 77, 
78]. 

1 . Character ization o f rigid structures llbich 
are not illfinites:!..1:lally rigid . 

2 . 

An inf1nitesu:ally rigid structure is 
rigid, out not vice versa. !t i s possible 
~or a s t rue ture to be rigid (i .e., ac::it no 
(1Aite relative cotions of its parts ) yet 
t o admit infio1tes1::al perturoations ( i.e., 
':le se nsit 1·,e to er rors) . ,\ :7l)ical ~amole 
of it1 er ror- r ! gi:1 ri:;1d structure is tne 
degenerate triangle in ~iawre 1 . 

::,e di ~~iculty in solving tnis pr :ol'!!:! :, 
t hat we ao not possess exten31·1e tc:ils !er 
global anal ysis, wn il e l ocal anal ys1s !.s 
we.ll developed. 

Character ization o~ r!gidity .tith respect 
to discontinuous ::otions sucn as 
re!'l ect ions. 

triaru;les ! n 
: r1an:;les ::ay 
ese:; :>t::e~ !.:i 

Consider :he pair of' pasted 
?igure ; ( a ) ·oelow. !:le t ,,o 
be ;,os1tioned with rescect :c 
t .o di st i nct ways. · ::-ie 
structures are r igid (do 

t •-O resU:::.L·u; 
not admit non 

3d~t ~~~3tive crinal ::ot !.ons ) out 
reflect ion :>f ;arts. Jt~er 

1 A partial list of researcners !nteresteo !n :ne 
~rcol~ ~ncl~de, ?ascal, ~uler, .:au:~y, :4..axwe::, 
Cayley, llexaruirov, anQ ~tners. 
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3. If too solution set is finite. ans: are all
too fessihle solutions? {mm
23W

it. what is the error in tne position one to
propagation of seesuremnt errors? (m
M

a. 'a’hst is one sensitivity or the solution set
:: sessuresient errors? {W
milieu.)

In what rollous ue eats-ins sons partial answers to
son :r toe difficult woollen sosecl stove.

Hots that in the sequel we restrict ourselves to
one arouses of positioning points relative to eson
:tner. i.e.. Hitn resoeot to any coordinate systes
or our :noice. This leaves as three degrees of
treason {two {or tresslstion son one .'or rotation)
and toe orientation tor our entice of tee
coorsinste system. 'Jitn the lid of the tnird its:
on the input list {section 1.1) it is nossiole to
oosition toe ooint systu absolutely once it one
sees positioned relative to an artitrary coordimts
system.

L 35:42:31: RESIILIS

is associate sits the ooint systes a great: whose
vertices represent points aso noose eons represent
:istsnoe sensor-unto. i‘e call tnls great
new man and any the: a swan Pruner-tr of
a saint systes is W men it ten to
express-n in terms of the measurements graph only.
A was, is s arson together with e napping of
edges into oositive real nLnoers anion is call
1m. l positioning system any se considered as
s pin-Jointeo our struoture. i.s., a truss.
Proclens :r uniqueness of (i.e.. structure or the
solution set) for toe aositicning proolss truslste
into srooiens or rigioity or the respective truss.
Problems of a soiution’s sensitivity to errors
translate into prooless of infinitesimal rigidity
of too respective truss (Le... sonissioility of
infinitesimal flexing of toe truss}. Problems of
constructing a solution to the positioning cronies
correspond to construction of the truss. Therefore
we snail use oetnods and temsoiogy that pertain
to 30th structures and trusses.

2.' HEIDI?!

The results in this area fall into tnree classes:

‘. A sinner o! tifferent characterizations of
infinitesimal rigidity £srrsr sensitivity)-

2. in alsoritns to detersine another or not a.
given solution or toe positioning precise
is sensitive to seasurenent errors.

5. isomisatonsl cnsrscterisstion :r plane
rigidity in terms of a orcoerty or too
moor-lying measurements arson.

h‘ctle toe problem of stricturu rigicity one
attractes sstnensticisns. engineers. and aronitects

tn. '

for several centuries; toe solution to sost
(momenta. questions of rigidity are for first:
main. isomtiy interest in tnis ass-old proolee
has teen reneeeo 1mm: 77.31, am: some
significant contributions proouoed.

2.1.! connotes-incl” of rigidity

The first probles, i.e.. that or snaraoterizing
rigidity. has 3 tea solutions. til or union espioy
local infinitesimal cssrsoterisstisns. Loosely
spouting. a stmtm-e is rigid i: it does not sonlt
relative notions of its parts. test is. if tn. only
notions mics it units are trivial {1.e..
translation and rotations). Therefore the study
of rigidity is a study of oussioie notions. A
rigid structure corresponds to a positioning
prooles uitn a discrete solution set. in
infiniteaisslly rigid structure cart-espouse to an
error-insensitive solution.

There are two approaches to notions of structures:
It is possible to consider the velocity vectors of
toe nodes or the relative angular action or edges
attached to a session node. Accorolngly. it is
possible to develop two notions or infinitele
rigidity. Another possible approacn is to consider
one stresses in tns structure resulting tron
applying ester-nu forces. Rigidity say be ierineo
as the utility or the structure to results forces.
It is possible to snow that acts tne more

aspirant“ are equivalent [3.35: :‘5. «tam: “'1'.1' .

3mm;

1. Muster-issues of rigid structures
are not inflaitesiosliy rigio.

Mich

in infinitesimly rigid structure is
rigid. out not vice versa. It is possible
for s structure to to rigid (i.e.. scsit no
finite relative notions of its certs: yet
to adult infinitesimal pertursatiens lHun”
so sensitive to errors]. a typical era-ole
or an error-rigid rigis structure is me
degenerate triangle in figure 1.

the “Rim ty in solving tnis orcolu :s
that us so not possess extensive tools for
aloosl analysis. unils local analysis is
well developed.

2. Characterization of rigidity with respect
to discontinuous notions soon as
ren sotions .

Consider :ne pair 2! tested triangles in
figure ital oslsu. rs. can triangles my
be oositioned alts respect to soon otter in
two distinct mys. The :90 resulting
structures in rigid (do not admit to:
trivial actions) not elicit relative
reflection of parts. itser structures
 

‘A oartisl list at researcners interesteo :n 1.19
cronies includes fiscal. Euler. Saussy. rsneli.
Cayley. llenndrry. and otters.

L39
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3dc11t a ::iore complex rorm or :H:screte 
:ioveoent or their internal ?arts., e . g., 
:igure S(bl . 

The pl"OQlem or character!.Zing rigidity with 
respect to discrete motio03 is difricult, 
!'or we not only have to address a problem 
or global analysis, but a.l so race di t'!'icul t 
~roble!!IS or coaioinatorial topology . 

3 .J 

l 
n;w-e S(b) 

:!~es ; ( a ) 3.tld ( b l . r~o cases of two rigid struc
:ures solving the saoe positioning problem. 

2.1 . 2 ~rror sensitivity 

7he jif!'ereot definitions of i.~finitesiaa.l rigidity 
induce different a.lgor1thms :o determine wnether or 
r.ot a Jiven struc~ure is infinitesimally rigid. 
~owever, :ost or ~hose algoritru:i.s have been 
produced by and for -:i.athematich.ns unconcerned with 
:o::iputatioaal efficiency. ~. have developed a 
novel '1.sor1th::! to test wnetner a given feasible 
solution of the positioning proolea is 
infi~itesi.mally rigid, 1.e., insensitive to erl"Ors. 

:be idea behind the ri;idit7 test ing algorithm ls 
simple: try to solve ror an admissible ass~cment 
o!' infinitesi=l ·1el0<:iths tbat nexes the 
structure. rt is necessary to exuine only the 
effects of a velocity ~ssignments over a set or 
basic circuits of :he underlying :easureoent graph 
1~ order to reduce the proolao to the solution of a 
linesr system of equations. 

1. '::staolisn :easures of error sensiti·1ity and 
algorita::s >.o com~ute sensitivity . 

140 

:he cnaracter i:ation or error sensi:ivity 
in t en!IS ·or infinitesuial rigidity is too 
crude. 'iie •.iould like to have an est!mate 
or :cJ2l! ~ error sensit1'11ty a given 
structure possesses. 

2. :>evelop sensitivity ::iea.sures ia ter::is or 
:he distance :ea.sure::ents daca, not the 
particular solution they yield . 

ui addition to t he difficult7 invo! ved !n 
developing apriori sensitivity ::ieasures, ~e 
face the difficulty that the Jame 
::iea.sure:ient data cay !lave a nuabe:- of 
solutions, each possessing differ ent 
sensitivity. !priori it ls even possible 
!'or a given system or ::ieasurement data to 
possess some rigid and some nonri;id 
solutions. figure 6 depicts t·.io solutions 
of toe sace positioning pl"Oble::1, one ri;id 
and the other infinitesimal.17 n.exible. 

5 

z 

:igure 6. A position.1ng problem possessing 3 r~,;i.:1 
3.tld an infinitesi~ly- flexible solution 

1e snall now eescribe the third class or results !n 
:nore detail. 

2.2 :!ICM :;tO.~RI 10 CCKSINATORICS 

2.2.1 Stiff graphs 

'r.le ::i:ost pow&rful results of t ne study ot ~1;1a1ty 
3ppear to be combinatorial character!:ations of 
rigid structures. The ions ban.ind the passage 
troo ;ecmetry to co::ibinator!cs 1.re rouneed :n sooe 
simple intuit ive experiences;· ehe ~Jor inea ::ir 
which is tnat sooe combinatio03 o!' bars (edges) ano 
hi~es (nodes) are rigid ror tl::ost any cnoice or 
plane 1::ibeddir.g . for instance, the ~ull ;raph ~n 
tnree nodes !.s :-igid (or all plane uoeddings; it 
is not L~fi:utesi=ally rigid :men ehe three ;,oints 
are colinear. Similarly, structures wnose 

., 
'1:ntuiti::io snould not ,e pursued blindly, however, 

~hen it comes to ;:rooleos ,r :-1gi~ity, ror--3s ~e 
snal t see--:uny !::it uit !·re ex;:ectat:ons t ur:'I ::iu::.. 
surprisingly, to be false . 
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innit s more complex
sovenent of their
Figure 5(b).

tors of :iscrete
internal pms., 11.5..

ms procl- of characterizing rigidity vita
respect to discrete actions is difficult.
for as not only on" to address a oroolu
of giooel analysis. out also face difficult
croutons or ominstoriel topology.

3 3

A
I z 1 3

figure Sis) ‘

4 3 4 s

‘l
‘7

1 2 I 3
Figure Sis}

figures Eial and {'31. Two cases or too rigid struc-
tures solving toe sens positioning oroolu.

2.1.2 Error sensitivity

the iitfsrent definitions of infinitesimal. rigidity
induce different algorithms to deter-nine another or
not a given structure is infinitesimal” rigid.
fiowover. sost or :nose ngoritnle new been
around by and for ”munitions unconcerned Hits
:osputstionsl efficiency. “is nave :tevelopeo a
novel algorithm to test unet'ser a given Sensible
solution of the oositionin; problem i
infinitesimally rigid. i.e.. insensitive to errors.

.‘ne lose oenind the rigidity testing slant-ital is
simple: try to sol-:e for an meissible sssigtnent
of infinitesimal velocities that flexes the
structure. It is accessory to ens-ins only toe
ottects or a velocity assignments over a set of
cesio circuits of the underlying nests-snout grass
in order to reduce the proolen to the solution or a
linear system of equations.

into. stations;

‘. Estoniisn sear-ores of error sensiti-ritzaI and
signs-its” to compute ssasitivit'f.

130

The comets-issues or error sensi.".iurit:ar
in terse 'of infinitesimal rigidity is too
crude. ‘de would like to cave so eetioets
of m m error sensitivity a given
structure possesses.

Develop sensitivity seeeures in tens
one distance “walnuts data.
particular solution they yield.

of
not the

In addition to the iirnculty involved in
developin: spriori sensitivity ensures. we
face the urnculty test toe sun
scum-neat sets my he.“ 3 owner of
solutions. not possessing different
maitivity. lpriori it is even possible
.‘or 3 given em- of seesuruent data. to
possess sons rigid and sons nonrigid
solutions. figure 6 depicts two solutions
of use use positioning oracles. one run
and the otoer inflnitesmotel1'1r flexible.

5 s

\

Figure 5. A positioning moles possessing a rigid
and an infinitesinlly-rlexiole solution

‘de snell oou describe tne tnirn class or results in
more detail.

2.2 race SEMI!!! TD CWEIATGEZC

2.2.1 Stir! smile

the nest powerful results of tee study of rigidity
appear to be oonoinetoriel characterisation: a:
rigid structures. the ioees tensed toe passage
3!“ geometry to oonoinatorics ere founded to some
sinple intuitive experiments.: the ossor lose or
union is test some coetinetisns or are Ledges) mo
hinges lLnooes) are rigid for almost any noise a:
plane intending. For instance. toe full arson :n
terse nodes is rigid for all plane intending“ it
is not infinitesisnmllyr ricio men the tnree point:
are colinear. Similarly. structures noose
 

~

"Intuition snouio not as pursued ollmiy. nouever.
men it zones to cronies: at risii :y. f:r--is we
anal: ssh-tony intuitive use-stations turn out.
surprisingly. to be false.
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underlyin; vapn is a tull ;raph are rigid tor 
11.:aost any plane iaDeddins . On the other nand, 
soae 5raphs will pr oduce rlexible structUl"es for 
almost any plane i mi>edding (e .g . , a circuit on foW" 
nodes is al:DOst a.lways rl.ex1ble , except ~en one of 
::.he edges is u:signed 3 zero length or when all 
toUI" points are coliou.r) . 1'he proolelll is: ~ !.t. 
possible 1Sl. ;;nacasuc1ze ~ ~ AU. ~ ~ 
'"t;bftddi ngs .co.cm c1.i1lt urnstuc: s? . Th.is quest ion 
has been the major probl em of the tlleory of 
rig1dity. 

',le shall deCi:ie a cdtical coooinatorial i)l"Operty 
of ~rapns •.mien ;.,e call (plane ) sti('ncss . First 
.. e associate with a graph ~ ~ <V,E:> a number 
no) a 2IVI- IEl - 3, CleUW"ing the overall excns 
or unknowns over constraints. (Each ver tex 
contributes t wo unknown coordinates, and eacn edge 
::cnstrains the t·.ro 'lert ices !.nc1dent unr.o it 
through a single equation tor the distance. Note 
t hat we discount tnree degrees of freedom to 
3ccount tor ;iossible external motion , 1.e . , 
t ranslation aad rotation. ) Tile quantity f(G) 
oeuures the oven.11 ,,.•: do;; 2! 1 ntcc:ial ;ovesi:ct 
or the srapn. 

:he qua.ntity f(Q) aiay be used to express the 
?r opert; y ::f stit'tness , 1.e., of having 3 su!ricient 
nu:;iber of :ons tr-aints to prevent relative ~otions 
of ditter ent ;>arts of a grapll. l.oosely spealdng , a 
graph i s stiff 1r it is possible to remove some 
redundant edges so that the remaining graph bas O 
deg?"ees of internal freedom. uid non of its 
suog:-apbs nas an excess of constra.ints ( i .e ., a 
:1egat1'le internal !°I"eedo::i) . For::ally, a gnpll 
J=<'l, g> i s ~ i f it !la.s a spanni::ig subgrapn 
-:; '= <V, E • > ( 1. e. , G' is generated by l"emovtn; 
excessive constraints from G) suca 'that 

f (G' ) zO ( ~.e. , G' na.s O deg!"ees of internal 
tN!edoci) 

2. i f G" i s any sublJI"aph or G' then 
t'(G" ) ~ o. (1.e ., :;• does not possess 
L~ternall7 over-constrained sublJI"apns) . 

2.2.2 : he rigidity theorem 

~e ~st. illportant. resul t o~ the ;eo:ziet::-ic tlleory 
or ;,osi':. :o:tln; is 

:"d::OREM ( ?!ane ili;idity) 3: 

A .c!W :,tcuctuc, ~ u.u. ~ ~ 
-ea:,•;c:;neots ~ CP"YC .. 1'elv, ~ 
~ ~ i ~aesidiOZ3 ~ ~ ~ mllll .IC 
c.:.&l.lt.. 

(Here "almost all" is used in the topological 
sense , i.e. , the set of r:!. ; id plane 1mbedd1ngs of a 
stif~ J1"3pn is open and dense :n ~he space of 
i ::llledci!n~s, ·.m!cn ~urtheI" ic.plies that ~or any 
Borel ,rooaoilit.7 ~easu.Me on the space of 3.ll 
icoedd.1.ngs, continuous with respect to :Oebser;ue 
:!lea.sure, the set of non rigid i llbeddi~s or a stiff 
;raoo is of :ea.sure J. ) 

The theorem aoove is a sign1fica.nt tool for 
handling posit1on1og ,roble!:IS, namely, it !:lakes i t 
possible to infer pr opert ies or structure and 
deri ve answers to the prot>l ems of positioning by 
,¥Aa1?1Ci ~ ; oa3µr0 ;eot ~ ~- The ~esults 
that we derive ;nil oe :rue tor uoost all 
assigo.ments of distances to edges of the 
meuUl"ement graph, •.m1ch 6 reatl y simplifies the 
study of the position!~ problem. 

!o further appreciate tbe power of the result let 
us note in pa_33iag tllat the theorec doe:s not 
generali ze even to tbnte di:ieosional structures. 
That i s , it is poss1ble to have a sufficient nuaoer 
of well distributed cons traints and yet have a 
structure -.nth a continuum of solutions :10 ~tter 
woat lengths are assigned to t:.e edges. .!gure 7 
oelow depicts a t1?ical system . :'he coaioina.torial 
characterization of rigid s tructures i n spaces of 
dimensions J r eater than tw'O is an open proolem. 

FigW"e 7. A counter exa..cple to a 3-di:ensional 
ri.g1a1ty theorem 

The rigic.ity theorem ~rantees tnat 3 3tr~c:"Jr~ 
oased on a stiff ~apn ·Jill ~~ost 3l·.r.1ys ~e ~!;1j . 
However, it is ;iossible to :issi;;;n len;tns :o ea;;es 
or a stif! jrapn sucn tnat tee ~esul t :n; structUl"e 
ad1tits in!i:utui!!al ~ exi::s; aM !.s, t~e!"e(ore, 
very sensitive to errors. In ~act, the struCtUl"e 
becomes an erI"or- incr easi~ ~echanism. Jne such 
structure i s the degenerate t r1an;le of :i~re 1, 
aaother is ?ascal's ~exagon depict~ i n :i;ure 5. 
~is hexagon is stifr and :nus ~~;!a :or ~=ost al~ 
;,Lane u oeddi:i;s. ::o•,;ever, ::ie :iexagen !s 
icfinites i:lal ly !1.exible ;inene•,er ( and onl7 1 !') ~ta 
nodes lie on a :onic section. ::Us 01:arre result, 
due to [CROFTON 1573], has ~een !"!!discovered 
independently oy :iany researccers ( !:icl~din;;; 
ourselves) . 7he ;rcor :01:c~s !'roe a 31=;:,:e 
ap;>l!cat100 c: a celeorated :n~r~ or ?a3cal. 

An even wor3e ::ase :s :hat of a atif: ;rapn 
adci1tt1n5 3 cont!nuous :otion : 1.e . , 3n i:o~d!n; 
~!" :.~e st:(!" ;:---ion :nat !.s :lot eve:1 gloo:11! v· 
r~51d ) . Sue~ 3 3t~u::~:i.- e is =2?1:tea :~ :i;-..:r~ ~. 
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underlying grape is e full arson sre next: for
almost am:r plane unending. On the other send.
some graphs will produce fluible structures for
elsost any piece Wedding (e.g.. e circuit on {our
codes is almost sleeps flexible. except men one of
the edges is assisted 3 zero length or anon all
rour points are oolineeri. The profiles is: 11;;
anaemia in.Wmobs slots; ill 2: shoes
sensation {on mammal- This question
has bees the major probleu of the theoryP of
rigidity.

‘ie spell series a critical comiutorisl woperty
of grapes mice as cell (plane) was. First
we associate with 1 mph .3 2 ms) e mater
no} 2 ZlVl-iEl-S. Insuring tne overall excess
of means over constraints. (Sect vertex
contributes tie: move coorcimtes. end secs ease
cocstrains toe tuo vertices incident mto it
throngs s single solution for toe iistsnoe. note
test we discount three degrees of freedom to
sccount for possible external option. i.e..
translation soc rotation.) the quantity {{5}
insures the overall {m :1 mcom
:r the grape.

The quantity {[3} my to used to express the
property of stirfness. i.e.. of seeing a sufficient
ouster of constructs to prevent relative actions
or different ports or s grepn. loosely smelting. a
gripe is stiff it it is possible to mom some
redundant edges so that the reesinins arson has 0
:egrees of internal freedom. end non of its
sucgrspns see in excess of constraints {i.e.. a
negative internal freedom}. Family. a. graph
35<‘:.E> is an: i.’ it ties s speonisg suosrspo
1':<‘:.E‘.'> (i.e.. G' is accented or refine;
excessive :oostrsints from 5) suc'o test

1. {{G'Jxa (i.s., G' on I] degrees or interesl
fi'senoll

”I
a. if G" is subs-son or a toes

{(5') 2 D. (i.e.. ‘l' ices not possess
internally over-constrains: suogrspnsl.

33?

2.2.2 The rigidity tneoreu

the cost. important reeuit or the geometric theory
of positioning is

:azoaos mm 31mm} 3:

l min moist: m3. ten .1. still:

all also: We :1 3 as:m its

{Here "almost all" is used in the topological
of rigid plane isbeodlogs of a.

stir! graph is open ace iense in the specs of
inoeocings. union rurtner implies that for so?
Sorel proosoility unsure on the space or sll
inoecciaes. contisuous with respect to Leasesue
censure. the set of con rigii isoeodiags of s stiff
green is of season 3.:

sense. i.e.. toe set

 

Sums .‘1. out: rs. 33:721.: ‘5. am-asszot ~32

The theorem stove is a significant tool for
handling positioning problems. namely. it mites it
possible to infer properties at structure and
derive answers to the precious of positioning ‘3?
mmmmm- The run-Its
that we derive viii be true for almst all

sssimeots of distances to edges of :ne
measurement arson. union greatly simplifies tee
study or the positioning problem.

to further appreciate the power of tee result let
us note in pepsin; met the toeorese does not
Mules even to three disensionsl structures.
‘31:: is, it is possible to have a suttioiect number
or well distributed constructs and yet can a
structure with a continual of solutions no setter
mt Lengths are assigned to the edges. I-‘igure T
oelou depicts e typical system. The combinatorisl
connotes-innate of rigid structures in spaces 3!
dimensions greater teen two is an open pronlec.

 
figure .’ . .1 counter etanpie to s 3—disensioosl

rigidity tneorem

2.3 3313311385 33' TEE. 3:33.31?! 3.503%!

The rigidity theorem gusrentees tact a structure
based on a stir! grape will almost always be rigin.
However. it is possible to assign lenstos to sages
or a stiff grspo succ tnst tee resulting structure
units infinitesisel .‘1 in; ass is. thereto”,
very sensitive to errors. in fact. the structure
because an error-increasic; necosnisn. Joe such
structure is the degenerate triangle of Figure 1.
another is Pascal's hexagon :epittec in Figure 5.
This octagon is stiff are :sus risi: for since: all
plane isneeeings. achiever. as octagon is
infloitesinll? flexible unseen!- Isoo solar if} its
noses lie on a zoom: section. This otters: result,
due to ECROETCfl 1573]. '23s teen rediscovered
independently or my researcoers liocluiitg
perceives] . the :rco! follows tree a supie
application of s celebrate ".oecrss: of Fescal.

in even worse
admitting a
a! :se stir!
9:5:ij.

use is that : i“ a stiff grspr.
continuous cotton .1 .

c
l

e . an inns-131:;
even "“11“."

too. 1:: E‘ are To
grape test is :1

Sues s strut-are is :2; l)f's we
e
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Figure 8 . Pasoal • s Hexagon 

?1.gure 9 . A flexibl e struoture wbose 
underlying graph ls r~id • 

.UthOUIJn tbe underlying vapn 1s sti_ff (even 
overconstrained ) , the solution set or the 
respect ive posit. ioni~ probl e111 contains a continuum 
or solutions. 

To produce such an exaciple • .. e started with a 
nonnc;id str ucture ( L e., a ::iecbanism), then 
:eticulously added ~a.rs that did not constr-ain the 
::iotioo or the original mechanism. Specifically, we 
started with a rour - oar inechanism, selected a point 
:in any diqonal uid connected t nu point to ;,o1nts 
on the original ::iecnanism. By careful select ion or 
the connections to produce two parallelograms, the 
::iot~o11 or the orl.i1na.l J1ecllani=i i s no, per turbed 
by tbe -1.dditional •constr-aints. ft Additional bars 
are used only to cold eacb or the original rour 
:>ars together. 

7he :-!31:Uty th9Qrn ~sntees that 
mpleasant ;,ositioning s73tems Jll'e axtre!!lely 
'!et we snould !>ear in ::iind that they 2-y 
(hi~ly sy:::metric structures are ver-y 
exceptions) . 

3. COMBI~'i'ORICS '.)F POsr::::oNING 

such 
rare . 
exist 

l!kely 

Having seen the significance and limitati:ns or 
stiffness, we will now st~dy stirf ;rsphs in order 
~o develop ::iethods for reco;r.izi~ stiffness and 
~or tearing structures into stiff su.oparts, Later 
cementinc; those , arts together. (Teari~ ts the 

1 .. 2 

aat.ural !nstru:ient ror a divide-and-conquer 
approaco to the construction ,roolem. ) 

3.1 C:WUCTERIZ.lTIOM OF STIFF GRAPHS 

~a question that we •.iould like to address in ~his 
section is: ~ lak.u A. rn :,t • '""? ·,1e •-1iso ~o 
der ive necessary ao.d sutricient conait!ons ~or 
st i!!'oess ~ t-e!"lls or weil \cnown grapll ,ropen!es. 
Toa :cost natur:i.l of classical vapn , r opert1es 
re~at1ng to stiffness is eonnectivity. 

3 . 1.t Some simple oharacterizat1ons 

•• nave been aole to der ive ~ :1st or useful 
, roperties or stitr ;raphs: 

1. 

2 . 

A stiff ~apll is a ~loc~ ( i.e., has no cut 
7ertex ) . 

A cut-set of a stirr ;rapn, separ ating it 
into t•-o nontr ivial coaponents, ::rust 
contain at least 3 ed~s. 

3. A 3-cut- set or a stiff ;rapn , separat!.::g 1t 
into two noatri·nal cocponents, ::iust L.so 
separate it 1nto ~"° stiff ;i:-apns. 

11. :t :;:<V, ::> is a st!.!'~ $!"aon and 1
/' c: '1 'l 

·,er,;ex .:ut- set separati:1; J !.::t:, :o::i;ic?::ents 
J, = <11,::1> and if ~he suo;r'loa of ~ 
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figure 9.

mom-lying anon is riaio.

utmost toe underlying groan is stir! [even
aver-constrained}. tho solution not of tho
roooectivo posit toning aronlu contains a. continuum
of solutions.

To product anon an example we started with a
nonrigid structure it .o . . a nonunion) , than
meticulously ado-I1 our: tnat no not constrain the
notion of the original nonunion. Specifically. we
started with a four—oar "cumin, aoloatod a point
2:: any “moon; and annotated tau point to aoint:
an the original remix. a? corona. solution or
the connections to product two punilelosrm. too
action of :11! originu anemia 13 not portal-bod
by the additional 'oonatrainto.‘ national oars
are used oniy to acid non of tho original {our
our: togotoor.

1'1:- rigioity moors-a guarantee: that soon
unpleasant positioning system! are extremal? rare.
to: wesoouid our in ma that they my exist
{313313 syn-atria atructm-u are very like”
exceptions) .

3. constant: 1:5 3? PDSI‘KONING

.‘laving noon the significance and Limitations of
stirtnooa.n....u we will now 31:13}? stiff grant: :1: oraor

:ovoloo atom: for recognizing nitrous: and
for term; structure: into stir! suns-arts. Later
cementing than parts together. (rearing 1: too

in DU

:1 nuiolo structure mono

natm'ni Luau-«mot for a antarctic-conquer
ago-rout: to too construction oration.)

3.1 ammunition OF STIFF SHAPES

The quoation that no would 111:. to actor“: in this
auction is: M m 3 mm ‘u'o visa tor...
oar-in meow: no sufficioot oomitiom ..._
nitrous Ln ton-to of “ii known gram properties.
the :toat natural. or oiuaiou graph :r-oportioa
relating to “Ufa-o: is :onooctivity.

3.1.1 Some simple onmctorizationa

is our. boon solo to drive a :! natalList
proper-tic: a! stir! groom: '

'1. i stiff man is a bloc: (14.. no no :u'l:
vertex).

2. A out—set of I stiff grapn. separating it
into two nontrivial. components. oust
tontain at least 3 signs.

3. A J-cut-sot of a stir! groan. scour-stir. it
into too nontrivial :oopononts. oust Lita
separate it into two stiff grams.

arms) is a stir! grant and 'I' = 2’ a
vortex :ut-sot separating 3 int: :cmpcnsnta
J. = <?i.£i) an: L! the outgrino :f 3

". .J.
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spanned by V' is stiff, then so are the 
subgrapns spanned by V' u Vi. 

5. I~ v i s a ve~ex or jegree two in a graph 
G, t hen G is stiff i f~ the subgraph of G 
~ormed by removi~ v i s stiff too. 

: ne 3oove resul t s are a sample from a l arger class 
Jr results , all of wnich serve to establish t ools 
for a ttd i vide and conquer" approach t o t!le 
stif~ness problem. ?or instaoce, we •..ould l ike to 
determine whet!ler a ;1.•1en graph ::an be tor.1 into 
st.if!' !ubparts wnich oay later be use4 to 
syntbesi:e t !le original graph. ?igure 10 depicts a 
t.y;,ical config-..u-ation, corresponding to result ( 3) 
in t he above l ist. rigure 11 depicts another 
possible configuration which adcits tearing , this 
time a particular instance of (~) . 

3. 1.2 Stiffness and connectivity 

Loosely speaking, stiffness is a property of grapns 
wnicn :ias t o do llith t ne densit y of edges, i.e . , it 
i s a ~ea.sure of how well different nodes are 
attacted t o eacn other . It is only natural to 
~xpect t hat such a ?roperty should bear relation to 
classical ~ea.sures of i!dge-density. 

'!:he!"'! are t hree !Dajor classical measures of 
~dge- density: node degrees , minilllal edge cut- set, 
~in imal ·,ert ex cut-set. !!ere ·.ie '!Xplore the 
relations ~ong t hese tll.ree pr operties and 
sti ff:1ess. 

l . ~ illlk, ~ 1!h2a ~ poss 0 ss 
3roitra,ci 1v lrn gesce:e:i ~ ~ att .ilP1. :ill.!.L. 

To prove this resul t we describe a simple :iethod ~o 
construct counter examples. Start with a flexi~le 
graph, say a four- bar mechanism. add nodes and 
edges t o iccrease ':.he degrees , preser1>ing : ne 
flexibility . Tnis process is deaionstrated i n 
rigure 12. 

The above pr ocess serves to show that: 

2. fbr:-~ ~ :tLi.t.b. an acbit,rgc1lz .lAcli 
m11n,ma1 :dge::s;ut-sr:t .l1.l.l.t. ~ ~ .QQt. ~ 

Thus, t i.o of t he classical mea.sUNs o( coanectivit y 
are not i-elated t o stifrness . ~et us now consider 
the strongest ceasure of connectivity, 
vertex- connectivity. 

We nave seen i n the ?revious section t hat a stif~ 
grapn is at l ea.st 2-connected . !t ~s easy t o 
construct 2 and 3-coanected !Jf'3pns which are not 
st i ff. 3ut wi th le-connected graphs, le ~ u. the 
pr~blem is no longer simple . Indeed any 
U- ~onnected graph must have a Cllini!l:lal degre'! ~-nich 
is at least u. !hus the t otal number of edges :i is 
at least twice t he :1umber of nodes . !her'!for~ the 
overall number of i.nternal de11;rees or c'reedcm 
f (G) :2n-m- 3 i s :10t greater t!lan - 3. Yot only i s a 
-!-eonnected graph over- constrained, 'out the 

~igure 10 . Tearing a.long a 3-cut- set 

sri ff vertex cut-1er 

rig\.re 11. rear!n; alon; a 3t i f f verte~ cut - set 

143 
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soanoea by V' is stiff, then so are the
sucgrspos spanned Dy ?' u V1.

3. I: v is a vertex of degree two in a graph
G. then 5 is stir! it! the sucgraph of .
forced by renewing v is stiff too.

The shove results are a sample from a larger class
of results. all of which serve to establish tools
for a "divide and conquer' approach to the
stiffness problem. Eor instance, we wool: like to
determine whether a given grape can be torn into
stir! suspsrts which say later be used to
synthesize the original grape. ?lgure 10 desicts a
cynical configuration. corresponding to result (3}
in the above list. Figure 11 depicts another
possible configuration which admits tearing. this
time a particular instance or (41.

3.1.2 Stirrness and connectivity

Loosely speaking. stiffness is a property at graves
union has to do with the density of edges. i.s.. it
is a measure of how well different codes are
attacneo to each other- It is only natural to
expect that such a gropert? shoals hear relation to
classical seasures of edge—density.

There are three major classical measures or
edge-density: node degrees. minimal edge cut-set.
minimal vertex cut-set. Here He explore the
relations among these three properties and
stiffness.

~=~
Eiaurs 10.

- .. ‘
S k

‘—i
stiff vertex cut—set

Figure H. rearing along a stiff vertex

‘- my.“ mflmmmrrmam“ latstmcm mania shaman”

to prove this result we describe a simple sethoo to
construct counter examples. Start with a flexible
graph. say a four—Der aechsnism. Add nodes and
edges to increase the iegrees, presertihg the
flexibility. This process is demonstrated in
?igure 12. '

The above process serves to shoe that:

2- mmmm as W lam:
WWNWmmm

Thus. tun of the classical measures a: connectivity
are not related to stiffness. Let us sou consider
the strongest censure of connectivity.
vertex-connectivity.

we have seen in the previous section that a stiff
graph is at Least E-oonnected. It is easy to
construct 2 and 3-connectsd graphs which are not
stirf. But with t-connecteo graphs. k 2 4. ts
problem is no longer simple. Indeed an?
“acclimated graph must have a. minimal degree which
is at least 3. thus the total number of edges s is
at least taioe the hunter of nodes. Therefore the
overall number of internal degrees of freedom
rt5)=2n-sh5 is not greater than -3. Not only is a
4-connected graph over-coostraihed. but the

Tearing along a 3-out-set

:

lat-SEC
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connectivity icplies tbat the edges CIU.St oe wel l 
di stributed. Intuitively one would expect that a 
q-connected ~apb is stiff . 

~ot so . :t 1, possible to construct 4-connected 
and even ;-connected !rapbs wnicb are flexible. 
7IIO such examples are depicted i n Figures 13 and 
I ll, 

7be 9r cce,, we 3ppl1ed to derive these t wo 
surprising ~apns cannot l>e applied t o produce 6-
( or J10re ) connectea grapns wnicb are :'lexible. '.le 
jo not ,mow at all \lbo~tior such vaphs even exist. 
!he ?roolec: is open: 

3. u ~ a ~ k ~ ~ i.QI. k-conncctirJ. 
~ll m.:.c. 
At t his point, however, the problem i s :iia.inly or an 
3cadecuc interest, ror a condition wllicb requires 
sucn a ni;n connect ivit7 seem3 eo t>e of no 
?r 3ct!cal s ignificance. 

!o sum:::arize, '"• 
oetween stifrness 
there i s any) are 
3priori intuition 
:-elations . 

have seen that the relation 
and :easures of ccmnect!nty ( if 

not simple, contrary t o the 
wnich l eads u.s to explore these 

:i;ure 12 . Constructing flexibl e ;raphs witn 
aroitrary :!Cde ~egrees 

3.2 CO~TRUC7IO~ ?ROBLEMS 

A position-locatins algorithlll i s essentially 3 
;,recess that starts .nth soc:e set of pol.!lts 1o"hose 
relative posit!ons are known and gradually attaches 
new sets or points wnose relative positions ;u-e 
computed witb res;,ect to the original nucleus. 
SllC!::I a pr ocess c:ay !>e viewed as a ( possibly 
parallel) soJ.id1f1cation o f parts of the 
~easw:ement grapn into oodies . 

To oe able to descr ibe incremental construction 
processes we need to introduce a suitable 
~or:uli:!111. In the rollowiog ~• sl1all deser il>e such 
a ro~:11:1, then apply it to develop and !.c1plecent 
conetruction algorithms. 

3.2. 1 st1rr hy-pergr'l)iU 

A 6YPCCKC3Pb a~ <V,Z> consists of a set of 
vertices V and a set of edges ::.. An eds• is a. 
subset o r vertices ( ~ot necessarily Just t .o , as 1~ 
graphs ) . i/e shall ~e this generalized not ion or 
an edge to descr i be a set or ver tices whose 
relative oos!tion.s a.re known. An edge is said to 
be 1gcidcpt upon a given ·1el"':ex 1r it contains the 
vertex. A vertex t s said to be ~ncident upon a 

:igure 13 . A ~- connected flexi~le irapn 

Figure 1~ . A 5- connected flex~ole ;rapn 

l!.4 
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oonnec: int} Laplloa that tan 2113:: mar. 32 Hall 3.2 CDNSTRUCTIOH 930331.315
aisnribuud. Intuitive” one would. “one: that. a.

d-coanectod anon 1: 5311?- A position-locum; algorithm 1: ”annually 3
. _ amass mu. sou-u nun sale ”I: of aointa muse
Jot so. .t is passion to construct. henna-cud rennin positions are known ano gradual? attacnu
and oven 5-COMch-fld $119M “Dir-'1'! "'9 nuibli- on at: or point: mos- raluin position: are
Two such example are «nun-u in Picuru l3 and computed with reap-c: to me origin-l nucleus.
m- Such a érooosa In? as viewed a: I (possibly

parallel) solidification or part: of the
To: groans we would to derive those tun Marmot SPIN! Late 306193-

:urorismg grams canon 30 applied to promo: 6- _
{or no“) comment: graphs much are neat-:1... B- To so able to describe incremental construction
so not mow a: All moth-r anon papa: sun exist. amuse: In and to lntroducl a suitable
Eh. W031“ in an“: (6111113. In 2:1- following U. Haul 3.”,15. Inn

3 roman. than I991? it. to out-lop and haul-on:
3. 3.: mm: 3. ms: J; man. mm a: W “Mtructim “89'1“”-
mam

Ar. unis point, nouovor. one oroolau is mainly of an a _
manual: interest. for a :onnition which mull-on “ W 3 = “-9 995315“ of 4 3“ of
soon a alga zoonoctivisy am to on or no “"4““ V in“ i 53': 9f 948.! 5- 503430 13-1
wagging; gimficmg. 5|.th of vet-Hoes mot amazon-11‘: :uar. can. u in

graphs]. a. shall use cu: sun-mum: nation or
"'* 5min. “I one soon than one reunion an “89 W 133M191! I at» of Venice: whose

oocuam animus ano unsure: of oonnootinty (if ”11“"? scallion: 5" “1'0"“- inlfidfl i8 aid to
than is any) are not: simple. oestrus-y co tn. a. Maven a given “7"“ l: :: cantuna me
anrmr‘. intuition mien 1m: us to axplm'o this. "m!- 4" vertex is m6 to no incident upon a
E‘EIAIim .

3.2.1 Stiff £11me
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Figure 12. Constructing floxlolo graph: with
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given edge if i t. is contained in t.bis edge. We 
snall consider only bypergraphs ror which the 
intersection of any t wo edges contaill3 at most one 
?Oint. 

7o develop a vtsual intuition or t.he processes to 
:ie di 30ussed, one should con.sider byper graphs as a 
generalization of st!'uctures. Rather tban 
considel'i~ pin- jointed bars, we consider 
pin- jointed :etal sheets of an aroitrary shape and 
number of pins ( each metal sheet corresponding to 
an ed.ge of tile hyperg:rapb and eacll vel"t.ex 
cor!'espondi og to a joint). To draw further oa t~e 
analogy, '"e shall use the ter: llll1f. as an 
alternative to an ed_ge; the teMI ~ will be 
employed as an alternative to vert;ex. 

~et j i denote the degree of the i - th vertex ( i.e., 
• the a umoer of edges incident upon it) . ~et di 

denote the degree cf the i - tn edge 1 1.e., tne 
nU111oer of vertices incident upon it ) . The~ 
of tne hypergraph a is defined to be the number 

n m • 
H eil = L d

1 
= L d

1
, where a(n) 1.s the total num-

1• / , . , -

~er cf edges (vertices) . 

!he number r(li) g 2o+3m-2d(H) is called ~ 
igte~~al Ct~edoa ~ Ji. It. is ea.sy to verify that 
:or ~ gt"aph a the definition of f(H) above 
degenerates to the number of internal deg!'~S of 
fre~om defined in prev1.ous sections. 

7'ne :-:ot ion 
'!':yl)e:-graphs 
oe sttff 1:: 
suon that 

of stiffness can be 3enerali:z:ed to 
3S follows . A !'lyperg?"aph His said t o 
i t contaill3 3. spanning !'lypergraph a· 

1 . :"(3' ) : 0 

2 . for any subnypergrapo H" of n"' r{H" ) ~ O 

L6t us i nt!'Oduce a partial oN!er over byper;i-aphs, 
..,nion •.1e call •.-eldina;. A bypergra!)h !i' is said to 
be a -.,el:il::ig of a :iypergraph if each ed.ge of H' is 
a union of edges in ii ..,hich span a stiff 
suohypergrapn of H. 

It is ~ossible to show that stiffness is preserved 
under ..,el:ling. Moreover, each hypergraph possesses 
3. unique ..,eldi:ig wnicb i s maximal (cannot be -elded 
any :!!Orel. If M(ii) designates the :iiaximal. weld1:,.g 
of t~e hypergraph a, then !CMCH)) defines the 
'l~ ~ ·'-0 edpm of ii. :t can be shown t hat 
f(M(H)l ~ 3 with !!Quality if! a is stiff, in .nich 
-::ase ·~(!i) has a single edge coverin.g all the nodes. 

J .2.2 Incremental construction algorithms 

An incremental construction algorit:im i s a process 
that starts with a 3iven ;,ositioning problem and 
jevelops a solution by gradually increasing ~ne 
sets or ;ioints ,111ose relative locations are l<no--n. 
At eacn stage, the state of t he computation :ay ~e 
desc r!bed as a hypergraph .mose 9dges consist o r 
sets of points •.mose relat i ve positions are already 
'.cno;m. S1.1ch a hyper,;raph i s :1ecessaril1 a ·-eldin; 

145 

of hypergrapns in the previous stages. In snort, 
an i ncremental construction algorithm is a precess 
th.at t races a chain in the partial order of 
welding. 

We define a~ to be an operator that tai<es a 
hypergl'aph and produces a welding of it. An 
incremental co113truction algorith.m i s t hus a 
process of successive applications of welders. 

We have developed soft~are to represent and 
manipulate structures and hypergrapi'IS. 1",10 types 
of 111eldeM1 !lave been i mplemented and some :,im:ple 
constructi<;>n algoritbm5 t r ied . We posMss the 
tools which are necessary to develop 
position- locating algorithms or increasing 
sophistication. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

~-

5. 

6 . 

1. 

8. 

9-
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given edge if it is contained in this enge- ‘de
snail consider only nypergrsp'os for which the
intersection of any two ecgss contains at cost one
point.

1'" develop a visual intuition of the processes to
so iiscussed. one shoals consider hyper-grapes as a.
generalization of structures. Rather than
considering pin-jointed hers. we consider
pin-jointed sstal sheets of an aroitrsry shape and
number of pics {eecn cote]. sheet corresponding to
an edge of the hypergrept and each. vertex
corresponding to a Joint). To draw further on the
analogy. we shall use the torn m as an
alternative to an edge: the term .5313; Hill be
ecoloyed as an alternative to vertex.

(l.e..I

upon it). Let oi
senate tne degree of use i-tn edge time” the
nuzsoer of cortices incident upon it}. The sum

toe nypergrsps a is defined to be the owner

'_et 3; denote the segree of the i-tn vertex
toe ouster of edges incident

.9
Cl

'1' or .

so) = Z '34 3:6.“ more sin) is the total nim-r-F rt!

oer of edges (cortices).

The cunber rm 2 ands-auto) is called the
internal Inseam szi- It in our to verify that
for a gross ii the definition of {(3) above
«generates to the owner of internal degrees of
Erosion defined in previous sections.

Tile .135 ion of stiffness can he generalised to
types-graphs as follows. A hyper-graph L-I is said to
as stiff if! it contains s spanning hyper-graph 15‘
soon that

T. 1"{3'} = O

In . for any sutnypergrspn 3" of E'flfl") 2 9

Let cs introduce a partial order over sypergrsphs.
which we call m. a hypergrsph 3’ is said to
to n 3912135 of a sveergrson if each edge of 3' is
a union of edges in ‘d which span a. stir!
suahypergrspn or 'r.. -

it '.s possiole to snow that stiffness is preserved.
under welding. Moreover, each hyper-graph possesses

unique uslcing which is maxim (calmer. ’oe welded.
:

any sore}. If xii-I) designates the mini welding
of the hypergrapn a. then 113(3)} defines the
cm :1; m a: 3. .-’.t can be shown that
new}: 2 3 with equality iff a is stiff, in some
case 31(3) has a single edge covering all the nodes.

3-2.2 incremental constmtion algorithms

an. incremental construction algorithm is a process
that starts sits a. given positioning problem and
oeveloos a solution by gradually increasing toe
sets or points ancse relative Zocstions are known.
At secs stage. the state of the connotation as? be
iescrioed as a hypergrsph moss eases consist of
sets of points whose relative positions ere already
known. Such a synergrson is necessarily a welding

I'p. lu

of hyper-graphs in the previous stages. In snort.
an incremental construction slgoritnm is a process
that traces s c'cain in the partial order of
welding.

We define a. M: to so an operator that taxes 3

ny'pergreph _ano produces a welding or it. Ar.
inn-mental constriction algorithm is thus s
process of successive applications or welders.

is have ievelopec software to represent and
manipulate structures and tarpon-graphs. Two types
of Holders cave ‘oaen implanted and solo simple
construction algorithms tried. in possess toe

tools, wins are necesssnr to develop
position-locating algorithms of increasing
sophistication.
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I IllIRODOCTIOM AND OVERVIEW 

Problem Background 

The lcey to SW"Vi val in a tactical. 
environment t, the ability to understaiid, assess, 
and anticipate the evolrtng threat situation. This 
perception of the threat 1..:s a necesaary 
prerequisite tor rormula.ting an appropriate 
res ponse, such as avoidance , counten11eaaurea, or 
suppression. 

While background 1.Jlformation to prepare the 
tactical cOt11111BOder ror this task is provtded rrom 
intalllgence estuates and reeonn&i:sanee data, 
::-eal- or near-re&l-tir:ie information 1s der ived 
during the actual engagement 1'!-CID electronic 
support 1119asUl"es (ESM) systems. In the paat, an 
i::31 system ( :such u a radar warnillg receiver) could 
identity threat sy:seem ~om aieuured signal. 
parameters of weapon- related radars. Present and 
anticipated threat systems , however, have evolved 
to the point •,d1ere current E:SH systems are no 
: onger adequate. 

In the air-defense enviroo.cent, several 
!actors can be identified that limit the ability of 
cur::-ent E31 system.s to cope with the threat 
eaviroment. These factors, wnieb we will 1:1ention 
briefly, provide driving t'orces to the development 
of an et'tective ESH system. First, air-defense 
( AD ) systecs are densel7 deployed in tactical 
area:s, and can, !ly sheer num.l>ers, cause heavy 
operator workload:,. Second , since there may be a 
very short delay between the ti.me a threat system 
einit:s a signal, and a weapon l..mpacts on the target, 
!'ut response t!l:e t, !"equired. Third, i:1&0Y aiodern 
AD system:, are able to use a •rariety ot sensors tor 
target acquisition, tracking, and weapon guidance . 
:'his cieans that a system to detect these threats 
:rust be able to acquire a variety or di:stinct types 
or sensor data itself. E:ven worse, so1111t syiitems 
•,1111 neve.l" emit a :sigr.al , and will need to be 
actively searched ror. A rinu l'actol" or concern 
is that most AD systns today are higbl.y mobile, 
and the value of infonnation regarding their 
location decays rapidly with tillle. 

----• This wor k is being :supported by the Advanced 
Research ?r~jects Agency ot' the Department of 
:,erense, and :::oni!ored !ly the Air ,orce .;vionics 
Laoo!"atory JDder Contract '33615-77...:-1250. 

9. Alternative Approaches 

There are tllree ma.in options to consider ror a 
isati:st"actory solution to the proolem ot' pl"Oviding 
ne.,-re&l-tillle threat deployi!lent !.ofonnation. 

The first possibility is a system that 
includes a human operator to control and monitor 
data t'rom the sensor suite, and draw appropriate 
concluaions. The prilllary advantage ot' tn.is 
approach 1:s that the opel"ator can interpret sensor 
data 1n the context or a wide variety or knowledge 
and experience, whiell allows bill to aoticipate 
certain threats, and ignore those areas which u-e 
Wll.ilcely to support specific AD sy:stems . T.:le 
dr-awbaclc is that operator worlcl.oad quickly becomes 
wmanageable . 

A second approach i s to make a :semiautomatic 
system by tailoring special-s,url)Ose combinations ot' 
sensors into "super-aeasors . " These specialized, 
hard-wired combinations (of •,1aicn there are only a 
rew examples) pr oVide in.ronDation about a narrow 
rai:ge ot situations, but laetc both the scope and 
the nexibility to be or c:ore general use . 

The third appr oach is to baild an automatic 
sy-stem that can operate a variety ot sensors, 
integrate and 1nterpret their data, and have the 
nexibillty to adapt to changing situations. There 
are (at leut) two avenues that could be pursued 
here, a classical. stati:stical approach, and an 
appl"oach combining ele&ents ot' pl"obabillty theory 
Iii.th :symbolic inference ::eebao1...,. 

A purely classical approach :sutrers t'roai 
mmber or dnn,,baelcs. The rapidly changing 
ctiara:iteri:stics or the threat situation ~s it 
unlikely that an adequate prob111ty model would be 
available. Ir an acceptable model were available, 
tbe lllllllber or states to be included would be 
overwhe l;u.ng . 

C. An ~utonomous ~uJ.ti- Sensor .:sM System 

The problem or interpreting sensor !.ntol"mation 
to determine the thl"eat situation !.s viewed a:s a 
perception problem. Our approach to thl:s problem 
i:s to 1.Jlterpret sensor data in the context ot' a 
prior model. The approach combioes probabilist ic 
techniques ·.dtb l.Aterence mechani.sa:.s in an attempt 
t:> realize the advantages ot' the tb.ree approaches 
aentioned above. 

The problem :separates naturally into three 
parts: intarl"ing likely threat:, l'rom available 
1nroraa.tion, ;,lanzung and executing a sensor 
u·t1li:z:ation strategy, and integr ation of the sensor 
data into the situation model. A key aspect o t' the 
approach is the idea ot' usi:ig prior intor::ation co 
anticipate threats 11.lcely :o be encountered. Sy 
anticipatillg likely thl"eats, the systeci achieves 
t •.ro important advantages . First, the domain or 
di:seourse !.s limi:ed . !bat is, a large nucbar of 
;,ossible :hreat systecis can be :-educed :o a ,caller 
numoer or ;,lausible threat systems that actually 
ned to be considered when interpreti:-.g :sen,or ca.ta. 
Second, by deterci:ling which tb.r9ats are lilcely, 
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the system can use its sensors to best advantage in 
acquiring relevant data. 

The primary inference mechanism is derived 
~rail the Inference Net ( INET) system developed at 
SRI[1] !be !NET i s a production rJle system that 
incorporates a :nodi!ied Bayesian approach ror 
upda tir~ the Likelihoods of hypotheses. 

The 2~ system is currently undergoing 
devel opment. Several m jor components have been 
ccmple ted, lobile others are expected to be finished 
shortly. The next section will di.scuss tbe syst.elll 
in greater detail . 

II SISTEM DESCRIPTION 

Ove!'View 

There are several factors which make this 
en•1i!'oament unique "11th Nspect to othe!'S which 
have been addressed using either expert .systea 
approaches or ?erception techniques. First , it 
involves an !.ntelligent , hostile opponent capable 
of deception. Second, tbe large Olllllber of 
decisions that :nu.st be made i:i a relatively short 
:er.gth of time :neatl3, a program operating in thu 
environment oust be autonomous . That !.3, it :nust 
requi:-9 a minil!IUIII of bw:iaa interaction . Next, the 
s;'3tem aust be ab le to deal with data f'rom a 
variety of il:lperfect, "incommensurate• sensors, 
i~tegrati.cg their outpui:s in order to derive the 
:nost plaus1ble threat assessment.s. Finally , the 
environment can change rapidly, and the program 
:rust be n exible enough that it can be easily 
:nodi:ied to deal with new threats and situations 
not ~pli~it~y anticipated "1ben i t was 'Jl'itten . 

In this system, we are atteapting :o compile a 
tr.reat Order of :attle (OB) that contains tbe 
icentity of all known threats in an area and tbeir 
locations . ·.;e first de ter:nine which threats are 
;:,lausib,le at a specific l ocation, ba.sed on terrain 
fac tor"3 -ilich determine accessab1lit1 and ebe 
ces i reabili ty of the location for situating an AD 
sr-s te!II . 

In addition, ..e use an existing OB ..hich 
:-ecord.s loca eions of known t hreats. Rules 
desc:-i b1ng t ypical deployment.s of AO systems can be 
used to i nfer the presence (er absence ) of one 
threat gi7en kncwl ~ge of another. For example, a 
rul e describing :he ~act that a part icular 
antiaircra!'t artillery u.sually provides l ow 
altitude coverage ~or a specific mi.s.sile system 
allows :he program to infer the presence of one, 
6iven knowledge of the other. 

A list cf anticipated threa ts derived from the 
i nference module 1.5 passeo to a sensor strategy 
;:,lanner (which i s not yet 1.l:lpl emented , but "1111 be 
~ased on work :lescr i bed ir: [ 2 J -..'h icb pr ior i t i:zes 
:hem and c reates a ~lan ror operat ing ~he sensors 
so a.s ~o opt:.cd ::e the utility of the overall sensor 
sui:e. :'he sensor data that result.s will typically 
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provide ambiguous identifications, which must then 
be r esolved. 

Oi=biguation involves three steps. The 
first uses information :'rom sensors witb 
overl apping coverage. The secon1 uses geometric 
and parametric constraints specified by typical 
deployment int'ormation. The third uses information 
about plasible threat locations derived in the 
anticipation pha.se or the systel!l. The resulting 
threat ident!!'ications are integrated back into the 
OB, and the ;>rocess continued . 

The rem.aiader of this section will describe 
the ~ain .s t ep.sin greater detail. 

B. Threat Anticipation 

rtis pba..se uses a rule-based i nf'erence system 
called the Int'erence Net ( I!IET) to draw conclusions 
fro,om a variety of types of pr ior information, 
ineluding 6raph1c data derived f rom caps. 

!n tbe INE: , knowledge !.s expressed as a set 
of inference or !.!llplication rules, si::lilar to a 
logic.a ! .mpU.cation of t he son, 

a: => :i. 

This !.s a logical inference rule ·o1h1ch states that 
if' .statement E: i.s known to be true , tben R is also 
kn.own tn.ie to by implication. In a rule-based 
system, however , it i s typically tbe case t hat 
knowing E us t r,.1e does not uoeqw.vocally establ!.sn 
n, but only allows the truthf'ulne.s.s of H to be 
es.timateo. This :iecessitates a pr obabilistic 
iOlfereoce approach, .here rules are represented as 

L 
~ :> R. 

nere L represent.s the "strength" of t he rule, tbat 
is, the degree t o which knowing the evidence, - , 
a.Llo\13 the system to i:li'er the hypothesL5 , a. -, 
then , can be used to "update" cbe :.ikellhocd of H 
6iven kr.owledge of a:. 

Si:1ce i t is !'requently the case that ~.ore t:ian 
one rule ~ay impinge on a 3iven hypothesis , a 
ca11putatior.al procedure 1! required to allow the 
determination of the combined et~ect.s of :he 
individual pieces of evidence. Typically, ~ 
a~sumption of cond~tional independence among tr.e · 
various piece.s of evider.ce i s llde, and chen 
relatively straiglltforvard :i:anipulation of 3ayes' 
rule allows computation or the effect or the 
e.,idence . 

H a:ay 1n turn be ~he evidence for some other 
node. in :his ~aoner, it i s ;ossible to create an 
inter(X)nnected nee-,1ork of rules. 

Several :ypes of lClowl edge are encoded L"lt o 
rules ~or use by :his system. :hese !.nolude: 
descr iptions of composite threat systems ( e.6 ., '!n 

SA- 6 S\;.-face-to- air ~!.3sile ~stem consists of a 
ST~AIGHT ~LUSH rada.r and a ~ucber of :r3lls;;orter
erector- launc.'1er ·1eh!cl es (T~s ) l ; ceploya~t 
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intorm&tion (e.g. , a 23- antiaircraft gun usua.ll:, 
prOYides lov altitude suppor t for the SA-o ) ; 
terrain in1'luences (e.g., SA-o systems are usually 
round near roads - \/here •near" is a f unction or 
terrain); an:1 the desirabil ity or a location ( e .g., 
SA-os ;:re.fer to occupy hilltops ) . 

A version or t he :NET pr ogram was developed 
ror <!raving inferences at each point 1n a raster 
overlaid on a designated a rea(S l and operates · in 
two passes. The first pass encodes t he raster of 
points over t he designated area with 1.nrol"'Cl&tion 
includicg t.beir dh"oce trO!!! items or interest, 
such as road.3, areas o f clear t errain, or location# 
vberea threat bu previously been observed. These 
dist ances are accessed during the second phase of 
the operation in order to detenDJ.ne the likelihood 
of evidence nodes, such a:, •!'oi:lt x 1s near a 
road ." -ay propagating such evidence t brough a 
seri es or implications, it Ls possible to compute 
the likelihood of a location being favorable to a 
specific threat. 

:!le output of this program c an be displayed to 
i::dicate these favorable locations. The results or 
interest ( i .e., the likely t hreat locations ) are 
then passed to the sensor strategy module. 

C. Sensor Utilization Strategies 

The ro.la of tbi.s phase Ls to exam.ne the list 
or anticipated t hreats, prioritize them ( usually by 
pr obable lethality ) , compare tbem to models of the 
sensors expected perfor!:l&l2ce, select the 
appr opriate sensors for detect!ng the highest 
prioricy threat.:s, and determine the sensor 
parameters that need to be preset . While the 
module fo r computing the sensor strategies ba.:s not 
:,et been ~pl emented, ·,1e can outline its operation. 
:irst -.e vill de.scribe tlle sensor aiodules used by 
the .system. 

It is appropriate to mention here t hat thi..:s 
effo rt a.:ssumes certain capabilities on the part of 
the sensors. In particular, we do not attempt to 
deal wi t h rai, data, ~ut instead assume that each 
sensor ha.:s an a.:ssoci ated preprocessor vnich enables 
it to analyze its data, deteot targets or interest , 
and identity them ( although ~ot perfectly ) . The 
data returned frOII t he sen.:sors con.sises or these 
1dentif1cat1o~ 81th llhatever location !.nfor:iat ion 
i .:s appropr!.ne to e.he .:sen.:sor. 

Models or eensor performance are designed to 
represent the operation or the seo.:sor with r espect 
:o 3 s pec!.!"ied set or targets. The model i nclude.:s 
pr ot:abi:J. t7 array.:s \oln!Cb speci!)t the :!kelihood or 
the sen.:sor de tecting eaeb system, and :be possible 
ide ntification.:s the sen:sor could ass ign with the 
likelihood or each. The.:se tables are compiled 
assucing certain specitied environmental 
conditions. ?or exaople, the probability :ables 
ror an electroopt!.cal imaging sensor migbt have 
been ca11piled a.:ssuming a clear day, a certain range 
to the t arget , a c ertain rocal l ength ror the len.:s, 
and so on . 
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ro order to adapt the :lodel.s to enviroo:ental 
conditions, we pr ovide a .se t of prooa bility 
degradation factors . :he.:se factors are combined 
and used to modify the t a ble.:s ror existing 
conditions. In this manner , the program Ls ab le tO 
est1Date the ertic.acy ot a given s eo.:sor ror 
detecting and i deoti!'ying a s peci1'1c threat under 
non.s taodard condition# . 

Certain or these fact ors are related to 
controllable sensor parameters, such a:s lens focal 
length , or the bandwidth of a receiver Channal. 
The strategy sy:,i;em will attempt to select 
appropr iate set.:s or parameters, and ba la.nce the 
8 cost" ot uaing a given sensor with !ts utility, 1n 
or de,r to create a cost etrecti•te sen.:sor strategy . 

Once sensors have bee n selected and their 
para.meters set, data !..s collected and ;,usea to tbe 
!nte~retation moaule. 

!>. Sensor :>ata Interpr etation 

Since .sensors are not perfect, the 
identir1cation.:s they :-ender are likely to be 
amb!.guous. An important job f or the overall system 
is to di.:sambiguate, as much a.s ;,ossible, the sea.:sor 
returns. 

The r1rst step in disambiguation 1.s to compare 
respon.:ses t'rcm sensors vho.:se coverages overlap. Sy 
using the probability model.:s that describe the 
sell8ors , it is possible to develop ident ifi ca tions 
based on t.he composite s ensor illformat1on and, 1n 
general, reduce a.mbigu.ity. 

The next step i s to use information describing 
typical geometr ic deployi11ent.:s of threat systems and 
related sy.:stems, and the ir relative pa1"311:eters :o 
!"urther narrow the field of pos:sibilities. 7hi.:s 
ph~e use:s geoaietric descriptions or threat sys teo.:s 
( for example, an SA-6 system consists of a 
centrally located radar sUM'OQnded by ro~r SA-6 
TEL5 in a square array, 100 meters on a side) 
expressed as t empl ates. Usi:ig a variat ion of a 
~inear embedding algor ith!:l(U) the pat t ern aatcbir.g 
progr am atum;,t.:s to rind the best oatcbe:s of icnown 
templates to the sen.:sor data. 

This hu two effect.:s. It allova t!le system to 
u.:se typical geOC1etric cons traint.:, :o aid 1.!2 tbe 
ide ntit'ication of t hreats. ill addition, since !.t 
i s often the case t hat not all eleceots or a 
t emplat e are detected, it allows the sy.:stem to 
specify not only which elements are mis:sing, but 
where t hey should be located . 

:-he :-esults or tbia level of inter;,retat!.oo 
are c ompared with the favorability data compute<! by 
the inference oet, and confident identifications 
e nt,e red into :he OB through the !NET. Tbi..:s :iew 
!ntor:iation causes the sy.:stem :o update !.ts 
~kelihoods and the process i.:s com:.!.i:uea . 
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E. Status 

This system is currently under development . 
Most elements have been implemented, with the 
exception or the strategy planner. Model., tor 
:iev~ral typical sensors have been developed. A 
revised set of threat rules is being incor porated 
inro the· system at present. The pattern matcher 
and the sensor integration have been implemented, 
The next phase .will see the integration of the 
eXisting pieces and the development of the planning 
module. 

F. .::nensions 

!here are :several extensions and improvements 
that can be identified at this time . Two main 
suggestions concern the oper ation of the sen.sors 
and the ;irobabili3tic updating ciecbanism in the 
:~T. 

The current approach does not address the 
problem of 3nalyzing raw sensor data at al.1. 
Rather , it assumes cel"ta1n inte.rpretive 
~apabilit!es on the part of the sensor 
;ir~rocessor. The Image Understanding community 
generally believes that the more relevant, high
level information available to a sensor-data 
processing system, the better its analysi., is 
l!kely to be(3] The current approach consolidates 
most of the relevant information ill the 
interpretation routines , 'Jbere it is usd to 
criticize sensor performance in an a poster ior i 
!'asion, rather than allowing it to be passed to the 
ser.sor systems . In a wor king system, with actual 
sensors, it will probably be cr itical to make this 
infor.nation available at a low level. 

Further:i:ore, :some of the most relevant data 
may be that which 13 being collected si:ziultaneously 
by other sensors . Instead of performing all data 
integration at a h~ level, as is currentl.y the 
Ca!!e, it ai:,pear.:s more prcm1s1og to create 
temporary, direct com:nun1cation paths between 
icdividual. sensors. 

!be secoo:I area '#here i:llprovement could be 
.!lade concer-..s the l.1kel1hood updating computations 
in the :CIET. !here are t'•O pr1mary drawbacka co 
the current aayesian approach . The first 1s that 
assumptions required in order to make the 
computations tractable t'l"equently are not valid in 
our eoviroll!llent. L~ particular, the as.:sumptioo of 
conditional ::idependence aaong evidence nodes 
i!:lpingir.g on a hypothesis is usually not valid . In 
.nan-1 cases of interest, situations are highly 
interrelated. :'or example, normal encoding of the 
rules linkil"__g situations often leads to loops. Use 
of the independance asSUlJlPtion in these cases 
;,rovides i1!cor:-ect results. Our approach has been 
to per!on:i inferences based on tightly coupled 
situations outside of the iNE!. For example, the 
pattern catcher was implemented after sever al 
a tte!!lpts to do the utching in the !NE!. Another 
approach would be to extend :he !NET formal.ism to 
allow •.;eaJcening of some or the current INET 
assim;,tior..s. 

:t.9 

?'urtben11ore, the use or point probabilities 
( which pervade:, the whole system) does not allow 
adequate modelling of many situations. Instead, 
~ome idea of the distributions involved are 
required. In future versions of the system, we 
will implement a :scheme ror using intervals as a 
more accurate model of actual. distribut ions . 

III SUMMARY 

Our approach to the problem of !.ntegrati.ng 
aiuitisensor data with prior .cnowledge has several 
key points which sboul.d be underlined . 

The cbaraoteri%at1on of the task as a 
perceptual problell suggested cany of the 
subproblems that had to be addressed, and pointed 
out the need tor a common t'rame of reference within 
1.'hich :sensor data could be integrated and 
interpreted . In this system, the reference t'raae 
:s the Order of Battle. Data from sensors is 
interpreted in the coot.ext of the 08 • . In turn the 
OB provides infor mation about l1kely threats. 

Another key point 1s the use of anticipated 
threat:, to both narrow the domain of discourse, and 
to enable the system to plan for effective use of 
sensors . In particular, the use of •extra- signal." 
intorinatioa :such as terrain data and deployment 
rules to produce the list of anticipated threats 
:seems to mimic the behavior of a t rained and 
briefed crew memaer. 

The incorporation of a planning ele11ent 
provides oany capabilitie:s. It orovides a 
::iechanism for ef!'ective use of :11~du.lar sensor 
descriptions, ~hich can be added, deleted, or 
modified as the :system conti.,Juration is altered. 
Use of a planner also proVides the flexibility 
needed to allow easy modification of threat data, 
:since changing threat characteristics .111 result 
in different sensor strategies. 

The modular sensor descr!~tions could provide 
the basis !'or extensions to the systeo. Sensors 
are, 1n effect, modeled a.s knowledge sources. :t 
appears l!kely that ::iore abstract sources of 
1n!'ormation could be modeled !n the sa.ae a:anner, 
thereby al.lowing the system access to other types 
of infol'!!!aticn, such as L~telligence estimates. 
The models wiJ.l also allow the systam :.o :ie run in 
a simulat!oc mode, iJ::I order to deten:ine which 
cbaracterhtics should be improved ;;o !!lake a sensor 
more effective. It could even be used to decide 
wtu.ch t radeoffs .-ould provide the greatest 
capabilities in a sensor, before ccm;>.!.et1::g :.ts 
developmeo t. 

1 !'inal. point is that the up- to- date OB 
jetermined ~y :he system should te easi:.7 
trar.sferrable !:-om one platforo :.o 3r.cther. "."?:is 
could provide the capability !'or removing a :a~e 
cassette frc::i a returning aircraft, ~d ~,serti::g 
it into one about to depart, :hereey transferrir.g 
the real-t i::!e OS to the out:icucd ai.rcr:ar-:.. "."!:is 
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'-'OUld allow i:1axicua •.Js or the oev 1nrorl:llltion while 
it i s still tim.ely, without requiring the lengthy 
debrier1ng-analysis- br1er1og process. 

rn s w:mary, the approach provides the 
~oteotial ror an extrt111ely robust .:sM system, 
capable or using a wide variety or 1nrormation , 1n 
-..11ys oot ;:,ossible 1n any existing program . In 
addition, the work suggests several possible 
extensions and spinorrs t o related problem areas . 
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Language J esign Eor Distributed Systems 

?eter G. Hibbard 

In this oaoer we review some aspects of 
laoguage desi~ and language imolemencation 
as they relate co ne~works. !n particular, 
·"e examine how the incremental. integration 
of sof~Jare coffloonents must lead to a re
assessment of the role of che co11q>iler and 
che linker, and consider •,hat additional 
:acilities eight be dasirable. We examine 
the curre.nc paradigms for e:-q,ressing 9arall
iso which have been developed for closely 
couoled oult!~rocessor systems, and eJC9lore 
how · c;ell c!les.~ satisfy the additional con-
s craincs of necworks, viz the lack of common 
5hared oecor,• and che relatively low communi
cacion band-.ridch, ~e also consider briefly 
che run-ti.me org·anuations ·.-hich will be 
needed to support these facilities. 

l. C.:imoilation 
'.!e ~si;ume chat any ;>articular task ·,hich 

is oeing executed by a ne~Jork will co11q1rise 
.,everal relac!vel.y independent processes 
executing on possibly different hoses. During 
c~e lifetime of the cask individual sections 
::iav need to i> e :-ewritten or reolaced, or 
additional s ections :nav need to be added, and 
:c ;av he necessary co perform these nodifi
cac io~s while che rest .:ii the sections continue 
to ooerac.e. :raditionallv such codifications 
·,ould he :!one by a=loying s=e :or.ii of s ep
arate comoil.a tion, followed by a linka~e 
editing phase exerting only weak checking on 
the excer:ial. soecif!cations oi the componencs . 
:iowe'ler, ·,e 'Jei!eve chat any interaction •,1h!ch 
:akes ?lace :,ec,-een sections oi " rov;ram should 
be sui> j ect to che usual c::tecks provi.ded ~'! 
coi:oilat~oo - these checks snould at l ease in
clude t·.roe checking of ::iessages ?assed be~Jeen 
nocess~~. ., e :ire curre!ltly e~loring the 
~ossibilit, of checking ?rocesses ' specifica
tions oi :heir ~atter:is ~i use of resources 
against s,·ste::i-.ride const-:aincs. 

:. 5pe~1fying ~arallelism 
Considerable progress has been l!l&de in 

devising and assessing the techniques required 
: o coordinate ?Seudo-parallel and ?arallel 
:asks. Rowever, the diversity of the tasks 
·Jhich it Ls reouired to coordi.nate is so ; reat 
that : hev cann~c ill be ?rogrammed ~ith a single 
cec:miou~. to ~art :his oroblem arises because 
~e lack suffici~t e.~perience in programming 
?aral.lel algoritht!s, and in ?art it arises 
:,ecause :he current ?togra.cming control con
sc-:ucts, onto ~hich the ?arallel constructs 
are Jrafted, overspeci:y :he sequentiality in 
some cases, and do not ?rovide any oeans :or 
eX?ressing ?arallelism in other construc:s . 
:or:unacelv, ·,1hen deal in ii; •,ith oec,.-orks t~e 
rescr~cted· envi.rom:ient causes sche::ies :,ased on 

iS l 

oessa~e ?assing to :>e act-:active, and a 
number ot ?roposals have recentlv been 
based uoon these ~rimicives (Hoare, Brinch 
Remsen, · Hewitt.) . · ·~e exaaine one such tech
nioue (eventual values) in detail, since it 
or~vides a high level CllOdel :or !:J.teri-rocess .. . ,_ .. _ 
·Jhich closely relates to the manipulation 
of values in algebraic languages, and dis
guises the details of communication and 
rel'IOte computation in such a ~ay as co allow 
specifitaeion of ~rog'L'am.s wh.ich are reasonably 
independent oi the network configura~ion. 

3. Runtime organizations 
There will he several different ?&t

eems of interaction be~ween che orocesses 
which com?rise a cask. In che ?atcern of 
interaction which comprises a server process 
serving several client ?rocesses, it is 
oossible for an interaction co cake olace by 
~nlv one round of ::iessages ?assing between 
ch~. In this case the s erver need keep no 
record of internal state, and it ~av release 
any resources aquired for the interac:ion. 
However, it is oossible for the interaction 
co be a transaction which comprises several 
~essa~es, and che server ?rocess ~use :nain
:a.in some internal state. and retain access 
to resources until the transaction is com
olece. !n the case where ctle co11q1lec!on does 
~ot occur, because either t.he server or the 
client has catastYophically ter=unaced, it 
rlll be necessary to restore the resources 
to a consistent scace, or co restore them 
,ack co the state which ?er:ained at the 
scare of the t ransaction. :ec:m.iques for 
handling these problems, at l ease in siaple 
cases, have been developed for distributed 
data bases and :ile systems. ~ssen cially they 
rely on simulating che effects of the oper
ations recuesced by :!le client, nchout 
desc::.-ucci~e c~ange co :he resource. This 
onlv cakes place whe!l the clien t si;nal.s 
chat all i nteractions in that t-:ansaccioa 
are c~lete. 1uring the oeriod ••hen the 
resource has not been uodated, ic is essen
:ial that the ser-:e?: re~oonds co the c.lien t ' s 
requests :or actions on the resource as 
chouqh che update had occurred. !~ che case 
of :ile uodacing and reading, c~is is :-ela
civelv si~le , however invescigations still 
~eed co be · :iade for llOre coamlex cases ~o 
ensure that che siaulaced ooerat!ons have a 
bounded cime cos t , ir·respective o f c~e :, r !or 
operations i;)erformed on t.he resource. ·:e 
reoort on exoeriences ;ained in develooing 
,ounded-cosc ?Seudo-ooerations :.n 3 related 
?rogrammmg environment. 
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DEPL0~1ENT CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR 

LOW ALTITUDE DEFENSE* 

By 
John Fielding 

Lincoln Laboratory 
~lassachusetts Institute of Tec:tnology 

Lexington , Mass . 02173 

SUMMARY 

First order considerations of 
possible DSN system deployments for 
strategic defense against a cruise 
missile attack are presented. The 
deolovments are discussed in terms o= 
th~ir-geometrical coverage and thei: 
·rulnerability to off ense concentration. 

Perimeter de fense, ring defense, and 
random area defense are considered in the 
context of a de:ense of the Soviet Onion . 

.::i.ssumptions 

:tis assumed that a distributed 
sensor network is available fo r deploy
ment which works in the sense "that it 
orovides the requis ite tracking data to 
some undefined interceptor system in a 
wav that does not limit overall system 
perfor~ance . It is assumed that the 
cruise ~issile attack is massive 
(thousands of missiles) and responsive 
to the defense deployment, but that the 
DSN ele~ents are no more susceptible to 
direct attack than are.other defense 
system components . 

Perimeter Defense 

The total ?erimeter of the Soviet 
Union is over 65,000 !'..m, however r.iost of 
the soviet economic structure is enclosed 
by a perimeter defined by the line con
necting Leningrad with Novosibirsk, the 
line connecting Novosibirsk with Rostov
'.lla~Danv and the western border between 
Rosto•r- Na- Danv a:1d Leningrad . This area, 
shaped like an ice cream cone, has f 
perimeter of approximately 92~0 Km: _A 
defensi·,e barrier against cruise missile 
attack need not be a closed perimeter . If 
the defense takes advantage of knowledge 
of cruise missile range and possible re
lease areas, then a shorter and perhaps 
more effective barrier might be deployed 
as follows: ::ran 'brl<uta (app . 67 °N , 64°E) 

to Kalingrad to Odessa to Baku . This 
barrier is 5500 Krn long, and may be said 
to protect almost all of SUropean Russia . 

The number of sensors required to 
implement this 5500 Km barrier depends 
on the spacing and on the dept.11 of the 
barrier and will not be further discussed 
here . The nwnber of weapon stations 
(SAM batteries or manned intercept~r 
locations required ) depends on their 
effective width . For SAM battery effect
ive widths between 5.5 and 55 Km, 1000 to 
100 batteries will be required . The depcil 
of sensor net required to support these 
batteries will deoend ont11e details of 
system operation, . but will be ap~roxi
mately equal to the battery spaci~g . 
Fi ghter interceptors must be stationed 
so that they can reach t.'1e cruise missile 
be.fore it leaves the coverage of the 
sensor net . Their spacing may be calcu
la.ted fro:n t.'1e cruise missile velocity, 
the fighter interceptor average velocity, 
a:1.d the DSN depth . For example, if the 
cruise missile velocity is equal to t~e 
fighter-interceptor average velocity and 
the depth is 50 Km, t hen the fighters may 
be stationed 100 Km apart . 

Perimeter defenses suffer a serious 
deficiency, in that the offense may.con
centrate his attack i:1to a few corridors 
and by means of local exhaustion, satura
tion, or defense suppression penetrate 
the barrier at modest cost . The attackers 
are then free to fan out from the pene
tration corridors and attack where they 
will . If the offense requires c corridors 
of width w K.~ per unit length, then ~e 
may define an offe:1se leverage, L, given 
by 

- 1 
L = (c Cll) • 

The reciprocal of Lis t he percentage of 
the oerimeter resource that can be brought 
to bear on the concentrated attack . If 
the offense reauires two corridors per 
1000 Km of bar;ier and a corridor width 
of 20 Km, then Lis 25 and only 4, of the 
defense weaponry is usable . To achieve 
this leverage, the offense incurs a ~odest 
range oenalty and the losses associated 
with e~austing or destroying t:1e defense 
resources in the corridors . 

~he views and conclusions contained in t.~is docume~t are thos7 ~f the ~o~tract~~ a~d 
should not be interpreted as :1ecessarily representing t.'1e official policies, ei_he_ 
expressed or implied, of the Cnited States Government . 
*This work was sponsored by ~,e Advanced Research Projects Agency of t.~e Jepartraent 
of Defense . 
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~ino ::>e::enses 

The defense can reduce ~he o::ense 
leverage by arranging t:1e perimeter 6:!iense 
into rings which enclose the val~e :o be 
ce:ended . ::, :or example, rings c: 100 
;.:.~ ~eri~eter 16 K.~ r3di~s) are c~oser. 
t he; :~e offense leverace is limi:ed :o 
100 divided bv j . ~hus·a 20 ~~ corridor 
o::::ers an of::~nse leverage of 5 . 

~~e resource9 to be de:ended will ~ot 
in general be :ound to be convenient~y 
clus:ered ::or t~e purposes of de:ense . In 
the absence of detailed infor~ation on 
target cluscers or •·alue distr!.butions, 
:i~:·s :aw· ::iav be ~sed :o a~oroxi:nate 
~~e Cis~~ibuc~On . :~us i! ~~e ri~gs are 
or::.ered by ~ecreas1.ng enclosed ··a:ue, then 
::1e va:ue in :.~el.~~ ring will be pro-

-oortional to (ii - 1 . 3y arbitrarily assign
ing a ··al:.:e o: !COO to ..he :irs:: n.ng, t::e 
:ol~owing table ;nay ~e co:1struc::ec: 

va:ue ·1alue in 
i in i~n !Ung A!! Rings Uo To 

!. :ooo 1301) 
:o :oo 2929 

:oo !O 5187 
1000 1 -495 

: 0oo!i 0 . 1 9788 

:: ~s ap9arer.t ~~at :~e :a~s o: social 
agglome?:acion are wor~:ing against t~e 
de:ense designer if he tries to de::end 
a sizable :raction of t~e nation ' s 
resources ·.ii :.'1 s::iall :-i::gs . 

i 

.:.. ::e::ense based or. uni ::or:nl:; ::efended 
rings will be serious!::,- unbalanced . For 
examole if the =ir.:;t 10 rings are defe.'1ded 
bv 10 batten.es each (e: :'ec:::.·,e bat:er:,• 
~ict~ o= :o ~~), L,e~ ~~e ~e~c~ =i~g is 
Jefe:1C.ed a:. 20 :< c...~: !.e·;e: o!"l :i ?ar c.:1:..t 
value bas13 as is che ::1.rs t r.:.ng . ':o 
oroduce a balanced rina defense, che 
de:ense must equi? ~'1e.r.:.ngs in ?ropcrtion 
:o the .a:i..e enc:osed. I: ~~e enclosed 
val~e does no: ;us::i:: enough equip~enc 
to :i..11·• ~n each ring, c:hen a balance=. 
defense- of ~hat :nany r::.ngs at that pro
por:ion o: defense cost co defended •1alue 
is not poss.:.ble . 

~ndorn Area Je:e::se 

~he de:ense =:· :iep:oy de:'ense 
batteries at ran~orn throughout the :-egion 
contain:.ng the ::ar;ets (:or ::~e c~se of 
t!'le :·:escer:: ::ssR - abouc 3. ~ x :J 0 s:; . K.-l. 
:: t~e o:':ense does not ~::ow the :ocation 
er ignores :~e ?resence o:' these randc~l'l 
deployed bacteries, then we can :no::!el the 
er.cou.,te= ;=ocess as ra~io~ : 

? = e-==x 
t •• 
~J 

• ·~ - ,; .. - - .: - - -· .: - 1 - 0 ( - ,,.. .. 2 .,. e_e - -"' _ne -e.,::,l..f o_ "'--'-s - ~ ~ >. 
b ::.s ::1e e:::ect:.ve batter-· ·.,.,idti: (::n,, :< 
i.;; cne d.:.s:ance cra::sversed b'.t' the c:!'llise 
missi:e, and pis che probability o: noc 
encounte:-1.ng a defen!e battery in d.:.s:ance 

x. I: we set p = e - - n 37,, we see c~ac 
t~e e-::olJ d.:.stance is (bd) - l. :: o i3 

10 K.~. and dis l0 - 4 then xis 1000 . That 
:s about 3-, of the cruise :nissiles will 
su::-·n·;e a !.000 i<m tri'O :::1roi..ch an a:-e.a 
con~aining l de:e!!se Satte.:.-'J-per 10,000 
K.~

2 • each batte:-y having a battery widch 
of 10 i<.m . 

:: ~,e locations are k~own to t.::e 
o:=ense, :.~en rerouc:ng can iegrade ~~e 
de=ense ?er:or:nanc~ . !: t.::e ?resence o: 
a random area defense is known, but the 
specific locations a:-e not, the of::ense 
:nay s:i!.l inprove ics pcsicion by ro~cing 
::~e cruise ~iss.iles in a $yscematic Nay 
in an at:-;:e:noc co locally e:d:ausc oor::::.cr.s 
o: :he defense . . 

· ".::.rea :!andbook ::or t:le Soviet :;r.io::.," 
DA P.:.:1 550 - 95 contains a good in:rocuc
cion to Soviet geo~raony . 

=z~?='~ :~w ec~i~~cec t~c ~izc o: eac~ 
~c:::!:>cr of ~n ordered ac:: o: ~ocial 

. .:.ggloneracions as: 

Si = !:, !i) - 1 

~here i is t~e. ra~k o=der anC S~ is =~e 
ci:c c: t::c i~, ~c~c= . :h-~ i~ iis 
cussed :urthcr :.·n "Sys::en :ng:..neer.ing' 
by Geode & ::.:ic!lol, :1cGrav: ::ill Book Co . , 
195-. 
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Rina Defenses

The detense can reduce the offense

leverage by arranging the perimeter'oefisee
into rings which enclose the value to be
fiefended. If, for example. rings of 100
Em gerimeter {15 Km radius! are chosen
then the offense leverage is limited to
100 divided by n. Thus a 20 Km corridor
offers an offense leverage of 5.

The resources to be defended will not

in general be found to be conveniently
clustered for the ourposes of defense.
the absence of detailed information on

target clusters or value distributions,
ziof's law“ may be used to approximate
the aistrihution. Thus if the rings are
ordered by decreasing enclosed value. then
the value in the ith ring will be pro-

oortional to Iii-l. 3y arbitrarily assign—
ing a value or l”00 to the first ring. the
following table say be constructed:

In

Value value in
i in 1“ King All Rings Uo To 1

l lflDO 1300
10 100 2929

100 10 513?
1000 1 T485

10005 0.1 9783

:t is apgarent that the laws of social
agglomeration are working against the
defense designer if he tries to defend
a sizable traction of the nation's
resaurces with small rings.

A defense based on unirormly seasons
rings will be seriously unbalanced. For
example it the first 10 rings are defauhd
by 10 batteries each (effective better?
wiéth of 10 in), then the tenth r is
defended at 10 x the level on a per unit
value basis as is the first ring. To
graduce a balanced ring defense. the
defense must equip the rings in propztflm
to the value enclosed. If the enclosed

value fines not justify enough equipment
to fully can each ring, then a balanced
defense of that many rings at that pro-
portion of aefense cost to defended talus
is not gossible.

'v-a-.‘a‘:

Random Area :ef see

The defense may fiegloy defense
batteries at random throughout the region
containing the targets (for the case of
the Western USSR — about 3.4 x lo“ so.KoL
:5 the oifense ices not know the location

or ignores the presence of these randomly
deployed batteries, then we can model the
encounter QEOCESS .55 racism:

-oix=5P

where s the fiensit'; of sites i: per 24:21.
e is effective battery width {Em}, x
is the iistance transversed by the cruise
missile. and p is the trobability of not
encountering a defense battery in éieificeY

I.
:3".

x. If we set 9 = e" = 37%. we see that
- . -1 .

the e-tolfi :istance is (bd) . if n is

10 Km, and d is 10“ then x is moo. That
is about 375 of the cruise missiles will

survt“e a loan Km trip through an area
containing 1 defense batter; oer 1.0.090‘3

Km', each battery having a battery width
of 10 Km.

:t the locations are known to the

fense, then rerouting can iegraoe the
Eense oerformance. If the presence of
random area iefense is known. but the

sgecific locations are not, the offense
may still improve its position by routi.g

in a systematic way
an attempt to locally exhaust portions
the defense.

the cruise missi?-sfi-. v-a...
c

5;.

 

:”Aree Handbook for the Soviet Union.‘
:3 PAR 550-93 contains a good introduc-
tion to Soviet geography.

1zipf‘s law estiostes the size of each
member of an orfiercd so: of social

. igg-omerations as:
. -l

". S. f \
ti = l .i.

where i is the_ran‘ otter and S. is thesize of tho 1-3 member. This i Eis—
cussed further in ”System Engineering”
by Goods 5 nachol. KcGraw flill Book Co..
1357.
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